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1.0 INTRODUCTION

In Table 4.3-3 of the Vermont Yankee (VY) License Renewal Application (LRA), the 60.-year I
cumulative usage factor (CUF) value for the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) feedwater nozzle

(FW) is reported as 0.750. Application of an environmentally assisted fatigue (EAF) multiplier,I

as required for the license renewal period, resulted in an unacceptable EAF CUF value of 2.86.

Therefore, further refined analysis was necessitated to show acceptable EAF CUF results for this

component.REDACTEDI

I
The VY FW nozzles were re-evaluated in detail by SI in 2004 for EPU and 60 years of

operation. However, that analysis used conservative transient definitions and cyclic projections I
for 60 years of operation that have since been updated as a part of LRA development.

This report documents a refined fatigue evaluation for the VY FW nozzle. The intent of this

evaluation is to use refined transient definitions and the revised cyclic transient counts for 60

years for a computation of CUF, including EAF effects, that is more refined than previously

performed fatigue analyses. The fatigue-limiting locations in the FW nozzle and safe end are

included in the evaluation, to be consistent with NUREG/CR-6260 [16] needs for EAF

evaluation for license renewal. The resulting fatigue results will be used as a replacement to the

values previously reported in the VY LRA.

U
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The refined evaluation summarized in this report included development-of a detailed finite

element model of the FW nozzle, including relevant portions of the safe end, thermal sleeve, and

the RPV wall. Thermal and pressure stress histories were developed for relevant transients

affecting the FW nozzle, including any effects of EPU, as specified by the VY RPV Design

Specification [3], the VY EPU Design Specification [17] and other boiling water reactor (BW'R)

operating experience. The thermal and pressure stress histories were used to determine total

stress and primary plus secondary stress for use in a subsequent fatigue evaluation. Stresses

were also included due to loads from the attached piping for application in the stress/fatigue

analysis based on the bounding reaction loads obtained from the relevant design documents. The

revised fatigue calculation was performed using Section III methodology from the 1998 Edition,

2000 Addenda of the ASME Code [15], and was performed using actual cycles from -past plant

operation projected out to 60 years of operation.

1.1 Green's Function Methodology

In order to provide an overall approach and strategy for evaluating the feedwater nozzle, the

Green's Function methodology and associated ASME Code stress and fatigue analyses are

described in this section.

Revised stress and fatigue analyses are being performed for the feedwater nozzle using ASME

Code, Section III methodology. These analyses are being performed to address license renewal

requirements to evaluate environmental fatigue for this component in response to Generic Aging

Lessons Learned (GALL) Report [22] requirements. The revised analysis is being performed to

refine the fatigue usage so that an environmental fatigue factor can be determined for subsequent

license renewal efforts.

Two sets of rules are available under ASME Code, Section III, Class 1 [15]. Subparagraph NB-

3600 of Section III provides simplified rules for analysis of piping components, and NB-3200

allows for more detailed analysis of vessel components. The NB-3600 piping equations combine

by absolute sum the stresses due to pressure, moments and through wall thermal gradient effects,

regardless of where within the pipe cross-section the maximum value of the components of stress
1-2 Structural Integrity Associates, inc.
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g
are located. By considering stress signs, affected surface (inside or outside) and azimuthal I
position, the stress ranges can be significantly reduced. In addition, NB-3600 assigns stress

indices by which the stresses are multiplied to conservatively incorporate the effects of U
geometric discontinuities. In NB-3200, these are not required, as the stresses are calculated by

finite element analysis and any applicable stress concentration factors. This generally results in a

net reduction of the stress ranges and consequently, in the fatigue usage. Article 4 [27]

methodology was originally used to evaluate the feedwater nozzle. NB-3200 methodology,

which is the modem day equivalent to Article 4, is used in this analysis to be consistent with the

Section III design bases for this component, as well as to allow a more detailed analysis of this

component. In addition, several of the conservatisms originally used in the original feedwater

nozzle evaluation (such as grouping of transients) are removed in the current evaluation so as to

achieve as accurate a CUF as reasonably achievable. 3
For the feedwater nozzle evaluated as a part of this work, stress histories will be computed by a

time integration of the product of a pre-determined Green's Function and the transient data. This

Green's Function integration scheme is similar in concept to the well-known Duhamel theory

used in structural dynamics. A detailed derivation of this approach and examples of its

application to specific plant locations is contained in Reference [4]. A general outline is

provided in this section.

The steps involved in the evaluation are as follows:

" Develop finite element model

" Develop heat transfer coefficients and boundary conditions for the finite element

model

* Develop Green's Functions

" Develop thermal transient definitions

* Perform stress analysis to determine stresses for all thermal transients

" Perform fatigue analysis

SIR-07-130-NPS, Rev. 0 1-3 Structural Integrity Associates, Inc.
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A Green's Function is derived by using finite-element methods to determine the transient stress

response of the component to a step change in loading (usually a thermal shock). The critical

location in the component is identified based on the maximum stress, and the thermal stress

response over time is extracted for this location. This response to the input thermal step is the

"Green's Function." Figure 1-1 shows a typical set of two Green's Functions, each for a

different set of heat transfer coefficients (representing different flow rate conditions).

To compute the thermal stress response for an arbitrary transient, the loading parameter (usually

local fluid temperature) is deconstructed into a series of step-loadings. By using the Green's

Function, the response to each step can be quickly determined. By the principle of superposition,

these can be added (algebraically) to determine the response to the original load history. The

result is demonstrated in Figure 1-2. The input transient temperature history contains five step-

changes of varying size, as shown in the upper plot in Figure 1-2. These five step changes

produce the five successive stress responses in the second plot shown in Figure 1-2. By adding

all five response curves, the real-time stress response for the input thermal transient is computed.

The Green's Function methodology produces identical results compared to running the input

transient through the finite element model. The advantage of using Green's Functions is that

many individual transients can be run with a significant reduction of effort compared to running

all transients through the finite element model. The trade-off in this process is that the Green's

Functions are based on constant material properties and heat transfer coefficients. Therefore,

these parameters are chosen to bound all transients that constitute the majority of fatigue usage,

i.e., the heat transfer coefficients at 300'F bound the cold water injection transient. In addition,

the instantaneous value for the coefficient of thermal expansion is used instead of the mean value

for the coefficient of thermal expansion. This conservatism is more than offset by the benefit of

not having to analyze every transient, which was done in the VY reactor feedwater nozzle

evaluation.

SIR-07-130-NPS, Rev. 0 1-4 Structural Integrity Associates, Inc.



Once the stress history is obtained for all transients using the Green's Function approach, the I
remainder of the fatigue analysis is carried out using traditional methodologies in accordance

with ASME Code, Section III requirements.

Fatigue calculations are performed in accordance with ASME Code, Section III, Subsection NB- I
3200 methodology. Fatigue analysis is performed for the three limiting locations (two in the

safe end and one in the nozzle forging, representing the three materials of the nozzle assembly)

using the Green's Functions developed for the three feedwater flow conditions and 60-year

projected cycle counts.

Three Structural Integrity utility computer programs are used to facilitate the fatigue analysis I

process: STRESS.EXE, P V.EXE, and FATIGUE.EXE. The first program, STRESS.EXE, 3
calculates a stress history in response to a thermal transient using a Green's Function. The

second program, P-V.EXE; reduces the stress history to peaks and valleys, as required by ASME 3
Code fatigue evaluation methods. The third program, FATIGUE.EXE, calculates fatigue from

the reduced peak and valley history using ASME Code, Section III range-pair methodology. All 3
three programs are explained in detail and have been independently verified for generic use in

the Reference [14] calculation. 3
In order to perform the fatigue analysis, Green's Functions are developed using the finite 3
element model. Then, input files with the necessary data are prepared and the three utility

computer programs are run. The first program (STRESS.EXE) requires the following three input 5
files: I

* Input file "GREEN.DAT": This file contains the Green's. Function for the location

being evaluated. For each flow condition, two Green's Functions are determined: a 3
membrane plus bending stress intensity Green's Function and a total stress intensity

Green's Function. This allows computation of total stress, as well as membrane plus 5
bending stress, which is necessary to compute K. per ASME Code, Section III

requirements.

1-5 Structural Integrity Associates, Inc. 3
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" Input file "GREEN.CFG": This file is a configuration file containing parameters that

define the Green's Function (i.e., number of points, temperature drop analyzed, etc.).

* Input file "TRANSNT.INP": This file contains the input transient history for all

thermal transients to be analyzed for the location being evaluated.

Pressure and piping stress intensities are also included for each transient case, based on pressure

stress results from finite element analysis and attached piping load calculations.

The second program (P-V.EXE) simply extracts only the maxima and minima stress (i.e., the

peaks and valleys) from the stress histories generated by program STRESS.EXE.

The third program (FATIGUE.EXE) performs the ASME Code peak event-pairing required to

calculate a fatigue usage value. The input data consists of the output peak and valley history

from program P-V.EXE and a configuration input file that provides ASME Code configuration

data relevant to the fatigue analysis (i.e., IKe parameters, Sm, Young's modulus, etc.). The output

is the final fatigue calculation for the location being evaluated.

The Green's Function methodology described above uses standard industry stress and fatigue

analysis practices, and is the same as the methodology used in typical stress reports. Special

approval for the use of this methodology is therefore not required.

1-6 w Structural Integrity Associates, Inc.
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I
2.0 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL n

A previously generated ANSYS [5] finite element model (FEM) of the VY feedwater nozzle and safe n

end was used to perform the updated stress and fatigue analyses. The details of the model development

are documented in the Reference [6] calculation. I

A few key points with respect to model development are as follows: I

" The model is identical to the geometry and mesh of the model previously developed for I
feedwater nozzle fracture mechanics work performed for VY [7].

* The boundary condition corresponding to the location of the start of the thermal sleeve in the

FEM are consistent with Reference [8]. 3
The materials of the various components of the model are listed below: m

* Reactor Pressure Vessel - SA533 Grade B 3
• Reactor Pressure Vessel Cladding - Stainless Steel

" Nozzle Forging - ASTM A508 Class II H

* Safe End Forging - ASTM A508 Class I

* Feedwater Piping - ASTM A106 Grade B 3
The FEM model the radius of RPV was increased by a factor of two to account for the fact that the 3
vessel portion of the finite element model is a sphere and the actual geometry is a cylinder. I
Material properties were based upon the 1998 ASME Code, Section II, Part D, with 2000 Addenda [9],

and are shown in Table 2-1. The properties were evaluated at an average temperature of 300'F. This 3
average temperature is based on a thermal shock of 500F to 1 00'F which was applied to the FEM

model for Green's Function development. 1
The finite element model is shown in Figures 2-1 and 2-2. 3
SIR-07-130-NPS, Rev. 0 2-1 Structural Integrity Associates, Inc. 3
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Table 2-1. Material Properties @ 300'F ()

Instantaneous

Young's Coefficient of Density, Conductivity, Specific Heat, Poisson's
Material Modulus, Thermal p k Diffusivity, d Cp Ratio

Ident. E x 106 Expansion, (lb/in3) (f(ft 2/hr) (BTU/Ibm-°F)
(psi) a x 1- (assumed) (see Note 5) (assumed)

(in/in-0F)

SA533 Grade B,

A508 Class II 26.7 7.3 0.283 23.4 0.401 0.119 0.3

(see Note 2)

SS Clad
27.0 9.8 0.283 9.8 0.160 0.125 0.3(see Note 3)

A508 Class 1 28.1 7.3 0.283 32.3 0.561 0.118 0.3

(see Note 4)
A106 G~r ade BA10 28.3 7.3 0.283 32.3 0.561 0.118 0.3

(see Note 4)

Notes 1. The material properties applied in the analyses are taken from ASME Section IR Part D 1998 Edition with 2000 Addenda. This is consistent
with information provided in the Design Input Record (page 13 of VY EC No. 1773, SI File No. VY-16Q-209). The use of a later code edition

than that used for the original design code is acceptable since later editions typically reflect more accurate material properties than was
published in prior Code editions. Material Properties are evaluated at 3007F from the 1998 ASME Code, 2000 Addenda, Section II, Part D [9],
except for density and Poisson's ratio, which are assumed typical values.

2. Properties of A508 Class II are used (3/4Ni-I/2Mo-1/3Cr-V).
3. Properties of 18Cr - 8Ni austenitic stainless steel are used.
4. Composition = C-Si.
5. Calculated as k/(pd)/123 .

SIR-07-130-NPS, Rev. 0 2-2 Structural Integrity Associates, Inc.
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Figure 2-1: VY Feedwater Nozzle FEM
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Feedwater Nozzle Finite Element Model

Figure 2-2: VY Feedwater Nozzle FEM - Safe End/Nozzle Region
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3.0 LOAD DEFINITIONS

The pressure and thermal stresses for the feedwater nozzle for the revised fatigue evaluation

were developed using the axisymmetric FEM model described in Section 2.0 of this report. The

details of the Green's function development and associated stress evaluation are documented in

the Reference [10] calculation.

3.1 Thermal Loading

Thermal loads are applied to the feedwater nozzle model. The heat transfer coefficients after

power uprate were determined in Reference [10]. These values were determined for various

regions of the finite element model and for 100% (4,590 GPM), 40% (1836 GPM) and 25%

(1,148 GPM) [10]. The annulus leakage flow rate is assumed to be 25 GPM for non-EPU

conditions and 31 GPM for EPU conditions. The 25 GPM value is calculated by scaling the 23

GPM [Page 6, 13] value up by approximately 9%. The 23 GPM value is scaled up to provide

some conservatism and allow for inaccuracies in the determination of leakage flow. The 31

GPM value is calculated by multiplying the 25 GPM value by 1.25 [Page 6, 13]. Based on this,

the annulus leakage flow rate is assumed to be 8 GPM for EPU conditions with 25% flow rate

and 13 GPM for EPU condition with 40% flow rate. The temperatures used are based upon a

thermal shock from 500'F to 100'F.

3.1.1 Heat Transfer Coefficients and Boundary Fluid Temperatures

Referring to Figure 3-4, heat transfer coefficients were applied as follows:

* The heat transfer coefficient for the outside surfaces of the FEM (Region 8) was a

constant value of 0.2 BTU/hr-ft2-OF (3.858x1 0-7 BTU/sec-in 2-°F).

" Table 3-3 shows a sampling of the heat transfer coefficient calculations for Region 1 for

the 40% flow case.

For all Green's Functions, a 500'F to 100OF thermal shock was run to determine the stress

response.

SIR-07-130-NPS, Rev. 0 3-1 Structural Integrity Associates, Inc.1
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The applied heat transfer coefficients and the initial temperatures for all regions are contained in

Reference [10].

3.1.2 Green's Function's

Three flow dependent thermal load cases were run on the FEM model with the heat transfer

coefficients and the fluid temperature conditions listed above. Two locations were selected for

analysis (see Figures 3-5 and 3-6):

1. The critical safe end location was chosen as the node with the highest stress intensity due

to thermal loading under high flow conditions. The highest stress intensity due to

thermal loading occurred at Node 192 (see Figure 3-5), on the inside diameter of the

nozzle safe end, and therefore, this node was selected for analysis. Because the safe end

stress response is affected by flow, three flow conditions were analyzed (100%, 40% and

25%).

2. The critical blend radius location was chosen, based upon the highest pressure stress.

Conservatively assuming the cladding has cracked, the critical location is selected as

node 657 at base metal of the nozzle, as shown in Figure 3-6. Because the blend radius

stress response is affected by flow, three flow conditions were analyzed (100%, 40% and

25%).

Two stress intensity time history were developed for each location and each flow case: (1) total

stress intensity, and (2) membrane plus bending stress intensity. The stress time histories for the

safe end location, where the maximum stress was obtained for each of the flow conditions, are

shown in Figures 3-7 through 3-12. The stress time histories for the blend radius location, where

the maximum stress was obtained for each of the flow conditions, are shown in Figures 3-13

through 3-18.

SIR-07-130-NPS, Rev. 0 3-2 Structural Integrity Associates, Inc.



3.1.3 Thermal Transients (for program STRESS.EXE)

The program STRESS.EXE requires the following three input files for analyzing an individual

transient:

* Green.dat. There are 12 stress history functions obtained from Reference [10]. They

represent the membrane plus bending and total stress intensities at the blend radius and

safe end locations. Both of the blend radius and the safe end have two stress history

functions for each of the following flow conditions; 100%, 40%, and 25% flow.

* Green.cfg is configured as described in Reference [14].

" Transnt.inp. These files are created to represent the transients shown on the thermal

cycle diagrams and redefined by power uprate. Note that transients 12, 13, and 15 are

nearly identical on the thermal cycle diagram [ 19] and the results from running transient

12 will be used for all three transients. Transient 16, 17 and 18 will not be considered

since there is no temperature change. Tables 3-4 and 3-5 show the thermal history used

to represent each transient. Based upon the thermal cycle diagram for the feedwater

nozzle [19], the transients are split into the following groups based upon flow rate:

o Transients 3, 20, 20A, and 21-23 are run at 25% flow. Although Reference [19]

shows 15% flow rate, it is conservative to use 25% flow rate for these transients.

Transient 20, Hot Standby, is split up into two parts. The first portion is "Heatup

portion" and the second portion is "Feedwater Injection portion" that are defined

from Reference [19].

o Transient 11 is run at 40% flow. Transient 11 starts off and ends at 100% flow.

o Transients 5, 6, 9, 10, and 19 are run at 100% flow.

o Transient 4 is run at 100% flow only to obtain the last stress point. The remainder

of the stress points for transient 4 is obtained from the 25% flow stress results.

The results are pulled from the two flow case results based upon the flow rates

defined in the thermal cycle diagram [ 19].

o Transients 12, 13, 14 and 15 were run at 100% flow. Heat transfer coefficients

were not re-calculated for the 1 minute intervals each of these transients is at

110% flow. The effect of this small flow rate increase for such a relatively short

duration should be minor.
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o Transients 1, 2, 24, and 25 are set as no thermal stress due to very small

temperature changes (70'F to 100'F) at these transients.

3.2 Pressure Loading

A uniform pressure of 1,000 psi was applied along the inside surface of the feedwater nozzle and

the vessel wall. A pressure load of 1,000 psi was used because it is easily scaled up or down to

account for different pressures that occur during transients. In addition, a cap load was applied

to the piping at the end of the nozzle. The nodal forces shown in Table 3-1 [10] are defined by

the following equation:

F ee.ment = 7r(IR)
2P2

7r OR 2 -JR 2

where: P - unit pressure load = 1,000 psi

IR - inner pipe radius = 4.8345 in

OR = outer pipe radius = 5.42 in

R = inside radius of element that node is attached to

R. = outside radius of element that node is attached to

Fnode = aVerage of the element forces on either sideof the node.

Note: The force on the innermost and outermost nodes is calculated as one half of theforce on the

element that they are attached to.

The calculated nodalforces were applied as positive values so they would exert tension on the

end of the model. Figures 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3 show the internal pressure distribution, cap load, and

symmetry condition applied to the vessel end of the model, respectively.

The pressure stress associated with a 1000 psi internal pressure was determined in Reference

[10]. These values are as follows:

Pressure stress for the safe end:
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I
* 8693 psi membrane plus bending stress intensity. I
* 8891 psi total linearized stress intensity. 3

Pressure stress for the blend radius: 3
0 36653 psi membrane plus bending stress intensity.

0 37733 psi total linearized stress intensity. 3
These pressure stress values for each location were linearly scaled with pressure. The actual

pressure for column 6 of Tables 4-1 and 4-2 is obtained from Tables 3-4 and 3-5. The scaled

pressure stress values are shown in columns 7 and 8 of Tables 4-1 and 4-2.

The pressure stress is combined with the thermal and piping loads to calculate the final stress

values used for fatigue analysis. The piping load sign is set as the same as the thermal stress

sign. 3

3.3 Piping Loading

Additionally, the piping stress intensity (stress caused by the attached piping) was determined. I
These piping forces and moments are determined as shown in Figure 3-36.

The following formulas are used to determine the maximum stress intensity in the nozzle at the

two locations of interest. From engineering statics, the piping loads at the end of the model can

be translated to the first and second cut locations using the following equations:

( Mx)= M - FY L,
For Cut 1: (My) 1  My + FxL 1

For Cut II: (M,, )2 = M, - FYL 2

(My) 2 = My + FL 2
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The total bending moment and shear loads are obtained using the equations below:

For Cut I:
S= (M.)a2 +(My)12

Fxy = V(F.)1
2 +(Fy)12

Mw = /(M+)z2
2 +(My)2

2

F F) 2 (F)For Cut II:

The distributed loads for a thin-walled cylinder are obtained using the equations below:

N, - [1 ý,+ M'
zRN [2F R+]

qN = 1F F) Mz
zRN . 2 RN

To determine the primary stresses, PM, due to internal pressure and piping loads, the following

equations are used.

For Cut I, using thin-walled equations:
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PaN Nz
2 tN tN

(PM)O= Pa(~) N5
tN

(PM)o = ((

tN

2

or

SIMAX =2 (P")j +2 I

where: LI = The length from the end of the nozzle where the piping loads are applied to

the location of interest in the safe end.

L2 = The length from the end of the nozzle where the piping loads are applied to

the location of interest in the blend radius.

Mxy = The maximum bending moment in the xy plane.

Fyx = The maximum shear force in the xy plane. I
Nz = The normal force per inch of circumference applied to the end of the nozzle in

the z direction.

qN = The shear force per inch of circumference applied to the nozzle.

RN = The mid-wall nozzle radius.

Because pressure was not considered in this analysis, the equations used for Cut I are valid for

Cut II. Furthermore, since the pressure was not considered in this analysis, the equations can be

simplified as follows:

I
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= Nz

tN

(PM)O =0

(WR)= 0

qNv

tN

•I2t )2(+m))O

or

SIM-= t

Per Reference [11], the feedwater nozzle piping loads are as follows:

Fx 3,000 lbs Mx = 28,000 ft-lb = 336,000 in-lb

Fy 15,000 lbs My = 13,000 ft-lb = 156,000 in-lb

F, 3,200 lbs Mz- 40,000 ft-lb = 480,000 in-lb

The loads are applied at the connection of the piping and safe end. Therefore, the L1 is equal to

12.0871 inches and the L2 is equal to 27.572 inches. The calculations for the safe end and blend

radius are shown in Table 3-2. The first cut location is the same as the Green's Function cross

section per [10] at the safe end, and the second cut is from Node 645 (outside) to Node 501

(inside). The maximum stress intensities due to piping loads are 5707.97 psi at the safe end and

265.47 psi at the blend radius, respectively.

These piping stress values are scaled assuming no stress occurs at an ambient temperature of

70'F and the full values are reached at reactor design temperature, 575'F. The scaled piping

stress values are shown in columns 9 and 10 of Tables 4-1 and 4-2. Columns 11 and 12 of

Tables 4-1 and 4-1 show the summation of all stresses for each thermal peak and valley stress

point.
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Table 3-1: Nodal Force Calculation for End (

Node Element Radius A Radius R 2-Ri2 F
Number Number (in) . (in) (in2)

1 5.42
1022 0.1171 1.25565 15

2 5.3029
1021 0.1171 1.22823 15

3 5.1858
1020 0.1171 1.20080 14

4 5.0687
1019 0.1171 1.17338 14

5 4.9516
1018 0.1171 1.14595 14

6 4.8345

I

Cap Load U
I

element Fnode

Q(b) (Ib)

7678.0
p356.1

15188.4
020.7 3

14853.0
~685.3

14517.6
,349.9

14182.2•014.5

7007.3

I
I
I

1"

I
I
I
I
U

II
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Table 3-2: Maximum Piping Stress Intensity Calculations

Safe End External Piping Loads
Parameters

Fx = 3.00 kips

Fy = 15.00 kips

Fz= 3.20 kips

MX= 336.00 in-kips

M" = 156.00 in-kips

Mz= 480.00 in-kips
OD= 11.86 in
ID= 10.409 in

RN = 5.57 in
L= 12.09 in

tN 0.72 in

(Mx), = 154.69 in-kips

(M)i = 192.26 in-kips

MW = 246.77 in-kips

Fxv = 15.30 kips

Nz= 2.63 kips/in

qN= -1.59 kips/in
Primary Membrane Stress Intensity

PMz= 3.63 ksi

'C = -2.20 ksi

Slmax = 5.71 ksi

Slmax = 5707.97 1 2psi I

Blend Radius External Pipinq Loads
Parameters

Fx = 3.00 kips

Fy = 15.00 kips

Fz = 3.20 kips

Mx= 336.00 in-kips

my= 156.00 in-kips

Mz= 480.00 in-kips
OD= 22.67 in
1D= 10.750 in

RN 8.35 in
L 27.57 in

tN 5.96 in

(Mx)2 = -77.58 in-kips

(M,)2 = 238.72 in-kips

M• = 251.01 in-kips

Fxv = 15.30 kips

Nz= 1.21 kips/in

qN = -0.51 kips/in
Primary Membrane Stress Intensity

PMz 0.20 ksi

'C = -0.09 ksi

Simax = 0.27 ksi

Simax 1 265.47 psi

Note: The locations for Cut I and Cut 11 were defined in Reference [10] for safe end and blend
radius paths, respectively.
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Table 3-3: Heat Transfer Coefficients for Region 1 (40% Flow)

Calculation of Heat Transfer Coefficients for Feedwater Nozzle Flow Path

Pipe Inside Diameter, D == 7 inches = 0.806 ft
= 0.246 m

Flow, % of rated =
Fluid Velocity, V = 8.022 ft/sec = 1,836.0 gpm =

Characteristic Length, L = D = 0.806 ft = 0.246 m

T.,a - T~ue- AT = assumed to be 12% of fluid temperature = 8.40 12.00 24.00 36.00 48.00
NoThe.-eonN0.oo ono.,On 4t67 667 1333 20 o0 2667

100% rated flow = gpm

De0.79 y,3p4 M= lrbm/0.793742524 MIb/rlI

6U0,0 (2
333 :•: r

.00 Fr
,00 C

ewoR+n..rron~enaoey... Value at Fluid Temperature, T [26] Units

Conversion 70 100 200 300 400 8o0 600 =F

Water Property Factor [241 21.11 37.78 93.33 148.89 204.44 260.00 315.56 C
k 1.7307 0.5997 0.6300 0.6784 0.6836 0.6611 0.6040 0.5071 W/m-=C
........ 4.86 ................-0.3465 0.3640 0.3920 0.3950 0.3820 0.3490 0.2930 Btu/hr-ft-*F.............................. ...he ...............vi .) ........................................ ................... 0. 3.4. ................. 9........ ....... 9........... . .....0 .............. .. ...490..... ......... 0.293 .... ............. ._

cp 4.1869 4.185 4.179 4.229 4.313 4.522 4.982 6.322 kJ/kg-°C
.ýj . . . .00 0.99 1.010 1.03 1.080119 1.51 ftultm-. ...... ...... Ls ' _ ýLt) ........ .............. ....... .... ....... L~o.• .... ... .. . -• .. . ._! • .............. Io,3o .. ................ ..... 1:92.-" . ..... ............. -A •9 . . ... .. 2= 11......-b• ' ..

p 16.018 997.1 994.7 962.7 917.8 858.6 784.9 679.2 kg/m
3

. 2.3 62.1 601 573 ... .......... 40 42.4 . lm.ft
3

1.8 1.89E-04 3.24E-04 6.66E-04 1.01E-03 1.40E-03 1.98E-03 3.15E-03 m3/m
3

-.C.......... mtric Rate ofEpansion) 1.05 4 . 0-04 3.70-4 . ....... .. 7.80 .............. 10 -03 .. ....... 75-03 fF

9 0.3048 9.806 9.806 9.806 9.806 9.806 9.806 9.806 m/s
2

.................. .nG •vi!• .a o .Se .pj! )_ ... .... ...... ... ......... ... ..................... 2.:.1 -........ ......... ,R E.=. ..... ................. 32! .. ... .. • .7 ..... .......... 3 .: ................ .. . ... . • .7.. .........3 ..7.......... vs... .....

. 1.4881 9.96E-04 6.82E-04 . 3.07E-04 1.93E-04 1.38E-04 1.04E-04 8.62E-05 kg/in-s

..... (Po~m~0~.i0rf~iy.6.69E-04 4.58E-4 2000 -04 04 9360 .0-5 5.79E-05 lhm/ft-s.................... . ....... § ý..........i ................ ........................................6.. ........................ ........... ..... ....... .... .............. .. ....... .0 ............... ....._ .5...................7. ..0.E.0............... 5..7...-........ ......... .........
Pr 6.980 4.510 1.910 1.220 0.950 0.859 1.070

MPrandt) Number)
Calculated parameter Formula 70 100 200 300 400 800 600 T
Reynold!s Number, Re pVD/p 6.0147E+05 8.7645E+05 1.8859E+06 2.8491E+06 3.7255E+06 4.5248E+06 4.7336E+06 -

Grashof Number, Gr gPATL
5

/(plp)
2  

1.2852E+08 6.6834E+08 1.2721E+10 6.5918E+10 2.0931E+11 5.4429E+11 1.1372E+12 -

Rayleigh Number, Ra GrPr 8.9710E+08 3.0142E+09 2.4297E+10 8.04200+10 1.9866E+11 4.6755E+11 1.2168E+12 -
From [24]:

Inside Surface Forced Convection Heat Transfer Coefficient:
Ht, = 0.023Re°'nPr°"k/D 5,132.76 6,119 10 8,626.61 10,107.53 10,960.87 11,236.63 10,678.39 W/m

2
_.C

. ýdir'o3. ,077.66 1,519.26 1 780.07 , ~1,930-31 1,/978.92 1*'4880.61 B tu/hr-11
2
ý-F

i1:744E-03l/. 2.8790-03 231E.03 ~3.43~4E-03K3.724E-(03 _ .i' E0 3. 628E-030" Ii 9fsec-in 
2

F
From [24):
Inside Surface Natural Convection Heat Transfer Coefficient:

Case: Enclosed cylinder C = n =5

H 5 = C(GrPr)
0

k/L 232.43 330.57 59985 815.28 988.69 1,1184 1,192.73 W/m
2
-°C

r4~3 ,582 105 .49 210.06 B/r-fe-'F

,~7.96E052.123-04'~ 2.038&-04 2.7i0E.04 l3.3294' z 6.'6~r.00-04~1+402-4 t/e-n-

I
I
I
i

I

I
I
I
i
I
'I
I
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Table 3-4: Blend Radius Transients
Transient Time Temp Time Ste Pressure Transient Time Temp Time Step Pressure Transient Time Temp Time Ste Pressure
Number ris 1"] s S Number ' n( L s y101 Number s F (su

1. Boltup 0 70 0 10. FW Heater 0 392 1010 14. SRV 0 392 1010
123 Cycles t0 70 10 0 Bypass 90 265 90 1010 B1md-wn 60 275 60 ý* 98805 Y
2. Design 0 70 0 70 Cycles 1890 265 •180011 1010 1 Cycles 960 100 900 50
HYD Test 1080 100 1080 0 HF t00 2070 392 180 1010 HF 100 5960 100 5000 0 50
120 Cycles 1680 100 •'ýV 800 V•. f 1100 7070 392 0000 1010 19. Reduction to 0% 0 392 1010

5280 100 3600 1100 1t. Loss of 0 392 1010 Pwer 300 Cycles 1800 269 180 1010

5880 100 j F-iK 65OLL s0 FW Pumps 1 565 1 1010 HF-100 6800 265 9000 1010
10880 100 5000 s0 10 Cycies 3.5 565 " 2.5 1190 20. HotStandb 0 265 1010

3. Startup 0 100 50 1MF 40, HF 100 4.5 s0 1 1185 (Heatup Portion) 1 440 1 1010
300Cycleu 16164 549 16164 1010 13.5 50 9 1130 300Cycles 3925 549 3924 1010

LF_2 21164 549 5000 1010 184.5 00 171 1 35 LF529 8925 549 906O 1010
4. Turbine poll 0 549 1010 1564.5 440 1380 1135 20A. Hot Standby 0 549 1010

and Increased to 2 100 1 1010 1565.5 565 1 1135 (FW Injection Portion) 1 100 61 1010
Rated 1801 1D0 1010 2165.5 565 600 1135 300 Cycles 181 100 600 1010
P 10 1802 26 9 1010 182166.5 50 1 1135 LF02 241 2100 60 010... 300 wcyces 3602 --- 392 1800 1010 2346.5 50 IO 18 ý•, T, 88; 451 549 210 1010

LF_25, H"FIO 8602 392 5000 1010 54D6.5 440 3060 1055 45 549 5000 1010

9. T iDally 0 392 1010 5407.5 565 1 1055 21-23. Shutdown 0 549 1010
,Reduction 900 310 90D 1010 16727.5 565 1320 1135 300 Cycles 6264 375 1 6264 so

Tr75% Power 2700 310 ,!W-V 1800P• 1010 6720.5 20 1 1135 LF23 6864 330 600 50
10.000 Cycles 3600 392 900 1010 27148.5 50 420 675 15144 100 8280 s0

HF10Ci 8600 392 5360 1010 7448.5 300 300 675 20144 100 5010 50
6. Weekly Reduct 0 392 1010 ,11048.5 400 3600 232 24. Hydrostatic a 100 5050% Power 1800 280 1800 1010 16411.5 549 5363 885 I Test 600 100 600 1563

16. 00 Cw¢es 3600 280 "'j JSQO r;109' 1010 16412.5 549 1 1010 1 Cycles . 12noo 100 600 1563
HF-100 5400 392 1800 1010 18212.5 549 1800 1010 1800 100 600 50

1D40D 392 5000 1010 18213.5 100 1 1010 240D 100 500 so
-9. Turbine 0 392 1010 20013.5 1 00D 180D 1010 25. UnboltO0 100 a

Trip at 25% 1800 265 1800 1010 20014.5 260 1 1010 12 Cyces 08 70 1 1080 0

Po-e 1980 265 '!;8•;• 010 21814. 5 39 1810 1010 = ; N * 6080 7C 1 5000 0
10 Cycles 2340 so 360 1 010 26814.5 392 5000 1010

II 3420 265 900 1010 Generator Trip 10 392 I 1 113511375-I
3600 265 0.< 180 a ;. ? 1010 60 Cycles 15 392 135M1375"'
•40ff 3ffZ 1800

10400 3 .9 I .' " 4

10400 39129 

11

1s. Other 2790 100 .I0 Zi 940
SCRAM.S 2791 1 260 1, 9F40

220 cycies 32O10 251 41 101
H1-100 4091 1 392 1381 1 1010

1 9591 j_ 302 1 5000 1 1010

Note: 1. The indicated time or pressure was assumed,
2. 13 75 psi is for Transient 13 only.
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Table 3-5: Safe End Transient

-LL

61. 2U P e ter
.... 010 10 1-00 10 0 .... Bypass 9lee Cyces s, n

MF 40, HF_100

20A. Hot Stondby
[FW Injection Portion

300 Cycles

LF-25

0

191

241

451

951

549
100
100
290

549
549

100

50
210

500

1010

1010

1010
1010
1010

I
I
i
U
I

I
228 cycles . 3210 291 419 1010

HF 100 4591 1 392 1381 1010

II 50 1 392 1 500 1 0 II

Note: 1. These transients are the same as in Table 3-4 with the exception of the 500 second steady state time I
increment that is used. The transients in Table 3-4 are plotted using a 5000 second steady state
increment. The difference is due to the length of the Green's Functionfor the safe end which is
shorter compared to the blend Radius.

2. The indicated time or pressure was assumed.
3. 1375psi is for Transient 13 only.

I

I
I

I
I

I
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Figure 3-1: Feedwater Nozzle Internal Pressure Distribution
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Figure 3-2: Feedwater Nozzle Pressure Cap Load
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Figure 3-3: Feedwater Nozzle Vessel Boundary Condition
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Region 7
Region 8

F

Region I
Region &,,

E

Notes: Point A:
Point B:
Point C:
Point D:
Point E:
Point F:

End of thermal sleeve = Node 204 = 0.25" from feedwater inlet side of thermal sleeve flat per Reference [8].
Beginning of annulus Node 252.
Beginning of thermal sleeve transition = approximately 4.0" from Point A per Reference [8] = Node 294.
End of thermal sleeve transition = approximately 9.5" from Point A per Reference [8] = Node 387.
End of inner blend radius (nozzle side) = Node 553.
End of inner blend radius (vessel wall side) = Node 779.

I
1
I
I

Figure 3-4: Thermal Regions I
I
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Figure 3-5: Safe End Critical Thermal Stress Location and Linearized Stress Paths
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Figure 3-6: Brand Radius Critical Thermal Stress Location and Linearized Stress Paths
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Figure 3-7: Safe End Total Stress History for 100% Flow
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Figure 3-8: Safe End Membrane Plus Bending Stress History for 100% Flow
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Figure 3-9: Safe End Total Stress History for 40% Flow
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Figure 3-10: Safe End Membrane Plus Bending Stress IJIistory for 40% Flow
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Figure 3-11: Safe End Total Stress History for 25% Flow
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Figure 3-12: Safe End Membrane Plus Bending Stress History for 25% Flow
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Figure 3-13: Blend Radius Total Stress History for 100% Flow
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Figure 3-14: Blend Radius Membrane Plus Bending Stress History for 100% Flow I
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Figure 3-15: Blend Radius Total Stress History for 40% Flow
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Figure 3-16: Blend Radius Membrane Plus Bending Stress History for 40% Flow
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Figure 3-17: Blend Radius Total Stress History f
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Figure 3-18: Blend Radius Membrane Plus Bending Stress
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Figure 3-19: Transient 1, Bolt-up
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Figure 3-20: Transient 2, Design HYD Test
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Figure 3-23: Transient 5, Daily Reduction 75% Power
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Figure 3-24: Transient 6, Weekly Reduction 50% Power
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Figure 3-25: Transient 9, Turbine Trip at 25
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Figure 3-26: Transient 10, Feedwater B
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Figure 3-27: Transient 11, Loss of Feedwater Pumps
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Figure 3-28: Transient 12, Turbine Generator Trip
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Figure 3-31: Transient 20, Hot Standby (Heatup Portion)
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Figure 3-32: Transient 20A, Hot Standby (Feedwater Injection Portion)
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U
4.0 STRESS AND FATIGUE ANALYSIS RESULTS

Fatigue calculations for the VY FW nozzle were performed in accordance with ASME Code,

Section III, Subsection NB-3200 methodology (1998 Edition, 2000 Addenda) [15]. Fatigue

analysis was performed in the Reference [23] calculation for the two locations identified in

Section 3.1.2 using the Green's Functions developed for these two locations and the 60-year

projected cycle counts from Reference [19]. 3
Tables 4-1 and 4-2 show the stresses for each location that were used in the fatigue analysis. 3
Columns 2 through 5 of Table 4-1 (for the blend radius) and Table 4-2 (for the safe end) show

the final thermal peak and valley output. The pressure values for Column 6 in each table were i
determined from the transient pressures specified in Tables 3-4 and 3-5. The pressure stress

intensities from Section 3.2 were scaled appropriately for each transient case. The scaled piping I
stress values are shown in Columns 9 and 10 of Tables 4-1 and 4-2. The piping stress intensities

from Section 3.3 were scaled based on the transient case RPV fluid temperature and assuming no I
stress occurs at an ambient temperature of 70'F. Both of these stress intensities were then added

to the thermal stress intensity peak and valley points to calculate the final stress values used for I
the fatigue analysis. In the case of the piping load stress intensities, the sign of the stress

intensity was conservatively set to the same sign as the thermal stress intensity to ensure

bounding fatigue usage results. Columns 11 and 12 of Tables 4-1 and 4-2 show the summation

of all stresses for each thermal peak and valley stress point. The last column shows'the number

of cycles associated with each peak or valley based on the cycle counts shown in Tables 3-4 and

3-5.

The program FATIGUE.EXE performs the ASME Code peak event-pairing required to calculate U
a fatigue usage value. The input data for the configuration input file for FATIGUE.EXE, which 3
is named FATIGUE.CFG, is shown in Table 4-3.

U
I
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The results of the fatigue analysis are presented in Tables 4-4 and 4-5 for the safe end and blend

radius for 60 years, respectively. The blend radius cumulative usage factor (CUF) from system

cycling is 0.0636 for 60 years. The safe end CUF is 0.1471 for 60 years.
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U
ITable 4-1: Feedwater Nozzle Blend Radius Stress Summary

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Total M+B Total M+B Total Total Number

Total M+B Pressure Pressure Piping Piping Total M+B of
Transient Time Stress Stress Temperature Pressure Stress Stress Stress Stress Stress Stress Cycles
Number (s) (psi) (psi) F (Psiq) (psi) (psi) 11s.i 112ps (psi) (psi) (60 years)

1 0 0 0 70 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 123
0 0 0 70 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 120

2 16801 0 0 100 1100 41506.3 40318.3 15.77042 15.77042 41522.07 40334.07 120
10880 0 0 100 50 1886.65 1832.65 15.77042 15.77042 1902.42 1848.42 120

0 29166 23676 100 50 1886.65 1832.65 15.77042 15.77042 31068.42 25524.42 300
3 16782.8 -3577 -3138 549 1010 38110.33 37019.53 -251.801 -251.801 34281.53 33629.73 300

21164 -3532 -3138 549 1010 38110.33 37019.53 -251.801 -251.801 34326.53 33629.73 300
0 -3530 -3158 549 1010 38110.33 37019.53 -251.801 -251.801 34328.53 33609.73 300

4 1801.9 29465 22266 244.004 1010 38110.33 37019.53 91.47053 91.47053 67666.80 59377.00 300
8602 7720 6749 392 1010 38110.33 37019.53 169.2692 169.2692 45999.60 43937.80 300

0 7720 6752 392 1010 38110.33 37019.53 169.2692 169.2692 45999.60 43940.80 10000
5 2229.8 13598 11941 311.002 1010 38110.33 37019.53 126.6901 126.6901 51835.02 49087.22 10000

8600 7720 6752 392 1010 38110.33 37019.53 169.2692 169.2692 45999.60 43940.80 10000
0 7720 6752 392 1010 38110.33 37019.53 169.2692 169.2692 45999.60 43940.80 2000

6 2820.3 15742 13892 280.691 1010 38110.33 37019.53 110.7562 110.7562 53963.09 51022.29 2000
10400 7720 6752 392 1010 38110.33 37019.53 169.2692 169.2692 45999.60 43940.80 2000

0 7720 6752 392 1010 38110.33 37019.53 169.2692 169.2692 45999.60 43940.80 10
9 2524 29006 23417 118.311 1010 38110.33 37019.53 25.39616 25.39616 67141.73 60461.93- 10

10400 7720 6752 392 1010 38110.33 37019.53 169.2692 169.2692 45999.60 43940.80 10
0 7720 6752 392 1010 38110.33 37019.53 169.2692 169.2692 45999.60 43940.80 70

10 1632.4 16828 14701 267.399 1010 38110.33 37019.53 103.7688 103.7688 55042.10 51824.30 70
7070 7720 6752 392 1010 38110.33 37019.53 169.2692 169.2692 45999.60 43940.80 70

0 7720 6752 392 1010 38110.33 37019.53 169.2692 169.2692 45999.60 43940.80 10
3.5 6620 6632 565 1190 44902.27 43617.07 260.2119 260.2119 51782.48 50509.28 10
4.5 6190 6608 50 1185 44713.61 43433.81 10.51361 10.51361 50914.12 50052.32 10

194.5 31720 21067 109.348 1135 42826.96 41601.16 20.68448 20.68448 74567.64 62688.84 10
2166.3 -4761 -1859 513.483 972 36676.48 35626.721-233.1304 -233.1304 31682.35 33534.59 10

11 2362.5 31268 22070 102.255 1010 38110.33 37019.53 16.95583 16.95583 69395.29 59106.49 10
6728.3 -4913 -3149 513.448 1010 38110.33 37019.53 -233.112 -233.112 32964.22 33637.42 10
7149.9 32114 21472 83.333 1010 38110.33 37019.53 7.0089 7.0089 70231.34 58498.54 10

18213.3 -3565 -3162 503.978 1010 38110.33 37019.53 -228.1338 -228.1338 34317.20 33629.40 10
19122.6 29156 23083 100.048 1010 38110.33 37019.53 15.79565 15.79565 67282.13 60118.33 10
26814.5 7720 6410 392 1010 38110.33 37019.53 169.2692 169.2692 45999.60 43598.80 10

0 7720 6752 392 1010 38110.33 37019.53 169.2692 169.2692 45999.60 43940.80 60
10 7720 6752 392 1135 42826.96 41601.16 169.2692 169.2692 50716.22 48522.42 60

12 30 7720 6752 392 940 35469.02 34453.82 169.2692 169.2692 43358.29 41375.09 60
2033.7 28648 25301 132.007 940 35469.02 34453.82 32.59588 32.59588 64149.62 59787.42 60

9591 7720 6752 392 1010 38110.33 37019.53 169.2692 169.2692 45999.60 43940.80 60
0 7720 6752 392 1010 38110.33 37019.53 169.2692 169.2692 45999.60 43940.80 1

10 7720 6752 392 1375 51882.88 50397.88 169.2692 169.2692 59772.14 57319.14 1
13 30 7720 6752 392 940 35469.02 34453.82 169.2692 169.2692 43358.29 41375.09 1

2033.7 28648 25301 132.007 1010 38110.33 37019.53 32.59588 32.59588 66790.93 62353.13 1
9591 7720 6752 392 1010 38110.33 37019.53 169.2692 169.2692 45999.60 43940.80 1

14 0 7720 6752 392 1010 38110.33 37019.53 169.2692 169.2692 45999.60 43940.80 1
5960 28487 25650 100 50 1886.65 1832.65 15.77042 15.77042 30389.42 27498.42 1

0 7720 6752 392 1010 38110.33 37019.53 169.2692 169.2692 45999.60 43940.80 228
10 7720 6752 392 1135 42826.96 41601.16 169.2692 169.2692 50716.22 48522.42 228

15 30 7720 6752 392 940 35469.02 34453.82 169.2692 169.2692 43358.29 41375.09 228
2033.7 28648 25301 132.007 1010 38110.33 37019.53 32.59588 32.59588 66790.93 62353.13 228

9591 7720 6752 392 1010 38110.33 37019.53 169.2692 169.2692 45999.60 43940.80 228
19 - 0 7720 6752 392 1010 38110.33 37019.53 169.2692 169.2692 45999.60 43940.80 300

19 6800 16752 14971 265 1010 38110.33 37019.53 102.5077 102.5077 54964.84 52093.04 300
60 0 17151 13815 265 1010 38110.33 37019.53 102.5077 102.5077 55363.84 50937.04 300
8925 -3531 -3146 549 1010 38110.33 37019.53 -251.801 -251.801 34327.53 33621.73 300

0 -3530 -3158 549 1010 38110.33 37019.53 -251.801 -251.801 34328.53 33609.73 _ 300
20A 183 28102 12153 233 1010 38110.33 37019.53 85.68595 85.68595 66298.02 49258.22 3001

5451 -3530 -3158 549 1010 38110.33 37019.53 -251.801 -251.801 34328.53 33609.73 300
21C23 0 -3530 -3158 549 1010 38110.33 37019.53 -251.801 -251.801 34328.53 33609.73 300

20144 29168 23656 100 50 1886.65 1832.65 15.77042 15.77042 31070.42 25504.42 300
0 0 0 100 50 1886.65 1832.65 15.77042 15.77042 1902.42 1848.42 1

24 600 0 0 100 1563 58976.68 57288.64 15.77042 15.77042 58992.45 57304.41 1
2400 0 0 100 50 1886.65 1832.65 15.77042 15.77042 1902.42 1848.42 1

25 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 15.77042 15.77042 15.77 15.77 1231580 0 0 70 0 0 0 - 0 00 0.00 0.00 123

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

For notes, see last page of table... I
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Table 4-1: Feedwater Nozzle Blend Radius Stress Summary (continued)

NOTES: Column 1: Transient number identification.
Column 2: Time during transient where a maxima or minima stress intensity occurs from P-

V.OUT output file.
Column 3: Maxima or minima total stress intensity from P-V.OUT output file.
Column 4: Maxima or minima membrane plus bending stress intensity from P-V.OUT output file.
Column 5: Temperature per total stress intensity.
Column 6: Pressure per Table 3-4.
Column 7: Total pressure stress intensity from the quantity (Column 6 x 37733)/1000 [Table3, 10].
Column 8: Membrane plus bending pressure stress intensity from the quantity (Column 6 x

36653)/1000 [Table 3, 10].
Column 9: Total external stress from calculation in Table 3-2, 265.47 psi*(Column 5-70°F)/(575°F

-70°F).
Column 10: Same as. Column 9, but for M+B stress.
Column, 11: Sum of total stresses (Columns 3, 7, and 9).
Column 12: Sum of membrane plus bending stresses (Columns 4, 8, and 10).
Column 13: Number of cycles for the transient (60 years).
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Table 4-2: Feedwater Nozzle Safe End Stress Summary

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Total M+B Total M+B Total Total Number

Total M+B Pressure Pressure Piping Piping Total M+B of
Transient Time Stress Stress Temperature Pressure Stress Stress Stress Stress Stress Stress Cycles
Number (s) (psi) (psi) F (psin) ps (psi) (psi) (psi) (psi) (psi) (60 years)

1 0 0 0 70 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 123
O 0 0 70 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 120

2 1680 01 0 100 1100 9780.1 9562.3 339.0875 339.0875 10119.19 9901.39 120
6960 0 0 100 50 444,55 434.65 339.0875 339.0875 783.64 773.74 120

0 -170 -165 100 50 444.55 434.65 -339.0875 -339.0875 -64.54 -69.44 300
153.2 -235 -212 104.256 50 444.55 434.65 -387.1927 -387.1927 -177.64 -164.54 300

16328.2 2 3 549 1010 8979.91 8779.93 5414.097 5414.097 14396.01 14197.03 300
16664 -1 0 549 1010 8979.91 8779.93 -5414.097 5414.097 3564.81 14194.03 300

0 -3 -2 549 1010 8979.91 8779.93 -5414.097 -5414.097 , 3562.81 3363.83 300
3.6 44060 30988 100 1010 8979.91 8779.93 339.0875 339.0875 53379.00 40107.02 300

1804.6 -15889 -11224 260.286 1010 8979.91 8779.93 -2150.787 -2150.787 -9059.88 -4594.86 300
4102 21 23 392 1010 8979.91 8779.93 3639.539 3639.539 12640.45 12442.47 300

0 22 23 392 1010 8979.91 8779.93 3639.539 3639.539 12641.45 12442.47 10000
900.1 244 189 310 1010 8979.91 8779.93 2712.7 2712.7 11936.61 11681.63 10000

5 3600 -169 -110 392 1010 8979.91 8779.93 -3639.539 -3639.539 5171.37 5030.39 10000
3684.4 33 35 392 1010 8979.91 8779.93 3639.539 3639.539 12652.45 12454.47 10000

4100 22 23 392 1010 8979.91 8779.93 3639.539 3639.539 12641.45 12442.47 10000
0 22 23 392 1010 8979.91 8779.93 3639.539 3639.539 12641.45 12442.47 2000

1800.1 196 159 280 1010 8979.91 8779.93 2373.612 2373.612 11549.52 11312.54 2000
6 5400,2 -108 -68 392 1010 8979.91 8779.93 -3639.539 -3639.539 5232.37 5072.39 2000

5496.6 29 31 392 1010 8979.91 8779.93 3639.539 3639.539 12648.45 12450.47 2000
5900 22 23 392 1010 8979.91 8779.93 3639.539 3639.539 12641.45 12442.47 2000

0 22 23 392 1010 8979.91 8779.93 3639.539 3639.539 12641.45 12442.47 10
97.3 180 137 385.135 1010 8979.91 8779.93 3561.945 3561.945 12721.85 12478.87 10

1884.1 63 65 265 1010 8979.91 8779.93 2204.069 2204.069 11246.98 11049.00 10
2059.2 1161 859 226.597 1010 8979.91 8779.93 1770.003 1770.003 11910.91 11408.93 10

9 3420.1 -334 -211 265 1010 8979.91 8779.93 -2204.069 -2204.069 6441.84 6364.86 10
3490.2 97 98 265 1010 8979.91 8779.93 2204.069 2204.069 11280.98 11082.00 10
5400.1 -126 -80 392 1010 8979.91 8779.93 -3639.539 -3639.539 5214.37 5060.39 10
5470.6 31 32 392 1010 8979.91 8779.93 3639.539 3639.539 12650.45 12451.47 10

5900 22 23 392 1010 8979.91 8779.93 3639.539 3639.539 12641.45 12442.47 10
0 23 22 392 1010 8979.91 8779.93 3639.539 3639.539 12642.45 12441.47 70

77.1 2308 3188 285.461 1010 8979.91 8779.93 2435.338 2435.338 13723.25 14403.27 70
169.4 -12 -13 265 1010 8979.91 8779.93 -2204.069 -2204.069 6763.84 6562.86 70

10 1890 74 72 265 1010 8979.91 8779.93 2204.069 2204.069 11257.98 11056.00 70
1968.2 -1069 -1511 322.362 1010 8979.91 8779.93 -2852.427 -2852.427 5058.48 4416.50 70
2147.2 91 90 392 1010 8979.91 8779.93 3639.539 3639.539 12710.45 12509.47 70

2570 23 22 392 1010 8979.91 8779.93 3639.539 3639.539 12642.45 12441.47 70
0 -29 -27 392 1010 8979.91 8779.93 -3639.539 -3639.539 5311.37 5113.39 101

2.9 -20317 -13859 565 1147 10197.98 9970.871 -5594.944 -5594.944 -15713.97 -9483.07 10
6.8 42852 29563 565 1172 10420.25 10188.2 5594.944 5594.944 58867.20 45346.14 10

1567.4 -15216 -10526 565 1135 10091.29 9866.555 -5594.944 -5594.944 -10719.66 -6254.39 10
2168.4 60377 41773 50 1134 10082.39 9857.862 -226.0583 -226.0583 70233.34 51404.80 10

11 5409.4 -14924 -10329 565 1054 9371.114 9162.422 -5594.944 -5594.944 -11147.83 -6761.52 10
6730.4 60377 41773 50 1133 10073.5 9849.169 -226.0583 -226.0583 70224.44 51396.11 10
7243.2 -1965 -1434 128.917 675 6001.425 5867.775 -665.9339 -665.9339 3370.49 3767.84 10

18215.4 52636 36417 100 1010 8979.91 8779.93 339.0875 339.0875 61955.00 45536.02 10
20015.5 -24511 -16189 260.183 1010 8979.91 8779.93 -2149.623 -2149.623 -17680.71 -9558.69 10
22314.5 22 23 392 937 8330.867 8145.341 3639.539 3639.539 11992.41 11807.88 10

0 23 22 392 1010 8979.91 8779.93 3639.539 3639.539 12642.45 12441.47 60
10 23 22 392 1135 10091.29 9866.555 3639.539 3639.539 13753.82 13528.09 60
30 23 22 392 940 8357.54 8171.42 3639.539 3639.539 12020.08 11832.96 60
90 3174 4383 275 940 8357.54 8171.42 2317.098 2317.098 13848.64 14871.52 60

2793.5 -16189 -24511 260.183 941 8366.431 8180.113 -2149.623 -2149.623 -9972.19 -18480.51 60
5091 23 22 392 1010 8979.91 8779.93 3639.539 3639.539 12642.45 12441.47 60

0 23 22 392 1010 8979.91 8779.93 3639.539 3639.539 12642.45 12441.47 1
10 23 22 392 1375 12225.13 11952.88 3639.539 3639.539 15887.66 15614.41 1
30 23 22 392 940 8357.54 8171.42 3639.539 3639.539 12020.08 11832.96 1
90 3174 4383 275 940 8357.54 8171.42 2317.098 2317.098 13848.64 14871.52 1

2793.5 -16189 -24511 260.183 941 8366.431 8180.113 -2149.623 -2149.623 -9972.19 -18480.51
5091 23 22 392 1010 8979.91 8779.93 3639.539 3639.539 12642.45 12441.4711 1

I
U
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

For notes, see last page of table...
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Table 4-2: Feedwater Nozzle Safe End Stress Summary (continued)

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Total M+B Total M+B Total Total Number

Total M+B Pressure Pressure Piping Piping Total M+B of
Transient Time Stress Stress Temperature Pressure Stress Stress Stress Stress Stress Stress Cycles
Number (s) (psi) (psi) F (psig) (psi) (psi) (psi) si (psi) (psi) (60 years)

0 22 23 392 1010 8979.91 8779.93 3639.539 3639.539 12641.45 12442.47 1
60 4383 3174 275 885 7868.535 7693.305 2317.098 2317.098 14568.63 13184.40

14 148 420 300 258.492 803 7139.473 6980.479 2130.509 2130.509 9689.98 9410.99 1
960 544 424 100 50 444.55 434.65 339.0875 339.0875 1327.64 1197.74 1

1460 137 139 100 50 444.55 434.65 339.0875 339.0875 920.64 912.74 1
0 23 22 392 1010 8979.91 8779.93 3639.539 3639.539 12642.45 12441.47 _228

10 23 22 392 1135 10091.29 9866.555 3639.539 3639.539 13753.82 13528.09 228
30 23 22 392 940 8357.54 8171.42 3639.539 3639.539 12020.08 11832.96 228
90 3174 4383 275 940 8357.54 8171.42 2317.098 2317.098 13848.64 14871.52 228

2793.5 -16189 -24511 260.183 941 '8366.431 8180.113 -2149.623 -2149.623 -9972.19 -18480.51 228
5091 - 23 22 392 1010 8979.91 8779.93 3639.539 3639.539 12642.45 12441.47 228

0 22 23 .392 1010 8979.91 8779.93 3639.539 3639.539 12641.45 12442.47 5300
19 1800 219 177 265 1010 8979.91 8779.93 2204.069 2204.069 11402.98 11161.00 300

2300 72 74 265 1010 8979.91 8779.93 2204.069 2204.069 11255.98 11058.00 300
0 -109 -105 265 1010 8979.91 8779.93 -2204.069 -2204.069 6666.84 6470.86 300

20 4 -17288 -12189 440.106 1010 8979.91 8779.93 -4183.277 -4183.277 -12491.37 -7592.35 300
4425 -2 -1 549 1010 8979.91 8779.93 -5414.097 -5414.097 3563.81 3364.83 300

0 -3 -2 549 1010 8979.91 8779.93 -5414.097 -5414.097 3562.81 3363.83 300
4 44060 30988 100 1010 8979.91 8779.93 339.0875 339.0875 53379.00 40107.02 300

20A 241 -7461 -5525 290.247 1010 8979.91 8779.93 -2489.433 -2489.433 -970.52 765.50 300
572 128 132 549 1010 8979.91 8779.93 5414.097 5414.097 14522.01 14326.03 300
951 -3 -2 549 1010 8979.91 8779.93 -5414.097 -5414.097 3562.81 3363.83 300

0 -3 -2 549 1010 8979.91 8779.93 -5414.097 -5414.097 3562.81 3363.83 300
138 62 45 545.167 989 8793.199 8597.377 5370.773 5370.773 14225.97 14013.15 300

21-23 6264 -5 -20 374.97 50 444.55 434.65 -3447.05 -3447.05 -3007.50 -3032.40 300
6390 104 59 366.172 50 444.55 434.65 3347.607 3347.607 3896.16 3841.26 300

15644 -173 -167 100 50 444.55 434.65 -339.0875 -339.0875 -67.54 -71.44 300
0 0 0 100 50 444.55 434.65 339.0875 339.0875 783.64 773.74 1

24 600 0 0 100 1563 13896.63 13587.16 339.0875 339.0875 14235.72 13926.25 1
2400 0 0 1000 50 444.55 434.65 339.0875 339.0875 783.64 773.74 1

05 0 0 0 100 0 1 0 0 339.0875 339.0875 339.09 339.09 123
1580 0 0 701 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 123

NOTES: Column 1:
Column 2:

Transient number identification.
Time during transient where a maxima or minima stress intensity occurs from P-
V.OUT output file.

Column 3: Maxima or minima total stress intensity from P-V.OUT output file.
Column 4:
Column 5:
Column 6:

Maxima or minima membrane plus bending stress intensity from P-V.OUT output file.
Temperature per total stress intensity.
Pressure per Table 3-5.

Column 7: Total pressure stress intensity from the quantity (Column 6 x 8891)/1000 [Table 3, 10].
Column 8: Membrane plus bending pressure stress intensity from the quantity (Column 6 x

8693)/1000 [Table3, 10].
Column 9: Total external stress from calculation in Table 3-2, 5707.97 psi*(Column 5-

70°F)/(575-F -70°F).
Column 10: Same as Column 9, but for M+B stress.
Column 11: Sum of total stresses (Columns 3, 7, and 9).
Column 12: Sum of membrane plus bending stresses (Columns 4, 8, and 10).
Column 13: Number of cycles for the transient (60 years).
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Table 4-3: Fatigue Parameters Used in the Feedwater Nozzle Fatigue Analysis

Blend Radius Safe End
Parameters m and n for 2.0 & 0.2 (low alloy 3.0 & 0.2 (carbon steel)

Computing Ke steel) [15] [15]
Design Stress Intensity Values, 26700 psi [9] @ 600'F 17800 psi [9] @ 600'F

Sm
Elastic Modulus from 30.0x106 psi [15] 30.0x106 psi [15]

Applicable Fatigue Curve
Elastic Modulus Used in Finite 26.7x106 psi [10] 28.1x106 psi [10]

Element Model
The Geometric StressChGonentraio Factores1.0 1.34 [2, page 35 of S4]Concentration Factor Kt

U
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Table 4-4: Fatigue Results for Feedwater Nozzle Blend Radius

LOCATION = LOCATION NO. 2 -- BLEND RADIUS

FATIGUE CURVE = 1 (1 = CARBON/LOW ALLOY, 2 = STAINLESS STEEL)
m =2.0

n= .2
Sm = 26700. psi

Ecurve = 3.OOOE+07 psi
Eanalysis 2.670E+07 psi

Kt = 1.00

MAX

74568.
70231.
69395.
67667.
67667.
67667.
67282.
67142.
66791.
66791.
66791.
66791.
66298.
66298.
66298.
66298.
66298.
64150.
64150.
59772.
58992.
55364.
55364.
55364.
55364.
55042.
54965.
54965.
54965.
53963.
53963.
53963.
53963.
53963.
53963.
53963.
53963.
53963.
53963,
51835.
51835.

MIN RANGE MEM+BEND Ke

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.,
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
16.

1902.
1902.
1902.
1902.

30389.
310.68.
31068.
31070.
31070.
31070.
31070.
31682.

ý32964.
34282.
34282.
34282.
34317.
34327.
3A4327.
34328.
34329.
34329.
34329.
34329.
41522.
43358.
43358.
43358.
43358.
46000.

74568.
70231.
69395.
67667.
67667.
67667.
67282.
67142.
66791.
66791.
66775.
64889.
64396.
64396.
64396.
35909.
35230.
33081.
33079.
28702.
27922.
24293.
23681.
22400.
21082.
20761.
20683.
20648.
20638.
19637.
19636.
19635.
19635.
19635.
19635.
12441.
10605.
10605.
10605.

8477.
5835.

62689.
58499.
59106.
59377.
59377.
59377.
60118.
60462.
62353.
62353.
62337.
60505.
47410.
47410.
47410.
21760.
23734.
34263.
34283.
31815.
31800.
25433.
17402.
17300.
17307.
18195.
18463.
18464.
18463.
17393.
17401.
17413.
17413.
17413.
17413.
10688.

9647.
9647.
9647.
7712.
5149.

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

Salt

41892.
39456.
38986.
38015.
38015.
38015.
37799.
37720.
37523.
37523.
37514.
36454.
36177.
36177.
36177.
20173.
19792.
18585.
18584.
16125.
15687.
13648.
13304.
12584.
11844.
11663.
11620.
11600.
11595.
11032.
11031.
11031.
11031.
11031.
11031.

6989.
5958.
5958.
5958.
4762.
3278.

Napplied

1 . OOOE+01
1. OOOE+01
1.OOOE+01
9. 300E+01
1.200E+02
8. 700E+01
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+00
1 500E+01
1. 230E+02
9. OOOE+01
3. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+00
1 .0 OE+00
1 . OOOE+00
2. 670E+02
3. 300E+01
2. 700E+01
1. OOOE+00
1. OOOE+00
2. 710E+02
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+01
9. OOOE+00
7. OOOE+01
2. 210E+02
1. OOOE+01
6. 900E+01
2. 310E+02
3. OOOE+02
3. OOOE+02
3. OOOE+02
3. OOOE+02
3. OOOE+02
1.200E+02
6. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+00
8.800E+01
1. 400E+02
3 . OOOE+02

Nallowed

7.488E+03
8. 944E+03
9.268E+03
9. 988E+03
9. 988E+03
9. 988E+03
1. 018E+04
1 . 025E+04
1. 044E+04
1. 044E+04
1 . 045E+04
1.152E+04
1. 182E+04
1. 182E+04
1 . 182E+04
9. 581E+04
1.038E+05
1. 303E+05
1. 303E+05
2. 222E+05
2. 519E+05
4. 757E+05
5. 703E+05
9. 414E+05
1. 912E+06
2. 231E+06
2. 310E+06
2. 348E+06
2 . 358E+06
3. 757E+06
3.758E+06
3. 760E+06
3. 760E+06
3. 760E+06
3. 760E+06
1. 000E+20
1. 000E+20
1. 000E+20
1. 000E+20
1. 000E+20
1. OOOE+20

U

.0013

.0011

.0011

.0093

.0120

.0087

.0010

.0010

.0001

.0014
.0118
.0078
.0025
.0001
.0001
.0000
.0026
.0003
0002

.0000

.0000

.0006
0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0001

.0000

.0000

.0001

.0001

.0001
.0001
.0001
.0001
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
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51835.
51782.
50914.
50716.
50716.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.

46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.
46000.

5835.
5783.
4915.
4717.
4717.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

5146.
6568.
6112.
4582.
4582.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

3278.
3249.
2761.
2650.
2650.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

9. 560E+03
1 OOOE+01
1 OOOE+01
6. OOOE+01
2 280E+02
1 320E+02
1 OOOE+04
2 OOOE+03
2 OOOE+03
1 OOOE+01
1. OOOE+01

7. OOOE+01
7. OOOE+01
1 . OOOE+01
1. OOOE+01
6. OOOE+01
6. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+00
1 . OOOE+00
1. OOOE+00

2. 280E+02
2. 280E+02

1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1 .OOOE+20

1 .OOOE+20

1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1.OOOE+20
1.OOOE+20
1.OOOE+20
1.OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0636TOTAL USAGE FACTOR =

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
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Table 4-5: Fatigue Results for the Feedwater Nozzle Safe End
LOCATION = LOCATION NO. 1 -- SAFE END

FATIGUE CURVE = 1 (1 = CARBON/LOW ALLOY, 2 = STAINLESS STEEL)

m 3.0
n= .2

Sm = 17800. psi
Ecurve = 3.OOOE+07 psi

Eanalysis = 2.810E+07 psi
Kt = 1.34

MAX MIN RANGE MEM+BEND Ke Salt Napplied Nallowed U

70233.
70224.
61955.
58867.
53379.
53379.
53379.
53379.
53379.
53379.
53379.
15888.
14569.
14522.
14522.
14396.
14396.
14236.
14226.
14226.
13849.
13849.
13849.
13849.
13754.
13754.
13723.
13723.
12722.
12710.
12652.
12652.
12652.
12652.
12652.
12652.
12652.
12652.
12652.
12652.
12652.
12652.

-17681.
-15714.
-12491.
-12491.
-12491.
-11148.
-10720.

-9972.
-9972.
-9972.
-9060.
-9060.
-9060.
-9060.
-3008.
-3008.

-971.
-971.
-971.
-178.
-178.
-178.
-178.

-68.
-68.
-68.
-68.
-65.
-65.
-65.
-65.

0.
0.
0.

339.
784.
784.
784.
921.

1328.
3370.
3563.

87914.
85938.
74446.
71359.
65870.
64527.
64099.
63351.
63351.
63351.
62439.
24948.
23629.
23582.
17530.
17404.
15367.
15206.
15196.
14404.
14026.
14026.
14026.
13916.
13821.
13821.
13791.
13788.
12786.
12775.
12717.
12652.
12652.
12652.
12313.
11869.
11869.
11869.
11732.
11325.

9282.
9090.

60963.
60879.
53128.
52938.
47699.
46869.
46361.
58588.
58588.
58588.
44702.
20209.
17779.
18921.
17358.
17229.
13432.
13161.
13248.
14178.
1503.6.
15036.
15036.
14943.
13600.
13600.
14475.
14473.
12548.
12579.
12524.
12454.
12454.
12454.
12115.
11681.
11681.
11681.
11542.
11257.

8687.
9091.

1.283
1.280
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.194
1.194
1.194
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

74422.
72869.
49383.
47700.
43819.
42951.
42631.
53087.
53087.
53087.
414'44.
16985.
15840.
16022.
12508.
1241.7.
10641.
10506.
10516.
10262.
10216.
10216.
10216.
10141.

9846.
9846.
9989.
9987.
9103.
9102.
9061.
9014.
9014.
9014.
8772.
8456.
8456.
8456.
8357.
8088.
6531.
6502.

1. OOOE+01
1.OOOE+01
1.OOOE+01
1 . 600E+01
2.800E+02
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+01
6. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+00
2. 280E+02
1. 100E+01
1 . OOOE+00
1. OOOE+00
2.870E+02
1. 300E+01
2.870E+02
1.300E+01
1. 000E+00
2. 860E+02
1.400E+01
6. OOOE+01
1 . OOOE+00
2 . 250E+02
3. OOOE+00
6. OOOE+01
2. 280E+02
9. OOOE+00
6. 100E+01
1. OOOE+01
7 . OOOE+01
1. 590E+02
1. 230E+02
1. 200E+02
1. 230E+02
1. 230E+02
1.200E+02
1 . OOOE+00
1. OOOE+00
1. OOOE+00
1. OOOE+00
1. OOOE+01
3 . OOOE+02

1. 338E+03
1. 415E+03
4. 568E+03
5. 094E+03
6. 552E+03
6. 953E+03
7 109E+03
3. 628E+03
3. 628E+03
3. 628E+03
7 731E+03
1. 802E+05
2 410E+05
2. 287E+05
9. 944E+05
1. 083E+06
5. 165E+06
5. 563E+06
5. 531E+06
6. 379E+06
6. 547E+06
6. 547E+06
6. 547E+06
6. 837E+06
8. 117E+06
8.117E+06
7.465E+06
7.474E+06
1. 729E+07
1 . 730E+07
1 . 833E+07
1. 959E+07
1. 959E+07
1. 959E+07
2 . 905E+07
4. 952E+07
4 .952E+07

4.952E+07
5. 462E+07
7 . 100E+07
1.OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20

.0075

.0071

.0022

.0020

.0427

.0014

.0014
.0165
.0003
.0628
.0014
.0000
.0000
.0013
.0000
.0003
.0000
.0000
.0001
.0000.
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
0000-

.0000
0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000
.0000
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I
12652.
12652.
12652.
12652.
12652.
12652.
12652.
12652.
12650.
12648.
12642.
12642.
12642.
12642.
12642.
12642.
12642.
12642.
12641.
12641.
12641.
12641.
12641.
12641.
12641.
12641.
12641.
12641.
12641.
12641.
12641.
12641.
12641.
12641.
12641.
12641.
12641.
12641.
12641.
12641.
12641.
12641.
12641.
12641.
12641.
12641.
12641.

3563.
3563.
3563.
3564.
3565.
3896.
5058.
5171.
5171.
5171.
5171.
5171.
5171.
5171.
5171.
5171.
5171.
5171.
5171.
5214.
5232.
5311.
6442.
6667.
6764.
9690.

10119.
11247.
11256.
11258.
11281.
11403.
11550.
11911.
11937.
11937.
11992.
12020.
12020.
12020.
12640.
12641.
12641.
12641.
12641.
12641.
12641.

9090.
9090.
9090.
9089.
9088.
8756.
7594.
7481.
7479.
7477.
7471.
7471.
7471.
7471.
7471.
7471.
7471..
7471.
7470.
7427.
7409.
7330.
6200.
5975.
5878.
2951.
2522.
1394.
1385.
1383.
1360.
1238.
1092.

731.
705.
705.
649.
621.
621.
621.

1.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

9091.
9091.
9091.
9090.

-1740.
8613.
8038.
7424.
7421.
7420.
7411.
7411.
7411.
7411.
7411.
7411.
7411.
7411.
7412.
7382.
7370.
7329.
6078.
5972.
5880.
3031.
2541.
1393.
1384.
1386.
1360.
1281.
1130.
1034.

761.
761.
635.
610.
610.
610.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1 .000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
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5.0 ENVIRONMENTAL FATIGUE ANALYSIS

In the response to NRC request for additional information (RAI) 4.3-H-02 [19], VYNPS states

that they have conservatively assumed that fatigue cracks may be present in the clad. VYNPS

manages this cracking by performing periodic inspections that were implemented in response to

Generic Letters 80-095 and 81-11, and NUREG-0619. The inspection frequency is based on the

calculated fatigue crack growth of a postulated flaw in the nozzle inner blend radius. The

VYNPS fatigue crack growth calculation uses methods in compliance with GE BWR Owners

Group Topical Report "Alternate BWR Feedwater Nozzle Inspection Requirements", GE-NE-

523-A71-0594, Revision 1, August 1999 and the associated NRC Final Safety Evaluation (TAC

No. MA6787) dated March 10, 2000. The NRC has reviewed and approved this approach to

handling FW nozzle inner blend radius cracking (Letter D.H. Dorman (USNRC) to D.A. Reid

(VYNPC), Subject: Evaluation of Request for Relief from NUREG-0619 for VYNPS dated

2/6/95, (TAC No. M88803)).

The analysis performed for the feedwater. nozzle calculated fatigue in the blend radius base

metal, not the clad. This is consistent with the VYNPS position stated in the response to RAI 4.3-1

H-02, and is also consistent with ASME Code methodology since cladding is structurally

neglected in fatigue analyses, per ASME Code, Section III, NB-3122.3 [15].

Environmental fatigue multipliers were computed for both normal water chemistry (NWC) and

hydrogen water chemistry (HWC) conditions in Reference [21] for various regions of the VY

RPV and attached piping. Based on VY-specific dates for plant startup and HWC

implementation, as well as past and future predicted HWC system availability, it was determined

that overall HWC availability is 47% over the sixty year operating period for VY. Therefore, for

the purposes of the EAF assessment of the FW nozzle, it was assumed that HWC conditions.

exist for 47% of the time, and NWC conditions exist for 53% of the time over the 60-year

operating life of the plant. RPV upper region chemistry was assumed for the FW nozzle blend

radius location, since this location experiences reactor conditions for all times. FW line

chemistry was assumed for the FW nozzle safe end location, since this location experiences

feedwater conditions for all times.
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For the safe end location, the environmental fatigue factors for pre-HWC and post-HWC are

both 1.74 from Table 3 of Reference [21] for the RPV FW line. This results in an EAF adjusted I
CUF as follows:

60-Year CUF, U60 = 0.1470 (from Table 4-5)

Overall EAF multiplier, Fen = 1.74

60-Year EAF CUF, U 60-env = 0.14709 x 1.74 = 0.2560 I

The EAF CUF value of 0.2560 for 60 years for the safe end is acceptable (i:e., less than the

allowable value of 1.0).

The fatigue calculation documented in Section 4.0 for the blend radius location was performed

for the nozzle base material since cladding is structurally neglected in modem-day fatigue 3
analyses, per ASME Code, Section III, NB-3122.3 [15]. This is also consistent with Sections

5.7.1 and 5.7.4 of NUJREG/CR-6260 [16]. Therefore, the cladding was neglected and EAF

assessment of the nozzle base material was performed for the blend radius location.
,i. I

For the blend radius location, the environmental fatigue factors for pre-HWC and post-HWC are

11.14 and 8.82, respectively, from Table 4 of Reference [21] for the RPV upper region. This 3
results in an EAF adjusted CUF as follows: I

60-Year CUF, U60 = 0.0636 (from Table 4-4)

Overall EAF multiplier, Fen = (11.14 x 53% + 8.82 x 47%) = 10.05 3
60-Year EAF CUF, U 60 -env = 0.0636 x 10.05 = 0.6392 I

The EAF CUF value of 0.6392 for 60 years for the blend radius is acceptable (i.e., less than the

allowable value of 1.0). 3

I
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS

This report documents a refined fatigue evaluation for the VY FW nozzle. The intent of this

evaluation is to use refined transient definitions and the revised cyclic transient counts for 60

years for a computation of CUF, including EAF effects, that is more refined than previously

performed fatigue analyses. The fatigue-limiting locations in the FW nozzle and safe end are

included in the evaluation, to be consistent with NUREG/CR-6260 [16] needs for EAF

evaluation for license renewal. The final fatigue results are considered to be a replacement to the

values previously reported in the VY LRA.

The fatigue calculations for the VY FW nozzle were performed in accordance with ASME Code,

Section III, Subsection NB-3200 methodology (1998 Edition, 2000 Addenda) [15]. The stress

evaluation is summarized in Section 3.0, and the fatigue analysis is summarized in Section 4.0.

The results in Section 4.0 reveal that the CUF for the limiting safe end location is 0.1470, and the

CUF for the limiting blend radius location is 0.0636., Both of these values represent 60 years of

plant operation, including all relevant EPU effects.

EAF calculations for the VY FW nozzle were also performed, as summarized in Section 5.0.

The results in Section 5.0 reveal that the EAF CUF for the limiting safe end location is 0.2560,

and the EAF CUF for the limiting blend radius location is 0.6392. Both of these values represent

60 years of plant operation, including all relevant EPU effects.

All fatigue allowables, both with and without EAF effects, are met, thus demonstrating

acceptability for 60 years of operation.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

In Table 4.3-3 of the Vermont Yankee License Renewal Application (LRA), the 60-year cumulative

usage factor (CUF) value for the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) reactor recirculation outlet nozzle is I
reported as 0.810. Application of environmentally assisted fatigue (EAF) multipliers, as required for the

license renewal period, resulted in an unacceptable EAF CUF value of 1.98. Therefore, further refined 1
analysis is necessary to show acceptable EAF CUF results for this component.

This report documents a refined fatigue evaluation for the VY reactor recirculation outlet nozzle. The

intent of this evaluation is to use refined transient definitions and the revised cyclic transient counts for

60 years for a computation of CUF, including EAF effects, that is more refined than previously

performed fatigue analyses. The fatigue-limiting locations in the reactor recirculation outlet nozzle are I
included in the evaluation, to be consistent with NUREG/CR-6260 [1] needs for EAF evaluation for

license renewal. The resulting fatigue results will be used as a replacement to the value previously I
reported in the VY LRA.

The refined evaluation summarized in this report included development of a detailed finite element

model of the reactor recirculation outlet nozzle, including relevant portions of the safe end, the nozzle 3
forging, a portion of the vessel shell, and cladding as shown in the applicable drawings [2, 3]. Thermal

and pressure stress histories were developed for relevant transients affecting the reactor recirculation 3
outlet nozzle, including any effects of Extended Power Uprate (EPU), as specified by the VY RPV

Design Specification [4], the VY EPU Design Specification [5] and other boiling water reactor (BWR)

operating experience. The thermal and pressure stress histories were used to determine total stress

intensities and primary plus secondary stress intensities for use in a subsequent fatigue evaluation [11]. 3
Stress intensities were also included due to loads from the attached piping for application in the

stress/fatigue analysis based on the bounding reaction loads obtained from the relevant design document.

The revised fatigue calculation was performed using Section III methodology from the 1998 Edition,

2000 Addenda of the ASME Code [17], and was performed using actual cycles from past plant

operation projected out to 60 years of operation.

R
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1.1 Green's Function Methodology

For the reactor recirculation outlet nozzle evaluated as a part of this work, stress intensity histories were

computed by a time integration of the product of a pre-determined Green's Function and the transient

data. This Green's Function integration scheme is similar in concept to the Duhamel theory used in

structural dynamics. A detailed derivation of this approach and examples of its application to specific

plant locations is contained in Reference [6]. A general outline is provided in this section.

A Green's Function is derived by using finite element methods to determine the transient stress response

of the component to a step change in loading (usually a thermal shock). The critical location in the

component is identified based on the maximum stress intensity, and the thermal stress intensity response

over time is extracted for this location. This response to the input thermal step is the "Green's

Function." Figure 1-1 shows a typical set of two Green's Functions, each for a different set of heat

transfer coefficients (representing different flow rate conditions).

To compute the thermal stress response for an arbitrary transient, the loading parameter (usually local

fluid temperature) is deconstructed into a series of step-loadings. By using the Green's Function, the

response to each step can be quickly determined. By the principle of superposition, these can be added

(algebraically) to determine the response to the original load history. The result is demonstrated in

Figure 1-2. The input transient temperature history contains five step-changes of varying size, as shown

in the upper plot in Figure 1-2. These five step changes produce the five successive stress responses in

the second plot shown in Figure 1-2. By adding all five response curves, the real-time stress response

for the input thermal transient is computed.

The Green's Function methodology produces identical results compared to running the input transient

through the finite element model. The advantage of using Green's Functions is that many individual

transients can be run with a significant reduction of effort compared to running all transients through the

finite element model. The trade-off in this process is that the Green's Functions are based on constant

material properties and heat transfer coefficients. Therefore, these parameters are chosen to bound all

transients that constitute the majority of fatigue usage, i.e., the heat transfer coefficients at 300°F bound

SIR-07-141-NPS, Rev. 0 1-2 - Structural Integrity Associates, Inc.



the cold water injection transient. In addition, the instantaneous value for the coefficient of thermal

expansion is used instead of the mean value for the coefficient of thermal expansion. This conservatism

is more than offset by the benefit of not having to analyze every transient, which was done in the VY

reactor recirculation outlet nozzle evaluation.

Once the stress history is obtained for all transients using the Green's Function approach, the remainder

of the fatigue analysis is carried out using traditional methodologies in accordance with ASME Code,

Section III requirements [17].
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Note: A typical set of two Green's Functions is shown, each for a different set of heat transfer coefficients (representing
different flow rate conditions).

Figure 1-1. Typical Green's Functions for Thermal Transient Stress
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2.0 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

An ANSYS [7] finite element model (FEM) of the VY reactor recirculation outlet nozzle configuration

was developed and used to perform the updated stress and fatigue analyses. The details of the model

development are documented in the Reference [8] calculation.

The materials of the various components of the model are listed below:

* Safe End - SA182 F316 (16Cr-12Ni-2Mo)

* Piping- SA376 TP316 (16Cr-12Ni-2Mo)

* Nozzle Forging - SA508 Class 2 (3/4Ni-1/2Mo-1/3Cr-V)

* Vessel - SA533 Grade B (Mn-1/2Mo-1/2Ni)

* Cladding - SA240 Type 304 (18Cr-8Ni)

The radius of the RPV was increased by a factor of two to account for the fact that the vessel portion of

the two dimensional axisymmetric finite element model is a sphere and the actual geometry is a

cylinder.

Material properties were based upon the 1998 ASME Code, Section II, Part D, with 2000 Addenda [9],

and are shown in Table 2-1. The properties for the Green's Functions were evaluated at an average

temperature of 300'F. This average temperature is based on a thermal shock of 500'F to 100'F which

was applied to the FEM model for' Green's Function development. Due to the thermal shocks having a

different temperature range at the nozzle blend radius and safe end for the Improper Start transient

(Transient 9), this transient was run separately. Material properties were evaluated at 400'F for all

locations except for the safe end and piping, which were evaluated using material properties at 300'F

since the temperature is lower at this location and the properties at 300'F are closest to the average

temperature of 330'F.

The finite element model is shown in Figure 2-1.
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Table 2-1. Material Properties

For the Green's Functions (evaluated at 300'F):
SA533 Gr. B SA508 Cl. 2 SA240 TP 304 SA1 82 F316/

Material Mn-l/2Mo- 3/4Ni-1/2Mo- SA376 TP316
1/2N! 1/3Cr-V 16Cr-12Ni-2Mo

Modulus of Elasticity, e+6 psi 28.0 26.7 27.0 27.0
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion, e-6, 7.7 7.3 9.8 9.8

in/in/°F
Thermal Conductivity, Btu/hr-ft-°F 23.4 23.4 9.8 9,3

Thermal Diffusivity, fe/hr 0.401 0.401 0.160 0.150
Specific Heat, Btu/Ib-°F 0.119 0.119 0.125 0.127

Density, lb/in3  0.283 0.283 0.283 0.283
Poisson's Ratio 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

For Transient 9 (evaluated at 400'F - except for the safe end and piping, which are evaluated at 3000 F_
SA1 82 F316/

SA533 Gr. B SA508 Cl. 2 SA240 TP 304 SA376 TP316
Property Mn-1/2Mo- 3/4Ni-1/2Mo- 8Cr-8Ni l6Cr-l2Ni-2Mo

1/2Ni 1/3Cr-V @ 300OF

Modulus of Elasticity, e+6 psi 27.4 26.1 26.5 27.0
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion, e-6, 8.0 7.7 10.2 9.8

in/in/°F 8.0_7.7_10.2_9.
Thermal Conductivity, Btu/hr-ft-0 F 23.1 23.1 10.4 9.3

Thermal Diffusivity, ft2/hr 0.378 0.378 0.165 0.150
Specific Heat, Btu/lb-°F 0.125 0.125 0.129 0.127

Density, lb/in3  0.283 0.283 0.283 0.283
Poisson's Ratio 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

Note: 1. Material properties are taken from the 1998 ASME Code, Section II, Part D, with 2000 Addenda [9], except for density and Poisson's ratio,
which are assumed typical values and specific heat calculated as [k/pd] /12'.
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Figure 2-1. VY Reactor Recirculation Outlet Nozzle FEM
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3.0 LOAD DEFINITIONS

The pressure and thermal stresses for the reactor recirculation outlet nozzle for the revised

fatigue evaluation were developed using the axisymmetric FEM model described in Section 2.03

of this report. The details of the Green's Function development and associated stress and fatigue

evaluations are documented in the Reference [10] and [I11] calculations.

3.1 Thermal Loading3

Thermal loads were applied to the recirculation outlet nozzle model to generate the Green's3

Functions. As a first step in the Green's Function process, heat transfer coefficients were

determined for various regions of the reactor recirculation outlet nozzle FEM for three different

flow cases: (1) 100% reactor recirculation outlet nozzle flow, (2) 50% reactor recirculation

outlet nozzle flow and (3) 0% reactor recirculation outlet nozzle flow.3

The 100% flow case simulates the operational condition of the reactor recirculation outlet nozzle3

(i.e., normal recirculation system flow). The heat transfer coefficients for the high flow case are

for forced convection. The applied boundary fluid temperature is changed to simulate a thermal

shock from 50OOT to 10OOF to develop the stress response on the reactor recirculation outlet

nozzle due to normal operating conditions.3

The 50% flow case simulates a reduced flow condition of the reactor recirculation outlet nozzle

(i.e., during power ascension). The heat transfer coefficients for the reduced flow case are also

for forced convection. The applied boundary fluid temperature is changed to simulate a thermal3

shock from 50OOT to 100'F to develop the stress response on the reactor recirculation outlet

nozzle under reduced flow conditions.

The 0% flow case simulates a stagnant condition of the reactor recirculation outlet nozzle when3

recirculation flow is stopped and the entire reactor recirculation outlet nozzle is at the same

temperature as the RPV fluid. The heat transfer coefficients for the 0% flow case are for free3
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convection (stagnant) conditions. The applied boundary fluid temperature is changed to simulate

a thermal shock from 500'F to 100'F to develop the stress response on the reactor recirculation

outlet nozzle in the stagnant condition.

The temperature on the exterior of the reactor, nozzle, safe end and pipe was assumed to be

120°F (ambient). Figure 3-1 shows the heat transfer coefficient regions assumed for the reactor

recirculation outlet nozzle FEM. The applied heat transfer coefficients and the fluid

temperatures are summarized in the sections that follow.

3.1.1 Heat Transfer Coefficients and Boundary Fluid Temperatures

Referring to Figure 3-1, heat transfer coefficients for the Green's Functions were applied as

follows:

For Green's Functions:

Region 1

The heat transfer coefficient, h, for 100% flow is 3,577.8 BTU/hr-ftZ-OF at 3000F.

The heat transfer coefficient, h, for 50% flow is 2,054.9 BTU/hr-ft2-°F at 300°F.

The heat transfer coefficient, h, for 0% flow is 112.34 BTU/hr-ft2-OF at 3000F.

Region 2

The heat transfer coefficient for Region 2 was linearly transitioned from the value of

the heat transfer coefficient used in Region 1 to the value used in Region 3.

Region 3

The heat transfer coefficient, h, for 100% flow is 3,361 BTU/hr-ft2 -OF at 3000F.

The heat transfer coefficient, h, for 50% flow is 1,930.9 BTU/hr-ft2 -OF at 3000F.

The heat transfer coefficient, h, for 0% flow is 112.34 BTU/hr-ft2-°F at 3000F.

Region 4

The heat transfer coefficient for Region 4 (nozzle blend radius) was linearly

transitioned from the value of the heat transfer coefficient used in Region 3 to the

value used in Region 5.
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Region 5

The heat transfer coefficient, h, for 100% flow is 1,788.9 BTU/hr-ft2-°F at 300'F.I
The heat transfer coefficient, h, for 50% flow is 1,027.4 BTU/hr-ft2-°F at 300°F.

The heat transfer coefficient, h, for 0% flow is 102. BTU/hr-ft2-OF at 300 0F.

Region 6

The heat transfer coefficient, h, is 0.4 BTU/hr-ft2 -OF.

For all three Green's functions, a 500'F to 100°F thermal shock was evaluated in Regions 1 I

through 5 to determine the stress response. For Region 6, a constant temperature of 120'F was

used.

Referring to Figure 3-2, heat transfer coefficients for Transient 9 were applied as follows: U
For Transient 9: I

Region 1

The heat transfer coefficient, h, for 12% flow is 672.8 BTU/hr-ft2 -°F at 500'F.

The heat transfer coefficient, h, for 12% flow is 308.2 BTU/hr-ft2 -OF at 100°F.

The fluid temperature shock is: T = 526°F - 130°F - 526 0F.

Region2 2

The heat transfer coefficient, h, for 12% flow is 632.2 BTU/hr-ft2-°F at 500'F.

The heat transfer coefficient, h, for 12% flow is 616.6 BTU/hr-ft2 -°F at 300'F.

The fluid temperature shock is: T = 526°F - 268°F - 526 0F.

Region 3

The heat transfer coefficient, h, for 12% flow is 336.4 BTU/hr-ft2-OF at 500 0F.

The heat transfer coefficient, h, for 12% flow is 328.0 BTU/hr-ft2-°F at 300'F. 3
The fluid temperature shock is:

Case 1: T = 526°F - 268°F - 526°F 3
Case 2: T = 526 0F

I
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Region 4

The heat transfer coefficient, h, is 0.4 BTU/hr-ft2 -°F.

The temperature, T, is 120'F.

Transition Regions

The heat transfer coefficient was linearly transitioned from the value of the heat

transfer coefficient used in adjacent regions.

3.1.2 Green's Functions

The three flow-dependent thermal load cases outlined in the previous section were run on the

reactor recirculation outlet nozzle FEM with the heat transfer coefficients and the fluid

temperature conditions listed in Section 3.1.1. Two locations were selected for analysis (see

Figures 3-3 and 3-4):

1. The critical safe end location was chosen as the node with the highest stress intensity due

to thermal loading under high flow conditions. The highest stress intensity due to

thermal loading occurred at Node 6395 (see Figure 3-3), on the inside diameter of the

nozzle safe end. Therefore, this node was selected for analysis.

2. The critical blend radius location was chosen based upon the highest pressure stress

intensity, neglecting the cladding. The critical location is selected as Node 3829, as

shown in Figure 3-4.

Twelve stress intensity Green's Functions were developed (i.e., total stress intensity and

membrane plus bending stress intensity for each location and each flow case). The total stress

intensity Green's Functions for the safe end location at 100%, 50% and 0% flow are shown in

Figures 3-5, 3-6 and 3-7, respectively. The total stress intensity Green's Function for the blend

radius location at 100%, 50% and 0% flow are shown in Figures 3-8, 3-9 and 3-10, respectively.
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3.1.3 Thermal Transients

The transients analyzed for the reactor recirculation outlet nozzle were developed based on the

definitions in the original RPV Design Specification [4], as modified for EPU [5], as well as 3
more recent definitions based on BWR operating experience. For BWR operating experience,

the transients described in the thermal cycle diagrams for a BWR-4 plant similar in design and I
vintage to VY were obtained, and plant-specific data from VY was applied to each transient. The

resulting thermal cycle diagrams are shown in References [12 and 13]. The final transients

evaluated in the stress and fatigue analyses are shown in Figures 3-11 through 3-20.

The number of cycles projected for the 60-year operating life was used for each transient [14].

Tables 3-1 and 3-2 summarize the thermal transients for the safe end and blend radius locations, 3
respectively. I
3.2 Pressure Loading I
A uniform pressure of 1,000 psi was applied along the inside surface of the reactor recirculation

outlet nozzle and the RPV wall. A pressure load of 1,000 psi was used because it is easily scaled 3
up or down to account for different pressures that occur during transients. In addition, a cap load

was applied to the piping at the end of the FEM. This cap load was calculated as follows: 3
23

Pcap = P2

where: Pcap = end cap pressure load (psi)

P unit pressure load = 1,000 psi

Ri = Inner Radius =12.969 in

Ro = Outer Radius =14.188 in I

I
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The calculated pressure cap load of 5,081.7 psi was applied as a negative value so that it would

exert tension on the end of the model. The nodes on the end of the FEM were coupled in the

axial direction to ensure mutual displacement of the end of the FEM due to the attached piping.

Figures 3-2 1, 3-22, and 3-23 show the internal pressure distribution, cap load, and symmetry

condition applied to the RPV end of the model, respectively.

The internal pressure load case for the blend radius resulted in a total stress intensity of 31,300

psi, and for the safe-end resulted in a total stress intensity of 11,490 psi. The membrane plus

bending stress intensity at the blend radius is 3 3,640 psi and at the safe end is 11,3 50 psi,

respectively.

3.3 Piping Loading

The piping stress intensities (stress caused by the attached piping) were determined for the two

evaluated reactor recirculation outlet nozzle locations. The design piping reactions that were

used in the stress and fatigue evaluation are defined on the Reference [15] drawing. These loads

represent shear and moment loadings on the nozzle resulting from thermal expansion of the

attached piping and seismic loads. The loads are as shown in Figure 3-24. The stresses resulting

from these loads were calculated by hand using classical structural mechanics formulas, as

documented in Reference [11 I], and are shown in Tables 3 -3 and 3 -4 for the safe end and blend

radius locations, respectively.
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Table 3-1: Safe End Transients

Transient
Number

Time Temp Time Step Pressure Flow Rate
fr• JL.F I • (91 GP91

Transient
Number Tim Step I Pressure Flow RateT L. I F'me TZ t

1. Normal Startup with
Heatup at 100°Flhr

300 Cycles

0 100 0
16164 549 16164 1010
16864 549 700 1010

14147,0 6. Reactor Overpressure
(50%), 1 Cycle

2. Turbine Roll and 0 549 1010 28294
increase to Rated Power 1 542 1 1010 (100%)'

300 Cycles 601 542 600 1010

602 526 1 1010
1302 526 700 1010

0
2
32

1832
2252
2312
2313
2913
2914
3614

526
526
526
526
549
549
542
542
526
526

2
30

1800
420
60
1

600
1

700

1010
1375
940
940
1010
1010
1010
1010
1010
1010

28294
(100%)'

3. Loss of Feedwater
Heaters

Turbine Trip 25% Power
10 Cycles

0
1800
2100
2460
3060
3960
4260
6060
6760

526
542
542
526
526
542
542
526
526

1800
300
360
600
900
300
1800
700

1010
1010
1010
1010
1010
1010
1010
1010
1010

28294
(100%)'

7. SRV Blowdown 0 526 1010 28294
1 Cycle 600 375 600 170 (100%)

11580 70 10960 50
1 2280 70 700 50

8. SCRAM Other
228 Cycles

- 4 - 'I- .~1 +
4. Loss of Feedwater

Pumps

10 Cycles

0

3
13

233
2213
2393
6773
7193
7493
11093
16457
16517
16518
17118
17119
17819

526
526
526
300
500
300
500
300
300
400
549
549
542
542
526
526

3
10

220
1980
180

4380
420
300

3600
5364

60
1

600
1

700

1010
1190
1135
1135
1135
885
1135
675
675
240
1010
1010
1010
1010
1010
1010

0
(0%)'

14147
(50%)'

28294
(100%)'

0
15

1815
2235
2295
2296
2356
2357
3057

526
526
526
549
549
542
542
526
626

15
1800
420
60
1

60
1

1010
940
940
1010
1010
1010
1010
1010
1010

28294
(100%)'

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

9. Improper Startup 0 526 1010 3395
1 Cycle 1 130 "' 1 1010 (12%)'

27 13011, 26 1010
28 526 1 1010

728 526 700 1010

10. Shutdown
300 Cycles

0

6264
6864
16224
16924

549
375
330
70
70

6264
600

9360
700

1010
170
88
50
50

14147

(50%)'

5. Turbine Generator Trip
60 Cycles

0
10
15
30

1830
2250
2310
2311
2911
2912
3612

526

526

526

526

526

549

549

542

542

526

526

10
5.
15

1800
420
60
1

600
1

700

1010
1135
1135
940
940
1010
1010
1010
1010
1010
1010

28294 11. Design Hydrostatic
(100%)' Test

120 Cycles

- 1 100 1 - 0 1981
1100 (7%)'
50

12. Hydrostatic Test -- 100 - 50 1981
1 Cycle 1563 (7%)'

o I5

Notes: 1. The instant temperature change is assumed as I second time step.
2. The number of cycles is for 60 years [14),
3. 130'F is the safe end temperature for this transient. The blend radius has a different temperature for Transient 9. (13[

Note: These transients are the same as in Table 3-2 with the exception of the 700 second steady state time
increment that is used. The transients in Table 2 are plotted using a 6000 second steady state increment.
The difference is due to the length of the Green's Function for the safe end which is shorter compared to
the blend radius. I

I
I
I
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Table 3-2: Blend Radius Transients

Transient Time Temp Time Step Pressure Flow Rate Transient Time Temp Time Step Pressure Flow Rate
humber Us fFj Lj [(nsi IGPM) Number (US JLF 81 1119M (GPM1

1. Normal Startup with 0 100 0 14147.0 6. Reactor Overpressure 0 526 1010 28294
Heatup at 1O

0
°F/hr 16164 549 16164 1010 (50%)' 1 Cycle 2 526 2 1375 (100%).

300 Cycles 22164 549 6000 1010 32 526 30 940
2. Turbine Roll and 0 549 1010 28294 1832 526 1800 940

Increase to Rated Power 1 542 1 1010 (100%)' 2252 549 420 1010
300 Cycles 601 542 600 1010 2312 549 60 1010

602 526 1 1010 2313 542 1 1010
6602 526 6000 1010 2913 542 600 1010

3. Loss of Feedwater 0 526 1010 28294 2914 526 1 1010
Heaters 1800 542 1800 1010 (100%)' 8914 526 6000 1010

Turbine Trip 25% Power 2100 542 300 1010 7. SRV Blowdown 0 526 1010 28294
10 Cycles 2460 526 360 1010 1 Cycle 600 375 600 170 (100%)'

3060 526 600 1010 11580 70 10980 50
3960 542 900 1010 17580 70 6000 50
4260 542 300 1010 8. SCRAM Other 0 526 1010 28294
6060 526 1800 1010 228 Cycles 15 526 15 940 (100%)'

12060 526 6000 1010 - 1815 526 1800 940
4. Loss of Feedwater 0 526 1010 0 2235 549 420 1010

Pumps 3 526 3 1190 (0%)' 2295 549 60 1010
10 Cycles 13 526 10 1135 2296 542 1 1010

233 300 220 1135 2356 542 60 1010
2213 500 1980 1136 2357 526 1 1010
2393 300 180 885 8357 526 6000 1010
6773 500 4380 1135 9. Improper Startup 0 526 1010 3395
7193 300 420 675 1 Cycle 1 268 • 1 1010 (12%)'
7493 300 300 675 27 268w' 26 1010

10793 400 3600 240 28 526 1 1010
12862 549 5369 1010 6028 526 6000 1010
12922 549 60 1010 10. Shutdown 0 549 1010 14147
12923 542 1 1010 300 Cycles 6264 375 6264 170 (50%)'
13523 542 600 1010 6864 330 600 88
13524 526 1 1010 16224 70 9360 50

1 19524 526 6000 1010 1 22224 70 6000 50

5. Turbine Generator Trip
60 Cycles

0
10
15
30

1830
2250
2310
2311
2911
2912
8912

526
526
526
526
526
549
549
542
542
526
526

10
5
15

1800
420
60

1
600
1

6000

1010
1135
1135
940
940
1010
1010
1010
1010
1010
1010

28294 11. Design Hydrostatic
(100%)' Test

120 cvcles

- I 100 50
1563

50

1981
(7%)

12. Hydrostatic Test - 100 -- 0 1981
1 Cycle 1100 (7%)

50

Notes: 1. The instant temperature change is assumed as 1 second time step.
2. The number of cycles is for 60 years [14].
3. 268'F is the blend radius temperature for this transient. The safe end has a different temperature for Transient 9. [13]
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Table 3-3: Stresses Due to Piping Loads for Safe End Location

Safe End External Piping Loads
Parameters

Fx_ = 20.00 kips

FY = 20.00 kips

Fz= 30.00 kips
M× = 2004.00 in-kips
M M = 3000.00 in-kips
Mz= 2004.00 in-kips
OD= 28.38 in
ID= 25.938 in

RN= 13.58 in
L= 4.25 in
tN= 1.22 in

(Mx)2 = 1919.00 in-kips

(My)2 = 3085.00 in-kips

MxY = 3633.15 in-kips

Fxy = 28.28 kips

Nz= 6.62 kips/in

qN= -1.07 kips/in
Primary Membrane Stress Intensity
PMz= 5.43 ksi

-T -0.88 ksi

Slmax = 5.71 ksi
Slmax 5708.89 psi

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
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Table 3-4: Stresses Due to Piping Loads for Blend Radius Location

Blend Radius External Piping Loads
Parameters

Fx= 20.00 kips

Fy = 20.00 kips

Fz = 30.00 kips

Mx= 2004.00 in-kips
My = 3000.00 in-kips

Mz= 2004.00 in-kips

OD= 55.88 in
ID= 37.368 in
RN= 23.31 in

L 42.77 in
tN" 9.25 in

(Mx)2 = 1148.54 in-kips

(My)2 = 3855.46 in-kips

Mxy = 4022.90 in-kips

Fxy = 28.28 kips

Nz= 2.56 kips/in

qN = -0.20 kips/in
Primary Membrane Stress Intensity
PMz= 0.28 ksi

C = -0.02 ksi

Simax 0.28 ksi
Simax = 280.16 psi
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Figure 3-1: Thermal Regions for Green's Functions
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Figure 3-2: Thermal Regions for Transient 9
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Figure 3-3: Safe End Critical Thermal Stress Location
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Figure 3-4: Blend Radius Critical Thermal Stress Location
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Figure 3-6: Safe End Total Stress Intensity Green's Function for 50% Flow
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Figure 3-7: Safe End Total Stress Intensity Green's Function for 0% Flow
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Figure 3-8: Blend Radius Total Stress Intensity Green's Function for 100% Flow
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Figure 3-9: Blend Radius Total Stress Intensity Green's Function for 50% Flow
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Figure 3-10: Blend Radius Total Stress Intensity Green's Function for 0% Flow
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Figure 3-11: Transient 1: Normal Startup at 100°F/hr
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Figure 3-13: Transient 3: Loss of Feedwater Heaters and Turbine Trip at 25% Power
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Figure 3-14: Transient 4: Loss of Feedwater Pumps
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Figure 3-19: Transient 9: Improper Startup
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Figure 3-23: Reactor Recirculation Outlet Nozzle Vessel Boundary Condition
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Figure 3-24: Pipe Reactions
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4.0 STRESS AND FATIGUE ANALYSIS RESULTS

Fatigue calculations for the VY reactor recirculation outlet nozzle were performed in accordance

with ASME Code, Section III, Subsection NB-3200 methodology (1998 Edition, 2000 Addenda) i
[17]. Fatigue analysis was performed in the Reference [11] calculation for the two locations

identified in Section 3.1.2 using the Green's Functions developed for these two locations and the 3
60-year projected cycle counts from Reference [14].

Three computer programs were used to facilitate the fatigue analysis process: STRESS.EXE,

P-V.EXE, and FATIGUE.EXE. The first program, STRESS.EXE, calculates a stress history in 3
response to a thermal transient using a Green's Function. The second program, P-V.EXE,

reduces the stress history to peaks and valleys. The third program, FATIGUE.EXE, calculates

fatigue from the reduced peak and valley history using ASME Code, Section III methodology.

All three programs are explained in detail and were independently verified for use in the 3
Reference [16] calculation. I
In order to perform the fatigue analysis, input files with the necessary data were prepared and the

three analysis programs were run. The program STRESS.EXE required the following three input 3
files:

" Green.dat: This file contains the Green's Function. As discussed above, the *
reactor recirculation outlet nozzle analyses utilize twelve Green's Functions: a

membrane plus bending stress intensity Green's Function and a total stress 3
intensity Green's Function for both the safe end and blend radius locations for

each of three flow conditions. 3
" Green.cfg: A configuration file containing parameters that describe the Green's

Function. 5
* Transnt.inp: This file contains the input transient history defined in Tables 3-1

and 3-2. 1

I
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Tables 4-1 and 4-2 show the stresses for each location that were used in the fatigue analysis.

Columns 2 through 5 of Table 4-1 (for the safe end) and Table 4-2 (for the blend radius) show

the final peak and valley output after stress history reduction. The pressure values for Columns 6

through 8 in each table were determined from the transient pressures specified in Tables 3-1 and

3-2. The pressure stress intensities from Section 3.2 were scaled appropriately for each transient

case. The scaled piping stress values are shown in Columns 9 and 10 of Tables 4-1 and 4-2. The

piping stress intensities from Section 3.3 were scaled based on the transient case RPV fluid

temperature and assuming no stress occurs at an ambient temperature of 70'F. Both of these

stress intensities were then added to the thermal stress intensity peak and valley points to

calculate the final stress values used for the fatigue analysis. In the case of the piping load stress

intensities, the sign of the stress intensity was conservatively set to the same sign as the thermal

stress intensity to ensure bounding fatigue usage results. Columns 11 and 12 of Tables 4-1 and

4-2 show the summation of all stresses for each thermal peak and valley stress point. The last

column shows the number of cycles associated with each peak or valley based on the cycle

counts shown in Tables 3-1 and 3-2.

The program FATIGUE.EXE performs the ASME Code peak event-pairing required to calculate

a fatigue usage value. The input data for the configuration input file for FATIGUE.EXE, which

is named FATIGUE.CFG, is shown in Table 4-3.

The results of the fatigue analysis are presented in Tables 4-4 and 4-5 for the safe end and the

blend radius for 60 years, respectively.
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Table 4-1: Reactor Recirculation Outlet Nozzle Safe End Stress Summary
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Total M+B Total M+B Total Total Number
Total M+B Pressure Pressure Piping Piping Total M+B of

Transient Time Stress Stress Temperature Pressure Stress Stress Stress Stress Stress Stress Cycles
Number (sL (psi) Jps_ F (si) (pi (psi) (psi) (pi (si) (60 years!

1 0 -925 -949 100.00 0 0 0 -339.1419 -339.1419 -1264.14 -1288.14 30C
16164 -4814 -4433 549.00 1010 11604.9 11463.5 -5414.966 -5414.966 1375.93 1615.53 30C
16864. -3749 -3705 549.00 1010 11604.9 11463.5 -5414.966 -5414.966 2440.93 2343.53 30C

2 0 -3838 -3665 549 1010 11604.9 11463.5 -5414.966 -5414.966 2351.93 2383.53 300
6 -1664 -2263 542 1010 11604.9 11463.5 -5335.833 -5335.833 4605.07 3864.67 30C

601 -3773 -3607 542 1010 11604.9 11463.5 -5335.833 -5335.833 2496.07 2520.67 30C
606.6 1196 -403 526 1010 11604.9 11463.5 5154.958 -5154.958 , 17955.86 5905.54 30O
1302 -3670 -3509 526 1010 11604.9 11463.5 -5154.958 -5154.958 2779.94 2799.54 306

3 0 -3688 -3522 526 1010 11604.9 11463.5 -5154.958 -5154.958 2761.94 2786.54 1C
1800.1 -4165 -3904 542 1010 11604.9 11463.5 -5335.833 -5335.833 2104.07 2223.67 1C
2460.2 -1932 -2200 526 1010 11604.9 11463.5 -5154.958 -5154.958 4517.94 4108.54 16
3960.2 -4537 -4185 542 1010 11604.9 11463.5 -5335.833 -5335.833 1732.07 1942.67 11
6060.2 -3315 -3241 526 1010 11604.9 11463.5 -5154.958 -5154.958 3134.94 3067.54 1U

6760 -3687 -3522 526 1010 11604.9 11463.5 -5154.958 -5154.958 2762.94 2786.54 1C
4 0.00 -3756 -3716 526 1020 11719.8 11577 -5154.958 -5154.958 2808.84 2706.04 1C

3.00 -3756 -3716 526 1190 13673.1 13506.5 -5154.958 -5154.958 4762.14 4635.54 16
13.00 -3756 -3716 526 1135 13041.15 12882.25 -5154.958 -5154.958 4130.19 4011.29 16

242.30 15878 10049 302.374 1135 13041.15 12882.25 2626.926 2626.926 31546.08 25558.15 1
2213.10 -6388 -5428 499.889 1135 13041.15 12882.25 -4.598 -4859.78 1795.37 2594.47 1C
2408.60 13203 8265 301.443 885 10168.65 10044.75 2616.401 2616.4011 25988.05 20926.15 1C

6773.40 -4763 -4312 499.809 1135 13041.15 12882.25 -4858875 -4858.875 3419427 3711.375 2
7193.10 15374 98011 300 675 7755.75 7661.251 2600.088 2600.088 25729.84 20062.34 1C

16457.50 -4812 -5037 549 240 2757.6 2724 -5414.966 -5414.966 -7469.37 -7722.97 10
16524.70 -2350 -2725 542 1010 11604.9 11463.5 -5335.833 -5335.833 3911.07 34021.67 3
17118.00 -1183 -3610 541.996 101088 9 01.1 11463.5 -5335.788 -5335.788 2491.11 2517.71 13
17123.60 1192 -406 526 1010 11604.9 11463.5 51540958 -5154.958 17951086 5902.54 130
17819.00694 -7 -3509 526 1010 11604.9 11463.5 - 0154.958 -5154.958 2779.94 2799.54 10

5 0.00 -3688 -3522 _ 526 10101 11604.9 11463.5 -5154.958 -5154.9,58 2761.94 2786.54 6C
10.00 -3688 -3522 526 11351 13041.15 12882.25 -5154.958 -5154.958 4198.19 4205.29 6C
30.00 -3688 -3522 526 940 10800.6 10669 -5154.958 -5154.9581 1957,64 1992.04 6C

2250.10 -6054 -5337 549 1010 11604.9 11463.5 -5414.966 -5414.966 135.93 711.53 61
2319.90 -2977 -3123 542 1010 11604.9 11463.5 -5335.833 -5335.833 3292.07 3004.67 61
2911.00 -3782 -3613 541.999 1010 11604.9 11463.5 -5335.822 -5335.822 2487.08 2514.68 6C
2916.70 1188 -408 526 1010 11604.9 11463.5 5154.958 -5154.958 17947.86 5900.54 60
3612.00 -3670 -3509 526 1010 11604.9 11463.5 -5154.958 -5154.958 2779.94 2799.54 6C

8 0.00 -3688 -3522 5.26E+02 1010 11604.9 11463.5 -5154.958 -5154.958 2761.94 2786.54 1
2.00 -3688 -3522 5.26E+02 1375 15798.75 15606.25 -5154.958 -5154.958 6955.79 6929.29

32.00 -3688 -3522 5.26E+02 940 10800.6 10669 -5154.958 -5154.958 1957.64 1992.041
2252.10 -6054 -5337 5.49E+02 1010 11604.9 11463.51 -5414.966 -5414.966 135.93 711.53 1
2322.20 -2977 -3123 5.42E+02 1010 11604.9 11463.51 -5335.833 -5335.8331 3292.07 3004.67
2913.00 -3782 -3613 5.42E+02 1010 11604.9 11463.5 -5335.822 -5335.8221 2487.013 2514.68
2918.70 1188 -408 5.26E+02 1010 11604.9 11463.5 5154.958 -5154.958 17947.86 5900.54 1
3614.00 -3670 -3509 5.26E+02 1010 11604.9 11463.5 -5154.958 -5154.958 2779.94 2799.54

7 0 -3688 -3522 526 1010 11604.9 11463.5 -5154.958 -5154.958 2761.94 2786.54 1
600 7773 5336 375 170 1953.3 1929.5 3447.943 3447.943 13174.24 10713.44 1

1367,9 -1390 -156?. 354.172 162 1861.38 1838.7 -3212.488 -3212.488 -2741.11 -2940.79
11580,1 454 190 70 501 574.5 567.5 0 0 1028.50 757.50

12280 -707 -689 70 50 574.5 567.5 0 0 -132.50 -121.50 1
8 0.00 -3688 -3522 526 1010 11604.9 11463.5 -5154.958 -5154.958 2761.94 2786-54 22f

15.00 -3688 -3522 526 940 10800-6 10669 -5154.958 -5154.958 1957.64 1992.04 22E
2235.10 -6054 -5337 549 1010 11604.9 11463.5 -5414.966 -5414.966 135.93 711.53 22E
2305.20 -2977 -3123 542 1010 116F04.9 11463.5 -5335.833 -5335.833 3292.07 3004.67 22E
2356.00 -3183 -3151 541.999 1010 116F04.9 11463.5 -5335.822 -5335.822 3086.08 2976.68 22E
2361.50 1761 -28 526 1010 11604.9 11463.5 5154.958 -5154.958 18520.86 6280.54 22E
3057.00 -3667 -3506 526 1010 11604.9 11463.5 -5154.958 -5154.958 2782.94 2802.541 22f

9 0 -2968 -2837 525.7 10101 11604.9 11463.5 -5151.566 -5151.566 3485.22 3474.82
27 68473 45303 291.3 1010 11604.9 11463.51 2501.737 2501.737 82579.74 59268.34 1

80.7 -11546 -8877 518.4 1010 116b4.9 11463.5 -5069.042 -5069.042 -5010.04 -2482.14 1
5200 -2967 -2832 525.7 1010 11604.9 11463.5 -5151.566 -5151.566 3486.21 3479.78 1

10 0 -3745 -3709 549 1010 11604.9 11463.5 -5414.966 -5414.966 2444.93 2339,53 390i
6864.2 501 -405 329.994 170 1953.3 1929.5 2939.162 -2939.162 5393.46 -1414M6 30C
7455.5 -118 -12 314.325 88 1011.12 998.8 -2762.029 -2762.029 -2933.91 -3291,23 30C

16224 1 334 -35 70 50 574.5 567.5 0 0 908.50 532,50 30C
169241 -731 -7631 70 50 574.5 567.5 0 0 -156.50 -195,50 C0

11 1 0 01 i220 0 0 0 339.1419 339.1419 339.14 33914i 121C
8 0 01 100 1100 126391 124851 339.14191 339.14191 12978.141 12824,141 12C

I
I
I
I
U
U
I
I
I
U
I
I
U
I
I
I
I

C 0 100 50 574.5 567.51 339.14191 339.14191 913.64 906.64 12C
0 1001 50 574.51 567.51 339.14191 339.14191 913.64 906W64 1

90664_1

For notes, see next page.
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Table 4-1: Reactor Recirculation Outlet Nozzle Safe End Stress Summary (concluded)

NOTES: Column 1: Transient number identification.
Column 2: Time during transient where maximum or minimum stress intensity occurs from P-V.OUT

output file.
Column 3: Maximum or minimum total stress intensity from P-V.OUT output file.
Column 4: Maximum or minimum membrane plus bending stress intensity from P-V.OUT output file.
Column 5: Temperature per total stress intensity.
Column 6:' Pressure per Table 3-1.
Column 7: Total pressure stress intensity from the quantity (Column 6 x 11490)/1000.
Column 8: Membrane plus bending pressure stress intensity from the quantity (Column 6 x 11350)/1000.
Column 9: Total external stress, 5707.89 psi*(Column 5-70'F)/(549°F -70'F).
Column 10: Same as Column 9, but for M+B stress.
Column 11: Sum of total stresses (Columns 3, 7, and 9).
Column 12: Sum of membrane plus bending stresses (Columns 4, 8, and 10).
Column 13: Number of cycles for the transient (60 years).
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Table 4-2: Reactor Recirculation Outlet Nozzle Blend Radius Stress Summary

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9- 10 11 12 13
Total M+B re Total M+B Total Total Number

Total M+B Pressure Pressur Piping Piping Total M+B Of

Transient Time Stress Stress Temperature Pressure Stress Stress Stress Stress Stress Stress Cycles
Number Is) (psi) (psi) Fj (psig) (osil (psi) (pi (pi (psi) 12si) (60 years)

1 0 459 381 100.00 0 0 0 16.64312 16.64312 475.64 404.64 300
4303 -3417 -1594 219.53 1010 31613 33976.4 -82.95209 -82695209 28113.05 322996.4 300

22164 2713 2306 549.00 1010 31613 33976.4 265.7352 265.7352 34591.74 36548.14 300
2 0.00 3094 1934 549 1010 31613 33976.4 265.7352 265.7352 34972.74 36176.14 300

94330 4079 2481 542 1010 31613 33976.4 261.8518 261.8518 35953485 3671982. 300
601.70 36183 2435 538.8 1010 31613 33976.4 260.0765 260.0765 35556308 36671.48 300
680.10 5891 3482 526 1010 31613 33976.4 252.9754 252.9754 37756.98 37718.38 300

6602.00 2977 1855 526 1010 31613 33976.4 252.9754 252.9754 34842.98 36088.38 300
3 0.00 2959 1845 526 1010 31613 33976.4 252.9754 252.9754, 34824.98 36078.38 10

1807.20 1834 1043i 542, 1010 31613, 33976.4 261.8518 261-8518 33708.85 35281.25 10,

2491.50 4425 2667 526 1010 31613 33976.4 252.9754 252.9754 36290.98 36896.30 103974.40• 1706 1060 542 1010 316131 33976.4 261.8518 261.8518 33580.85 35298.25 101

6070.80 3971 2551 526 1010 31613 339764 4 252.9754 252.9754 35836.98 36780.38 10
12060.00 2965 1852 526 1010 31613 33976.4 252.9754 252.9754 34830.98 36081.38 10

4 0 2465 -703 526.00 1010 31613 33976.4 252.9754 -252.9754 34330.98 33020.42 10
3 2465 -703 526.00 1190 37247 40031.6 252.9754 -252.9754 39964.98 39075.62 10

13 2465 -703 526.00 1135 3552515 38181.4 252.9754 -252.9754 38243.48 37225.42 10
435.60 18138 9690 356.38 1135 35525.5 38181.4 158.8774 158.8774 53822.38 48030.28 10

2222.5 -1169 -2598 489.44 1135 35525.5 38181.4 -232.6952 -232.6952 34123.80 35350.78 10
2665.5 12763 6695 328.40 885 27700.5 29771.4 143.3539 143.3539 40606.85 36609.75 10
6779.2 -4008 -2829 497.05 1010 31613 33976.4 -236.9137 -236.9137 27368.09 30910.45 10
7243.8 19275 9965 302.91 1010 31613 33976.4 129.2122 129.2122 51017.21 44070.61 10

13996 -2135 34 542.00 1010 31613 33976.4 -261.8518 261.8518 29216.15 34272.21 10
17247 3413 2074 526.00 1010 31613 33976.4 252.9754 252.9754 35278.98 36303.38 10
23119 2971 1855 526.00 1010 31613 33976.4 252.9754 252.9754 34836.98 36084.38 10

5 0.00 2959 1849 526 1010 31613 33976.4 252,9754 252.9754 34824.98 36078.38 60
10.00 2959 1849 526 1135 35526.5 38181.4 252,9754 252.9754 38737.48 40283.38 60
15.00 2959 1849 526 940 29422 31621.6 252.9754 252.9754 32633.98 33723.58 62

2269.50 111 295 549 1010 31613 33976.4 265.7352 265,7352 31989.74 34537.14 60
3010.10 4407 2579 526 1010 31613 33976.4 252.9754 252,9754 36272.98 36808.38 60
8912.00 2968 1854 526 1010 31613 33976.4 252.9754 252.9754 34833.98 36083.38 60

6 0.00 2959 1849 526.00 1010 31613 33976.4 252.9754 252,9754 34824.98 36078.38 1
2.00 2959 1849 526.00 1375 4007.5 46255 252.9754 252.9754 46249.48 48356.98 1

32.00 2959 1849 526.0 940 294221 31621.6 252.9754 252.9754 32633.98 33723.58 1
2271.50 234 295 5049.0 1010 31613 33976.4 265.7352 265.7352 31989.74 34537.14 1
3022.00 4407 2579 526.05 1010 31613 33976.4 252.9754 252.9754 36272.98 36808.38 1
8914.00 2968 1854 526.08 1010 31613 33976.4 252.9754 252.9754 34833.98 36083.38 1

7 0.00 2959 1849 526 1010 31613 33976.4 252.9754 252.9754 34824.98 36078.38 1
615.10 20260 12980 374.581 170 5321 5718.8 168.9726 168.9726 25749.97 18867.77 1

17580.00 279 179 70 50 1565 1682 0 0 1844.00 1861.00 3
8 0.00 2959 1849 526 1010 31613 33976.4 252.9754 252.9754 34824.98 36078.38 228

15.001 2959 1849 526, 940 29422, 31621.6 252.9754 252.9754 32633.981 33723.58 228,

2254.50 295 54 1010 31613 33976.4 265.7352 6532 31989.74 34537.14 220
2491.20 3792 2234 521 1010 31613 33976.4 252.9754 252.9754 135657.98 36463.38 22
8357.00 2963 0 1851 52 1010 31613 33976.4 252.9754 252.9754 34828.98 36080.38 221

9 0 2058 961 525.8 1010 31613 33976.41 252.8645 252.8645 33923.86 35190.26 1
0.52 1956 734 525.6 1010 31613 33976.4 252.7535 252.7535 33821.75 34963.15 1

28 23747 3188 504.5 1010 31613 33976.4 241.0479 241.0479 55601.05 37405.45 1
425 15201 611 525.5 1010 31613 33976.4 252.698 252.698 33385.70 34840.10 1

12400 2058 879 525.81 1010 31613 33976.4 252.8645 252.8645 33923.861 35108.26 11
,.10 0 2767 2176 549 1010 31613 33976.4 265.7352 265.7352 34645.741 36418.14 3001

4240.8 6643 4158 445.775 441 13803.3 14835.24 208.469 208.469 20654.771 19201.71 300
,,6268 6498 3675 374.7 170 5321, 5718.8 169.0386, 169.0386 11988.04 9562.84 300

6891.8 9282 5241 329.228 so 2754.41 2960.32 143.81211 143.8121 12180.21 8345.13 300
22224 361 120 70 50 1565 1682 0 0 1926.00 1802.00 300

11 0 0 100 0 0 0 16.64312 16.64312 16.64 16.64 120
0 0 100 1100 34430 37004 16.64312 16.64312 34446.64 37020.64 126

0 0 100 50 1565 1682 16.64312 16.64312 1581.64 1698.64 120

12 0 0 10F 50 1565 1682 16.64312 16.64312 1581.64 1698.64
0 0 100 1563 48921.9 52579.32 16.64312 16.643121 48938.54 52595.96 1
0 0 100 50 1565 1682 16.64312 16.643121 1581.641 1698.64

For notes, see next page.
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Table 4-2: Reactor Recirculation Outlet Nozzle Blend Radius Stress Summary (concluded)

NOTES: Column 1: Transient number identification.
Column 2: Time during transient where maximum or minimum stress intensity occurs from P-V.OUT

output file.
Column 3: Maximum or minimum total stress intensity from P-V.OUT output file.
Column 4: Maximum or minimum membrane plus bending stress intensity from P-V.OUT output file.
Column 5: Temperature per total stress intensity.
Column 6: Pressure per Table 3-2.
Column 7: Total pressure stress intensity from the quantity (Column 6 x 31300)/1000.
Column 8: Membrane plus bending pressure stress intensity from the quantity (Column 6 x 33640)/1000.
Column 9: Total external stress, 280.16 psi*(Column 5-70'F)/(549°F -70'F).
Column 10: Same as Column 9, but for M+B stress.
Column 11: Sum of total stresses (Columns 3, 7, and 9).
Column 12: Sum of membrane plus bending stresses (Columns 4, 8, and 10).
Column 13: Number of cycles for the transient (60 years).
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Table 4-3: Fatigue Parameters Used in the Recirculation Outlet Nozzle Fatigue Analysis

Parameter Blend Radius Safe End

Parameters m and n for 2.0 & 0.2 (low alloy 1.7 & 0.3 (stainless
Computing K. steel) [17] steel) [17]

Design Stress Intensity Values, 26700 psi [9] '17000 psi [9]
Sm @ 600°F @ 600°F

Elastic Modulus from 30.0x106 psi [17] 28.3x106 psi [17]
Applicable Fatigue Curve

Elastic Modulus Used in Finite 26.7x106 psi [10] 27.0x106 psi [10]
Element Model

The Geometric Stress
Concentration Factor K1t

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
U
I
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Table 44: Fatigue Results for Reactor Recirculation Outlet Nozzle Safe End

LOCATION = LOCATION NO. 1 -- SAFE END
FATIGUE CURVE = 2 (1 = CARBON/LOW ALLOY, 2 = STAINLESS STEEL)

m = 1.7
n= .3

Sm = 17000. psi
Ecurve 2.830E+07 psi

Eanalysis = 2.700E+07 psi
Kt = 1.53

MAX

82580.
31546.
31546.
25988.
25730.
18521.
18298.
17956.
17956.
17956.
17952.
17948.
17948.
17948.
13174.
12978.

6956.
5393.
5393.
5393.
5393.
5393.
4762.
4605.
4605.
4605.
4518.
4198.
4130.
3911.
3486.
3485.
3419.
3292.
3292.
3292.
3292.
3292.
3292.

MIN RANGE

-7469. 90049.
-7469. 39015.
-5010. 36556.
-2934. 28922.
-2934. 28664.
-2934. 21455.
-2934. 21232.
-2934. 20890.
-2741. 20697.
-1264. 19220.
-1264. 19216.
-1264. 19212.

-157. 18104.
-157. 18104.
-157. 13331.
-157. 13135.
-157. 7112.
-157. 5550.
-133. 5526.

136. 5258.
136. 5258.
136. 5258.
136. 4626.
136. 4469.
339. 4266.
909. 3697.
909. 3609.
909. 3290.
909. 3222.
909. 3003.
909. 2578.
909. 2577.
909. 2511.
909. 2384.
909. 2384.
909. 2384.
914. 2378.
914. 2378.
914. 2378.

MEM+BEND

66991.
33281.
28040.
24217.
23354.

9572.
21370.

9197.
8846.
7194.
7191.
7189.
6096.
6096.

10909.
13020.

7125.
-1219.
-1293.
-2126.
-2126.
-2126.

3924.
3153.
3526.
3332.
3576.
3673.
3479.
2870.
2947.
2942.
3179.
2472.
2472.
2472.
2098.
2098.
2098.

Ke

2.045
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1 .000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1 000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1 .000
1.000
1.000

Salt

134573.
29691.
26947.
21884.
21509.
13903.
17063.
13502.
13304.
12071.
12068.
12065.
11181.
11181.
10016.
10500.

5706.
2570.
2537.
2165.
2165.
2165.
3514.
3218.
3215.
2863.
2885.
2744.
2655.
2371.
2170.
2168.
2199.
1936.
1936.
1936.
1829.
1829.
1829.

Napplied

1. OOOE+00
9. OOOE+00
1. OOOE+00
1. OOOE+01
1 OOOE+01
2 280E+02

1 OOOE+00
5. 100E+01
1. OOOE+00

2 480E+02

1. OOOE+01
4. 200E+01
1. 800E+01
1. OOOE+00
1. OOOE+00
1. 200E+02
1. OOOE+00

1. 590E+02
1. OOOE+00
6. OOOE+01

1. OOOE+00
7. 900E+01
1. OOOE+01
1. 390E+02
1. 200E+02
4. 100E+01
1. OOOE+01
6. OOOE+01

1. OOOE+01

1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+00
1. OOOE+00

1 . OOOE+01
6. OOOE+01

1. OOOE+00
9. 600E+01
1. 200E+02

1 . OOOE+00
1 . OOOE+00

Nallowed

6. 765E+02
6. 857E+05
1. 160E+06
2. 383E+06
2. 566E+06
9. 710E+08
7 876E+06
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1 . OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1 . OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. 000E+20
1 . OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. 000E+20
1. OOOE+20
1. 000E+20
1. OOOE+20
1 000E+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20

U

.0015

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000
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Table 4-4: Fatigue Results for Reactor Recirculation Outlet Nozzle Safe End
(concluded)

MAX MIN RANGE MEM+BEND Ke Salt Napplied Nallowed

3292.
3292.
3135.
3086.
2809.
2783.
2783.
2783.
2783.
2783.
2783.
2780.
2780.
2780.
2780.
2780.
2780.
2763.
2762.
2762.
2762.
2762.
2762.
2762.
2496.
2496.
2491.
2487.
2487.

1029.
1376.
1376.
1376.
1376.
1376.
1732.
1793.
1958.
1958.
1958.
1958.
2104.
2352.
2352.
2352.
2352.
2352.
2352.
2352.
2441.
2441.
2441.
2441.
2441.
2445.
2445.
2445.
2487.

2264.
1916.
1759.
1710.
1433.
1407.
1051.

990.
825.
825.
825.
822.
676.
428.
428.
428.
428.
411.
410.
410.
321.
321.
321.
321.

55.
51.
46.
42.

0.

2247.
1389.
1452.
1361.
1091.
1187.

860.
208.
811.
811.
811.
808.
576.
416.
416.
416.
416.
403.
403.
403.
443.
443.
443.
443.
177.
181.
178.
175.

0.

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

1810.
1390.
1325.
1274.
1054.
1067.

790.
576.
658.
658.
658.
655.
514.
340.
340.
340.
340.
327.
327.
327.
291.
291.
291.
291.

78.
77.
74.
71.

0.

1 .OOOE+00

9 OOOE+00

1. OOOE+01
2.280E+02
1. 000E+01
4.300E+01
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+01
6. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+00

1. 040E+02
1.240E+02
1. OOOE+01
1. 660E+02
1. OOOE+01
6. 000E+01
1. OOOE+00

1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+01

4. 300E+01
1.700E+01
1. OOOE+00
1. OOOE+00
2. 280E+02

5. 300E+01
2. 470E+02
1. OOOE+01

4. 300E+01
1.700E+01

1 . OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. 000E+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. 000E+20
1. OOOE+20
1 . OOOE+20
1. 000E+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. 000E+20
1. 000E+20
1. OOOE+20
1 . 000E+20
1. OOOE+20

U

.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

TOTAL USAGE FACTOR = .0015
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Table 4-5: Fatigue Results for the Reactor Recirculation Outlet Nozzle Blend Radius

LOCATION = LOCATION NO. 2 -- BLEND RADIUS
FATIGUE CURVE = 1 (1 = CARBON/LOW ALLOY, 2 = STAINLESS STEEL)

m = 2.0
n= .2

Sm 26700. psi
Ecurve = 3.OOOE+07 psi

Eanalysis = 2.670E+07 psi
Kt = 1.00

MAX

55601.
53822.
51017.
48939.
46249.
40607.
39965.
38737.
38243.
37757.
37757.
36291.
36291.
36273.
36273.
35954.
35954.
35954.
35954.
35954.
35837.
35658.
35658.
35556.
35556.
35279.
34973.
34973.
34843.
34843.
34843.
34843.
34837.
34834.
34834.
34831.
34829.
34829.
34829.

MIN RANGE MEM+BEND Ke Salt Napplied Nallowed

17.
17.
17.
17.
17.
17.
17.
17.
17.
17.

476.
476.

1582.
1582.
1582.
1582.
1582.
1582.
1844.
1926.
1926.
1926.

11988.
11988.
12180.
12180.
12180.
20655.
20655.
25750.
27368.
28113.
28113.
28113.
28113.
28113.
28113.
29216.
31990.

55584.
53806.
51001.
48922.
46233.
40590.
39948.
38721.
38227.
37740.
37281.
35815.
34709.
34691.
34691.
34372.
34372.
34372.
34110.
34028.
33911.
33732.
23670.
23568.
23376.
23099.
22793.
14318.
14188.

9093.
7475.
6730.
6724.
6721.
6721.
6718.
6716.
5613.
2839.

37389.
48014.
44054.
52579.
48340.
36593.
39059.
40267.
37209.
37702.
37314.
36492.
35198.
35110.
35110.
35021.
35021.
35021.
34858.
34917.
34978.
34661.
26901.
27109.
28326.
27958.
27831.
16974.
16887.
17221.
5178.
3789.
3785.
3784.
3784.
3782.
3781.
1808.
1543.

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

4-10

31227.
30228.
28652.
27484.
25974.
22803.
22443.
21753.
21476.
21202.
20945.
20121.
19500.
19490.
19490.
19310.
19310.
19310.
19163.
19117.
19051.
18951.
13298.
13240.
13133.
12977.
12805.

8044.
7971.
5108.
4199.
3781.
3777.
3776.
3776.
3774.
3773.
3153.
1595.

1.OOOE+00
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+00
1. OOOE+00
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+01
6. 000E+01
1. OOOE+01
7. 000E+00
2. 930E+02
7. 000E+00
3. OOOE+00
6. OOOE+01
1. 000E+00
5. 600E+01
1 .OOOE+00
1. OOOE+00
1. 000E+00
2. 410E+02
1. 000E+01
4 .900E+01

1. 790E+02
1. 210E+02
1. 790E+02
1. OOOE+01
1 11OE+02
1. 890E+02
1 11OE+02
1. 000E+00
1. 000E+01
1. 780E+02
1. OOOE+01
6. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+00
1. 000E+01
4. 100E+01
1. 000E+01
6.000E+01

1. 951E+04
2. 161E+04
2.547E+04
2. 894E+04
3.443E+04
5. 217E+04
5. 647E+04
6. 592E+04
7. 025E+04
7.486E+04
7. 954E+04
9. 705E+04
1. 096E+05
1. 098E+05
1. 098E+05
1. 135E+05
1 . 135E+05
1. 135E+05
1. 167E+05
1. 177E+05
1. 191E+05
1. 214E+05
5. 728E+05
5.955E+05
6. 411E+05
7. 138E+05
8. 050E+05
7. 421E+07
7. 983E+07
1. OOOE+20
1. 000E+20
1. 000E+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. 000E+20
1. 000E+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. 000E+20

U

.0001

.0005

.0004

.0000

.0000

.0002

.0002

.0009

.0001

.0001

.0037

.0001

.0000

.0005

.0000

.0005

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0020

.0001

.0004

.0003

.0002

.0003

.0000

.0001

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000
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Table 4-5: Fatigue Results for Reactor Recirculation Outlet Nozzle Blend Radius
(concluded)

MA)ý

34829.
34829.
34825.
34825.
34825.
34825.
34825.
34825.
34825.
34825.
34646.
34646.
34646.
34646.
34646.
34646.
34646.
34646.
34646.
34646.
34646.

MIl

31990.
31990.
31990.
31990.
31990.
31990.
31990.
32634.
32634.
32634.
32634.
33386.
33581.
33709.
33822.
33924.
33924.
34124.
34331.
34447.
34592.

RANGE MEM+BEND Ke Salt Napplied Nallowed U

2839.
2839.
2835.
2835.
2835.
2835.
2835.
2191.
2191.
2191.
2012.
1260.
1065.

937.
824.
722.
722.
522.
315.
199.

54.

1543.
1543.
1541.
1541.
1541.
1541.
1541.
2355.
2355.
2355.
2695.
1578.
1120.
1137.
1455.
1228.
1310.
1067.
3398.
-603.
-130.

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

1595.
1595.
1593.
1593.
1593.
1593.
1593.
1231.
1231.
1231.
1130.

708.
598.
526.
463.
406.
406.
293.
177.
112.

30.

1. OOOE+00
1. 160E+02
1. OOOE+01
6 . OOOE+01
1. OOOE+00
1. OOOE+00
4. OOOE+01
6. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+00
1. 270E+02
1 .010E+02

1. OOOE+00
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+00
1. OOOE+00
1. OOOE+00
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+01
1.200E+02

3. 500E+01

1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1.OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0108

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
U
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

TOTAL USAGE FACTOR =
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5.0 ENVIRONMENTAL FATIGUE ANALYSIS

Environmental fatigue multipliers were computed for both normal water chemistry (NWC) and

hydrogen water chemistry (HWC) conditions in Reference [18] for various regions of the VY

RPV and attached piping.

The Recirculation Outlet nozzle has three materials: a Ni-Cr-Fe dissimilar metal weld (DMW), a

low alloy steel forging, and a stainless steel safe end. To ensure the maximum CUF considering

environmental effects was identified; locations in the safe end and nozzle forging were selected.

This selection produces bounding environmental fatigue results for the entire nozzle assembly

for the following reasons:

" The highest thermal stresses from the FEM analysis occur in the stainless steel safe end.

Stainless steel Fen multipliers are significantly higher than Ni-Cr-Fe multipliers (Fen

values are 2.55 or higher for stainless steel [18] vs. a constant value of 1.49 for Ni-Cr-Fe

[19]). Therefore, evaluation of the safe end bounds the Ni-Cr-Fe weld material.

* The highest pressure stresses from the FEM analysis occur in the low alloy steel nozzle

forging. Low alloy steel Fen multipliers are higher than Ni-Cr-Fe multipliers (Fen values

are 2.45 or higher for low alloy steel [18] vs. a constant value of 1.49 for Ni-Cr-Fe [19]).

Therefore, evaluation of the nozzle forging bounds the Ni-Cr-Fe weld material.

Based on VY-specific dates for plant startup and HWC implementation, as well as past and

future predicted HWC system availability, it was determined that overall HWC availability is

47% over the sixty year operating period for VY. Therefore, for the purposes of the EAF

assessment of the reactor recirculation outlet nozzle, it was assumed that HWC conditions exist

for 47% of the time, and NWC conditions exist for 53% of the time over the 60-year operating

life of the plant. RPV beltline region chemistry was assumed for both the reactor recirculation

outlet nozzle safe end and blend radius locations, since both locations experience reactor

conditions at all times.
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For the safe end location, the environmental fatigue factors for NWC and HWC are 8.36 and

15.35, respectively, from Table 5 of Reference [18] for the RPV beltline region. This results in

an EAF adjusted CUF as follows:

60-Year CUF, U60 = 0.0015

Overall EAF multiplier, Fen = (8.36 x 53% + 15.35 x 47%) 11.65

60-Year EAF CUF, U6 0-env = 0.0015 x 11.65 = 0.0175

The EAF CUF value of 0.0175 for 60 years for the safe end is acceptable (i.e., less than the

allowable value of 1.0).

The fatigue calculation documented in Section 4.0 for the blend radius location was performed

for the nozzle base material since cladding is structurally neglected in modern-day fatigue

analyses, per ASME Code, Section III, NB-3122.3 [17]. This is also consistent with Sections

5.7.1 and 5.7.4 of NUREG/CR-6260 [1]. Therefore, the cladding was neglected and EAF

assessment of the nozzle base material was performed for the blend radius location.

For the blend radius location, the environmental fatigue factors for NWC and HWC are 12.43

and 2.45, respectively, from Table 5 of Reference [18] for the RPV beltline region. This results

in an EAF adjusted CUF as follows:

60-Year CUF, U60 = 0.0108

Overall EAF multiplier, Fen = (12.43 x 53% + 2.45 x 47%) 7.74

60-Year EAF CUF, U6 0-env = 0.0108 x 7.74 = 0.0836

The EAF CUF value of 0.0836 for 60 years for the blend radius is acceptable (i.e., less than the

allowable value of 1.0).
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS

This report documents a refined fatigue evaluation for the VY reactor recirculation outlet nozzle.

The intent of this evaluation is to use refined transient definitions and the revised cyclic transient

counts for 60 years for a computation of CUF, including EAF effects, that is more refined than

previously performed fatigue analyses. The fatigue-limiting locations in the reactor recirculation

outlet nozzle and safe end are included in the evaluation, to be consistent with NUREG/CR-6260

[1] needs for EAF evaluation for license renewal. The final fatigue results are considered to be a

replacement to the values previously reported in the VY LRA.

The fatigue calculations for the VY reactor recirculation outlet nozzle were performed in

accordance with ASME Code, Section III, Subsection NB-3200 methodology (1998 Edition,

2000 Addenda) [17]. The stress evaluation is summarized in Section 3.0, and the fatigue

analysis is summarized in Section 4.0. The results in Section 4.0 reveal that the CUF for the

limiting safe end location is 0.0015, and the CUF for the limiting blend radius location is 0.0108.

Both of these values represent 60 years. of plant operation, including all relevant EPU effects.

EAF calculations for the VY reactor recirculation outlet nozzle were also performed, as

summarized in Section 5.0. The results in Section 5.0 reveal that the EAF CUF for the limiting

safe end location is 0.0175, and the EAF CUF for the limiting blend radius location is 0.0836.

Both of these values represent 60 years of plant operation, including all relevant EPU effects.

All fatigue allowables, both with and without EAF effects, are met, thus demonstrating

acceptability for 60 years of operation.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

In Table 4.3-3 of the Vermont Yankee License Renewal Application (LRA), the 60-year cumulative

usage factor (CUF) values for the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) core spray nozzle are reported as 0.625

(nozzle) and 0.182 (safe end). The safe end value was reported as a generic value, since no plant-

specific value was determined. Application of environmentally assisted fatigue (EAF) multipliers, as

required for the license renewal period, resulted in unacceptable EAF CUF values of 1.53 and 2.79 for

the nozzle and safe end, respectively. Therefore, further refined analysis was necessitated to show

acceptable EAF CUF results for this component.

This report documents a refined fatigue evaluation for the VY core spray nozzle. The intent of this

evaluation is to use refined transient definitions and the revised cyclic transient counts for 60 years for a

computation of CUF, including EAF effects; that is more refined than previously performed fatigue

analyses. The fatigue-limiting locations in the core spray nozzle and safe end are included in the

evaluation, to be consistent with NUREG/CR-6260 [1] needs for EAF evaluation for license renewal.

The EAF effects for the core spray piping, which is also a NUREG/CR-6260 location, are considered'to

be covered by the nozzle and safe end calculations because the nozzle region bounds the piping1. The

resulting fatigue results will be used as a' replacement to the values previously reported in the VY LRA.

The refined evaluation summarized in this report included the development of a detailed finite element

model of the core spray nozzle, including relevant portions of the safe end, thermal sleeve, the RPV

wall, and the weld overlay repair documented in Reference [2]. Thermal and pressure stress histories

were developed for relevant transients affecting the core spray nozzle, including any effects of Extended

Power Uprate (EPU), as specified by the VY RPV Design Specification [3], the VY EPU Design

Specification [4] and other boiling water reactor (BWR) operating experience. The thermal and pressure

stress histories were used to determine total stress and primary plus secondary stress for use in a

subsequent fatigue evaluation. Stresses were also included due to loads from the attached piping for

application in the stress/fatigue analysis, based on the bounding reaction loads obtained from the

The nozzle stresses are more severe due to the nozzle discontinuity, and the nozzle thermal transients are more severe due to

interaction with the hot RPV.
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relevant design documents. The revised fatigue calculation was performed using Section III

methodology from the 1998 Edition, 2000 Addenda of the ASME Code, and were performed using

actual cycles from past plant operation projected out to 60 years of operation.

1.1 Green's Function Methodology ,

For the core spray nozzle evaluated as a part of this work, stress histories were computed by a time

integration of the product of a pre-determined Green's Function and the transient data. This Green's

Function integration scheme is similar in concept to the well-known Duhamel theory used in structural

dynamics. A detailed derivation of this approach and examples of its application to specific plant

locations is contained in Reference [5]. A general outline is provided in this, section..

A Green's Function is derived by using finite-element methods to determine, the transient stress response

of the component to a step change in loading (usually a thermal shock). The critical location in the

component is identified based on the maximum stress, and the thermal stress response over time is

extracted for this location. This response to the input thermal step is the "Green's Function." Figure 1-1

shows a typical set of two Green's Functions, each for a different set of heat transfer coefficients

(representing different flow rate conditions).

To compute the thermal stress response for an arbitrary transient, the loading parameter (usually local

fluid temperature) is deconstructed into a series of step-loadings. By using the Green's Function, the

response to each step can be quickly determined. By the principle of superposition, these can be added

(algebraically) to determine the response to the original load history. The result is demonstrated in

Figure 1-2. The input transient temperature history contains five step-changes of varying size, as shown

in the upper plot in Figure 1-2. These five step changes produce the five successive stress responses in

the second plot shown in Figure 1-2. By adding all five response curves, the real-time stress response

for the input thermal transient is computed. '

The Green's Function methodology produces identical results compared to running the input transient 3
through the finite element model. The advantage of using Green's Functions is that many individual

SIR-07-138-NPS, Rev. 1, 1-2 Structural Integrity Associates, Inc. U
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transients can be run with a significant reduction of effort compared to running all transients through the

finite element model. The trade-off in this process is that the Green's Functions are based on constant

material properties and heat transfer coefficients. Therefore, these parameters are chosen to bound all

transients that constitute the majority of fatigue usage, i.e., the heat transfer coefficients at 300'F bound

the cold water injection transient. In addition, the instantaneous value for the coefficient of thermal

expansion is used instead of the mean value for the coefficient of thermal expansion. This conservatism

is more than offset by the benefit of not having to analyze every transient, which was done in the VY

core spray nozzle evaluation.

Once the stress history is obtained for all transients using the Green's Function approach, the remainder

of the fatigue analysis is carried out using traditional methodologies in accordance with ASME Code,

Section III requirements.
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Figure 1-1: Typical Green's Functions for Thermal Transient Stress
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2.0 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

An ANSYS [6] finite element model (FEM) of the VY core spray nozzle and safe end was developed

and used to perform the updated stress and fatigue analyses. The details of the model development are

documented in the Reference [7] calculation.

The materials of the various components of the model are listed below:

* Safe End - SB 166 (72Ni-15Cr-8Fe, N06600)

0 80 x 100 Conc. Reduction and Thermal Sleeve - SA312 TP304 (18Cr-SNi)

* Nozzle Forging - SA508 Class II (3/4Ni-1/2Mo-1/3Cr-V)

* Vessel - SA533 Grade B (Mn-1/2Mo-1/2Ni)

* Cladding - SA240 TP 304 (18Cr-8Ni)

In the FEM model, the radius of RPV was increased by a factor of two to account for the fact that the

vessel portion of the finite element model is a sphere and the actual geometry is a cylinder.

Material properties were based upon the 1998 ASME Code, Section II, Part D, with 2000 Addenda [8],

and are shown in Table 2-1. The properties were evaluated at an average temperature of 300'F. This

average temperature is based on a thermal shock of 500'F to 100'F, which was applied to the FEM

model for Green's Function development.

The finite element model, which includes the weld overlay, is shown in Figure 2-1.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Table 2-1: Material Properties @ 300OF (

Coefficient
Modulus of of Thermal ThermalModuial allusty o6 fEas, C uth l Thermal Specific Heat, Poisson's Density, lb/in

3

Material Part Elasticity, e+6 Expansion, Conductivity, Diffusivity, Btu/lb-*F Ratio
ID Description psi e-6, Btu/hr-ft-*F ft

2
/hr ICI (3) [NUXY] [DENS]

[EX] in/in/°F [KXX]

[ALPXI

72Ni-
2 Safe End SB 166 15Cr-8Fe 29.8 7.9 9.6 0.160 0.1157 0.29 0.3

N06600

Weld INCONEL 72Ni
2 l5Cr-8Fe 29.8 7.9 9.6 0.160 0.1157 0.29 0.3Overlay 82 N000____N06600

SA508 / Ni-
1 Nozzle 1/2Mo-1/3 26.7 7.3 23.4 0.401 0.1193 0.3 0.283Glass II C- _____ ____Cr-V

SA533 Mn-
3 Vessel 1/2Mo- 28.0 7.7 23.4 0.401 0.1193 0.3 0.283Grade B lIN1/2NiI

SA240
4 3/16 Clad TP2304 18Cr-8Ni 27.0 9.8 9.8 0.160 0.1252 0.3 0.283TP 304

80 x 100
Conc.

Reductiont 2 ) SA3 12 (2)
and TP304 18Cr-8Ni 27.0 9.8 9.8 0.160 0.1252 0.3 0.283

Thermal
Sleeve

Note: 1. Material properties are evaluated at 300'F from the 1998 ASME Code, Section II, Part D, with 2000 Addenda [8], except for density and
Poisson's ratio, which are assumed typical values and specific heat is calculated as [k/pd]/12 3 .

2. The 80 x 100 concentric reduction was modeled as a straight pipe with the material properties of the original design. Later, this piping section
was replaced by a new material (SA403 T316L). These two stainless steels have the same modulus of elasticity and thermal coefficient
properties.
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Figure 2-1: VY Core Spray Nozzle FEM
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3.0 LOAD DEFINITIONS

The pressure and thermal stresses for the core spray nozzle for the revised fatigue evaluation

were developed using the axisymmetric FEM model, described in Section 2.0 of this report. The

details of the Green's function development and associated stress evaluation are documented in

the Reference [9] and [10] calculations.

3.1 Thermal Loading

Thermal loads were applied to the core spray nozzle model to generate the Green's Function. As

a first step in the Green's Function process, heat transfer coefficients were determined for

various regions of the core spray FEM for two different flow cases: (1) 0% core spray flow, and

(2) 100% core spray flow through the nozzle.

The 0% flow case simulates a stagnant condition of the core spray nozzle when not in operation

and the entire core spray nozzle is at the same temperature as the RPV fluid. The heat transfer

coefficients for the 0% flow case are for free convection (stagnant) conditions. The applied

boundary fluid temperature is changed to simulate a thermal shock from 500'F to 100OF to

develop the stress response on the core spray nozzle in the stagnant condition. For this case, the

entire surface of the FEM was shocked.

The 100% flow case simulates the operational condition of the core spray nozzle (i.e., the entire

core spray nozzle experiences 100OF water due to injection). The heat transfer coefficients for

the high flow case are for forced and free convection depending on the region of the FEM. The

applied boundary fluid temperature is changed to simulate a thermal shock from 500'F to 1 00'F

to develop the stress response on the core spray nozzle due to injection. For this case, only the

nozzle flow path was shocked.

The temperature on the exterior of the reactor, nozzle, safe end and pipe was assumed to be

120'F (ambient). Figure 3-4 shows the heat transfer coefficient regions assumed for the core

SIR-07-138-NPS, Rev. 1 3-1 Structural Integrity Associates, Inc.



spray nozzle FEM. The applied heat transfer coefficients and the fluid temperatures are

summarized in the sections that follow.

3.1.1 Heat Transfer Coefficients and Boundary Fluid Temperatures U
Referring to Figure 3-4, heat transfer coefficients were applied as follows: I

* The heat transfer coefficient for the outside surfaces of the FEM (Region 12) was a

constant value of 0.2 BTU/hr-ft2 -°F (3.858x10-7 BTU/sec-in2-°F).

* Table 3-1 shows the results of the heat transfer coefficient calculations for all of the 5
thermal regions identified in Figure 3-4. The detailed heat transfer calculations for

Regions 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 are contained in the Reference [9] calculation.

* In Regions 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10, the heat transfer coefficients are interpolated.

3.1.2 Green's Functions I

The two flow-dependent thermal load cases outlined in previous section were run on the core

spray nozzle FEM with the heat transfer coefficients and the fluid temperature conditions listed

in Table 3-1. Two locations were selected for analysis (see Figures 3-5 and 3-6):

1. The critical safe end locationwas chosen as the node with the highest stress intensity due

to thermal loading under nozzle flow conditions. The highest stress intensity due to

thermal loading occurred at Node 3719 (see Figure 3-5), on the inside diameter of the

nozzle safe end. Therefore, this node was selected for analysis.

2. The critical blend radius location was chosen based upon the highest pressure stress

intensity. The critical location was selected as Node 2166, as shown in Figure 3-6.

Two stress intensity Green's Functions were developed for each location and each flow case: (1) U
total stress intensity, and (2) membrane plus bending stress intensity. The total stress intensity

Green's Functions for the safe end location are shown in Figures 3-7 and 3-8. The total stress

intensity Green's Functions for the blend radius location are shown in Figures 3-9 and 3-10.

SIR-07-138-NPS, Rev. 1 3-2 Structural Integrity Associates, Inc.
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3.1.3 Thermal"Transients

The transients analyzed for the core spray nozzle were developed based on the definitions in the

original RPV Design Specification [3], as modified for EPU [4], as well as more recent

definitions based on BWR operating experience. For BWR operating experience, the transients

described in the thermal cycle diagrams for a BWR-4 plant similar in design and vintage to VY

were obtained, and plant data from VY applied to each transient. The resulting thermal cycle

diagrams are shown in References [11 and 12]. The final transients evaluated in the stress and

fatigue analyses are shown in Figures 34 1 through 3-16.

The number of cycles projected for the 60-year operating life is used for each transient [13].

Tables 3-2 and 3-3 summarize the thermal transients for the safe end and blend radius locations,

respectively.

3.2 Pressure Loading

A uniform pressure of 1,000 psi was applied along the inside surface of the core spray nozzle and

the RPV wall. A pressure load of 1,000 psi was used because it is easily scaled up or down to

account for different pressures that occur during transients. In addition, a cap load of 4,774 psi

was applied to the piping at the end of the nozzle. This cap load was calculated as follows:

PDi 2

Pcap 2 2)

where: Pcap = end cap pressure load (psi)

P = unit pressure load = 1,000 psi

Di = inside diameter of end of FEM = 9.834"

D = outside diameter of end of FEM = 10.815"

SIR-07-138-NPS, Rev. 1 3-3 Structural Integrity Associates, Inc.



,The calculated pressure was applied as a negative value so that it would exert tension on the end

of the model. The nodes on the end of the -FEM were coupled in the axial direction to ensure

mutual displacement of the end of the nozzle due to attached piping. Figures 3-1, 3-2, and 3-33

show the internal pressure distribution, cap load, and symmetry condition applied to the vessel

end of the model, respectively.3

The internal pressure load case for Node 2166 (blend radius) resulted in a total stress intensity of

35,860 psi, and for Node 3719 (safe end) resulted in a total stress intensity of,12,030 psi. The .
membrane plus bending stress intensity at Node 2166 and Node 3719 are 34,970 psi and 12,020

psi, respectively.

3.3 Piping Loading

The piping stress intensities (stress caused by the attached piping) were determined for the two

evaluated core spray nozzle locations. The design piping reactions that were used in the stress

and fatigue evaluation are defined on the Reference [ 14] drawing. These loads represent shear
and moment loadings on the nozzle resulting from thermal. expansion of the attached piping and

seismic loads. The loads are applicable at the piping end of the safe end, as shown in Figure

3-17. The stresses resulting from these loads were calculated by hand using classical structural

mechanics formulas, as documented in Reference [10], and are shown in Tables 3-4 and 3-5 forI

the safe end and blend radius locations, respectively.
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Table 3-1: Summary of Heat Transfer Coefficients

0% Flow 100% Flow

Regions Initial HTC Initial HTC
Temperature Temperature

OF Btu/hr-ft2_OF OF Btu/hr-ft 2.OF

RI 500 143 500 2693

R3 500 49 500 71
R4500 - nep~ilted50Itp~td

R5 500 61 500 101

R6B 500 97 500 97

R7A 500 47 500 68

R7B 500 29 500 36
500 I [I d )0 olatrdo500 In

R9 500 39 500 52
RIO ý00 eltuolatcd, 500 In~terjolated_

R11 500 500 500 500
R12 120 0.20 120 .0.2
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Table 3-2: Safe End Transients

Transient Time Temp Time Step Pressure Flow Rate
Number Us1. E s1 IRJ-.1 M-q (GPM)

2. Design HYD Test --- 100 --- 0
120 Cycles 1100

50
3. Startup 0 100 0 0
300 Cycles 16164 549 16164 1010 (0%)

17164 549 1000 1010
11. Loss of Feedwater 0 526 1010 0

Pumps 3 526 3 1190 (0%)
10 Cycles 13 526 10 1135

233 300 220 1135
2213 500 1980 1135
2393 300 180 885
6893 500 4500 1135
7313 300 420 675
7613 300 300 675
11213 400 3600 240
16577 549 5364 1010
16637 549 60 1010
16638 542 1 1010
16698 542 60 1010
16699 526 1. 1010
17699 526 1000 1010

14. SRV Blowdown 0 526 1010 0
1 Cycle 600 375 600 400 (0%)

11580 70 10980 50
12580 70 1000 50

21-23. Shutdown 0 549 1010 - 0
300 Cycles 6264 375 6264 50 (0%)

6864 330 600 50
16224 100 9360 50
17224 100 1000 50

12. Hydrostatic Test --- 100 -- 50
1 cycle 1563

50
30. Emergency Shut Down 0 549 1010 3200

1 Cycle 10 406 10 250 (100%)
11 70 1 250

1 1011 70 1000 0

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Table 3-3: Blend Radius Transients

Transient Time Temp Time Step Pressure Flow Rate
Number us_ (OF) _s_ f______ (GPM)

2. Design HYD Test --- 100 -- 0
1100

120 Cycles 50
3. Startup 0 100 0 0
300 Cycles 16164 549 16164 1010 (0%)

24164 549 8000 1010
11. Loss of Feedwater 0 526 1010 0

Pumps 3 526 3 1190 (0%)
10 Cycles 13 526 10 1135

233 300 220 1135
2213 500 1980 1135
2393 300 180 885
6893 500 4500 1135
7313 300 420 675
7613 300 300 675
11213 400 3600 240
16577 549 5364 1010
16637 549 60 1010
16638 542 1 1010
16698 542 60 1010
16699 526 1 1010
24699 526 8000 1010

14. SRV Blowdown 0 526 1010 0
1 Cycle 600 375 600 400 (0%)

11580 70 10980 50
19580 70 8000 50

21-23. Shutdown 0 549 1010 0
300 Cycles 6264 375 6264 50 (0%)

6864 330 600 50
16224 100 9360 50
24224 100 8000 50

24. Hydrostatic Test --- 100 --- 50
1 Cycle 1563

50
30. Emergency Shut Down 0 549 1010 3200

1 Cycle 10 406 10 250 (100%)
11 70 1 250

1 8011 70 8000 0 1
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Table 3-4: Stresses Due to Piping Loads for Safe End Location

Safe End External Piping Loads
Parameters

Fx = -kis
Fy = •.6kips

Fz 1:01: kips

Mx6= 2 in-kips
My= 5.20 in-kips

Mz = in-kips
OD= 182 in
ID= 9.834 in

RN=5.16 in
L = •-0 . .. .. in

tN 0.49 in

(Mx), = 262.60 in-kips

(My), = 85.96 in-kips
MxQ = 276.31 in-kips

Fx, = 5.24 kips

N = 3.35 kips/in

zI = -0.31 kips/in
Primary Membrane Stress Intensity

PMz 6.84 ksi

= - -0.63 ksi

Simax = 6.95 ksi

SImax = 6949.94 psi

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
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Table 3-5: Stresses Due to Piping Loads for Blend Radius Location

Blend Radius External Piping Loads
Parameters

Fx 2• 50 kips

Fy = 4.60 kips
Fz = 1.0- kips

Mx= 264.00 in-kips

My = 85.20 in-kips

Mz= _105.60 in-kips
OD= 8.7in

ID= 1.750 in
RN 7 765 in

L =_ 382_ in

tN 3.56 in

(Mx)2 = 122.24 in-kips

(My)2 = 162.24 in-kips

MxV = 203.14 in-kips

Fxy = 5.24 kips

Nz = 1.14 kips/in

qN = -0.07 kips/in
Primary Membrane Stress Intensity

PMz 0.32 ksi

"C = -0.02 ksi

SImax 0.32 ksi

SImax = 322.52 psi
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Core Spray Nozzle Finite Element Mode

Figure 3-1: Core Spray Nozzle internal Pressure Distribution
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Core Spray Nozzle Finite Element Model

Figure 3-2: Core Spray Nozzle Pressure Cap Load
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Figure 3-3: Core Spray Nozzle Vessel Boundary Condition

I
I
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Figure 3-17: Pipe Reactions
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4.0 STRESS AND FATIGUE ANALYSIS RESULTS

Fatigue calculations for the VY core spray nozzle were performed in accordance with ASME

Code, Section III, Subsection NB-3200 methodology (1998 Edition, 2000 Addenda) [16].

Fatigue analysis was performed in the Reference [10] calculation for the two locations identified

in Section 3.1.2, using the Green's Functions developed for these two locations and the 60-year

projected cycle counts from Reference [13].

Three computer programs were used to facilitate the fatigue analysis process: STRESS.EXE,

P-V.EXE, and FATIGUE.EXE. The first program, STRESS.EXE, calculates a stress history in

response to a thermal transient using a Green's Function. The second program, P-V.EXE,

reduces the stress history to peaks and valleys. The third program, FATIGUE.EXE, calculates

fatigue from the reduced peak and valley history using ASME Code, Section III methodology.

All three programs are explained in detail and were independently verified for use in the

Reference [15] calculation.

In order to perform the fatigue analysis, input files with the necessary data were prepared and the

three analysis programs were run. The program STRESS.EXE required the following three input

files:

* Green.dat: This file contains the Green's Function. As discussed above, the core

spray nozzle analyses utilize four Green's Functions: a membrane plus bending

stress intensity Green's Function and a total stress intensity Green's Function for

both the safe end and blend radius locations. Sz-Sx stress intensities are used for

Green's Functions for all flow rates at both locations.

* Green.cfg: A configuration file containing parameters that describe the Green's

Function.

* Transnt.inp: This file contains the input transient history defined in Tables 3-2

and 3-3.
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Tables 4-1 and 4-2 show the stresses for each location that were used in the fatigue analysis.

Columns 2 through 5 of Table 4-1 (for the safe end) and Table 4-2 (for the blend radius) show

the final peak and valley output. The pressure values for Column 6 in each table were i

determined from the transient pressures, specified in Tables 3-2 and 3-3. The pressure stress

intensities from Section 3.2 were scaled appropriately for each transient case. The scaled piping

stress values are shown in columns 9 and 10 of Tables 4-1 and 4-2. The piping stress intensitiesi

from Section 3.3 were scaled based on the transient case RPV fluid temperature and assuming no

stress occurs at an ambient temperature of 70'F. Both of these stress intensities were then added !
to the thermal stress intensity peak and valley points to calculate the final stress values used for

the fatigue analysis. In the case of the piping load stress intensities, the sign of the stressm

intensity was conservatively set to the same sign as the thermal stress intensity to ensure

bounding fatigue usage results. Columns 11 and 12 of Tables 4-1 and 4-2 show the summation 3
of all stresses for each thermal peak and valley stress point. The last column shows the number

of cycles associated with each peak or valley based on the cycle counts shown in Tables 3-2 and,

3-3. I
The program FATIGUE.EXE performs the ASME Code peak event-pairing required to calculate

a fatigue usage value. The input data for the configuration input file for FATIGUE.EXE, which 3
is named FATIGUE.CFG, is shown in Table 4-3. a
The core spray piping adjacent to the safe end was also analyzed because of its proximity to the

maximum safe end thermal stress location. For this fatigue analysis, the stress results of the, safe m

end were used with stainless steel material properties and a value of 1.8 was selected for Kt at the

weld location, based on the maximum value given in ASME Code, Section III, Table

NB-3681(a)-I [16].

The results of the fatigue analysis are presented in Tables 4-4, 4-5 and 4-6 for the safe end, blend i
radius, and piping for 60 years, respectively.

SIR-07-138-NPS, Rev. 1 4-2 V Structural Integrity Associates, Inc.
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Table 4-1: Core Spray Nozzle Safe End Stress Summary

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Total M+B Total M+B Total Total Number

Total M+B Pressure Pressure Piping Piping Total M+B of
Transient Time Stress Stress Temperature Pressure Stress Stress Stress Stress Stress Stress Cycles
Number Ls1 (psi) (psi) F fpsig) (psi) ps (psi) (psi) (psi) (psi) (60 years)

2 100 0 _ 0 0 413 413 413 413 120
100 1100 13233 13222 413 413 13646 13635 120
100 50 602 601 413 413 1014 1014 120

3 0 659 757 100 0 0 0 413 413 1072 1170 300
153 582 720 104 10 120 120 471 471 1173 1311 300

24164 9239 10745 549 1010 12150 12140 6592 6592 27981 29477 300
11 0 8803 10236 526 1010 12150 12140 6276 6276 27229 28652 10

3 8803 10236 526 1190 14316 14304 6276 6276 29394 30815 10
13 8803 10236 526 1135 13654 13643 6276 6276 28733 30154 10

162 11647 11599 409 1135 13654 13643 4660 4660 29961 29901 = 10
669 4807 5790 344 1135 13654 13643 3772 3772 22233 23204 10

2374 11141 10842 362 911 10959 10950 4022 4022 26122 25814 10
2955 4721 5576 325 916 11019 11010 3509 3509 19249 20095 10
7056 9518 10162 440 956 11501 11491 5090 5090 26109 26743 10
7931 4490 5274 309 637 7663 7657 3287 3287 15440 16217 10

16709 9960 11116 -526 1010 12150 12140 6276 6276 28386 29532 10
24699 8803 10236 526 1010 12150 12140 6276 6276 27229 28652 10

14 0 8803 10236 526 1010 12150 12140 6276 6276 27229 28652 1
154 9499 10570 497 853 10262 10253 5872 5872 25633 26695 1

12580 89 92 .70 50 602 601 0 0 691 693- 1
21-23 0 9242 10748 549 1010 12150 12140 6592 6592 27984 29480 300

164 9319 10785 546 985 11850 11840 6546 6546 27715 29171 300
6265 6141 7065 375 • 50 602 601 4196 4196 10939 11862 300
6368 6209 7079 370 50 602 601 4131 4131 10942 11811 300

17224 662 760 100 50 602 601 413 413 1676 1774 300
24 _100 50 602 601 413 413 1014 1014 1

100 1563 18803 18787 413 413 19216 192001 1
100 50 602 601 413 413 1014 1014 1

30 0 9280 9155 549 1010 12150 12140 6592 6592 28022 27887
13 85620 52710 70 250 3008 3005 0 0 88628 55715 1

1011 -12 -10 701 0 0 0 0 0 -12 -10 1

NOTES: Column 1: Transient number identification.
Column 2: Time during transient where a maximum or minimum stress intensity occurs from P-V.OUT

output file.
Column 3: Maxima or minima total stress intensity from P-V.OUT output file.
Column 4: Maxima or minima membrane plus bending stress intensity from P-V.OUT output file.
Column 5: Temperature per total stress intensity.
Column 6: Pressure per Table 3-4.
Column 7: Total pressure stress intensity from the quantity (Column 6 x 12,030)/1000.
Column 8: Membrane plus bending pressure stress intensity from the quantity (Column 6 x 12,020)/1000.
Column 9: Calculated using the total external stress from Table 3-4 as 6949.94 psi*(Column 5-

70°F)/(575°F -70°F). •
Column 10: Same as Column 9, but for M+B stress.
Column 11: Sum of total stresses (Columns 3, 7, and 9).
Column 12: Sum of membrane plus bending stresses (Columns 4, 8, and 10).
Column 13: Number of cycles for the transient (60 years).
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UTable 4-2: Core Spray Nozzle Blend Radius Stress Summary

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Total M+B Total M+B Total Total Number

Total M+B Pressure Pressure Piping Piping Total M+B of
Transient Time Stress Stress Temperature Pressure Stress Stress Stress Stress Stress Stress Cycles
Number (s) (psi) (psi) F (osi) (psi) (psil (psi) (psi) (psi) (psi) 60 years

2 100 0 0 0 19 19 19 19 120
100 1100 39446 38467 19 19 39465 38486 120
100 50 1793 1749 19 19 1812 1768 120

3 0 209 -265 100 0 0 0 19 -19 228 -284 300
---- 2812 -2517 5184 549 176 6311 6155 -306 306 3488 11645 300

24164 4983 4795 549 1010 36219 35320 306 306 41508 40421 300
11 0 4734 4480 526 1010 36219 35320 291 291 41244 40091 10

3 4734 4480 526 1190 42673 41614 291 291 47699 46386 10
13 .4734 -3711 526 1135 40701 39691 291 -291 45726 35689 10

333 25225 7792 343 1135 40701 39691 174 174 66100 47657 10
2217 -2805 -6398 496 1131 40558 39551 -272 -272 37481 32881 10
2546 16808 4980 322 894 32059 31263 161 161 49028 36404 10
6394 -1427 -523 478 1107 39697 38712 -260 -260 38010 37928 10
7415 18450 6299 304 675 24206 23605 149 149 42805 30053 10

11931 19 1976 420 343 12300 11995 223 223 12542 14194 10
24699 4734 4480 526 1010 36219 35320 291 291 41244 40091 10

14 0 4734 .2382 526 1010 36219 35320 291 291 41244 37993 1
1 673 17490 5600 373 398 14272 13918 193 193 31956 19712 1

19580 -114 -659 70 50 1793 1749 0 0 1679 1090 1
21-23 0 4978 4504 549 1010 36219 35320 306 306 41503 40130 300

2794 7705 4663 518 582 20871 20353 286 286 28862 25302 300
6273 6921 2273 374 50 1793 1749 194 194 8908 4216 300
6915 9103 2756 329 50 1793 1749 165 165 11061 4670 300

24224 205 -324 100 50 1793 1749 19 -19 2017 1405 300
24 100 50 1793 1749 19 19 1812 1768 1

1 100 1563 56049 54658 19 19 56068 54677 1
100 50 1793 1749 19 19 1812 1768 1

30 0 2036 2954 549 1010 36219 35320 306 306 38561 38580 1
2 2035 -13651 515 858 30768 30004 284 -284 33087 16069 1

8011 25660 14907 70 0 0 0 0 0 25660 14907 1

NOTES: Column 1: Transient number identification.
Column 2: Time during transient where a maximum or minimum stress intensity occurs from P-V.OUT

output file.
Column 3: Maxima or minima total stress intensity from P-V.OUT output file.
Column 4: Maxima or minima membrane plus bending stress intensity from P-V.OUT output file.
Column 5: Temperature per total stress intensity.
Column 6: Pressure per Table 3-5.
Column 7: Total pressure stress intensity from the quantity (Column 6 x 35,860)/1000.
Column 8: Membrane plus bending pressure stress intensity from the quantity (Column 6 x 34,970)/1000.
Column 9: Calculated using the total external stress from Table 3-5 as 322.52 psi*(Column 5-

700 F)/(5750 F -70°F).
Column 10: Same as Column 9, but for M+B stress.
Column 11: Sum of total stresses (Columns 3, 7, and 9).
Column 12: Sum of membrane plus bending stresses (Columns 4, 8, and 10).
Column 13: Number of cycles for the transient (60 years).

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Table 4-3: Fatigue'Parameters Used in the Core Spray Nozzle Fatigue Analysis

Blend Radius Safe End Piping
(SA508 Class II) (N06600) (Stainless Steel)

Parameters m and n for Computing Ke 2.0 & 0.2 1.7 & 0.3 1.7 & 0.3
mp(low alloy steel)1.&0317&03

Design Stress Intensity Values, Sm 26,700 psi @ 600'F 23,300 psi @ 600'F 17,000 psi @ 600'F

Elastic Modulus from Applicable 30.0x10 6 psi 28.3x10 6 psi 28.3x10 6 psi
Fatigue Curve

Elastic Modulus Used in Finite 26.7x 106 psi 29.8x106 psi 27.0x10 6 psi
Element Model (300°F) 26.7x_106_psi_29.8x_106 psi 27.0xl_06_psi

The Geometric Stress Concentration 1.0 4.0 See Note 1 1.8
Factor Kt

Note: 1. Bounding value per ASME Code, Subsection NB-3600 to conservatively cover
adjacent thread and weld regions.
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Table 4-4: Fatigue Results for Core Spray Nozzle Safe End

LOCATION SAFE END
FATIGUE CURVE 2 (1 = CARBON/LOW ALLOY, 2 =

m = 1.7
n= .3

Sm = 23300. psi

Ecurve 2.830E+07 psi
Eanalysis = 2.980E+07 psi

Kt = 4.00

STAINLESS STEEL)

MAX

88628.
88628.
29961.
29394.
28733.
28386.
28022.
27984.
27984.
27984.
27984.
27984.
27984.
27981.
27981.
27715.
27715.
27229.
27229.
27229.
26122.
26109.
25633.
22233.
19249.
19216.
15440.
13646.
10942.
10942.

MIN

-12.
413.
413.
413.
413.
413.
413.
413.
691.

1014.
1014.
1014.
1072.
1072.
1173.
1173.
1676.
1676.
1676.
1676.
1676.
1676.
1676.
1676.
1676.
1676.
1676.
1676.
1676.

10939.

RANGE MEM+BEND

88640. 55725.
88215. 55302.
29548. 29488.
28981. 30402.
28320. 29741.
27973. 29119.
27609. 27474.
27571. 29067.
27293. 28787.
26970. 28466.
26970. 28466.
26970. 28466.
26912. 28310.
26909. 28307.
26808. 28166.
26542. 27860.
26039. 27397.
25553. 26878.
25553. 26878.
25553. 26878.
24446. 24040.
24433. 24969.
23957. 24921.
20557. 21430.
17573. 18321.
17540. 17426.
13764. 14443.
11970. 11861.

9266. 10037.
3. -51.

Ke

1.000
1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000
1.000

1.000

1.000
1.000'
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

Salt

121469.
120665.

56036.
57069.
55813.
54762.
52246.
54497.
53967.
53356.
53356.
53356.
53106.
53100.
52852.
.52289.
51391.
50421.
50421.
50421.
45853.
47170.
46875.
40288.
34442.
33152.
27110.
22580.
18697.

-71.

Napplied

1. OOOE+00
0. OOOE+00
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+00
7. 900E+01
1. OOOE+00
1. 200E+02
1. 0.00E+00
1. OOOE+00
9. 800E+01
2.020E+02
9. 800E+01
2. 020E+02
9. 800E+01
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+00
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+00
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+00
1. OOOE+01
1.200E+02
9. OOOE+00
2. 910E+02

Nallowed

9. 368E+02
9. 568E+02
1. 909E+04
1 .746E+04
1. 946E+04
2. 140E+04
2.714E+04
2. 193E+04
2 .304E+04
2.441E+04
2. 441E+04
2. 441E+04
2. 499E+04
2. 501E+04
2 .561E+04
2. 703E+04
2. 951E+04
3.249E+04
3.24 9E+04
3.24 9E+04
5.273E+04
4.551E+04
4 .'697E+04
1. 071E+05
2.591E+05
3.288E+05
1.137E+06
2.085E+06
4. 669E+06
4. 669E+06

.0011

.0000

.0005

.0006

.0005

.0005

.0000

.0036

.0000

.0049

.0000

.0000

.0039

.0081
.0038
.0075
.0033
.0003
.0003
.0000
.0002
.0002
.0000
.0001
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0001
.0000
.0001

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I

I

TOTAL USAGE FACTOR = .0398
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Table 4-5: Fatigue Results for the Core Spray Nozzle Blend Radius

LOCATION = BLEND RADIUS
FATIGUE CURVE = 1 (1 = CARBON/LOW ALLOY, 2 = STAINLESS STEEL)

m =2.0

n= .2
Sm = 26700. psi

Ecurve = 3.000E+07 psi
Eanalysis = 2.670E+07 psi

Kt = 1.00

MAX

66100.
56068.
49028.
47699.
45726.
42805.
41508.
41508.
41503.
41503.
41503.
41503.
41503.
41503.
41244.
41244.
41244.
39465.
38561.
38010.
37481.
33087.
31956.
28862.
28862.
25660.
12542.
11061.
11061.

MIN

19.
19.
19;
19.
19.
19.
19.

228.
228.

1679.
1812.
1812.
1812.
2017.
2017.
2017.
2017.
2017.
2017.
2017.
2017.
2017.
2017.
2017.
3488.
3488.
3488.
3488.
8908.

RANGE

66081.
56049.
49009.
47680.
45707.
42786.
41489.
41280.
41275.
39824.
39691.
39691.
39691.
39486.
39227.
39227.
39227.
37448.
36544.
35993.
35464.
31070.
29939.
26845.
25374.
22172.

9054.
7573.
2153.

MEM+BEND

47638.
54658.
36385.
46367.
35670.
30034.
40402.
40705.
40414.
39040.
38362.
38362.
38362.
38725.
38686.
38686.
36588.
37081.
37175.
36523.
31476.
14664.
18307.
23897.
13657.

3262.
2549.

-6975.
454.

Ke

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

Salt

37124.
31488.
27533.
26787.
25678.
24037.
23308.
23191.
23188.
22373.
22298.
22298.
22298.
22183.
22038.
22038.
22038.
21038.
20530.
20221.
19924.
17455.
16820.
15081.
14255.
12456.

5087.
4254.
1210.

Napplied

1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+00
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+01
6. 900E+01
2. 310E+02
6. 900E+01
1. OOOE+00
1. 200E+02
1. OOOE+00
1. OOOE+00
1. 080E+02
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+00
1.200E+02
1. OOOE+00
1.OOOE+01
1 . OOOE+01
1. OOOE+00
1. OOOE+00
2. 800E+01
2. 720E+02
1. OOOE+00
1. OOOE+01
1. 700E+01
2. 830E+02

Nallowed

1. 083E+04
1. 896E+04
2. 878E+04
3. 132E+04
3. 566E+04
4 .367E+04
4. 800E+04
4. 875E+04
4. 876E+04
5. 735E+04
5. 830E+04
5. 830E+04
5. 830E+04
5. 982E+04
6. 181E+04
6. 181E+04
6. 181E+04
7. 780E+04
8.783E+04
9. 470E+04
1.014E+05
1. 633E+05
1. 866E+05
3. 015E+05
3. 900E+05
1. 043E+06
1. OOOE+20
1.OOOE+20
1.OOOE+20

U

.0009

.0001

.0003

.0003
.0003
.0002
.0014
.0047
.0014
.0000
.0021
.0000
.0000
.0018
.0002
.0002
.0000
.0015
.0000
.0001
.0001
.0000
.0000
.0001
.0007
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000

TOTAL USAGE FACTOR = .0166
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Table 4-6: Fatigue Results for the Core Spray Stainless Steel Piping

I
'I
U
I
I

LOCATIC
FATIGUE CURS

ON = SS Piping
1E = 2 (1 = CARBON/LOW ALLOY, 2 =

m = 1.7

n= .3
Sm = 17000. psi

ve= 2.830E+07 psi
is = 2.700E+07 psi
Kt= 1.80

STAINLESS STEEL)

Ecur•
Eanalys:

MAX

88628.
88628.
29961.
29394.
28733.
28386.
28022.
27984.
27984.
27984.
27984.
27984.
27984.
27981.
27981.
27715.
27715.
27229.
27229.
27229.
26122.
26109.
25633.
22233.
19249.
19216.
15440.
13646.
10942.
10942.

MIN RANGE MEM+BEND Ke Salt Napplied Nallowed

-12.
413.
413.
413.
413.
413.
413.
413.

691.
1014.
1014.
1014.
1072.
1072.
1173.
1173.
1676.
1676.
1676.
1676.
1676.
1676.
1676.
1676.
1676.
1676.
1676.
1676.
1676.

10939.

88640.
88215.
29548.
28981.
28320.
27973.
27609.
27571.
27293.
26970.
26970.
26970.
26912.
26909.
26808.
26542.
26039.
25553.
25553.
25553.
24446.
24433.
23957.
20557.
17573.
17540.

13764.
11970.

9266.
3.

55725.
55302.
29488.
30402.
29741.
29119.
27474.
29067.
28787.
28466.
28466.
28466.
28310.
28307.
28166.
27860.
27397.
26878.
26878.
26878.
24040.
24969.
24921.
21430.
18321.
17426.
14443.
11861.
10037.

-51.

1.309
1.281
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1'000
1.000

91378.
88936.
27848.
27935.
27311.
26868.
25988.
26636.
26373.
26069.
26069.
26069.
25973.
25970.
25858.
25591.
25133.
24661.
24661.
24661.
22891.
23273.
23004.
19758.
16891.
16498.
13269.
11246.

9064.
-20.

1 OOOE+00
0 006E+00
1 OOOE+01
1 OOOE+01
1 OOOE+01
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+00
7 900E+01
1 .000E+00
1. 200E+02
1. OOOE+00
1. OOOE+00
9. 800E+01
2. 020E+02
9. 800E+01
2 020E+02
9. 800E+01
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+01
1 .OOOE+00
1 . OOOE+01
1 . OOOE+01
1. OOOE+00
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+01
1. OOOE+00
1 . OOOE+01
1. 200E+02
9. OOOE+00
2. 910E+02

2. 503E+03
2. 771E+03
1. 042E+06
1. 031E+06
1. 11OE+06
1. 171E+06
1. 305E+06
1. 205E+06
1. 244E+06
1.292E+06
1. 292E+06
1. 292E+06
1. 308E+06
1. 308E+06
1. 327E+06
1. 372E+06
1. 456E+06
1. 549E+06
1. 549E+06
1. 549E+06
1. 974E+06
1. 870E+06
1. 943E+06
3. 688E+06
8. 373E+06
9. 647E+06
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20
1. OOOE+20

U

.0004

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0001

.0000

.0001

.0000

.0000

.0001

.0002

.0001

.0001

.0001

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Li

U
I

TOTAL USAGE FACTOR = .0011
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5.0 ENVIRONMENTAL FATIGUE ANALYSIS

Environmental fatigue multipliers were computed for both normal water chemistry (NWC) and

hydrogen water chemistry (HWC) conditions in Reference [17] for various regions of the VY

RPV and attached piping. Based on VY-specific dates for plant startup and HWC

implementation, as well as past and future predicted HWC system availability, it was determined.

that overall HWC availability is 47% over the sixty year operating period for VY. Therefore, for

the purposes of the EAF assessment of the core spray nozzle, it.was assumed that HWC

conditions exist for 47% of the time, and NWC conditions exist for 53% of the time over the 60-

year operating life of the plant. RPV upper region chemistry was assumed for both the core

spray nozzle safe end and blend radius locations, since both locations experience reactor

conditions for all times except during core spray injections, (which are rare occurrences).

For the safe end location, the environmental fatigue factors for pre-HWC and post-HWC are

both 1.49 from Reference [18]. This results in an EAF adjusted CUF as follows:

60-Year CUF, U60 = 0.0398 (from Table 4-4)

Overall EAF multiplier, Fen = 1.49

60-Year EAF CUF, U 6o-evn = 0.0398 x 1.49 = 0.0593

The EAF CUF value of 0.0593 for 60 years for the safe end is acceptable (i.e., less than the

allowable value of 1.0).

For the stainless steel piping, the environmental fatigue factors for pre-HWC and post-HWC are

both 8.36 from Table 4 of Reference [17] for the RPV upper region. This results in an EAF

adjusted CUF as follows:

60-Year CUF, U60 = 0.0011 (from Table 4-6)

Overall EAF multiplier, Fen = 8.36

60-Year EAF CUF, U 6 0 -evn = 0.0011 x 8.36 = 0.0092

SIR-07-138-NPS, Rev. 1 5-1 V Structural Integrity Associates, Inc.
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The EAF CUF value of 0.0092 for 60 years for the stainless steel piping is acceptable (i.e., less

than the allowable value of 1.0).

The fatigue calculation documented in Section 4.0 for the blend radius location was performed

for the nozzle base material, since cladding is structurally neglected in modem-day fatigue

analyses, per ASME Code, Section III, NB-3122.3 [16]. This is also consistent with Sections

5.7.1 and 5.7.4 of NUREG/CR-6260 [1]. Therefore, the cladding was neglected and EAF

assessment of the nozzle base material was performed for the blend radius location.

For the blend radius location, the environmental fatigue factors for pre-HWC and post-HWC are

11.14 and 8.82, respectively, from Table 4 of Reference [17] for the RPV upper region. This

results in an EAF adjusted CUF as follows:

60-Year CUF, U 6 0 = 0.0 166 (from Table 4-5)

Overall EAF multiplier, Fen = (11.14 x 53% + 8.82 x 47%) 10.05

60-Year EAF CUF, U60-evn = 0.0166 x 10.05 = 0.1668

The EAF CUF value of 0.1668 for 60 years for the blend radius is acceptable! (i.e., less than the

allowable value of 1.0).

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS

This report documents a refined fatigue evaluation for the VY core spray nozzle. The intent of

this evaluation is to use refined transient definitions and the revised cyclic transient counts for 60

years for a computation of CUF, including EAF effects, that is more refined than previously

performed fatigue analyses. The fatigue-limiting locations in the core spray nozzle, safe end,

and piping are included in the evaluation, to be consistent with NUREG/CR-6260 [1] needs for

EAF evaluation for license renewal. The final fatigue results are considered to be a replacement

to the values previously reported in the VY LRA.

The fatigue calculations for the VY core spray nozzle were performed in accordance with ASME

Code, Section III, Subsection NB-3200 methodology (1998 Edition, 2000 Addenda) [16]. The

stress evaluation is summarized in Section 3.0, and the fatigue analysis is summarized in Section

4.0. The results in Section 4.0 reveal that the CUF for the limiting safe end location is 0.0398,

the CUF for the limiting blend radius location is 0.0166, and the CUF for the stainless steel

piping is 0.0011. All of these values represent 60 years of plant operation, including all relevant

EPU effects.

EAF calculations for the VY core spray nozzle were also performed, as summarized in Section

5.0. The results in Section 5.0 reveal that the EAF CUF for the limiting safe end location is

0.0593, the EAF CUF for the limiting blend radius location is 0.1668, and the EAF CUF for the

stainless steel piping is 0.0092. All of these values represent 60 years of plant operation,

including all relevant EPU effects.

All fatigue allowables, both with and without EAF effects, are met, thus demonstrating

acceptability for 60 years of operation.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report provides the results of plant-specific environmental fatigue calculations for the

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station (VYNPS). These calculations are performed to satisfy

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) requirements for Entergy Nuclear Vermont Yankee's

(ENVY's) License Renewal Application for VYNPS, submitted to the NRC in 2006.

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) 166 [1], later renumbered as GSI- 190 [2], was identified by the NRC

staff because of concerns about the effects of reactor water environments on fatigue life during

the period of extended operation [3]. GSI-190 was closed in December 1999, based on a

memorandum from NRC-RES to NRC-NRR [4]. Timing of issue closure required the first two

license renewal applicants - Baltimore Gas & Electric Company for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear

Power Plant and Duke Energy for the Oconee Nuclear Station - to address GSI-190 in their

applications prior to issue closure. Each of the applicants developed responses to the NRC staff

without the benefit of information from GSI-190 closure. Subsequent license renewal applicants

have had the benefit of this information that could be used to guide the resolution of the fatigue

design basis and time limited aging analyses (TLAA) issues.

This report addresses VYNPS reactor water environmental effects on the fatigue life of selected

fatigue-sensitive reactor coolant system (RCS) components, in accordance with the resolution of

GSI-190, as required by Chapter X, "Time Limited Aging Analyses Evaluation of Aging

Management Programs Under 1OCFR54.21 (c)(1)(iii), Section X.M1 "Metal Fatigue of Reactor

Coolant Pressure Boundary", of the Generic Aging Lessons Learned (GALL) Report [5].

Consistent with the requirements of the GALL report, the method chosen for this

environmentally-assisted fatigue (EAF) evaluation is based on evaluation of the locations

identified in NUREG/CR-6260 [6] and the NRC-accepted EAF relationships generated from

laboratory data, as documented in References [7] and [8].
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2.0 BACKGROUND

As a part of the NRC's Fatigue Action Plan [3], incorporation of environmental fatigue effects

originally involved a reduced set of fatigue design curves, such as those proposed by Argonne

National Laboratory (ANL) in NUREG/CR-5999 [9]. As a part of the effort to close GSI-166

(later GSI-190) for operating nuclear power plants during the current 40-year licensing term,

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) evaluated fatigue-sensitive component locations

at plants designed by all four U. S. nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendors. The ANL

fatigue curves were used by INEL to recalculate the cumulative usage factors (CUFs) for fatigue-

sensitive component locations in early and late vintage Combustion Engineering (CE) i

pressurized water reactors (PWRs), early and late vintage Westinghouse PWRs, early and late

vintage General Electric (GE) boiling water reactors (BWRs), and Babcock & Wilcox Company

(B&W) PWRs. The results of the INEL calculations were published in NUREG/CR-6260 [6].

The INEL calculations took advantage of conservatisms present in governing ASME Code 9
fatigue calculations, including the numbers of actual plant transients relative to the numbers of

design-basis transients, but did not recalculate stress ranges based on actual plant transient J
profiles. The BWR calculations, especially the early-vintage GE BWR calculations, are directly

relevant to VYNPS.

The fatigue-sensitive component locations chosen for the older-vintage GE BWR plant were: (1)

the reactor vessel shell and lower head, (2) the reactor vessel feedwater nozzle, (3) the reactor 3
recirculation piping (including the reactor inlet and outlet nozzles), (4) the core spray line reactor

vessel nozzle and associated Class 1 piping, (5) the residual heat removal (RHR) return line

Class 1 piping, and (6) the feedwater line Class I piping. For the recirculation, RHR, and

feedwater piping locations, INEL performed representative design-basis fatigue calculations.

This is because no CUF calculations had originally been performed since the piping systems for

the selected BWR plant were initially designed and analyzed in accordance with the criteria of

USAS B31.1-1967 [10].

I
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The six RCS component locations described above are evaluated for EAF effects for VYNPS in

this report through separate plant-specific analyses of nine VY component locations (with report

section numbers indicated): the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) shell and lower head (3.1); the

RPV shell at the shroud support junction (3.1); the feedwater nozzle (3.2); the recirculation /

residual heat removal Class I piping (3.3.1 and 3.5); the recirculation inlet nozzle forging

(3.3.2); the recirculation inlet nozzle safe end (3.3.2); the recirculation outlet nozzle forging

(3.3.3); the core spray nozzle, safe end, and Class 1 piping (3.4); and the feedwater Class 1

piping (3.6).

The calculations reported in NUREG/CR-6260 were based on the interim reduced fatigue design

curves given in NUREG/CR-5999 [9]. Such an approach penalizes the component location

fatigue analysis unnecessarily, because research has shown that a combination of environmental

conditions is required before reactor water environmental effects become pronounced. The

strain rate must be sufficiently low and the strain range must be sufficiently high to cause

continuing rupture of the passivation layer that protects the exposed surface area. Temperature,

dissolved oxygen content, metal sulfur content, and water flow rate are additional variables to be

considered. In order to take these parameters into consideration, EPRI and GE jointly developed

a method, called the' Fen approach [11], which permits reactor water environmental effects to be

applied selectively, as justified by parameter combinations.

In 1999, the NRC staff raised a number of issues relative to the use of the EPRI/GE methodology

in various industry applications. Those issues, coupled with more recent laboratory fatigue data

in simulated LWR reactor water environments generated by ANL for carbon and low-alloy steels

and stainless steels, resulted in a revised Fen methodology, as published in NUREG/CR-6583 [7]

for carbon and low alloy steels, and NUREG/CR-5704 [8] for stainless steels. The methodology

documented in these reports was used to evaluate environmental effects for VYNPS components,

as described in Section 3.0 of this report.
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I
3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL FATIGUE CALCULATIONS

Section 2.0 identifies the locations evaluated in NUREG/CR-6260 for the older vintage GE

plant, which corresponds to VYNPS. NUREG/CR-6260 provided an assessment of these six

selected component locations with respect to environmental fatigue using the older reduced

environmental fatigue curves. Potential reactor water environmental effects are evaluated using

the updated Fen methodology on a plant-specific basis in this subsection, in order to address the

associated effects on fatigue as required by the GALL Report [5]. i

For each of the components identified in Section 2.0, environmental fatigue calculations were 5
performed. The details of these calculations are documented in the Reference [ 12, 17, 18, 21, 22

and 24] calculations. The calculations were carried out using the appropriate methodology

contained in NUREG/CR-6583 for carbon/low alloy steel material, and in NUREG/CR-5704 for

stainless steel material. This methodology is as follows:

For Carbon Steel [7]: Fen = exp (0.585 - 0.00124T' - 0.101 S* T* 0* *)
= exp (0.554 - 0.101 S* T*0*/*) I

For Low Alloy Steel [7]: Fen = exp (0.929 - 0.00124T' - 0.101 S* T* 0* g

= exp (0.898 - 0.101 S* T* 0* *)m

Note that the above expressions have been corrected as summarized in Reference [23].

where: Fen = fatigue life correction factor I
T = 25-C (NUREG/CR-6583, Section 6, Fen relative to air)

S* - S for 0 < sulfur content, S < 0.015 wt. %

= 0.015 for S > 0.015 wt.%

T* 0 forT<1500 C I
- (T - 150) for 150O< T < 350'C

T = fluid service temperature (°C) I
0* = 0 for dissolved oxygen, DO < 0.05 parts per million (ppm)

= In(DO/0.04) for 0.05 ppm < DO < 0.5 ppm

= ln(12.5) for DO > 0.5 ppm
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* = 0 for strain rate, g > 1%/sec

- ln(i) for 0.001 • ? _ 1%/sec

- ln(0.001) for ý < 0.001%/sec

For Types 304 and 316 Stainless Steel [8]: Fen =exp (0.935 - T* *O*)

where: Fen = fatigue life correction factor

T = fluid service temperature (°C)

T* = 0 forT<2000 C

=1 forT> 200'C

* " 0 for strain rate, ý > 0.4%/sec

= In(i/0.4) for 0.0004• _ •0.4%/sec

= ln(0.0004/0.4) for < 0.0004%/sec

0* = 0.260 for dissolved oxygen, DO < 0.05 parts per million (ppm)

= 0.172 for DO _Ž 0.05 ppm

Bounding Fe values are determined or, where necessary, computed for each load pair in a

detailed fatigue calculation. The environmental fatigue is then determined as Uenv = (U) (F.n),

where U is the original fatigue usage, and Uenv is the EAF usage factor.

INFORMATION REDACTED

Since implementation of HWC in 2003; VYNPS's availability has exceeded 98.5% and the

objective for future HWC system availability is a minimum of 99% [12]. With these

considerations, the overall availability for HWC since implementation at VYNPS until the end of

the 60-year operating period was estimated at 98.5%.
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Some nozzles, (e.g., recirculation outlet nozzle) have three materials: a Ni-Cr-Fe dissimilar metal

weld (DMW), a low alloy steel forging, and a stainless steel safe end. To ensure the maximum

CUF considering environmental effects was identified, locations in both the safe end and nozzle

forging were selected. This selection produces bounding environmental fatigue results for the

entire nozzle assembly for the following reasons:

* The highest thermal stresses from the finite-element model (FEM) analysis occur in the

stainless steel safe end. Stainless steel Fe, multipliers at VYNPS are significantly higher

than Ni-Cr-Fe multipliers (Fe, values are 2.55 or higher for stainless steel [12] vs. a

constant value of 1.49 for Ni-Cr-Fe [11]). Therefore, evaluation of the safe end bounds

the Ni-Cr-Fe weld material.

* The highest pressure stresses from the FEM analysis occur in the low alloy steel nozzle

forging. Low alloy steel Fen multipliers at VYNPS are higher than Ni-Cr-Fe multipliers

(Fen values are 2.45 or higher for low alloy steel [12] vs. a constant value of 1.49 for Ni-

Cr-Fe [ 11 ]). Therefore, evaluation of the nozzle forging bounds the Ni-Cr-Fe weld n
material.

The number of cycles for forty years was adjusted based on the number of cycles actually n
experienced by the plant, projected out to 60 years of operation [14]. In addition, VYNPS has

implemented extended power uprate (EPU). These effects have been incorporated into the

evaluations documented in this report. With the use of this information, the CUF values

documented in this report are applicable for 60 years of operation.

The environmental fatigue calculations are shown in Tables 3-1 through 3-9 and summarized in

Table 3-10. Component-specific details are provided in the subsections that follow.

3.1 Reactor Vessel Shell and Lower Head

The environmental fatigue calculations for the reactor vessel shell and lower head location are

shown in Table 3-1. The limiting CUF value reported in the VY LRA for the RPV shell/bottom
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head location corresponds to a point located on the outside surface of the RPV bottom head at

the junction with the support skirt. Therefore, this location is not exposed to the reactor coolant,

and EAF effects do not apply. Based on this, evaluation of the limiting location along the inside

surface of the RPV bottom head was performed.

The calculations shown in Table 3-1 are for the RPV lower head at the area with the highest

alternating stress, which represents the limiting RPV bottom head location [12]. Reference [15]

is the governing stress report for this low alloy steel location. The design fatigue calculation for

the limiting RPV lower head location is reproduced in Table 3-1. The effects of EPU as well as

conservative cycle counts for 60 years of plant operation are incorporated in this table. The final

results in Table 3-1 show an EAF adjusted CUF of 0.0809 for 60 years, which is acceptable (i.e.,

less than the allowable value of 1.0).

The calculations shown in Table 3-2 are for the RPV shell at the RPV shell junction to the

shroud support plate; which represents the limiting RPV shell location exposed to the reactor

coolant [12]. Reference [16] is the governing stress report for this low alloy steel location. The

design fatigue calculation for the limiting RPV shell location is reproduced in Table 3-2, which

considers the effects of EPU and conservative cycle counts were used for 60 years of plant

operation. The final results in Table 3-2 show an EAF adjusted CUE of 0.7364 for.60 years,

which is acceptable (i.e., less than the allowable value of 1.0).

3.2 Reactor Vessel Feedwater Nozzle

The environmental fatigue calculations for the reactor vessel feedwater nozzle location are

summarized in Table 3-3. The calculations summarized in Table 3-3 show both the blend radius,

which represents the limiting feedwater nozzle location, and the safe end. Reference [17]

contains the governing fatigue calculation for this location. Upper RPV region chemistry was

assumed for the feedwater nozzle blend radius location, since this location is exposed to the

reactor water chemistry in this region, whereas feedwater line chemistry was assumed for the

safe end location.
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The governing fatigue calculation for the limiting feedwater nozzle locations includes the effects

of EPU and cycle counts for 60 years of operation obtained from Attachment 1 of Reference

[14]. The blend radius cumulative usage factor (CUF) from system cycling is 0.0636 for 60

years. The safe end CUF is 0.1471 for 60 years. Although the carbon steel safe end has a higher

CUF prior to considering environmental effects, the environmental multiplier from Table 3-3

results in a higher CUF at the low alloy steel blend radius. For the safe end location, the EAF

adjusted CUF is 0.2560 for 60 years. For the blend radius location, EAF adjusted CUF is 0.6392

for 60 years, which is acceptable (i.e., less than the allowable value of 1.0).

K

3.3 Reactor Recirculation Piping (Including the Reactor Inlet and Outlet Nozzles)

Three locations were identified for the reactor recirculation piping in NUREG/CR-6260: the

reactor vessel nozzle (includes both the inlet and outlet nozzles), and the recirculation piping. 5
The evaluations for each of these components are described in the following subsections. ,I
3.3.1 Reactor Recirculation Piping i
Two locations (both stainless steel) were identified for VY for the reactor recirculationlRHR

piping that correspond to the equivalent locations to those identified in NUREG/CR-6260: the

RHR return tee connection to the recirculation piping, and the valve to pipe weld at the RHR

isolation valve. Reference [18] contains the governing fatigue calculations for these locations.

These analyses determined the limiting location to be at the RHR return tee.

The environmental fatigue calculations for the limiting recirculation/RHR piping location is

summarized in Table 3-4, which includes the effects of EPU and cycle counts for 60 years of I
plant operation.

A review of the shutdown cooling mode of operation since the time of recirculation piping

replacement in 1986 was performed by VYNPS, and the number of cycles per loop was

conservatively estimated to be 150 through Year 60 [14]. Based on this, the cycle counts for the
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Recirculation piping were reduced by a factor of 150/300 (50%) for all transients with the

exception of transients that have fewer than 10 transient cycles. To ensure this cycle reduction

adequately considered the potential impact on the RHR piping, the full number of transient

cycles listed in Attachment 1 of Reference [14] was initially applied to the PIPESTRESSmodel

and the highest CUF for the RHR piping was lower than the value obtained for the recirculation

piping with reduced cycles.

Due to replacement of the recirculation piping, HWC conditions exist for 39% of the time, and

NWC conditions exist for 61% of the time. This is based on 17.5 years of operation with NWC

between March 1986 when the piping was replaced and November 2003 when HWC was

implemented, and 46 years of operation from March 1986 to the end of the period of extended

operation in March 2032. Using the bounding EAF multipliers (8.36 for HWC and 15.35 for

NWC) [12], the overall multiplier is 12.62. Applying this to the 60-Year CUF of 0.0590 results

in a total environmentally assisted CUF of 0.7446.

3.3.2 Reactor Recirculation Inlet Nozzle

References [15, 19 and 20] are the applicable stress reports for this location. An evaluation was

performed for both the inlet nozzle forging (low alloy steel) and the safe end (stainless steel).

The environmental fatigue calculations for the recirculation inlet nozzle forging location are

shown in Table 3-5. The governing fatigue calculation for the recirculation inlet nozzle location

is reproduced in Table 3-5 [12], which includes the effects of EPU and cycle counts for 60 years

of plant operation from Attachment 1 of Reference [14]. The final results show an EAF adjusted

CUF of 0.5034 for 60 years, which is acceptable (i.e., less than the allowable value of 1.0).

The environmental fatigue calculations for the recirculation inlet nozzle safe end location are

shown in Table 3-6. The goveming fatigue calculation for the recirculation inlet nozzle location

is reproduced in Table 3-6 [12], which includes the effects of EPU and cycle counts for 60 years
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of plant operation from Attachment 1 of Reference [14]. The final results show an EAF adjusted

CUF of 0.0199 for 60 years, which is acceptable (i.e., less than the allowable value of 1.0).

3.3.3 Reactor Recirculation Outlet Nozzle

The recirculation outlet nozzle was evaluated for environmental fatigue effects. Reference [24] 1
is the fatigue calculation for this location. An evaluation was performed for both the outlet

nozzle safe end (stainless steel) and the nozzle inner corner blend radius (low alloy steel). The 3
results for the limiting nozzle forging location are reported here. I
The environmental fatigue calculations for the limiting recirculation outlet nozzle forging blend

radius location are shown in Table 3-7 [24], which includes the effects of EPU and cycle counts

for 60 years of plant operation from Attachment 1 of Reference [14]. The final results in Table

3-7 show an EAF adjusted CUF of 0.0836 for 60 years, which is acceptable (i.e., less than the I
allowable value of 1.0).

3.4 Core Spray Line Reactor Vessel Nozzle and Associated Class 1 Piping I
Locations that were evaluated in NUREG/CR-6260 included the reactor vessel nozzle blend

radius (low alloy steel), the reactor vessel nozzle safe end (Alloy 600) and the core spray piping 1
(stainless steel).

Reference [21] is the applicable fatigue calculation for these locations, which shows the nozzle

limiting location to be the blend radius. The design fatigue calculations for the limiting location '3
at the core spray nozzle, safe end, and piping are summarized in Table 3-8 [21 ], which include

the effects of EPU and cycle counts for 60 years of plant operation from Attachment 1 of

Reference [14]. The cumulative fatigue usage, prior to considering environmental effects for the

blend radius, is 0.0166. Factoring in the environmental multiplier from Table 3-8 [12], the EAFI

adjusted CUF is 0.1668 for 60 years, which is acceptable (i.e., less than the allowable value of

1.0). 1
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3.5 RIIR Return Line Class 1 Piping

The environmental fatigue calculations for the RHR return line Class 1 piping are covered by the

calculations in Subsection 3.3.1 above.

3.6 Feedwater Line Class 1 Piping

The environmental fatigue calculation for the limiting feedwater Class 1 piping location (carbon

steel) is summarized in Table 3-9. The calculations shown in Table 3-9 are for the limiting

feedwater Class 1 piping location. Per Reference [22], the limiting total fatigue usage for the

analyzed feedwater/high pressure coolant injection (HPCI) piping system occurs on the riser to

the RPV feedwater nozzle N4B. The limiting fatigue usage value for the feedwater Class 1

piping location is 0.1661, which includes the effects of EPU and cycle counts for 60 years of

plant operation from Attachment 1 of Reference [14]. The final results in Table 3-9 show the

EAF adjusted CUF of 0.2890 for 60 years, which is acceptable (i.e., less than the allowable value

of 1.0).

3.7 Summary of Results

The results of the calculations contained in Tables 3-1 through 3-9 are summarized in Table
.3-10.

It is 'noteworthy that the CUF results presented in this section include uniformly applied

environmental effects without consideration of threshold criteria that might indicate an absence

of conditions that would lead to environmental fatigue effects. Furthermore, conservative values

were applied for temperature, strain rate and metal sulfur content incalculating environmental

multipliers. Therefore, the environmental adjustments to the CUF results are considered to be

conservative.
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Table 3-1. Environmental Fatigue Evaluation for the Reactor Vessel Shell

Component: RPV Shell/Bottom Head
NUREG/CR-6260 CUF: 0.032 (for reference only)

Reference: NUREG/CR-6260, p. 5-102
Stress Report CUF: 0.0057 (for Point 14, see below)

Material: Low Alloy Steel (Materal = A-533 Gr. B)

uesign DaSl0 -Uu -uwtIIIOuri ior 'U years.

Etabguecume/Ean.Rysi= 1.149

Power Uprate = 1.0067

Kt= 1.000

m= 2.0
n= 0.2

S= 26,700

Conservatively used minimum Eof 26.1 from Section S2 Appendix of RPV Stress Report.

=(549 - 100)! (546- 100) per 4.4.1.b of 26A6019, Rev. I

stress concentration factor

NS-3228.5 of ASME Code, Section III

NB-3228.5 of ASME Code, Section Ii

psi (ASME Code, Section It, Part D)

I
I
I
I
I
3
I
I
I
I

PL+PB+Q (see Note 1) K, (see Note 2) Sam (see Note 3) n (see Note 4) N (see Note 5) U

44,526 1.00 25,762 200 35,300 0.0057
I Total, U40 = 0.0057

Notes: 1. P L +P 6 +0 is obtained for Point 14 from p. A52 of VYC-378, Rev. 0.
2. K. computed in accordance with NB-3228.5 of ASME Code, Section lit.

3. S a = 0.5 * K, *K. I E f.0 •/E ý, ' Power Uprate * (P L +PB +Q).
4. n for 40 years is the number of Heatup-Cooldown cycles, per p. J8 of VYC-375, Rev. 0.
5. N obtained from Figure 1-9.1 of Appendix I of ASME Code, Section 1tt.
6. n for 60 years Is the projected number of Heatup-Cooldown cycles.

Revised CUF Calculation for 60 Years:

PL+Pa+Q (see Note 1) K. (see Note 2) S~ t (see Note 3) n (see Note 6) N (see Note 4) U

44,526 1.00 25,762 300 35,300 0.0085
L Total, U, = 0.0085

Environmental CUF Calculation for 60 Years:

Maximum F-eHWC Multiplier for HWC Conditions 5.39

Maximum F-,NWC Multiplier for NWC Conditions = 13.17

Un-40 = U00 x Fen.NWc X 0.53 + U, 0 x Fe.,Hwc X 0.47 0.0809

Overall Multiplier = U-nn-.eaUs0 = 9.51 I
U

I
I
I,
I
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Table 3-2. Environmental Fatigue Evaluation for the Reactor Vessel Shell at

Shroud Support

Component: RPV Shell at Shroud Support
NUREG/CR-6260 CUF: 0.032 (for reference only)

Reference: NUREG/CR-6260, p. 5-102

Stress Report CUF: 0.0549 (for Point 9, see betow)
Material: Low Alloy Steel (Material = A-533 Gr. B)

Design Basis CUF Calculation for 40 years:

Hydrotest H. =
Hydrotest Hr =

Stress Concentration Factor, K-

Hydrotest KtH =

Improper Startup H.t=

Improper Startup K-

Improper Startup Skin Stress =

Improper Startup KA + Skin Stress

Warmup H6 =

Warmup K, =
Warmup Kj-=

Efagu.e. •Eana, =

Power Uprate
m=
n=

Sm =

26,240

-1,250

2.40

62,976

28,060

-1,025

156,099

223,443

-5,707

-102

-13,696

1.0417

1.0067
2.0
0.2

26,700

psi (p. S3-97 of RPV Stress Repsrt)

psi (p. S3-97 of RPV Stress Report)

(p. S3-99d of RPV Stress Report)

psi (p. S3-97 of RPV Stress Report)

psi (p. S3-98 of RPV Stress Report)

psi (p. S3-98 of RPV Stress Report)

psi (p. S3-98 of RPV Stress Report)

psi (p. S3-98 of RPV Stress Report)

psi (p. S3-99a of RPV Strews Report)

psi (p. S3-99a of RPV Stress Report)

psi (p. S3-99a of RPV Stress Report)

30.0 /28.8 per S3-99f of RPV Stress Report and ASME Code fatige curve

=(549- 100)/(546 - 100) per 4.4. t.b of 2646019, Rev. I
NB-3228.5 of ASME Code, Section lit

NB-3228.5 of ASME Code, Section Ill

psi (ASME Code, Section tI, Pa/i D)

Pt+Ps+Q (see Note t) Events Ke (see Note 2) Salt (see Note 3) n (see Note 4) N (see Note 5) U

34,690 Improper Startup - Warmup 1.00 124,825 5 332 0.0151
33,095 Hydrotest - Warmup 1.00 40,804 322 8,095 0.0398

Total, U 4. = 0.0549

Notes: 1. PL +P +0is computedforPoint 6 based on the[(Ha- Hr)E,,,or-(H- H,)E-2]stress intensity.
2. K. computed in accordance with NB-322&5 of ASME Code, Section Ill.
3. S =0.5 K* Power Uprate * [(K,H. - l,)Ei, - (K,!? - H ].

4. n for 40 years is the number of cycles as follows per p. $3-99e and $3-99f of the RPV Stress Reports/
Improper Startup = 5 cycles

Hydrotest = 2 cycles
Isothermal at 70"F and 1,000 psi = 120 cycles (same as number of Startup events)

Warmup-Cooldown = 199 cycles
Wermup.-Blowdown = I cycle

TOTAL = 327 cycles
5. N obtained from Figure 1-9.1 of Appendix I of ASME Code, Section Ill.
6. n for 60 years is the projected number of cycles as follows:

Improper Startup = 1 cycles
Hydrotest = t cycles

Isothermal at 70PF and 1,000 psi = 300 cycles (same as number of Startup events)
Warmup-Cooldown - 300 cycles
Warmup-Blowdown = I cycle

TOTAL = 603 cycles

Revised CUF Calculation for 60 Years:

PL+PB+Q (see Note 1) K, (see Note 2) Selt (see Note 3) n (see Note 6) N (see Note 4) U

34,690 Improper Startup - Warmup 1.00 124,825 1 332 . 0.0030
33,095 Hydrotest - Warmup 1.00 40,804 602 8,095 0.0744

Total, Us0 e 0.0774

Environmental CUF Calculation for 60 Years:

Maximum FeHwc Multiplier for HWC Conditions 5.39

Maximum Fr,.swc Multiplier for NWC Conditions = 13.17

U-40 = U60 X Fon-Nwc x 0.53 + U., X Fln-HWC x 0.47 = 0.7364
Overall Multiplier = Un,,/ss/Uso = 9.51
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Table 3-3. Environmental Fatigue Evaluation for the Reactor Vessel Feedwater Nozzle
Forging Blend Radius

Low Alloy Steel: F. = exp(0.898 - 0.101S*T*O*Cr)

Assume S* = 0.015 (maximum)
Assume EN= ln(0.001) = -6.908 (minimum)

For a BWR with HWC environment (post-HWC implementation):
DO = 97 ppb = 0.097 ppm, so O* = In(0.097/0.04) = 0.886

Thus:

T (-C) T (°F) F.,
0 32 2.45

50 122 2.45
100 212 2.45
150 302 2.45
200 392 3.90
250 482 6.20
288 550 8.82

Thus, maximum F_ = 8.82

For a BWR with NWC environment (pre-HWC implementation):
DO = 114 ppb = 0.114 ppm, so 0' = In(0.114/0.04) = 1.047

Thus:

I T(C) I T (F) I F.. I
0 32 2.45

50 122 2.45
100 212 2.45
150 302 2.45
200 392 4.25
250 482 7.35
288 550 11.14

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

[T*= (T-1 50) fo T > 150"Cl Thus, maximum F, = 11.14

Carbon Steel: F*,, = exp(0.554 - 0.101S*T*O*C7)

Assume S* = 0.015 (maximum)
Assume di = 1n(0.001) = -6.908 (minimum)

For a BWR with HWC environment (post-HWC implementation): For a BWR with NWC environment (pre-HWC implementation):
DO = 40 ppb = 0,040 ppm n 0.050 ppm so 0" = 0 00 = 40 ppb = 0.040 ppm < 0.050 ppm so 0* = 0
Thus: Thus:

T ('C) T ( °F) F., T (-C) T ( °F) F..

0 32 1.74 0 32 1.74
50 122 1.74 50 122 1.74
100 212 1.74 100 . 212 • 1.74
150 302 1.74 150 302 1.74
200 392 1.74 200 392 1.74
250 482 1.74 250 482 1.74
288 550 1.74 288 550 1.74

Thus, maximum F.,,= 1.74 rF l (T- SO)uforT > 150"Cl Thus, maximum F.= 1.74

No. 
I

Overall 60-Year
Material 6Ye Environmental Environmental

C Multiplier CUF (1,2)Component

1 Feedwater Nozzle Forging Blend Radius Low Alloy Steel 0.0636 10.05 0.6392
2 Feedwater Nozzle Forging Safe End Carbon Steel 0.1471 1.74 0.2560

Notes: 1. An Fen Multiplier was used for each respective component with the following conditions:
+ 47% HWC conditions and 53% NWC conditions

2. Results using updated ASME Code fatigue calculations and actual cycles accumulated to-date and
projected to 60 years.

I

I
I
I
I
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Table 3-4. Environmental Fatigue Evaluation for the Recirculation/RHR Piping Tee

Stainless Steel: F., = exp(0.935 - T'*c*O)

For a BWR with HWC environment (post-HWC implementation): For a BWR with NWC environment (pre-HWC implementation):
00 = 46 ppb = 0.046 ppm < 0.050 ppm, so O* = 0.260 D0 = 123 ppb = 0.123 ppm - 0.05 ppm, so 0' = 0.172
Conservatively use T* = 1 for T > 200*C Conservatively use T* = 1 for T 5 200°C

Thus: Thus:

E* = 0 for & > 0.4%/sec so F. = 2.55 so Fn = 2.55
.- ."n ............. O004- .'- .... •"• T e' . .............. .. -so------- ..... .. . .......... . . .......... . ...... ....... ... ... ... . .... . .. ........ . . .. ..,ra g sfo2 55o F an e fom .5
= n(clO.4) tsr 0.0004 -= c - 0.4%/sec so F.,, ranges from 2.55 50 F_, ranges trom . 2.55

to 15.35 to 8.36
=ln(0.0004/0.4) tor E 0.0004%/sec so F_,,, 15.35 so F., = 6.36

Thus, maximum F_ = 15.35 Thus, maximum F., = 8.36

60-Year Overall 60-Year

No. Component Material CUF Environmental EnvironmentalI F I Multiplier CUF (1,2)

1 Recirculation /RHR Piping Return Tee Stainless Steel 0.0590 12.62 0.7446

Notes: 1. An Fe. multiplier was used for each respective component with the following conditions:

+ 39% HWC conditions and 61% NWC conditions

2. Results using updated ASME Code fatigue calculations and actual cycles accumulated to-date and projected to 60

years.
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Table 3-5. Environmental Fatigue Evaluation for the Reactor Recirculation Inlet
Nozzle Forging

Component: Recirculation Inlet Nozzle Forging
NUREG/CR-6260 CUF: 0.310 (for reference only)

Reference: NUREG/CR-6260, p. 5-105
Stress Report CUF: 0.0433 (updated for Point 1Z see below)

Material: Low Alloy Steel (Material = A-508 Cl. Il per p. I-S8-4 of CaIN Stress Report Section S8)

Design Basis CUF Calculation for 40 years:

I
I

I

Efatoue -/rwEanalysls e 1.1278

Power Uprate = 1.0067
Kt, 1.660

m= 2.0
no 0.2
S,= 26,700

= 30.0/26.6 (per p. -S8-24 of CBIN Stress Report Section S8 and ASME Code fatigue curve)

=(549 -100)/(546. 100) per 4.4.1.b of 26A6019, Rev. I

stress concentration factor (p. A270 of VYC-378, Rev. 0)

NB.3228.5 of ASME Code, Section III

NB-3228.5 of ASME Code, Section //I

psi (ASME Code, Section II, Part D)

PL+PB+Q (see Note I) Skin Stress (see Note 2) Ke (see Note 3) Set (see Note 4) n (see Note 5) N (see Note 6) U
43,110 15,145 1.00 49,224 200 4,614 0.0433

I Total, U40 = 0.0433d

Notes: 1. PL+PB+QiS obtained for Point 12fromp. A270ofVYC-378, Rev. 0.
2. Skin Stress is obtained for Point 12fromp. A270 ofVYC-378, Rev. 0.
3. K. computed in accordance with NB-3228.5 of ASME Code, Section Ill.
4. So = 0.5K* , Power Uprate- (PEcPa )( K, + Skin Stress].
5. n for 40 years is the number of Heatup-Cooldown cycles, per p. B28 of VYC-378, Rev. 0.
6. N obtained from Figure 1-9.1 of Appendix I of ASME Code, Section It/.
7. n for 60 years is the projected number of Heatup-Cooldown cycles.

Revised CUF Calculation for 60 Years:

PL+PB+Q (see Note 1) Skin Stress (see Note 2) K. (see Note 3) Saft (see Note 4) n (see Note 5) N (see Note 7) U

43,110 15,145 1.00 49,224 300 4,614 0.0650

I Total, Ues = 0.0650

Environmental CUF Calculation for 60 Years:

Maximum Fe. 5wc Multiplier for HWC Conditions = 2.45

Maximum Fee.t-c Multiplier for NWC Conditions = 12.43

U_.-o0 = Us x F.e.Nwc x 0.53 + Uso x F_,.ewc x 0.47 = 0.5034

Overall Multiplier = Ue,.eeo/Uso = 7.74

I
U
I

I
I
I
.I
U
I
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Table 3-6. Environmental Fatigue Evaluation for Reactor Recirculation Inlet Nozzle
Safe End

Component: Recirculation Inlet Nozzle Safe End
NUREG/CR-6260 CUF: 0.310 (for reference only)

Reference: NUREG/CR-6260, p. 5-105
Stress Report CUF: 0.0017 (updated for Location 6-1, see below)

Material: Stainless Steel (316L per p. 8 of 23A4292, Rev. 4)

Design Basis CUF Calculation for 40 years:
Efrigoue cu_/Ean

Power Upr
lis = 1.1076

ate 1.0067
K, = 1.280

m= 1.7
n= 0.3

S= 16,600

= 28.3125.55 (per p. 62 of Reference (18) and ASME Code fatigue curve)

=(549- 100)/(546- 100) per 4.4.1.b of 26A6019, Rev. 1

stress concentration factor (p. B27 of VYC-37e, Rev. 0)

NB-3228.5 of ASME Code, Section III

NB-3228.5 of ASME Code, Section III

psi (ASME Code, Section It, Part D)

.2

PL+PB+Q (see Note 1) P+Q+F (see Note 2) K .(see Note 3) Saij (see Note 4) . n (see Note 5) N (see Note 6) U

47,183 36,972 1.00 26,385 2,076 1,242,266 0.0017,

I Total, U4 o 0.0017

Notes: 1. PL +Pa+Q is obtained for Surface I (after weld overtay) from p. 117 of Reference [18).
2. P+Q÷F is obtained for Point 6-I from p. 118 of Reference (18) (BEFORE weld overlay).
3. K. computed in accordance with NB-3228.5 of ASME Code, Section IlI.
4. S., = 0.5K Power Uprate .[(P+Q÷F) K, ].
5. n for 40 years is the number of cycles as follows per p. B26 of VYC-378, Rev. 0:

Design Hydrotest = 130

i Loss of Feedpumps Composite:
Startup/Shuldown = 290

SRVBlowdown = 8 t

Loss of Feedwater Pumps 30 10 events x 3 up/down cycles per event
_ _SCRAM = 270

Normal +/ Seismic = 11 10 cycles of upset seismic, plus 1 Level C seismic event
Normal = 739 = Sum of all of above events

Zeroload = 598 = Startup/Shutdown + SRV Slowdown + Scram + LOFP

Total number of cycles = Z 076
6. N obtained from Figure 189.2 of Appendix I of ASME Code, Section It.
7. n for 60 years is the projected number of cycles as follows:

Design Hydrotest = 120
Loss of Feedpumps Composite:

Startup/Shutdown = 300
SRV Blowdown = 1

Loss of Feedwater Pumps 30 t10 events x 3 up/down cycles per event

SCRAM 289 t.Al remaining scrams
Normal +/- Seismic = It Assume the same

Normal = 751 = Sum of all of above events
Zeroioad = 620 = Startup/Shuldown + SRV Bowdown + Scram + LQFP

Total number of cycles = 2,122

Revised CUF Calculation for 60 Years:

F PL+Po+Q (see Note 1) P+Q+F (see Note 2) K. (see Note 3) San (see Note 4) n (see Note 5) N (see Note 7) U

47,183 36,972 1.00 26,385 2,122 1,242,266 0.0017
Total, U,, - 0.0017

Environmental CUF Calculation for 60 Years:
Maximum Fn.HMIc Multiplier for HWC Conditions = 15.35

Maximum F_..wc Multiplier for NWC Conditions = 8.36

U_.4-0 = U6o x Fen.Nwc x 0.53 + U., x Fe,-Hwc x 0.47 = 0.0199
Overall Multiplieri= U ... ro/Uso = 11.64
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Table 3-7. Environmental Fatigue Evaluation for Recirculation Outlet Nozzle Forging

Low Alloy Steel

For a BWR with HWC environment (post-HWC implementation):
DO = 46 ppb = 0.046 ppm
DO '0.050 ppm, so 0 = 0
Thus:

F.ý = exp(0.898 - 0.101S*T°O*c*)

Assume S" = 0.015 (maximum)
Assume - = In(0.001) = -6.908 (minimum)

For a 6WR with NWC environment (pre-HWC implementation):
DO = 123 ppb = 0.123 ppm, so O* = ln(0.12310.04) = 1.123

Thus:

T (-C) T ('F) F.n
0 32 2.45
50 122 2.45

100 212 2.45
100 302 2.45
200 392 2.45

269.45 517,01 2.45
288 550 2.45

Thus, maximum F.. 2.45

T (-C) T ('F) F*n
0 32 2.45

50 122 2.45
100 212 2.45
150 302 2.45
200 392 4.42

269.45 517.01 10.00
288 550 12.43

Thus, maximum F.n = 12.43iFr= (T-1 501f. T 150"C1

60-Year Overall 60-Year
No. Component Material CUF Environmental Environmental

[ U Multiplier CUF (1,2)
1 Recirculation Outlet Nozzle Forging Blend Radius Low Alloy Steel 0.0108 7.74 0.0836

Notes: 1. An Fen multiplier was used for each respective component with the following conditions:
+ 47% HWC conditions and 53% NWC conditions

2. Results using updated ASME Code fatigue calculations and actual cycles accumulated to-date and projected to 60
years.

I
I
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Table 3-8. Environmental Fatigue Evaluation for Core Spray Reactor Vessel
Nozzle Forging Blend Radius, Safe End, and Piping

Low Afloy Steel., FL o = exp(O.898 - 0.101S*T*O*D')

Assume S* = 0.015 (maximum)
Assume 09ý= ln(0.001)= -6.908 (minimum)

For a BWR with HWC environment (post-HWC implementation):
DO = 97 ppb = 0.097 ppm, so 0 = ln(0.09710.04) = 0.886

Thus:

T (-C) T ('F) F..

0 32 2.45
50 122 2.45

100 212 2.45
150 302 2.45
200 392 3.90
250 482 6.20
288 550 8.82

Thus, maximum F. = 8.82

For a BWR with NWC environment (pre-HWC implementation):
DO = 114 ppb = 0.114 ppm, so 0* = ln(0.114/0.04) 1.047

Thus:

T (°C) T ('F) Fan

0 32 2.45
50 122 2.45
100 212 2.45
150 302 2.45
200 392 4.25
250 482 7.35
288 550 11.14

Thus, maximum F., 11.14rTo= IT-150) for T > 1509C1

Stainless Steel F*, exp(0.935 - T**O*)

For a BWR with HWC environment (post-HWC implementation): For a BWR with NWC environment (pre-HWC implementation):

DO = 97 ppb = 0.097 ppm > 0.050 ppm, so 0* = 0.172 DO = 114 ppb = 0.114 ppm u 0.05 ppm, so 0* = 0.172
Conservatively use T* = 1 for T > 200'C Conservatively use T = 1 for T > 200'C

Thus: Thus:

=0 for °0.4%/sec so F_, 2.55 so F., = 2.55
= In(°/0.4) for 0.0004 <= °< 0.4%/sec so FP. ranges from 2.55 so F. ranges from 2.55

to 8.36 to 8.36

=ln(0.0004/0.4) for < 0.0004%/sec so F-, = 8.36 so F_ = 8.36

Thus, maximum F., = 8.36 Thus, maximum F.,-= 8.36

J Overall 60-Year
No. Component Material CUF Environmental Environmental

Multiplier CUF (1,2)
1 Core Spray Nozzle Forging Blend Radius Low Alloy Steel 0.0166 10.05 0.1668
2 Core Spray Nozzle Safe End Ni-Cr-Fe 0.0398 1.49 0.0593
3 JCore Spray Piping Stainless Steel ,0.0011 8.36 0.0092

Notes: 1. An Fen Multiplier was used for each respective component with the following conditions:
+ 47% HWC conditions and 53% NWC conditions

2. Results using updated ASME Code fatigue calculations and actual cycles accumulated to-date and
projected to 60 years.
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Table 3-9. Environmental Fatigue Evaluation for the Feedwater Line Class 1 Piping

Carbon Steel F., = exp(0.554 - 0.101S*T*O*r*)

Assume S* = 0.015 (maximum)
Assume e- = In(.001) = -6.908 (minimum)

For a BWR with HWC environment (post-HWC implementation): For a BWR with NWC environment (pre-HWC implementation):
DO = 40 ppb = 0.040 ppm <0.050 ppm so 0* = 0 00 = 40 ppb =0.040 ppm < 0.050 ppm soO = 0
Thus: Thus:

T (-C) T ('F) F*n T (-C) T ('F) Fn
0 32 1.74 0 32 1.74
50 122 1.74 50 122 1.74

100 212 1.74 100 212 1.74
150 302 1.74 150 302 1.74
200 392 1.74 200 392 1.74
250 482 1.74 250 482 1.74
288 550 1.74 288 550 1.74

Thus, maximum F_ = 1.74 T' (T-1T50) Wf T isoc] Thus, maximum F.n = 1.74

Overall 60-Year
No. Component Material CUF Environmental Environmental

U Multiplier CUF (1,2)

1 Feedwater Piping Riser to RPV Nozzle N4B Carbon Steel 0.1661 1.74 0.2890

Notes: 1. An Fenmultiplier was used for each respective component with the following conditions:
+ 47% HWC conditions and 53% NWC conditions

2. Results using updated ASME Code fatigue calculations and actual cycles accumulated to-date and projected to 60
years.
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Table 3-10. Summary of Environmental Fatigue Calculations for VYNPS

40.Year Design 60-Year Overall 60-Year

No. Component Material CUF (1) CUF (2) Environmental Environmental

Multiplier (3) CUF
•1 RPV Shell/Bottom Head Low Alloy Steel 0.0057 0.0085 9.51 0.0809
2 RPV Shell at Shroud Support Low Alloy Steel 0.0549 0.0774 9.51 0.7364
3 Feedwater Nozzle Blend Radius Low Alloy Steel (4) 0.0636 10.05 0.6392
4 Recirculation/RHR Class 1 Piping (Return Tee) Stainless Steel (4) 0.0590 12.62 0.7446
5 Recirculation Inlet Nozzle Forging Low Alloy Steel 0.0433 0.0650 7.74 0.5034
6 Recirculation Inlet Nozzle Safe End Stainless Steel 0.0017 0.0017 11.64 0.0199
7 Recirculation Outlet Nozzle Forging Low Alloy Steel (4) 0.0108 7.74 0.0836
8 Core Spray Nozzle Forging Blend Radius (l Low Alloy Steel (4) 0.0166 10.05 0.1668
9 Feedwater Class 1 Piping Carbon Steel (4) 0.1661 1.74 0.2890

Notes: 1. Updated 40-year CUF calculation based on recent ASME Code methodology and design basis cycles.
2. CUF results using updated ASME Code methodology and actual cycles accumulated to-date and projected to 60 years.

3. An F.e multiplier was used for each respective component with the following conditions:
+ 47% HWC conditions and 53% NWC conditions

4. 40 year values were not calculated for these locations
5. Only the highest CUF from Table 3-8 is shown
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4.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of Tables 3-1 through 3-9, as summarized in Table 3-10, demonstrate that the fatigue

usage factor, including environmental effects, remains within the allowable value of 1.0 for 60

years of operation for the following component locations:

V Reactor vessel shell, bottom head and shroud support

/ Reactor vessel feedwater nozzle

/ Reactor recirculation piping (including the reactor inlet and outlet nozzles)

/ Core spray line reactor vessel nozzle and associated Class 1 piping

" Feedwater line Class 1 piping

Therefore, the environmental fatigue assessment results for all of the NUREG/CR-6260 locations

associated with the older vintage BWR plant are acceptable for 60 years of operation for

VYNPS.

,i
I
U
I
I
i
i
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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1.0 OBJECTIVE
The objective of this calculation package is to establish the design inputs and methodology to be
used for an ASME Code, Section III fatigue usage calculation of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV)
feedwater (FW) nozzle at Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station (VYNPS).

2.0 METHODOLOGY

A detailed fatigue usage analysis of the FW nozzle will be performed using the methodology of
Subarticle NB-3200 of Section III of the ASME Code [1]. The analysis will be used as a
confirmatory analysis for comparisonwith a previous fatigue usage analysis that was done using
simplified methods. Therefore, only the fatigue portion of the ASME Code methodology will be
used, and the analysis will be a fatigue assessment only, and not a complete ASME Code analysis.

Finite element analysis will be performed using a previously-developed axisymmetric finite element
model (FEM) of the FW nozzle. Thermal transient analysis will be performed using the FEM for
each defined transient. Concurrent with the thermal transients are pressure and piping interface
loads; for these loads, unit load analyses (finite element analysis for pressure, and manual
calculations for piping loads) will be performed. The stresses from these analyses will be scaled
appropriately based on the magnitude of the pressure and piping loads during each thermal transient,
and combined with stresses from the thermal transients. Additional scaling of pressure stresses will
be performed to account for nozzle comer contour effects (i.e., the effects of approximating the
nozzle-to-RPV intersection of two cylinders with an axisymmetric model). Other stress
concentration factors (SCFs) will be applied as appropriate.

All six components of the stress tensor will be used for stress calculations. The stress components
for the non-axisymmetric loads (shear and moment piping loads) can have opposite signs depending
upon which side of the nozzle is being examined. Therefore, when combining stress components
from these loads with stress components from thermal transients and other loads, the signs of the
stress components will be adjusted to maximize the magnitude of the stress component ranges.

The fatigue analysis will be performed at previously-examined locations for direct comparison of
results. Stresses will be linearized at these locations. The linearized primary plus secondary
membrane plus bending stress will be used to determine the value of K, to be used in the simplified
elastic-plastic analysis in accordance with ASME Code NB-3200 methodology. Environmental
fatigue multipliers will be applied in accordance with NUREG/CR-6583 [15].
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3.0 ASSUMPTIONS/DESIGN INPUTS

3.1 Assumptions,

3.1.1 Power uprate effects are considered as being applied to the entire period of operation. The
higher pressures, flows, and temperatures at uprate conditions are used in determining and
applying heat transfer coefficients [3, Section 3.2] [2, Section 3.1]. I

3.1.2 The Boltup transient [2, Tables ] and 2] analysis does not affect the FW nozzle and is

therefore excludedfrom the transients analyzed.
3.1.3 Where the flow rates in the thermal cycle diagram are at a value not calculated in Table 2, I

the next highest flow rate heat transfer coefficient will be used This results in a higher heat
transfer coefficient and is therefore conservative.

3.1.4 The effect of non-uniform geometries is judged to be insignificantfor flow inside the safe end,
because of the smooth transition and small geometry changes as shown in Figure 6. The
smaller inner diameter (9.669') at the safe end was used to calculate heat transfer
coefficients, resulting in a higher flow velocity and therefore conservative values.

3.1.5 The annulus leakage flow rate used is 31 GPMfor EPU conditions [3, Section 3.2].
3.1.6 Density and Poisson's ratio used in the FEM are assumed typical values of p = 0. 283 lb/in3

and 0.3, respectively.
3.1.7 For purposes of linearizing stress at the nozzle corner, the effect of the cladding is

conservatively neglected.
3.1.8 Stress components due to piping loads are scaled assuming no stress occurs at an ambient

temperature of 707F and the full values are reached at reactor design temperature, 5757F, as
was done in the previous analysis [2, Section 3.4].

3.2 ASME Code Edition i

The analysis will be performed in a manner consistent with the fatigue usage rules in NB-3200 of
Section III of the ASME Code; the 1998 Edition with Addenda through 2000 [1] will be used, for
consistency with the previous analysis [2].

3.3 Transients

Previously developed thermal and pressure transients [2, Section 3.1 and Tables 1 and 2] are used for
this analysis. The transients to be evaluated are shown in Table 1. For each transient, the time,
nozzle fluid temperature (Tn.,), RPV pressure, percent FW flow rate, and number of cycles are U
included. In some cases, flow rates and Tn,, values from the nozzle thermal cycle diagram [10,
Attachment 1, p. 3] are used to reduce excess conservatism. Note that the only difference between
the nozzle corner and the safe end transients in the referenced document is the length of the steady U
state time increment used at the end of the transients. These steady state periods are not included in
Table 1; the analyst will use a value greater than or equal to the largest steady time increment from
the referenced document. I
At the inside surface of the RPV, the Region A temperature from the reactor thermal cycle diagram
[10, Attachment 1, p. 2] shall be applied. Table 1 also includes these values as TRwv.
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Table 1: Transients

Time, FW
Transient sec Tno2, OF TRPV, OF P, psig Flow, % Cycles
1. Boltup 0 70 70 0 0% 123
2. Design Hydrotest 0 70 70 0 0% 120

1080 100 100 0 0%
1680 100 100 1100 0%
5280 100 100 1100 0%
5880 100 100 50 0%

3. Startup 0 100 100 50 0% 300
16164 549 549 1010 0%

4. Turbine Roll and 0 549 549 1010 0% 300
Increased to Rated 1 100 549 1010 25%*
Power 1801 100 549 1010 25%*

1802 260 549 1010 25%*
3602 392 549 1010 100%

5. Daily Reduction 0 392 549 1010 100% 10,000
75% Power 900 310 549 1010 100%*

2700 310 549 1010 100%*
3600 392 549 1010 100%

6. Weekly Reduction 0 392 549 1010 100% 2,000
50% Power 1800 280 549 1010 100%*

3600 280 549 1010 100%*
5400 392 549 1010 100%

9. Turbine Trip at 0 392 549 1010 100% 10
25% Power 1800 265 549 1010 100%

1980 265 549 1010 25%*
2340 90 549 1010 25%*
2520 90 549 1010 25%*
3420 265 549 1010 25%*
3600 265 549 1010 100%
5400 392 549 1010 100%

10. FW Heater 0 392 549 1010 100% 70
Bypass 90 265 549 1010 100%

1890 265 549 1010 100%
2070 392 549 1010 100%
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I
I
ITransient

11. Loss of FW
Pumps

Time,
sec

0
1

3.5
4.5

13.5
184:5

1564.5
1565.5
2165.5
2166.5
2346.5
5406.5
5407.5
6727.5
6728.5
7148.5
7448.5

11048.5
16411.5
16412.5
18212.5
18213.5
20013.5
20014.5
21814.5

Tn OF
392
565
565

50
50
50

440
565
565

50
50

440
549
565

50
50

300
400
549
549
549
100
100
26o
392

Tipv, OF
549
565
565
565
565
565
565
565
565
565
532
549
549
565
565
502
502
400
549
549
549
549
549
549
549

P, psig
1010
1010
1190

1184.5
1135
1135
1135
1135
1135
1135
885

1055
1055
1135
1135
675
675
232
885

1010
1010
1010
1010
1010
1010

FW
Flow, %

100%
0%
0%

40%
40%
40%

0%
0%
0%

40%*
40%*,

0%
0%
0%

25%*
25%*

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

25%*
25%*
25%*
100%

Cycles
10

12/13/15. Turbine 0 392 549 1010, 100% 289
GeneratorTrip, 10 392 565/600** 1135/1375** 100%
Reactor Overpressure, 15 392 565/600** 1135/1375** 100%
Other SCRAMs 30 392 539 940 100%

90 275 539 940 25%*
990 100 539 940 25%*

2790 100 539 940 25%*
2791 260 539 940 100%
3210 291 549 1010 100%
4591 392, 549 1010 100%

14. SRV Blowdown 0 392 549 1010 100% 1
60 275 531.6 885 100%

960 100 365 50 25%*
19. Reduction to 0% 0 392 549 1010 100% 300
Power 1800 265 549 1010 25%*
20. Hot Standby 0 265 549 1010 25%* 300
(Heatup Portion) 1 440 549 1010 0%

3925 549 549 1010 0%
20A. HotStandby 0 549 549 1010 0% 300
(FW Injection Portion) 1 100 549 1010 25%

181 100 549 1010 25%
241 290 549 1010 0%
451 549 549 1010 25%

21-23. Shutdown 0 549 549 1010 25%* 300
6264 375 375 50 25%*
6864 330 330 50 25%*

15144 100 100 50 0%

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
U
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Time, FW
Transient see T oz, OF TRPV, OF P, psig Flow, % Cycles
24, Hydrostatic Test 0 100 100 50 0% 1

600" 100 100 1563 0%
1200 100 100 1563 0%
1800 100 100 50 0%

25. Unbolt 0 100 100 0 0% 123
1080 70 70 0 0%

* Flow rate is conservatively rounded up to one of the three flow rates considered (25%, 40%, 100%).
** The second value applies for one cycle; the first value applies for the rest of the cycles.

3.4 Heat Transfer Coefficients, Condensation

When steam floods a relatively cold component, the steam condenses on the component surface.
Holman [5, p. 413] gives the following equation for average heat transfer coefficient:

h = 0.555 {p(p - pv)gk 3h'fg/[ýiD(Tg - Tw)] , where

p = mass density of liquid,

Pv = mass density of vapor,
g = acceleration of gravity,
k = conductivity of liquid at average temperature,
h'fg = hfg + 0.68c(Tg - Tv),
hfg = heat of condensation at vapor temperature,
c = specific heat of liquid at average temperature,
Tg saturated vapor temperature = Tfinal,

Tw = pipe inner wall temperature = Tinitiah

= viscosity of liquid at average temperature
D = inner diameter of pipe

The portion of the equation inside the brackets, p(p - pv)gk 3h'fg/[ýLD(Tg - Tw)], has the following
units:

(ft3)2
c04(sec2) (Btu)'(hr-ft-°F)'

(Btu)

Ofi~)

(ft--r)
(OF)

(Btu4) (ft--l•) (36002 secZ)
(ft6) ( (hr3-ft3-OF3) (OF) (hr3)

12960000 Btu4

hr 4_ftTOF 4

After taking the fourth root, this becomes 60 Btu/hr-ft2-0 F. Steam properties are interpolated at Tg,
and water properties are interpolated at Tf, which is taken as the average of Tg and Tw. Then, h'fg and
heat transfer coefficient h are calculated for each set of steam properties, water properties, Tg and T,.
Tables 2 and 3 list selected properties of liquid water [12, Table 1-8] and saturated steam [13],
respectively.
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Table 2: Properties of Liquid Water

C, 14

T, -F
300
400
500
600

P'

ibm/ft
3

57.3
53.6
49.0
42.4

Btu/lbm-
OF

1.03
1.08
1.19
1.51

lbm/ft-
hr

0.468
0.335
0.252
0.208

v, ft2 /sec
2.27E-06
1.74E-06
1.43E-06
1.37E-06

k,

Btu/hr-
ft-OF
0.395
0.382
0.349
0.293

Table 3: Properties of Saturated Steam

T=, OF v", ft3 /lbm hf,, Btu/Ibm
545 0.4449 649.6
550 0.4249 641.6
565 0.3703 616.4

3.5 Heat Transfer Coefficients, Forced Flow and Natural Circulation
Table 4 summarizes the force flow and natural circulation heat transfer coefficients to be used in the
analysis [3, Section 3.2.1]. For each flow rate, values are taken at 300'F as in the previous analysis.
These values are within 11% of the maximum values for a given flow rate, and are more than 30%
greater than the minimum values for a given flow rate [3, Table 4] [4, Tables 4 and 5]. Therefore;
the use of heat transfer coefficients at 300'F is bounding for the most severe transients, which occur
at a wide range of temperatures. Figure 1 illustrates the heat transfer coefficient regions [4, Figure 6].

Table 4: Forced Flow and Natural Circulation Heat Transfer Coefficients, Btu/hr-ft'--F

0% flow,
Region 100% flow 40% flow 25% flow water

1 3705 1780 1222 144

U
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

3
4
5
6

1489

177

743

89

504.

60

109

12
*g

7 864 864 864 864
8 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

* Linearly transition between the values for the adjacent regions.
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Region 7
Region 8

F

Region I
CI D

'R "t Region4

CaB

Region 6
Region 5

0
Notes: Point A: End of thermal sleeve = Node 204 = 0.25" from feedwater inlet side of thermal sleeve flat.

Point B: Beginning of annulus = Node 252.
Point C: Beginning of thermal sleeve transition = approximately 4.0" from Point A = Node 294.
Point D: End of thermal sleeve transition = approximately 9.5" from Point A = Node 387.
Point E: End of inner nozzle corner (nozzle side) = Node 553.
Point F: End of inner nozzle corner (vessel wall side) = Node 779.

Figure 1: Nozzle and Vessel Wall Thermal and Heat Transfer Boundaries

3.6 Finite Element Model
The ANSYS program [6] will be used to perform the finite element analysis. A previously-
developed axisymmetric model will be used [4, file FW.INP], except that temperature-dependent
material properties will be used. Table 5 shows the applicable material properties [14].
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Table 5: Temperature-Dependent Material Properties

Mean
Young's Coefficient of Conductivity, Diffusivity, Specific Heat,

Material Description Tempera- Modulus, Thermal k d Cp
No. ture, OF E x 106 Expansion, (BTU/hr-ft-°F) (ft2 /h) (BTU/Ibm-°F)

(psi) a x 10-6 (see Note 1) (see Note 5)
(in/in-0 F)

SA533 Grade B, 70 27.8 6.4 23.5 0.458 0.105

A508 Class II 200 27.1 6.7 23.6 0.425 .0.114
(see Note 2) 300 26.7 6.9 23.4 0.401 0.119

400 26.1 7.1 23.1 0.378 0.125

500 25.7 7.3 22.7 0.356 0.130

600 25.2 7.4 22.2 0.336 0.135

2 SS Clad 70 28.3 8.5 8.6 0.151 0.116

(see Note 3) 200 27.6 8.9 9.3 0.156 0.122

300 27.0 9.2 9.8 0.160 0.125
400 26.5 9.5 10.4 0.165 0.129

500 25.8 9.7 10.9 ,0,170 0.131

600 25.3 9.8 11.3 0.174 0.133

3 A508 Class I 70 29.3 6.4 35.1 0.695 0.103

(see Note 4) 200 28.6 6.7 33.6 0.613 0.112
300 28.1 6.9 32.3 0.561 0.118

400 27.5 7.1 30.9 0.512 0.123
500 27.1 7.3 29.5 0.472 0.128

600 26.5 7.4 28.0 0.433 0.132
4 A106 Grade B 70 29.3 6.4 35.1 0.695 0.103

(seeNote4) 200 28.6 6.7 33.6 0.613 . 0.112
300 28.1 6.9 32.3 0.561 0.118

400 27.5 7.1 30.9 0.512 0.123
500 27.1 7.3 29.5 0.472 0.128

600 26.5 . 7.4 . 28.0 0.433 0.132
Notes: 1. Convert to BTU/sec-in-°F for input to ANSYS.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
U
I
I

2.
3.
4.
5.

Properties of A508 Class II are used (3/4Ni-1/2Mo-1/3Cr-V).
Properties of 18Cr - 8Ni austenitic stainless steel are used.
Composition = C-Si; k and d for plain carbon steel are used [11].
Calculated as, [k/(pd)]/12 3.

Stresses will be extracted and linearized at two locations, both on the inside surface. The critical
safe end location is Node 192, which has the highest stress intensity due to thermal loading under
high flow conditions [3, Section 4.0 and Figures 6 and 7], The corresponding linearization path is
from Node 192 to Node 187 (Figure 2 [3, Figure 7]).

The critical nozzle comer location is Node 657 at the base metal of the nozzle, chosen based upon
the highest pressure stress [3, Section 4.0 and Figures 8 and 9]. The corresponding linearization path
is from Node 657 to Node 645 (Figure 3 [3, Figure 9]).
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ELEMENTS

MAT NUM

ANSYS 8". AI
MAN 19 2007

13 .25:09

Node 187

Nods 192

Feedwater Nozzle Finite Element. Model

Figure 2: Safe End Linearization Path

MAR 19 2D07
13326-:47

Feedwater Nozzle Finite Element Model

Figure 3: Nozzle Corner Linearization Path
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3.7 Nozzle Corner Effects

The axisymmetric model has the effect of modeling the cylindrical RPV as spherical. To partially
counter the resulting reduction in stress in the RPV wall, the radius in the model was increased by a
factor of 1.5 [3, p. 8]. This yields a general membrane stress that equals the average of the hoop and
axial stress for the cylinder.

Stresses from the axisymmetric analysis will need to be increased to account for the three-
dimensional (3-D) geometry. A factor of 1.333 has been established in a previous calculation
package that modeled the nozzle [3, p. 9], to achieve an overall pressure multiplication of 2.0. This
is consistent with the maximum value used in prior VYNPS analyses [7, Appendix A, p. 4-10].

No other SCF is required at the nozzle comer inside surface, since this location has no stress riser.

3.8 Piping Interface Loads
The previous analysis of the FW nozzle calculated membrane axial and shear stresses due to the
piping interface loads by closed form solution, then combined them into stress intensities for the two
locations of interest [2, Section 3.4]. All shear stresses were treated as existing in the same plane.

In this analysis, the stress components are recalculated in Section 4.3 taking into account through-
wall distribution. Forces and moments are taken from the same reference as before [8, Table 3].

3.9 SCFs, Safe End

In the previous analysis, an SCF of 1.34 was used for the safe end location for all load conditions
[2]. That value was obtained from the original design basis evaluation for the FW nozzle. For the
current analysis, the SCF is updated to reflect modem-day ASME Code fatigue usage analysis
methodology for consistency with the rest of the evaluation. I
At the safe end inside surface, guidance is taken from the piping analysis rules in Subarticle NB-
3600 of Section III of the ASME Code [1]. These rules specify stress indices C1, C2 , and C3, which I
are applied to nominal stress to yield primary plus secondary membrane plus bending stress (P+Q);
and K1, K2, and K3, which are applied to nominal stress along with the C factors to yield total stress
(P+Q+F). The subscripts indicate the type of loading: 1 for pressure, 2 for moments, and 3 for
thermal transients. Stress indices for a reducer are used.

Section 4.3 contains calculations of the safe end SCFs. For stresses due to piping loads, the moment
stress indices C2 and K2 are applied to the nominal stress components at the safe end. For pressure I
stresses, the ANSYS model is sufficient to account for the effects of gross structural discontinuity
such that C1 is not needed. To account for the effects of local structural discontinuity, Ki is applied
to the linearized P+Q stress to yield P+Q+F. These factors are conservatively applied to all six
components of the stress tensor.

For thermal stresses, C3 and K3 are given as 1.0 [1, Table NB-368 1(a)-I]; therefore, no SCF is I
required. I
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3.10 Environmental Fatigue Multipliers

The environmental fatigue multipliers for the safe end and nozzle corner will be calculated in
accordance with NUREG/CR-6583 methodology [15].

4.0 CALCULATIONS

4.1 Heat Transfer Coefficients, Condensation
Condensation heat transfer coefficients are calculated with the formula shown in Section 3.4 for
times during which the nozzle is filled with steam at Region A temperature [10, Attachment 1, p. 3].
This is done in the sheet labeled "Condensation" in Excel workbook VY-19Q-301.xls in the project
computer files. The highest heat transfer coefficient values for the transient temperature range are
used. These are provided in Table 6.

Table 6: Condensation Heat Transfer Coefficients, Btu/hr-ft2-IF

0% flow,
Region steam

1 598
2 *
3 1515
4 *
5 874
6 *
7 **

8 **

* Linearly transition between the values for the adjacent regions.
•* Use values from Table 4, since these are bounding and there is no change in temperature.

4.2 Piping Interface Loads
From general structural mechanics, the membrane plus bending stresses at the inside surface of a
thick-walled cylinder are:

az, = axial stress due to axial force = Fl/A
c.2 = axial stress due to bending moment = My(ID/2)/I

Cyz = o-zl + a•z2

tro = shear stress due to torsion = M,(ID/2)/J
xz = shear stress due to shear force = 2Fxy/A, where

Fx, FY, FZ, Mx, My, and M= are forces and moments at the pipe-to-safe end weld
MxL = moment about x axis translated by length z = -L = Mx - Fy L
MyL = moment about y axis translated by length z = -L = My + Fx L
Mxy = resultant bending moment = (MxL 2 + MyL2)0.S

Fy = resultant shear force = (F, 2 + Fy2)0.5

ID, OD = inside and outside diameters
A = area of cross section = (nt/4)(OD 2 - ID 2)
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I = moment of inertia = (t/64)(OD 4 - ID4)

J = polar moment of inertia = (it/32)(OD 4 - ID4)

Figure 4 shows the coordinate system for the forces and moments [8, Figure 1]. The shear stresses
are expressed in a local coordinate system with r radial (X in ANSYS coordinates), 0 circumferential
(Z in ANSYS coordinates), and Z axial (Y in ANSYS coordinates). Table 7 shows the calculation of
stresses; ID, OD, and L are taken from the previous piping load stress calculations [2, Section 3.4].
Forces and moments are taken from the same reference as before, except that signs are chosen to
maximize stress [8, Table 3].

Y

+my

Z

Figure 4: Coordinate System for Forces and Moments

Table 7: Membrane Plus Bending Stresses Due to Piping Loads

Safe Nozzle
End Corner

Fx, kip 3.00 3.00
Fy, kip -15.00 -15.00
F., kip 3.20 3.20

M,, kip-in 336.00 .336.00
My, kip-in 156.00 156.00
M,, kip-in 480.00 480.00

L, in 12.09 27.57
MxL, kip-in 517.31 749.58
MYL, kip-in 192.26 238.72
Mx, kip-in 551.88 786.67
F,,, kip-in 15.30 15.30

OD, in 11.86 22.67
ID, in 10.409 10.750
A, in2  25.28 312.73

I, in4  393.28 12300.41
J, in4  786.55 24600.82

or1, ksi 0.127 0.010
a.2, ksi '7.304 0.344
a,, ksi 7.430 0.354
cG, ksi 3.176 0.105
r., ksi 1.210 0.098

I
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4.3 SCFs, Safe End
Figure 5 shows the geometry parameters used in calculating stress indices for reducers [1, Figure
NB-3683.6-1], and Figure 6 shows the feedwater nozzle safe end geometry [9]. Comparing the two
figures gives the following values:

L) = 0", rj = 0.75", D1 = 12.000", t, = (12 - 10.515)/2 = 0.7425"
L2 = 0", r2 = 0.75", D2 = 10.840", t2 = (10.840 - 9.669)/2 = 0.5855"
a= 100
(LI and L2 are taken as zero because the location of interest is on the radius of curvature.)

Figure 5: Reducer Geometry Parameters
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ii

I

Figure 6: FW Nozzle Safe End Geometry
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Equations for stress indices are taken from the ASME Code [1, NB-3683.6]. For K1 and K2, since
the location of interest is not on a weld, the equation for flush welds is used:

K1 = K2 = 1.1 - 0.1 Lm/(Dm tm)0
,
5, where

Lm/(Dm tin) 0' 5 = the lesser of L1/(D1 tl)°'0 and L2/(D2 t2)°'5

Since L1 = L2 = 0, one finds:

K1 = K2 = 1.1 -0.1 (0)= 1.1

Since r, and r2 are less than 0.1D 1, C2 is given as:

C2 = 1.0 + 0.0185 a (Dn/t,)° 5, where

Dn/t = the larger of DO/t and D2/t2

The bounding D/t value is D2/t2 = 10.840/0.5855 = 18.514, so that:

C2 = 1.0 + 0.0185 (10) (18.514)05 = 1.796
C2 K2 = 1.796 (1.1) = 1.976

5.0 RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
This calculation package specifies the ASME Code edition, finite element model, thermal and
pressure transients (Table 1), and heat transfer coefficients (Tables 4 and 6) to be used in a fatigue
usage analysis of the FW nozzle at VYNPS. Thermal transient and pressure stress components will
be calculated using ANSYS, and piping load stress components are calculated herein using closed
form solutions (Table 7).

Linearized stress components at Nodes 192 (safe end inside surface) and 657 (nozzle comer inside
surface) will be used for the fatigue usage analysis. At the nozzle comer, P+Q and P+Q+F pressure
stress components will be increased by a factor of 1.333. For the nozzle comer location, the stresses
used in the evaluation shall be for the base metal only; that is, the cladding material should be
unselected prior to stress extraction. At the safe end, linearized P+Q pressure stress components will
be multiplied by 1.1 to yield P+Q+F pressure stress components, and nominal stress components due
to piping loads are multiplied by 1.796 to yield P+Q stress components and 1.976 to yield P+Q+F
stress components.

The fatigue usage analysis will consider all six stress components, and will be performed using the
NB-3200 rules of Section III of the ASME Code [1]. Calculated fatigue usage factors will be
multiplied by the overall Fen of 1.74 for the safe end [2, Section 5.0] and values to be developed in a
subsequent calculation package, to be assigned file number VY-19Q-3 03, for the nozzle comer.
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1.0 OBJECTIVE
The objective of this calculation package is to perform an ASME Code, Section III fatigue usage
calculation for the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) feedwater (FW) nozzle at Vermont Yankee Nuclear
Power Station (VYNPS).

2.0 METHODOLOGY
The methodology to be used for this evaluation was established in a previous calculation package
[1], and is summarized herein. A previously-developed finite element model (FEM) is analyzed
using the ANSYS program [2]. Thermal transient analysis is performed for each defined transient,
and the thermal stresses are added to stresses due-to pressure and piping loads, which are scaled
based on the magnitudes of the pressure and piping loads. Stress concentration factors (SCFs) are
applied as appropriate. All six components of the stress tensor are used for stress calculations.

The fatigue calculation is performed at previously-examined locations, and uses the methodology of
Subarticle NB-3200 of Section III of the ASME Code [3]. Environmental fatigue usage analysis will
be performed in a separate calculation package.

3.0 DESIGN INPUTS

3.1 Finite Element Analysis
A previous calculation package specifies all design input [1]. The FEM input file is taken from the
previous analysis of the FW nozzle [4, file FW.INP], and modified to include temperature-dependent
properties [1, Table 5]. The modified file is named FW-GEOMINP, and is used as input to the files
in which the thermal transient and stress analyses are performed. Figure 1 shows the FEM [4, Figure
4].

For the thermal transient ANSYS analysis, previously defined thermal transients [1, Table 1] are
analyzed, applying heat transfer coefficients [1, Tables 4 and 6] as appropriate based on flow rate.
Bounding reactor temperature is used for Transients 12/13/15 [1, Table 1], called Transient 13
herein. (In VESLFAT, Transient 13 is run separately since it has a higher reactor pressure.) For
ramps during which the flow rate undergoes a ramp change [5, Attachment 1, p. 3]i the set of heat
transfer coefficients with the largest values is used. This is done because ANSYS always applies
changes to the heat transfer coefficients as step changes, even if the temperature undergoes a ramp
change.

Note that, for three time periods during Transient 11 [1, Table 1], the nozzle is filled with steam at
Region A temperature [5, Attachment 1, p. 3, Note 1], such that heat transfer coefficients for
condensation apply [1, Table 6]. Since it takes a finite amount of time for the water to drain and
condensation to begin, the condensation heat transfer coefficients are not applied until the load step
after the Region A temperature is reached.

Stress analysis is performed using the temperature distributions calculated in the thermal transient
ANSYS analysis as input. At the vessel wall, Y displacement is set to zero, and X displacement is
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unconstrained, as was previously done [6, Figure 4]. At the FW pipe, Y displacement is coupled to
account for the adjacent piping, as was previously done [6, files FWS VY 25.INP, FWS VY 40.INP,
and FWSVY IO0.JNP]. Figure 1 shows the locations of these boundary conditions.

ELEMENTS

Y coupled

AN ":
SEP 6 2002

16:23:51

Y=o-7

I
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I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
I

Feedwater NozzleFnite Element Model

Figure 1: ANSYS Finite Element Model

All ANSYS input files, listed below, are saved in the project computer files:

FW-GEOMINP: Geometry and material properties
FW-HTBC.INP: Set heat transfer boundary conditions
TRAN02- T.INP,
TRANO3-T.INP,
TRANO4-T.INP,
TRAN05- T.INP,
TRAN06-TINP,
TRANO9-T.INP,
TRAN O- T. INP,
TRAN11 -T INP,
TRAN13-TINP,

TRANO2-S.INP:
TRANO3-S.INP:
TRANO4-S.INP:
TRANO5-S.INP:
TRANO6-SINP:
TRANO9-S.INP:
TRAN1O-SINP:
TRAN11-S.INP:
TRAN13-S.INP:

Transient 2, thermal and stress analysis
Transient 3, thermal and stress analysis
Transient 4, thermal and stress analysis
Transient 5, thermal and stress analysis
Transient 6, thermal and stress analysis
Transient 9, thermal and stress analysis
Transient 10, thermal and stress analysis
Transient 11, thermal and stress analysis
Transient 12/13/15, thermal and stress analysis
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TRIn 4-TINP, TRANt4-SNP: Transient 14, thermal and stress analysis
TRAN19-T.INP, TRAN19-S.INP: Transient 19, thermal and stress analysis
TRAN21-T.INP, TRAN21-S.JNP: Transient 20, thermal and stress analysis
TRAN20AT.INP, TRAN20AS.JNP: Transient 20A, thermal and stress analysis
TRAN2O-TINP, TRAN2O-S.INP: Transient 21, thermal and stress analysis
TRAN21-TINP, TRAN21-S.INP: Transient 25, thermal and stress analysis

3.2 Stress Calculation

Linearized stress components at Nodes 192 (safe end inside surface) and 657 (nozzle comer inside
surface) are used for the fatigue usage analysis [1, Section 3.6], as shown in Figure 2 [6, Figures 7
and 9]. For the nozzle comer location, the stresses used in the evaluation are for the base metal only;
that is, the cladding material is unselected prior to stress extraction. The stress components from the
thermal stress analyses are combined with stress components due to pressure and piping loads. A
unit pressure stress analysis was performed using ANSYS in a previous calculation package [6], and
stress component results are taken from that analysis [6, files PSE. OUT and PBLEND. OUT]. Piping
load stress components are taken from previous calculations using closed form solutions [1, Table
7].

Node 187

• -~Noef 64F

Niode.ssU

Figure 2: Linearization Paths

SCFs are applied to the pressure and piping load stress components to yield primary plus secondary
membrane plus bending stress components (P+Q) and the total (primary plus secondary plus peak)
stress components (P+Q+F) as specified in the methodology calculation package [1].
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3.3 Fatigue Usage Analysis, General
The VESLFAT program [7] is used to perform the fatigue usage analysis in accordance with the
fatigue usage portion of NB-3200 [3]. VESLFAT performs the analysis required by NB-3222.4(e) I
[3] for Service Levels A and B conditions defined by the user. The VESLFAT program computes
the primary plus secondary and total stress ranges for all events and performs a correction for elastic-
plastic analysis, if appropriate. I
The program computes the stress intensity range based on the stress component ranges for all event
pairs [3, NB-3216.2]. The program evaluates the stress ranges for primary plus secondary and I
primary plus secondary plus peak stress based upon six components of stress (3 direct and 3 shear
stresses). If the primary plus secondary stress intensity range is greater than 3 Sm, then the total stress
range is increased by the factor Ke, as described in NB-3228.5 [3]. The value of Sm is specified as a
function of temperature. The input maximum temperature for both states of a load set pair is used to
determine the temperature upon which Sm is determined from the user-defined values.

When more than one load set is defined for either of the event pair loadings, the stress differences
are determined for all of the potential loadings, saving the maximum for the event pair, based on the
pair producing the largest alternating total stress intensity (Salt), including the effects of Ke. The
principal stresses for the stress ranges are determined by solving for the roots of the cubic equation:

S3 - ((x + C+ Cy-)S 2 + (ax Cy -+ a z + rz yox - Txy 
2 

-
2

. tyz2
)S

- (ax cyy orz + 2 Txy Txz "yz - az xy2 -_cy -txz2 - Yx "yz 2 
= o

The stress intensities for the event pairs are reordered in decreasing order of Salt, including a
correction for the ratio of modulus of elasticity (E) from the fatigue curve divided by E from the
analysis. This allows a fatigue table to be created to eliminate the number of cycles available for
each of the events of an event pair, allowing determination of fatigue usage per NB-3222.4(e) [3].
For each load set pair in the fatigue table, the allowable number of cycles is determined based on Salt. I
For the VYNPS FW nozzle analysis, transients that consist of both upward and downward
temperature and pressure ramps are split so that each successive ramp is treated separately. Table 1 I
shows the transients as input to VESLFAT [1, Table 1]. The numbers of cycles in Table 1 areentered in VESLFAT input files VFAT-11.CYC (safe end) and VFAT-21.CYC (nozzle comer).

I
I
I
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Table 1: Transients as Input to VESLFAT

VESLFAT Start Time, Temp. Pressure
Load Set Transient sec** Change Change Cycles

1 IlBoltup 0 None None *
2 2_DesHydrol 0 Upward Upward 120
3 2_DesHydro2 5280 None Downward 120
4 3_Startup 0 Upward Upward 300
5 4_TurbRolll 0 Downward None 300
6 4_TurbRoll2 1801 Upward None 300
7 5_ DailyRedl 0 Downward None 10,000
8 5_DailyRed2 2700 Upward None 10,000
9 6_WklyRedl 0 Downward None 2,000
10 6_WklyRed2 3600 Upward None 2,000
11 9_TurbTripl 0 Downward None 10
12 9_TurbTrip2 2520 Upward None 10
13 10_FWHBypl 0 Downward None 70
14 10_FWHByp2 1890 Upward None 70
15 11 _LoFP1 0 Upward Upward 10
16 11 LoFP2 3.5 Downward Downward 10
17 11_LoFP3 184.5 Upward None 10
18 11 LoFP4 2165.5 Downward Downward 10
19 11 LoFP5 2346.5 Upward Upward 10
20 11 LoFP6 6727.5 Downward Downward 10
21 11_LoFP7 7148.5 Upward Downward 10
22 11_LoFP8 11048.5 Upward Upward 10
23 11 LoFP9 18212.5 Downward None 10
24 11_LoFP1O 20013.5 Upward None 10
25 12_TGTripl 0 None Upward 288
26 12_TGTrip2 15 Downward Downward 288
27 12_TGTrip3 2790 Upward Upward 288
28 13_Overprl 0 None Upward 1
29 I 3Overpr2 15 Downward Downward 1
30 13_Overpr3 2790 Upward Upward 1
31 14 SRVBlwdn 0 Downward Downward 1
32 19_RedTo0pct 0 Downward None 300
33 20_HSHeatup 0 Upward None 300
34 20AHSFWInj1 0 Downward None 300
35 20AHSFWInj2 181 Upward None 300
36 21 Shutdown 0 Downward Downward 300
37 24_HydroTestl 0 None Upward 1
38 24_HydroTest2 1200 None Downward 1
39 25 Unbolt 0 Downward None 123

• Since this transient does not affect the FW nozzle, it is not considered in the cyclic evaluation.
•* Note that stress peaks may occur after the start of the subsequent ramp.

3.4 Material Properties, VESLFAT
Material properties are entered in VESLFAT input files VFAT-11.FDT (safe end) and VFAT-2LFDT
(nozzle comer). Table 2 lists the temperature-dependent material properties used in the analysis [1,
Table 5] [8], and Table 3 lists the fatigue curve for the nozzle and safe end materials [3, Appendix I,
Table 1-9.1 and Figure 1-9.1]., VESLFAT automatically scales the stresses by the ratio of E on the
fatigue curve to E in the analysis, for purposes of determining allowable numbers of cycles, as
required by the ASME Code.
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Other material properties are input as follows:

m = 3.0, n = 0.2, parameters used to calculate factor K,, safe end [9]
m = 2.0, n = 0.2, parameters used to calculate factor K,, nozzle comer [9]
E from fatigue curve = 30,000 ksi [3, Appendix I, Table 1-9.1 and Figure 1-9.1] [9]

Table 2: Temperature-Dependent Material Properties, VESLFAT

Material T, 'F E, psi Sm, ksi S,, ksi

A508 Class I

(safe end)

70

200

300

400

500

600

70

200

300

400

500

600

29.3(10)6

28.6(10)6

28.1(10)6

27.5(10)6

27. 1(10)6

26.5(10)6

27.8(10)6

27. 1(10)6

26.7(10)6

26.1(10)6

25.7(10)6

25.2(10)6

23.3

21.9

21.3

20.6

19.4

17.8

26.7

26.7

26.7

26.7

26.7

26.7

36.0

33.0

31.8

30.8

29.3

27.6

50.0

47.0

45.5

44.2

43.2

42.1

A508 Class II

(nozzle)

Table 3: Carbon/Low Alloy Steel Fatigue Curve

Number of
Cycles

10
20
50

100
200
500

1,000
2,000
5,000

10,000
20,000
50,000

100,000
200,000
500,000

1.000.000

I
I
I
I
U
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

S., ksi
580
410
275
205
155
105

83
64
48
38
31
23
20

16.5
13.5
12.5
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4.0 CALCULATIONS
Table 4 contains the stress components at the locations of interest for the 1,000 psi pressure case [6,
files PSE. OUT and PBLEND. OUT] and for the piping loads [1, Table 7], corresponding to a reactor
temperature of 575 0F [1, Section 3.1.8].

Table 4: Stress Components Before SCF, psi

Loading Type Node S" S, Sý Sy SXz SVZ
Unit Membrane 192 -810.7 6116 7853 -450.1 0 0

Pressure, plus Bending 657 -705.2 1198 24020 -3590 0 0
1,000 psi Total 657 -705.2 985.5 27590 -121.1 0 0

Piping Loads Nominal 192 0 7430 0 1210 3176 0
at 5750F 657 0 354 0 98 105 0

SCFs are applied to the pressure and piping load stress components to yield P+Q and P+Q+F stress
components as follows [1]:

Pressure:
Safe end (Node 192):

Membrane plus bending from ANSYS equals P+Q
Membrane plus bending from ANSYS is multiplied by 1.1 to yield P+Q+F

Nozzle comer (Node 657):
Membrane plus bending from ANSYS is multiplied by 1.333 to yield P+Q
Total stress from ANSYS is multiplied by 1.333 to yield P+Q+F

Piping Loads:
Safe end (Node 192):

Nominal stresses are multiplied by 1.796 to yield P+Q
Nominal stresses are multiplied by 1.976 to yield P+Q+F

Nozzle comer (Node 657):
Nominal stresses are used as is for P+Q and P+Q+F

Table 5 shows the stress components with SCFs. The piping load stress components are applied as
having negative signs, to yield the largest stress component ranges.

Table 5: Stress Components With SCF, psi

Membrane plus Bending Total
Load Node S" S' St SV S SIZ SwZ Sx Sv Sz SxV S1 Z SVZ=

Pressure 192 -811 6116 7853 -450 0 0 -892 6728 8638 -495 0 0
657 -940 1597 32019 -4785 0 0 -940 1314 36777 -161 0 0

Piping 192 0 13344 0 2173 5704 0 0 14682 0 2391 6276 0
657 0 354 0 98 105 0 0 354 0 98 105 0

The calculations of VESLFAT stress input are automated in Excel workbooks VFAT-11.XLS (safe
end) and VFAT-2I.XLS (nozzle). These files are organized with sheets labeled as follows:

0 Overview: Contains general information.
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• Other Stresses: Contains calculation of pressure and piping load as shown in Tables 4 and 5.
* Rearranger: There are 16 Rearranger sheets, one for each transient as analyzed by ANSYS.

In these sheets, thermal stresses are copied from Excel workbook StressResults.xls, which
contains the results of the ANSYS stress linearization for each transient, and rearranged to
conform to VESLFAT input format (including switching the shear stress components SXZ and
Syz as required by VESLFAT). Time-varying scale factors for the piping loads (based on FW
nozzle fluid temperature) and pressure are determined, and used to scale the unit load
stresses, which are then added to the thermal stresses. Time-varying pressure is also included
in the VESLFAT stress input. The VESLFAT stress input also includes time-varying metal
temperature, from the ANSYS output, which is used to determine temperature-dependent
properties from the values in Table 2.

* VESLFAT: Contains the VESLFAT stress input, obtained from sheets named Rearranger.
Load set numbers are entered on this sheet, as defined in Table 1. These sheets are saved to
VESLFAT input files VFAT-JI.STR (safe end) and VFAT-21.STR (nozzle comer). To avoid
double counting of stress states, the initial time steps of each load set before the first stress
peak are not included.

The files with extension STR are edited if necessary to remove some intermediate stress points, since
VESLFAT has a limit of 3,000 total stress states.

5.0 RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

Tables 6 and 7 give the detailed fatigue usage results for the safe end and the nozzle comer,
respectively, from VESLFAT output files VFAT-1I.FAT (safe end) and VFAT-21.FAT (nozzle
comer). All VESLFAT input and output files are saved in the project computer files.

Table 6: Fatigue Usage Results. for Safe End

Load Set A Load Set B n S,, psi KI Sa.t, psi N Usage
15 11_LoFP1 18 11_LoFP4 10 61435 1.115 57352 2836.19 0.0035
20 11-LoFP6 27 12-TGTrip3 10 49698 1 40800 8098.01 0.0012
27 12_TGTrip3 34 20AHSFWInj 1 278 42194 1 37182 10769 0.0258
30 13_Overpr3 34 20AHSFWInj 1 1 42194 1 37182 10769 0.0001
33 20_HSHeatup 34 20AHSFWInj1 21 42563 1 35966 12060 0.0017
5 4_TurbRolll 33 20_HSHeatup 279 43986 1 35597 12491 0.0223
64 TurbRoll2 23 11 LoFP9 10 39882 1 32197 17579 0.0006
5 4_TurbRolll 6 4 TurbRol12 21 39842 1 32178 17615 0.0012
16 11_LoFP2 35 20A_-SFWInj2 10 40708 1 31762 18413 0.0005
35 20A HSFWInj2 37 24_HydroTestl 1 20956 1 13081 664055 0.0000
17 11_LoFP3 35 20A HSFWInj2 10 20399 1 12667 887275 0.0000
19 11 LoFP5 35 20A HSFWInj2 10 19602 1 12135 infinite 0.0000

TOTAL = 0.0571

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Table 7: Fatigue Usage Results fo r Nozzle Corner

Load Set A
2 2 DesHydro 1
2 2_DesHydrol
2 2_DesHydrol
2 2_DesHydrol
2 2DesHydro 1
5 4 TurbRolll
3 2_DesHydro2
3 2_DesHydro2
3 2 DesHydro2
34 20AHSFWInj 1
34 20AHSFWInj 1
26 12_TGTrip2
21 11 LoFP7
26 12_TGTrip2
2211 LoFP8
43 Startup
43 Startup
43 Startup
43 3Startup
32 19_R edTo0pct
13 10_FWHBypl
13 10_FWHBypl
35 20AH-ISFWInj2
9 6 WklvRedl

Load Set B
1611 LoFP2
20 11 LoFP6
18 11 LoFP4
11 9_TurbTripl
5 4 TurbRolll
39 25 Unbolt
5 4 TurbRolll
23 11 LoFP9
34 20A HSFWInj 1
38 24_HydroTest2
36 21_Shutdown
36 21 Shutdown
26 12_TGTrip2
3114 SRVBlwdn
26 12_TGTrip2
26 12_TGTrip2
29 1 3Overpr2
28 13_Overprl
32 19_RedTo0pct
33 20_HSHeatup
33 20_HSHeatup
35 20AHSFWlnj2
37 24_HydroTestl
35 20A HSFWInj2

n
10
10
10
10
80

123
97
10
13
1

286
14
10
1

10
253

1
1

45
255
45
25

1
274

S., psi
65109
50344
50150.
65712
64296
63308
61437
63138
49069
49097
49111
60379
49395
42902
32212
30212
30212
28966
24083
18765
19637
20388
19850
19341

Table 7: Fatigue Usage Results for Nozzle 
CornerK,

1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1*
1
1
1

1

1

Sa.t, psi
46047
43990
43205
43011
43008
41430
40391
40101
39657
39622
39616
38556
.33091

27518
24687
23513
23513
19423
17665
12883
12679
12624
12359
11952

N
5655.78
6477.19
6832.83
6924.58
6925.97
7738.36
8343.98
8524.36
8810.73
8833.38
8837.88

9578.4
16015
28831
40237
46728
46728

111118
156402
761835
879615
914934
infinite
infinite

TOTAL =

Usage
0.0018
0.0015
0.0015
0.0014
0.0116
0.0159
0.0116
0.0012
0.0015
0.0001
0.0324
0.0015
0.0006
0.0000
0.0002
0.0054
0.0000
0.0000
0.0003
0.0003
0.0001
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0889

6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
A previously-developed FEM was analyzed using the ANSYS program. Thermal transient analysis
was performed for each defined transient, and the thermal stresses were added to stresses due to
pressure and piping loads, which were scaled based on the magnitudes of the pressure and piping
loads. SCFs were applied as appropriate. All six components of the stress tensor were used for
stress calculations. The fatigue calculation was performed at previously-examined locations, and
used the methodology of Subarticle NB-3200 of Section III of the ASME Code.

The 60-year CUF for the safe end location was determined to be 0.0571, and the CUF for the nozzle
comer location was determined to be 0.0889. Both values are less than the ASME Code allowable
value of 1.0.

Environmental fatigue usage analysis will be performed in a separate calculation package.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this calculation is to perform a plant-specific evaluation of reactor water
environmental effects for the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) feedwater nozzle identified in
NUREG/CR-6260 [1] for the older vintage General Electric (GE) plant for the Vermont Yankee
Nuclear Power Station (VY).

2.0 APPROACH

Per Chapter X, "Time-Limited Aging Analyses Evaluation of Aging Management Programs Under
10 CFR 54.21(c)(1)(iii)," Section X.Ml, "Metal Fatigue of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary," of
the Generic Aging Lessons Learned (GALL) Report [2], detailed, vintage-specific, fatigue
calculations are required for plants applying for license renewal for the locations identified for the
appropriate vintage plant in NUREG/CR-6260.

In this calculation, detailed environmentally assisted fatigue (EAF) calculations are performed for
VY for one of the locations associated with the older vintage GE plant in NUREG/CR-6260. The
older-vintage GE plant is the appropriate comparison to VY since the original piping design at VY
was in accordance with USAS B31.1 [3], as well as the fact that the older-vintage boiling water
reactor (BWR) in NUREG/CR-6260 was a BWR-4 plant, which is the same as VY.

Entergy performed an initial assessment of EAF effects for VY in their License Renewal Application
(LRA) that was submitted to the NRC in January 2006. Table 4.3-3 of the VY LRA provides the
results of those evaluations. All but two of the VY locations evaluated for EAF in the LRA did not
yield acceptable results for 60 years of operation, as they were based on generic analysis results from
NUREG/CR-6260 that were not VY-specific. Plant-specific analyses have been recently completed
to address those components for VY. Relevant chemistry input for this calculation is contained in
Reference [5]. This calculation documents the EAF evaluation for the feedwater nozzle locations.
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3.0 METHODOLOGY

Per Section X.M1 of the GALL Report [2], the EAF evaluation must use the appropriate Fen
relationships from NUREG/CR-6583 [4] (for carbon/low alloy steels), which are the materials under
consideration for the feedwater nozzle. Per Figure 2 and Table 2 of Reference [6], the two locations
being evaluated are the feedwater nozzle safe end (carbon steel) and the feedwater nozzle forging
comer (low alloy steel). Based on the materials of these locations, the appropriate expressions are:

For Carbon Steel [4, p. 69]. Fen = exp (0.585 - 0.00124T' - 0.101S*T*O* s*) (1)

Substituting T' = 25°C in the above expression, as required by NLUREG/CR-6583 to relate room temperature air data to
service temperature data in water [7], the following is obtained:

Fen= exp (0.585 - 0.00124(25°C) - 0.101 S* T* 0* E*) (2)

= exp (0.554 - 0.101 S* T* 0* E*) (3)

(4)For Low Alloy Steel [4, p. 69]: Fen = exp (0.929 - 0.00124T' - 0.101S*T*O* 8*)

Substituting T' = 25°C in the above expression, as required by NUREG/CR-6583 to relate room temperature air data to
service temperature data in water [7], the following is obtained:

Fen = exp (0.929 - 0.00124(25-C) - 0.101 S* T* 0* 6*) (5)

= exp (0.898 - 0.101 S* T* 0*s*) (6)

where [4, pp. 60 and 65]: Fen = fatigue life correction factor
S* = S for 0 < sulfur content, S < 0.015 wt. %

= 0.015 for S > 0.015 wt. %
T* = 0 forT< 150'C

= (T -150) for 1505 <T<350'C
T = fluid service temperature (°C)
0* = 0 for dissolved oxygen, DO < 0.05 parts per million (ppm)

= ln(DO/0.04) for 0.05 ppm < DO _< 0.5 ppm
= ln(12.5) for DO > 0.5 ppm

8* = 0 for strain rate, E* > 1%/sec

= In(;* ) for 0.001 •8* S' 1%/sec

= ln(O.001) for 8* < 0.001%/sec

* Bounding Fen values were determined in Reference [5]. The values determined in Table 3 of
Reference [5] will be used for the carbon steel feedwater nozzle safe end location, where feedwater
DO levels are low and the Fen value is a constant value of 1.74 for all temperatures for both hydrogen
water chemistry (HWC) and normal water chemistry (NWC) conditions. For the low alloy steel
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nozzle corner location, the applicable F,, values are shown in Table 4 of Reference [5]. Since there
is a significant variation in values with temperature, Fen values will be computed for each load pair in
the detailed fatigue calculation for this location.

The environmental fatigue is determined as U,, = (U) (F,,), where U is the original fatigue usage
and U, is the environmentally assisted fatigue (E.AF) usage factor. All calculations can be found in
Excel spreadsheet "VY-]9Q-303 (Env. Fat. Calcs).xls" associated with this calculation.

From Table 1 of Reference [5], the following water chemistry input applies for the low alloy steel
nozzle comer location:

* Over the 60-year operating life of the plant, HWC conditions exist for 47% of the time, and
NWC conditions exist for 53% of the time.

" For the RPV Upper Region, which is applicable to the nozzle comer location, DO is 114 ppb
pre-HWC and 97 ppb post-HWC.

With these assumptions, the cumulative usage factor (CUF) values documented in this calculation
are considered applicable for sixty years of operation including all relevant EAF and EPU effects.

4.0 CALCULATIONS

From Table 6 of Referehce [6], the CUF for the safe end for 60 years of operation is 0.0571. Thus,
the EAF CUF for 60 years is 0.0571 x 1.74 = 0.0994, which is less than the allowable value of 1.0
and is therefore acceptable.

The CUF for the nozzle comer for 60 years of operation is shown in Table 7 of Reference [6], and
has a value of 0.0889. This calculation is reproduced in Table 1, along with EAF calculations on a
load pair basis using the F,, expression in Equation (6) above for low alloy steel. The final EAF CUF
for 60 years is 0.353 1, which is less than the allowable value of 1.0 and is therefore acceptable. The
overall Fen multiplier for this location is 3.97.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

In this calculation, EAF calculations were performed in accordance With the GALL Report [2] for
the feedwater nozzle safe end (carbon steel) and nozzle comer (low alloy steel) locations. These
locations were selected based on the locations identified in NUREG/CR-6260 for the older vintage
GE plant and plant-specific fatigue calculations that determined the limiting locations for VY.
Calculations for the remaining NUREG/CR-6260 locations are documented in other calculations.

The EAF results for the locations identified above indicate that the fatigue usage factors, including
environmental effects, are within the allowable value for 60 years of operation. The calculations for
both locations make use of the 60-year projected cycles for VY and incorporate EPU effects
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(conservatively assumed to apply for all 60 years of operation). Therefore, no additional evaluation
is required for these components, and the GALL requirements are satisfied.

6.0 REFERENCES

1. NUREG/CR-6260 (INEL-95/0045), "Application of NUREG/CR-5999 Interim Fatigue Curves to
Selected Nuclear Power Plant Components," March 1995.

2. NUREG-1801, Revision 1, "Generic Aging Lessons Learned (GALL) Report," U. S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, September 2005.

3. USAS B31.1.0 - 1967, USA Standard Code for Pressure Piping, "Power Piping," American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, New York.

4. NUREG/CR-6583 (ANL-97/l8), "Effects of LWR Coolant Environments on Fatigue Design
Curves of Carbon and Low-Alloy Steels," March 1998.

5. SI Calculation Package, Environmental Fatigue Evaluation of Reactor Recirculation Inlet Nozzle
and Vessel Shell/Bottom Head, Revision 0, SI File No. VY-16Q-303.

6. SI Calculation Package, ASME Code Confirmatory Fatigue Evaluation of Reactor Feedwater
Nozzle, Revision 0, SI File No. VY-19Q-302.

7. EPRI/BWRVIP Memo No. 2005-271, "Potential Error in Existing Fatigue Reactor Water
Environmental Effects Analyses," July 1, 2005.
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Table 1: EAF Calculations for the Feedwater Nozzle Corner
CUF Calculation fom. Table 7 ofReference 06i E.~~ouo~ioL HWCP DO I59:00

97 094 rpb
% H959C= 47% 63% = % fWC

Index Load 91 ODescrplton 51 no (cycles Loa 12escrlption 9 :for9 (cycles) T [cycles) S0, (psql N So. (psl") 09. U

0 2 20esHydrol 120 6 iLoFP2 10 90 65,909 .000 46.047 &,955.78 0.0017?
2 2 2 2-eHydno1 110 20 11 "LoFP6 10 19 a 0344 I.000 43.990 6.477.19 0.00154
3 2 2 2De.Hydoi 00 108 11-L.oFP4 90 10 50.150 1.000 43.204 6,832.83 0.00146
4 2 2 2 esHydral 90 I1 SlonTuiTpi 10 10 65.712 1.000 43.011 6.924.50 0.00144

5 2 2 2aesfydo.i 90 5 4"-Tur,59o1 300 90 04.296 1.000 43.008 6.925-97 001115S
6 5 i TufbRoll 220 39 25 Unbolt 123 123 63.308 1.000 49.430 7.7T3.36 0.01509
7 3 20DesHydto2 1 120 5 4J1ubR.11 9? 97 S7 1.437 1.000 40.391 0.343.98 9.115G3
9 3 2_OeaHydo2 23 23 IILoFFP9 9 I0 63.03 1 .000 40.10f 9,524.36 0.0011?
9 3 2 DeeHydlo2 `13 34 20A4HSF

W
rnji 300 13 49,069 1.000 39.657 .910.73 0.00148

10 34 20AHSFVVInjl 28T 38 24_HydoTeet2 1 1 49.09? 1.000 39.622 8.339.38 0.00011
11 34 i20AkHSFWVntii 286 36 2_ Shu0d44n 300 280 49.111 1.Q00 39.518 .8337.05 0.03236
12 29 12_1 .. p2 289 30 21-Shutdown 14 !4 60.379 1.000 39. 56 9,578.40 0.00146
13 29 0 LoFP? 10 26 12_TGT1ip2 374 10 49.395 3 .000 33.090 16005.90 0.00052

14 20 j 12_-TGTdp2 264 31 t4_SRVOIwodn 1 1 42.902 1.000 27.099 28.931.00 0.00003
15 22 i1 Lo.P=8 10 26 12TGTdp2 263 90 32,212 1.000 24,607 40,237.00 0.0002S
18 4 3 ilartup 300 26 12 TGTOp2 253 253 30.212 1.000 23.513 46.725.00 0.005411
17 4 3( Stloup 47 "20 1Overpr

2  
1 1 30.212 1.000 23.513 40025.00 0-00002

i8 4 3SOaeup 49 20 93_Ovorf 1 1 28.956 1.000 19.423 110,019.00 0.00001

19 4 3 _Staup 45 32 !95.4RodTo.0p 300 45 24.003 1.000 17.655 156.402.00 0.00029

20 32 19 RedToOpct 255 33 20_HSHIeotup 300 255 18.7 5 1.000 12.893 761,035.00 0.00033
21 13 10 F00H7ypl 70 33 20 9SHeetup 45 45 19.637 1.000 12.679 979.015.00 0.00005

22 13 10 tFWHBpl 20 35 20AHSFWlnj2 209 25 20,399 -.500 12.624 914.134900 0.00003
23 3 20A HSFVVlni2j 275 37 24 HydroTe.0 1 1 09.900 .000 02.309 nfnilte 0.00000
26 WklyRead ! 2000 35 20A HSFWdr42 274 274 19.341 1.000 11*9552 ilhoni 0.00000

Total, Uso- 0.08893

Transient Maximum Temieratuoso

Index Loed 9' Descriptonlino (cycle) Load. 1Description#2 Index T Tlm s9l T22t ,,t psi) T{F IT
1 2 2 DesHydrol 120 16 11_LoFP2 1 2 30 16 14 60.909 306
2 2 0 2-0enHydo 0 2t0 20 11LoFP6 2 2 30 20 3 500344 380

3 2 2JIeoHydml 1 100 18 I1-.LoFP4 3 2 30 19 7 00.050 389
4 2 2 ODesH)dml 1 90 11 8 TurbTrpl 4 2 30 11 6 05.712 351
5 2 2 DeoHyd.l 90 5 _d4T.bRoII1 6 2 30 S 12 64.295 360
6 5 4TulbRo0l 220 39 25_Unbolt 5 9 02 39 23 63.308 360
T 3 2 _esHydr2 m 120 9 4 TulbRoIli 7 3 1 6 12 50.437 360
8 3 :2 DelsHydoo2 23 23 11LoFFP9 3 1 23 7 63,138 353
9 3 2 _Oles-lydro2 73 34 20ALHsFWnJI 9 3 1 34 21 49,069 380
10 34 20A IIS'Eniln 297 39 24 HydroTest2 10 34 21 39 1 49.097 309
It 34 :20A HSFVIOnjl 296 36 219Shutdown 11 34 2t 36 195 49.111 399
12 26 121TGTrp2 : 288 36 21Shutdown 102 26 6 36 105 60.379 309

13 21 1 1.LoFP7 10 26 12_TGTdp2 13 21 69 25 7 49.395 474
14 26 12 TGTnp2 . 264 31 14 SRVOwdn 14 26 6 31 41 42.902 349
05 22 110loFP8 10 29 107T2Trip2 15 22 1 26 7 32.212 539

16 4 3Startup 300 20. I2_TG~p2 16 4 9 26 7 30,212 503

07 4 3_S04dup 47 29 13Ovn"rp2 I? 4 1 29 1 30.212 503
18 4 3 Slorlup . 45 28 13_Oeoporl 10 4 1 20 1 28,955 503
09 4 3 Startup A4 32 19 RodToOlnt 19 4 1 32 45 24.983 503

20 32 19_Red1TopOt I 250 33 2OHSHeatup 20 32 40 33 26 19.765 6,43
21 13 i10 FWHOyp1 70 33 20 HHeotup 21 13 . 23 33 26 19.637 548
22 03 1S 10_ 049790 20 30 20AHSFWVln2 22 13 23 36 14 20.1989 649
33 30 20A HSFW~nJ2 2T6 37 2

4
_HydroT.e.t 23 3S 14 3? 1 19.050 549

24 9 9 6 WdyRedo 2000 35 20A HSFWli2 24 9 10 35 04 019341 0549

T..m ('F)" 9600C ?~,,

355.0 

3.242
L--LF)-"

356.0
381.0
389.0
151'a
360.0
360.0
3GO.0
353.0
399.0
388.0
388.0
349 .0
424. 0
349.0
538,0
S03.0
5010
5010
603.0
5430
S48.0
549.0
548 0

r...~ ('C)
L-, rc)080.0

193.9
199.3
17T.2
182.2
182.2
182.2
178.3
197.9
197.8
197.9
976.1
217.9
170.1
281.1
261.7
261.7
261.7
261.7
213.9
286.7
297.2
2896.
286.1

Hwc F" !Ti
3.242
3.687
3.842
3.159
3,309
3.309
3.309
3.192
3.823
3623
3ý873
3127
C601
3.127
a 277
6,912
G.9i2
G.912
6ý912
8.493
8.714 -
6.759
S. 7 14
8.714

tIWC F.,n M U-• no
3.410 0.0089
3.971 0.00592
4.169 0.00596
3.309 0.00469
3.494 0.03936
3.494 0.08416
3,494 0.03961
3.349 0.00304
4.144 0.00509
4.914 0.00045
4.144 0.12921
3.209 0.00450

5.160 0.00306
3.269 0.00011
10.330 0.00233
0.347 0.04194
1.347 0.00016
8.347 0.00007
8.347 0.00221
10.649 0.00323
10.978 0.00051
9 .040 0,0002T
1 0.978 0.00000
10.978 0.00000

Total, U-o.,, - 0-35306
Overall F., - 3.970

flotas: 1. To Is (he maximum temperature of n he two paired loed sta000, and represersnts the metal inoal) lemlpooal0e a the location b0in00 analyzed. Tills is delermoned Thm the VESLFAT output fon Romelence 169,
wjhich is included as - in the"Tansient Maximum Temperatures- table above.

2. F nvalues computed uino Equation (1) .fih S* consennmt•y ant tomao onxdmum value of0.015. and the transformed strain rate consennativety sel to a minimum value o•fn (0•00i9 --. 908 for all leoad pan'.

3. U- • (U•x ToCFn x % oWCJ o JU o x WCF, ox % nWC].

4. Ti and T2 rnpresent Ite load number Ior Load 91 end Load 02. respectoely. and .0 and S2 onpresent 90e state number for each of9000s0 loads.
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'# Entergy
Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc.
Vermont Yankee
P-O. Box 0250
320 Governor Hunt Road
Vernon, VT 05354
Tel 802 257 7711

January 30, 2008
BVY 08-002

ATTN: Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

References: 1) Letter, Entergy to USNRC, "Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power
Station,. License No. DPR-28, License Renewal Application," BVY
06-009, dated January 25, 2006.

2) ,etter, Entergy to USNRC, "Update of Aging Management
Program Audit Q&A Database," BVY 07-079, dated November 14,
2007.

3) Letter, USNRC to Entergy, "Update on Extension of Schedule for
the Conduct of Review of the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power
Station License Renewal Application," NVY 07-157, dated
November 27, 2007.

4) Letter, Entergy .to USNRC, "License Renewal Application,
Amendment 33," BVY 07-082, dated December 11, 2007.

5) Letter, Entergy to USNRC, "License Renewal Application,
Amendment 31," BVY 07-066, dated September 17, 2007.

Subject: Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station
License No. DPR-28 (Docket No. 50-271)
License Renewal Application, Amendment 34

On January 25, 2006, Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. and Entergy Nuclear Vermont
Yankee, LLC (Entergy) submitted the License Renewal Application (LRA) for the
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station (Reference 1).

In Reference (2), Entergy provided an update to the Aging Management Program (AMP)
Audit Q&A Database. In Reference (3), the NRC requested additional information
relative to audit question number 387. This information was provided in Reference (4).

Subsequent to that submittal and a follow-up meeting with the NRC staff on January 8,
2008, Entergy agreed to perform additional analyses to support the original response.
Attachment 1 to this letter provides the results of those analyses. Attachment 2 provides
an update to the Cumulative Usage Factor for the Core Spray nozzle forging blend
radius that was previously submitted with Reference (5).

This letter contains no new regulatory commitments.

Should you have any questions concerning this submittal, please contact Mr. David
Mannai at (802) 451-3304.

A4l/
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I declare under penalty of perjury that. the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on January 30, 2008.

Sincerely,

Site Vice President
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station I

Attachments

cc: Mr. James Dyer, Director
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office 05E7
Washington, DC 20555-00001

Mr. Samuel J. Collins, Regional Administrator,.Region 1
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission I
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406-1415

Mr. Jack Strosnider, Director I
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

"Office T8A23 2
-Washington, DC 20555-00001

Mr. Jonathan Rowley, Senior Project Manager

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
MS-O-11 F1
Rockville, MD 20853 I
Mr. Mike Modes
USNRC RI
475 Allendale Road

* King of Prussia, PA 19406

Mr. James S. Kim, Project Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop O-8-C2A
Washington, DC 20555

I
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USNRC Resident Inspector
Entergy Nuclear Vermont Yankee, LLC
P.O. Box 157
Vernon, Vermont 05354

Mr. David O'Brien, Commissioner
VT Department of Public Service
112 State Street - Drawer 20
Montpelier, Vermont 05620-2601

Diane Curran, Esq.
Harmon, Curran, Spielberg & Eisenberg, LLP
1726 M Street, N.W., Suite 600
Washington, DC 20036
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VERMONT YANKEE.NUCLEAR POWER STATION
LICENSE RENEWAL APPLICATION AMENDMENT 34

ATTACHMENT 1

Vermont Yankee Feedwater Nozzle Confirmatory Analysis Results

On January 8, 2008, the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) staff and Entergy Vermont
Yankee (VY) met in a public meeting to discuss VY's response to RAI 4.3.3-2 on environmentally
assisted fatigue (EAF). After a formal presentation and dialogue with NRC staff, VY agreed to

.perform a confirmatory EAF analysis on the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) feedwater nozzle. This
analysis would confirm the VY fatigue analysis approach by performing an alternate confirmatory
analysis using ASME Code, Section III, Subsection NB-3200 [1] methodology to demonstrate
available nozzle margins and acceptability of the VY approach. Table 1 provides the results of the
confirmatory analysis and demonstrates that the existing VY fatigue analysis approach is
acceptable.

Discussion

The following, items summarize the methods used in the VY confirmatory analysis [2],[3],[4]:

1. The feedwater nozzle was chosen for confirmation since it has the largest number and most
complicated and severe transients, and the highest calculated fatigue usage of the three
nozzles which used the VY fatigue analysis approach. The analysis of the feedwater nozzle is
bounding for the core spray and recirculation outlet nozzles since the calc'ulated usage factors
are at least 70% less than those for the feedwater nozzle and the number and severity of
thermal transients are less.

2. The confirmatory analysis performed a detailed ASME Code, Section II1, Subsection NB-3200
[1] fatigue calculation. The same ANSYS finite element model (FEM) was used as for the
current licensing basis fatigue analysis, and was also used in the existing environmental. fatigue
analysis. The same number and severity of design -transients and the same water chemistry
inputs were used as had been used in the existing environmental fatigue analysis. Thermal
transient stresses were calculated directly using the FEM for all transients.

3. The same transient definitions and cycle counts for 60 years of operation, as defined in
Reference [5] and used for the existing analysis [8], were used for computation of cumulative
fatigue in the confirmatory analysis.

4. The limiting cross-sections previously evaluated for the feedwater nozzle (nozzle corner and
safe end) were evaluated.

5. Primary plus secondary and total stress ranges for all events were calculated and a correction
for elastic-plastic analysis (i.e., K.) was applied, where appropriate. Total stress intensity for
each transient pair based on stress component differences was calculated per ASME Code,
Section III, Paragraph NB- 3216.2 [1]. Stress ranges for primary plus secondary and primary
plus secondary plus peak stress were calculated using all six components of stress (3 direct and
3 shear stresses). When more than one load set was defined for either of the event pair
loadings, the stress differences were determined for all of thepossible loading combinations,
and the pair producing the largest alternating total stress intensity (including the effects of 1e)
was used.

BVY 08-002
Docket 50-271



VERMONT YANKEE NUCLEAR POWER STATION
LICENSE RENEWAL APPLICATION AMENDMENT 34

ATTACHMENT 1

6. For the fatigue usage calculation, stress intensities for the event pairs were re-ordered in order
of decreasing primary plus secondary plus peak stress intensity, including a correction for the
ratio of modulus of elasticity (E) from the fatigue curve divided by E from the analysis. A fatigue
table was created to determine the number of cycles available for each of the events of an event
pair, and to determine fatigue usage per ASME Code, Section III, Paragraph NB-3222.4e [1).
For each load set pair in the fatigue table, the allowable number of cycles was determined from I
the alternating stress, which is half of the corrected total stress intensity range, using the
appropriate ASME Code, Section ll1 [1] fatigue curve.

7. Per Section X.M1 of the GALL Report [6], environmental fatigue multipliers were calculated i
using the Fen relationships from NUREG/CR-6583 [7] for carbon and low alloy steels. The Fen
factors are bounding for all transient pairs based on the highest temperature of each of the
transient stress pairs.

The results of the confirmatory analysis and a comparison of the final CUF results from the existing
EAF analysis are shown in Table 1 below.

Table 1 - VY Feedwater Nozzle 60 year EAF CUE I
Location Analysis EAF CUF / Allowable

Safe End EAF Analysis 0.2560 1.0000
18_
Confirmatory 0.0994/ 1.0000
Analysis [4]

Nozzle Corner EAF Analysis 0.6392 /1.0000
(Blend Radius) [8]

Confirmatory 0.3531 /1.0000
Analysis [4)

Conclusions:

The existing EAF analysis for the VY feedwater, recirculation outlet, and core spray nozzles used a
simplified fatigue analysis approach to calculate CUFs, including bounding Fen relationships. The
confirmatory analysis used ASME Code, Section 11, Subsection NB [1] methods and included
more refined but still conservative Fen relationships.

For the locations identified above, the EAF results, using either the existing or confirmatory
analysis, show that the fatigue usage factors, including environmental effects, are well within
allowable values for 60 years of operation.

The confirmatory analysis for the feedwater nozzle, which used ASME Section III [1] code
methods,. confirms the adequacy of the existing VY fatigue analysis approach for all three nozzles.

BVY 08-002
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ATTACHMENT 1
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VERMONT YANKEE NUCLEAR POWER STATION
LICENSE RENEWAL APPLICATION AMENDMENT 34

ATTACHMENT 2

Update to Supplemental Information for Environmentally Assisted Fatigue

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station (VYNPS) provided the following information with
Amendment 31 in response to License Renewal Commitment 27. The commitment
specified addressing environmentally assisted fatigue by refining fatigue analyses to
include the effects of reactor water environment to verify that the cumulative usage
factors (CUFs) are less than 1. Entergy completed refinement of the fatigue analyses
as specified in Commitment 27 in accordance with the clarifying details provided in the
letter of July 30, 2007. The results indicated that the CUFs of the most fatigue sensitive
locations will be-less than 1.0 through the period of extended operation, considering both
mechanical and environmental effects. Subsequent to the Amendment 31 submittal, the
environmentally-adjusted CUF value for the Core Spray nozzle forging blend radius was
updated to reflect new information, as shown in the revised table below. This table
supersedes and replaces in its entirety the table submitted as part of Attachment 1 to
BVY 07-066, dated September 17, 2007.

The following results of the refined fatigue analyses are the environmentally adjusted
CUF values for 60 years of operation for the locations specified in NUREG/CR-6260.

VYNPS Cumulative Usage Factors for
NUREG/CR-6260 Limiting Locations

Material Overall*
Environmental Environmentally

NUREG-6260 Location Multiplier (Fen) Adiusted CUF
1 RPV vessel shell/ bottom head Low alloy steel 9.51 0.08
2 RPV shell at shroud support Low alloy steel 9.51 0.74
3 Feedwater nozzle forging blend radius Low alloy steel 10.05 0.64
4 RR Class 1 piping (return tee) Stainless steel 12.62 0.74
5 RR inlet nozzle forging Low alloy steel 7.74 0.50
6 RR inlet nozzle safe end Stainless steel 11.64 0.02
7 RR outlet nozzle forging Low alloy steel 7.74 0.08
8 Core spray nozzle forging blend radius, Low alloy steel 10.05 0-0432 0.1668
9 Feedwater piping riser to RPV nozzle Carbon steel 1.74 0.29

Effective multiplier for past and projected operating history, power level, and water chemistry.
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Production Number
NEC038229
NEC038230
NEC038231
NEC038232
NEC038234
NEC038235
NEC044841
NEC044842
NEC044843
NEC044845
NEC044846
NEC044847
NEC044848
NEC044849
NEC044850
NEC044851
NEC044852
NEC044853
NEC044854
NEC044855
NEC044856
NEC044857
NEC044858
NEC044859
NEC044860
NEC044861
NEC044862
NEC044863
NEC044864
NEC044865
NEC044866
NEC044867
NEC044868
NEC044869
NEC044870
NEC044871
NEC044872
NEC044873
NEC044874
NEC044875

Filename
5920-04220.tif
6202-025.tif
6202-026.tif
G-191481.tif
G-1 91707 SH-1.tif
G-1 91709.tif
5920-238 Rev4.tif
5920-5533.tif
5920-5749.tif
5920-5749readable.tif
5920-5750.tif
5920-5751.tif
5920-5752.tif
5920-624 rev.8.tif
5920-655 rev6.tif
5920-6622shlof3.tif
5920-6622sh2of3.tif
5920-6622sh3of3.tif
5920-6623.tif
5920-6624.tiff.tif
5920-6625.tif
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Abstract

The ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code provides rules for the design of Class 1 components of
nuclear power plants. Figures 1-9.1 through 1-9.6 of Appendix I to Section III of the Code specify design
curves for applicable structural materials. However, the effects of light water reactor (LWR) coolant
environments are not explicitly addressed by the Code design curves. The existing fatigue strain-vs.-life
(s-N) data illustrate potentially significant effects of LWR coolant environments on the fatigue resistance
of pressure vessel and piping steels. Under certain environmental and loading conditions, fatigue lives in
water relative to those in air can be a factor of z12 lower for austenitic stainless steels, z3 lower for Ni-
Cr-Fe alloys, and 17 lower for carbon and low-alloy steels. This report summarizes the work performed
at Argonne National Laboratory on the fatigue of piping and pressure vessel steels in LWR environments.
The existing fatigue s-N data have been evaluated to identify the various material, environmental, and
loading parameters that influence fatigue crack initiation, and to establish the effects of key parameters on
the fatigue life of these steels. Fatigue life models are presented for estimating fatigue life as a function
of material, loading, and environmental conditions. The environmental fatigue correction factor for
incorporating the effects of LWR environments into ASME Section III fatigue evaluations is described.
The report also presents a critical review of the ASME Code fatigue design margins of 2 on stress
(or strain) and 20 on life and assesses the possible conservatism in the current choice of design margins.
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Foreword

This report summarizes, reviews, and quantifies the effects of the light-water reactor (LWR)
environment on the fatigue life of reactor materials, including carbon steels, low-alloy steels, nickel-
chromium-iron (Ni-Cr-Fe) alloys, and austenitic stainless steels. The primary purpose of this report is to
provide the background and technical bases to support Regulatory Guide 1.207, "Guidelines for
Evaluating Fatigue Analyses Incorporating the Life Reduction of Metal Components Due to the Effects of
the Light-Water Reactor Environment for New Reactors."

Previously published related reports include NUREG/CR-5704, "Effects of LWR Coolant
Environments on Fatigue Design Curves of Austenitic Stainless Steels," issued April 1999; NUREG/CR-
6717, "Environmental Effects on Fatigue Crack Initiation in Piping and Pressure Vessel Steels," issued
May 2001; NUREG/CR-6787, "Mechanism and Estimation of Fatigue Crack Initiation in Austenitic
Stainless Steels in LWR Environments," issued August 2002; NUREG/CR-6815, "Review of the Margins
for ASME Code Fatigue Design Curve - Effects of Surface Roughness and Material Variability," issued
September 2003; and NUREG/CR-6583, "Effects of LWR Coolant Environments on Fatigue Design
Curves of Carbon and Low-Alloy Steels," issued February 1998. This report provides a review of the
existing fatigue &-N data for carbon steels, low-alloy steels, Ni-Cr-Fe alloys, and austenitic stainless steels
to define the potential effects of key material, loading, and environmental parameters on the fatigue life of
the steels. By drawing upon a larger database than was used in earlier published reports, the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) has been able to update the Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) fatigue
life models used to estimate the, fatigue curves as a function of those parameters. In addition, this report
presents a procedure for incorporating environmental effects into fatigue evaluations. The database
described in this report (and its predecessors) reinforces the position espoused by the NRC that a
guideline for incorporating the LWR environmental effects in the fatigue life evaluations should be
developed and that the design curves for the fatigue life of pressure boundary and internal components
fabricated from stainless steel should be revised. Toward that end, this report proposes a method for
establishing reference curves and environmental correction factors for use in evaluating the fatigue life of
reactor components exposed to LWR coolants and operational experience.

Data described in this review have been used to define fatigue design curves in air that are
consistent with the existing fatigue data. Specifically, the published data indicate that the existing code
curves are nonconservative for austenitic stainless steels (e.g., Types 304, 316, and 316NG). Regulatory
Guide 1.207 endorses the new stainless steel fatigue design curves presented herein for incorporation in
fatigue analyses for new reactors. However, because of significant conservatism in quantifying other
plant-related variables (such as cyclic behavior, including stress and loading rates) involved in cumulative
fatigue life calculations, the design of the current fleet of reactors is satisfactory.

Brian W. Sheron, Director
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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Executive Summary

Section III, Subsection NB, of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code contains rules for the
design of Class 1 components of nuclear power plants. Figures 1-9.1 through 1-9.6 of Appendix I to
Section III specify the Code design fatigue curves for applicable structural materials. However,
Section III, Subsection NB-3121 of the Code states that the effects of the coolant environment on fatigue
resistance of a material were not intended to be addressed in these design curves. Therefore, the effects of
environment on the fatigue resistance of materials used in operating pressurized water reactor (PWR) and
boiling water reactor (BWR) plants, whose primary-coolant pressure boundary components were
designed in accordance with the Code, are uncertain.

The current Section-III design fatigue curves of the ASME Code were based primarily on strain-
controlled fatigue tests of small polished specimens at room temperature in air. Best-fit curves to the
experimental test data were first adjusted to account for the effects of mean stress and then lowered by a
factor of 2 on stress and 20 on cycles (whichever was more conservative) to obtain the design fatigue
curves. These factors are not safety margins but rather adjustment factors that must be applied to
experimental data to obtain estimates of the lives of components. Recent fatigue-strain-vs.-life (E-N)
data obtained in the U.S. and Japan demonstrate that light water reactor (LWR) environments can have
potentially significant effects on the fatigue resistance of materials. Specimen lives obtained from tests in
simulated LWR environments can be much shorter than those obtained from corresponding tests in air.

This report reviews the existing fatigue E-N data for carbon and low-alloy steels, wrought and cast
austenitic stainless steels (SSs), and nickel-chromium-iron (Ni-Cr-Fe) alloys in air and LWR
environments. The effects of various material, loading, and environmental parameters on the fatigue lives
of these steels are summarized. The results indicate that in air, the ASME mean curve for low-alloy
steels is in good agreement with the available experimental data, and the curve for carbon steels is
somewhat conservative. However, in air, the ASME mean curve for SSs is not consistent with the
experimental data at strain amplitudes <0.5% or stress amplitudes <975 MPa (<141 ksi); the ASME mean
curve is nonconservative. The results also indicate that the fatigue data for Ni-Cr-Fe alloys are not
consistent with the current ASME Code mean curve for austenitic SSs.

The fatigue lives of carbon and low-alloy steels, austenitic SSs, and Ni-Cr-Fe alloys are decreased
in LWR environments. The reduction depends on some key material, loading, and environmental
parameters. The fatigue data are consistent with the much larger database on enhancement of crack
growth rates in these materials in LWR environments. The key parameters that influence fatigue life in
these environments, e.g., temperature, dissolved-oxygen (DO) level in water, strain rate, strain (or stress)
amplitude, and, for carbon and low-alloy steels, S content of the steel, have been identified. Also, the
range of the values of these parameters within which environmental effects are significant has been
clearly defined. If these critical loading and environmental conditions exist during reactor operation, then
environmental effects will be significant and need to be included in the ASME Code fatigue evaluations.

Fatigue life models developed earlier to predict fatigue lives of small smooth specimens of carbon
and low-alloy steels, wrought and cast austenitic SSs, and Ni-Cr-Fe alloys as a function of material,
loading, and environmental parameters have been updated/revised by drawing upon a larger fatigue s-N
database. The functional form and bounding values of these parameters were based on experimental
observations and data trends. An approach that can be used to incorporate the effects of LWR coolant
environments into the ASME Code fatigue evaluations, based on the environmental fatigue correction
factor, Fen, is discussed. The fatigue usage for a specific stress cycle of load set pair based on the Code
fatigue design curves is multiplied by the correction factor to account for environmental effects.

xv



The report also presents a critical review of the ASME Code fatigue design margins of 2 on stress U
and 20 on life and assesses the possible conservatism in the current choice of design margins. Although
these factors were intended to be somewhat conservative, they should not be considered safety margins.
These factors cover the effects of variables that can influence fatigue life but were not investigated in the
experimental data that were used to obtain the fatigue design curves. Data available in the literature have
been reviewed to evaluate the margins on cycles and stress that are needed to account for such differences
and uncertainties. Monte Carlo simulations were performed to determine the margin on cycles needed to
obtain a fatigue design curve that would provide a somewhat conservative estimate of the number of
cycles to initiate a fatigue crack in reactor components. The results suggest that for both carbon and low-
alloy steels and austenitic SSs, the current ASME Code requirements of a factor of 20 on cycle to account
for the effects of material variability and data scatter, as well as size, surface finish, and loading history in
low cycle fatigue, contain at least a factor of 1.7 conservatism. Thus, to reduce this conservatism, fatigue
design curves have been developed from the ANL fatigue life model by first correcting for mean stress
effects, and then reducing the mean-stress adjusted curve by a factor of 2 on stress or 12 on cycles,
whichever is more conservative. These design curves are consistent with the existing fatigue s-N data.
A detailed procedure for incorporating environmental effects into fatigue evaluations is presented.
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Abbreviations

ANL Argonne National Laboratory

ANN Artificial Neural Network

ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers

BWR Boiling Water Reactor

CGR Crack Growth Rate

CUF Cumulative Usage Factor

DO Dissolved Oxygen

EAC Environmentally Assisted Cracking

ECP Electrochemical Potential

EPR Electrochemical Potentiodynamic Reactivation

EPRI Electric Power Research Institute

GE General Electric Co.

IHI Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries

KWU Kraftwerk Union Laboratories

LWR Light Water Reactor

MA Mill Annealed

MEA Materials Engineering Associates

MHI Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

MPA Materialprufungsanstalt

MSC Microstructurally Small Crack

NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission

ORNL Oak Ridge National Laboratory

PVRC Pressure Vessel Research Council

PWR Pressurized Water Reactor

RCS Reactor Coolant System

RT Room Temperature

SCC Stress Corrosion Cracking

SICC Strain Induced Corrosion Cracking

SS Stainless Steel

UTS Ultimate Tensile Strength

WRC Welding Research Council
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1. Fatigue Analysis

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code
Section III, Subsection NB, which contains rules for the design of Class 1 components for nuclear power
plants, recognizes fatigue as a possible mode of failure in pressure vessel steels and piping materials.
Fatigue has been a major consideration in the design of rotating machinery and aircraft, where the
components are subjected to a very large number of cycles (e.g., high-cycle fatigue) and the primary
concern is the endurance limit, i.e., the stress that can be applied an infinite number of times without
failure. However, cyclic loadings on a reactor pressure boundary component occur because of changes in
mechanical and thermal loadings as the system goes from one load set (e.g., pressure, temperature,
moment, and force loading) to another. The number of cycles applied during the design life of the
component seldom exceeds 105 and is typically less then a few thousand (e.g., low-cycle fatigue). The
main difference between high-cycle and low-cycle fatigue is that the former involves little or no plastic
strain, whereas the latter involves strains in excess of the yield strain. Therefore, design curves for
low-cycle fatigue are based on tests in which strain rather than stress is the controlled variable.

The ASME Code fatigue evaluation procedures are described in NB-3200, "Design by Analysis,"
and NB-3600, "Piping Design." For each stress cycle or load set pair, an individual fatigue usage factor
is determined by the ratio of the number of cycles anticipated during the lifetime of the component to the
allowable cycles. Figures 1-9.1 through 1-9.6 of the mandatory Appendix I to Section III of the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code specify fatigue design curves that define the allowable number of cycles
as a function of applied stress amplitude. The cumulative usage factor (CUF) is the sum of the individual
usage factors, and ASME Code Section III requires that at each location the CUF, calculated on the basis
of Miner's rule, must not exceed 1.

The ASME Code fatigue design curves, given in Appendix I of Section III, are based on strain-
controlled tests of small polished specimens at room temperature in air. The design curves have been
developed from the best-fit curves to the experimental fatigue-strain-vs.-life (s-N) data, which are
expressed in terms of the Langer equation1 of the form

a =A1(N )+A2, (1)

where Fa is the applied strain amplitude, N is the fatigue life, and Al, A2, and nl are coefficients of the
model. Equation 1 may be written in terms of stress amplitude Sa instead of Ca. The stress amplitude is
the product of Ca and elastic modulus E, i.e., Sa = E'ca (stress amplitude is one-half the applied stress
range). The current ASME Code best-fit or mean curve described in the Section III criteria document2

for various steels is given by

Sa = 100--Af +Bf, (2)

where E is the elastic modulus, Nf is the number of cycles to failure, and Af and Bf are constants related
to reduction in area in a tensile test and endurance limit of the material at 107 cycles, respectively. The
current Code mean curve for carbon steel is expressed as

Sa = 59,734 (Nf) 0 5 + 149.2, (3)
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for low-alloy steel, as i

Sa = 49,222 (Nf)"0 '5 + 265.4, (4) 3
and for austenitic SSs, as

Sa = 58,020 (Nf)0 '5 + 299.9. (5) i
Note that because most of the data used to develop the Code mean curve were obtained on specimens that
were tested to failure, in the Section III criteria document, fatigue life is defined as cycles to failure. I
Accordingly, the ASME Code fatigue design curves are generally considered to represent allowable
number of cycles to failure. However, in Appendix I to Section III of the Code the design curves are
simply described as stress amplitude (Sa) vs. number of cycles (N).

In the fatigue tests performed during the last three decades, fatigue life is defined in terms of the
number of cycles for tensile stress to decrease 25% from its peak or steady-state value. For typical i
cylindrical specimens used in these studies, this corresponds to the number of cycles needed to produce
an z 3-mm-deep crack in' the test specimen. Thus, the fatigue life of a material is actually being
described in terms of three parameters, viz., strain or stress, cycles, and crack depth. The best-fit curve to
the existing fatigue e-N data describes, for given strain or stress amplitude, the number of cycles needed 1
to develop a 3-mm deep crack. The fatigue e-N data are typically expressed by rewriting Eq. 1 as

ln(N) = A - B ln(Ea - C), (6) 3
where A, B, and C are constants; C represents the fatigue limit of the material; and B is the slope of the
log-log plot of fatigue F-N data. The ASME Code mean-data curves (i.e., Eqs. 3-5) may be expressed in
terms of Eq. 6 as follows. The fatigue life of carbon steels is given by

ln(N) = 6.726 - 2.0 ln(Fa - 0.072), (7) 3
for low-alloy steels, by

ln(N) = 6.339 - 2.0 ln(-a- 0.128), (8) 3
and, for austenitic SSs, by

In(N) = 6.954 - 2.0 ln(Ea- 0.167). (9)

The Code fatigue design curves have been obtained from the best-fit (or mean-data) curves by first
adjusting for the effects of mean stress using the modified Goodman relationship given by

S =Sa "(YU aY forSa<(y, (10) i

and 3
Sa=Sa for Sa>y, 2 (11)
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where S' is the adjusted value of stress amplitude, and (Y and (Y are yield and ultimate strengths of the
material, respectively. Equations 10 and 11 assume the maximum possible mean stress and typically give
a conservative adjustment for mean stress. The fatigue design curves are then obtained by reducing the
fatigue life at each point on the adjusted best-fit curve by a factor of 2 on strain (or stress) or 20 on cycles,
whichever is more conservative.

The factors of 2 and 20 are not safety margins but rather adjustment factors that should be applied
to the small-specimen data to obtain reasonable estimates of the lives of actual reactor components. As
described in the Section III criteria document,2 these factors were intended to account for data scatter
(including material variability) and differences in surface condition and size between the test specimens
and actual components. In comments about the initial scope and intent of the Section III fatigue design
procedures Cooper 3 states that the factor of 20 on life was regarded as the product of three subfactors:

Scatter of data (minimum to mean) 2.0
Size effect 2.5
Surface finish, atmosphere, etc. 4.0

Although the Section III criteria document 2 states that these factors were intended to cover such effects as
environment, Cooper3 further states that the term "atmosphere" was intended to reflect the effects of an
industrial atmosphere in comparison with an air-conditioned laboratory, not the effects of a specific
coolant environment. Subsection NB-3121 of Section III of the Code explicitly notes that the data used
to develop the fatigue design curves (Figs. 1-9.1 through 1-9.6 of Appendix I to Section III) did not
include tests in the presence of corrosive environments that might accelerate fatigue failure. Article
B-2131 in Appendix B to Section III states that the owner's design specifications should provide
information about any reduction to fatigue design curves that is necessitated by environmental conditions.

Existing fatigue s-N data illustrate potentially significant effects of light water reactor (LWR)
coolant environments on the fatigue resistance of carbon and low-alloy steels and wrought and cast
austenitic SSs.4-45 Laboratory data indicate that under certain reactor operating conditions, fatigue lives
of carbon and loW-alloy steels can be a factor of 17 lower in the coolant environment than in air.
Therefore, the margins in the ASME Code may be less conservative than originally intended.

The fatigue e-N data are consistent with the much larger database on enhancement of crack growth
rates (CGRs) in these materials in simulated LWR environments. The key parameters that influence
fatigue life in these environments, e.g., temperature, dissolved-oxygen (DO) level in water, strain rate,
strain (or stress) amplitude, and, for carbon and low-alloy steels, S content of the steel, have been
identified. Also, the range of the values of these parameters within which environmental effects are
significant has been clearly defined. If these critical loading and environmental conditions exist during
reactor operation, then environmental effects will be significant and need to be included in the ASME
Code fatigue evaluations. Experience with nuclear power plants worldwide indicates that the critical
range of loading and environmental conditions that leads to environmental effects on fatigue crack
initiation can occur during plant operation. 4 5-6 1

Many failures of reactor components have been attributed to fatigue; examples include piping,
nozzles, valves, and pumps. 46 -53 The mechanism of cracking in feedwater nozzles and piping has been
attributed to corrosion fatigue or strain-induced corrosion cracking (SICC).54-56 A review of significant
occurrences of corrosion fatigue damage and failures in various nuclear power plant systems has been
presented in an Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) report.45 In piping components, several failures
were associated with thermal loading due to thermal stratification and striping. Thermal stratification is
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caused by the injection of low-flow, relatively cold feedwater during plant startup, hot standby, or
variations below 20% of full power, whereas thermal striping is caused by rapid, localized fluctuations of
the interface between hot and cold feedwater. Significant cracking has also occurred in nonisolable
piping connected to a PWR reactor coolant system (RCS). In most cases, thermal cycling was caused by
interaction of hot RCS fluid from turbulent penetration at the top of the pipe, and cold valve leakage fluid
that had stratified at the bottom of the pipe. Lenz et al. 55 have shown that in feedwater lines, strain rates
are 10- 3-10- 5%/s due to thermal stratification and 10-1%/s due to thermal shock. They also have reported I
that thermal stratification is the primary cause of crack initiation due to SICC. Full-scale mock-up tests
to generate thermal stratification in a pipe in a laboratory have confirmed the applicability of laboratory
data to component behavior.44,62 A study conducted on SS pipe bend specimens in simulated PWR
primary water at 240'C concluded that reactor coolant environment can have a significant effect on the
fatigue life of SSs.63 Relative to the fatigue life in an inert environment, life in the PWR environment at a
strain amplitude of 0.52% was decreased by factor of 5.8 and 2.8 at strain rates of 0.0005%/s and
0.0 1%/s, respectively. These values show excellent agreement with the values predicted from the I
correlations presented in Section 5.2.14 of thisreport.

Thermal loading due to flow stratification or mixing was not included in the original design basis
analyses. Regulatory evaluation has indicated that thermal-stratification cycling can occur in all PWR
surge lines. 64 In PWRs, the pressurizer water is heated to z227°C. The hot.water, flowing at a very low
rate from the pressurizer through the surge line to the hot-leg piping, rides on a cooler water layer. The
thermal gradients between the upper and lower parts of the pipe can be as high as 149°C.

Two approaches have been proposed for incorporating the environmental effects into ASME
Section III fatigue evaluations for primary pressure boundary components in operating nuclear power I
plants: (a) develop new fatigue design curves for LWR applications, or (b) use an environmental fatigue

correction factor to account for the effects of the coolant environment.

In the first approach, following the same procedures used to develop the current fatigue design
curves of the ASME Code, environmentally adjusted fatigue design curves are developed from fits to
experimental data obtained in LWR environments. Interim fatigue design, curves that address i
environmental effects on the fatigue life of carbon and low-alloy steels and austenitic SSs were first
proposed by Majumdar et al.65 Fatigue design curves based on a more rigorous statistical analysis of
experimental data were developed by Keisler et al. 66 These design curves have subsequently been
revised on the basis of updated ANL models. 4,6,3 8,39 However, because, in LWR environments, the i
fatigue life of carbon and low-alloy steels, nickel-chromium-iron (Ni-Cr-Fe) alloys, and austenitic SSs
depends on several loading and environmental parameters, such an approach would require developing
several design curves to cover all possible conditions encountered, during plant operation. Defining the
number of these design curves or the loading and environmental ,conditions for the curves is not easy.

The second approach, proposed by Higuchi and Iida, 13 considers the effects of reactor coolant
environments on fatigue life in terms of an environmental fatigue correction factor, Fen, which is the ratio
of fatigue life in air at room temperature to that in water under reactor operating conditions. To
incorporate environmental effects into fatigue evaluations, the fatigue usage factor for a specific stress
cycle or load set pair, based on the ASME Code design curves, is multiplied by the environmental fatigue I
correction factor. Specific expressions for Fen, based on the Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) fatigue

life models, have been developed. 39 Such an approach is relatively simple and is recommended in this
report. 3
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This report presents an overview of the existing fatigue s-N data for carbon and low-alloy steels,
Ni-Cr-Fe alloys, and wrought and cast austenitic SSs in air and LWR environments. The data are
evaluated to (a) identify the various material, environmental, and loading parameters that influence
fatigue crack initiation and (b) establish the effects of key parameters on the fatigue life of these steels.
Fatigue life models, presented in earlier reports, for estimating fatigue life as a function of material,
loading, and environmental conditions have been updated using a larger database. The Fen approach for
incorporating effects of LWR environments into ASME Section III fatigue evaluations is described. The
report also presents a critical review of the ASME Code fatigue design margins of 2 on stress (or strain)
and 20 on life and assesses the possible conservatism in the current choice of design margins.
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2. Fatigue Life

The formation of surface cracks and their growth to an engineering size (3-mm deep) constitute the
fatigue life of a material, which is represented by the fatigue s-N curves. Fatigue life has conventionally
been divided into two stages: initiation, expressed as the number of cycles required to form microcracks
on the surface; and propagation, expressed as cycles required to propagate the surface cracks to
engineering size. During cyclic loading of smooth test specimens, surface cracks 10 pm or longer form
early in life (i.e., <10% of life) at surface irregularities either already in existence or produced by slip
bands, grain boundaries, second-phase particles, etc.4,5 Thus, fatigue life may be considered to constitute
propagation of cracks from 10 to 3000 gim long.

Mechanically
Small Crack

" Microstructurall/ Am 3
"o Small Crack /

AAF
Mechanically Small Crack Am2  "

a, I

a (Stage I Thensil Crack) -Crck ,- • •. •

a) (

B 0 A Acr
Ame Am1rt Linear-elastic or

A elastic-plastic
Microsttucturally Non- fracture mechanics

A Small Crack (MSC) Am2 > Am ig ropagating
(Stage" IShearlCrack) cracks Am( > A> amh

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Life Fraction crackra Depth

(a) (b)
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of (a) growth of short cracks in smooth specimens as a function of

fatigue life fraction and (b) crack velocity as a function of crack depth.

A schematic illustration of the initiation and propagation stages of fatigue life is shown in Fig. 1.
The initiation stage involves growth of "microstructurally small cracks" (MSCs), characterized by
decelerating crack growth (Region AB in Fig. 1a). The propagation stage involves growth of

Smechanically small cracks," characterized by accelerating crack growth (Region BC in Fig. la). The
growth of the MSCs is very sensitive to microstructure. 5 Fatigue cracks greater than a critical depth show
little or no influence of microstructure and are considered mechanically small cracks. Mechanically small
cracks correspond to Stage II (tensile) cracks, which are characterized by striated crack growth, with the
fracture surface normal to the maximum principal stress. Various criteria, summarized in Section 5.4.1 of
Ref. 6, have been used to define the crack depth for transition from microstructurally to mechanically
small crack. The transition crack depth is a function of applied stress (a) and microstructure of the
material; actual values may range from 150 to 250 im. At low enough stress levels (A()), the transition
from MSC growth to accelerating crack growth does not occur. This circumstance represents the fatigue
limit for the smooth specimen. Although cracks can form below the fatigue limit, they can grow to
engineering size only at stresses greater than the fatigue limit. The fatigue limit for a material is
applicable only for constant loading conditions. Under variable loading conditions, MSCs can grow at
high stresses (AG3) to depths larger than the transition crack depth and then can continue to grow at stress
levels below the fatigue limit (Aa1j).
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Studies on the formation and growth characteristics of short cracks in smooth fatigue specimens in
LWR environments indicate that the decrease in fatigue life in LWR environments is caused primarily by
the effects of the environment on the growth of MSCs (i.6., cracks <200 ptm deep) and, to a lesser extent,
on the growth of mechanically small cracks. 4 ,7 Crack growth rates measured in smooth cylindrical
fatigue specimens of A533-Gr B low-alloy steel and austenitic Type 304 SSs in LWR environments and
air are shown in Fig. 2. The results indicate that in LWR environments, the period spent in the growth of
MSCs (region ABC in Fig. la) is decreased. For the A533-Gr B steel, only 30-50 cycles are needed to
form a 100-mm crack in high-DO water, whereas z4450 cycles are required to form a 100-mm crack in
low-DO water and more. than 3000 cycles in air. These values correspond to average growth rates of
-2.5, 0.22, and 0.033 jim/cycle in high-DO water, low-DO water, and air, respectively. Relative to air,
CGRs for A533-Gr B steel in high-DO water are nearly two orders of magnitude higher for crack sizes
<100 lim, and one order of magnitude higher for crack sizes >100 gim.
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Figure 2. Crack growth rates plotted as a function of crack depth for (a) A533-Gr B low-alloy steel and

(b) Type 304 SS in air and LWR environments.

The fatigue s-N data for carbon and low-alloy steels in air and LWR environments have been
examined from the standpoint of fracture mechanics and CGR data. 67,6 8 Fatigue life is considered to
consist of an initiation stage, composed of the growth of microstructurally small cracks, and a propagation
stage, composed of the growth of mechanically small cracks. The growth of the latter has been
characterized in terms of the J-integral range AJ and crack growth rate data in air and LWR environments.
The estimated values show good agreement with the experimental E-N data for test specimens in air and
water environments.
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3. Fatique Strain vs. Life Data

The existing fatigue e-N data developed at various establishments and research laboratories
worldwide have been compiled by the Pressure Vessel Research Council (PVRC), Working Group on e-
N Curve and Data Analysis. The database used in the ANL studies is an updated version of the PVRC
database. A summary of the sources included in the updated PVRC database, as categorized by material
type and test environment, is presented in Table 1.

Unless otherwise mentioned, smooth cylindrical gauge specimens were tested under strain control
with a fully reversed loading, i.e., strain ratio of -1. Tests on notched specimens or at values of strain
ratio other than -1 were excluded from the fatigue 6-N data analysis. For the tests performed at ANL, the
estimated uncertainty in the strain measurements is about 4% of the reported value. For the data obtained
in other laboratories, the uncertainty in the reported values of strain is unlikely to be large enough to
significantly affect the results.

In nearly all tests, fatigue life is defined as the number of cycles, N25, necessary for tensile stress to
drop 25% from its peak or steady-state value. For the specimen size used in these studies, e.g., 5.1-
9.5 mm (0.2-0.375 in.) diameter cylindrical specimens, this corresponds to a z3-mm-deep crack. Some
of the earlier tests in air were carried out to complete failure of the specimen, and life in some tests is
defined as the number of cycles for peak tensile stress to decrease by 1-5%. Also, in fatigue tests that
were performed using tube specimens, life was represented by the number of cycles to develop a leak.

Table 1. Sources of the fatigue e-N data on reactor structural materials in air and water environments.

Source Material Environment Reference

General Electric Co. Carbon steel, Type 304 SS Air and BWR water 8-11
Japan; including Ishikawajima- Carbon and low-alloy Air, BWR, and PWR JNUFAD* database,
Harima Heavy Industries (IHI) steel, wrought and water 12-33
Co., Mitsubishi Heavy cast austenitic SS,
Industries (MHI) Ltd., Hitachi Ni-Cr-Fe alloys
Research Laboratory
Argonne National Laboratory Carbon and low-alloy Air, BWR, and PWR 4-7, 34-40

steel, wrought and cast water
austenitic SS

Materials Engineering Carbon steel, austenitic SS Air and PWR water 41-43
Associates (MEA) Inc.
Germany; including MPA Carbon steel 44-45
France; including studies Austenitic SS Air and PWR water 69-71
sponsored by Electricite de
France (EdF)

Jaske and O'Donnell Austenitic SS, Air 72
Ni-Cr-Fe alloys

Others Austenitic SS, Air 73-78
_Ni-Cr-Fe alloys

Private communication from M. Higuchi, Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries Co. Japan, to M. Prager of the Pressure Vessel Research
Council, 1992. The old database "Fadal" has been revised and renamed "JNUFAD."
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For the tests where fatigue life was defined by a criterion other than 25% drop in peak tensile stress I
(e.g., 5% decrease in peak tensile stress or complete failure), fatigue lives were normalized to the 25%
drop values before performing the fatigue data analysis.4 The estimated uncertainty in fatigue life
determined by this procedure is about 2%.

An analysis of the existing fatigue e-N data and the procedures for incorporating environmental
effects into the Code fatigue evaluations has been presented in several review articles 79-90 . and ANL
topical reports.4,6,7,38-40 The key material, loading, and environmental parameters that influence the
fatigue lives of carbon and low-alloy steels and austenitic stainless steels have been identified, and the
range of these key parameters where environmental effects are significant has been defined. 3

How various material, loading, and environmental parameters affect fatigue life and how these
effects are incorporated into the ASME Code fatigue evaluations are discussed in detail for carbon and.
low-alloy steels, wrought and cast SSs, and Ni-Cr-Fe alloys in Sections 4, 5, and 6, respectively.
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4 Carbon and Low-Alloy Steels

The primary sources of relevant s-N data for carbon and low-alloy steels are the tests performed by
General Electric Co. (GE) in a test loop at the Dresden 1 reactor; 8,9 work sponsored by EPRI at
GE;1 0,11 the work of Terrell at Mechanical Engineering Associates (MEA);4 1-4 3 the work at ANL on
fatigue of pressure vessel and piping steels;4-7,34-40 the large JNUFAD database for "Fatigue Strength of
Nuclear Plant Component" and studies at Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries (IHI), Hitachi, and
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI) in Japan; 12- 30 and the studies at Kraftwerk Union Laboratories
(KWU) and Materialprufungsanstalt (MPA) in Germany.44- 5 The database is composed of z1400 tests;
z60% were obtained in the water environment and the remaining in air. Carbon steels include z12 heats
of A333-Grade 6, A106-Grade B, A516-Grade 70, and A508-Class 1 steel, while the low-alloy steels
include z16 heats of A533-Grade B, A302-Gr B, and A508-Class 2 and 3 steels.

4.1 Air Environment

4.1.1 Experimental Data

In air, the fatigue lives of carbon and low-alloy steels depend on steel type, temperature, and for
some compositions, applied strain rate and sulfide morphology. Fatigue s-N data from various
investigations on carbon and low-alloy steels are shown in Fig. 3. The best-fit curves based on the ANL
models (Eqs. 15 and 16 from Section 4.1.8) and the ASME Section III mean-data curves (at room
temperature) are also included in the figures. The results indicate that, although significant scatter is
apparent due to material variability, the fatigue lives of these steels are comparable at less than 5 x 105
cycles, and those of low-alloy steels are greater than carbon steels for >5 x 105 cycles. Also, the fatigue
limit of low-alloy steels is higher than that of carbon steels.

1.0 P_ _ 1.0

0 .1 - M F r .d 0 .1

< 5) 1 1 1 - 1. 1 1 1 1 1 1 . . . I.1 . I . .- ý -
Low-Alloy Steel

-aeo Room Temperature Aii

A A508-2
0 A508-3
0 A533-B

Best-Fit AJr
ANL Model

102 103 104 105 106 10 7 108 102 103 104 105 106 107 108

Fatigue Life (Cycles) Fatigue Life (Cycles)

Figure 3. Fatigue strain vs. life data for carbon and low-alloy steels in air at room temperature
(JNUFAD database and Refs. 4,12,13,41).

The existing fatigue s-N data for low-alloy steels are in good agreement with the ASME mean data
curve. The existing data for carbon steels are consistent with the ASME mean data curve for fatigue life

<5 x 105 cycles and are above the mean curve at longer lives. Thus, above 5 x 105 cycles, the Code mean
curve is conservative with respect to the existing fatigue s-N data.
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* The current Code mean data curves are either consistent with the existing fatigue E-N data or are m
somewhat conservative under some conditions.

4.1.2 Temperature 3
In air, the fatigue life of both carbon and low-alloy steels decreases with increasing temperature;

however, the effect is relatively small (less than'a factor of 1.5). Fatigue s-N data from the JNUFAD
database and other investigations in air at 286-300'C are shown in Fig. 4. For each grade of steel, the
data represent several heats of material. The best-fit curves for carbon and low-alloy steels at room
temperature (Eqs. 15 and 16 from Section 4.1.8) and at 289'C (Eqs. 13 and 14 from Section 4.1.8) are
also included in the figures. The results indicate a factor of z1.5 decrease in fatigue life of both carbon
and low-alloy steels as the temperature is increased from room temperature to 300'C. As discussed later
in Section 4.1.7, the greater-than-predicted difference between the best-fit air curve at room temperature
and the data for A106-Gr B steel at 289°C is due to heat-to-heat variability and not temperature effects. l
e The effect of temperature is not explicitly considered in the mean data curve used for obtaining the
fatigue design curves; variations in fatigue life due to temperature are accounted for in the subfactor for
"data scatter and material variability."

01. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 111.1 -1r.r Ilfhtfl~l I-M
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Figure 4. Fatigue strain vs. life data for carbon and low-alloy steels in air at 288°C (JNUFAD database,i
and Refs. 4,12,13,42,43).

4.1.3 Strain Rate

The effect of strain rate on the fatigue life of carbon and low-alloy steels in air appears to depend U

on the material composition. The existing data indicate that in the temperature range of dynamic strain
aging (200-370°C), some heats of carbon and low-alloy steel are sensitive to strain rate; with decreasingi
strain rate, the fatigue life in air may be either unaffected, 4 decrease for some heats,9 1 or increase for 1I
others. 92 The C and N contents in the steel are considered to be important. Inhomogeneous plastic
deformation can result in localized plastic strains. This localization retards blunting of propagating cracks I
that is usually expected when plastic deformation occurs and can result in higher crack growth rates.91

The increases in fatigue life have been attributed to retardation of CGRs due to crack branching and
suppression of the plastic zone. Formation of cracks is easy in the presence of dynamic strain aging.92

* Variations in fatigue life due to the effects of strain rate are not explicitly considered in the fatigue U
design curves, they are accounted for in the subfactor for "data scatter and material variability."

I
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Figure 5. Effect of strain rate and temperature on cyclic stress of carbon and low-alloy steels.

4.1.4 Sulfide Morphology

Some high-S steels exhibit very poor fatigue properties in certain orientations because of structural
factors such as the distribution and morphology of sulfides in the steel. For example, fatigue tests on a
high-S heat of A302-Gr. B steel in three orientations* in air at 288'C indicate that the fatigue life and
fatigue limit in the T2 orientation are lower than those in the R and TI orientations.4 At low strain rates,
fatigue life in the T2 orientation is nearly one order of magnitude lower than in the R orientation. In the
orientation with poor fatigue resistance, crack propagation is preferentially along the sulfide stringers and
is facilitated by sulfide cracking.

* Variations in fatigue life due to differences in sulfide morphology are accounted for in the subfactor
for "data scatter and material variability.

4.1.5 Cyclic Strain Hardening Behavior

The cyclic stress-strain response of carbon and 10w-alloy steels varies with steel type, temperature,
and strain rate. In general, these steels show initial cyclic hardening, followed by cyclic softening or a
saturation stage at all strain rates. The carbon steels, with a pearlite and ferrite structure and low yield
stress, exhibit significant initial hardening. The low-alloy steels, with a tempered bainite and ferrite
structure and a relatively high yield stress, show little or no initial hardening and may exhibit cyclic
softening with continued cycling. For both steels, maximum stress increases as applied strain increases
and generally decreases as temperature increases. However, at 200-370'C, these steels exhibit dynamic
strain aging, which results in enhanced cyclic hardening, a secondary hardening stage, and negative strain
rate sensitivity.9 1,92 The temperature range and extent of dynamic strain aging vary with composition
and structure.

The effect of strain rate and temperature on the cyclic stress response of A106-Gr B carbon steel
and A533-Gr B low-alloy steel is shown in Fig. 5. For both steels, cyclic stresses are higher. at 288°C
than at room temperature. At 288°C, all steels exhibit greater cyclic and secondary hardening because of
dynamic strain aging. The extent of hardening increases as the applied strain rate decreases.

Both transverse (T) and radial (R) directions are perpendicular to the rolling direction, but the fracture plane is across the thickness of the plate
in the transverse orientation and parallel to the plate surface in the radial orientation.
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The cyclic strain hardening behavior is likely to influence the fatigue limit of the material,; variations 1

in fatigue life due to the effects of strain hardening are not explicitly considered in the fatigue design
curves, they are accounted for in the subfactor for "data scatter and material variability." 3
4.1.6 Surface Finish

The effect of surface finish must be considered to account for the difference in fatigue life expected i
in an actual component with industrial-grade surface finish, compared with the smooth polished surface
of a test specimen. Fatigue life is sensitive to surface finish; cracks can initiate at surface irregularities
that are normal to the stress axis. The height, spacing, shape, and distribution of surface irregularities are 3
important for crack initiation. The most common measure of roughness is average surface roughness Ra,
which is a measure of the height of the irregularities. Investigations of the effects of surface roughness on
the low-cycle fatigue of Type 304 SS in air at 593°C indicate that fatigue life decreases as surface
roughness increases.9 3,94 The effect of roughness on crack initiation Ni(R) is given by

Ni(Rq) = 1012 Rq-0.2 1, (12) i

where the root-mean-square (RMS) value of surface roughness Rq is in jim. Typical values of Ra for
surfaces finished by different metalworking processes in the automotive industry 95 indicate that an Ra of
3 gm (or an Rq of 4 pim) represents the maximum surface roughness for drawing/extrusion, grinding, I
honing, and polishing processes and a mean value for the roughness range for milling or turning
processes. For carbon steel or low-alloy steel, an Rq of 4 jim in Eq. 12 (the Rq of a smooth polished
specimen is z0.0075 lam) would decrease fatigue life by a factor ofz3.93  3

Fatigue test has been conducted on a A106-Gr B carbon steel specimen that was intentionally
roughened in a lathe, under controlled conditions, with 50-grit sandpaper to produce circumferential
scratches with an average roughness of 1.2 jim and an Rq of 1.6 jim (;62 micro in.). 39 The results for I
smooth and roughened specimens are shown in Fig. 6. In air, the fatigue life of a roughened A106-Gr B
specimen is a factor of z3 lower than that of smooth specimens. Another study of the effect of surface
finish on the fatigue life of carbon steel in room-temperature air showed a factor of 2 decrease in life
when Ra was increased from 0.3 to 5.3 gim. 9 6 These results are consistent with Eq. 12. Thus, a factor of
2-3 on cycles may, be used to account for the effects of surface finish on the fatigue life of carbon and
low-alloy steels. 1

A106 Gr B Carbon Steel 0 Air, 0.004%Is
289°C A Air, 0.01%/s

1.0U

Figure 6.
""- Best-FitCurve Effect of surface finish on the fatigue life of,>O"- y RTAir

C- . A106-Gr B carbon steel in air at 289 0C.
< ASME Code k. A

r_ Design Curve -

0.1 Open Symbols: Smooth Specimens
Closed Symbols: Rough Surface, 50 grit paper

I , 1 1 ,1 , i , ,,,, I ti i t " i i i i i

102 103 104 105 106
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o The effect of surface finish was not investigated in the mean data curve used to develop the Code
fatigue design curves; it is included as part of the subfactor that is applied to the mean data curve to
account for "surface finish and environment."

4.1.7 Heat-to-Heat Variability

Several factors, such as small differences in the material composition and structure, can change the
tensile and fatigue properties of the material. The effect of interstitial element content on dynamic strain
aging and the effect of sulfide morphology on fatigue life have been discussed in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.1.4,
respectively. The effect of tensile strength on the fatigue life has been included in the expression for the
mean data curve described in the Section III criteria document, i.e., constant Af in Eq. 2. Also, the fatigue
limit of a material has been correlated with its tensile strength, e.g., the fatigue limit increases with
increasing tensile yield stress.97

The effects of material variability and data scatter must be included to ensure that the design curves
not only describe the available test data well, but also adequately describe the fatigue lives of the much
larger number of heats of material that are found in the field. The effects of material variability and data
scatter are often evaluated by comparing the experimental data to a specific model for fatigue crack
initiation, e.g., the best-fit (in some sense) to the data. The adequacy of the evaluation will then depend
on the sample of data used in the analysis. For example, if most of the data have been obtained from a
heat of material that has poor resistance to fatigue damage or under loading conditions that show
significant environmental effects, the results may be conservative for most of the materials or service
conditions of interest. Conversely, if most data are from a heat of material with a high resistance to
fatigue damage, the results could be nonconservative for many heats in service.

Another method to assess the effect of material variability and data scatter is by considering the
best-fit curves determined from tests on individual heats of materials or loading conditions as samples of
the much larger population of heats of materials and service conditions of interest. The fatigue behavior
of each of the heats or loading conditions is characterized by the value of the constant A in Eq. 6. The
values of A for the various data sets are ordered, and median ranks are used to estimate the cumulative
distribution of A for the population. 98 ,9 9 The distributions were fit to lognormal curves. No rigorous
statistical evaluation was performed, but the fits seem reasonable and describe the observed variability
adequately. Results for carbon and low-alloy steels in air are shown in Fig. 7. The data were normalized
to room-temperature values using Eqs. 13 and 14 (section 4.1.8). The median value of the constant A is
6.583 and 6.449, respectively, for the fatigue life of carbon steels and low-alloy steels in room-
temperature air. Note that the two heats of A1 06-Gr B carbon steel are in the 10-25 percentile of the
data, i.e., the fatigue lives of these heats are much lower than the average value for carbon steels.

The A values that describe the 5th percentile of these distributions give fatigue s-N curves that are
expected to bound the fatigue lives of 95% of the heats of the material. The cumulative distributions in
Fig. 7 contain two potential sources of error. The mean and standard deviation of the population must be
estimated from the mean and standard deviation of the sample, 100 and confidence bounds can then be
obtained on the population mean and standard deviation in terms of the sample mean and standard
deviation.. Secondly, even this condition does not fully address the uncertainty in the distribution because
of the large uncertainties in the sample values themselves, i.e., the "horizontal" uncertainty in the actual
value of A for a heat of material, as indicated by the error bars in Fig. 7. A Monte Carlo analysis was
performed to address both sources of uncertainty. The results for the median value and standard deviation
of the constant A from the Monte Carlo analysis did not differ significantly from those determined
directly from the experimental values.
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The results for carbon and low-alloy steels are summarized in Tables 2 and 3, respectively, in terms
of values for A that provide bounds for the portion of the population and the confidence that is desired in I
the estimates of the bounds. In air, the 5th percentile value of Parameter A at a 95% confidence level is

5.559 for carbon steels and 5.689 for low-alloy steels. From Fig. 7, the median value of A for the sample
is 6.583 for carbon steels and 6.449 for low-alloy steels. Thus, the 95/95 value of the margin to account I
for material variability and data scatter is 2.8 and 2.1 on life for carbon steels and low-alloy steels,
respectively. These margins are needed to provide 95% confidence that the resultant life will be greater
than that observed for 95% of the materials of interest. The margin is higher for carbon steels because the
analysis is based on a smaller number of data sets, i.e., 19 for carbon steels and 32 for low-alloy steels.

* The mean data curve used to develop the Code fatigue design curves represents the average behavior;
heat-to-heat variability is included in the subfactor that is applied to the mean data curve to account for I
"data scatter and material variability. "

Table 2. Values of parameter A in the ANL fatigue life model for carbon steels in air and the 3
margins on life as a function of confidence level and percentage of population
bounded.

Confidence Percentage of Population Bounded (Percentile Distribution of A)

Level 95(5) 90(10) 75 (25) 67 (33) 50(50)

Values of Parameter A
50 5.798 5.971 6.261 6.373 6.583

75 5.700 5.883 6.183 6.295 6.500

95 5.559 5.756 6.069 6.183 6.381

Margins on Life

50 2.2 1.8 1.4 1.2 1.0
75 2.4 2.0 1.5 1.3 1.1

95 2.8 2.3 1.7 1.5 1.2

I
I
U
I
I
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Table 3. Values of parameter A in the ANL fatigue life model for low-alloy steels in air and the
margins on life as a function of confidence level and percentage of population
bounded.

Confidence Percentage of Population Bounded (Percentile Distribution of A)

Level 95 (5) 90(10) 75 (25) 67 (33) 50 (50)

Values of Parameter A
50 5.832 5.968 6.196 6.284 6.449

75 5.774 5.916 6.150 6.239 6.403
95 5.689 5.840 6.085 6.175 6.337

Margins on Life

50 1.9 1.6 1.3 1.2 1.0
75 2.0 1.7 1.3 1.2 1.0
95 2.1 1.8 1.4 1.3 1.1

4.1.8 Fatigue Life Model

Fatigue life models for estimating the fatigue lives of these steels in air based on the existing
fatigue E-N data have been developed at ANL as best-fits of a Langer curve to the data.4 ,39 The fatigue
life, N, of carbon steels is represented by

In(N) = 6.61*4 - 0.00124 T - 1.975 ln(Ea - 0.113), (13)

and that of low-alloy steels, by

ln(N) = 6.480 - 0.00124 T - 1.808 ln(Ea - 0.151), (14)

where Ea is applied strain amplitude (%), and T is the test temperature (°C). Thus, in room-temperature
air, the fatigue life of carbon steels is expressed as

ln(N) = 6.583 - 1.975 ln(Ea- 0.113), (15)

and that of low-alloy steels, by

In(N) = 6.449 - 1.808 ln(Fa - 0.151). (16)

Note that these equations have been updated based on the analysis presented in Section 4.1.7;
constant A in the equations is different from the value reported earlier in NUREG/CR-6583 and 6815.
Relative to the earlier model, the fatigue lives predicted by the updated model are z2% higher for carbon
steel and z16% lower for low-alloy steels. The experimental values of fatigue life and those predicted by
Eqs. 15 and 16 for carbon and 'low-alloy steels in air are plotted in Fig. 8. The predicted fatigue lives
show good agreement with the experimental values; the experimental and predicted values are within a
factor of 3.

e The fatigue life models represent mean values of fatigue life of specimens tested under fully reversed
strain-controlled loading. The effects of parameters (such as mean stress, surface finish, size and
geometry, and loading history) that are known to influence fatigue life are not explicitly considered in the
model; such effects are accounted for in the several subfactors that are applied to the mean data curve to
obtain the Code fatigue design curve.
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Figure 8. Experimental and predicted fatigue lives of (a, b) carbon steels and (c, d) low-alloy steels in air.

4.1.9 Extension of the Best-Fit Mean Curve from 106 to 1011 Cycles 3
The experimental fatigue s-N curves that were used to develop the current Code fatigue design

curve for carbon and low-alloy steels were based on low-cycle fatigue data (less than 2 x 105 cycles). The
design curves proposed in this report are developed from a larger database that includes fatigue lives up to I
108 cycles. Both the ASME mean curves and the ANL models in this report use the modified Langer
equation to express the best-fit mean curves and are not recommended for estimating lives beyond the
range of the experimental data, i.e., in the high-cycle fatigue regime. 5

An extension of the current high-cycle fatigue design curves in Section III and Section VIII,
Division 2, of the ASME Code for carbon and low-alloy steels from 106 to 1011 cycles has been proposed
by W. J. O'Donnell for the ASME Subgroup on Fatigue Strength.* In the high-cycle regime, at I
temperatures not exceeding 3710C (7007F), the stress amplitude vs. life relationship is expressed as

Sa = EEa = C1N-0 05 , (17)

W. J. O'Donnell, "Proposed Extension of ASME Code Fatigue Design Curves for Carbon and Low-Alloy Steels from 106 to loll Cycles for

Temperatures not Exceeding 700'F," presented to ASME Subgroup on Fatigue Strength December 4, 1996. 3
18
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where Fa is applied sfrain amplitude, E is the elastic modulus, N is the fatigue life, and C1 is a constant. A
fatigue life exponent of -0.05 was selected based on the fatigue stress range vs. fatigue life data on plain
plates, notched plates, and typical welded structures given in Welding Research Council (WRC) Bulletin
3 98.101 Because these data were obtained from load-controlled tests with a load ratio R = 0, they take
into account the effect of maximum mean stresses and, may over estimate the effect of mean stress under
strain-controlled loading conditions. Also, the fatigue data presented in Bulletin 398 extend only up to
5 x 106 cycles; extrapolation of the results to 1011 cycles using a fatigue life exponent of -0.05 may yield
conservative estimates of fatigue life.

Manjoine and Johnson 97 have developed fatigue design curves up to 1011 cycles for carbon steels
and austenitic SSs from inelastic and elastic strain relationships, which can be correlated with ultimate
tensile strength. The log-log plots of the elastic strain amplitudes vs. fatigue life data are represented by a
bilinear curve. In the high-cycle regime, the elastic-strain-vs.-life curve has a small negative slope
instead of a fatigue limit.97 For carbon steel data at room temperature and 371°C and fatigue lives
extending up to 4 x 107 cycles, Manjoine and Johnson obtained an exponent of -0.01. The fatigue &-N
data from the present study at room temperature and with fatigue lives up to 108 cycles yield a fatigue life
exponent of approximately -0.007 for both carbon and low-alloy steels. Because the data are limited, the
more conservative value obtained by Manjoine and Johnson 97 is used. Thus, in the high-cycle regime,
the applied stress amplitude is given by the relationship

Sa = EPa = C 2N-'° 0 1. (18)

The high-cycle curve (i.e., Eq. 18) can be used to extend the best-fit mean curves beyond 106 cycles; the
mean curves will exhibit a small negative slope instead of the fatigue limit predicted in the modified
Langer equation. The constant C2 is determined from the value of strain amplitude at 108 cycles obtained
from Eq. 15 for carbon steels and from Eq. 16 for low-alloy steels.

4.1.10 Fatigue Design Curve

Although the two mean curves for carbon and low-alloy steels (i.e., Eqs. 7 and 9) are significantly
different, because the mean stress correction is much larger for the low-alloy steels, the differences
between the curves is much smaller when mean stress corrections are considered. Thus, the ASME Code
provides a common curve for both carbon and low-alloy steels. Fatigue design curves for carbon steels
and low-alloy steels based on the ANL fatigue life models can be obtained from Eqs. 15 and 18, and Eqs.
16 and 18, respectively.

The best-fit curves are first corrected for mean stress effects by using the modified Goodman
relationship, and the mean-stress adjusted curve is reduced by a factor of 2 on stress or 12 on cycles,
whichever is more conservative. The discussions presented later in Section 7.5 indicate that the current
Code requirement of a factor of 20 on cycles, to account for the effects of material variability and data
scatter, specimen size, surface finish, and loading history, is conservative by at least a factor of 1.7. Thus,
to reduce this conservatism, fatigue design curves based on the ANL model for carbon and low-alloy
steels have been developed using factors of 12 on life and 2 on stress. These design curves are shown in
Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. The current Code design curve for carbon and low-alloy steels with ultimate
tensile strength (UTS) <552 MPa (<80 ksi) and the extension of the design curve to 1011 cycles proposed
by W* J. O'Donnell are also included in the figures. The values of stress amplitude (Sa) vs. cycles for the
ASME Code curve with O'Donnell's extension, and the design curve based on the updated ANL fatigue
life model (i.e., Eqs. 15 and 18 for carbon steel and, 16 and 18 for low-alloy steel) are listed in Table 4.
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e For low-alloy steels, the current Code fatigue design curve for carbon and lowalloy steels with
ultimate tensile strength <552 MPa (<80.ksi) is either consistent or conservative with respect to the
existing fatigue E-N data. Also, discussions presented in Section 7.5 indicate that the current Code
requirement of a factor of 20 on life is conservative by at least a factor of 1.7. Fatigue design curves
have been developedfrom the ANL model using factors of 12 on life and 2 on stress.

Carbon Steels
UTS 5552 MPa (580 ksi)
Air up to 371 *C (700*F)
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Table 4. Fatigue design curves for carbon and low-alloy steels and proposed extension to 1011 cycles.

Stress Amplitude (MPa/ksi) Stress Amplitude (MPa/ksi)
ASME Code Eqs. 15 & 18 Eqs. 16 & 18 ASME Code Eqs. 15 & 18 Eqs. 16 & 18

Cycles Curve Carbon Steel Low-Alloy Steel Cycles Curve Carbon Steel Low-Alloy Steel
1 E+01 3999 (580) 5355 (777) 5467 (793) 2 E+05 114 (16.5) 176 (25.5) 141 (20.5)
2 E+01 2827 (410) 3830 (556) 3880 (563) 5 E+05 93 (13.5) 154 (22.3) 116 (16.8)
5 E+01 1896 (275) 2510 (364) 2438 (354) 1 E+06 86(12.5) 142 (20.6) 106 (15.4)
1 E+02 1413 (205) 1820 (264) 1760 (255) 2 E+06 130 (18.9) 98 (14.2)
2 E+02 1069(155) 1355(197) 1300(189) 5 E+06 120(17.4) 94(13.6)
5 E+02 724(105) 935(136) 900(131) 1 E+07 76.5(11.1) 115(16.7) 91(13.2)
1 E+03 572 (83) 733 (106) 720 (104) 2 E+07 110 (16.0) 90(13.1)
2 E+03 441 (64) 584 (84.7) 576 (83.5) 5 E+07 107 (15.5) 88(12.8)
5 E+03 331 (48) 451 (65.4) 432 (62.7) 1 E+08 68.3 (9.9) 105 (15.2) 87 (12.6)
1 E+04 262 (38) 373 (54.1) - 342 (49.6) 1 E+09 60.7 (8.8) 102 (14.8) 83 (12.0)
2 E+04 214 (31) 305 (44.2) 276 (40.0) 1 E+010 54.5 (7.9) 97(14.1) 80(11.6)
5 E+04 159 (23) 238 (34.5) 210 (30.5) 1 E+011 48.3 (7.0) 94(13.6) 77(11.2)
1 E+05 138 (20.0) 201 (29.2) 172 (24.9)
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4.2 LWR Environments

4.2.1 Experimental Data

Fatigue s-N data on carbon and low-alloy steels in air and high-DO water at 288°C are shown in
Fig. 11. The curves based on the ANL models (Eqs. 20 and 21 in Section 4.2.12) are also included in the
figures. The fatigue' data in LWR environments indicate a significant decrease in fatigue life of carbon
and low-alloy steels when four key threshold conditions are satisfied simultaneously, viz., applied strain
range, service temperature, and DO in the water are above a minimum threshold level, and the loading
strain rate is below a threshold value. The S content of the steel is also an important parameter for
environmental effects on fatigue life. Although the microstructures and cyclic-hardening behavior of
carbon steels and low-alloy steels are significantly different, environmental degradation of fatigue life of
these steels is identical. For both steels, environmental effects on fatigue life are moderate (i.e., it is a
factor of 2 lower) if any one of the key threshold conditions is not satisfied.
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Figure 11. Strain amplitude vs. fatigue life data for (a) A533-Gr B and (b) A106-Gr B steels in air and

high-dissolved-oxygen water at 288°C (Ref. 4).

The existing fatigue data indicate that a slow strain rate applied during the tensile-loading cycle is
primarily responsible for environmentally assisted reduction in fatigue life of these steels. 4  The
mechanism of environmentally assisted reduction in fatigue life of carbon and low-alloy steels has been
termed strain-induced corrosion cracking (SICC).4 8,55 ,56 A slow strain rate applied during both the
tensile-load and compressive-load portion of the cycle (i.e., slow/slow strain rate test) does not. further
decrease the fatigue life, e.g., see solid diamonds and square in Fig. 1 lb for A106-Gr B carbon steel.
Limited data from fast/slow tests indicate that a slow strain rate during the compressive load cycle also
decreases fatigue life. However, the decrease in life is relatively small; for fast/slow strain rate tests, the
major contribution of environment most likely occurs during slow compressive loading near peak tensile
load. For example, the fatigue life of A533-Gr B low-alloy steel at 288°C, 0.7 ppm DO, and Z0.5%
strain range decreased by factors of 5, 8, and 35 for the fast/fast, fast/slow, and slow/fast tests,
respectively, i.e., see solid circles, diamonds, and inverted triangles in Fig. 1 la. Similar results have been
observed for A333-Gr 6 carbon steel; 17 relative to the fast/fast test, fatigue life for slow/fast and fast/slow
tests at 288°C, 8 ppm DO, and 1.2% strain range decreased by factors of 7.4 and 3.4, respectively.

The environmental effects on the fatigue life of carbon and low-alloy steels are consistent with the
slip oxidation/dissolution mechanism for crack propagation. 10 2,10 3 A critical concentration of sulfide
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(S2-) or hydrosulfide (HS-) ions, which is produced by the dissolution of sulfide inclusions in the steel, is I
required at the crack tip for environmental effects to occur. The requirements of this mechanism are that
a protective oxide film is thermodynamically stable to ensure that the crack will propagate with a high
aspect ratio without degrading into a blunt pit, and that a strain increment occurs to rupture that oxide filmI
and thereby expose the underlying matrix to the environment. Once the passive oxide film is ruptured,
crack extension is controlled by dissolution of freshly exposed surface and by the oxidation
characteristics. The effect of the environment increases with decreasing strain rate. The mechanism I
assumes that environmental effects do not occur during the compressive load cycle, because during that
period water does not have access to the crack tip.

A model for the initiation or cessation of environmentally assisted cracking (EAC) of these steels in I
low-DO PWR environments has also been proposed. 104  Initiation of EAC requires a critical
concentration of sulfide ions at the crack tip, which is supplied with the sulfide ions as the advancing
crack intersects the sulfide inclusions, and the inclusions dissolve in the high-temperature water. Sulfide
ions are removed from the crack tip by one or more of the following processes: (a) diffusion due to the

concentration gradient, (b) ion transport due to differences in the electrochemical potential (ECP), and
(c) fluid flow induced within the crack due to flow of coolant outside the crack. Thus, environmentally I
enhanced CGRs are controlled by the synergistic effects of S content, environmental conditions, and flow
rate. The EAC initiation/cessation model has been used to determine the minimum crack extension and
CGRs that are required to maintain the critical sulfide ion concentration at the crack tip and sustained
environmental enhancement of growth rates.

* A L WR environment has a significant effect on the fatigue life of carbon and low-alloy steels; such
effects are not considered in the current Code design curve. Environmental effects may be incorporated i
into the Code fatigue evaluation using the Fen approach described in Section 4.2.13.

4.2.2 Strain Rate i

The effects of strain rate on fatigue life of carbon and low-alloy steels in LWR environments are
significant when other key threshold conditions, e.g., strain amplitude, temperature, and DO content, are
satisfied. When any one of the threshold conditions is not satisfied, e.g., low-DO PWR environment or
temperature <150'C, the effects of strain rate are consistent with those observed in air.

When all threshold conditions are satisfied, the fatigue life of carbon and low-alloy steels decreases
logarithmically with decreasing strain rate below 1%/s. The fatiguelives of A106-Gr B and A333-Gr 6
carbon steels and A533-Gr B low-alloy steel4 ,17 are plotted as a function of strain rate in Fig. 12. Only a
moderate decrease in fatigue life is observed in simulated (low-DO) PWR water, e.g., at DO levels of
<0.05 ppm. For the heats of A106-Gr B carbon steel and A533-Gr B low-alloy steel, the effect of strain
rate on fatigue life saturates at =0.00 1%/s strain rate. Although the data for A333-Gr 6 carbon steel at
250'C and 8 ppm DO do not show an apparent saturation at zO.001%/s strain rate, the results are
comparable to those for the other two steels. I

In L WR environments, the effect of strain rate on the fatigue life of carbon and low-alloy steels is
explicitly considered in Fen given in Eqs. 27 and 28 (Section 4.2.13). Also, guidance is provided for
defining the strain rate for a specific stress cycle or load set pair.
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Dependence of fatigue life of carbon and low-alloy
steels on strain rate (Refs. 4, 17).
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4.2.3 Strain Amplitude
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A minimum threshold strain range is required for environmentally assisted decrease in fatigue life,
i.e., the LWR coolant environments have no effect on the fatigue life of these steels at strain ranges below
the threshold value. The fatigue lives of A533-Gr B and A106-Gr B steels in high-DO water at 288°C
and various strain rates4 are shown in Fig. 11. Fatigue tests at low strain amplitudes are rather limited.
Because environmental effects on fatigue life increase with decreasing strain rate, fatigue tests at low
strain amplitudes and strain rates that would result in significant environmental effects are restrictively
time consuming. For the limited data that are available, the threshold strain amplitude (one-half the
threshold strain range) appears to be slightly above the fatigue limit of these steels.

Exploratory fatigue tests with changing strain rate have been conducted to determine the threshold
strain range beyond which environmental effects are significant during a fatigue cycle. The tests are
performed with waveforms in which the slow strain rate is applied during only a fraction of the tensile
loading cycle. 4,18 The results for A106-Gr B steel tested in air and low- and high-DO environments at
2880 C and zO.78% strain range are summarized in Fig. 13. The waveforms consist of segments of
loading and unloading at fast and slow strain rates. The variation in fatigue life of two heats of carbon
steel and one heat of low-alloy steel 4,18 is plotted as a function of the fraction of loading strain at slow
strain rate in Fig. 14. Open symbols indicate tests where the slow portions occurred near the maximum
tensile strain, and closed symbols indicate tests where the slow portions occurred near the maximum
compressive strain. In Fig. 14, if the relative damage was the same at all strain levels, fatigue life should
decrease linearly from A to C along the chain-dot line. Instead, the results indicate that during a strain
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cycle, the relative damage due to slow strain rate occurs only after the strain level exceeds a threshold
value. The threshold strain range for these steels is 0.32-0.36%.

Loading histories with slow strain rate applied near the maximum tensile strain (i.e., waveforms C,
D, E, or F in Fig. 13) show continuous decreases in life (line AB in Fig. 14) and then saturation when a
portion of the slow strain rate occurs at strain levels below the threshold value (line BC in Fig. 14). In
contrast, loading histories with slow strain rate applied near maximum compressive strain
(i.e., waveforms G, H, or I in Fig. 13) produce no damage (line AD in Fig. 14a) until the fraction of the
strain is sufficiently large that slow strain rates are occurring for strain levels greater than the threshold
value. However, tests with such loading histories often show lower fatigue lives than the predicted
values, e.g., solid inverted triangle or solid diamond in Fig. 14a.

Similar strain-rate-change tests on austenitic SSs in PWR environments have also showed the
existence of a strain threshold below which the material is insensitive to environmental effects.29 The
threshold strain range A-th appears to be independent of material type (weld metal or base metal) and
temperature in the range of 250-325°C, but it tends to decrease as the strain range is decreased. The
threshold strain range has been expressed in terms of the applied strain range Ae by the equation

Aeth/AS = - 0.22 AP + 0.65. (19)

This expression may also be used for carbon and low-alloy steels.
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Figure 13. Fatigue life of A106-Gr B carbon steel at 288°C and 0.75% strain range in air and water

environments under different loading waveforms (Ref. 4).
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The modified rate approach, described in Section 4.2.14, has been used to predict the results from
tests on four heats of carbon and low-alloy steels conducted with changing strain rate in low- and high-
DO water at 2890C.18 The results indicate that the modified rate approach, without the consideration of a
strain threshold, gives the best estimates of life (Fig. 15). Most of the scatter in the data is due to heat-to-
heat variation rather than any inaccuracy in estimation of fatigue life; for the same loading conditions, the
fatigue lives of Heat #2 of STS410 steel are a factor of z5 lower than those of Heat #1. The estimated
fatigue lives are within a factor of 3 of the experimental values.

a In L WR coolant environments, the procedure for calculating Fe, defined in Eqs. 27 and 28 (Section
4.2.13), includes a threshold strain range below which environment has no effect on fatigue life, i.e., Fen
= 1. However, while using the damage rate approach to determine Fen for a stress cycle or load set pair,
including a threshold strain (Eq. 31 in Section 4.2.14) may yield nonconservative estimates of life.
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4.2.4 Temperature

The change in fatigue life of two heats of A333-Gr 6 carbon steel 12 ,13,16 with test temperature at
different levels of DO is shown in Fig. 16. Other parameters, e.g., strain amplitude and strain rate, were
kept constant; the applied strain amplitude was above and strain rate was below the critical threshold.
In air, the two heats have a fatigue life of =3300 cycles. The results indicate a threshold temperature of
1501C, above which environment decreases fatigue life if DO in water is also above the critical level.
In the temperature range of 150-320'C, the logarithm of fatigue life decreases linearly with temperature;
the decrease in life is greater at high temperatures and DO levels. Only a moderate decrease in fatigue
life is observed in water at temperatures below the threshold value of 150'C or at DO levels <0.05 ppm.
Under these conditions, fatigue life in water is a factor of Z2 lower than in air; Fig. 16 shows an average
life ofz2000 cycles for the heat with 0.015 wt.% S, and =1200 cycles for the 0.012 wt.% S steel.
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Figure 16. Change in fatigue life of A333-Gr 6 carbon steel with temperature and DO.
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An artificial neural network (ANN) has also been used to find patterns and identify the threshold
temperature below which environmental effects are moderate.1 05 The main benefits of the ANN
approach are that estimates of life are based purely on the data and not on preconceptions, and by learning
trends, the network can interpolate effects where data are not present. The factors that affect fatigue life
can have synergistic effects on one another. A neural network can detect and utilize these effects in its
predictions. A neural network, consisting of two hidden layers with the first containing ten nodes and the
second containing six nodes, was trained six times; each training was based on the same data set, but the
order in which the data were presented to the ANN for training was varied, and the initial ANN weights
were randomized to guard against overtraining and to ensure that the network did not arrive at a solution
that was a local minimum. The effect of temperature on the fatigue life of carbon steels and low-alloy
steels estimated from ANN is shown in Fig. 17 as dashed or dotted lines. The solid line represents
estimates based on the ANL model, and the open circles represent the experimental data. The results
indicate that at high strain rate (0.4%/s), fatigue life is relatively insensitive to temperature. At low strain
rate (0.004%/s), fatigue life decreases with an increase in temperature beyond a threshold value of
z150°C. The precision of the data indicates that this trend is present in the data used to train the ANN.

Nearly all of the fatigue e-N data have been obtained under loading histories with constant strain
rate, temperature, and strain amplitude. The actual loading histories encountered during service of
nuclear power plants involve variable loading and environmental conditions. Fatigue tests have been
conducted in Japan on tube specimens (1- or 3-mm wall thickness) of A333-Gr 6 carbon steel in
oxygenated water under combined mechanical and thermal cycling. 15 Triangular waveforms were used
for both strain and temperature cycling. Two sequences were selected for temperature cycling (Fig. 18):
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an in-phase sequence in which temperature cycling was synchronized with mechanical strain cycling, and
another sequence in which temperature and strain were out of phase, i.e., maximum temperature occurred
at minimum strain level and vice versa. Three temperature ranges, 50-290'C, 50-200'C, and 200-
290'C, were selected for the tests. The results are shown in Fig. 19; an average temperature is used to
plot the thermal cycling tests. Because environmental effects on fatigue life are moderate and
independent of temperature below 150'C, the temperature for tests cycled in the range of 50-290'C or
50-200'C was determined from the average of 150'C and the maximum temperature. The results in
Fig. 19 indicate that load cycles involving variable temperature conditions may be represented by an
average temperature, e.g., the fatigue lives from variable-temperature tests are comparable with those
from constant-temperature tests.
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Figure 19. Fatigue life of A333-Gr 6 carbon steel tube specimens under varying temperature, indicated
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However, the nearly identical fatigue lives of the in-phase and out-of-phase tests are somewhat
surprising. If we consider that the tensile-load cycle is primarily responsible for environmentally assisted
reduction in fatigue life, and that the applied strain and temperature must be above a minimum threshold
value for environmental effects to occur, then fatigue life for the out-of-phase tests should be longer than
for the in-phase tests, because applied strains above the threshold strain occur at temperatures above
150'C for in-phase tests, whereas they occur at temperatures below 150'C for the out-of-phase tests. If
environmental effects on fatigue life are considered to be minimal below the threshold values of 150'C
for temperature and <0.25 % for strain range, the average temperatures for the out-of-phase tests at
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50-290-C, 50-200'C, and 200-290'C should be 195, 160, and 236°C, respectively, instead of 220, 175,
and 245°C, as plotted in Fig. 19. Thus, the fatigue lives of out-of-phase tests should be at least 50%
higher than those of the in-phase tests. Most likely, difference in the cyclic hardening behavior of the
material is affecting fatigue life of the out-of-phase tests.

9 In L WR environments, the effect of temperature on the fatigue life of carbon and low-alloy steels is
explicitly considered in Fen defined in Eqs. 27 and 28 (Section 4.2.13). Also, an average temperature
may be used to calculate Fen for a specific stress cycle or load set pair.

4.2.5 Dissolved Oxygen

The dependence of fatigue life of carbon steel on DO content in water 12 ,13,1 6 is shown in Fig. 20.
The test temperature, applied strain amplitude, and S content in steel were above, and strain rate was
below, the critical threshold value. The results indicate a minimum DO level of 0.04 ppm above which
environment decreases the fatigue life of the steel. The effect of DO content on fatigue life saturates at
0.5 ppm, i.e., increases in DO levels above 0.5 ppm do not cause further decreases in life. In Fig. 20, for
DO levels between 0.04 and 0.5 ppm, fatigue life appears to decrease logarithmically with DO. Estimates
of fatigue life from a trained ANN also show a similar effect of DO on the fatigue life of carbon steels
and low-alloy steels.
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Figure 20. Dependence on DO of fatigue life of carbon steel in high-purity water.

Environmental effects on the fatigue life of carbon and low-alloy steels are minimal at DO levels
below 0.04 ppm, i.e., in low-DO PWR or hydrogen-chemistry BWR environments. In contrast,
environmental enhancement of CGRs has been observed in low-alloy steels even in low-DO water. 10 4

This apparent inconsistency of fatigue e-N data with the CGR data may be attributed to differences in the
environment at the crack tip. The initiation of environmentally assisted enhancement of CGRs in low-
alloy steels requires a critical level of sulfides at the crack tip. 104 The development of this critical sulfide
concentration requires a minimum crack extension of 0.33 mm and CGRs in the range of 1.3 x 10-4 to
4.2 x 10-7 mm/s. These conditions are not achieved under typical s-N tests. Thus, environmental effects
on fatigue life are expected to be insignificant in low-DO environments.

* In L WR environments, effect of DO level on the fatigue life of carbon and low-alloy steels is explicitly
considered in Fen, defined in Eqs. 2 7 and 28 (Section 4.2.13).
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4.2.6 Water Conductivity

In most studies the DO level in water has generally been considered the key environmental
parameter that affects the fatigue life of materials in LWR environments. Studies on the effect of the
concentration of anionic impurities in water (expressed as the overall conductivity of water), are
somewhat limited. The limited data indicate that the fatigue life of WB36 low-alloy steel at 177°C in
water with z8 ppm DO decreased by a factor of z6 when the conductivity of water was increased from
0.06 to 0.5 gS/cm. 48 ,106 A similar behavior has also been observed in another study of the effect of
conductivity on the initiation of short cracks. 107

e Normally, plants are unlikely to accumulate many fatigue cycles under off-normal conditions. Thus,
effects of water conductivity on fatigue life have not been considered in the determination of Fen.

4.2.7 Sulfur Content in Steel

It is well known that S content and morphology are the most important material-related parameters
that determine susceptibility of low-alloy steels to environmentally enhanced fatigue CGRs. 108- 111

A critical concentration of S2- or HS- ions is required at the crack tip for environmental effects to occur.
Both the corrosion fatigue CGRs and threshold stress intensity factor AKth are a function of the S content
in the range 0.003-0.019 wt.%.1 10 The probability of environmental enhancement of fatigue CGRs in
precracked specimens of low-alloy steels appears to diminish markedly for S contents <0.005 wt.%.

The fatigue E-N data for low-alloy steels also indicate a dependence of fatigue life on S content.
When all the threshold conditions are satisfied, environmental effects on the fatigue life increase with
increased S content. The fatigue lives of A508-Cl 3 steel with 0.003 wt.% S and A533-Gr B steel with
0.010 wt.% S are plotted as a function of strain rate in Fig. 21. However, the available data sets are too
sparse to establish a functional form for dependence of fatigue life on S content and to define either a
threshold for S content below which environmental effects are unimportant or an upper limit above which
the effect of S on fatigue life may saturate. A linear dependence of fatigue life on S content has been
assumed in correlations for estimating fatigue life of carbon steels and low-alloy steels in LWR
environments. 4,79  The limited data suggest that environmental effects on fatigue life saturate at S
contents above 0.015 wt.%. 4

The existing fatigue &-N data also indicate significant reductions in fatigue life of some heats of
carbon steel with S levels as low as 0.002 wt.%. The fatigue lives of several heats of A333-Gr 6 carbon
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steel with S contents of 0.002-0.015 wt.% in high-DO water at 288°C and 0.6% strain amplitude are
plotted as a function of strain rate in Fig. 22.4 Environmental effects on the fatigue life of these steels
seem to be independent of S content in the range of 0.002-0.015 wt.%. However, these tests were
conducted in air-saturated water (48 ppm DO). The fatigue life of carbon steels seems to be relatively
insensitive to S content in very high DO water, e.g., greater than 1 ppm DO; under these conditions, the
effect of DO dominates fatigue life. In other words, the saturation DO level of 0.5 ppm most likely is for
medium- and high-S steels (i.e., steels with Ž0.005 wt.% S); it may be higher for low-S steels.
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* In LWR environments, the effect of S content on the fatigue life of carbon and low-alloy steels is
explicitly considered in Fen, defined in Eqs. 27 and 28 (Section 4.2.13). However, evaluation of
experimental data on low-S steels (<O.005 wt.% S) in water with >l ppm DO should be done with
caution; the effect of S may be larger than that predicted by Eqs. 27 and 28.

4.2.8 Tensile Hold Period

Fatigue tests conducted using trapezoidal waveforms indicate that a hold period at peak tensile
strain decreases the fatigue life of carbon steels in high-DO water at 289'C.4 ,18 However, a detailed
examination of the data indicated that these results are either due to limitations of the test procedure or
caused by a frequency effect. Loading waveforms, hysteresis loops, and fatigue lives for the tests on
A106-Gr B carbon steel in air and water environments are shown in Fig. 23.4 A 300-s hold period is
sufficient to reduce fatigue life by z50% (=2000 cycles without and z1000 cycles with a hold period); a
longer hold period of 1800 s results in only slightly lower fatigue life than that with a 300-s hold period.
For example, two 300-s hold tests at 288°C and z0.78% strain range in oxygenated water with 0.7 ppm
DO gave fatigue lives of 1,007 and 1,092 cycles; life in a 1800-s hold test was 840 cycles. These tests
were conducted in stroke-contr6l mode and are somewhat different from the conventional hold-time test
in strain-control mode, where the total strain in the sample is held constant during the hold period.
However, a portion of the elastic strain is converted to plastic strain because of stress relaxation. In a
stroke-control test, there is an additional plastic strain in the sample due to relaxation of elastic strain
from the load train (Fig. 23). Consequently, significant strain changes occur during the hold period; the
measured plastic strains during the hold period were 40.028% from relaxation of the gauge and 0.05-
0.06% from relaxation of the load train. These conditions resulted in strain rates of 0.005-0.02%/s during
the hold period. The reduction in life may be attributed to the slow strain rates during the hold period.
Also, frequency effects may decrease the fatigue life of hold time tests, e.g., in air, the fatigue life of
stroke-control test with hold period is z50% lower than that without the hold period.
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Hold-time tests have also been conducted on STS410 carbon steel at 289°C in water with 1 ppm
DO. The results are given in Table 5.18 The most significant observation is that a reduction in fatigue
life occurs only for those hold-time tests that were conducted at fast strain rates, e.g., at 0.4%/s. At lower
strain rates, fatigue life is essentially the same for the tests with or without hold periods. Based on these
results, Higuchi et a1. 18 conclude that the procedures for calculating Fen need not be revised. Also, as
discussed in Section 4.2.11, the differences in fatigue life of these tests are within the data scatter for the
fatigue s-N data in LWR environments.

* The existing data do not demonstrate that hold periods at peak tensile strain affect the fatigue life of
carbon and low-alloy steels in LWR environments. Thus, any revision/modification of the method to
determine Fen is not warranted.
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Figure 23. Fatigue life of A106-Gr B steel in air and water environments at 288°C, 0.78% strain range,

and hold period at peak tensile strain (Ref. 4). Hysteresis loops are for tests in air.
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Table 5. Fatigue data for STS410 steel at 289°C in water with 1 ppm DO and trapezoidal waveform.

Strain Ampl. Hold Period at Peak Tensile / Compressive Strain Rate (%/s)
(%) Tensile Strain (s) 0.4 / 0.4 0.04 / 0.4 0.01 / 0.4 0.004 / 0.4
0.6 0 489 240 - 118
0.6 60 328,405 238 - 138
0.6 600 173,217 - - -

0.3 0 3270 1290 737 508
0.3 60 1840, 1760 1495 875 587
0.3 600 436, 625 - - -

4.2.9 Flow Rate

Nearly all of the fatigue s-N data for LWR environments have been obtained at very low water
flow rates. Recent data indicate that, under the environmental conditions typical of operating BWRs,
environmental effects on the fatigue life of carbon steels are at least a factor of 2 lower at high flow rates
(7 m/s) than at 0.3 m/s or lower. 19,2 0,44 The beneficial effects of increased flow rate are greater for high-
S steels and at low strain rates. 19,20 The effect of water flow rate on the fatigue life of high-S
(0.016 wt.%) A333-Gr 6 carbon steel in high-purity water at 289'C is shown in Fig. 24. At 0.3% strain
amplitude, 0.01%/s strain rate, and all DO levels, fatigue life is increased by a factor of z2 when the flow
rate is increased from z10-5 to 7 m/s. At 0.6% strain amplitude and 0.001%/s strain rate, fatigue life is
increased by a factor ofz6 in water with 0.2 ppm DO and by a factor ofZ3 in water with 1.0 or 0.05 ppm
DO. Under similar loading conditions, i.e., 0.6% strain amplitude and 0.001%/s strain rate, a low-S
(0.008 wt.%) heat of A333-Gr 6 carbon steel showed only a factor of z2 increase in fatigue life with
increased flow rates. Note that the beneficial effects of flow rate are determined from a single test on
each material at very low flow rates; data scatter in LWR environments is typically a factor of z2.

A factor of 2 increase in fatigue life was observed (Fig. 25) at KWU during component tests with
180' bends of carbon steel tubing (0.025 wt.% S) when internal flow rates of up to 0.6 m/s were
established.4 4 The tests were conducted at 240'C in water that contained 0.2 ppm DO.

9 Because of the uncertainties in the flow conditions at or near the locations of crack initiation, the
beneficial effect offlow rate on the fatigue life is presently not included in fatigue evaluations.
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Figure 24. Effect of water flow rate on fatigue life of A333-Gr 6 carbon steel at 289°C and strain
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4.2.10 Surface Finish

Fatigue testing has been conducted on specimens of carbon and low-alloy steels that -were
intentionally roughened in a lathe, under controlled conditions, with 50-grit sandpaper to produce
circumferential scratches with an average roughness of 1.2 Lrn and Rq of 1.6 pLm (z62 micro in.). 39 The
results for A106-Gr B carbon steel and A533-Gr B low-alloy steel are shown in Fig. 26. In air, the
fatigue life of rough A106-Gr B specimens is a factor of 3 lower than that of smooth specimens, and, in
high-DO water, it is the same as that of smooth specimens. In low-DO water, the fatigue life of the
roughened A106-Gr B specimen is slightly lower than that of smooth specimens. The effect of.surface
roughness on the fatigue life of A533-Gr B low-alloy steel is similar to that for A106-Gr B carbon steel;
in high-DO water, the fatigue lives of both rough and smooth specimens are the same. The results in
water are consistent with a mechanism of growth by a slip oxidation/dissolution process, which seems
unlikely to be affected by surface finish. Because environmental effects are moderate in low-DO water,
surface roughness would be expected to influence fatigue life.
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Figure 26. Effect of surface roughness on fatigue life of (a) A106-Gr B carbon steel and (b) A533 low-
alloy steel in air and high-purity water at 289°C.
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o The effect of surface finish is not considered in the environmental fatigue correction factor; it is
included in the subfactor for "surface finish and environment" that is applied to the mean data curve to
develop the Code fatigue design curve in air.

4.2.11 Heat-to-Heat Variability

The effect of material variability and data scatter on the fatigue life of carbon and low-alloy steels
has also been evaluated for LWR environments. The fatigue behavior of each of the heats or loading
conditions is characterized by the value of the constant A in the ANL models (e.g., Eq. 6). The values of
A for the various data sets are ordered, and median ranks are used to estimate the cumulative distribution
of A for the population. Results for carbon and low-alloy steels in water environments are shown in
Fig. 27. The median value of A in water is 5.951 for carbon steels and 5.747 for low-alloy steels. The
results indicate that environmental effects are approximately the same for the various heats of these steels.
For example, the cumulative distribution of data sets for specific heats is approximately the same in air
and water environments. The ANL model seem to overestimate the effect of environment for a few heats,
e.g., the ranking for A533-Gr B heat 5 is z42 percentile in air and z95 percentile in water, and for A 106-
Gr B heat A, it is =17 percentile in air and varies from 2 to 60 percentile in water. Monte Carlo analyses
were also performed for the fatigue data in LWR environments.
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Figure 27. Estimated cumulative distribution of parameter A in the ANL models for fatigue life for heats
of carbon and low-alloy steels in LWR environments.

The results for carbon and low-alloy steels in LWR environments are summarized in Tables 6
and 7, respectively, in terms of values for A that provide bounds for the portion of the population and the
confidence that is desired in the estimates of the bounds. In LWR environments, the 5th percentile value
of parameter A at 95% confidence level is 5.191 for carbon steels and 4.748 for low-alloy steels. From
Fig. 27, the median value of A for the sample is 5.951 for carbon steels and 5.747 for low-alloy steels.
Thus, the 95/95 value of the margin to account for material variability and data scatter is 2.1 and 2.7 on
life for carbon steels and low-alloy steels, respectively. These margins are needed to provide 95%
confidence that the resultant life will be greater than that observed for 95% of the materials of interest.
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Table 6. Values of parameter A in the ANL fatigue life model for carbon steels in water and the
margins on life as a function of confidence level and percentage of population bounded.

Confidence Percentage of Population Bounded (Percentile Distribution of A)

Level 95 (5) 90(10) 75 (25) 67 (33) 50(50)

Values of Parameter A

50 5.333 5.469 5.697 5.786 5.951

75 5.275 5.417 5.652 5.742 5.906

95 5.191 5.342 5.587 5.678 5.840

Margins on Life
50 1.9 1.6 1.3 1.2 1.0

75 2.0 1.7 1.3 1.2 1.0

95 2.1 1.8 1.4 1.3 1.1

Table 7. Values of parameter A in the ANL fatigue life model for low-alloy steels in water and the
margins on life as a function of confidence level and percentage of population bounded.

Confidence Percentage of Population Bounded (Percentile Distribution of A)

Level 95 (5) 90(10) 75 (25) 67 (33) 50 (50)

Values of Parameter A
50 4.950 5.126 5.420 5.534 5.747

75 4.867 5.052 5.355 5.470 5.680
95 4.748 4.944 5.261 5.378 5.585

Margins on Life

50 2.2 1.9 1.4 1.2 1.0

75 2.4 2.0 1.5 1.3 1.1
95 2.7 2.2 1.6 1.4 1.2

The effect of heat-to-heat variability is not considered in the environmental fatigue correction factor;
it is included in the subfactor for "data scatter and material variability" that is applied to the mean data
curve to develop the Code fatigue design curve in air.

4.2.12 Fatigue Life Model

Fatigue-life models for estimating the fatigue lives of carbon and low-alloy steels in LWR
environments based on the existing fatigue s-N data have been developed at ANL.4,39 The effects of key
parameters, such as temperature, strain rate, DO content in water, and S content in the steel, are included
in the correlations; the effects of these and other parameters on the fatigue life are discussed below in
detail. The functional forms for the effects of strain rate, temperature, DO level in water, and S content in
the steel were based on the data trends. For both carbon and low-alloy steels, the model assumes
threshold and saturation values of 1.0 and 0.001%/s, respectively, for strain rate; 0.001 and 0.015 wt.%,
respectively, for S; and 0.04 and 0.5 ppm, respectively, for DO. It also considers a threshold value of
150'C for temperature.

In the present report these models.have been updated based on the analysis presented in Section
4.2.11, e.g., constant A in the models differs from the value reported earlier in NUREG/CR-6583 and -
6815. Relative to the earlier model, the fatigue lives predicted by the updated model are z6% lower for
carbon steels and z2% higher for low-alloy steels. In LWR environments, the fatigue life, N, of carbon
steels is represented by
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In(N) = 5.951 - 1.975 ln(5a - 0.113) +0.101 S* T* O* t *, (20)
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Figure 28. Experimental and predicted fatigue lives of (a) carbon steels and (b) low-alloy steels in LWR

environments.

and that of low-alloy steels, by

ln(N) = 5.747 - 1.808 ln( 5a - 0.151) + 0.101 S* T* 0* t *, (21)

where S*, T*, 0*, and t * are transformed S content, temperature, DO level, and strain rate, respectively,
defined as:

S* = 0.0 15
S* = 0.001
S* = S
S* =0.015

T* =0
T* =T- 150

(DO > 1.0 ppm)
(DO <1.0 ppm and S < 0.001 wt.%)
(DO <1.0 ppm and 0.001 < S: <0.015 wt.%)
(DO <1.0 ppm and S > 0.015 wt.%) (22)

(23)
(T•5 150°C)
(150 < T< 350-C)

O*=0
0* = ln(DO/0.04)
0* = ln(12.5)

t =0
t ln(ý)

t *n(O001)

(DO < 0.04 ppm)
(0.04 ppm < DO <0.5 ppm)
(DO > 0.5 ppm)

(t > 1%/s)

(0.001 < t < 1%/s)
(t < 0.001%//s).

(24)

(25)

These models are recommended for predicted fatigue lives _106 cycles. Also, as discussed in
Section 4.2.7, because the effect of S on the fatigue life of carbon and low-alloy steels appears to depend
on the DO level in water, Eqs. 20-25 may yield nonconservative estimates of fatigue life for low-S
(<0.007 wt.%) steels in high-temperature water with >1 ppm DO. The experimental values of fatigue life
and those predicted by Eqs. 20 and 21 are plotted in Fig. 28. The predicted fatigue lives show good
agreement with the experimental values; the experimental and predicted values differ by a factor of 3.
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The ANL fatigue life models represent the mean values of fatigue life as a function of applied strain
amplitude, temperature, strain rate, DO level in water, and S content of the steel. The effects of
parameters (such as mean stress, surface finish, size and geometry, and loading history) that are known
to influence fatigue life are not included in the model.

4.2.13 Environmental Fatigue Correction Factor

The effects of reactor coolant environments on fatigue life have also been expressed in terms of
environmental fatigue correction factor, Fen, which is defined as the ratio of life in air at room
temperature, NRTair, to that in water at the service temperature, Nwater. Values of Fen can be obtained
from the ANL fatigue life model, where

ln(Fen) = ln(NRTair) - ln(Nwater). (26)

The environmental fatigue correction factor for carbon steels is given by

Fen = exp(0.632 - 0.101 S* T* 0* t *), (27)

and for low-alloy steels, by

Fen = exp(0.702 - 0.101 S* T* 0* t *) (28)

where the constants S*, T*, t *, and 0* are defined in Eqs. 22-25. Note that because the ANL fatigue
life models have been updated in the present report, the constants 0.632 and 0.702 in Eqs. 27 and 28 are
different from the values reported earlier in NUREG/CR-6583 and -6815. Relative to the earlier
expressions, correction factors determined from Eq. 27 for carbon steels are 48% higher, and those
determined from Eq. 28 for low-alloy steels are =18% lower. A threshold strain amplitude (one-half of
the applied strain range) is also defined, below which LWR coolant environments have no effect on
fatigue life, i.e., Fen = 1. The threshold strain amplitude is 0.07% (145 MPa stress amplitude) for carbon
and low-alloy steels. To incorporate environmental effects into a ASME Section III fatigue evaluation,
the fatigue usage for a specific stress cycle of load set pair based on the current Code fatigue design
curves is multiplied by the correction factor. Further details for incorporating environmental effects into
fatigue evaluations are presented in Appendix A.

The Fen approach may be used to incorporate environmental effects into the Code fatigue evaluations.

4.2.14 Modified Rate Approach

Nearly all of the existing fatigue •-N data were obtained under loading histories with constant
strain rate, temperature, and strain amplitude. The actual loading histories encountered during service of
nuclear power plants are far more complex. Exploratory fatigue tests have been conducted with
waveforms in which the test temperature and strain rate were changed.4 ,15 ,18 The results of such tests
provide guidance for developing procedures and rules for fatigue evaluation of components under
complex loading histories.

The modified rate approach has been proposed to predict fatigue life under changing test
conditions.3 1,3 2  It allows calculating Fen under conditions where temperature and strain rate are
changing. The correction factor, Fen(t, T), is assumed to increase linearly from 1 with increments of
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strain from a minimum value emin (%) to a maximum value -max (%). Increments of Fen, Hen, during
increments of strain, de, are calculated from

dFen = (Fen - 1) de /(emax - Smin) • (29)

Integration of Eq. 29 from Emin to emax provides the environmental fatigue correction factor under
changing temperature and strain rate. The application of the modified rate approach to a strain transient is
illustrated in Fig. 29; at each strain increment, Fen( s ,T) is determined from Eqs. 27 and 28. Thus, Fen for
the total strain transient is given by

n z. • Ack
Fen= I Fen k(k,Tk) Ik

k=1 max- min
(30)

where n is the total number of strain increments, and k is the subscript for the k-th incremental segment.

As discussed in Section 4.2.3, a minimum threshold strain, ith (one-half of the applied strain range),
is required for an environmentally assisted decrease in fatigue life. During a strain cycle, environmental
effects are significant only after the applied strain level exceeds the threshold value. In application of the
modified rate approach when a threshold strain eth is considered, Fen for the total strain transient is given
by

n AEk
Fen =kýY Fen,k ('kIk)_max + (31)

Emin

Tk ~ E A= 
-

Ek Aýtk

Figure 29.
Application of the modified rate approach to
determine the environmental fatigue correction
factor Fen during a transient.

Time

The modified rate approach has been used to evaluate fatigue life under cyclic loading conditions
where both temperature and strain rate were varied during the test.18,3 1,32 The studies demonstrate the
applicability of the damage rate approach to variable loading conditions such as actual plant transient.
Also, the following conclusions may be drawn from these studies.

(a) The use of a strain threshold, eth, for calculating Fen by the modified rate approach (i.e., Eq. 31) is
not necessary because it does not improve the accuracy of estimation. 32 As discussed earlier in
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I
Section 4.2.3, application of the modified rate approach, without the consideration of a strain I
threshold, gives the best estimates of fatigue life.

(b) Under load cycles that involve variable strain rate, estimates of Fen based on an average strain rate
[i.e., in Fig. 29, total strain (Smax - Smin) divided by the total time for the transient] are the most
conservative.1 8 Thus, calculations of Fen based on an average strain, rate for the transient will
always yield a conservative estimate of fatigue life.

(c) An average temperature for the transient may be used to estimate Fen during a load cycle.

Where information is available regarding the transients associated with a specific stress cycle or load
set pair, the modified rate approach may be used to determine Fen.
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5 Austenitic Stainless Steels

The relevant fatigue s-N data for austenitic SSs in air include the data compiled by Jaske and
O'Donnell7 2 for developing fatigue design criteria for pressure vessel alloys, the JNUFAD database from
Japan, studies at EdF in France, 69 and the results of Conway et al. 73 and Keller. 74 In water, the existing
fatigue s-N data include the tests performed by GE in a test loop at the Dresden I reactor;8- 11 the
JNUFAD data base; studies at MHI, IHI, and Hitachi in Japan; 18- 30 the work at ANL; 6 ,7,36-40 and the
studies sponsored by EdF.70 -7 1 Nearly 60% of the tests in air were conducted at room temperature, 20%
at 250-325°C, and 20% at 350-450'C. Nearly 90% of the tests in water were conducted at temperatures
between 260 and 325°C; the remainder were at lower temperatures. The data on Type 316NG in water
have been obtained primarily at DO levels >0.2 ppm, and those on Type 316 SS, at <0.005 ppm DO; half
of the tests on Type 304 SS are at low-DO and the remaining at high-DO levels.

5.1 Air Environment

5.1.1 Experimental Data

The fatigue s-N data for Types 304, 316, and 316NG SS in air at temperatures between room
temperature and 456°C are shown in Fig. 30. The best-fit curve based on the updated ANL fatigue life
model (Eq. 32 in Section 5.1.7) and the ASME Section III mean-data curves are included in the figures.
The results indicate that the fatigue life of Type 304 SS is comparable to that of Type 316 SS; the fatigue
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U
life of Type 316NG is slightly higher than that of Types 304 and 316 SS at high strain amplitudes. Some H
of the tests on Type 316 SS in room-temperature air have been conducted in load-control mode at stress
levels in the range of 190-230 MPa. The data are shown as triangles in Fig. 30, with strain amplitudes of
0.1-0.12% and fatigue lives of 7 x 104-3 x 107. For these tests, the strain amplitude was calculated only
as elastic strain. Based on cyclic stress-vs.-strain correlations for Type 316 SS,38 actual strain
amplitudes for these tests should be 0.23-0.32%. These results were excluded from the analysis of the
fatigue s-N data to develop the model for estimating the fatigue life of these steels in air. l

The results also indicate that the current Code mean-data curve is not consistent with the existing
fatigue c-N data. At strain amplitudes <0.3% (stress amplitudes <585 MPa), the Code mean curve
predicts significantly longer fatigue lives than those observed experimentally for several heats of
austenitic SSs with composition and tensile strength within the ASME specifications. The difference
between the Code mean curve and the best-fit of the available experimental data is due most likely to
differences in the tensile strength of the steels. The Code mean curve represents SSs with relatively high
strength; the fatigue e-N data obtained during the last 30 years were obtained on SSs with lower tensile
strengths. 5

Furthermore, for the current Code mean curve, the 106 cycle fatigue limit (i.e., the stress amplitude
at a fatigue life of 106 cycles) is 389 MPa, which is greater than the monotonic yield strength of austenitic
SSs in more common use (=303 MPa). Consequently, the current Code design curve for austenitic SSs
does not include a mean stress correction for fatigue lives below 106 cycles. Recent studies by Wire et
al. 1 12 and Solomon et al.70 on the effect of residual stress on fatigue life clearly demonstrate that mean
stress can decrease the 106 cycle fatigue limit of the material; the extent of the effect depends on the
cyclic hardening behavior of the material and the resultant decrease in strain amplitude developed during I
load-controlled cycling. Strain hardening is more pronounced at high temperatures (e.g., 288-320'C) or
at high mean stress (e.g., >70 MPa); therefore, as observed by Wire et al. and Solomon et al., fatigue life
for load-controlled tests with mean stress is actually increased at high temperatures or large values of I
mean stress. In both studies, under load control, mean stress effects were observed at low temperatures
(150°C) or at relatively low mean stress (<70 MPa).

Wire et al.1 12 performed fatigue tests on two heats of Types 304 SS to establish the effect of mean
stress under both strain control and load control. The strain-controlled tests indicated "an apparent
reduction of up to 26% in strain amplitude in. the low- and intermediate-cycle regime (<106 cycle) for a
mean stress of 138 MPa." However, the results were affected both by mean stress and cold work.
Although the composition and vendor-supplied tensile strength for the two heats of Type 304 SS were
within the ASME specifications, the measured mechanical properties showed much larger variations than
indicated by the vendor properties. Wire et al. state, "at 288°C, yield strength varied from 152-338 MPa.
These wide variations are attributed to variations in (cold) working from the surface to the center of the
thick cylindrical forgings." After separating the individual effect of mean stress and cold work, the Wire
et al. results indicate a 12% decrease in strain amplitude for a mean stress of 138 MPa. These results are
consistent with the predictions based on conventional mean stress models such as the Goodman
correlation.

* The current Code mean data curve, and therefore the Code design curve, is nonconservative with 3
respect to the existing fatigue e-N data for austenitic SSs. A new Code fatigue design curve, which is
consistent with the existing fatigue data, has been proposed (see Section 5.1.8for details).
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5.1.2 Specimen Geometry

The influence of specimen geometry (hourglass vs. gauge length specimens) on the fatigue life of
Types 304 and 316 SS is shown in Fig. 31. At temperatures up to 300'C, specimen geometry has little or
no effect on the fatigue life of austenitic SSs; the fatigue lives of hourglass specimens are comparable to
those of gauge specimens.
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Figure 31. Influence of specimen geometry on fatigue life of Types 304 and 316 stainless steel
(JNUFAD data).

* Fatigue e-N data obtained either on hourglass or straight gauge specimens may be used to develop

the Code fatigue design curves.

5.1.3 Temperature

The fatigue life of Types 304 and 316 SS in air at temperatures between 100 and 325°C is plotted in
Fig. 32; the best-fit curve based on the ANL model (Eq. 32 in Section 5.1.7) and the ASME Code mean
curve are also shown in the figures. In air, the fatigue life of austenitic SSs is independent of temperature
from room temperature to 400'C. Although the effect of strain rate on fatigue life seems to be significant
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Figure 32. Influence of temperature on fatigue life of Types 304 and 316 stainless steel in air
(Ref. 38, JNUFAD database).
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at temperatures above 400'C, variations in strain rate in the range of 0.4-0.008%/s have no effect on the
fatigue lives of SSs at temperatures up to 400°C.6 9 In air, the fatigue E-N data can be represented by a
single curve for temperatures from room temperature up to 4000 C.

Recent data indicate that temperature can influence the fatigue limit of austenitic SSs because of
differences in the secondary hardening behavior of the material due to dynamic strain aging. 7 1 For a heat
of Type 304L SS, the fatigue limit was higher at 300'C than at 150 0C because of significant secondary
hardening at 300'C.

* Temperature has no significant effect on the fatigue life of austenitic SSs at temperatures from room
temperature to 400'C. Variations in fatigue life due to the effects of secondary hardening behavior are
accounted for in the factor applied on stress to obtain the design curve from the mean data curve.

5.1.4 Cyclic Strain Hardening Behavior

Under cyclic loading, austenitic SSs exhibit rapid hardening during the first 50-100 cycles; as
shown in Fig. 33 the extent of hardening increases with increasing strain amplitude and decreasing
temperature and strain rate. 38 The initial hardening is followed by a softening and saturation stage at high
temperatures, and by continuous softening at room temperature.

* The cyclic strain hardening behavior is likely to influence the fatigue limit of the material; variations
in fatigue life due to such effects are accounted for in the factor of 2 on stress.
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5.1.5 Surface Finish

Fatigue tests have been conducted on Types 304 and 316NG SS specimens that were intentionally
roughened in a lathe, under controlled conditions, with 50-grit sandpaper to produce circumferential
cracks with an average surface roughness of 1.2 jim. The results are shown in Figs. 34a and b,
respectively, for Types 316NG and 304 SS. For both steels, the fatigue life of roughened specimens is a
factor of =3 lower than that of the smooth specimens.

The effect of surface finish was not investigated in the mean data curve used to develop the Code
fatigue design curves, it is included as part of the subfactor that is applied to the mean data curve to
account for "surface finish and environment."
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289"C . Air A Air 289'C Strain Rate = 0.004/0.4%/s1.0 1.0 .O Ai
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Figure 34. Effect of surface roughness on fatigue life of (a) Type 316NG and (b) Type 304 SSs in air.

5.1.6 Heat-to-Heat Variability

The effects of material variability and data scatter must be included to ensure that the design curves
not only describe the available test data well, but also adequately describe the fatigue lives of the much
larger number of heats of material that are found in the field. As mentioned earlier for carbon and low-
alloy steels, material variability and data scatter in the fatigue s-N data for austenitic SSs are also
evaluated by considering the best-fit curves determined from tests on individual heats of materials or
loading conditions as samples of the much larger population of heats of materials and service conditions
of interest. The fatigue behavior of each of the heats or loading conditions is characterized by the value
of the constant A in Eq. 6. The values of A for the various data sets were ordered, ,and median ranks were
used to estimate the cumulative distribution of A for the population. The distributions were fit to
lognormal curves. Results for various austenitic SSs in air are shown in Fig. 35. The~median value of the
constant A is 6.891 for the fatigue life of austenitic SSs in air at temperatures not exceeding 400'C. The
values of A that describe the 5th percentile of these distributions give a fatigue s-N curve that is expected
to bound the lives of 95% of the heats of austenitic SSs. A Monte Carlo analysis was performed to
address the uncertainties in the median value and standard deviation of the sample used for the analysis.

For austenitic SSs, the values for A that provide bounds for the portion of the population and the
confidence that is desired in the estimates of the bounds are summarized in Table 8. From Fig. 35, the
median value of A for the sample is 6.891. From Table 8, the 95/95 value of the margin to account for
material variability and data scatter is 2.3 on life. This margin is needed to provide reasonable confidence
that the resultant life will be greater than that observed for 95% of the materials of interest.
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Table 8. Values of parameter A in the ANL fatigue life model and the margins on life for austenitic
SSs in air as a function of confidence level and percentage of population bounded.

Confidence Percentage of Population Bounded .(Percentile Distribution of A)
Level 95(5) 90(10) 75 (25) 67 (33) 50(50)

Values of Parameter A
50 6.205 6.356 6.609 6.707 6.891
75 6.152 6.309 6.569 6.668 6.851
95 6.075 6.241 6.510 6.611 6.793

Margins on Life
50 2.0 1.7 1.3 1.2 1.0
75 2.1 1.8 1.4 1.2 1.0
95 2.3 1.9 1.5 1.3 1.1

The Code fatigue design curves are based on the imean data curves; heat-to-heat variability is included
in the subfactor that is applied to the mean data curve to account for "data scatter and material
variability."

5.1.7 Fatigue Life Model

The database used to develop the new air mean data curve is much larger and developed for more
representative materials than were used as the basis for the existing ASME fatigue design curves. It is an
updated version of the PVRC database; the sources are listed in Table 1 of the present report. The data
were obtained on smooth specimens tested under strain control with a fully reversed loading (i.e., R = -1)
in compliance with consensus standard approaches for the development of such data. The database for
austenitic SSs consists of some 520 tests on Types 304, 316, 304L, 316L and 316NG SS; z220 for
Type 304 SS; 150 for Type 316 SS; and 150 for Types 316NG, 304L, and 316L SS. The austenitic SSs
used in these studies are all in compliance with the compositional and strength requirements of the ASME
Code specifications.
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Several different best-fit mean s-N curves for austenitic SSs have been proposed in the literature.
Examples include Jaske and O'Donnell, 72 Diercks, 1 13 Chopra,3 8 Tsutsumi et al.,2 8 and Solomon and
Amzallag.11 4 These curves differ by up to 50%, particularly in the 104 to 107 cycle regime; the
differences primarily occur because different database were used in developing the models for the mean
s-N curves. The analyses by Jaske and O'Donnell and by Diercks are based on the Jaske and O'Donnell
database. The details regarding the database used by Tsutsumi et al. are not available. The database used
in NUREG/CR-5704 included the Jaske and O'Donnell data, data obtained in Japan (including the
JNUFAD database), and some additional data obtained in the U.S. In the earlier ANL reports, separate
models were presented for Type 304 or 316 SS and Type 316NG SS. In the present report, the existing
data were reanalyzed to develop a single model for the fatigue e-N behavior of austenitic SSs. The model
assumes that the fatigue life in air is independent of temperature and strain rate. Also, to be consistent
with the models proposed by Tsutsumi et al. 28 and Jaske and O'Donnell, 72 the value of the constant C in
the modified Langer equation (Eq. 6) was lower than that in earlier reports (i.e., 0.112 instead of 0.126).
The proposed curve yields an R2 value of 0.851 when compared with the available data; the R2 values for
the mean curves derived by Tsutsumi et al., Jaske and O'Donnell, and the ASME Code are 0.839, 0.826,
and 0.568, respectively.

In air, at temperatures up to 400'C, the fatigue data for Types 304, 304L, 316, 316L, and 316NG
SS are best represented by the equation:

ln(N) = 6.891 - 1.920 ln(sa - 0.112) (32)

where sa is applied strain amplitude (%). The experimental values of fatigue life and those predicted by
Eq. 32 for austenitic SSs in air are plotted in Fig. 36. The predicted lives show good agreement with the
experimental values; for most tests the difference between the experimental and predicted values is within
a factor of 3, and for some, the observed fatigue lives are significantly longer than the predicted values.

e The ANL fatigue life models represent mean values offatigue life. The effects of parameters such as
mean stress, surface finish, size and geometry, and loading history, which are known to influence fatigue
life, are not explicitly considered in the model; such effects are accounted for in the factors of 20 on life
and 2 on stress that are applied to the mean data curve to obtain the Code fatigue design curve.
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Figure 36. Experimental and predicted fatigue lives of austenitic SSs in air.
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5.1.8 New Fatigue Design Curve

As discussed in Section 5.1.1, the current Code mean-data curve that was used to develop the Code
fatigue design curve, is not consistent with the existing fatigue s-N data. A fatigue design curve that is
consistent with the existing database may be obtained from the ANL model (Eq. 32) by following the
same procedure that was used to develop the current ASME Code fatigue design curve. However, the
discussions presented later in Section 7.5 indicate that the current Code requirement of a factor of 20 on
cycles, to account for the effects of material variability and data scatter, specimen size, surface finish, and
loading history, is conservative by at least a factor of 1.7. Thus, to reduce this conservatism, fatigue
design curve based on the ANL model for austenitic SSs (Eq. 32) may be developed by first correcting for
mean stress effects using the modified Goodman relationship and then lowering the mean-stress-adjusted
curve by a factor of 2 on stress or 12 on cycles, whichever is more conservative. This curve and the
current Code design curve are shown in Fig. 37; values of stress amplitude vs. cycles for the current and
the proposed design curves are given in Table 9. A fatigue design curve that is consistent with the
existing fatigue s-N data but is not based on the ANL model (Eq. 32) has also been proposed by the
ASME Subgroup on Fatigue Strength.8 9

Table 9. The new and currentCode fatigue design curves for austenitic stainless steels in air.

Stress Amplitude (MPa/ksi)
Cycles New Design Curve Current Design Curve

Stress Amplitude (MPa/ksi)
Cycles New Design Curve Current Design Curve

I E+01
2 E+01
5 E+01
1 E+02
2 E+02
5 E+02
1 E+03
2 E+03
5 E+03
1 E+04
2 E+04
5 E+04
I E+05

6000 (870)
4300 (624)
2748 (399)
1978 (287)
1440 (209)
974 (141)
745 (108)
590 (85.6)
450 (65.3)
368 (53.4)
300 (43.5)
235 (34.1)
196 (28.4)

4881 (708)
3530 (512)
2379 (345)
1800 (261)
1386(201)
1020 (148)
820 (119)
669 (97.0)
524 (76.0)
441 (64.0)
383 (55.5)
319 (46.3)
281 (40.8)

2 E+05
5 E+05
1 E+06
2 E+06
5 E+06
I E+07
2 E+07
5 E+07
1 E+08
I E+09
1 E+10
1 E+11
2 E+10

168 (24.4)
142 (20.6)
126 (18.3)
113(16.4)
102 (14.8)
99 (14.4)

97.1 (14.1)
95.8 (13.9)
94.4 (13.7)
93.7 (13.6)

248 (35.9)
214 (31.0)
195 (28.3)
157 (22.8)
127 (18.4)
113 (16.4)
105 (15.2)

98.6 (14.3)
97.1 (14.1)
95.8 (13.9)
94.4 (13.7)
93.7 (13.6)
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Figure 37. Fatigue design curve for austenitic stainless steels in air.
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The proposed curve extends up to 1011 cycles; the two curves are the same beyond 108 cycles.
Although the curve is based primarily on data for Types 304 and 316 SS, it may be used for wrought
Types 304, 310, 316, 347, and 348 SS, and cast CF-3, CF-8, and CF-8M SS for temperatures not
exceeding 371'C (700'F).

* The current Code fatigue design curve for austenitic stainless steels is nonconservative with respect to
the existing fatigue &-N data for fatigue lives in the range of 1O3 to 5 x 106 cycles. A new design curve,
that is consistent with the existing data, has been developed. To reduce the conservatism in the current
Code requirement of 20 on life, the new curve was obtained by using factors of 12 on life and 2 on stress.

5.2 LWR Environment

5.2.1 Experimental Data

The fatigue lives of austenitic SSs are decreased in LWR environments; the fatigue &-N data for
Types 304 and 316NG SS in water at 288'C are shown in Fig. 38. The s-N curves based on the ANL
model (Eq. 32 in Section 5.1.7 and Eq. 34 in Section 5.2.13) are also included in the figures. The fatigue
life is decreased significantly when three threshold conditions are satisfied simultaneously, viz., applied
strain range and service temperature are above a minimum threshold level, and the loading strain rate is
below a threshold value. The DO level in the water and, possibly, the composition and heat treatment of
the steel are also important parameters for environmental effects on fatigue life. For some steels, fatigue
life is longer in high-DO water than in low-DO PWR environments. Although, in air, the fatigue life of
Type 316NG SS is slightly longer than that of Types 304 and 316 SS, the effects of LWR environments
are comparable for wrought Types 304, 316, and 316NG. Also, limited data indicate that the fatigue life
of cast austenitic SSs in both low-DO and high-DO environments is comparable to that of wrought SSs in
low-DO environment.
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288"C Water Strain Rate (%-s) 288*C Water
0.005 ppm DO , 0.4 8ppm DO
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Figure 38. Strain amplitude vs. fatigue life data for (a) Type 304 and (b) Type 316NG SS in water at

288°C (JNUFAD and Refs. 7,38).

The existing fatigue data indicate that a slow strain rate applied during the tensile-loading cycle
(i.e., up-ramp with increasing strain) is primarily responsible for the environmentally assisted reduction
in fatigue life. Slow rates applied during both tensile- and compressive-loading cycles (i.e., up- and
down-ramps) do not further decrease fatigue life compared with that observed for tests with only a slow
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(a) .(b)

Figure 39. Higher-magnification photomicrographs of oxide films that formed on Type 316NG stainless
steel in (a) simulated PWR water and (b) high-DO water.

tensile-loading cycle (Fig. 38b). Consequently, loading and environmental conditions during the tensile-
loading cycle (strain rate, temperature, and DO level) are important for environmentally assisted
reduction of the fatigue lives of these steels.

For austenitic SSs, lower fatigue lives in low-DO water than in high-DO water are difficult to
reconcile in terms of the slip oxidation/dissolution mechanism, which assumes that crack growth rates
increase with increasing DO in the water. The characteristics of the surface oxide films that form on
austenitic SSs in LWR coolant environments can influence the mechanism and kinetics of corrosion
processes and thereby influence the initiation stage, i.e., the growth of MSCs. Also, the reduction of
fatigue life in high-temperature water has often been attributed to the presence of surface micropits that
may act as stress raisers and provide preferred sites for the formation of fatigue cracks.
Photomicrographs of the gauge surfaces of Type 316NG specimens tested in simulated PWR water and
high-DO water are shown in Fig. 39. Austenitic SSs exposed to LWR environments develop an oxide
film that consists of two layers: a fine-grained, tightly-adherent, chromium-rich inner layer, and a
crystalline, nickel-rich outer layer composed of large and intermediate-size particles. The inner layer
forms by solid-state growth, whereas the crystalline outer layer forms by precipitation or deposition from
the solution. A schematic representation of the surface oxide film is shown in Fig. 40. The structure and
composition of the inner and outer layers and their variation with the water chemistry have been
identified. 115,116

Large-size Particles Intermediate-size Particles
Outer Layer Outer Layer

Stainless Steel Substrate Fine-grain Inner Layer

Figure 40. Schematic of the corrosion oxide film formed on austenitic stainless steels in
LWR environments.
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Experimental data indicate that surface micropits or minor differences in the composition or
structure of the surface oxide film have no effect on the formation of fatigue cracks. Fatigue tests were
conducted on Type 316NG (Heat P91576) specimens that were preexposed to either low-DO or high-DO
water and then tested in air or water environments. The results of these tests, as well as data obtained
earlier on this heat and Heat D432804 of Type 316NG SS in air and low-DO water at 288°C, are plotted
in Fig. 41. The fatigue life of a specimen preoxidized in high-DO water and then tested in low-DO water
is identical to that of specimens tested without preoxidation. Also, fatigue lives of specimens preoxidized
at 288°C in low-DO water and then tested in air are identical to those of unoxidized specimens (Fig. 41).
If micropits were responsible for the reduction in life, the preexposed specimens should show a decrease
in life. Also, the fatigue limit of these steels should be lower in water than in air, but the data indicate this
limit is the same in water and air environments. Metallographic examination of the test specimens
indicated that environmentally assisted reduction in fatigue lives of austenitic SSs most likely is not
caused by slip oxidation/dissolution but some other process, such as hydrogen-induced cracking. 7,36,37

e An LWR environment has a significant effect on the fatigue life of austenitic SSs, such effects are not
considered in the current Code design curve. Environmental effects may be incorporated into the Code
fatigue evaluation using the Fen approach described in Section 5.2.14.

5.2.2 Strain Amplitude

As in the case of the carbon and low-alloy steels, a minimum threshold strain range is required for
the environmentally induced decrease in fatigue lives of SS to occur. Exploratory fatigue tests have also
been conducted on austenitic SSs to determine the threshold strain range beyond which environmental
effects are significant during a fatigue cycle. 24 ,29 The tests were performed with waveforms in which the
slow strain rate is applied during only a fraction of the tensile loading cycle. The results indicate that a
minimum threshold strain is required for an environmentally assisted decrease in the fatigue lives of SSs
(Fig. 42). The threshold strain range Aeth appears to be independent of material type (weld or base metal)
and temperature in the range of 250-325°C, but it tends to decrease as the strain range is decreased. 24 ,29

The.threshold strain range may be expressed in terms of the applied strain range AE by the equation

Atth/At = - 0.22 As + 0.65. (33)

The results suggest that Aeth is related to the elastic strain range of the test and does not correspond
to the strain at which the crack closes.

Type 316NG SS Open Symbols: Air
2890C Closed Symbols: Low-DO water

Figure 41.

Heat D432804 Effects of environment on formation of
1.0 0 0.4%/s fatigue cracks in Type 316NG SS in air(D 0.004%/s Best-Fit Air

Heat P91576 ANL Model and low-DO water at 288'C.
Preoxidized Preoxidized specimens were exposed

< > 0.4%/s for 10 days at 288°C in water that
0 Preoxidized contained either <5 ppb DO and

U) High-DO =23 cm 3/kg dissolved H2 or -500 ppb
0.1 A _0.004%/s DO and no dissolved H2 (Ref. 7).
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Figure 42.
Results of strain rate change tests on
Type 316 SS in low-DO water at 3250C. Low
strain rate was applied during only a fraction of
tensile loading cycle. Fatigue life is plotted as
a function of fraction of strain at high strain rate
(Refs. 24,29).
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a In L WR environments, the procedurefor calculating Fen, defined in Eq. 38 (Section 5.2.14), includes a
threshold strain range below which L WR coolant environments have no effect on fatigue life, i.e., Fen = 1.
However, a threshold strain should not be considered when the damage rate approach is used to

determine Fen for a stress cycle or load set pair.

5.2.3 Hold-Time Effects

Environmental effects on fatigue life occur primarily during the tensile-loading cycle and at strain
levels greater than the threshold value. Information on the effect of hold periods on the fatigue life of
austenitic SSs in water is very limited. In high-DO water, the fatigue lives of Type 304 SS tested with a
trapezoidal waveform (i.e., hold periods at peak tensile and compressive strain) 8 are comparable to those
tested with a triangular waveform, 2 5 as shown in Fig. 43. As discussed in Section 4.2.8, a similar
behavior has been observed for carbon and low-alloy steels: the data show little or no effect of hold
periods on fatigue lives of the steels in high-DO water.
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Figure 43.
Fatigue life of Type 304 stainless steel
tested in high-DO water at 260-288°C
with trapezoidal or triangular waveform
(Refs. 8,25).
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* The existing data do not demonstrate that hold periods at peak tensile strain affect the fatigue life of
austenitic SSs in LWR environments. Thus, any revision/modification of the method to determine Fen is
not warranted.
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5.2.4 Strain Rate

The fatigue life of Types 304L and 316 SSs in low-DO water is plotted as a function of tensile
strain rate in Fig. 44. In low-DO PWR environment, the fatigue life of austenitic SSs decreases with
decreasing strain rate below z0.4%/s; the effect of environment on fatigue life saturates at z0.0004%/s
(Fig. 44).7,18,21-25,28,29,38-40 Only a moderate decrease in life is observed at strain rates greater than
0.4%/s. A decrease in strain rate from 0.4 to 0.0004%/s decreases the fatigue life by a factor ofz10.
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Figure 44. Dependence of fatigue lives of austenitic stainless steels on strain rate in low-DO water
(Refs. 7,38,40,71).

In high-DO water, the effect of strain rate may be less pronounced than in low-DO water (Fig. 45).
For example, for Heat 30956 of Type 304 SS, strain rate has no effect on fatigue life in high-DO water,
whereas life decreases linearly with strain rate in low-DO water (Fig. 45a). For Heat D432804 of
Type 316NG, some effect of strain rate is observed in high-DO water, although it is smaller than that in
low-DO water (Fig. 45b).
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Figure 45. Dependence of fatigue life of Types (a) 304 and (b) 316NG stainless steel on strain rate in

high- and low-DO water at 288°C (Ref. 7,38,40).
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In LWR environments, the effect of strain rate on the fatigue life of austenitic SSs is explicitly

considered in Fen defined in Eq. 38 (Section 5.2.14). Also, guidance is provided to define the strain rate
to be used to calculate Fen for a specific stress cycle or load set pair. 3
5.2.5 Dissolved Oxygen

In contrast to the behavior of carbon and low-alloy steels, the fatigue lives of austenitic SSs 3
decrease significantly in low-DO (i.e., <0.05 ppm DO) water. In low-DO water, the fatigue life is not
influenced by the composition or heat treatment condition of the steel. The fatigue life, however,
continues to decrease with decreasing strain rate and increasing temperature.7, 18,2 3-2 5,28,29,3 8-40

In high-DO water, the fatigue lives of austenitic SSs are either comparable to23 ,2 8 or, in some
cases, higher 7 ,3 8,40 than those in 16w-DO water, i.e., for some SSs, environmental effects may be lower
in high-DO than in low-DO water. The results presented in Figs. 45a and 45b indicate that, in high-DO
water, environmental effects on the fatigue lives of austenitic SSs are influenced by the composition and
heat treatment of the steel. For example, for high-carbon Type 304 SS, environmental effects in high-DO
water are insignificant for the mill-annealed (MA) material (Fig. 45a), whereas as discussed in Section I
5.2.8, for sensitized material the effect of environment is the same in high- and low-DO water. For the
low-C Type 316NG SS, some effect of strain rate is apparent in high-DO water, although it is smaller
than that in low-DO water (Fig. 45b). The effect of material heat treatment on the fatigue life of Type
304 SS is discussed in Section 5.2.8; in high-DO water, material heat treatment affects the fatigue life of
SSs.

9 In LWR environments, the effect of DO on the fatigue life of austenitic SSs is explicitly considered in I
Fen, defined in Eq. 38. Also, guidance is provided to define the DO content to be used to calculate Fen for
a specific stress cycle or load set pair.

5.2.6 Water Conductivity

The studies at ANL indicate that, for fatigue tests in high-DO water, the conductivity of water and
the ECP of steel are important parameters that must be held constant. 7,38 ,40 During laboratory tests, the
time to reach stable environmental conditions depends on the autoclave volume, DO level, flow rate, etc.
In the ANL test facility, fatigue tests on austenitic SSs in high-DO water required a soaking period of
5-6 days for the ECP of the steel to stabilize. The steel ECP increased from zero or a negative value to I
above 150 mV during this period. The results shown in Fig. 45a for MA Heat 30956 of Type 304 SS in
high-DO water (closed circles) were obtained for specimens that were soaked for 5-6 days before the
test. The same material tested in high-DO water after soaking for only 24 h showed a significant I
reduction in fatigue life, as indicated by Fig. 46.

The effect of the conductivity of water and the ECP of the steel on the fatigue life of austenitic SSs
is shown in Fig. 46. In high-DO water, fatigue life is decreased by a factor of z2 when the conductivity
of water is increased from ;0.07 to 0.4 gS/cm. Note that environmental effects appear more significant
for the specimens that were soaked f6r only 24 h. For these tests, the ECP of steel was initially very low
and increased during the test. I

I
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Effects of water chemistry on fatigue life have not been considered in the determination of Fen.
Additional guidance may be needed for excursions of off-normal water chemistry conditions.

5.2.7 Temperature

The change in fatigue lives of austenitic SSs with test temperature at two strain amplitudes and two
strain rates is shown in Fig. 47. The results suggest a threshold temperature of 150'C, above which the
environment decreases fatigue life in low-DO water if the strain rate is below the threshold of 0.4%/s. In
the range of 150-325°C, the logarithm of fatigue life decreases linearly with temperature. Only a
moderate decrease in life occurs in water at temperatures below the threshold value of 150'C.

Austenitic SSs 0 0.4%/s
Fa = 0.6%, DO 5 0.005 ppm A 0.01%/s

104 Open Symbols: Type 304
0) -.... . . -1 Closed Symbols: Type 316 & 316NG
10 0 6a

C) LL _. A

Austenitlo SSs 2--0- 0
a s = 0.3%, DO5 0.005 ppm

Open Symbols: Type 304 0 0.4%/s
Closed Symbols: Type 316 & 316NG A 0.01%I/s

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

Temperature ('C) Temperature (°C)

Figure 47. Change in fatigue lives of austenitic stainless steels in low-DO water with temperature (Refs.
7,23-25,28,38-40).

Fatigue tests have been conducted at MHI in Japan on Type 316 SS under combined mechanical
and thermal cycling. 23 Triangular waveforms were used for both strain and temperature cycling. Two
sequences were selected for temperature cycling: (i) an in-phase sequence, in which temperature cycling
was synchronized with mechanical strain cycling, and (ii) a sequence in which temperature and strain
were out of phase, i.e., maximum temperature occurred at minimum strain level and vice versa. Two
temperature ranges, 100-325°C and 200-325°C, were selected for the tests. The results are shown in
Fig. 48, along with data obtained from tests at constant temperature. An average temperature is used in
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Fig. 48 for the thermal cycling tests. Because environmental effects are considered to be moderate below -
threshold values of 150'C for temperature and zO.25% for strain range, the average temperature for the
thermal cycling tests was determined from higher value between 150'C and temperature at threshold
strain for in-phase tests, and the lower value between maximum temperature and temperature at threshold U
strain for out-of-phase tests.

The results in Fig. 48 indicate that for load cycles involving variable temperature, average i
temperature gives the best estimate of fatigue life. Also, as expected, the fatigue lives of the in-phase
tests are shorter than those for the out-of-phase tests. For the thermal cycling tests, fatigue life is longer
for out-of-phase tests than for in-phase tests, because applied strains above the threshold strain occur at H
high temperatures for in-phase tests, whereas they occur at low temperatures for out-of-phase tests. The
results from the thermal cycling tests (triangles) agree well with those from the constant-temperature tests
(open circles). 3
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Strain Rate 0.002%/s

Figure 48.
Fatigue life of Type 316 stainless steel

.n under constant and varying test
I-D temperature (Ref. 23).
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Another study conducted by the Japan Nuclear Safety Organization on Type 316 SS under
combined mechanical and thermal cycling in PWR water showed similar results, e.g., the in-phase tests U
had lower fatigue lives than the out-of-phase tests. 30 ,32 These results indicate that load cycles involving

variable temperature conditions may be represented by an average temperature.

* In LWR environments, the effect of temperature on the fatigue life of austenitic SSs is explicitly
considered in Fen, defined in Eq. 38 (Section 5.2.14). Also, guidance is provided to define the
temperature to be used to calculate Fenfor a specific stress cycle or load set pair: i

5.2.8 Material Heat Treatment

Limited data indicate that, although heat treatment has little or no effect on the fatigue life of 3
austenitic SSs in low-DO and air environments, in a high-DO environment, fatigue life may be longer for
nonsensitized or slightly sensitized SS.4 0 The effect of heat treatment on the fatigue life of Type 304 SS
in air, BWR, and PWR environments is shown in Fig. 49. Fatigue life is plotted as a function of the EPR I
(electrochemical potentiodynamic reactivation) value for the various material conditions. The results
indicate that heat treatment has little or no effect on the fatigue life of Type 304 SS in air and PWR
environments. In a BWR environment, fatigue life is lower for the sensitized SSs; fatigue life decreases
with increasing EPR value.
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Figure 49.
The effect of material heat treatment on fatigue
life of Type 304 stainless steel in air, BWR and
PWR environments at 289°C, =0.38% strain
amplitude, sawtooth waveform, and 0.004%/s
tensile strain rate (Ref. 40).
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These results are consistent with the data obtained at MHI on solution-annealed and sensitized
Types 304 and 316 SS. 2 1,25 In low-DO (<0.005 ppm) water at 325°C, a sensitization annealing had no
effect on the fatigue lives of these steels. In high-DO (8 ppm) water at 300'C, the fatigue life of
sensitized Type 304 SS was a factor of z2 lower than that of the solution-annealed steel. However, a
sensitization anneal had little or no effect on the fatigue life of low-C Type 316NG SS in high-DO water
at 288°C, and the lives of solution-annealed and sensitized Type 316NG SS were comparable.

9 The effect of heat treatment is not considered in the environmental fatigue correction factor; estimates
of Fen based on Eq. 38 (Section 5.2.14) may be conservative for some SSs in high-DO water.

5.2.9 Flow Rate

It is generally recognized that flow rate most likely affects the fatigue life of LWR materials
because it may cause differences in local environmental conditions in the enclaves of the microcracks
formed during early stages in the fatigue c-N test. As discussed in Section 4.2.9, data obtained under
typical operating conditions for BWRs indicate that environmental effects on the fatigue life of carbon
steels are a factor of z2 lower at high flow rates (7 m/s) than at low flow rates (0.3 m/s or lower).19,20
However, similar tests in both low-DO and high-DO environments indicate that increasing flow rate has
no effect or may have a detrimental effect on the fatigue life of austenitic SSs. Figure 50 shows the effect
of water flow rate on the fatigue life of Types 316NG and 304 SSs in high-purity water at 289'C. Under
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Figure 50.
Effect of water flow rate on the fatigue life of
austenitic SSs in high-purity water at 289°C
(Ref. 20).
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all test conditions, the fatigue lives of these steels are slightly lower at high flow rates than those at lower
rates or semi-stagnant conditions'.'

Fatigue tests conducted on SS pipe bend specimens in simulated PWR primary water at 240'C also
indicate that water flow rate has no effect on the fatigue life of austenitic SSs. Increasing the flow rate
from 0.005 m/s to 2.2 m/s had no effect on fatigue crack initiation in =26.5-mm diameter tube specimens.
These results appear to be consistent with the notion that, in LWR environments, the mechanism of I
fatigue crack initiation in austenitic SSs may differ from that in carbon and low-alloy steels.

a Because of the uncertainties in theflow conditions at or near the locations of crack initiation and the 3
insignificant effect offlow rate, flow rate effects on the fatigue life of austenitic SSs in L WR environments
are presently not considered in the fatigue evaluations.

5.2.10 Surface Finish I
Fatigue tests have been conducted on Types 304 and 316NG SS specimens that were intentionally

roughened in a lathe, under controlled conditions, with 5-grit sandpaper to produce circumferential cracks I
with an average surface roughness of 1.2 g-m. The results are shown in Figs. 51a and b, respectively, for
Types 316NG and 304 SS. For both steels, the fatigue life of roughened specimens is lower than that of
the smooth specimens in air and low-DO water environments. In high-DO water, the fatigue life of Heat
P91576 of Type 316NG is the same for rough and smooth specimens.

I I I I rII~ l I I , I I I I I i i ii ii i i i i i i i i1 I I I
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Figure 51. Effect of surface roughness on fatigue life of (a) Type 316NG and (b) Type 304 stainless

steels in air and high-purity water at 2890C.

o The effect of surface finish is not considered in the environmental fatigue correction factor, it is
included in the subfactor for "surface finish and environment, " which is applied to the mean data curve I
to develop the Code fatigue design curve in air.

5.2.11 Heat-to-Heat Variability 3
The effect of material variability and data scatter on the fatigue life of austenitic SSs has been

evaluated for the data in LWR environments. The fatigue behavior of each of the heats or loading
conditions is characterized by the value of the constant A in the ANL model (e.g., Eq. 6). The values of I
A for the various data sets are ordered, and median ranks are used to estimate the cumulative distribution
of A for the population. The results in water environments are shown in Fig. 52. The median value of A i
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in water is 6.157. The results indicate that environmental effects are approximately the same for the
various heats of these steels. For example, the cumulative distribution of data sets for specific heats is
approximately the same in air and water environments. The ANL model seems to over-estimate the
effect of environment for a few heats, e.g., the ranking for Type 304 SS heat 3 is z25 percentile in air
(Fig. 35) and z85 percentile in water (Fig. 52).

The values for constant A that provide bounds for the portion of the population and the confidence
that is desired in the estimates of the bounds for austenitic SSs in LWR environments are summarized in
Table 10. In LWR environments, the 5th percentile value of Parameter A at a 95% confidence level is
5.401. Thus, for the median value of 6.157 for the sample (Table 10), the 95/95 value of the margin to
account for material variability and data scatter is 2.3 on life. This margin is needed to provide 95%
confidence that the resultant life will be greater than that observed for 95% of the materials of interest.
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-Water ____-

0.8 75th Percentile

U-
0 - --

=
. 0.6 - 4--.

Median 6.157 9 _- Figure 52.

a)_' . ___.276 Data Points-- Estimated cumulative distribution of constant
. 14 Heats A in the ANL model for fatigue life for heats of"• 0.4 ---- - - - --

E ___ -h Several austenitic SSs in water.
L) V 316N-1

25th 0 316N-A
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S-0 316-14

A.d 316-12
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Constant A

Table 10. Values of parameter A in the ANL fatigue life model and the margins on life for austenitic
SSs in water as a function of confidence level and percentage of population bounded.

Confidence Percentage of Population Bounded (Percentile Distribution of A)

Level 95(5) 90(10) 75 (25) 67 (33) 50(50)

Values of Parameter A
50 5.481 5.630 5.880 5.976 6.157
75 5.414 5.570 5.828 5.925 6.104
95 5.317 5.483 5,752 5.851 6.028

Mareins on Life

50 2.0 1.7 1.3 1.2 1.0

75 2.1 1.8 1.4 1.3 1.1

95 2.3 2.0 1.5 1.4 1.1

e The heat-to-heat variability is included in the Code fatigue design curves as part of the subfactor that
is applied to the room-temperature mean data curve to account for "data scatter and material
variability."
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5.2.12 Cast Stainless Steels U

Available fatigue F-N data23,2 8,3 7,38 indicate that, in air, the fatigue lives of cast CF-8 and CF-8M
SSs are similar to that of wrought austenitic SSs. The fatigue lives of cast austenitic SSs also decrease in
LWR coolant environments. Limited data suggest that the fatigue lives of cast SSs in high-DO water are
approximately the same as those in low-DO water. In LWR environments the fatigue lives of cast SSs
are comparable to those of wrought SSs in low-DO water. Also, the fatigue lives of these steels are I
relatively insensitive to changes in ferrite content in the range of 12-28%.23,28 Also, existing data are
inadequate to establish the dependence of fatigue life on temperature in LWR environments.

The effect of thermal aging at 250-400'C on the fracture toughness properties of cast SSs are well
established, fracture toughness is decreased significantly after thermal aging because of the spinodal
decomposition of the ferrite phase to form Cr-rich W' phase.1 17,118 The cyclic-hardening behavior of
cast austenitic SSs is also influenced by thermal aging. 38 At 288°C, cyclic stresses of cast SSs aged for I
10,000 h at 400'C are higher than those for unaged material or wrought SSs. Also, strain rate effects on
cyclic stress are greater for aged than for unaged steel, i.e., cyclic stresses increase significantly with
decreasing strain rate. The existing data are too sparse to establish the effects of thermal aging on strain- I
rate effects on the fatigue life of cast SSs in air. Limited data in low-DO water at 288°C indicate that
thermal aging for 10,000 h at 4000 C decreases the fatigue life of CF-8M steels, Fig. 53b. 38 Note that
thermal aging of another heat of CF-8M steel for 25,200 h at 465°C, Fig. 53a, had little or no effect on
fatigue life. The different behavior for the two steels may be attributed to differences in the
microstructure produced after thermal aging at 400'C as apposed to 465°C. Thermal aging at 400'C
results in spinodal decomposition of the ferrite phase which strengthens the ferrite phase and increases
cyclic hardening. Thermal aging at 465°C results in the nucleation and growth of large WC particles and I
other phases such as sigma phase, which do not change the tensile or cyclic hardening properties of the

material.
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Figure 53. Dependence of fatigue lives of CF-8M cast SSs on strain rate in low-DO water at various

strain amplitudes (Refs. 23,28,37,38). 3
The decrease in fatigue life with decreasing strain rate for three heats of CF-8M cast SS in low-DO

water at 325 and 288°C is shown in Fig. 53; the effects of strain rate on the fatigue life of cast SSs are
similar to those for wrought SSs. However, for an unaged heat of CF-8M steel with z20% ferrite, I
environmental effects on life do not appear to saturate even at strain rates as low as 0.00001%/s.23,28
Similar results have also been reported for unaged CF-8M steels in low-DO water at 325°C. 119 Based
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on these results, the saturation strain rate of 0.0004%/s, recommended for wrought SSs (Eq. 36 in Section
5.2.13), has been decreased to 0.00004%/s for cast SS. However, thermal aging may have influenced the
results at very low strain rates. All of the tests at low strain rates were obtained on unaged material; as
discussed above, available data indicate that thermal aging decreases the fatigue life of CF-8M steel
(Fig. 53b). Limited data indicate that the effects of strain rate are the same in low- and high-DO water.
Also, such low strain rates (i.eý, less than 0.0004%/s) are not likely to occur in the field. In the present
report the effects of strain rate and temperature on the fatigue life of cast austenitic SSs are assumed to be
similar to those for wrought SSs.

The estimated cumulative distribution of constant A in the ANL model for fatigue life for austenitic
SSs, including several heats of cast SSs, in air and water environments are shown in Fig. 54. The results
for cast SSs are evenly distributed and have insignificant effect on the median value of the constant A,
e.g., the values with and without the cast SS data are 6.878 and 6.891, respectively, in air, and 6.147 and
6.157, respectively, in water. Thus, the ANL model for austenitic SSs adequately represent both wrought
and cast SSs.
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Figure 54. Estimated cumulative distribution of constant A in the ANL model for fatigue life of wrought
and cast austenitic stainless steels in (a) air and (b) water environments.

5.2.13 Fatigue Life Model

In LWR environments, the fatigue life of austenitic SSs depends on strain rate, DO level, and
temperature; the effects of these and other parameters on the fatigue life of austenitic SSs are discussed in
detail below. The functional forms for the effects of strain rate and temperature are based on the data
trends. For both wrought and cast austenitic SSs, the model assumes threshold and saturation values of
0.4 and 0.0004%/s, respectively, for strain rate and a threshold value of 150'C for temperature.

The influence of DO level on the fatigue life of austenitic SSs is not well understood. As discussed
in Section 5.2.5, the fatigue lives of austenitic SSs are decreased significantly in low-DO water, whereas
in high-DO water they are either comparable or, for some steels, higher than those in low-DO water. In
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high-DO water, the composition and heat treatment of the steel influence the magnitude of environmental
effects on austenitic SSs. Until more data are available to clearly establish the effects of DO level on
fatigue life, the effect of DO level on fatigue life is assumed to be the same in low- and high-DO water i
and for wrought and cast austenitic SSs.

The least-squares fit of the experimental data in water yields a steeper slope for the s-N curve than
the slope of the curve obtained in air.3 8,82 These results indicate that environmental effect may be moren
pronounced at low than at high strain amplitudes. Differing slopes for the s-N curves in air and water

environments would add complexity to the determination of the environmental fatigue correction factor
Fen, discussed in the next section. In the ANL model, the slope of the s-N curve is assumed to be the I
same in LWR and air environments. In LWR environments, fatigue data for austenitic SSs are best
represented by the equation:

ln(N) = 6.157 - 1.920 ln(Fa- 0.112).+ T' 'O', (34) n

where T, E, and 0' are transformed temperature, strain rate, and DO, respectively, defined as follows:

T= 0 (T < 150°C)
T' = (T- 150)/175 (150•5 T < 325°C)

T'= (T_ ?325°C) (35)

'=0 (t > 0.4%/s)
'=ln(•/0.4) (0.0004 < ts <0.4%/s)

ln(0.0004/0.4) (t < 0.0004%/s) (36)

O'= 0.281 (all DO levels). (37)

These models are recommended for predicted fatigue lives <106 cycles. Note that Eq. 34 is based
on the updated ANL model for austenitic SSs in air (Eq. 32) and the analysis presented in Section 5.2.11.
A single expression is used for Types 304, 304L, 316, 316L, and 316NG SSs, and constant A and slope B
in the equation are different from the values reported earlier in NUREG/CR-5704, -6815, and -6878. U
Equations 34-37 can also be used for cast austenitic SSs such as CF-3, CF-8, and CF-8M. Also, because
the influence of DO level on the fatigue life of austenitic SSs may be influenced by the material
composition and heat treatment, the ANL fatigue life model may be somewhat conservative for some SSs I
in high-DO water.

The experimental values of fatigue life and those predicted by Eq. 34 for austenitic SSs in LWR
environments are plotted in Fig. 55. The predicted fatigue lives show good agreement with the
experimental values. The difference between the experimental and predicted values is within a factor of 3
for most tests; the experimental fatigue lives of a few tests on Type 304 SS are up to a factor of z4 lower
than the predicted values, all of these tests were on tube specimens with 1- or 3-mm wall thickness.

* The ANL model represent the mean values of fatigue life, as a function of applied strain amplitude,
temperature, strain rate, and DO level in water. The effects of parameters such as mean stress, 'surface i
finish, size and geometry, and loading history, which are known to influence fatigue life, are not included
in the model. i
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Figure 55. Experimental and predicted values of fatigue lives of austenitic SSs in LWR environments.

5.2.14 Environmental Correction Factor

The effects of reactor coolant environments on fatigue life have also been expressed in terms of a
fatigue life correction factor Fen, which is defined as the ratio of life in air at room temperature to that in
water at the service temperature. The fatigue life correction factor for austenitic SSs, based on the ANL
model, is given by

Fen = exp(O.734 - T' C' 0'), (38)

where the constants T', F', and 0' are defined in Eqs. 35-37. Note that because the ANL model for
austenitic SSs has been updated in the present report, the constant 0.734 in Eq. 38 is different from the
values reported earlier in NUREG/CR-5704, 6815, and 6878. Relative to the earlier expressions,
correction factors determined from Eq. 38 are 45-60% lower. A threshold strain amplitude (one-half of
the applied strain range) is also defined, below which LWR coolant environments have no effect on
fatigue life, i.e., Fen = 1. The threshold strain amplitude is 0.10% (195 MPa stress amplitude) for
austenitic SSs. To incorporate environmental effects into a Section III fatigue evaluation, the fatigue
usage for a specific stress cycle, based on the proposed new fatigue design curve (Fig. 37 and Table 9 in
Section 5.1.8), is multiplied by the correction factor. Further details for incorporating environmental
effects into fatigue evaluations are presented in Appendix A.

* The Fen approach may be used to incorporate environmental effects into the Code fatigue evaluations.
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6 Ni-Cr-Fe Alloys and Welds

The relevant fatigue e-N data for Ni-Cr-Fe alloys and their welds in air and water environments
include the data compiled by Jaske and O'Donnell 72 for developing fatigue design criteria for pressure
vessel alloys; the JNUFAD database from Japan; studies at MHI, IHI, and Hitachi in Japan;3 3 studies at
Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory; 7 6,77 work sponsored by EPRI at Westinghouse Electric Corporation; 75

the tests performed by GE in a test loop at the Dresden 1 reactor; 8 and the results of Van Der Sluys et
al. 7 8 For Alloys 600 and 690, nearly 70% of the tests in air were conducted at room temperature and the
remainder at 83-325'C. For Ni-Cr-Fe alloy welds (e.g., Alloys 82, 182, 132, and 152) nearly 85% of the
tests in air were conducted at room temperature. In water, nearly 60% of the tests were conducted in
simulated BWR environment (40.2 ppm DO) and 40% in PWR environment (<0.01 ppm DO); tests in
BWR water were performed at 288'C and in PWR water at 315 or 325'C. The existing fatigue data also
include some tests in water with all volatile treatment (AVT) and at very high frequencies, e.g., 20 Hz to
40 kHz. 75 As expected, environmental effects on fatigue life were not observed for these tests; the results
in AVT water are not included in the present analysis.

6.1 Air Environment

6.1.1 Experimental Data

The fatigue s-N data for Alloys 600 and 690 in air at temperatures between room temperature and
316'C are shown in Fig. 56, and those for Ni-Cr-Fe alloy welds (e.g., Alloys 82, 182, 132, and 152) in air
at temperatures between room temperature and 315'C are shown in Fig. 57. The best-fit curve for
austenitic SSs based on the updated ANL model (Eq. 32 in Section 5.1.7) and the ASME Section III
mean-data curve are included in the figures. The results indicate that although the data for Alloy 690 are
very limited, the fatigue lives of Alloy 690 are comparable to those of Alloy 600 (Fig. 56). Similarly, the
fatigue lives of Alloy 152 weld ire comparable to those of Alloys 82, 182, and 132 welds (Fig. 57). Also,
the fatigue lives of the Ni-Cr-Fe alloy welds are comparable to those of the wrought Alloys 600 and 690
in the low-cycle regime (i.e., <105 cycles) and are slightly superior to the lives of wrought materials in
the high-cycle regime.
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Figure 56. Fatigue E-N behavior for Alloys 600 and 690 in air at temperatures between room
temperature and 315*C (Refs. JNUFAD data, 72, 75-78).
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Figure 57.. Fatigue e-N behavior for Alloys 82, 182, 132, and 152 welds in air at various temperatures
(Refs. JNUFAD data, 72-78).

The fatigue lives of Alloy 600 are generally longer at high temperatures than at room temperature
(Fig. 56a).75- 77 A similar behavior is observed for its weld metal, e.g., Alloy 82 (Fig. 57a). However,
limited data for Alloy 690 (Fig. 56b) and its weld metal, Alloy 152 (Fig. 57b), indicate little or no effect
of temperature on their fatigue lives. The existing data are inadequate to determine the effect of strain
rate on the fatigue life of Ni-Cr-Fe alloys.

The results also indicate that the fatigue data for Ni-Cr-Fe alloys, including welds, are not I
consistent with the current ASME Code mean curve for austenitic SSs. The data for Alloys 600 and 690
show very good agreement with the updated ANL fatigue life model for austenitic SSs (Fig. 56a). Also,
the fatigue data for Alloys 82, 182, and 132 are consistent with the updated ANL model in the low-cycle .
regime and somewhat conservative with respect to the model in the high-cycle regime (Fig. 57a).

9 For Alloys 600 and 690 and their welds, the updated ANL fatigue life model proposed in the present
report for ausienitic SSs (Eq. 32) is either consistent or conservative with respect to the fatigue E-N data. U
6.1.2 Fatigue Life Model

For Ni-Cr-Fe alloys, fatigue evaluations are based on the fatigue design curve for austenitic SSs.
However, the existing fatigue s-N data for Ni-Cr-Fe alloy and their welds are not consistent with the
current ASME Code fatigue design curve for austenitic SSs. As discussed above, the data are either
comparable or slightly, conservative with respect to the updated ANL model for austenitic SSs,
e.g., Eq. 32. Thus, the new fatigue design curve proposed in the present report for austenitic SSs and
presented in Fig. 37 and Table 9 adequately represents the fatigue e-N behavior ,of Ni-Cr-Fe alloys and
their welds. I
* The new design curve for austenitic SSs may also be usedfor NiL-Cr-Fe alloys and their welds.
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6.2 LWR Environment

6.2.1 Experimental Data

The fatigue lives of Ni-Cr-Fe alloys and their welds are also decreased in LVWR environments; the
fatigue &-N data for various Ni-Cr-Fe alloys in simulated BWR water at z2890 C and PWR water at
315-325°C are shown in Figs. 58 and 59, respectively. The e-N curves based on the ANL model for
austenitic SSs (Eq. 32 in Section 5.1.7) and the ASME Section III mean-data curve for austenitic SSs are
also included in the figures. The results indicate that environmental effects on the fatigue life of Ni-Cr-Fe
alloys are strongly dependent on key parameters such as strain rate, temperature, and DO level in water.
Similar to SSs, the effect of coolant environment on the fatigue life of Ni-Cr-Fe alloys is greater in the
low-DO PWR environment than in the high-DO BWR environment. However, under similar loading
and environmental conditions, the extent of the effects of environment is considerably less for the Ni-Cr-
Fe alloys than for austenitic SSs. In general, environmental effects on fatigue life are the same for
wrought and weld alloys.
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Figure 58. Fatigue s-N behavior for Alloy 600 and its weld alloys in simulated BWR water at =289°C
(Refs. JNUFAD data, 33).
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Figure 59. Fatigue s-N behavior for. Alloys 600 and 690 and their weld alloys in simulated PWR water at
315 or 325°C (Refs' 33, 78).
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Figure 60. Dependence of fatigue lives of Alloys 690 and 600 and their weld alloys in PWR water at
325°C and Alloy 600 in BWR water at 289°C (Refs. JNUFAD data, 33, 78).

6.2.2 Effects of Key Parameters

The existing fatigue s-N data for Ni-Cr-Fe alloys in LWR environments are very limited; the
effects of the key loading and environmental parameters (e.g., strain rate, temperature, and DO level) on
fatigue life of these alloys have been evaluated by Higuchi et al.3 3 The fatigue lives of Alloys 600 and
690 and their weld metals (e.g., Alloys 132 and 152) in simulated PWR and BWR water at different strain
amplitudes are plotted as a function of strain rate in Fig. 60. The fatigue life of these alloys decreases
logarithmically with decreasing strain rate. Although fatigue data at strain rates below 0.001%/s are not
available, for Ni-Cr-Fe alloys, the effect of strain rate is assumed to be similar to that for austenitic SSs;
the effect saturates at 0.0004%/s strain rate. Also, the threshold strain rate below which environmental
effects are significant cannot be determined from the present data. Higuchi et al. 33 have defined a
threshold strain rate of 1.8%/s in high-DO BWR water and 26.1%/s in low-DO PWR Water. As discussed
in Section 6.2.3, an average threshold value of 5%/s provides good estimates of fatigue lives of Ni-Cr-Fe
alloys in LWR environments.

The results also indicate that the effects of environment are greater in the low-DO PWR water than
in high-DO BWR water. For example, a three orders of magnitude decrease in strain rate decreases the
fatigue life of these alloys by a factor of z3 in PWR water and by z2 in BWR water..

The existing data are inadequate to determine accurately the functional form for the effect of
temperature on fatigue life or to define the threshold strain amplitude below which environmental effects
on fatigue life do not occur. Such effects are assumed to be similar to those observed in austenitic SSs. It
is also assumed that a slow strain rate applied during the tensile-loading cycle (i.e., up-ramp with
increasing strain) is primarily responsible for the environmentally assisted reduction in fatigue life. Slow
rates applied during both tensile- and compressive-loading cycles (i.e., up- and down-ramps) do not
further decrease fatigue life compared with that observed for tests with only a slow tensile-loading cycle.
Thus, loading and environmental conditions during the tensile-loading cycle are important for
environmentally assisted reduction of the fatigue lives of Ni7Cr-Fe alloys.

6.2.3 Environmental Correction Factor

The effects of reactor coolant environments on fatigue life of Ni-Cr-Fe alloys can also be expressed
in terms of a fatigue life correction factor F. which is defined as the ratio of life in, air at room
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temperature to that in water at the service temperature. The existing fatigue data are very limited to
develop a fatigue life model for estimating the fatigue life of Ni-Cr-Fe alloys in LWR environments.
However, as discussed above in Section 6.2.2, environmental effects for these alloys show the same
trends as those observed for austenitic SSs. Thus, Fen for Ni-Cr-Fe alloys can be expressed as

Fen =exp(T' t '0'), (39)

where T', C', and 0' are transformed temperature, strain rate, and DO, respectively. The functional
forms for these transformed parameters were obtained from the best fit of the experimental data and are
defined as follows:

T' =T/325
T'=I

(T < 3250 C)
(T _ 325°C)

E =0

= ln(ý/5.0)
C = ln(0.0004/5.0)

O' 0.09
'= 0.16

(t > 5.0%/s)
(0.0004: t : _5.0%/s)
(t < 0.0004%/s)

(NWC BWR water)
(PWR or HWC BWR water).

(40)

(41)

(42)

The fatigue life of Ni-Cr-Fe alloys in LWR environments can be estimated from Eqs. 32 and 39-42. The
experimental and estimated fatigue lives of various Ni-Cr-Fe alloys in BWR and PWR water are plotted
in Fig. 61; the estimated values are either comparable or longer than those observed experimentally.
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Figure 61. The experimental and estimated fatigue lives of various Ni alloys in BWR and PWR
environments (Refs. JNUFAD data, 33, 78).

A threshold strain amplitude (one-half of the applied strain range) is also defined, below which
LWR coolant environments have no effect on fatigue life, i.e., Fen = 1. The value is assumed to be the
same as that for austenitic SSs. The threshold strain amplitude is 0.10% (195 MPa stress amplitude) for
Ni-Cr-Fe alloys. To incorporate environmental effects into a Section III fatigue evaluation, the fatigue
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usage for a specific stress cycle, based on the proposed new fatigue design curve for austenitic SSs I
(Fig. 37 and Table 9 in Section 5.1.8), is multiplied- by the correction factor. Further details for
incorporating environmental effects into fatigue evaluations are presented in Appendix A. 3

The Fen approach may be used to incorporate environmental effects into the Code fatigue evaluations.
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7 Margins in ASME Code Fatigue Design Curves

Conservatism in the ASME Code fatigue evaluations may arise from (a) the fatigue evaluation
procedures and/or (b) the fatigue design curves. The overall conservatism in ASME Code fatigue
evaluations has been demonstrated in fatigue tests on components. 120,121 Mayfield et al. 120 have shown
that, in air, the margins on the number of cycles to failure for elbows and tees were 40-3 10 and 104-5 10,
respectively, for austenitic SS and 118-2500 and 123-1700, respectively, for carbon steel. The margins
for girth butt welds were significantly lower, 6-77 for SS and 14-128 for carbon steel. Data obtained by
Heald and Kiss 12 1 on 26 piping components at room temperature and 288°C showed that the design
margin for cracking exceeds 20, and for most of the components, it is >100. In these tests, fatigue life
was expressed as the number of cycles for the crack to penetrate through the wall, which ranged in
thickness from 6 to 18 mm., Consequently, depending on wall thickness, the actual margins to form a
3-mm crack may be lower by a factor of more than 2.

Deardorff and Smith 12 2 discussed the types and extent of conservatism present in the ASME
Section III fatigue evaluation procedures and the effects of LWR environments on fatigue margins. The
sources of conservatism in the procedures include the use of design transients that are significantly more
severe than those experienced in service, conservative grouping of transients, and use of simplified
elastic-plastic analyses that lead to higher stresses. The authors estimated that the ratio of the CUFs
computed with the mean experimental curve for test specimen data in air and more accurate values of the
stress to the CUFs computed with the Code fatigue design curve were z60 and 90, respectively, for PWR
and BWR nozzles. The reductions in these margins due to environmental effects were estimated to be
factors of 5.2 and 4.6 for PWR and BWR nozzles, respectively. Thus, Deardorff and Smith122 argue that,
after accounting for environmental effects, factors of 12 and 20 on life for PWR and BWR nozzles,
respectively, account for uncertainties due to material variability, surface finish, size, mean stress, and
loading sequence.

However, other studies on piping and components indicate that the Code fatigue design procedures
do not always ensure large margins of safety. 12 3,124 Southwest Research Institute performed fatigue tests
in room-temperature water on 0.91-m-diameter carbon and low-alloy steel vessels. 12 3 In the low-cycle
regime, z5-mm-deep cracks were initiated slightly above (a factor of <2) the number of cycles predicted
by the ASME Code design curve (Fig. 62a). Battelle-Columbus conducted tests on 203-mm or 914-mm
carbon steel pipe welds at room temperature in an inert environment, and Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL) performed four-point bend tests on 406-mm-diameter Type 304 SS pipe removed from the
C-reactor at the Savannah River site.12 4 The results showed that the number of cycles to produce a leak
was lower, and in some cases significantly lower, than that expected from the ASME Code fatigue design
curves (Fig. 62a and b). The most striking results are for the ORNL "tie-in" and flawed "test" weld;
these specimens cracked completely through the 12.7-mm-thick wall in a life 6 or 7 times shorter than
expected from the Code curve. Note that the Battelle and ORNL results represent a through-wall crack;
the number of cycles to initiate a 3-mm crack may be a factor of 2 lower.

Much of the margin in the current evaluations arises from design procedures (e.g., stress analysis
rules and cycle counting) that, as discussed by Deardorff and Smith, 12 2 are quite conservative. However,
the ASME Code permits new and improved approaches to fatigue evaluations (e.g., finite-element
analyses, fatigue monitoring, and improved K. factors) that can significantly decrease the conservatism in
the current fatigue evaluation procedures.
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Figure 62. Fatigue data for (a) carbon and low-alloy steel and (b) Type 304 stainless steel components
(Refs. 123,124).

The factors of 2 on stress and 20 on cycles used in the Code were intended to cover the effects of
variables that can influence fatigue life but were not investigated in the tests that provided the data for the
curves. It is not clear whether the particular values of 2 and 20 include possible conservatism. A study
sponsored by the PVRC to assess the margins of 2 and 20 in fatigue design curves concluded that these
margins should not be changed.12 5

The variables that can affect fatigue life in air and LWR environments can be broadly classified
into three groups:

(a) Material
(i) Composition
(ii) Metallurgy: grain size, inclusions, orientation within a forging or plate
(iii) Processing: cold work, heat treatment
(iv) Size and geometry
(v) Surface finish: fabrication surface condition
(vi) Surface preparation: surface work hardening

(b) Loading
(i) Strain rate: rise time
(ii) Sequence: linear damage summation or Miner's rule
(iii) Mean stress
(iv) Biaxial effects: constraints

(c) Environment
(i) Water chemistry: DO, lithium hydroxide, boric acid concentrations
(ii) Temperature
(iii) Flow rate
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The existing fatigue e-N database covers an adequate range of material parameters (i-iii), a loading
parameter (i), and the environment parameters (i-ii); therefore, the variability and uncertainty in fatigue
life due to these parameters have been incorporated into the model. The existing data are most likely
conservative with respect to the effects of surface preparation because the fatigue e-N data are obtained
for specimens that are free of surface cold work. Fabrication procedures for fatigue test specimens
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generally follow American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) guidelines, which require that the
final polishing of the specimens avoid surface work-hardening. Biaxial effects are covered by design
procedures and need not be considered in the fatigue design curves.

As discussed earlier, under the conditions typical of operating BWRs, environmental effects on the
fatigue life are a factor ofz2 lower at high flow rates (7 m/s) than those at very low flow rates (0.3 m/s or
lower) for carbon and low-alloy steels and are independent of flow rate for austenitic SSs.19,20 However,
because of the uncertainties in the flow conditions at or near the locations of crack initiation, the
beneficial effect of flow rate on the fatigue life of carbon and low-alloy steels is presently not included in
fatigue evaluations.

Thus, the contributions of four groups of variables, namely, material variability and data scatter,
specimen size and geometry, surface finish, and loading sequence (Miner's rule), must be considered in
developing fatigue design curves that are applicable to components.

7.1 Material Variability and Data Scatter

The effects of material variability and data scatter must be included to ensure that the design curves
not only describe the available test data well, but also adequately describe the fatigue lives of the much
larger number of heats of material that are found in the field. The effects of material variability and data
scatter have been evaluated for the various materials by considering the best-fit curves determined from
tests on individual heats of materials or loading conditions as samples of the much larger population of
heats of materials and service conditions of interest. The fatigue behavior of each of the heats or loading
conditions is characterized by the value of the constant A in Eq. 6. The values of A for the various data
sets are ordered, and median ranks are used to estimate the cumulative distribution of A for the
population. The distributions were fit to lognormal curves. The median value of A and standard
deviation for each sample, as well as the number of data sets in the sample, are listed in Table 11. The
95/95 value of the margin on the median value to account for material variability and data scatter vary
from 2.1 to 2.8 for the various samples. These margins applied to the mean value of life determined from
the ANL fatigue life models provide 95% confidence that the fatigue life of 95 percentile of the materials
and loading conditions of interest will be greater than the resultant value.

Table 11. The median value of A and standard deviation for the various fatigue c-N data sets used to
evaluate material variability and data scatter.

Air Environment Water Environment
Median Value Standard Number of Median Value Standard Number of

of A Deviation Data Sets of A Deviation Data Sets
Carbon Steel 6.583 0.477 17 5.951 0.376 33

Low-Alloy Steel 6.449 0.375 32 5.747 0.484 26
Stainless Steel 6.891 0.417 51 6.328 0.462 36

7.2 Size and Geometry

The effect of specimen size on the fatigue life was reviewed in earlier reports.6 ,3 9 Various studies
conclude that "size effect" is not a significant parameter in the design curve margins when the fatigue
curve is based on data from axial strain control rather than bending tests. No intrinsic size effect has been
observed for smooth specimens tested in axial loading or plain bending. However, a size effect does
occur in specimens tested in rotating bending; the fatigue endurance limit decreases by z25% if the
specimen size is increased from 2 to 16 mm but does not decrease further with larger sizes. Also, some
effect of size and geometry has been observed on small-scale-vessel tests conducted at the Ecole
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Polytechnique in conjunction with the large-size-pressure-vessel tests carried out by the Southwest
Research Institute. 123 The tests at the Ecole Polytechnique were conducted in room-temperature water
on 19-mm-thick shells with z305-mm inner diameter nozzles and made of machined bar stock. The
results indicate that the fatigue lives determined from tests on the small-scale-vessel are 30-50% lower I
than those obtained from tests on small, smooth fatigue specimen. However, the difference in fatigue
lives in these tests cannot be attributed to specimen size alone, it is due to the effects of both size and
surface finish. I

During cyclic loading, cracks generally form at surface irregularities either already in existence or
produced by slip bands, grain boundaries, second phase particles, etc. In smooth specimens, formation of I
surface cracks is affected by the specimen size; crack initiation is easier in larger specimens because of
the increased surface area and, therefore, increased number of sites for crack initiation. Specimen size is
not likely to influence crack initiation in specimens with rough surfaces because cracks initiate at existing
irregularities on the rough surface. As discussed in the next section, surface roughness has a large effectI
on fatigue life. Consequently, for rough surfaces, the effect of specimen size may not be considered in
the margin of 20 on life. However, conservatively, a factor of 1.2-1.4 on life may be used to incorporate
size effects on fatigue life in the low-cycle regime. I
7.3 Surface Finish

The effect of surface finish must be considered to account for the difference in fatigue life expected
in actual components with industrial-grade surface finish compared to the smooth polished surface of a
test specimen. Fatigue life is sensitive to surface finish; cracks can initiate at surface irregularities that are
normal to the stress axis. The height, spacing, shape, and distribution of surface irregularities areI
important for crack initiation. The effect of surface finish on crack initiation is expressed by Eq. 12 in
terms of the RMS value of surface roughness (Rq). 3

The roughness of machined surfaces or natural finishes can range from 40.8 to 6.0 gin. Typical
surface finish for various machining processes is in the range of 0.2-1.6 pm for cylindrical grinding,
0.4-3.0 gm for surface grinding, 0.8-3.0 grm for finish turning, and drilling and 1.6-4.0 gm for milling.
For fabrication processes, it is in the range of 0.8-3.0 pm for extrusion and 1.6-4.0 gm for cold rolling.
Thus, from Eq. 12, the fatigue life of components with such rough surfaces may be a factor of 2-3.5
lower than that of a smooth specimen. 5

Limited data in LWR environments on specimens that were intentionally roughened indicate that
the effects of surface roughness on fatigue life is the same in air and water environments for austenitic
SSs, but are insignificant in water for carbon and low-alloy steels. Thus, in LWR environments, a factorI
of 2.0-3.5 on life may also be used to account for the effects of surface finish on the fatigue life of
austenitic SSs, but the factor may be lower for carbon and low-alloy steels, e.g., a factor of 2 may be used
for carbon and low-alloy steels.

7.4 Loading Sequence

The effects of variable amplitude loading of smooth specimens were also reviewed in an earlier i
report.3 9 In a variable loading sequence, the presence of a few cycles at high strain amplitude causes the
fatigue life at smaller strain amplitude to be significantly lower than that at constant-amplitude loading,
i.e., the fatigue limit of the material is lower under variable loading histories. I

I
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As discussed in Section 2, fatigue life has conventionally been divided into two stages: initiation,
expressed as the cycles required to form microstructurally small cracks (MSCs) on the surface, and
propagation, expressed as cycles required to propagate these MSCs to engineering size. The transition
from initiation to propagation stage strongly depends on applied stress amplitude; at stress levels above
the fatigue limit, the transition from initiation to propagation stage occurs at crack depths in the range of
150 to 250 jim. However, under constant loading at stress levels below the fatigue limit of the material
(e.g., Aal1 in Fig. 1), although microcracks 1O jim can form quite early in life, they do not grow to an
engineering size. Under the variable loading conditions encountered during service of power plants,
cracks created by growth of MSCs at high stresses (A( 3 in Fig. 1) to depths larger than the transition
crack depth can then grow to an engineering size even at stress levels below the fatigue limit.

Studies on fatigue damage in Type 304 SS under complex loading histories 126 indicate that the
loading sequence of decreasing strain levels (i.e., high strain level followed by low strain level) is more
damaging than that of increasing strain levels. The fatigue life of the steel at low strain levels decreased
by a factor of 2-4 under a decreasing-strain sequence. In another study, the fatigue limit of medium
carbon steels was lowered even after low-stress high-cycle fatigue; the higher the stress, the greater the
decrease in fatigue threshold. 127 A recent study on Type 316NG and Ti-stabilized Type 316 SS on strain-
controlled tests in air and PWk environment with constant or variable strain amplitude reported a factor
of 3 or more decrease in fatigue life under variable amplitude compared with constant amplitude. 128

Although the strain spectrum used in the study was not intended to be representative of real transients, it
represents a generic case and demonstrates the effect of loading sequence on fatigue life.

Because variable loading histories primarily influence fatigue life at low strain levels, the mean
fatigue s-N curves are lowered to account for damaging cycles that occur below the constant-amplitude
fatigue limit of the material. However, conservatively, a factor of 1.2-2.0 on life may be used to
incorporate the possible effects of load histories on fatigue life in the low-cycle regime.

7.5 Fatigue Design Curve Margins Summarized

The ASME Code fatigue design curves are currently obtained from the mean data curves by first
adjusting for the effects of mean stress, and then reducing the life at each point of the adjusted curve by a
factor of 2 on strain and 20 on life, whichever is more conservative. The factors on strain are needed
primarily to account for the variation in the fatigue limit of the material caused by material variability,
component size, surface finish, and load history. Because these variables affect life through their
influence on the growth of short cracks (<100 gm), the adjustment on strain to account for such variations
is typically not cumulative, i.e., the portion of the life can only be reduced by a finite amount. Thus, it is
controlled by the variable that has the largest effect on life. In relating the fatigue lives of laboratory test
specimens to those of actual reactor components, the factor of 2 on strain that is currently being used to
develop the Code design curves is adequate to account for the uncertainties associated with material
variability, component size, surface finish, and load history.

The factors on life are needed to account for variations in fatigue life in the low-cycle regime.
Based on the discussions presented above the effects of various material, loading, and environmental
parameters on fatigue life may be summarized as follows:

(a) The results presented in Table 11 may be used to determine the margins that need to be applied to
the mean value of life to' ensure that the resultant value of life would bound a specific percentile
(e.g., 95 percentile) of the materials and loading conditions of interest.
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(b) For rough surfaces, specimen size is not likely to influence fatigue life, and therefore, the effect of

specimen size need not be considered in the margin of 20 on life. However, conservatively, a factor
of 1.2-1.4 on life may be used to incorporate size effects on fatigue life.3

(c) Limited data indicate that; for carbon and low-alloy steels, the effects of surface roughness on
fatigue life are insignificant in LWIR environments. A factor of 2 on life may be used for carbon
and low-alloy steels in water environments instead of the 2.0-3.5 used for carbon and low-alloy
steels in air and for austenitic SSs in both air and water environments.

(d) Variable loading histories primarily influence fatigue life at low strain levels, i.e., in the high-cycle
regime, and the mean fatigue E-N curves are lowered by a factor of 2 on strain to account for
damaging cycles that occur below the constant-strain fatigue limit of the material. Conservatively,
a factor of 1.2-2.0 on life may be used to incorporate the possible effects of load histories on
fatigue life in the low-cycle regime.

The subfactors that are needed to account for the effects of the various material, loading, and
environmental parameters on fatigue life are summarized in Table 12. The total adjustment on life may
vary from 6 to 27. Because the maximum value represents a relatively poor heat of material and assumes

the maximum effects of size, surface finish, and loading history, the maximum value of 27 is likely to be
quite conservative. A value of 20 is currently being used to develop the Code design curves from the
mean-data curves.

Table 12. Factors on life applied to mean fatigue c-N curve to account for the effects of various
material, loading, and environmental parameters.

Parameter Section III Criterion Document Present Report

Material Variability and Data Scatter

(minimum to mean) 2.0 2.1-2.8

Size Effect 2.5 1.2-1.4

Surface Finish, etc. 4.0 2.0-3.5

Loading History - 1.2-2.0

Total Adjustment 20 6.0-27.4
*A factor of 2 on life may be used for carbon and low-alloy steels in LWR environments.

To determine the most appropriate value for the design margin on life, Monte Carlo simulations
were performed using the material variability and data scatter results given in Table 11, and the margins
needed to account for the effects of size, surface finish, and loading history listed in Table 12.
A lognormal distribution was also assumed for the effects of size, surface finish, and loading history, and
the minimum and maximum values of the adjustment factors, e.g., 1.2-1.4 for size, 2.0-3.5 for surface
finish, and 1.2-2.0 for loading history, were assumed to represent the 5th and 95th percentile,
respectively. The cumulative distribution of the values of A in the fatigue s-N curve for test specimens
and the adjusted curve that represents the behavior of actual components is shown in Fig. 63 for carbon
and low-alloy steels and austenitic SSs.

The results indicate that, relative to the specimen curve, the median value of constant A for the
component curve decreased by a factor of 5.6 to account for the effects of size, surface finish, and loading
history, and the standard deviation of heat-to-heat variation of the component curve increased by 6-10%.
The margin that has to be applied to the mean data curve for test specimens to obtain a component curve
that would bound 95% of the population, is 11.0-12.7 for the various materials; the values are given in
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Table 13. An average value of 12 on life may be used for developing fatigue design curves from the
mean data curve. The choice of bounding the 95th percentile of the population for a design curve is
somewhat arbitrary. It is done with the understanding that the design curve controls fatigue initiation, not
failure. The choice also recognizes that there are conservatisms implied in the choice of log normal
distributions, which have an infinite tail, and in the identification of what in many cases are bounding
values of the effects as 95th percentile values.

-L

E

t.0

3 4 5

Constant A

6 7
Constant A

Figure 63.
Estimated cumulative distribution of parameter A
in the ANL models that represent the fatigue life
of test specimens and actual components in air.

4 5 6 7 8

Constant A

Table 13. Margin applied to the
95% of the population.

mean values of fatigue life to bound

Material Air Environment

Carbon Steels 12.6

Low-Alloy Steels 11.0

Austenitic Stainless Steels 11.6
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These results suggest that for all materials, the current ASME Code requirements of a factor of 20 1

on cycles to account for the effects of material variability and data scatter, as well as specimen size,
surface finishi and loading history, contain at least a factor of 1.7 conservatism (i.e., 20/12 = 1.7). Thus,.
to reduce this conservatism, fatigue design curves may be obtained from the mean data curve by first
correcting for mean stress effects using the modified Goodman relationship, and then reducing the mean-
stress adjusted curve by a factor of 2 on stress or 12 on cycles, whichever is more conservative. Fatigue
design curves have been developed from the ANL fatigue life models using this procedure; the curves for 1
carbon and low-alloy steels are presented in Section 4.1.10 and for wrought and cast austenitic SSs in
Section 5.1.8.
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8 Summary

The existing fatigue s-N data for carbon and low-alloy steels, wrought and cast austenitic SSs, and
Ni-Cr-Fe alloys have been evaluated to define the effects of key material, loading, and environmental
parameters on the fatigue lives of these steels. The fatigue lives of these materials are decreased in LWR
environments; the magnitude of the reduction depends on temperature, strain rate, DO level in water, and,
for carbon and low-alloy steels, the S content of the steel. For all steels, environmental effects on fatigue
life are significant only when critical parameters (temperature, strain rate, DO level, and strain amplitude)
meet certain threshold values. Environmental effects are moderate, e.g., less than a factor of 2 decrease in
life, when any one of the threshold conditions is not satisfied. The threshold values of the critical
parameters and the effects of other parameters- (such as water conductivity, water flow rate, and material
heat treatment) on the fatigue life of the steels are summarized.

In air, the fatigue life of carbon and low-alloy steels depends on steel type, temperature,
orientation, and strain rate. The fatigue life of carbon steels is a factor of z1.5 lower than that of low-
alloy steels. For both steels, fatigue life decreases with increase in temperature. Some heats of carbon
and low-alloy steels exhibit effects of strain rate and orientation. For these heats, fatigue life decreases
with decreasing strain rate. Also, based on the distribution and morphology of sulfides, the fatigue
properties in the transverse orientation may be inferior to those in the rolling orientation. The data
indicate significant heat-to-heat variation; at 288°C, the fatigue life of carbon and low-alloy steels may
vary by up to a factor of 3 above or below the mean value. Fatigue life is very sensitive to surface finish;
the fatigue life of specimens with rough surfaces may be up to a factor of 3 lower than that of smooth
specimens. The results also indicate that in room-temperature air, the ASME mean curve for low-alloy
steels is in good agreement with the available experimental data, and the curve for carbon steels is
somewhat conservative.

The fatigue lives of both carbon and low-alloy steels are decreased in LWR environments; the
reduction depends on temperature, strain rate, DO level in water, and S content of the steel. The fatigue
life is decreased significantly when four conditions are satisfied simultaneously, viz., the strain amplitude,
temperature, and DO in water are above certain minimum levels, and the strain rate is below a threshold
value. The S content in the steel is also important; its effect on life depends on the DO level in water.

Although the microstructures and cyclic-hardening behavior of carbon and low-alloy steels differ
significantly, environmental degradation of the fatigue life of these steels is very similar. For both steels,
only a moderate decrease in life (by a factor of <2) is observed when any one of the threshold conditions
is not satisfied, e.g., low-DO PWR environment, temperatures <150'C, or vibratory fatigue. The existing
fatigue S-N data have been reviewed to establish the critical parameters that influence fatigue life and
define their threshold and limiting values within which environmental effects are significant.

In air, the fatigue lives of Types 304 and 316 SS are comparable; those of Type 316NG are superior
to those of Types 304 and 316 SS at high strain amplitudes. The fatigue lives of austenitic SSs in air are
independent of temperature in the range from room temperature to 427°C. Also, variation in strain rate in
the range of 0.4-0.008%/s has no effect on the fatigue lives of SSs at temperatures up to 4000 C. The
fatigue E-N behavior of cast SSs is similar to that of wrought austenitic SSs. The results indicate that the
ASME mean-data curve for SSs is not consistent with the experimental data at strain amplitudes <0.5% or
stress amplitudes <975 MPa (<141 ksi); the ASME mean curve predicts significantly longer lives than
those observed experimentally.
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The fatigue lives of cast and wrought austenitic SSs decrease in LWR environments compared to
those in air. The decrease depends on strain rate, DO level in water, and temperature. A minimum
threshold strain is required for an environmentally assisted decrease in the fatigue life of SSs, and this
strain appears to be independent of material type (weld or base metal) and temperature in the range of
250-325°C. Environmental effects on fatigue life occur primarily during the tensile-loading cycle and at
strain levels greater than the threshold value. Strain rate and temperature have a strong effect on fatigue
life in LWR environments. Fatigue life decreases with decreasing strain rate below 0.4%/s; the effect
saturates at 0.0004%/s. Similarly, the fatigue e-N data suggest a threshold temperature of 150'C; in the
range of 150-325°C, the logarithm of life decreases linearly with temperature.

The effect of DO level may be different for different steels. In low-DO water (i.e., <0.01 ppm DO)
the fatigue lives of all wrought and cast austenitic SSs are decreased significantly; composition or heat
treatment of the steel has little. or no effect on fatigue life. However, in high-DO water, the
environmental effects on fatigue life appear to be influenced by the composition and heat treatment of the
steel; the effect of high-DO water on the fatigue lives of different compositions and heat treatment of SSs
is not well established. Limited data indicate that for a high-C Type 304 SS, environmental effects are
significant only for sensitized steel. For a low-C Type 316NG SS, some effect of environment was
observed even for mill-annealed steel (nonsensitized steel) in high-DO water, although the effect was
smaller than that observed in low-DO water. Limited fatigue s-N data indicate that the fatigue lives of
cast SSs are approximately the same in low- and high-DO water and are comparable to those observed
for wrought SSs in low-DO water. In the present report, environmental effects on the fatigue lives of
wrought and cast austenitic SSs are considered to be the same in high-DO and low-DO environments.

The fatigue s-N data for Ni-Cr-Fe alloys indicate that although the data for Alloy 690 are very
limited, the fatigue lives of Alloy 690 are comparable to those of Alloy 600. Also, the fatigue lives of the
Ni-Cr-Fe alloy welds are comparable to those of the wrought Alloys 600 and 690 in the low-cycle
regime, i.e., <105 cycles, and are slightly superior to the lives of wrought materials in the high-cycle
regime. The fatigue data for Ni-Cr-Fe alloys in LWR environments are very limited; the effects of key
loading and environmental parameters on fatigue life are similar to those for austenitic SSs. For example,
the fatigue life of these steels decreases logarithmically with decreasing strain rate. Also, the effects of
environment are greater in the low-DO PWR water, than the high-DO BWR water. The existing data are
inadequate to determine accurately the functional form for the effect of temperature on fatigue life.

Fatigue life models developed earlier to predict fatigue lives of small smooth specimens of carbon
and low-alloy steels and wrought and cast austenitic SSs as a function of material, loading, and,
environmental parameters have been updated/revised using a larger fatigue s-N database. The functional
form and bounding values of these parameters were based on experimental observations and data trends.
The models are applicable for predicted fatigue lives •106 cycles. The ANL fatigue life model proposed
in the present report for austenitic SSs in air is also recommended for predicting the fatigue lives of small
smooth specimens of Ni-Cr-Fe alloys.

An approach, based on the environmental fatigue correction factor, is discussed to incorporate the
effects of LWR coolant environments into the ASME Code fatigue evaluations. To incorporate
environmental effects into a Section III fatigue evaluation, the fatigue usage for a specific stress cycle of
load set pair based on the current Code fatigue design curves is multiplied by the correction factor.

The report also presents a critical review of the ASME Code fatigue design margins of 2 on stress
and 20 on life and assesses the possible conservatism in the current choice of design margins. These
factors cover the effects of variables that can influence fatigue life but were not investigated in the tests
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that provided the data for the design curves. Although these factors were intended to be somewhat
conservative, they should not be considered safety margins because they were intended to account for
variables that are known to affect fatigue life. Data available in the literature have been reviewed to
evaluate the margins on cycles and stress that are needed to account for the differences and uncertainties.
Monte Carlo simulations were performed to determine the margin on cycles needed to obtain a fatigue
design curve that would provide a somewhat conservative estimate of the number of cycles to initiate a
fatigue crack in reactor components. The results suggest that for both carbon and low-alloy steels and
austenitic SSs, the current ASME Code requirements of a factor of 20 on cycles to account for the effects
of material variability and data scatter, as well as size, surface finish, and loading history, contain at least
a factor of 1.7 conservatism. Thus, to reduce this conservatism, fatigue design curves have been
developed from the ANL model by first correcting for mean stress effects, and then reducing the mean-
stress adjusted curve by a factor of 2 on stress and 12 on cycles, whichever is more conservative. A
detailed procedure for incorporating environmental effects into fatigue evaluations is also presented in
Appendix A.
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APPENDIX A

Incorporating Environmental Effects into Fatigue Evaluations

Al Scope

This Appendix provides the environmental fatigue correction factor (Fen) methodology that is
considered acceptable for incorporating the effects of reactor coolant environments on fatigue usage
factor evaluations of metal components for new reactor construction. The methodology for performing
fatigue evaluations for the four major categories of structural materials, e.g., carbon steel, low-alloy
steels, wrought and cast austenitic stainless steels, and Ni-Cr-Fe alloys, is described.

A2 Environmental Correction Factor (Fen)

The effects of reactor coolant environments on the fatigue life of structural materials are expressed
in terms of a nominal environmental fatigue correction factor, Fen,nom, which is defined as the ratio of
fatigue life in air at room temperature (Nair,RT) to that in water at the service temperature (Nwater):

Fen,nom = Nair,RT/Nwater.

The nominal environmental fatigue correction factor, Fennom, for carbon steels is expressed as

Fen,nom = exp(0.632 - 0.101 S* T* 0* t

and for low-alloy steels, it is expressed as

Fen,nom = exp(0.702 - 0.101 S* T* 0* t

(A.1)

(A.2)

(A.3)

where S*, T*, 0*, and t *are transformed S
defined as:

content, temperature, DO level, and strain rate, respectively,

S* =0.001
S* = S'
S* 0.015

T* =0
T* =T- 150

(S >0.001 wt.%)
(9:5 0.015 wt.%)
(S > 0.015 wt.%)

(T < 150°C)
(T = 150-350°C)

(A.4)

(A.5)

O* =0
0* = ln(DO/0.04)
0* = ln(12.5)

t*=0

* = ln(t )

* = ln(0.001)

(DO < 0.04 ppm)
(0.04 ppm < DO <0.5 ppm)
(DO > 0.5 ppm)

(t > 1%/s)
(0. 00 1 <5 t < l%/s)
(t < 0.001%/s).

(A.6)

(A.7)
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For both carbon and low-alloy steels, a threshold value of 0.07% for strain amplitude (one-half the strain
range for the cycle) is defined, below which environmental effects on the fatigue life of these steels do not
occur. Thus,

Fen,nom = 1 (,a < 0.07%). (A.8)

For wrought and cast austenitic stainless steels,

Fen,nom = exp(0.734 - T'O' t '). (A.9)

where T', C, and 0' are transformed temperature, strain rate, and DO level, respectively, defined as:

T =0
T'= (T- 150)/175
T'= I

' 0
= ln(t/0.4)
= ln(0.0004/0.4)

O' = 0.281

(T < 150-C)
(150 < T < 325°C)
(T _> 325 0C)

(t > 0.4%/s)
(0.0004:5 t: 0.4°/Us)
(t < 0.0004%/s)

(A.10)

(A.11)

(A.12)(all DO levels).

For wrought and cast austenitic stainless steels, a threshold value of 0.10% for strain amplitude (one-half
the strain range for the cycle) is defined, below which environmental effects on the fatigue life of these
steels do not occur. Thus,

U
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Fen,nom = 1 (6aS 0< 010%). (A.13)

For Ni-Cr-Fe alloys,

Fen,nom = exp(- T' t' 0'), (A.14)

where T', C'', and 0' are transformed temperature, strain rate, and DO, respectively, defined as:

T'= T/325
T'= I

(T < 325-C)
(T >325-C)

C'=0

t' ln(d/5.0)
= ln(0.0004/5.0)

0' 0.09
O' 0.16

(t > 5.0%/s)
(0.0004 t :5 5.0%/s)
(t < 0.0004%/s)

(NWC BWR water)
(PWR or HWC BWR water).

(A. 15)

(A. 16)

(A. 17)

For Ni-Cr-Fe alloys, a threshold value of 0.10% for strain amplitude (one-half the strain range for the
cycle) is defined, below which environmental effects on the fatigue life of these alloys do not occur.
Thus,

A.2



Fen,nom = 1 (Ea < 0.10%). (A.18)

A3 Fatigue Evaluation Procedure

The evaluation method uses as its input the partial fatigue usage factors U1, U2 , U 3 , ... Un,
determined in Class 1 fatigue evaluations. To incorporate environmental effects into the Section III
fatigue evaluation, the partial fatigue usage factors for a specific stress cycle or load set pair, based on the
current Code fatigue design curves, is multiplied by the environmental fatigue correction factor:

Uen. I = U I -Fen, 1. (A. 19)

In the Class I design-by-analysis procedure, the partial fatigue usage factors are calculated for
each type of stress cycle in paragraph NB-3222.4(e)(5). For Class 1 piping products designed using the
NB-3600 procedure, Paragraph NB-3653 provides the procedure for the calculation of partial fatigue
usage factors for each of the load set pairs. The partial usage factors are obtained from the Code fatigue
design curves provided they are consistent, or conservative, with respect to the existing fatigue s-N data.
For example, the Code fatigue design curve for austenitic SSs developed in the 1960s is not consistent
with the existing fatigue database and, therefore, will yield nonconservative estimates of usage factors for
most heats of austenitic SSs that are used in the construction of nuclear reactor components. Examples of
calculating partial usage factors are as follows:

(1) For carbon and low-alloy steels with ultimate tensile strength <552 MPa (580 ksi), the partial
fatigue usage factors are obtained from the ASME Code fatigue design curve, i.e., Fig. 1-9.1 of the
mandatory Appendix I to Section III of the ASME Code. As an alternative, to reduce conservatism
in the current Code requirement of a factor of 20 on life, partial usage factors may be determined
from the fatigue design curves that were developed from the ANL fatigue life model, i.e., Figs.: A.1
and A.2 and Table A. 1.

a-

E

Carbon Steels
UTS 5552 MPa (580 ksi)

i "-- 1 __ / Air up to 371C (700TF)
•'----'•• -- ... l- E = 206"18GPa

1 - ASME Code Curve

ANL Model & Eq. 18

102 ,o= -

Carbon Steels.-
au 551.6MWe
(y = 275.8 MPa

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 1010 1011

Number of Cycles N

Figure A.1.
Fatigue design curve for
carbon steels in air. The
curve developed from the
ANL model is based on
factors of 12,on life and 2
on stress.
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E
(n
U)

Low-Alloy Steels
UTS -552 MPa (-580 ksi)
Air up to 371 °C (700TF)

E'= 206.8 GPa
10 "~-- '" , .... -- -ASME Code Curve

ANL Model & Eq. 18

102 _ ______ -
Low-Alloy Steels
oý = 689.5 MPa

Gy = 482.6 MPa

Figure A.2.
Fatigue design curve for
low-alloy steels in air. The
curve developed from the
ANL model is based on
factors of 12 on life and 2
on stress.

101 102 103 104 105 106 107  108 109 1010 1011

Number of Cycles N

Table A.I. Fatigue design curves for carbon and low-alloy steels and proposed extension to 10 1 1 cycles.

Stress Amplitude (MPa/ksi) Stress Amplitude (MPa/ksi)
ASME Code Eqs. 15 & 18 Eqs. 16 & 18 ASME Code Eqs. 15 & 18 Eqs. 16 & 18

Cycles Curve Carbon Steel Low-Alloy Steel Cycles Curve Carbon Steel Low-Alloy Steel
I E+01 3999 (580) 5355 (777) 5467 (793) 2 E+05 114 (16.5) 176 (25.5) 141 (20.5)
2 E+01 2827 (410) 3830 (556) 3880 (563) 5 E+05 93(13.5) 154 (22.3) 116 (16.8)
5 E+01 1896 (275) 2510 (364) 2438 (354) 1 E+06 86(12.5) 142 (20.6) 106 (15.4)
1 E+02 1413(205) 1820(264) 1760(255) 2 E+06 130(18.9) 98(14.2)
2 E+02 1069(155) 1355 (197) 1300(189) 5 E+06 120(17.4) 94(13.6)
5 E+02 724 (105) 935 (136) 900 (131) 1 E+07 76.5(11.1) 115(16.7) 91(13.2)
1 E+03 572(83) 733(106) 720(104) 2 E+07 110(16.0) 90(13.1)
2 E+03 441 (64) 584 (84.7) 576 (83.5) 5 E+07 107 (15.5) 88 (12.8)
5 E+03 331 (48) 451 (65.4) 432 (62.7) 1 E+08 68.3 (9.9) 105 (15.2) 87(12.6)
1 E+04 262 (38) 373 (54.1) 342 (49.6) 1 E+09 60.7 (8.8) 102 (14.8) 83 (12.0)
2 E+04 214 (31) 305 (44.2) 276 (40.0) 1 E+010 54.5 (7.9) 97(14.1) 80(11.6)
5 E+04 159 (23) 238 (34.5) 210 (30.5) 1 E+01 1 48.3 (7.0) 94(13.6) 77(11.2)
1 E+05 138 (20.0) 201 (29.2) 172 (24.9)

(2) For wrought or cast austenitic SSs and Ni-Cr-Fe alloys, the partial fatigue usage factors are
obtained from the new fatigue design curve proposed in the present report for austenitic SSs, i.e.,
Fig. A.3 and Table A.2.

The cumulative fatigue usage factor, Uen, considering the effects of reactor coolant environments is
then calculated as the following:

I
I
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Uen =U 1 "Fen,1 + U2"Fen,2 + U3"Fen,3 + Ui'Fen,i .. .+ Un'Fen,n, (A.20)

where Fen,i is the nominal environmental fatigue correction factor for the "i"th stress cycle (NB-3200) or
load set pair (NB-3600). Because environmental effects on fatigue life occur primarily during the tensile-
loading cycle (i.e., up-ramp with increasing strain or stress),,this calculation is performed only for the
tensile stress producing portion of the stress cycle constituting a load pair. Also, the values for key
parameters such as strain rate, temperature, dissolved oxygen in water, and for carbon and low-alloy
steels S content, are needed to calculate Fen for each stress cycle or load set pair. As discussed in
Sections 4 and 5 of this report, the following guidance may be used to determine these parameters:
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c " ; . . "- - - ASME Code Curve I
a New Design Curve Based

~ -103 - ____ __ on the ANL ModelFigure A.3.
U)

Fatigue design curve for
CL austenitic stainless steels
E •in air.

E=195.1GPa

102 a_ =648.1 MPa _ ..

ay = 303.4 MPa . ..
101 102 103  104  105 106 107 108 109 1010 1011

Number of Cycles N

Table A.2. The new and current Code fatigue design curves for austenitic stainless steels in air.

Stress Amplitude (MPa/ksi)
Cycles New Design Curve Current Design Curve

Stress Amplitude (MPalksi)
Cycles New Design Curve Current Design Curve

1 E+01 6000(870) 4881 (708) 2 E+05 168 (24.4) 248 (35.9)
2 E+01 4300(624) 3530(512) 5 E+05 142(20.6) 214(31.0)
5 E+01 2748 (399) 2379 (345) 1 E+06 126 (18.3) 195 (28.3)
1 E+02 1978 (287) 1800 (261) 2 E+06 113 (16.4) 157 (22.8)
2 E+02 1440(209) 1386(201) 5 E+06 102(14.8) 127(18.4)
5 E+02 974 (141) 1020 (148) 1 E+07 99 (14.4) 113 (16.4)
1 E+03 745(108) 820(119) 2 E+07 105(15.2)
2 E+03 590 (85.6) 669 (97.0) 5 E+07 98.6 (14.3)
5 E+03 450 (65.3) 524 (76.0) 1 E+08 97.1 (14.1) 97.1 (14.1)
1 E+04 368 (53.4) 441 (64.0) 1 E+09 95.8 (13.9) 95.8 (13.9)
2 E+04 300 (43.5) 383 (55.5) 1 E+10 94.4 (13.7) 94.4 (13.7)
5 E+04 235 (34.1) 319 (46.3) 1 E+11 93.7 (13.6) 93.7 (13.6)
1 E+05 196 (28.4) 281 (40.8) 2 E+10

(1) An average strain rate for the transient always yields a conservative estimate of Fen. The lower
bound or saturation strain rate of 0.001%/s for carbon and low-alloy steels or 0.0004%/s for
austenitic SSs can be used to perform the most conservative evaluation.

(2) For the case of a constant strain rate and a linear temperature response, an average temperature (i.e.,
average of the maximum and minimum temperatures for the transients) may be used to calculate
Fen. In general, the "average" temperature that should be used in the calculations should produce
results that are consistent with the results that would be obtained using the modified rate approach
described in Section 4.2.14 of this report. The maximum temperature can be used to perform the
most conservative evaluation.

(3) The DO value is obtained from each transient constituting the stress cycle. For carbon and low-
alloy steels, the dissolved oxygen content, DO, associated with a stress cycle is the highest oxygen
level in the transient, and for austenitic stainless steels, it is the lowest oxygen level in the transient.
A value of 0.4 ppm for carbon and low-alloy steels and 0.05 ppm for austenitic stainless steels can
be used for the DO content to perform a conservative evaluation.
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I
(4) The sulfur content, S, in terms of weight percent might be obtained from the certified material test

report or an equivalent source. If the sulfur content is unknown, then its value shall be assumed as
the maximum value specified in the procurement specification or the applicable construction Code.

The detailed procedures for incorporating environmental effects into the Code fatigue evaluations
have been presented in several articles. The following two may be used for guidance: I
(1) Mehta, H. S., "An Update on the Consideration of Reactor Water Effects in Code Fatigue Initiation

Evaluations for Pressure Vessels and Piping," Assessment Methodologies for Preventing Failure:
Service Experience and Environmental Considerations, PVP Vol. 410-2, R. Mohan, ed., American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, New York, pp. 45-51, 2000.

(2) Nakamura, T., M. Higuchi, T. Kusunoki, and Y. Sugie, "JSME Codes on Environmental Fatigue
Evaluation," Proc. of the 2006 ASME Pressure Vessels and Piping Conf., July 23-27, 2006,
Vancouver, BC, Canada, paper # PVP2006-ICPVT1 1-93305.

I
I
I
I
I
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much done. The question I have: is there any

question for the staff here? Any questions for Mr.

Hopenfeld from members?

MEMBER ARMIJO: I'd like to ask with

respect to the last presenter's comments about new

data. Is the staff familiar with -- no, I'm asking

the staff if they're aware of the new data that you

referred to

MR. FAIR: Hi. I'm John Fair with

Division of Engineering who did a lot of the reviews

on environmental fatigue.

Yes, we are. The new data is the latest

Argonne data that was being applied in new design

certifications. Basically the criteria they're using

ins license renewal was criteria that was developed

quite a while back, and we made a decision at that

time 'that we would, as criteria, we would maintain

that criteria because there were a lot of applications

in process. So we didn't want to keep changing the

rules as these people were putting in new

applications. And a lot of the criteria had changed

and was massaged over the years.

Actually if you go back and look at the

latest criteria we're applying to new reactors, it's

not as conservative as the old criteria because we

NEAL R. GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS

1323 RHODE ISLAND AVE., N.W.

(202) 234-4433 WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005-3701 www.nealrgross.com
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changed the basis for deriving the curves., So if you

go and look at the Fen factors themselves using the

new criteria, they'll generally be lower.

MEMBER ARMIJO: Okay. Thank you.

VICE CHAIRMAN BONACA: Any other

questions?

If not, Mr. Chairman, I'll turn the

meeting back to you.

CHAIRMAN SHACK: Okay. Well, it's five

minutes late. I'd like to take a break now. I thank

the presenters, staff and the industry, for a good

presentation, I think, very informative and Mr.

Hopenfeld for his comments.

We're slated for 15 minutes. So we'll be

back at ten of.

(Whereupon, the foregoing matter went off the record

at 10:35 a.m. and went back on the record

at 10:55 a.m.)

CHAIRMAN SHACK: The next topic is a draft

final Revision 1 to Regulatory Guide 1.45, "Guidance

on Monitoring and Responding to Reactor Coolant System

Leakage, and, Sam,. I think you're going to take us

through that.
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FOREWORD

This report describes the activities of the PVRC Steering Committee
on Cyclic Life and Environmental Effects (CLEE) and the PVRC
Working Group S-N Data Analysis. This report presents the PVRC
recommendations to the ASME Board on Nuclear Codes and Stan-
dards (BNCS) concerning needed modifications to the ASME fatigue
analysis procedure. The proposed modifications will account for the
effect of the environment on the fatigue properties of the pressure
boundary materials. These recommendations are in response to the
following-request from the BNCS:

"BNCS Looks to PVRC to Obtain, Characterize, and Report in
Sufficient Detail to ASME Such Data as May be Useful to ASME in
its Evaluation of the Fatigue Curves of Sections IIII and XI"

The PVRC Committee has worked closely with, and received com-
ments from, investigators in Japan, Europe, and America and has re-
viewed essentially all public domain data. We are particularly apprecia-
tive of databases and analyses provided by those in Japan working on
MITI projects and in America atthe Argonne National Laboratory.

We believe we have been, successful in guiding the experimental
work and forging a consensus with regard to the key issues that were
formerly much less than clear. Considering all well characterized,
available data, PVRC has drawn the following major conclusions:

1. ASME Section III should adopt a procedure such as proposed in
Section 7 of this report to apply an environmental correction factor,
Fen, to life fractions calculated using the existing ASME S-N design
curves when anticipated operating conditions are sufficiently severe
that it is necessary to account for environmental effects.

2. ASME Section XI should adopt a procedure such as proposed'in a
draft code case in Section 7 of this report and apply the environ-
mental correction factor, Fen) to life fractions calculated using the
existing ASME S-N design curves when it is necessary to account
for environmental effects.

3. The Fen models are'. shown to work well in predicting the effect of
the coolant environments on the low cycle fatigue properties of
stainless steel. The low cycle fatigue information on stainless
steel in air, collected by the PVRC to perform the evaluation, does
not appear to support the ASME mean data line for stainless
steel, and 'more data are needed to adequately understand behavior.

The above conclusions are based on two principles:.

1. The environmental correction factors can be determined using equa-
tions developed either by Argonne National Laboratory or by MITI's
investigators in Japan. While these equations are somewhat differ-
ent; in real situations, they 'are expected to give similar results,
within the bounds of experimental error and operating uncertainties.
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2. The factor of 20 on life, originally used in the development of the
fatigue design curves to account for uncertainties, is adequate to I
account for reductions in fatigue life due to,,the environment
under well controlled operating conditions. Under those condi-
tions, provision for further reductions in fatigue life due to the I
environment is not essential.

The PVRC has reviewed the ASME Section III Fatigue Analysis
procedure to determine what modifications are needed to take into
account the effects of the coolant environment on the S-N fatigue proper-
ties. In performing this review, the PVRC evaluated the following areas:

1. The margins used in the development of the Section III procedure.
2. Laboratory data used in the development of the 'Section III

procedure.
3. Laboratory fatigue data on smooth specimens in simulated reac-

tor coolant environments.
4. Models to predict the S-N properties in Light Water'Reactor

(LWR) coolant environments of the pressure boundary materials.
5. Laboratory data on structural tests conducted in water ,environ-

ments. . 3
This report is divided into 10 sections that describe in. detail the

development of the PVRC recommendations and present examples, of the
Code changes needed to implement the recommendations. The S-N I
fatigue data for carbon steel, low alloy steel, and stainless steels, collected
by the PVRC are compared with the available S-N models. Both the models
developed by Argonne National Laboratory and MITI are shown to ade- I
quately predict the S-N results in simulated LWR coolant environments.

The available data from laboratory specimens tested in simulated LWR
coolant environments were used to evaluate expected reduction in life in I
plants. It was determined that the margins applied to laboratory data to
develop the ASME Fatigue Design Curves need not be adjusted when
certain operating thresholds are not exceeded. These thresholds identified I
by PVRC pertain to oxygen level, temperature, stain rate, etc. The PVRC
developed thresholds, or more rigorous analysis' without thresholds, can
be used to determine the effect of the environment on specific components.

A limited amount of laboratory data exist on the effect of Coolant
flow rates on carbon and low alloy steels. These data show a reduction
in the environmental effect with increasing flow rates. These flow rate
effects need to be incorporated into the Fen models and the thresholds
for carbon and low alloy steels. At this time no information exists as to
the effect of flow rate on stainless steel.

Available data from the literature on the results of laboratory' tests
of structural components in water environments were evaluated using
the proposed procedure. This evaluation supported the concept of a
moderate reduction in fatigue life without applying the environmental
correction factor, Fenw to the ASME Fatigue Designi Curves.

In section 9, of this report a copy of the MITI Guidelines For
Evaluating Fatigue Initiation Life Reduction in LWR Environments is
reproduced. These guidelines recominend the use of the Fen factor to
account for the effect of the environment but do not utilize the concept
of thresholds to deal with moderate environmental effects.
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PVRC's Position on Environmental Effects
on Fatigue Life in LWR Applications

W. Alan Van Der SluysI

1.0 Introduction

The rules and requirements provided in Section
III of the ASME BOILER and PRESSURE VESSEL
CODE has been widely used in the US and in other
countries for the design, fabrication, and pressure
integrity evaluation of the components for light wa-
ter-cooled reactor (LWR) type of commercial nuclear
power systems. Among its many features, Section III
includes procedures for analyzing fatigue 'damage
and the possibility of crack formation by fatigue as a
result of pressure and temperature cycling during
operation.

Beginning in the 1950's, design, fabrication, and
construction activities related to nuclear power expe-
rienced a major increase and the ASME Code in-
creased its scope and activities to keep pace with the
increase. Emphasis on the "Design by Analysis" in-
cluded additional effort on fatigue analysis with the
formation of a Task Group for the determination of
allowable fatigue stresses chaired by B.F Langer.
The Task Group collected and analyzed the available
fatigue test data and developed curves of allowable
fatigue stresses as a function of number of imposed
cycles.

The methodology utilized by the Langer Task
Group to formulate Fatigue Design Curves (desig-
nated as Figs 1-9.0 in the Code) is described in
Section 2 of this report. The work of the Langer Task
Group was limited by the fact that the technology of
fatigue testing in elevated temperature water at
pressures and chemistries typical of LWR operating
conditions was not well developed, which limited the
available amount of fatigue test data for LWR cool-
ant water environments. This limitation was recog-
nized by the ASME in the 1974 and 1992 editions of
the Code, wherein, Articles NB3120 and NB3121

entitled "SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS," and "Cor-
rosion" stated:

"It should be noted that the tests on which the fatigue
design curves (Figs 1-9.0) are based did not include tests
in the presence of corrosive environments which might
accelerate fatigue failure."

Within a few years, results for fatigue tests con-
ducted in water environments which simulated LWR
coolant water became available in technical. Ex-
amples include:

D. Hale, S.A. Wilson, J.W. Kass, and E. Kiss "Low
Cycle Fatigue of Commercial Piping Steels in a
BWR Primary Water Environment," Journal of
Engineering Materials and Technology, Vol. 103,
pp. 16-25 (1981)

M. Higuchi and K. Iida, "Fatigue Strength Correc-
tion Factors for Carbon and Low-Alloy Steels in
Oxygen-Containing High-Temperature Water,"
Nuclear Engineering and Design, Vol. 129, pp.
293-306(1991)

O.K. Chopra, and W.J. Shack, "Environmental Ef-
fects on Fatigue Crack Initiation in Piping and
Pressure Vessel Steels," NUREG 6717, ANL-0027
7 May 2001, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

These results all indicated that LWR coolant water
could have a significant detrimental effect on the
fatigue life of metals utilized for the pressure bound-
ary of LWR Nuclear systems.

1.1 BNCS Response and Request to PVRC
These results produced serious concerns within

the ASME Board on Nuclear Codes and Standards
(BNCS) regarding the structural integrity of Nuclear
power plants and BNCS made the following request
to PVRC to assist in resolving the concerns:

"BNCS Looks to PVRC to Obtain, Characterize, and
'Consultant, Alliance, OH Report in Sufficient Detail to ASME Such Data as May
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be Useful to ASME in its Evaluation of the Fatigue
Curves of Sections III and XI"

1.2 Proposed Environmental Factor Approach to
Account for Environmental Effects in LWR
Applications

In 1994-95, GE with EPRI support developed the
environmental factor procedure for ASME Code-type
Analysis of Environmental Effects in Fatigue Usage
Evaluation. In Oct 1999, PVRC forwarded this proce-
dure to the BNCS with a recommendation that the
procedures be considered for Code application and
implementation. The Procedure has been utilized for
fatigue life evaluation in several License Submittals
to the NRC. This report presents available data,
models to predict the environmental factors and
suggested Code Cases for Code implementation.

Starting in 1992, the Pressure Vessel Research
Council (PVRC) has had a continuing activity con-
cerned with the effect of the Light Water Reactor
(LWR) coolant environment on the fatigue perfor-
mance of the pressure boundary materials used in
LWR applications. The activity has involved three
main aspects of fatigue performance and applica-
tions. These are: (a) cyclic life under repeated stress
and strain, the so-called S-N properties, (b) fatigue
crack growth under repeated loading, and (c) evalua-
tion of the design procedures and methodology used
to assure performance and life of the structural com-
ponents under anticipated cyclic duty. The primary
focus of this paper concerns the effect of the LWR
environment on the first aspect of fatigue perfor-
mance, namely the S-N properties. The PVRC effort
in this area has consisted of compiling and evaluat-
ing the available test data and assessing the various
correlations of cyclic life and various mechanical and
environmental parameters. The interim status and
findings of this effort have been reported by Van Der
Sluys and Yukawa [1-1, 1-2 and 1-3]. It may be noted
that Hechmer [1-4] has presented a summary of the
PVRC effort related to the design and evaluation
aspects of fatigue performance.

1.3 Summaries of Programs External to PVRC
During the 1993-1995 period, the US Department

of Energy (DOE) and the US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) initiated and supported several
programs that evaluated and assessed the ASME
Code design criterion for fatigue life performance of
operating LWR nuclear power plants. In addition,'
the ASME Code adopted an enabling rule for reanaly-
sis of usage factor calculations, and the Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI) supported develop-
ment of an approach and procedures that could be
implemented into the ASME Code to perform envi-
ronmental effects analysis. The findings and/or ensu-
ing actions from these activities included the follow-
ing:

0 A DOE supported study [1-5], examined the
effect of applying an early version of a fatigue
design curve that included an adjustment for

LWR environmental effects on the calculated
fatigue usage factor of representative ASME
Class 1 components. As expected, the lower cy-
clic life of the adjusted curve increases the calcu-
lated usage factor. However, it was observed
that in a number of instances, conservative and
bounding values were utilized in the original
usage factor calculations. Using more realistic
values in the usage analysis could compensate
for a significant portion of the environmental
effect on usage factor.

* The NRC program, titled Fatigue Action Plan,
included studies of a number of issues associ-
ated with the assessment of fatigue perfor-
mance of structural components in a LWR envi-
ronment. For example, it included a much
broader and detailed study of situations noted
in the DOE study mentioned above; these re-
sults are described by Ware et al. [1-6, 1-7].
Based in part on the results of the study, the
NRC concluded that no major actions were
needed by the NRC regarding environmental
effects for currently operating LWR plants [1-8].
In the 1996 Addenda to the ASME Code, Section
XI added a new nonmandatory Appendix L titled
Operating Plant Fatigue Assessment. In es-
sence, the Appendix permits a re-evaluation of
the original usage factor analysis to determine
acceptability for continued service. Addition-
ally, the Appendix also contains flaw tolerance
based procedures and acceptance criteria to de-
termine acceptability for continued service. An
EPRI supported activity to develop procedures
that could be used in conjunction with generally
available data and information in existing ASME
Code stress and fatigue analyses to account for
LWR Water environmental effects was com-
pleted in 1995 by Mehta and Gosselin [1-9, 1-10].
The approach and procedures have been re-
viewed and evaluated by the PVRC and deter-
mined to be a reasonable and workable ap-
proach for Code implementation. The detailed
evaluation combined with some trial uses of the
procedures has revealed areas where revisions
and modifications are needed, and PVRC effort
is being applied to this need. This development
made full use of the results of the statistical
modeling and analysis effort performed by the
Argonne National Laboratory [1-111 and by Japa-
nese investigators [1-121.
In 2000 MITI Guidelines for Evaluating Fatigue
Initiation Life Reduction in LWR Environments
were issued by the Nuclear Power Safety Admin-
istration, Public Utilities Department, Agency
of Natural Resources, and Energy Ministry of
International Trade and Industry. These guide-
lines are presented in Section 9 of this report.
These guidelines use Fen as a fatigue life correc-
tion factor in the same way as recommended by
the PVRC. The equations for the calculation of

I
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Fen give very similar results as Fen calculations
developed by Argonne National Laboratory and
used in the PVRC approach. Both sets of equa-
tions are presented in this report. The MITI
approach differs from the PVRC approach in
that it does not accept a moderate environmen-
tal effect which is discussed in sections 4 and 5
of this report.
In 2001 EPRI published MRP-49 Materials Reli-
ability Program (MRP) Evaluation of Fatigue
Date Including Reactor Water Environmental
Effects. This report recommends the use of the
PVRC procedure in plant life extension evalua-
tions. Many of the figures and some of the text in
this PVRC report are the same as in this EPRI
report.

1.4 Summary of PVRC Activities
This report recommends an approach which en-

tails the use of a life reduction factor, Fen, for the
cases when the characteristics of the transient being
evaluated exceed a set of threshold conditions for the
existence of an environmental effect on the fatigue
life of the material. It has been shown that this
approach will account for the environmental effects
observed in laboratory studies. This approach is ap-
plicable because there is no observed effect of the
environment on the fatigue limit of the material;
thus, a factor of fatigue life alone will account for all
observed effects. The laboratory studies have not
shown an effect of the environment on the fatigue
limit and the experience in Germany with oxygen
water treatment in fossil boilers, that will be dis-
cussed later in this paper, has not observed such an
effect.

The following sections of this report will present
the technical bases for the life reduction factor ap-
proach. These sections will show the development of
the threshold values for carbon, low alloy and stain-
less steel in the environment and present the models
used to calculate the life reduction factors Fen.

This report will also describe the application of
this procedure to the results from a number of labora-
tory tests programs in which structures were tested
under fatigue loading conditions in water environ-
ments until failure. In these cases the recommended
procedure is shown to work very. well to predict the
life of the structures.
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2.0 Summary of Technical Basis of Section III
Fatigue Evaluation Procedure

The fatigue evaluation procedure in Section III of
the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code was
developed in the early 1960's. It was based on the
Bureau of Ships Design Bases developed in the late
1950's. The S-N fatigue curves and a description of
the technical basis for the curves for the BuShips
Design Basis Ref 2-1. The following is taken from
this reference and is the description of the procedure
used to develop the S-N curves.

"This curve was constructed in "the following man-
ner:

(a) Available strain fatigue data for this general
class of material were plotted in the form of
total strain (elastic plus plastic) range versus
cycles-to-failure. Machined specimens without
notches that were tested at temperatures less
than 600`F were considered. The mean curve
for each material was drawn.

(b) A lower limit of the mean curves was drawn
and then converted to a stress amplitude ver-
sus cycles-to-failure curve by multiplying the
strain range by E/2, where E was taken as
26 X 106 psi.

(c) The design fatigue curve was then constructed
by applying a factor of safety of either 2.0 on
stress amplitude of a factor of 20 on cycles,
whichever was more conservative at each point.
The factor of 20 on life is the product of the
following sub-factors:
a. Scatter of data (minimum to mean) 2.0
b. Size Effect 2.5
c. Surface finish, atmosphere, etc. 4.0

(d) The design fatigue curve stress amplitude for
less than 100 cycles was taken as the value at
100 cycles."

This procedure is essentially the same as used in the
development of the ASME curves as described in Ref.
2-2. The data and equations used in this develop-
ment are described in the next section.
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2.1 ASME Air Curve
In Reference [2-21 the ASME Sub-Task Group on

Fatigue recommended to the ASME Boiler and Pres-
sure Vessel Committee, Special Committee to Re-
view Code Stress Basis that the formula given below
be use in low cycle fatigue. Langer describes the
application of this equation to 18-8 stainless steels in
ref [2-3].

E 100

S 4ln T100-RA +.Se

Where

S = elastic modulus X stain amplitude (psi)
E = elastic modulus (psi)
N = cycles-to-failure

RA = reduction of area in tensile test (percent)
S. = endurance limit or fatigue strength at 107

cycles (psi)

The above formula was used to determine the low
cycle fatigue curves for carbon steel, low alloy steel,
and austenitic stainless steel. A best-fit curve ob-
tained from the method of least squares, applied to
the logarithms of the measured S and N values,
using the above equation as a model. The room
temperature modulus, E, was known in each case,
and the computer code gave the best-fit value for RA
and Se. These values are shown on the curves repro-
duced from this report as Figures 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3.

These curves were then corrected for the maxi-
mum effect of mean stress using the formula below.
This was derived from the Goodman diagram consid-
ering the change in the mean stress that is produced
by yielding.

Su SyS' = S [ S-U -S] for S < Sy

Where

S = value from curve
S' = adjusted S value
Su = ultimate tensile strength
Sy = yield strength

The results from this correction for the mean stress'
are shown in the figures as dotted lines. It was felt
that austenitic stainless steels due to their high
endurance limit and low yield strength cannot sus-
tain a mean stress at a cyclic strain level that would
produce failure.

The best-fit lines, developed by Langer, appear to
fit the data well. In these cases all of the results are
from strain controlled experiments and the results
are all in what is considered the low cycle region.

2.2 Margins
The last step in the development of the ASME S-N

Fatigue Curve is the introduction of the margins of
20 on life and 2 on stress. These are the same
margins as described earlier in this section. In Refer-
ence 2-4 W. Cooper describes this process as follows:

"The final step in the process was to shift the curves
in recognition of the fact that laboratory data were to
be applied to actual vessels. Reference [2-2] states
that the 'design stress values were obtained from the
best-fit curves by applying a factor of two on stress of
a factor of twenty on cycles, whichever was more
conservative at each point.' Unfortunately, these have
been understood to be factors of safety, and nothing
could be futrther from the truth. As stated in Reference
[2-2] 'it is not to be expected that a vessel will actually
operate safely for twenty times its specified life.'

The factor of twenty applied to cycles was devel-
oped to account for real effects. Reference [2-11 states
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Low-Alloy Steel
En-25,A-225 and A-302
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18-8 Stainless Steel Curve
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Fig. 2-3-ASME Mean Air Fatigue Curve for Stainless Steel Comparison of Margins

'The factor of 20 on life is the product of the following
sub factors:

a. Scatter of data (minimum to mean) 2.0
b. Size Effect 2.5
C. Surface finish, atmosphere, etc. 4.0

Two terms in the last line require definition. 'Atmo-
sphere' was intended to reflect the effects of the
industrial atmosphere in comparison with an air-
conditioned lab, not the effects of a specific coolant.

"Etc," simply indicates that we thought this factor
was less than four, but rounded it to give the factor
of 20.

A factor on the number of cycles has little effect at a
high number of cycles, so a factor on stress was
required at the higher number of cycles. It was found
that at 10,000 cycles, approximately the border be-
tween low- and high-cycle fatigue, a factor of two on
stress gave approximately the same result as a factor
of twenty on, cycles."
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The subject of the appropriate margins to be applied
to the mean of the fatigue data obtained in the
laboratory on smooth cylindrical specimens tested in
simulated reactor coolant environments is one of the
most important issues to be resolved by the PVRC in
order to develop an analysis procedure which takes
into account the effect of the coolant environment on
the fatigue life of the material.

2.3 References
2-1. "Tentative Structural Design Basis for Reactor Pressure Vessels

and Directly Associated Components (Pressurized, Water Cooled Sys-
,terns)," dated 1 December 1958, with Addendum dated 27 February 1959.

2-2. "Criteria of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code for Design
by Analysis in Sections III and VIII, Division 2," ASME International, New
York, NY, 1969.

2-3. Langer, B.F., "Design of Pressure Vessels for Low-Cycle" ASME
Journal of Basic Engineering, pp. 389-402, 1962.

2-4. Cooper, W.B., 'The Initial Scope and Intent of the Section III
Fatigue Design Procedure," Presented at PVRC Workshop on Cyclic Life
and Environmental Effects in Nuclear Applications, Jan. 1992.

3.0 Early Tests and Results in Simulated
Reactor Coolant Environments

It has been known for some time that under some
test conditions the low cycle fatigue properties of
carbon and low alloy steels in simulated reactor
coolant environments could be reduced. The General
Electric Company conducted two series of experi-
ments that showed such effects [3-1, 3-2]. The first of
these was conducted at the Dresden Reactor and
involved cantilever bending specimens exposed to
the reactor coolant.

In these experiments, a special facility was set up
at the Dresden-1 Nuclear Power Station, Morris,
Illinois. Primary water from the Dresden-1 test loop
BWR system was piped to this special test loop and
circulated at 10 gpm through three test vessels. A
total of 35,535 loading cycles were applied to the
fatigue specimens. Four materials were evaluated,
Types 304 and 304L stainless steel, 'ncone! 600 and
A-516 carbon steel. A summary of the results is as
follows:

"The results of this work confirm the adequacy of
the current ASME Section III fatigue design curves to
account for the effect of a BWRprimary water environ-
ment on the low cycle fatigue behavior of the four'
materials tested. Specifically:

1. Fatigue performance of non-sensitized stainless
steel, even with slight chemical or machined
notches, is consistent with the ASME Code Mean
Data Curve and far exceeds the Design Curve.
Performance of 304L stainless steel is compa-
rable.

2. There is a slight reduction in fatigue life associ-
ated with zero-tension loading in the Type-304
stainless steel in the BWR water environment
and this can be accounted for by use of a mean
stress correction.

3. Reduction in cyclic life can be expected for heavily
sensitized welded stainless steel. This is due to
the presence of stress corrosion cracking when
such welds are subject to cycling with long times
and stresses exceeding the yield level.

4. Based on an admittedly few data points, the low
cycle fatigue performance of Inconel far exceeds
the ASME Section III Fatigue Design Curve.
However, significant amounts of intergranular
cracking were observed in normally welded ma-
terial.

5.. Carbon steel material, whether welded or non-
welded, displayed a reduction in fatigue perfor-
mance in the BWR environment. This reduction
appears to be related to the surface pitting.
However, all data fall above the ASME Section
III design curve and this material is fully ad-
equate for field performance."

These conclusions appear to be inconsistent with
the later results presented in this report. The
results from this program are, however, consistent
with the results from latter programs. The loading
strain rates'of from 0.03 to 0.06 in/in/sec., used in
the Dresden experiments, are not low enough for
the fatigue lives to be less than the ASME design
curves.

The second series of experiments were conducted
on both cylindrical specimens under axial loading
and butt welded pipe samples of carbon steel with
internal pressure and axial loading [3-2]. These ex-
periments were conducted in simulated BWR cool-
ant with various dissolved oxygen contents. A sub-
stantial' environment effect was observed in these
experiments and a K5 environmental correction fac-
tor was suggested.

Experiments were conducted on SA333-Gr6 car-
bon steel pipe material 'in room temperature air,
550F air and simulated. BWR coolant with various
dissolved oxygen contents. In this study, a number of
different specimen geometries was tested including
butt-welded pipe specimens. The program resulted
in a number of recommendation's as to changes
needed in the ASME Code fatigue analysis proce-
dure and a Ke environmental correction factor. The
results from the butt-welded pipe specimen tests
from this program will be discussed in more detail in
Section 9 of this report.

In 1991 Higuchi and lida [3-3] proposed a fatigue
life correction factor, Fen, for correcting the low cycle
fatigue properties of carbon and low alloy steels for
the effect of the LWR coolant environment. These
results stimulated the current concern for the effect
of the environment on the low cycle fatigue proper-
ties of the pressure boundary materials. A number of
versions of the correction factor has evolved since
this original proposal but the basic concept has not
changed. This concept is that the effect of the environ-
ment on the low cycle fatigue properties of carbon
and low alloy steel can be corrected for the effect of
the environment by applying a correction to the
fatigue life as determined from the ASME design
curve. A correction is not needed on the strain ampli-
tude.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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13 1
CONCLUSIONS 3

A new BWRVIA model has been developed that gives reasonable comparisons with plant !
chemistry recirculation and steam oxidant data. This has been achieved by adjusting a
number of input parameters in the model within their levels of uncertainty. The model
was fitted to chemistry data for one plant and then the revised model compared with
chemistry data from six other plants. The comparison of the model with steam and
recirculation oxidant data was adequate and as good as the current BWRVIA model. The 3
advantage of the new model is that all chemistry parameters are defensible, whereas this
is not the case in the original model.

A computer model has also been developed for the prediction of the corrosion potential
of 304 or 316 stainless steel in typical LWR conditions, based on the 'mixed potential'
method described by Macdonald 5. In the model, the calculated value of the corrosion
potential depends upon the H2, 02 and H20 2 concentrations in the water, the temperature,
the pH, the Reynolds number of the flow and the pipe diameter. Values for the model
parameters (exchange current densities, standard potentials and corrosion current) were
derived by fitting the model to relevant laboratory measurements of corrosion potential
available in the literature. This method was adopted because only limited experimental
data could be found on the model parameters themselves. Comparison of the various
corrosion potential measurements showed that the extent of preoxidation of the steel
surface had a significant effect on the corrosion potential, with the corrosion potential
tending to increase with increasing preoxidation, especially in low oxidant 3
concentrations. Hence, the experimental data were divided into three categories - no
preoxidation, low preoxidation and high preoxidation - and the model parameters fitted
separately to each category. The model parameters were also fitted to the complete 3
experimental data set. The extent of surface pre-oxidation will have consequences when
calculating the ECP at a location in the plant since the ECP will depend in general on the
history of pre-oxidation within the plant, and this may depend on location. This may I
provide some explanation for the lower plenum behavior observed at in that a
highly pre-oxidized surface may give high ECP at low peroxide concentrations (high
FWH). However, this is probably not the whole story and the observations at still I
need to be resolved. Two reasons why the model may under predict the lower plenum
oxidant levels are (a) inaccurate downcomer dose rates and (b) no account being taken of
mixing in the downcomer. The latter arises because the model assumes that the flow I
through the downcomer and jet pump occurs along a set of flow paths each moving with
the same velocity (but different for the jet pump compared to the downcomer), none of
which mix. In reality the flow next to the downcomer wall will be slower than in the I
center of the region and there would be continuous mixing of these flows along the flow
path. Since the gamma and neutron dose rates next to the shroud wall are significantly 3

EPRI Project Manager
H. Tang

I
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different than next to the RPV wall this mixing may influence the downcomer chemistry
significantly.

It is worth noting that both the old model and the new model arising from this work give
similar chemistry behavior at the bottom of the lower plenum region and improvements
in ECP comparisons with plant data in this region are largely a result of changing the
ECP model. Further improvements in this region could be achieved if the levels of
oxidant at the bottom of lower plenum could be increased for high FWH and these
concentrations are highly sensitive to the details of the downcomer dose rate.

A mixed potential model based on a selection of plant data has also been developed and,
as expected, gives a better comparison with all plant ECP data compared to the laboratory
based ECP model. All these mixed potential models have now been implemented in the
BWR FACSIMILE model developed by AEA Technology. The implementation of the
model allows the user to investigate the whole set of mixed potential model parameters
for their application. Alternatively, it is also possible to calculate the corrosion potential
using the values of the model parameters given by Macdonald 25.

EPRI Project Manager
H. Tang



%---Entergy
Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc.
Vermont Yankee
P.O. Box 0500
185 Old Ferry Road
Brattleboro, VT 05302-0500
Tel 802 257 5271

December 11, 2007
BVY 07-082

ATTN: Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

References- 1) Letter, Entergy to USNRC, "Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power
Station, License No. DPR-28, License Renewal Application," BVY
06-009, dated January 25, 2006.

2) Letter, Entergy to USNRC, "Update of Aging Management
Program Audit Q&A Database," BVY 07-079, dated November 14,
2007.

3) Letter, USNRC to Entergy, "Update on Extension of Schedule for
the Conduct of Review of the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power
Station License Renewal Application," NVY 07-157, dated
November 27, 2007.

Subject: Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station
License No. DPR-28 (Docket No. 50-271)
License Renewal Application, Amendment 33

On January 25, 2006, Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. and Entergy Nuclear Vermont
Yankee, LLC (Entergy) submitted the License Renewal Application (LRA) for the
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station (Reference 1).

In Reference (2), Entergy provided an update to the Aging Management Program Audit
Q&A Database. In Reference (3), the NRC requested additional information relative to
audit question number 387. Attachment 1 to this letter provides the additional information
requested.

This letter contains no new regulatory commitments.

Should you have any questions concerning this submittal, please contact Mr. David
Mannai at (802) 258-5422.

I declare under penalty of perjury
December 11, 2007.

Attachment (1)
cc list (next page)

that the foregoing is true and correct, executed on

Sincerely,

Ted A. Sullivao )
Site Vice Presiderft
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station

C
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cc: Mr. James Dyer, Director I
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office 05E7
Washington, DC 20555-00001

Mr. Samuel J. Collins, Regional Administrator, Region 1
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406-1415

Mr. Jack Strosnider, Director 3
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office T8A23
Washington, DC 20555-00001 3
Mr. Jonathan Rowley, Senior Project Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
MS-O-1 1 F1
Rockville, MD 20853

Mr. Mike Modes I
USNRC RI
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406

Mr. James S. Kim, Project Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop O-8-C2A
Washington, DC 20555

USNRC Resident Inspector
Entergy Nuclear Vermont Yankee, LLC i
P.O. Box 157
Vernon, Vermont 05354 3
Mr. David O'Brien, Commissioner
VT Department of Public Service
112 State Street - Drawer 20
Montpelier, Vermont 05620-2601

Diane Curran, Esq.
Harmon, Curran, Spielberg & Eisenberg, LLP I
1726 M Street, N.W., Suite 600'
Washington, DC 20036

I
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Attachment 1

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station
LicenseNo. DPR-28 (Docket No. 50-271)

License Renewal Application

Amendment 33

RAI 4.3.3-2 Additional Information
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RAI 4.3.3-,23

Your response to audit question # 387 in your November 14, 2007, letter states that "in m~ost
cases the maximum component. stress' difference with time matched the maximum stress
intensity calculated by ANSYS. This shows that shearing stresses are negligible for the thermalI
transient at that location and the maximum component stress difference is the maximum stress
intensity."

Please identify the exceptions where maximum component stress difference with time did not
match the maximum stress intensity calculated by ANSYS. In addition, please justify the
exceptions, based on quantitative evaluations, that the shearing stresses are negligible and the
maximum component stress difference is the maximum stress intensity for the branch nozzleU
blend radius (nozzle corner) locations with geometrical discontinuities for the applicable thermal
transients. Your response should cover the shearing stress differences at the 0-180 degree
axis and the 90-270 degree axis to the pipe run axis.3

Vermont Yankee Response'U

This Request for Additional Information (RAI) addresses several topics discussed during theI
October 2007 NRC audit. 'To ensure that all the topics in the RAI are addressed this response
has been formatted into several parts:

" Part 1 provides background and identifies which areas are within the scope of this RAI.I

* Part 2 identifies the locations where the maximum component stress difference. with time did
not match the maximum stress intensity calculated by ANSYS.I

* Part 3 provides the justification of the use of maximum component stress differences vs. the
maximum stress intensity for input into the Green's functions.I

" Part 4 identifies the nozzle blend radius (nozzle corner) locations with geometrical
discontinuities and addresses the applicable thermal transients.

" Part 5 addresses the. shearing stress, differences at the 0-180 degree axis and the 90-270
.degree axis to the pipe run axis.3

* Part 6 provides a summary of this RAI response.
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Part 1: Background

To address Environmentally Assisted Fatigue (EAF) for the NUREG/CR-6260 locations at
Vermont Yankee, the stress inputs for the reactor vessel and nozzles were either taken from the
design basis stress analyses or new stress analyses were performed. Existing stress analyses
were used for the controlling locations on the vessel shell and for the Recirculation Inlet nozzles.
New stress analyses were performed for the Feedwater, Reactor Recirculation Outlet, and Core
Spray nozzles per ASME III, NB-3200. Updated fatigue analyses for the reactor vessel and
nozzles were performed per ASME Ill, Subsection NB-3222.

New fatigue analyses for the Class 1 portions of the Feedwater and Reactor Recirculation/RHR
piping were performed per ASME III Subsection NB-3600 since ASME fatigue analysis was not
originally required for this piping.

Finite element models (FEM) using ANSYS were used for the new fatigue analyses of the
Feedwater, Reactor Recirculation Outlet, and Core Spray nozzles. The FEM for each nozzle is
2-D axisymmetric about the centerline of each nozzle. The geometric and material
discontinuities for each nozzle configuration are included in the ANSYS FEMs.

The controlling location for thermal stresses at the safe end region of each FEM was
determined using a 500°F to 100OF temperature step transient at 100% flow conditions. The
controlling location in the blend radius (nozzle corner) region is the location of maximum
stresses due to internal pressure.

For the Feedwater, Reactor Recirculation Outlet, and Core Spray nozzles, stress intensities for
each thermal transient were determined using Green's function methodology. Stress intensities
due to internal -pressure were calculated directly using the ANSYS FEM models. Stress
intensities from the attached piping loads at the controlling thermal stress locations were
:calculated from stress components per ASME Section III, Subsection NB-3215.

The total peak stress intensities for input to the ASME III fatigue analysis were determined by
combining the thermal transient stress intensity values at times of maximum and minimum
stress (peaks and valleys) during the transient with the stress intensities calculated for the
corresponding pressure and attached piping loads at that time.

This question on the .affects of the, maximum component stress difference with time not
matching the maximum stress intensity calculated by'ANSYS only applies to the new stress and
fatigue analyses performed for the Feedwater, Reactor Recirculation Outlet, and Core Spray
nozzles.

Part 2: Locations where maximum Component stress difference with time did not match
the maximum stress intensity calculated by ANSYS:

The Green's functions at each controlling location were developed from the FEM stress results
for a 500°F to 100°F temperature step transient. At each controlling location, values of the
component stress differences, (SZ-SX, SY-SX, SZ-SY), were compared to the maximum stress
intensity calculated from ANSYS. See Figures 1 through 6 of this response. The stress
difference which most closely matched the total stress intensity calculated by ANSYS was used
to determine the Green's function at each location.

The locations where maximum component stress difference with time did not match the
maximum stress intensity calculated by ANSYS are as follows:
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The Feedwater nozzle has the highest fatigue usage. Figures 1 and 2 show the stress response
for a 500°F to 100OF temperature step transient at the nozzle safe end and blend radius
locations. For both locations the SZ-SX component stress difference closely matches the
maximum stress intensity calculated from ANSYS. As shown in Figure 1 for the controlling i
location on the safe end, the SZ-SX component stress difference is approximately 3% lower
than the maximum stress intensity calculated.by ANSYS for all time steps with significant (> •
1000. psi..) stress values. As shown in Figure 2, for the nozzle blend radius location, the g
maximum component stress difference for the step transient matches the maximum stress
intensity calculated by ANSYS within 1% for all times steps with significant stress response.

The Core Spray nozzle has the next highest fatigue usage. Figures 3 and 4 show the stress I
response for a 500°F to 100OF temperature step transient at the nozzle safe end and blend
radius locations. As shown in Figure 3 for the controlling location on the safe end, the SZ-SX
component stress difference matches the maximum stress intensity calculated by ANSYS within
1% for the initial rise time and peak of the stress response. In the decay portion of the stress
response after approximately 25 seconds, the SZ-SX component stress difference is
approximately 50% lower than the maximum stress intensity calculated by ANSYS. As shown
in Figure 4 for the blend radius location, the SZ-SX component. stress difference is
approximately 3% lower than the maximum stress intensity calculated by ANSYS for all timesteps with significant stress response. i

Figures 5 and 6 show the stress response for a 500°F to 1 00°F temperature step transient at the
nozzle safe end and blend radius for the Recirculation Outlet nozzle. As shown in Figure 5 for
the safe end, the initial rise time and peak of the component stress difference match the
maximum stress intensity calculated by ANSYS within 1%. In the decay portion of the transient,
after approximately 220 seconds the SY-SX component stress difference is approximately 20%
lower than the maximum stress intensity calculated by ANSYS.

As shown in Figure 6 for the Recirculation Outlet nozzle blend radius location, the SZ-SX
component stress difference follows the maximum stress intensity calculated from ANSYS for
the rise time, peak time, and decay portions of the transient. The SZ-SX component stress
difference is approximately 10% lower than the maximum stress intensity calculated by ANSYS
for all time steps with significant stress response.

Part 3: Justification of use of, maximum component stress differences vs. the maximum.
stress intensity

The maximum stress intensity is the maximum of the principal stress differences, which are i
determined from the component normal and shear stresses at that location. Using strength of
materials methods, the shear stresses are zero wherever the maximum component stress
difference is equal to the maximum stress intensity. Table 1 shows a summary of the maximum
component stress difference (SZ-SX, SY-SX, SZ-SY) versus the maximum stress intensity
calculated by ANSYS for each of the nozzle controlling locations.

Two evaluations were performed to address the use of the maximum component stress 3
difference (SZ-SX, SY-SX, SZ-SY) versus the maximum stress intensity calculated by ANSYS
for input to the Green's functions development and the effect on the resulting fatigue usage.

The first evaluation was for the Recirculation Outlet blend radius. This is the location with the i
largest difference between the maximum component stress difference (SZ-SX) and -the
maximum stress intensity calculated by ANSYS for all time steps with significant stress
response. See Figure 6.

U
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The second evaluation was for the Core Spray safe end. This is the location with the largest
difference between the maximum component stress difference (SZ-SX) and the maximum
stress intensity calculated by ANSYS for the decay portion of the transient stress response.
See Figure 3.

For the Recirculation Outlet blend radius location, new Green's functions were developed using
the maximum stress intensity calculated from ANSYS. Stresses for the thermal transients
evaluated in calculation VY-1 6Q-306 Revision 0 were re-calculated using the new Green's
functions. The thermal transient stress intensities were combined with the appropriate stress
intensities from pressure and attached piping loads and an ASME III fatigue analysis was
performed. This analysis repeated the analysis performed in calculation VY-16Q-306 Revision
0 for the blend radius location with only one difference in inputs. The Green's functions based
on maximum stress intensities versus the component stress intensities were used. A
comparison of the results is shown in Table 2.

Table 2 shows less than a 4% increase in calculated fatigue usage for the location with the
largest difference in maximum component stress difference (SZ-SX, SY-SX, SZ-SY) versus the
use of maximum Stress intensity calculated by ANSYS. The cumulative usage factor (CUF) for
60 years including the environmental multiplier increases from 0.084 to 0.087.

For the Core Spray safe end radius location, new Green's functions were developed using the
maximum stress intensity calculated from ANSYS. Stresses for the thermal transients evaluated
in calculation VY-16Q-310 Revision 1 were re-calculated using the new Green's functions. The
thermal transient stress intensities were combined with the appropriate stress intensities from
pressure and attached piping loads and an ASME III fatigue analysis was performed. This
analysis repeated the analysis performed in calculation VY-1 6Q-310 Revision 1 for the safe end
location with only one-difference in inputs. The Green's functions. based on maximum stress
intensities versus the component stress intensities were used. A comparison of the results is
shown in Table 3.

Table 3 shows less than a 5% increase in calculated fatigue usage for the location with the
largest difference in maximum component stress difference (SZ-SX, SY-SX, SZ-SY) versus the
use of maximum stress intensity calculated by ANSYS. The cumulative usage factor (CUF) for
60 years including the environmental multiplier increases from 0.059 to 0.062.

As shown in Tables 2 and 3 the overall change in the calculated cumulative usage factors
(CUFs) for 60 years including environmental effects is 0.003 for both of the locations.

The calculated cumulative usage factors (CUFs) for 60 years including environmental effects
are based on the use of dlesign transients, conservative projections of the numbers of
transients, and bounding environmental'multipliers (Fe, factors). As shown in Table 1, the
maximum environmentally adjusted CUF for 60 years for all of the affected locations is 0.256.

Since the changes in calculated fatigue usage for the locations with the largest differences in
component stress difference (SZ-SX, SY-SX, SZ-SY) versus maximum stress intensity
calculated by ANSYS are less than 5%, an increase of 10% in calculated cumulative usage
conservatively bounds the effect. This would result in a calculated 60 year environmentally
adjusted CUF of 0.282.

All of the affected locations shown in Table 1 have significant margin to unity for calculated
fatigue usage. The limiting margin exceeds 70%. The affects of using maximum component
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stress difference with time not matching. the maximum stress intensity calculated by ANSYS
only impacts the calculated fatigue usage at non-limiting locations.

Part 4: Nozzle blend radius (nozzle corner) locations with geometrical discontinuities for I
the applicable thermal transients:

The geometric and material discontinuities for each nozzle configuration are included in the
ANSYS finite element model of each nozzle. The ANSYS stress results from the 400°F (500°F
to 1000F) step change transient applied to each model are used to determine the controlling
locations for fatigue as well as input to defining the Green's functions. As identified in the I
calculations, the controlling locations for the fatigue analysis are based on the locations of
maximum thermal stresses from the step change transient for the safe ends and the location of
maximum pressures stress in .the nozzle blend radius. See the following figures in the
calculations:

Feedwater Nozzle: Calculation VY-1 6Q-301 Rev. 0, Figures 6 & 7 for the Safe End & Figure 8 &
9 for the Blend. Radius II
Recirculation Outlet Nozzle: Calculation VY-16Q-305 Rev. 0, Figures 6 & 7 for Safe End &
Figures 8 & 9 for Blend Radius

Core Spray Nozzle: Calculation VY-1 6Q-309, Rev.0, Figure 6 for Safe End & Figure 7 for Blend
Radius (Note: Figures 6 & 7 in Revision 1 are the same.)

The controlling locations are at discontinuities. For the safe end, the controlling locations are
either at a geometric discontinuity such as the start or end of a taper transition or at a material
discontinuity such as a dissimilar weld location. For the blend radius, the location of maximum
stress due to pressure was chosen based on previous nozzle analyses showing that the I
pressure stresses are the largest contributor to the total stresses. At the blend radius region the
thermal stresses resulting from the nozzle flow transients are mitigated by mixing with the large
volume of the water flowing in the reactor. A comparison with the previous ASME stress and
fatigue analysis of the VY feedwater nozzle (VY-1 OQ-303) shows that the locations chosen for
the safe end and the blend radius using the methodology described above are the same as the
critical locations from the full ASME stress and fatigue analysis. 3
Each location was evaluated for the thermal transients defined in Attachment 1 to the Design
Input Record (DIR) Revision 1 for EC 1773 dated 7/26/07. The thermal transient stress intensity
values at times of maximum and minimum stress (peaks and valleys) during each transient are
combined with the stress intensities calculated for the corresponding pressure and attached
piping loads at that time to determine the total peak stress intensities for input to the ASME III
fatigue analysis.

In addition "fatigue strength reduction factors" ('Kt) based on the surface profile at the
controlling locations are applied to the total alternating stress inputs to the ASME fatigue
analysis. These values are either the same values used in the design analysis stress reports for
the vessel nozzles and safe ends or if not available, they are based on the ASME code. See
the following tables in the calculations:

Feedwater Nozzle: Calculation VY-16Q-302 Rev'. 0, Table 6 for the Blend Radius and Table 7 3
for Safe End

Recirculation Outlet Nozzle: Calculation VY-16Q-306 Rev. 0, Table 6 for Blend Radius 3
Table 7 for Safe End

I
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Core Spray Nozzle: Calculation VY-16Q-310, Rev. 0, Table 7 the Blend Radius, Table 8 for the
Safe End, Table 9 for the CS Pipe., (Note: Kt values, did not change in Revision 1)

Part 5: Shearing stress differences at the 0-180 degree axis and the 90-270 degree axis
to the pipe run axis:

The blend radius dimensions for each nozzle are. axisymmetric about the. centerline of the
nozzle and are. the same at the 0-180 degree axis and the 90-270 degree axis except for the
tangent angle intercepting the inside radius of the vessel shell at the outer end of the blend
radius. A two dimensional (2-D) axisymmetric model is appropriate to evaluate local stresses in
the nozzle since the loadings are localized and axisymmetric to the nozzle centerline; The
geometric and material discontinuities for the blend radius region of each nozzle configuration
are included in the ANSYS finite element model of each nozzle.

In BWR Vessel and Internals Project (BWRVIP) study EPRI Report No. 1003557, "BWRVIP-
108: BWR Vessel and Internals Project, -Technical Basis for the Reduction of Inspection
Requirements for the Boiling Water Reactor Nozzle-to-Vessel Shell Welds and Nozzle Blend
Radii," Final Report, October 2002, Figures 4-30 to 4-33 show a significant variation of pressure
stress around the centerline of the nozzle with the peak hoop pressure stresses occurring at the
+900 (top) and -900 (bottom) azimuths. This is due to the differences. in hoop and axial stresses
-in a cylindrical vessel. The new FEMs used in the Vermont Yankee environmentally assisted

.. fatigue (EAF) evaluations were 2-D axisymmetric about the. centerline of each nozzle. As
discussed in the response to data base question No. 387 in Entergy letter (BVY ..07-079),
November 14, 2007, the radius of the vessel in the FEM or the pressure stress was multiplied
by a factor to account for variation in pressure stress for a nozzle oriented normal to. the
cylindrical vessel shell.

Figures 4!30 to 4-33 in BWRVIP-108 also show no significant variance in steady state thermal
stresses at the nozzle. The figures show the magnitude of axial stress at the 0° & 1800 azimuths
is equal to.the magnitude of the hoop stress at 900 and -900 azimuths. The figures show the
thermal stress in the blend radius oriented normal to the axis of the nozzle is constant. Thermal
transients used in the EAF evaluations are axisymmetric and localized to the -nozzle safe end,
bore, and blend radius regions. Therefore, the use of 2-D axisymmetric modeling vs. the use of
a 3-D FEM is adequate to determine thermal -transient stresses in both the'safe end and blend
radius locations. Shearing stress differences in the thermal transient analyses were addressed
in Part 3 above.

Part 6: Summary

Table 1 shows a summary of the differences in the maximum component stress difference (SZ-
SX, SY-SX, SZ-SY) vs. the of maximum stress intensity calculated by ANSYS for each of the
nozzle controlling locations.

Two evaluations were performed to address the use of the maximum component stress
difference (SZ-SX, SY-SX, SZ-SY) versus the maximum stress intensity calculated by ANSYS
for input to the Green's functions development and the effect on the resulting fatigue usage.

The first evaluation was for the Recirculation Outlet blend radius which is the location with
the largest difference in component stress difference vs. maximum stress intensity
calculated by ANSYS for all time steps with significant stress response. As ýshown in Table 2
there is less than a 4% increase in calculated fatigue. usage for this location. - The
cumulative usage factor (CUF) for 60 years including environmental multiplier increases
from 0.084 to 0.087.
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The second evaluation was for the Core Spray safe end which is. the location with the
largest difference in component stress difference vs. maximum stress intensity calculated by i
ANSYS for the decay portion stress response. As shown in Table 3 there is less than a 5%
increase in calculaied fatigue usage for this location. The cumulative usage factor (CUF) for
60 years including environmental multiplier increases from 0.059 to 0.062. i

As shown in Tables 2 and 3 the overall change in the calculated cumulative usage factors

(CUFs) for 60 years including environmental effects is 0.003 for both of the locations.

As shown in Table 1, the highest environmentally adjusted CUF for 60 years for all of the I
affected locations is 0.256. An increase of 10% in calculated cumulative usage conservatively
bounds the effect. This would result in a calculated 60 year environmentally adjusted CUF of
0.282. The limiting margin exceeds 70%. The affects of using maximum component stress I
difference with time not matching the maximum stress intensity calculated by ANSYS only
impacts the calculated fatigue usage at non-limiting locations. 3
The geometric and material discontinuities for each nozzle configuration are included in the
ANSYS finite element model of each nozzle. There is significant variation in pressure stress
around the centerline of the nozzle with the peak hoop pressure stresses occurring at the +900
(top) and -900 (bottom) azimuths. This is due to the differences in hoop and axial stresses in a
cylindrical. vessel. The new FEMs account for the variation in pressure stress for a nozzle
oriented normal to the cylindrical vessel shell.

The thermal transients used in. the EAF evaluations are axisymmetric and localized to the
nozzle safe end, bore, and blend radius (nozzle corner) regions. Thermal stresses in the. blend
radius oriented normal to the axis of the nozzle are constant regardless of azimuth. 3
The effect of shearing stress differences in the thermal transient analyses were addressed by
performing two evaluations using the maximum stress intensity calculated by ANSYS for input
into the Green's functions. As shown in Tables 2 and 3 the contribution of shearing stresses I
resulted in less than a 5% increase in the calculated fatigue usage.'

The. overall change in' the calculated cumulative usage factors for 60 years including
environmental effects (CUFen) is 0.003 for the locations with the largest differences. The 0.003
difference in calculated CUFen is well within the accuracy of ASME fatigue analyses and is
considered negligible.

I
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Table 1: Summary of Maximum Component Stress Difference vs. Maximum Stress
Intensity Calculated By ANSYS and Calculated Fatigue Usage.

Nozzle - Maximum Component ASME EAF EAF References
Location Stress Difference compared 60Yr Multiplier 60 yr (Green' function /

to ANSYS Maximum Stress CUF CUFen CUFs)
Intensity

Feedwater- Same* 0.0636 10.05 0.639 VY-160-301 Rev. 0 /
Blend Radius VY-16Q-302 Rev. 0

Feedwater - Max. component stress 0.1471 1.74 0.256 VY-16Q-301 Rev. 0 /
Safe End difference is approx. 3% less VY-160-302 Rev. 0

Core Spray - Max. component stress 0.0166 10.05 0.167 VY-16Q-309 Rev. 1 /
Blend Radius difference is approx. 3% less VY-16Q-310 Rev. 1.

Core Spray - Same* for rise time and peak 0.0398 1.49 0.059 VY-16Q-309 Rev. 1 /
Safe End resoonse. Decay approx. 50% VY-16Q-310 Rev. 1

less after 25 sec.

Core Spray - Same* for rise time and Peak 0.0017 .8.36 0.009 VY-16Q-309 Rev. 1 /
Piping response. Decay approx. 50% VY-16Q-310 Rev. 1

less after 25 sec.

Recirculation Max. component stress 0.0108 7.74 0.084 VY-16Q-305 Rev. 0/
Outlet - difference is approx. 10% less VY-1 6Q-306 Rev. 0
Blend Radius
Recirculation Same* for rise time and peak 0.0015 11.65 0.018 VY-1 6Q-305 Rev. 0/
.Outlet - response. Decay approx. 20% VY-16Q-306 Rev. 0
!Safe End less after 220 sec.

* Within 1% for all time steps with significant ( >1000. psi.) stress response
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Table 2:

Comparison of Results for the Recirculation Outlet Nozzle Blend Radius Fatigue Usage

Recirculation Outlet Nozzle - ASME EAF EAF
Blend Radius 60Yr CUF Multiplier 60 yr CyrUFen

Calculation VY-16Q-306 Rev. 0 0.0108 7.74 0.084

New Analysis with Green's functions
based on Maximum ANSYS Stress 0.0112 7.74 0.087
Intensity

Difference +3.7% No change +3.7%

Table 3:

Comparison of Results for the Core Spray Nozzle Safe End Fatigue Usage

Core Spray Nozzle - ASME EAF EAF
Safe End 60Yr CUF Multiplier 60 yr CUFen

Safe End

Calculation VY-16Q-310 Rev. 1 0.0398 1.49 0.059

New Analysis with Green's functions
based on Maximum ANSYS Stress 0.0417 1.49 0.062.
Intensity

Difference +4.8% No change +4.8%
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1 CHAIRMAN SHACK: We are just a little bit

2 ahead of schedule, five minutes. But we'll go ahead

3 and take our break until 10:45.

4 (Whereupon at 10:22 a.m. the

5 proceeding in the above-

6 entitled matter went off the

7 record to return on the record

8 at 10:44 a.m.)

9 CHAIRMAN SHACK: I think we can come back

10 into session.

11 Our next topic is the final review of the

12 license renewal application for the Vermont Yankee

13 Nuclear Power Station.

0 14 And Dr. Bonaca is lucky enough to lead us

15 through this again.

16 FINAL REVIEW OF LICENSE RENEWAL APPLICATION FOR

17 VERMONT YANKEE NUCLEAR POWER STATION

18 VICE CHAIRMAN BONACA: It was kind of hard

19 to keep FitzPatrick and Vermont Yankee apart.

20 We met a month ago to review the

21 application for license renewal for Vermont Yankee.

22 -And I believe we covered pretty much every item of the

23 agenda having to do with license renewal.

24 There was one remaining item that was left

0 25 because of the time; we did not have a final SER. And
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1 it has to do with the environmentally assisted fatigue

2 calculations.

3 I would just summarize very briefly what

4 has happened since. Entergy has chosen to address

5 environmentally assisted fatigue by demonstrating that

6 CUF and the most sensitive locations would remain

7 below one throughout, the period of extended operation

8 considering both mechanical and environmental effects.

9 The analysis performed by the licensee are

10 supported also by assumptions that will be monitored

11 and verified during the period of extended operation.

12 The analysis performed by the licensee had

13 confirmed that in all locations CUF is going to be

0 14 below one throughout the period of extended operation.

15 This staff however has challenged the use of the

16 simplified methodology used by the licensee for those

17 locations which exhibit geometric discontinuities or

18 no symmetric loads such as the feedwater nozzle for

19 example or the circulation out that nozzle and the

20 coarse spray line nozzle.

21 At the request of the staff the licensee

22 has performed an analysis for the limiting location

23 which is the feedwater nozzle, using the methodology

24 at our command which is using ASME code Section 3.

0 25 The analysis has confirmed that CUF will be below one
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1 okay through the period of extended operation.

2 However I believe assuming the same environmental

3 multiplier, the result' with more analysis show a

-4 higher value of CUF though below one. And so the

5 staff has requested the licensee to perform also the

6 corresponding analysis for the two additional cases

7 where there are geometric discontinuities or no

8 symmetric loads and essentially -the locations are the

9 circulation outlet nozzle and the coarse spray line

10 nozzle.

11 Today I believe the licensee wants to

12 present their methodology and make the case for the

13 analysis they performed originally. I believe the

14 issue so far as the SER is closed in the sense that

15 they have committed to perform the two additional

16 analyses as requested by the staff.

17 But we will hear both from the licensee

18 and the staff about this contention and it's an

19 important issue because it may affect other licensees

20 that have performed calculations before using the same

21 methodology used by Vermont Yankee.

22 We would like to introduce and turn over

23 to PT Kuo.

24 MR. KUO: Thank you, Bonaca.

025 Yes, this is indeed the last issue for the
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1 Vermont Yankee license renewal application review.

2 It has taken a long time, longer than what

3 we would like to, but I think at this point we believe

4 that the applicant has done what we have asked for,

5 and we are satisfied with what they have done.

6 We have supplemented our SER with our

7 writeup. It's just I believe a week or so ago. And

8 sent it to the committee members.

9 I believe that right now with the

10 additional calculations the applicant has done we

11 consider this issue is resolved, and the applicant

12 will first give you the story of how it is resolved,

13 and the staff will also give you the reason, the basis

14 of why we think this is acceptable.

15 Thank you.

16 With that, applicant, please, takeover.

17 MR. DREYFUSS: Good morning.

18 Thank you, Dr. Bonaca, Mr. Chairman,

19 members of the committee.

20 My name is John Dreyfuss. I'm the

21 director of nuclear safety assurance for Vermont

22 Yankee.

23 Before we get going with the presentation

24 I do want to make sure that we introduce our Vermont

0 25 Yankee and Entergy team here.
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1 First, I'd like to recognize Ted Sullivan,

2 our site vice president.

3 MR. SULLIVAN: Good morning. I'd like to

4 thank the committee for allowing us to be here today

5 to continue the discussion on our license renewal

6 application. And I'd like the team to identify

7 themselves, and then we'll turn it back over to John.

8 John's our lead spokesperson.

9 MR. MANNAI: David Mannai; licensing

10 manager, Vermont Yankee.

11 MR. RADEMACHER: Norm Rademacher,

12 engineering director.

13 MR. FITZPATRICK: Jim FitzPatrick, design

O 14 engineer.

15 MR. STEVENS: Gary Stevens, structural

16 integrity associates, consultant to Entergy.

17 MR. GOODWIN: Scott Goodwin, design

18 engineer.

19 MR. METELL: Mike Metell, license renewal,

20 project manager.

21 MR. YOUNG: Garry Young, manager of license

22 renewal for the Entergy fleet.

23 MR. COX: Alan Cox, technical manager,

24 license renewal.

25 MR. LOCK: Dave Lock, I'm part of the
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1 Entergy license renewal team.

2 MR. DREYFUSS: All right, very good. Good I
3 morning. 3
4 Next slide, Beth, please.

5 For the agenda for today we will go 3
6 through the environmentally assisted fatigue. And we

7 do recognize the last time we were here we went

8 through the rest of the SER and application and talked 3
9 about a lot of different issues.

10 Our focus here on our presentation is as I

11 requested on the fatigue issue. 3
12 So we'll go through an overview of that,

13 some of the timeline, how we got to this point. We'll I

14 talk about some of the bases, and go through both the

15 evaluation that we performed where there were

16 challenges from the staff, and confirmatory analysis. 3
17 And just from a nomenclature standpoint,

18 I did want to mention, a number of different terms I

19 have been tossed out. What we will refer to during I

20 the course of our presentation, we had original

21 analyses, for the license renewal we performed re- 3
22 analysis. I think we referred to that in the SER; you

23 may have seen the simplified analysis. So we've

24 called it a re-analysis. 3
0 25 And then the confirmatory analysis that we
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1 did I think is also referred to variously as the

2 updated analysis. So for us re-analysis and

3 confirmatory and we'll step through that as we go

4 through the presentation.

5 I think the key thing to talk about is

6 that for the license renewal the confirmatory analysis

7 that we performed for the feedwater nozzle is the

8 calculation of record for license renewal.

9 Additionally we'll talk about the license

10 condition. We do have a license condition where we

11 will perform calculations, confirmatory calculations,

12 for the remaining two nozzles that were the subject of

13 the challenges, and we will perform those calculations

O 14 prior to two years prior to entering into the extended

15 period of operations.

16 Next slide.

17 From an overview standpoint we did, as far

18 as the full scope of environmentally assisted fatigue,

19 we did the locations that are identified in the

20 governing NUREG 6260, and that was the focus and the

21 basis for the calculations that we did do.

22 Our original piping was designed to the

23 B31167 code so therefore we did not have the

24 calculations. That is what drove why we had to do

O 25 these calculations.
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1 From a timeline standpoint in September we

2 completed the re-analysis as well as all the rest of

3 the work that we did on environmentally assisted

4 fatigue. There was an audit by the staff of those

5 calculations in October. And really during the course

6 of that timeframe, from October through January of

7 2008, a lot of questions back and forth, and a number

8 of different RAIs and audits that were performed

9 questioning the approach that we had taken.

10 And the key challenge was how we treated

11 stresses at the blend radius for these three

12 particular nozzles, coarse spray, reactor recirc and

13 feedwater.

14 So what we'll do during the course of the

15 presentation is, we'll talk about what we did on that

16 reanalysis, and provide you with the basis for that.

17 We will also talk about what we did on the

18 confirmatory analysis as well.

19 We did complete - we had requested a

20 public meeting. And that public meeting was held on

21 January 8 th, where we defined what approach we took

22 with the reanalysis method. At that meeting we also

23 said that we were working on a confirmatory analysis

24 for the feedwater nozzle.

0 25 We did complete that analysis on the
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1 nozzle and submitted that on February 1 4 th -I'm

2 sorry, January 3 0 th, Ray. And NRC, Dr. Chang, did an

3 audit of that calculation on Valentine's Day of 2008.

4 We also submitted an amendment that

5 provided some chemistry data. That was one of the key

6 questions on how we treated the chemistry effects, and

7 how it may have influenced environmentally assisted

8 fatigue.

9 So as far as basis for the evaluation, we

10 are consistent in our approach, consistent with the

11 Gall report. We did evaluate the specified locations

12 as I mentioned in the NUREG 6260, and the Fen

13 methodology that we used was appropriate and was

0 14 driven by the two cited NUREGs there for the different

15 materials, carbon steel and stainless.

16 Additionally we did use our as-built

17 drawings to do our analyses. We used the design.

18 MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK: How different are the

19 as-built drawings from the design drawings?

20 MR. FITZPATRICK: There is additional

21 thickness for - this is Jim FitzPatrick - the shell

22 has additional thickness in it from the design for

23 rolling, like a quarter inch, and the nozzles have a

24 little additional thickness from the original design

' 25 provided on the fabrication drawings.
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1 MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK: And when were those

2 as-built dimensions acquired?

3 MR. FITZPATRICK: They are on the GE

4 drawings of the design before the plant started up.

5 MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK: Thank you.

6 MR. DREYFUSS: We did use design transients

7 versus the actual transients, so did not take credit

8 for any - we used the conservatisms associated with

9 design transients.

10 We'll talk a little bit more about cycle

11 projections, but we did project cycles for 60 years.

12 We'll talk about some conservatisms that we have

13 inherent in those projections as well.

O 14 We also assumed-

15 CHAIRMAN SHACK: So when you say design

16 versus accident transient severity, it means you are

17 using the stresses from the design transient, not the

18 numbers of the design transient?

19 (Simultaneous speakers)

20 MR. DREYFUSS: And again we did assume full

21 uprate conditions for the 60-year period. We did do

22 the uprate in 2006.

23 MEMBER ARMIJO: From day zero uprated

24 conditions, and put those into all of these analyses?

0 25 MR. DREYFUSS: That's correct. Assume from
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1 1972 up to this point and through the 60-year period.

2 Now we are going to talk about the

3 specifics of the evaluation itself, and Jim do you

4 want to talk on this a bit.

5 MR. FITZPATRICK: We used existing design

6 analysis for the RPB shell, the lower head, the

7 recirculant nozzles, and by the FEM to those existing

8 analysis, and for the fatigue analysis MB 3200 rules,

9 for three nozzles that entire original design fatigue

10 usage, we analyzed for new models, new analysis, for

11 the feedwater recirc outlet nozzles and the coarse

12 spray nozzles.

13 MEMBER ARMIJO: Was the feedwater inlet

14 temperature changed as a result of the uprate?

15 MR. FITZPATRICK: 372 to 392.

16 MEMBER ARMIJO: Now is that change in the

17 conservative direction as far as this analysis is

18 concerned?

19 MR. FITZPATRICK: It increases the stress

20 range from your normal operating down to your

21 injection. Delta T goes from, instead of 372 to 100,

22 it goes from 392 or 394 to 100. It's a small increase

23 in range.

24 MEMBER ARMIJO: Okay, thank you.

0 25 MR. FITZPATRICK: And then for the piping
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1 we performed new ASME class I fatigue analysis for the

2 recirc RHR.

3 On the reanalysis of the three nozzles, we

4 used 60-year cycles projected based on design

5 transient severity and the cycle. So basically

6 reviewed our design spec, and updated BWR for thermal

7 cycle definitions.

8 We had new answers, find out what models

9 are developed for these three nozzles using the as-

10 built drawings and the material specs for each one of

11 these nozzles.

12 Heat transfer coefficients were based on

13 the design report and design specifications.

14 A thermal stress response in the

15 reanalysis was developed from a step change in the

16 temperature. And Green's function was developed from

17 that.

18 Using the Green's function we developed

19 thermal transients, stresses, for each set of the

20 design transients for each nozzle.

21 And we calculated component stress

22 differences. This is where the difference between -

23 we'll explain a little further on, but this is where -

24

25 CHAIRMAN SHACK: Let me just come back to
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1 your Green's function. So you got your Green's

2 function essentially from a finite element analysis -

3 MR. FITZPATRICK: Yes.

4 CHAIRMAN SHACK: - with a step transient.

5 MR. FITZPATRICK: Yes, sir. And you pull

6 component stresses from there versus - it calculates

7 stress intensity. And that has led to some confusion

8 before.

9 Taking those, the thermal stresses, the

10 pressure stress intensities were directly from the

11 answers found with the models, and they were factored

12 to account for the actual pressure during the

13 transients, the unit load case and then factored up

O14 for that.

15 Adjusting intensities to detached piping

16 loads were conservatively calculated and added to the

17 other stress intensities for each transient and each

18 temperature.

19 The maximum stress differences from the

20 temperature transients were combined directly with the

21 stress intensities from the pressure stresses, and the

22 detached piping loads.

23 And the ASME MB 3200 fatigue calculations

24 performed on the collective thermal transient stress

O25 systems.
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1 And that gets rid of the ASME CUI. Then

2 we used a bounding fatigue life correction factor for

3 all the transients, one bounding number applied to

4 that CUF for the entire 60-year operating period.

5 And then the environmental CUF is that

6 bounding factor times the CUF.

7 We had a list of -

8 CHAIRMAN SHACK: One other - every time I

9 read the analysis it says, axi-symmetric ANSYS model.

10 This is a nozzle on a cylindrical shell. Why is it

11 axi-symmetric?

12 MR. STEVENS: It's a simplification to -

13 obviously when you model a nozzle axi-symmetric you

0 14 treat, the vessel then becomes a sphere. So we also

15 had to apply a correction factor to account for the

16 ovalization of two intersecting cylinders.

17 And that's just a traditional way of

18 industry way of modeling these nozzles.

19 MR. FITZPATRICK: Did that answer your

20 question?

21 Some of the conservatisms in the analyses,

22 the major ones -

23 MEMBER ARMIJO: Just before you go on, the

24 bounding fatigue life correction factor, you say you

o 25 calculated from water chemistry conditions expected to
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1 occur over the 60-year operating period. But you have

2 had major changes with the water chemistry with

3 hydrogen implemented many years after. So which is

4 the water chemistry you used? Did you use the

5 appropriate water chemistry for the normal water

6 chemistry period, and a different water chemistry

7 correction? Or the hydrogen water chemistry period?

8 MR. FITZPATRICK: Did both, and Gary can

9 give you a detail on that.

10 MR. STEVENS: We actually broke the

11 operating history up into three parts. The prior to

.12 hydrogen water chemistry, or normal water chemistry,

13 where the factors, at least for the carbon and low

O14 alloy would be much higher and the oxygen content was

15 higher.

16 Then we had the operation that was post

17 hydrogen water chemistry implementation, with the

18 historical duty if you will or availability of the

19 system.

20 And then in the future and what that's

21 projected to be. And that Was based on water

22 chemistry guidelines that the plants are following.

.23 CHAIRMAN SHACK: And you used bounding

24 strain rates for all these transients? Or you

O25 actually tried to estimate strain rates?
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1 MR. STEVENS: We used bounding'strain rates

2 for everything.

3 MR. DREYFUSS: And we will talk a little

4 bit more about chemistry during the course of the

5 presentation.

6 MR. FITZPATRICK: Some of the major

7 conservatisms in the nozzle reanalysis. The number of

8 transient cycles using analysis was greater than the

9 expected number of cycles for 60 years based on our

10 plant experience. For example, heat up and cool down,

11 there were 300 cycles - heat up cool down for the

12 feedwater nozzle includes heat up and then a turbine

13 roll. It's basically the major transient. We used

14 300 cycles of that. To date we've had 95 over 36

15 years of operation, and the original design was 200;

16 we don't even expect to hit that number, based on the

17 past history of 20 years of operation.

18 But the plant had more transients in the

19 beginning than they do in later life.

20 The transient severity is a conservatism

21 versus using actual transients. We used the bounding

22 values, the pressure and temperature of the EPU for

23 the entire life, and the bounding Fen multiplier. We

24 used values, the input stat, the temperature strain

0 25 rate, the sulfur content were chosen to maximize that.
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1 And that multiplier was basically applied

2 to all transient stresses, and that was the reanalysis

3 method that we used.

4 MR. DREYFUSS: We talked about the

5 chemistry itself. Bottom line is we chose our

6 chemistry factors conservatively, and chemistry

7 effects have been conservatively factored into the

8 analysis that we did.

9 We did use the Fen factors from the cited

10 NUREGs. Additionally we selected the various

11 parameters that you see here in such a way as to

12 maximize the effects and maximize the contribution

13 that they had in terms of their effect on the

0 14 environmental factors.

15 So strain rates, temperatures, dissolved

16 oxygen, were all factored in that way.

17 CHAIRMAN SHACK: Of course there is no

18 conservatism in that-sulfur number since your sulfur

19 probably is well over .015. In the materials you

20 actually have in the plant.

21 MR. DREYFUSS: Correct.

22 MR. STEVENS: Plus that particular

23 parameter tends to have less effect on the relations

24 than some of these, oxygen and temperature and strain

0 25 rate for example.
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1 MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK: Well, typically, how

2 long would these oxygen excursions last?

3 MR. FITZPATRICK: A couple of days when

4 there's the heating up, and you do a cycle flush, and

5 then you start heating the reactor up, conduits come

6 online. It takes awhile to get to the steady state on

7 the chemistry.

8 MR. DREYFUSS: The startup might be over an

9 18-hour period, but getting it back to a stable

10 condition will sometime take a day or two.

11 MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK: So the different

12 between the value that you used and the analysis,

13 which is the mean plus one standard deviation, the

o 14 difference between that value and the nominal value

15 for dissolved oxygen, what would that be in

16 percentage?

17 MR. FITZPATRICK: It's a little different.

18 That number could be significantly higher, but there's

19 no transient occurring at that time. So looking at 60

20 years we tried to do a bounding number, a

21 representative number for all the transients expected

22 to occur over 60 years.

23 MR. CHANG: If I may interject something.

24 The staff did a focused review of what they did,

0 25 especially in the oxygen content and excursion.
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Now this is a BWR, not a PWR.; The PWR,

the maximum transients for the most critical

components is during the heat up and cool down. The

PWI especially the feedwater nozzle - now excursion of

the oxygen content occurred during the heat up, but at

that time there are'no significant transients. So

even excursion rate is high, applied to - if you apply

to zero it's still zero. I don't mean zero; I mean

small number.

MEMBER ARMIJO: So these excursions, these

oxygen excursions, really had a very small

contributionto the number that you used for the Fen?

MR. DREYFUSS: Right, it did not

significantly impact it;

So the summary here is that the cumulative

usage factors at Vermont Yankee under all analyses

that we did perform do remain below one for the full

60 years of extended operation with margin.

I'll talk a little bit about the audit

that NRC performed of the calculations. And the key

challenges really were-when we had done the analysis,

we did the feedwater coarse spray and reactive recirc

nozzle corners. The challenges were at the nozzle

corners, the blend'radius as it's referred to as well.

And the methodology by which we treated
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1 the stresses was really the key factor as Jim had

2 talked about as well. So we used component stresses,

3 stress difference versus the maximum stress

4 intensities. And what it comes down to is the

5 treatment of sheer stress and are you neglecting sheer

6 stress using this methodology.

7 That was the challenge. So we did submit

8 this amendment 33, based on or in response to an RAI.

9 And we documented the evaluation that we had performed

10 and the methodology by which we had treated the

11 stresses versus the component stress difference.

12 And we did essentially a sensitivity calc

13 that resulted in a change, a maximum difference

14 between the reanalysis that we had performed and the

15 sensitivity that resulted in a very small maximum

16 change, a .003 change which I think would have been

17 complete at that point. But we really only addressed

18 one element of the challenge.

19 And Gary, if you would explain a little

20 bit about that.

21 MR. STEVENS: Yes, I think what we really

22 addressed in that response was the, effect of sheer

23 stress.

24 Another part of the challenge was on this,

0 25 it's been coined in several different ways, uni-axial
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1 stress, one-D virtual stress. And I think what I'd

2 prefer to do is, we have a slide coming up where we

3 show the analyses we did side by side, and I can get

4 into a little more detail on that one.

5 But for the purposes of this slide, I

6 think we generally agree that wemight have satisfied

7 the sheer stress issue, but we didn't satisfy the uni-

8 axial or one-D virtual stress issue. And we'll talk

9 about that in a few more slides.

10 MR. DREYFUSS: And Jim, if you could step

11 us through the approach that we did here on the

12 confirmatory calculation.

13 MR. FITZPATRICK: We did a confirmatory

14 calculation on one nozzle, a feedwater nozzle. It's

15 the controlling nozzle, because it is the most severe

16 in design transients; had the highest fatigue uses of

17 the three nozzles in question.

18 And we tried to put this, in simple terms,

19 basically it's cold return water and' is the hot

20 vessel. That's why it is the more severe - the most

21 limiting'nozzle.

22 A number of design transients at two to

23 three times the number of transients for the other

24 nozzles. All the injections occur at that nozzle,

0 25 versus the other ones feeling just the environment in
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1 the vessel.

2 And industry experience has shown that the

3 fatigue usage is typically higher at the fatigue - at

4 the feedwater nozzle than any other nozzles.

5 We used the same ANSYS finite element

6 model, the same transients, the same cycles, and the

7 same water chemistry that is the previous nozzle

8 reanalysis.

9 And the confirmatory analysis, you combine

10 six stress components for NB-32, 16.2. The sheer

11 stresses are included for each stress.

12 And as the fatigue analysis was done for

13 NB-32 2.4 for all the stress pairs, and this is the

14 same methodology used in the reanalysis.

15 CHAIRMAN SHACK: What is the' difference

16 between the confirmatory calculation and the

17 reanalysis?

18 MR. DREYFUSS: We are going to show that on

19 a slide. I make that very clear.

20 CHAIRMAN SHACK: Not the difference in the

21 results. What's the difference in assumptions?

22 MR.. STEVENS: Should we go to that slide

23 now? So this slide has the two analyses in, parallel,

24 the reanalysis, and the confirmatory calculation.

25 And what's in bold we'll talk about is
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1 going to answer your question on what the differences

2 are.

3 And. I don't mean to simplify this

4 calculation, and this analysis; it's done in six

*5 steps. We've simplified into six boxes, which in no

6 way indicates that there are six simple steps to this.

.7 It's an ASME 'code analysis, and there is a lot of

8 rigorous detail built into this.

9 So let,'s start at the left, and we'll kind

10 of go through these both in parallel. Because you'll

11 see a lot of the boxes are identical.

12 on the left we have 60-year cycles in

13 design transients. That was the same and identical

14 for both analyses. We assumed the same transients and

15 the same quantity; we didn't differ on those.

16 We built an ANSYS finite element model.

17 It was the same for both analyses. There was no

18 different in model at all.

19 The model how we used it was, and the

20 stresses we obtained, is where it was different, and

21 that's the next one. So for in both analyses we'll

22 take the simple part first, pressure stresses and

23 piping stresses - pressure stresses were determined

24 from that finite element model, pressure stress

025 intensity, and piping stresses were done by hand.
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1 That was identical for both.

2 Now let's go to the first box, and here's

3 where we have the first difference. In the first'

4 analysis rather than run all the transients, and we

5 have approximately 20 transients in the feedwater

6 nozzle - there's many and they are complicated -

7 rather than run all of those' individually through the

8 finite element model, we used a Green's function to

9 generate the stress history for those transients.

10 That's - the, Green's function is a well

11 known technique in most all college mathematical

12 textbooks. I don't think there is any controversy in

13 how the Green's function generates stresses. But

14 we'll talk about this uni-axial or one-D stress in a

15 minute, and that's really where the contention lies

16 there.

17 But in the first case, the reanalysis, we

18 used the Green's function to generate stress histories

19 for all those transients. That takes a significantly

20 less effort than running all those transients through

21 the finite element model.

22 CHAIRMAN SHACK: But this is purely an

23 elastic problem, right?

24 MR. STEVENS: That's correct, so Green's

0 25 functions would be appropriate for that.' Everything
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1 is linear.

2 Now in the second case, the confirmatory

3 calculation, we ran everything, all the transients

4 individually through the ANSYS finite element model.

5 SO up to now the only difference is, we used a Green's

6 function in the first case to generate stress

7 histories; in the second case the ANSYS finite element

8 model.

9 To your point the two should be identical,

10 because everything is linear.

11 So how did we combine - moving on to the

12 fourth box - how did we combine and determine maximum

13 stress intensities? Here is where we get into some

O 14 esoteric differences between the two.

15 I'll take the easy one first, which is the

16 lower one, the confirmatory calculation. We basically

17 take for all those transients, we get six stress

18 components out of the finite element program, X, Y, Z

19 and three shears. And we combine those for NB 32 16.2

20 of the code, which for every peak and valley you take

21 differences, in those six stress components, and you

22 rotate those into principal stress differences, and

23 it's stress intensity. And you use that history,

24 resultant history, to calculate fatigue usage.

0 25 What did we do with the Green's function?
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1 We'll move up to the reanalysis. The Green's

2 function, what we did there is, the Green's function

3 itself, the stress history we got out of the f inite

4 element program, we could have had six Green's

.5 functions to use to generate six stress histories, six

6 component stress histories for all the' transients.

7 What we took out of the finite element

8 program was basically the maximum stress difference,

9 which is essentially equal to the stress intensity

10 from the finite element program.

11 So what we got from the Green's function

12 was a stress intensity history, and we used that to

13 integrate and come up with a stress intensity history

014 for all of the transients. So I think you can see

15 that the simplification here that was made, and there

16 are several, we are obviously by using the maximum

17 stress component difference we are ignoring sheer

18 stresses.

19 And in some of the responses to the RAIs,

20 and John mentioned on the one slide we showed the

21 sheer stresses were negligible.

22 But the other issue that we didn't address

23 in those RAls is taking a single stress intensity

24 history and using that through a Green's function to

025 generate a stress intensity history for all these
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1 transients.

2 Is that identical or proximate or close to

3 taking all the, six stress component histories and

4 doing differences and rotations into a stress

5 intensity difference? I think there is where the

*6 difference and the contention really lay was that

7 approximation.

8 Both of these analyses, the intent is to

9 do an ASME code fatigue calculation. There was never

10 any intent not to do so.

11 The difference in that step I think is

12 really key to our differences. And obviously doing a

13 confirmatory calculation was intended to resolve that

14 issue, proof that how close these were.

15 So after that step then we have a stress

16 intensity history that was computed differently in

17 each of the techniques. But given 'that stress

18 intensity history, the fatigue usage analysis 'was

19 performed identically between the two.

20 There is a type on the slide here. It's

21 not NB 32 24, it's 32 22.4.

22 MR. RADEMACHER: So that is 32 22.24?

23MR. STEVENS: Correct. So that step is

24 identical between the two. And then the last step is

O25wege etafatigtue usage out o fthatfifthbox that we
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1 then apply environmental factors to.

2 In the reanalysis, the first one we did,

3 the maximum Pen was applied to the total usage, to

4 come up with the environmentally assisted fatigue

5 number.,

6 In the confirmatory calculation a maximum

7 Fen was computed for each load there, where the only

8 thing that was taken. into account was the temperature.

9 We took the maximum temperature of each load, put the

10 strain rate and the sulfur and all the other primaries

11 were the same. And good or bad the intention of that

12 difference there was to demonstrate yet another

13 conservatism built into the analysis.

14 So the only .thing different in the last

15 step, which is the environmental fatigue evaluation,

16 was one Fen applied to total usage in the reanalysis;

17 multiple bounding Fens applied to each load pair in

18 the confirmatory calculation.

19 MEMBER ARMIJO: So the more conservative

20 treatment was in the reanalysis?

21 MR. STEVENS: For that step.

22 MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK: How much do the

23 material properties change over the temperature range

24 let's say for the feedwater?

25 MR. STEVENS: I can't give you a specific
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1 answer, but generally speaking there could be 10 to 15

2 percent variation I the material properties over the

3 range of temperatures we are looking at.

4 MEMBER ABDEL-KHALIK: And how is that

5 accounted for in the analysis?

6 MR. STEVENS: In the reananalysis we picked

7 bounding temperature properties. Because of the

8 Green's function use, everything - you do one run and

9 everything is constant. So we tend to take the

10 bounding material properties and heat transfer

11 coefficients.

12 In7 the confirmatory calculation the

13 material properties are varied With temperature input

o 14 to the finite element program as well as heat transfer

15 coefficients.

16 And you are really touching on one key

17 element here, if you take these - we have identified

18 really just three bold spots where these analyses are

19 different. We identified on an engineering level 20

20 differences in these two analyses, things like you

21 just mentioned, material properties; they were treated

22 differently. Heat transfer coefficients were treated

23 differently. Twenty differences between the

24 reanalysis and the confirmatory calculation really

0 25 that were levels of conservatisms built in to the
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1 analysis, approximations using a simplified approach

2 versus a very detailed approach.

3 So we did not go through exhaustively a

4 parametric study to understand which of those 20 items

5 caused the differences between the two. We were

6 satisfied at the end that the final result we got was

7 the same, usage factor less than one with margin.

8 MR. DREYFUSS: Do you want to move on to

9 the results?

10 MR. CHANG: Before moving on, could I put

11 in a couple of comments?

12 I think Gary have summarized what you call

13 the reanalysis and what you call the confirmatory

0 14 analysis very nicely..

15 But I'd like to bring out a couple of key

16 points that can facilitate going right through the

17 heart of the issue.

18 Actually applicant submitted two

19 reanalyses. One was submitted by amendment 31 which

20 is dated 9/17. The second refined analysis was

21 submitted December 1 1 t; that was submitted by

22 amendment 33.

23 So those two I call them just.' reanalysis.

24 And then there is a final confirmatory' - you call

0 25 final confirmatory analysis submitted by amendment 34
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1 on January 30, '08.

2 Now in our final SER, submitted to the

3 ACIS and it was issues, we call that analysis as

4 analysis of record for the feedwater nozzles. Why?

5 That's the point I'd like to point out. Missing this

6 phase, this is the opportunity, you may keep in mind,

7 reanalysis, analysis of record, which is not the case.

8 The - now let's call that analysis of

9 record. The analysis of record took all the unknowns

10 out of the place. You use six components, stress,

11 including sheer stress and nominal stress. Only thing

12 is you approximate the header effects by a spherical

13 header. That- as Gary said is a very standard

0 14 industrial approach. We buy that.

15 The difference comes that the reanalysis

16 did not analyze every transient. From the base

17 transient case, and finite element results, from that

18 base case you project it to the other transient

19 stresses by the Green's function.

20 I don't dispute the Green's function

21 methodology at all; I love it. The only way is, how

22 do you apply it? Now you apply it by six components,

23 or you apply it by one-D virtual stress.

24 The reanalysis still have the one-D

0 25 virtual stress there. But the analysis of record do
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1 not have that.

2 So let's for the time being call the

3 analysis of'record close to the reality. The outcome,

4 you don't see it at the amendment 34. Because

5 amendment 34 seems to indicate the analysis of record

6 always give you a lower answer. That, means the

7 reference analysis is conservative.

8 But that is deceiving, because if you use

9 the same Fen as you used in the refined analysis, the

10 CUF will be higher. As I report it, as the staff

11 report 'it in the final SER, that number, the CUF, will

12 be .893. It's not .353 anymore.

13 So in other words the analysis of record

14 gives you higher CUF for everything the same

15 condition.

16 In other words the refined analysis can be

17 conservative, can be' not conservative; can be

18 conservative by a factor of two; and also can

19 underpredict by a factor of two.

20 For that reason we don't call that the

21 refined analysis or analysis of record. But for

22 Vermont Yankee the feedwater nozzle, the final

23 analysis, additional analysis, or whatever you call

24 it, still give you at least 10 percent margin to the

25 code CUF limits.
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1 For that reason I feel comfortable. Now

2 as long as you make this as the analysis of record.

3 For the future if you want to adjust anything you base

4 it on that. You don't back to the refined analysis.

5 On the same basis if this can produce

6 results like this, the same or similar results can

7 also be produced. I'm not sure, because I didn't do

8 that analysis on the other two nozzles.

9 For that reason we asked them to perform

10 similar analysis for the other two nozzles. When all

11 this is completed, we have three analyses of record.

12 Those are fully justified.

13 VICE CHAIRMAN BONACA: What I would like to

0 14 point out, however, is that this calculation results

15 seems to be consistent with the one that was in the

16 SER. So we would like to understand it better.

17 In the SER you asked the licensee to use

18 the same maximum Fen.

19 MR. KUO: Right, what we consider that is

20 acceptable is what the applicant calls confirmatory

21 analysis.

22 VICE CHAIRMAN BONACA: Yes, but here in the

23 confirmatory analysis I see the result being 0.35, and

24 you are quoting .893.

0 25 MR. CHANG: Eight nine three, we have both
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1 numbers reported in the SER, so it's on record that

2 the analysis of record, using the maximum Fen, you

3 will get .893. But you use 24 different values of Fen

4 which is appropriate, you will get .353.

5 In other words, the .353 is not wrong;

6 it's just compare the earlier analysis and the newer

7 analysis. The earlier analysis may not be

8 conservative. It depends on the final analysis which

9 we know is right and conservative.

10 CHAIRMAN SHACK: What you are arguing is

11 that his stress analysis could be nonconservative, and

12 he covers that up by using a conservative Fen, but

13 clearly his overall calculation is conservative but

0 14 he's piling it up in different ways, and I guess the

15 question is, is that always going to be the case?

16 It's certainly true in these two situations.

17 MR. CHANG: Normally staff do not second

18 guess what the future outcome will be. But since this

19 feedwater nozzle, the CUF, is five to 10 times higher

20 as compared to the others, I would imagine the other

21 two nozzles when you complete your analysis give'us a

22 good foundation to work for the future. This number

23 will also be good.

24 MEMBER ARMIJO: I'm a little confused. The

0 25 mechanical analysis I think, the confirmatory
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1 calculations were done by the methods the staff was

2 comfortable with and were done with a lot of

3 conservatism as pointed out in some of these charts.

4 In addition they applied a more realistic

5 Fen for different periods as opposed to the original

6 reanalysis approach. But still conservative.

7 So I don't know, and there's a big

8 difference in CUF, right, .35 versus .89, that's a

9 very big difference. So what does the staff consider

10 to be the official number for CUF for this nozzle?

11 MR. CHANG: .353.

12 MEMBER ARMIJO: Okay.

13 VICE CHAIRMAN BONACA: Because in the SER

0 14 you state very clearly that any request of the

15 licensee to use a maximum Fen, and you got the value

16 of .89, okay, still using the confirmatory calculation

17 now it ends out to .89, and you are saying because it

18 is higher than what you calculated with the reanalysis

19 which was .64, then the analysis of record has to be

20 the one with the higher value.

21 So here we are talking about apples and

22 oranges. I mean I'm trying to understand what is the

23 confirmatory calculation result, and what is the basis

.24 for forcing them to use the highest Fen? I mean

O 25 that's probably the best question.
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1 MR. CHANG: As many people call the fatigue

2 analysis, it's a black box. You can turn out

3 different results depending on the level of

4 sophistication that goes in there.

5 The first step we are trying to establish

6 is, is the Green's function methodology or the

7 confirmatory analysis methodology, which is correct.

8 We say the confirmatory analysis

9 methodology is correct. That's the purpose of

10 bringing the .893 up.

11 VICE CHAIRMAN BONACA: But you told me that

12 0.35 in the confirmatory analysis calculation is

13 conservative; that's what you said.

14 MR. CHANG: They are realistic.

15 Realistically speaking, the refined analysis do not

16 have to use Fen equal to 11 to all the transient

17 pairs. If you make every assumption the same,

18 confirmatory analysis will get you lower results.

19 MR. KUO: Just like you said, Dr. Bonaca,

20 comparing this two analyses here is comparing apples

21 and oranges, because the numbers involved are

22 different in terms of Fen.

23 For the reanalysis that they used, okay,

24 they used a bounding Fen value for all transient

0 25 pairs. But for the confirmatory analysis as they
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1 called it they used Fen, maximum Fen for each

2 transient pair.

3 VICE CHAIRMAN BONACA: that is what I

4 understood. And you said you have to assume the same

5 Fen for both methodology if you want to compare

6 results.

7 MR. KUO: If they were to use the same

8 bounding Fen for all transient pairs, using the

9 methodology in the confirmatory analysis, the number

10 would have been .893.

11 VICE CHAIRMAN BONACA: Okay, that's why you

12 are talking about -

13 MR. CHANG: Dr. Bonaca, Robert Schu, who

E 14 used to be on my staff and is fairly involved on this

15 topic, he may supplement some of the points.

16 VICE CHAIRMAN BONACA: No, I understand

17 now. But go ahead.

18 MR. SCHU: May I say something? Because

19 basically when you are doing the fatigue analysis

20 you've got to calculate the stress. And right now the

21 stress implemented by the applicant is not correct.

22 Compare - it's not adequate, because everybody believe

23 the ANSYS result is adequate. So we asked the

24 applicant to compare their methodology with the ANSYS

025 analysis. The result, there is no way they can match.
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1 So from that analysis record point of

2 view, their Green's function, any time they do a

3 Green's function analysis, they've got to redo the

4 traditional ANSYS analysis.

5 And actually the traditional ANSYS

6 analysis will create the correct results and that's

7 NRC accept.

8 MR. CHANG: The traditional ANSYS analysis

9 will create reasonable results. That result could be

10 higher; it could be lower. But that's reasonable.

11 That's, correct. That's why we think our - that's will

12 be our future basis.

13 We want something to be correct.

14 MR. DREYFUSS: Garyk if we could summary?

15 MR. STEVENS: Okay, let's forget abou8t the

16 sixth box here, which is the environmental fatigue,

17 and let's look at the fifth box, which is, we've got

18 the stress history. We calculated fatigue. And let's

19 write some numbers down and put everything in

20 perspective.

21 CHAIRMAN SHACK: That is the CUF in error

22 if we just quite at the fifth box.

23 MR. STEVENS: We will compare apples to

24 apples here, which is CUF from each analysis prior to

0 25 an application of environmental factors.
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1 Okay, the top box, the CUF for 60 years

2 from the reanalysis was .064.

3 The bottom analysis, fifth box, the CUF

4 for 60 years was .089. The difference between .025.

5 If we applied the same environmental

6 factor to both fo those numbers, the difference in the

7 magnitude would be identical to comparing those two

8 numbers. So if I decided the environmental factor is

9 11, and I applied them to both, the ratio of the two

10 would be the same.

11 So comparing apples to apples here, the

12 confirmnatory calculation, .089 versus the reanalysis

13 of .064, as I mentioned before there were 20 some odd

14 differences built into these two calculations, any one

15 of which could have contributed to that difference.

16 The use of a single stress intensity

17 history could be one. The material properties varying

18 with temperature could be one. The heat transfer

19 coefficients varying. Any of them. We did not do

20 exhaustive analysis to determine which one contributed

21 how much.

22 So I think what the staff is saying is

23 that that increase is what has led them to the license

24 condition for the other two nozzles.

0 25 MR. CHANG: You are correct.
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1 MR. DREYFUSS: This is what took from

2 September or so up to this point, going through this

3 and trying to address staff questions on it.

4 It became clear to us that a simpler

5 approach is to go with the confirmatory approach.

6 That is why we did that for the feedwater nozzle, and

7 we do have that license permission.

8 MR. CHANG: when all the three nozzles were

9 done, the three confirmatory analyses would become

10 three analyses of record; that's important.

11 MR. MANNAI: This is Dave Mannai, licensing

12 manager. I'd like to make one point, because I did

13 sense a little bit of concern on the part of the

14 staff, the ACRS committee. The bottom line is, we

15 agreed with the NRC in their request to make the

16 confirmatory analysis the analysis of record.

17 When we had performed the calculation and

18 then subsequently the NRC staff had ordered that

19 calculation, they looked at our methodology, and they

20 did not disagree with the fact that for the

21 confirmatory analysis that the maximum Fen factors had

22 to be chosen for each transient, but that was a more

23 realistic use of that calculation that was wholly

24 appropriate as Dr. Chang said a month ago.

0 25 And so if you Stop in the middle of it
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1 you'd say oh there is this big difference. But as the

2 analysts went through and our own folks reviewed that

3 and then subsequently the NRC staff reviewed it, there

4 were no concerns with the use of that calculation or

5 those assumptions that were used.

6 MEMBER ARMIJO: Okay, so there is no

7 disagreement with the staff on the use of bounding

8 Fens for each transient pair as the right way to go;

9 correct?

10 MR. MANNAI: Right.

11 MR. KUO: It is more realistic. The reason

12 that we want to make this so-called confirmatory

13 analysis as the analysis of record is to prevent

E 14 future readers getting the wrong impression. The

15 original reanalysis is still the right reanalysis that

16 we accept.

17 MR. CHANG: If you only read this analysis

18 result once, you want to read the right one. You can

19 skip all the intermediate steps.

20 MR. DREYFUSS: Okay, next slide.

21 These are the results, we've talked about

22 them. And the next slide.

23 I'll speak a little bit about the license

24 condition. As discussed, the confirmatory analysis

0 25 for the feedwater nozzle is complete: It is the calc
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1 of record.

2 The reanalyses performed for coarse spray

3 and reactor recirc outlet you can see the CUFs

4 adjusted for environmental factors here. 'The .17 and

5 .08, we fully anticipate that as we perform the

6 confirmatory calculations, that we will again be below

7 one with plenty of margin, and that in fact the

8 feedwater nozzle is the controlling nozzle for us.

9 The license condition itself is, we will

10 perform the confirmatory analyses for coarse spray and

11 recirc outlet no later than two years prior to going

12 into the extended period of operation.

13 MEMBER ARMIJO: If you are already tooled

14 up for this analysis work, why don't you just do it?

15 MR. DREYFUSS: There is some additional

16 work to do, there's resources, there's modeling work

17 that needs to be done. We will be getting to work on

18 that. We just don't have those analyses complete yet.

19 Our intention is that we will be working

20 on these during the course of this year, and getting

21 that work complete.

22 VICE CHAIRMAN BONACA: Thank you for the

23 presentation. It was clear, and we begin to

24 understand what's happening here. And now we go to

25 the staff presentation, right?
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1 MR. ROWLEY: Good morning. My name is

2 Jonathan Rowley, and-with me I have Dr. Kenneth Chang.

3 And we will discuss the environmental fatigue issue as

4 it pertains to the Vermont Yankee safety evaluation

5 report.

6 Next slide. I'd like to give you a quick

7 recap of this discussion from the February 7 , HRS

8 meeting. We talked about the resolution of this

9 concern, -and the included license renewal, the license

10 condition that we have applied to Vermont Yankee.

11 Next slide.

12 As you can recall Vermont Yankee revised

13 their application to use the fatigue model for their

14 management of fatigue for the extended 'period of

15 operation. The corrective action element of that

16 program allows them to do a reanalysis of components.

17 They submitted those reanalyses to the NRC that

18 included incorporated environmental fatigue on

19 September 1 7 th, 2007.

20 We performed an audit of those reanalyses

21 on October 9 th and l 0 th. We asked six audit questions

22 during that audit. One was not answered to our

23 satisfaction, so we made that an RAI; we sent that on

24 November 2 7th, 2007.

0 25 The response to that RAI came back on
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1 December 11, 2007..

2 We had some discussions about this RAI.

3 There were some differences in nomenclature and other

4 things that we couldn't quite work-out, so we decided

5 to have a face-to-face meeting on January 8 th, which

6 was a public meeting on January 8 th, 2008, at that

.7 time they agreed to submit a confirmatory analysis of

8 the feedwater nozzle. Next slide.

.9 That analysis was to include benchmarking

10 for the Vermont Yankee's feedwater nozzle using axi-

11 symmetric on that element model, taking full care of

12 all stress components of the nozzle using ANSYS code

13 for all defined transients; demonstrated that Vermont

14 Yankee specific benchmarking calculations bound the

15 coarse spray and the recirculation outlet nozzles,

16 calculated fatigue usage factors were done by ASME

17 code Section 3, and they can compare the results to

18 the previous calculations to determine if they were

19 conservative or not. Next slide.

20 On January 30t Vermont Yankee submitted

21 those what we called - a terminology change - updated

22 analysis, which is one and the same with the

23 confirmatory analysis. They proved to us that they

24 used the same parameters, same data, methodology, as

25 agreed upon.
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1 And the last slide, what was stated during

2 the January 8th meeting; determined that the CUFs were

3 the safe ends and then rated lower than the previous

4 analysis.

5 Next slide please. Supplemental

6 information was submitted to us on February 5 th to

7 demonstrate that the updated feedwater analysis bounds

8 the recirculation outlet nozzle, and it described how

9 the water chemistry effects were accounted into this

10 analysis.

11 Next slide. We performed an audit on

12 February 1 4 th, Valentine's Day, and we discussed the

13 things listed here. And I would like Ken Chang to

O 14 talk about what we did at that audit.

15 MR. CHANG: I will not follow these slides.

16 Instead I will go through the process of how we

17 performed the audit.

18 The audit, the main purpose to addressthe

19 concerns expressed during the previous ACIS meeting.

20 So really it's the chemistry, effect of chemistry on

21 this EF analysis.

22 So we spent a good time of the day

23 reviewing the absorbed, oxygen content,. the strain

24 rate, the temperature, the surface content, those

0 25 parameters that they used in the confirmatory analysis
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1 or the analysis of record.

2 Those parameters were properly used, like I
3 the dissolved oxygen is average plus one standard .

4 deviation. And then we asked about whether any

5 excursion was there, the excursion happened during the

6 heat up. During the heat up process we found that the

7 feedwater nozzle don'-t have any. significant

8 transients, although it doesn't bound'the oxygen level

9 during the heat up, so that doesn't really matter.

10 And we also looking at the strain rate, a I
11 low strain rate to bound the value, to bound the Fen

12 value, was used all along.

13 And the temperatures, we assumed using 550 3
0 14 degree Fahrenheit' for the nozzle, which is also

15 bounding.

16 For the. surface content, for stainless 3
17 steel, surface content is .not one of the parameters

18 evaluated by NUREG CR 5704. But for the carbon steel, I
19 .015 percent was used to have the maximum impact on 3
20 the Fen.

21 We also look at how they performed this 3
22 confirmatory analysis. The confirmatory analysis and

23 the reanalysis use the same model, the axis-symmetric

24 finite element model, for which the branch site is

0 25 exact. You find the axis of symmetry. You do a
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1 revolution around it. But on the header pipe, on the

2 header side, you can only simulate with either the

3 flat plate or with a sphere.

4 Normally people do simulate the header

5 effects by using a spherical header. The right way to

6 do is to. use two times the actual radius for the

7 sphere. That way you simulate to accurately predict

8 the pressure stress.

9 For Vermont Yankee there was a model using

10 1.5 radius already done, so I don't dispute that,

il since they adjust the pressure .stress by another

12 factor of 1.33, four thirds. Now four thirds times

13 three halves, that's a factor of two. That is a

14 typical number being used by the ASME stress analysis

15 simulating the 3-D effects.

16 We also look into what Fen value we used.

17 That has been already discussed in quite detail. I

18 really fully endorse them of using 24 training pairs

19 to come up the total CUF, and 24 Fens were calculated,

20 one for each training pair. That is the most

21 complete analysis I've seen so far. I hope we can

22 make this as analysis of the future, as a general

23 case.

24 Now, the - another question was asked

0 25 during the early meeting was how was film. coefficient
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1 calculated? The film coefficient was calculated

2 correctly even including the gap between'the thermal

3 sleeve and the nozzle wall. They estimated how does

4 the gap -open or close, and calculated some film

5 coefficient to simulate inside of thermal sleeve,

6 between the thermal sleeve and the nozzle wall, and

7 after the nozzle wall. So that analysis was quite

8 accurate, and even by today's standards' it's still

9 very good.

10 Other transients: the two analyses use the

11 same transients; otherwise you cannot compare.

12 Transients got to be the same. Cycle got to be the

13 -same. Same training curves. Same number of cycles

14 was used in the refined analysis and in the

15 confirmatory analysis.

16 External'piping loads, here is a little

17 deviation from the traditional MD 3200 analysis as

18 compared to this. Although Vermont Yankee did not

19 apply the external piping loads in a 3-D way, but they

20 calculated a stress intensity based on the external

21 load.

22 And that external load was added, that

23 stress intensity was added, to the:stress intensity

24 calculated for the thermal transients. After that

0 25 stress intensity was calculated add on top, that is
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1 known to be conservative.

2 K sub e, ASME code requires elastoplastic

3 cycling penalty factor. In old analysis normal'ly

4 people have K sub e equal to one. We look into it,

5 and for the feedwater nozzle, K sub e the worst

6 combination K sub e equals to 1.115. So in other

7 words this 11.5 percent penalty on that underlying

8 stress before you go into the -- allow the cycle to

9 stress to the allowable cycle curve. That is also

10 appropriate.

11 Young's modulus, ASME curve, the fatigue

12 curve, is based on certain Young's modulus. When you

13 are performing analysis you have to adjust your

0 14 Young's modulus to the ASME code value. That was done

15 also properly.

16 Six stress components, although it's not

17i a true 3-D analysis, but six components was used. For

18 the thermalý transients, those components, in

19 particular the unit stress giving small or big is

20 included in their confirmatory analysis. That is, to

21 us that's acceptable.

22 Seismic loading, seismic is one of the

23 transients. Seismic, you cannot put on the 3-D

24 analysis and put in six components, because you don't

25 even know what it is. However, the seismic loads are
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small compared to similar transient loads. And

seismic loads, when seismic load occurs, the strain

rate is high, Fen is low. So by not considering the

seismic load in the combination, produce conservative

results.

Cycles: the two analyses use the same

cycles, the same transient cycles. That is

appropriate.

So based on these descriptions we felt

through deeper review and through the cooperation of

the applicant, by bringing two suitcases of material

into NEI, downtown office, we reviewed there; we are

very satisfied.

If you can make this as analysis of record

for the feedwater nozzle, we say, we have no further

questions.

On the same basis there are two other

nozzles, could result in a similar way. So we say, if

you perform this kind of confirmatory analysis as

described above, then you heard it twice already. You

heard it from the applicant; you heard from me. If

you do that kind of analysis for the two additional

nozzles, our confidence level also goes up for those

two nozzles. So the whole issue will be resolved.

Now I really want to thank the applicant
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1 for performing this analysis, because this, let me

2 remind you, yesterday we talk about whether on the

3 nozzle, they are one location or two locations or

4 three locations which you need to study.

5 This nozzle, the plan radius is not at the

6 safe end. Yesterday you hear about safe end. You've

7 got to evaluate your pipe to the nozzle well, you've

8 got to evaluate the safe end. You've got to judge

9 whether you have similar sleeve or not. You've got to

10 evaluate the plan radius.

11 It happens to be for this nozzle the plan

12 radius is the highest to CUF location. Did you see

13 that yesterday? I don't. That's why we insist on

14 performing similar analyses for similar kind of

15 conditions and terrains.

16 That concludes my presentation.

17 VICE CHAIRMAN BONACA: Could you go to page

18 nine?

19 MR. CHANG: Page nine?

20 VICE CHAIRMAN BONACA: Here you are talking

21 about previous analysis. Is this the reanalysis?

22 MR. CHANG: Previous analysis means the

23 reanalysis. The September 19 and December 11.

24 VICE CHAIRMAN BONACA: Okay. We got an

0 25 explanation of what we meant by reanalysis and
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1 confirmatory analysis. So the October analysis now is

2 the confirmatory analysis..

3 MR. CHANG: One and the same.

4 VICE CHAIRMAN BONACA: That's what I

5 thought.

6 MR. CHANG: Updated analysis, the

7 confirmatory analysis, and the analysis of record,

8 those three are equal right now.

9 MR. SHUN: I am sorry, Ken, why do you say

10 these three are equal? I thought they are different.

11 Reanalysis is reanalysis; normally reanalysis is -

12 they are not equal.

13 MR. CHANG: What Jonathan call is update

14 analysis, and what applicant call as confirmatory

15 analysis, we call them analysis of record.

16 MR. KUO: I would personally suggest, let's

17 not confuse the issue. We, at least from staff's

18 point of view, we stopped using the term, confirmatory

19 analysis. We have the analysis of record.

20 MR. CHANG: I agree.

21 VICE CHAIRMAN BONACA: Are we disagreeing

22 with the previous statement, that previous analysis

23 means reanalysis?

24 MR. ROWLEY: No.

0 25 MR. CHANG: For the feedwater nozzle, there
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1 is only one analysis of record; that is submitted on

2 January 30, '08.

3 VICE CHAIRMAN BONACA: Still it says, the

4 confirmatory analysis which now has become the

5 analysis of record.

6 MS. FRANOVICH: If I may, this is Ronnie

7 Franovich, the reason that this has been such a strong

8 view by the staff is that we are establishing a new

9 licensing basis for license renewal, and so being very

10 clear on what the licensing basis is for this issue is

11 really important for the future regulation of the

12 facility.

13 I wanted to answer one question by the

14 gentleman, why wouldn't they do the analysis now for

15 the other' two locations. The end of the current - the

16 period of extended operations really begins in 2012,

17 and so two years before that would be 2010. So it

18 won't be but for another couple of years th8at we will

19 get that analysis in for the other two locations.

20 Just wanted to clarify that too.

21 MR. ROWLEY: All right, next slide please.

22 Our conclusion is that the feedwater

23 analysis is the analysis of record, as performed in

24 accordance with ASME code Section 3, the coarse spray

O 25 and the reactor circulation nozzle analysis will be
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1 performed according to the fourth condition which is,

2 next slide, that the licensee perform and submit to

3 the NRC for review land approval an ASME code analysis

4 for the reactor circulation and outlet nozzle and the

5 coarse spray nozzle at least two years prior to the

6 extended period of operation. This analysis shall be

7 the analysis of ,record for these two analyses.

8 VICE CHAIRMAN BONACA: Now on the

9 conclusion on the second bullet, didyou say that the

.10 CUF was calculated in accordance with ASME code

11 Section 3. But the analysis was also in conformance

12 with the ASME code Section 3?

13 MR. ROWLEY: The entire analysis - the

14 entire updated - well, confirmatory analysis, yes.

15 VICE CHAIRMAN BONACA: Yeah, the claim was

16 made that the original analysis was also conforming to

17 ASME code Section 3.

18 MR. CHANG: to be precise, that should be

19 performed according to the ASME code without using

20 Green's function methodology.

21 VICE CHAIRMAN BONACA: Yes, okay. They

22 stated the same thing. So that is not the

23 distinguishing attribute

24 CHAIRMAN SHACK: Well, just to defend the

25 poor Green's function here for a second, poor Mr.
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1 Green, the Green's function is fine. It's how they

2 combine the stresses after the use the Green's

3 function that is the problem.

4 MEMBER BLEY: Calling that the Green's

5 fu nction method is not right.

6 (Simultaneous speakers)

7 CHAIRMAN SHACK: I did have a question, if

8 I could ask Gary Stevens, this came up. 1

9 Does the location of the maximum fatigue

10 usage change when you do the individual transients,

11 decay Fen? You find that the actual location of

12 maximum usage has shifted? You didn't look at that?

13 MR. STEVENS: We did. I'm trying to figure

14 out the best way to answer your question without

15 confusing the whole room.

16 The answer would be no, but what location

17 we looked at we built into this going into the

18 analysis. And there were several considerations.

19 First and foremost would be looking at

20 what the original design analysis tells us about where

21 the high usage location is. And that's an appropriate

22 technique -

23 CHAIRMAN SHACK: Well, no, when we say high

24 usage location, I mean are we talking nozzle or are we

0 25 talking finite element location, et cetera.
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1 MR. STEVENS: I'm not sure I understand

2 that question.

3 CHAIRMAN SHACK: You get a different usage

4 factor for. every finite element in this whole axis-

5 symmetric model, and I'm assuming the number you are

6 quoting here is the highest usage factor for any given

7 element that you are looking at.

8 MR. STEVENS: That's right. We based our

9 selection process on really three things: maximum

10 stress, which is going to give us high usage factor;

11 we also need to look at different materials. Some of

12 these nozzles have stainless steel safe ends and low

13 alloy steel nozzle forgings which have different Fen

14 factors associated with them. And we also have to

15 look at chemistry, as in water chemistry.

16 An example there would be the feedwater

.17 nozzle where the incoming feedwater stream, the oxygen

18 content is significantly different than it is in the

19 vessel. So the environmental factor for the safe end

20 would be drastically different than it is for the

21 nozzle forging.

22 All that was built together, and that's

23 why for each of these nozzles we take two locations,

24 the limiting location in the safe end, and the

0 25 limiting location in the nozzle forging. And that is
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1 a composite of all those factors going together, that

2 collectively this gives us - between the two locations

3 we've covered the maximum possible usage factor for

4 the whole component.

5 If I - I would come up with a different

6 conclusion if the chemistry was constant for all

7 locations, the material was constant, I might pick one

8 location in a safe end, in a PWR for example,

9 especially where stratification loading is present,

10 and it drives you back to the safe end.

11 In this situation here, with different

12 materials and different chemistry, we chose to

13 evaluate two locations to bound it.

14 MR. CHANG: Dr. Chang. If I may supplement

15 what Gary says. You vary two locations, but when they

16 say safe end, actually they evaluate three locations

17 in the safe end; the pipe end, the pipe to nozzle

18 weld; and the transition. Consider, next to that

19 transition there is a thermal sleeve which can change

20 temperature diffusion pattern.

21 So one location covers three areas which

22 they did not advertise. I just tried to clarify.

23 MR. ROWLEY: So that ends our presentation

24 unless there are more questions.

0 25 VICE CHAIRMAN BONACA: Thank you for your
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1 presentation. And are there any questions?. Or

2 further comments?

3 I guess not, so I'll give it back to you.

4 CHAIRMAN SHACK: Gentlemen, I think we can

5 break for lunch until 1:15. And again I'd like to

6 thank the licensee and the staff for very interesting

7 presentations. It did help clarify an issue that was

8 quite confusing.

9 (Whereupon at 12:04 p.m. the proceeding in

10 the above-entitled matter went off the record to

11 return on the record at 1:15 p.m.)

12 CHAIRMAN SHACK: We can come back into

13 session.

O 14 Our next topic today are some selected

15 chapters of the SER associated with the ESBWR design

16 certification applications. And Dr. Corradini will

17 lead us through that.

18 MEMBER CORRADINI: Thank you, Mr.

19 Chairman. I'll just give a short reminder to the

20 Members about where we are in this. So the purpose of

21 this portion of the meeting is to review four chapters

22 of the design certification document and the

23 associated SERs that we have talked about in

24 subcommittees. Those chapters of the SERs are

0 25. chapters 9, 10, 13, and 16, with open items related to
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0 UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
WASHINGTON, DC 20555 - 0001

March 20, 2008

The Honorable Dale E. Klein
Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

SUBJECT: REPORT ON THE SAFETY ASPECTS OF THE LICENSE RENEWAL
APPLICATION FOR THE VERMONT YANKEE NUCLEAR POWER STATION

Dear Chairman Klein:

During the 5 5 0th meeting of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, March 6-7, 2008,
we completed our review of the license renewal application for the Vermont Yankee Nuclear
Power Station (VYNPS) and the final Safety Evaluation Report (SER) prepared by the NRC
staff. We also reviewed this matter during our February 7-9, 2008 meeting. Our Plant License
Renewal subcommittee reviewed this matter during a meeting on June 6, 2007. During these
reviews, we had the benefit of discussions with representatives of the NRC staff, the applicant,
Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. (ENO), the State of Vermont, and the New England Coalition.
We also had the benefit of the documents referenced. This report fulfills the requirements of 10
CFR 54.25 that the ACRS review and report on all license renewal applications.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

* The programs established and committed to by the applicant to manage age-related
degradation provide reasonable assurance that VYNPS can be operated in accordance
with its,current licensing basis for the period of extended operation without undue risk to
the health'and safety of the public.

• The ENO application for renewal of the operating license for VYNPS should be

approved.

BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION

VYNPS is a General Electric boiling water reactor-4 (BWR-4) with a Mark-1 containment. The
current power rating of 1912MWt includes a 20 percent power uprate that was implemented in
2006. ENO requested renewal of the VYNPS operating license for 20 years beyond the current
license term, which expires on March 21, 2012.

In the final SER, the staff documented its review of the license renewal application and other
information submitted by ENO and obtained during the audits and inspections conducted at the
plant site. The staff reviewed: the completeness of the applicant's identification of structures,
systems, and components (SSCs),that are within the scope of license renewal; the integrated
plant assessment process; the applicant's identification of the plausible aging mechanisms,
associated with passive, long-lived components- the adequacy of the applicant's Aging
Management Programs (AMPs); and the identification and assessment of time-limited'aging
analyses (TLAAs) requiring review.
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The VYNPS application either demonstrates consistency with the Generic Aging
Lessons Learned (GALL) Report or documents deviations to the specified approaches in
this Report. The VYNPS application includes a significant number of exceptions to the
approaches specified in the GALL Report. We reviewed these exceptions and agree i
with the staff that they are acceptable. Other recent license renewal applications have
exhibited a similar trend toward an increasing number of exceptions to the GALL Report.
The staff agrees that future updates of the GALL Report should incorporate alternative
approaches which are used by the industry and have been approved by the staff. This I
will reduce the number of exceptions to the GALL Report in future applications and will
facilitate the staff review.

In the VYNPS application, ENO identified the SSCs that fall within the scope of license
renewal and performed an aging management review for these SSCs. Based on this
review, the applicant will implement 39 AMPs for license renewal including existing,
enhanced, and new programs. Three of the AMPs were added as a result of staff i
review.

The staff conducted several audits and site inspections. The audits verified the 3
appropriateness of the scoping and screening methodology, AMPs, aging management
review, and TLAAs. The regional inspectors verified that the license renewal
requirements are appropriately implemented. During the site inspections, six
confirmatory items related to the identification of the non-safety-related portions of I
several systems to be included within the scope of license renewal were verified. The
Region 1 inspection team performing the site scoping inspection determined that VYNPS
had not identified all the boundaries of non-safety-related systems attached to safety- I
related systems to be included within the scope of license renewal. The follow-up
identification by the applicant of the appropriate scoping boundaries resulted in the
identification of many new systems and components to be added to the scope of license U
renewal. In the SER, the staff concluded that, following closure of the confirmatory 1
items, ENO has appropriately identified the SSCs within the scope of license renewal
and that the AMPs described by the applicant are sufficient to manage aging of the long-
lived passive components within the scope of license renewal. We concurwith this
conclusion. The staff should be commended for the thoroughness and effectiveness of
their review and inspections.

During our meetings, we reviewed the physical condition of certain components and the
associated AMPs that are the current focus of the staff and the industry, as described
below.

The applicant stated, and the NRC inspectors confirmed, that the VYNPS drywell shell
and the torus shell are in good physical condition. The VYNPS drywell design minimizes
the potential for water intrusion, provides diverse methods for preventing and identifyingI
potential water leakage into the air gap should this occur, and minimizes corrosion
potential since there is no water-retaining foam or insulation in the air gap. The plant
has, not experienced any refueling bellows or refueling cavity leakage events. Drywell 3
aging will be managed by Inspection Program B of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) Code, Section Xl, Subsection IWE. These inspections will be
augmented with ultrasonic testing (UT) if unexpected flaws or areas of degradation are 3

I
I
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found. The torus condition meets design requirements, and no margin has been lost
due to corrosion since the torus was re-coated in 1998. The torus condition will be
monitored by ongoing IWE inspections of the coating and UT measurements for the next
three refueling outages.

VYNPS has recently completed its first year of operation at 20 percent uprated power
level. The applicant stated that inspection of the steam dryers during the first outage
following the uprate did not reveal fatigue indications seen elsewhere in the industry.
There were indications identified as intergranular stress corrosion cracking which were
dispositioned as acceptable. For this outage, flow accelerated corrosion (FAC)
inspections were increased by 50% over the pre-uprate number. The applicant stated
that the results of these inspections were satisfactory and consistent with the VYNPS
analytical modeling for FAC. The enhanced number of inspections will continue through
the next two refueling outages to confirm the ability of the VYNPS CHECWORKS model
to conservatively predict FAC rates at the uprated power level.

The applicant identified the systems and components requiring TLAAs and reevaluated
them for 20 more years of operation. The staff concluded that the applicant has
provided an adequate list of TLAAs. Further, the staff concluded that in all cases the
applicant has met the requirements of the license renewal rule. We concur with the staff
that VYNPS TLAAs have been properly identified and that criteria supporting 20 more
years of operation have been met.

The applicant has chosen to address environmentally assisted fatigue by demonstrating
that the cumulative usage factor (CUF) at the most sensitive locations will remain below
1.0 throughoutthe period of extended operation, considering both mechanical and
environmental effects. Analyses were performed by the applicant using assumptions to
be monitored and verified during the period of extended operation. These analyses
showed that the CUF at all analyzed locations will remain below 1.0 throughout the
period of extended operation. However, for those locations with geometric
discontinuities or non-symmetric loads such as the feedwater nozzle, the reactor
recirculation outlet nozzle, and the core spray line nozzle, the staff challenged the
methodology used by the applicant because this methodology neglects shear stresses
on the component. At the request of the staff, the applicant performed an additional
analysis of the expected limiting location, the feedwater nozzle, using an approved
methodology that accounts for all stress components. This analysis confirmed that the
CUF will not exceed 1.0 during the period of extended operation. Since this analysis
showed that the original methodology could underestimate the CUF, the staff has
concluded that additional analyses are needed for the reactor recirculation outlet and the
core spray line nozzles. These three analyses will be the analyses-of-record for these
components. Performance of the remaining analyses at least two years before entering
the period of extended operation will be a license condition. We agree with the staff's
conclusion.
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We agree with the staff that there are no issues related to the matters described in I
10 CFR 54.29(a)(1) and (a)(2) that preclude renewal of the operating license for VYNPS.
The programs established and committed to by ENO provide reasonable assurance that
VYNPS can be operated in accordance with its current licensing basis for the period of
extended operation without undue risk to the health and safety of the public. The ENO
application for renewal of the operating license for VYNPS should be approved.

Sincerely, !

IRA/ I
William J. Shack
Chairman I
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JOHN R. HOFFMAN, P.E.

SUMMARY QUALIFICATIONS:

Mr. Hoffman has more than 37 years of experience in nuclear power plant engineering in support of both
PWR and BWR operating reactors. He has directed mechanical, structural, and civil engineers for the
Yankee, Maine Yankee, Vermont Yankee, and Seabrook Nuclear Power Stations. He retired from Entergy
Nuclear Vermont Yankee in 2006.

EDUCATION, LICENSES AND CERTIFICATIONS:

Lesley College - M.S., Applied Management (1985)
University of Lowell- M.S., Nuclear Engineering (1977)
The Cooper Union for the Advancement of Science and Art - B.E., Mechanical Engineering (1967)

Registered Professional Engineer - Massachusetts, Vermont

Plant Certification (SRO Level), Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation (1990)

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:

Entergy Nuclear Northeast (2002-2006)

Manager - Engineering Projects (2003-2006) - Manages company resources for Vermont Yankee Nuclear
Power Station dry cask storage and license renewal projects. Also responsible for Entergy engineering
procedure transition.

Manager - Design Engineering (2002-2003) - Managed design engineering resources for Vermont Yankee
Nuclear Power Station, encompassing the mechanical, structural, electrical, instrument & control and fluid
system technical disciplines.

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation (1997-2002)

Superintendent of Design Engineering (2000-2002) - Managed design engineering resources for
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station, encompassing the mechanical, structural, electrical,
instrument & control and fluid system technical disciplines.

Director of Design Engineering (1999-2000) - Managed design engineering resources for
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station, encompassing the mechanical, structural, electrical,
instrument & control and fluid system technical disciplines.

Manager - Spent Fuel Storage and Decommissioning (1998-1999) - Managed contractor and in-house
personnel involved in preparation and review of spent fuel store and decommissioning planning
activities for Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station.
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Task Force Leader - Torus Temperature Analysis Project (1998) - Provided project management for a
multi-disciplinary team involved in performing a torus temperature analysis for Vermont Yankee
Nuclear Power Station.

Project Manager - Design Basis Document Project (1997-1998) - Managed contractor and in-house
engineering personnel involved in preparation and review of design basis documents for Vermont I
Yankee Nuclear Power Station.

Yankee Atomic Electric Company (197 1-1997)

Project Manager - Vermont Yankee Design Basis Document Project (1997) - Managed contractor
and in-house engineering personnel involved in preparation and review of design basis documents for
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station.

Team Leader - Topical Area Reviews (1996-1997) - Managed contractor engineering personnel
performing technical reviews for selected topical areas for the Millstone 3 Nuclear Power Station.

Project Manager - Reactor Vessel and Internals Proi ect (1995-1996) - Managed contractor and in-house
engineering personnel involved in evaluation of repair options and development of repairs for core I
shroud for the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station. Activities included manufacturing follow and
USNRC licensing reviews.

Proiect Engineering Manager, Vermont Yankee Proiect (1989-1995) - Managed engineering i
department that provides dedicated engineering support to the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station
in the areas of electrical, mechanical, I&C, and systems engineering, Oversaw design changes,
environmental qualification program, erosion/corrosion program, MOV engineering, and fracture
mechanics evaluations.

Manager, Mechanical Services Group (1988-1989) - Managed inservice inspections, MOV testing
services, materials engineering, and NDE engineering in support of BWRs and PWRs.

Principal Engineer, Vermont Yankee Project (1986-1988) - Provided project coordination for spent fuel
pool expansion. Developed and licensed long-term application of weld overlays to core spray nozzles at
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station.

Engineering Supervisor, Recirc Pipe Replacement (1984-1986) - Directed engineering activities i
related to the design and installation of a replacement recirculation system at Vermont Yankee
Nuclear Power Station. Controlled all contracted engineering activities.

Lead Mechanical Engineer, Vermont Yankee Project (1983-1984) - Directed a group of mechanical
engineers assigned to the Vermont Yankee Project. Managed and performed seismic analyses,
component evaluations to code requirements, and structural design. i
Assistant to the Vice President (1982-1983) - Reported to the Vice President, Engineering and
Operations.' Provided technical consultation and project coordination for major plant modifications
including seismic support upgrades, incore instrumentation system repair for the Yankee Nuclear i
Power Station, and weld overlay design and application for the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power
Station. Helped license Vermont Yankee as the first plant authorized for multi cycle operation with
weld overlays. Co-authored a computer program to develop plant heatup/cooldown curves. I
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Mechanical Engineering Manager (1975-1982) - Directed mechanical engineering staff in the fields of
mechanical, structural, materials, and NDE engineering. Provided design and operating support for
BWRs and PWRs. Responsible for IEB 79-02 and 79-14 resolution for the Yankee, Vermont Yankee,
and Maine Yankee Nuclear Power Stations. Avoided plant shutdowns relative to seismic adequacy
questions.

Engineer, Mechanical Engineering Group (1971-1975) - Provided engineering in support of the
design, licensing, and operation of the Yankee plants.

Pratt and Whitney Aircraft (1969-1971)

Test Engineer - Developed, conducted, and evaluated tests to qualify aircraft engine bearings and
seals.

Westinghouse Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory (1967-1969)

Engineer, Primary Coolant Systems - Provided technical support for plant modifications in the U.S.
Navy nuclear submarine program.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS AND HONORS:

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Member (1968-2006)

Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), Systems and Materials Task Force (1980-86); BWR Owners
Group for IGSCC Research (1975-88); Plant Materials Subcommittee (1975-1998)

Atomic Industrial Forum National Environmental Study Program, Task Force on BWR Repairs (1985-1986)

BWR Owners Group Committee on Internals Inspection and Repair (1990-1994)

Recipient of EPRI "First Use" Award for Temperbead Repair Using an Inconel Safe-End Overlay
Procedure (1990)

Recipient of EPRI "Technology Transfer Award" for Application of EPRI-Developed IGSCC Resistant
Materials (1990)

Recipient of EPRI "Innovator" Award for Application of EPRI-Developed Crack Growth Data to
Evaluate Flaws (1993)

SELECTED PUBLICATIONS:

1. "Field Application of a Non-Post Weld Heat Treat Weld Overlay Repair to an Alloy Steel Reactor
Pressure Vessel Nozzle," invited paper at EPRI seminar on Repair Welding Alternatives for Nuclear
Power Plant Components, Charlotte, North Carolina, co-authors L. E. Mullins, K. R. Willens, and B. K.
Darby, 1987.

2. "Pipe Replacement Experience at Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station," invited paper at EPRI
seminar on Pipe Repair and Replacement, Charlotte, North Carolina, 1987.
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3. "Pipe Replacement Experience at Vermont Yankee," invited paper at EPR IGSCC

Countermeasures Seminar, Palo Alto, California, co-authors K. R. Willens and W. L. Wittmer,
1986.

4. "Pipe Replacement Planning at Vermont Yankee," invited paper at 8th SMiRT Conference, I
Brussels, Belgium, 1985.

5. "An Evaluation of IGSCC Remedies for Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station," YAEC-1382,
August 1983.

6. "Synopsis of lntergranular Stress Corrosion Experience at Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station,"

YAEC- 1247, July 1981.

7. "Development of a Fixed-Movable Incore Instrumentation System for Bottom Entry Pressurized
Water Reactors in New England," YAEC- 1143, December 1977.

8. "Ni-Cr-Fe Alloy 82 Weld Overlay of Nozzles Using Temperbead Technique," invited paper at 1991
American Welding Society Seminar on Maintenance and Repair Welding in Power plants, December
1991, Orlando, Florida.
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LARRY D. LUKENS
 

EDUCATION, LICENSES, AND CERTIFICATIONS 
• Bachelor of Science - Nuclear Engineering (BSNE), University of Wisconsin, 1978 
• Senior Reactor Operator Certification Courses (3) 
• USNRC Licensed Reactor Operator - University of Wisconsin 
• U.S. Navy Nuclear Qualified Reactor Operator 
• U. S. Navy Nuclear Power School and U. S. Navy Nuclear Prototype 

SUMMARY OF WORK EXPERIENCE 

ENTERGY NUCLEAR NORTHEAST, VERMONT YANKEE (2002-2007) 
Supervisor Code Programs 
Senior Lead Engineer in System Engineering, Code Programs 
1ST Coordinator 
Served as Peer Assessorfor 1STAudit at Entergy Headquarters in Jackson MS 

NIAGARA MOHAWK POWER CORPORATION. (1998-2002) 
Nuclear Engineering Services Branch 
1ST, Appendix J, and Inservice Pressure Testing Program Manager 
•	 Program Manager for ASME Section XI inservice testing (1ST), inservice pressure testing (ASME 

Section XI), and containment leak rate testing (10 CFR 50, Appendix J) for Nine Mile Point 
Unit 2. 

GENERAL PHYSICS CORPORATION (1978 - 1998) 
Nuclear Services Department (1978-1998) 
Senior Engineer; Supervisor; Manager; Director 
•	 Provided training and QA audits in 10CFR50.59 
•	 From 1978 through 1992 assumed increasingly responsible senior positions, ultimately being 

responsible for the profitable operation of three department level profit centers, comprising 75 
people and three managers. 

•	 Marketed, budgeted, negotiated contracts, hired new positions and made assignments to ensure 
continued profitability, which was one of the highest in the corporation. 

•	 Certified Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) on three different BWRs. 

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN (1971-1978)
 
Reactor Operator. Held an NRC license on the University of Wisconsin research reactor from 1972

1978.
 

U. S. NAVY (1966 -1970) 
Electronics Technician, Reactor Operator, Prototype Training Instructor 
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NON-PROPRIETARY INFORMATION

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
RELATED TO EXTENDED POWER UPRATE REQUEST

VERMONT YANKEE NUCLEAR POWER STATION

PREFACE

The following information is provided in response to NRC's request for additional
information dated May 28, 2004, regarding the application by Entergy Nuclear Vermont
Yankee, LLC and Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. (Entergy or Vermont Yankee)) for a I
license amendment to increase the authorized thermal power level of the Vermont
Yankee Nuclear Power Station. The individual requests for additional information (RAls)
are repeated as provided in NRC's letter of May 28.I

Each of the topics identified in the NRC staff's May 28, 2004 letter has been the subject
of discussions held during conference calls between the staffs of the NRC and Vermont
Yankee to further clarify the information needs of the NRC staff. In certain instances the
requests for additional information (RAls) were modified based on clarifications and
understahdings reached during the telecons. The information provided herein is
consistent with those understandings.

For convenience, a list of acronyms is included.,

PROPRIETARY INFORMATION NOTICE

This Attachment contains proprietary information of the General Electric Company (GE) I
and is furnished in confidence solely for the purpose of amending the operating license
of the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station as originally requested by Entergy's
application of September 10, 2003 (BVY 03-80) for an extended power uprate. No other I
use, direct or indirect, of this document or the information it contains is authorized.
Furnishing this enclosure does not convey any license, express or implied, to any
patented invention or, except as specified above, any proprietary information disclosed
herein or any right to publish or make copies of the enclosed proprietary information
without prior written permission of GE. The header of each page of this Attachment
carries the notation "PROPRIETARY INFORMATION."

GE proprietary information is identified by a double underline inside double square
brackets. In each case, a superscript notation (i.e., (31) refers to a paragraph of the
affidavit provided in Attachment 4, which documents the basis for the proprietary I

I
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NON-PROPRIETARY INFORMATION

List of Acronyms - Extended Power Uprate

AC Alternating Current
ADS Automatic Depressurization System
ADHR Alternate Decay Heat Removal
AL Analytical Limit
ANS American Nuclear Society
ANSI American National Standards Institute
AOO Anticipated Operational Occurrence
AOV Air Operated Valve
ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers
AST Alternative Source Term
ATWS Anticipated Transients Without Scram
BOP Balance-of-Plant
BWR Boiling Water Reactor
BWROG BWR Owners Group
BWRVIP BWR Vessel Internals Project
CDF Core Damage Frequency
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
CLB Current Licensing Basis
CLTP Current Licensed Thermal Power
CLTR CPPU Licensing Topical Report
COLR Core Operating Limits Report
CPPU Constant Pressure Power Uprate
CRTP Current Rated Thermal Power
CS Core Spray
CUF Cumulative Usage Factor
DAS Digital Acquisition System
DBA Design Basis Accident
DC Direct Current
DL Dynamic Loading
DW Drywell
EAC Environmental Advisory Committee
ECCS Emergency Core Cooling System
ELTR Extended Power Uprate Licensing Topical Report
ENN Entergy Nuclear Northeast
EOP Emergency Operating Procedure
EOS Emergency Overspeed
EPR Electric Pressure Regulator
EPRI Electric Power Research Institute
EPU Extended Power Uprate
EQ Environmental Qualification
ESF Engineered Safety Feature
FAC Flow-Accelerated Corrosion
FEA Finite Element Analysis
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
FIV Flow Induced Vibration
FPCDS Fuel Pool Cleanup and Demineralizer System
FW Feedwater
G-K Gido-Koestel
GDC General Design Criterion
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NON-PROPRIETARY INFORMATION

GE General Electric
GEES GE Energy Services
GENE General Electric Nuclear Engineering
GL Generic Letter
GNF Global Nuclear Fuel
GRMS Gravity Root Mean Square
HAZ Heat Affected Zone
HELB High Energy Line Break
HEM Homogeneous Equilibrium Critical Flow Model
HEP Human Error Probability
HP High Pressure
HPCI High Pressure Coolant Injection
HTC Heat Transfer Coefficient
HVAC Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning
Hx Heat Exchanger
ICF Increased Core Flow
IGSCC Intergranular Stress Corrosion Cracking
INPO Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
IST Inservice Testing
JCO Justification for Continued Operation
LOCA Loss-of-Coolant Accident
LP Low Pressure
LPCI Low Pressure Coolant Injection
LTP Long Term Program
LTT Large Transient Testing
MAAP Modular Accident Analysis Program
MAX Maximum
MDLM Mist Diffusion Layer Model
MIN Minimum
MOV Motor Operated Valve
MPR Mechanical Pressure Regulator
MS Main Steam
MSL Main Steam Line
MSIV Main Steam Isolation Valve
MSSS Main Steam Supply System
MWt Megawatts Thermal
N/A Not Applicable
NAI Numerical Applications, Inc.
NDE Non-Destructive Examination
NOS Normal Overspeed
NPSH Net Positive Suction.Head
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
OFS Orificed Fuel Support
OLTP Original Licensed Thermal Power
00S Out-of-Service
OPL Operating Parameter List
?P Differential Pressure
PCIS Primary Containment Isolation System
PCPL Primary Containment Pressure Limit
PI Proiect Instruction
PRA Probabilistic Risk Assessment
PSA Probabilistic Safety Analysis
PUSAR Power Uprate Safety Analysis Report

I
I
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QA Quality Assurance
QAP Quality Assurance Program
QAPM Quality Assurance Program Manual
QC2 Quad Cities Unit 2
RAI Request for Additional Information
RAW Risk Achievement Worth
RCIC Reactor Core Isolation Cooling
RG Regulatory Guide
RHR Residual Heat Removal
RHRHX Residual Heat Removal Heat Exchanger
RHRSW Residual Heat Removal Service Water
RIPD Reactor Internal Pressure Difference
RLA Reload Licensing Analysis
RMS Root Mean Square
RPV Reactor Pressure Vessel
RPV-ED Reactor Pressure Vessel Emergency Depressurization
RRU Reactor Recirculation Unit
RTP Rated Thermal Power
SAFDL Specified Acceptable Fuel Design Limit
SBO Station Blackout
SE Safety Evaluation
SFP Spent Fuel Pool
SGTS Standby Gas Treatment System
SIL Service Information Letter
SORV Stuck Open Relief Valve
SQA Software Quality Assurance
SRLR Supplemental Reload Licensing Report
SRP Standard Review Plan
SRSS Square Root Sum of Squares
SRV SafetylRelief Valve
SSC System Structure Component
SSE Safe Shutdown Earthquake
SW Service Water
TEF Top of the Enriched Fuel
TS Technical Specifications
•UFSAR Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
VOQAM Vermont Yankee Operational Quality Assurance Manual
VY Vermont Yankee
VYNPS Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station
WW Wetwell
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Materials and Chemical Engineering Branch (EMCB)

RAI EMCB-A-1 i
During the Spring 2004 refueling outage at VYNPS, the licensee identified cracking in
the steam dryer. The licensee has repaired some cracks and evaluated others
acceptable for return to power at the current licensed thermal power (CLTP) level. The
NRC staff requires the following information due to concerns that the proposed EPU
conditions could cause the cracks to grow to a size that could effect the integrity of the
steam dryer and could cause loose parts.

For any detected flaw in the steam dryer left unrepaired, provide a structural integrity
evaluation and identify the critical flaw size for EPU conditions and the margins between =the critical flaw size and the flaw size projected for the period of time that these flaws-will

remain inservice. The analysis should consider the potential impact on flaw growth due
to the proposed EPU conditions, intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) and
fatigue. The margins should be compared to those specified in IWB-3600 of Section Xl
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code. An assumed IGSCC
crack gr6wth rate should be compared to those specified in NUREG-0313.

Response to RAI EMCB-A-1

As with many previous evaluations of visual indications in drain channel locations and
vane bank end plate flaws, GE developed the justification for continued operation (JCO)
using qualitative, sound engineering evaluation arguments. This is an alternative to
IWB-3600 ASME Xl flaw growth margins analysis. These discussions are presented in
the response to RAI EMCB-B-2. To address this request, each flaw has been further
evaluated with the details of that evaluation presented below.

Drain Channel DC-V04C i
For the case of the VYNPS dryer drain channel cracking, the inspection evaluation
(discussed further in the RAI response EMCB-B-2) established that this crack is IGSCC
with no evidence of fatigue extension at current licensed thermal power operating
condition. It is located in the heat-affected-zone adjacent to the weld and follows the
grain boundaries, exhibiting a jagged appearance. The crack is not straight and does
not have any characteristics of a fatigue crack. Figure EMCB-A-1-1 schematically I
shows the length and location of the 12 inch IGSCC crack. The initial engineering
assessment dispositioned the flaw based on qualitative factors: (1) the drain channel
flaw is in the non-structural portion of the dryer (i.e., they are not located in the skirt. I
structure itself), (2) the drain channel flaw is only 13% of the length of the weld, (3) there
is a lack'of any field experience of drain channel cracking extending the entire length of
the weld and (4) a postulated full length crack extending the full length of the weld if
postulated to propagate by fatigue during future operation, would still not generate a
loose piece. Two sides of the skirt plate and the pipe attachment provide enough
structure to maintain integrity of the cracked location. The field experience supports the
as-is operation decision, particularly in the context that the indication will be re-inspected I
at the next outage. However, in order to address the request for a structural analysis, the
IGSCC flaw was also assessed quantitatively.

I
i
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The 12 inch long IGSCC flaw was evaluated for operation over the upcoming fuel cycle.
This process required two steps. First, IGSCC crack growth was assumed during this
future operation at a rate of 5x10" in/hr on each end, consistent with established
BWRVIP growth rates (which is also consistent with the IGSCC rates given in NUREG-
0313). This growth will be independent of any fluctuating loading since it is dependent
only on the residual stresses from the dryer fabrication. The fuel cycle length at VYNPS,
time between refueling outages, is 18-months (13,140 hrs).

The next step was to evaluate the length at which fatigue crack growth could occur. It is
well established that fatigue will only occur when the threshold stress intensity range
(AKth) is exceeded. For stainless steel at 2880C, this value is conservatively assumed to
be 5 ksi-inlr2. Strain gage data from an overseas BWR measured on the dryer skirt was
used to determine the magnitude of the peak alternating stresses that would be present.
A conservative adjustment to this peak stress for use in conjunction with the VYNPS
drain channel was performed by scaling the overseas plant stresses to the steam line
velocities associated with VYNPS's EPU conditions. In that the strain gage data used in
this evaluation was taken from the skirt, the gage sensor is expected to represent the
alternating stress distribution in the neighborhood of the observed cracking. It is also
assumed that the presence of this length of cracking would not alter the structural
response at the drain channel.

The results of this evaluation established that the flaw would be predicted to reach 13.3
inches after 18 months. The associated AK for this longer crack is below the critical
AKth. Only when the crack reached 15.6 inches would the crack reach the AKth at which
fatigue crack extension could take place. This would be predicted to occur after 32
months of operation. The conclusion of the analysis is consistent with the current
observations that the crack is purely IGSCC. It also supports the current disposition of
the flaw. The analysis is also consistent with the field occurrences of fatigue cracking in
drain channels. In those cases, the cracking initiated at the lower end of the skirt, a
location where cyclic stresses could produce displacements leading to crack initiation.

Drainpipe Indication

This indication is also IGSCC. Its observed circumferential length is 3.0 inches. In that
there are no significant alternating loads, the only concern is lengthening by IGSCC.
Using the rate of 5x10"5 in/hr on each end, consistent with established BWRVIP growth
rates over 18-months of operation, the predicted crack would reach 4.2 inches, 33% of
the circumference. Secondly, even if more cracking were to occur, the pipe was inserted
into the drain channel prior to -welding as detailed in the drawings. This additional
engagement provides another source of structural margin. Therefore, this cracking is
also fully acceptable.

Vane Bank End Plate Flaws

For the case of vane bank end plate flaws, the assessment is based on the following
factors: (1) it is a highly redundant structure and there is no structural consequence of
the cracking and (2) postulated significant flaw extension leading to the flaw reaching the
full section of the channel geometry would not create the opportunity for loose parts.
The field experience supports this as-is operation decision in the context that the
indication will be re-inspected at the next outage.
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The dryer unit end plates, with indications, are securely attached and captured within the
structure of the steam dryer bank assembly. The vertical edges of these end plates are
attached to the dryer assembly with 3116-inch fillet welds (each weld approximately 48-

inches long). There were no relevant indications reported in these vertical welds. The
geometric configuration of unit end plates is such that the upper and lower edges are
mechanically captured by the steam dryer assembly as shown in Figure EMCB-A-1-2.
The reported horizontal indications were seen in the 1.25-inch inlet side end plate flange.
The vanes prevent inspection of the central end plate surface, but inspection of the
outlet side end plate flanges found no indications. For the purpose of this discussion it is
postulated that the end plate horizontal indications propagate across the entire 8.75-inch
unit end plate width including both the inlet and outlet side flange, as shown in Figure
EMCB-A-1-2. Such full width through thickness cracks would have no structural impact
nor is there any concern for loose parts. The separated end plate sections, as shown in
Figure EMCB-A-1-2, are still attached and will continue to function.

In summary, all of the flaws were dispositioned based on sound engineering judgment. I
In addition, quantitative evaluations have been performed to show that the cracking is
acceptable based on IGSCC and fatigue considerations.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Figure EMCB-A-1-1
Schematic Representation of Drain Channel Cracking
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Figure EMCB-A-1-2
Cut-away of Bank Showing Unit End Plate
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RAI EMCB-A-2

During the Spring 2004 refueling outage at VYNPS, the licensee identified cracking in
the steam dryer. The licensee has repaired some cracks and evaluated others
acceptable for return to power at the current licensed thermal power (CLTP) level. The
NRC staff requires the following information due to concerns that the proposed EPU
conditions could cause the cracks to grow to a size that could affect the integrity of the
steam dryer and could cause loose parts.

Provide a plan for. future inspections of the steam dryer with justification relating the
proposed inspection frequency to the structural integrity analysis provided in response to
question 1, above.

Response to RAI EMCB-A-2

Because the justification for leaving flaws "as-is" is provided on a cycle-by-cycle basis,
the unrepaired flaws described in the response to EMCB-A RAI 1 will be inspected
during each scheduled refueling outage until it is demonstrated that there is no further
crack gr6wth and the flaws have stabilized. Similarly, the repairs made to the cracked
components identified during the Spring 2004 outage will be inspected during each
scheduled refueling outage until the structural integrity of the repairs has been
demonstrated. The dryer modifications described in the response to EMEB-B RAI 1
were designed for the life of the dryer. These modifications will be inspected during the
next two scheduled refueling outages to confirm the structural integrity of the
modifications. Once structural integrity of the repairs and modifications has been
demonstrated and the flaws left "as-is" have been shown to have stabilized, longer
inspection intervals for these locations may be justified.

The implementation of EPU will lead to an increase of the operating loads on the dryer.
Therefore, the overall inspection schedule must factor this change into the plan. The
current schedule for implementation of EPU at VYNPS is to perform a partial
implementation, to approximately 115% of original licensed thermal power, during the
current operating cycle and to implement the full EPU after the next scheduled refueling
outage (fourth quarter 2005). An inspection of accessible, susceptible locations of the
steam dryer will occur during the next refueling outage, presently scheduled for the
fourth quarter 2005. Entergy will also inspect accessible, susceptible locations of the
steam dryer during the following two scheduled refueling outages (Spring 2007 and Fall
2008). In that some of the repaired locations coincide with these high stress locations,
these locations will be inspected for two cycles following full EPU implementation. Once
structural integrity of the repairs and modifications has been demonstrated and the flaws
left "as-is" have been shown to have stabilized at the final EPU power level, longer
inspection intervals for these locations may be justified. The susceptible locations that
will be inspected include any flaws left "as-is," repairs and modifications, and the high
stress locations identified by the VYNPS dryer structural integrity analysis and SIL 644
Supplement 1. This inspection plan may be revised as appropriate-to be consistent with
any future BWRVIP Inspection and Evaluation guidelines or other industry guidance.
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Mechanical and Civil Engineering Branch (EMEB)

RAI EMEB-B-1

Supplement 4 (Reference 5), Attachment 8, page 26, states that the planned
modification of the VYNPS steam dryer includes the replacement of the upper 30-inch
section of the original 0.5-inch thick flat vertical hoods (90 degree and 270 degree
azimuths), with 1-inch thickness plate. It also states that gussets (33 inches high) are
being added between the modified lower dryer cover plates and the unmodified section
of the flat vertical dryer hoods. Confirm whether this is the current modified steam dryer
installed at VYNPS. If different, describe the actual dryer modification as currently
installed at VYNPS. The recent steam dryer failure at Quad Cities Unit 2 (QC2), for this
type of design, with gussets attached to the unmodified section of the flat vertical dryer I
hoods, created stress concentration and cracks at the weld. In light of the failure of a
similar modification at QC2, discuss how the steam dryer modification will ensure the
structural integrity of the dryer components at VYNPS for the operation at EPU
conditions.

Resporise to RAI EMEB-B-1

1.0 Installed Modification to VYNPS Steam Dryer

The modification physically installed to the VYNPS steam dryer during the April 2004
VYNPS refueling outage is different than that originally proposed and stated in
Supplement 4 (Entergy Letter BVY 04-009 to NRC dated January 31, 2004), Attachment
8, page 26. As a result of the 2004 QC2 experience, the modifications for the VYNPS
steam dryer were revised before installation to incorporate the design features that were i
developed for QC2 to reduce local stress concentrations. The originally proposed
modification and the installed dryer modification are stated in the table below and are
shown in EMEB-B-1-1 and 2. Figure EMEB-B-1-2a shows photographs of the installed U
modification at VYNPS.

Table EMEBB-1-1-
VYNPS Dryer Modification Design Comparison

Dryer Component Original Proposed Dryer Installed Dryer
Modification (Supplement Modification at VYNPS
4, Attachment 8, page 26) during April 2004 outage

Outer Vertical Hood Plates Replace upper 30 inch Entire front vertical hood
(90 and 270 degree) section with 1-inch thick plate (61-inch high)

plate replaced with 1-inch thick
plate

Outer Vertical Hood Plates Install 3 reinforcing gussets Installed 3 reinforcing
and Lower Horizontal Cover (33-inch high) welded to gussets (55.5-inch high)
Plate (90 and 270 degree) Outer vertical hood plate welded to Outer vertical

and lower horizontal cover hood plate and horizontal
plate cover plate.

Lower Horizontal Cover Replace original %-inch Replaced original %-inch
Plate (90 and 270 degree) thick plate with A-inch thick thick plate with 518-inch

I
U
I
I
I
I
I
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Dryer Component Original Proposed Dryer Installed Dryer
Modification (Supplement Modification at VYNPS
4, Attachment 8, page 26) during April 2004 outage
plate thick plate

Upper Horizontal Cover Replace fifteen inch section Replaced fifteen inch
Plate (90 and 270 degree) at intersection of front section at intersection of

vertical hoods with 1-inch front vertical hoods with 1-
thick plate inch thick plate

Internal Bracing Brackets at Remove Brackets Brackets Removed
Outer Vertical Hoods

Dryer Bank Tie Bars Install reinforcement Replaced existing tie bars
brackets (1-inch by 3-inch with new design.
barstock) adjacent to
existing tie-bars

As discussed in Attachment 8 of Entergy letter (BVY 04-009) to NRC dated January 31,
2004, the results of the quantitative evaluation of the VYNPS steam dryer indicated that
modifications to the steam dryer are necessary in order to ensure the steam dryer
structural integrity under CPPU conditions. The acceptance criteria for the modified
VYNPS steam dryer are as follows:

1. The maximum vibratory stress for the modified steam dryer is less than 13,600
psi (ASME Code Section III, 1986, Division 1, Appendix I, Figure 1-9.2.2, Design
Fatigue Curve for Austenitic Steels).

2. The primary stresses of the steam dryer components, when subjected to normal
(Service Level A), upset (Service Level B) and faulted condition (Service Level D)
loading, are below the following ASME Code Section III limits:
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Table EMEB-B-1-2
ASME Stress Limits

Service level Stress category Stress limit

Service levels A & B Pm SM

Pm+ Pb 1.5 Sm

Shear stress 0.6 Sm

Bearing stress 1.5 Sy

1; fatigue damage 1.0

Service level D Pm min (2.4Sm, 0.7S.)

Pm + Pb min (3.6Sm, 1.05Su)

Shear stress 1.2 Sm

Bearing stress 3.0 Sy

Pm:. Primary membrane stress intensity

Pb: Primary bending stress intensity

S: Stress intensity limit

Sy: Yield strength

Su: Ultimate strength

I
I
U
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
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The rationale for the change to the installed steam dryer modification at VYNPS versus
the proposed modification reported in Attachment 8, page 26 of Entergy Letter BVY 04-
009 to NRC dated January 31, 2004, was to incorporate lessons learned during March
2004 from the cracking observed on the Quad Cities Unit 2 steam dryer. In March 2004,
refueling outage inspections of the Quad Cities Unit 2 steam dryer indicated additional
cracks in steam dryer components. Three of the six repair gussets (installed in 2003)
between the lower cover plate and the outer vertical hoods had cracking at the upper
tips of the gussets. These gusset cracks were determined to have been caused by the
Quad Cities Unit 2 gusset installation and weld configuration where the gusset did not
extend to the repaired 1-inch thick outer hood vertical plate and the gusset weld did not
transition smoothly into the outer hood vertical plate.

GE Nuclear had initially performed finite element analysis of the VYNPS steam dryer
that would have incorporated the proposed modification design as stated in Attachment
8, page 26 of Entergy Letter BVY 04-009 to NRC dated January 31, 2004. The results
of this analysis indicated that a high stress location existed at the tips of the modification
gussets, e.g., the point of intersection of the gusset tips with the dryer front vertical hood.
While this high stress condition could be alleviated by the design of the replacement
gussets,'the results of the March 2004 steam dryer inspections at Quad Cities Unit 2,
indicated that improvements to the VYNPS design should be incorporated. Specifically,
a modification that included a full replacement of the outer front hood vertical plates
would allow the gusset connection to the replacement front hood vertical plate by shop
welding instead of underwater welding as was the case at Quad Cities Unit 2. In
addition, the connection between the modification gussets and the replacement lower
horizontal cover plate is performed by the installation of gusset extensions as shown in
Figure EMEB-B-1-2, detail C.

Even though VYNPS inspection results have shown no cracking of dryer bank tie-bars,
the VYNPS steam dryer modification includes replacing the original dryer bank tie bars
with a modified design. The modified tie bars for VYNPS are similar in design to the
horizontal tie bars installed in March 2004 at Quad Cities Unit 2. The modified tie bar
design allows the tie-bar horizontal pads to be welded to the top hood plates in adjacent
dryer banks. The dryer loading conditions that have led to previous tie-bar cracking at
boiling water reactors are not fully understood. The expected maximum stresses at the
tie-bar attachment weld locations are predicted to be approximately 3 times lower than
previous tie bar designs. The fundamental frequencies of the modified tie-bar designs
are sufficiently removed from the expected acoustic excitation frequencies that resonant
excitation of the modified tie bar is not expected to be a problem at CPPU operating
conditions.

To ensure that the modified steam dryer at VYNPS is acceptable for operation at CPPU
conditions, quantitative evaluations using ANSYS finite element analyses (FEA) models
of the modified VYNPS steam dryer were performed. The FEA model for the unmodified
VYNPS steam dryer is shown In Figure EMEB-B-1-14. The FEA model for the modified
VYNPS steam dryer is shown in Figure EMEB-B-1-15 and 16. These evaluations fall
into two categories: (1) Fatigue evaluations for acceptability against flow induced
vibration and (2) Structural integrity evaluations against primary stress levels for service
level A, B, and D conditions.
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2.0 Fatigue Evaluation of Modified Steam Dryer

VYNPS Modified Steam Dryer Flow Induced Vibration Evaluation 3
The VYNPS dryer proactive strengthening design modification is based on the
"Equivalent Static" method for EPU conditions. A revision to this analysis of record
utilized a more refined dynamic response methodology. The "Dynamic Response
Spectrum" method refines the structural response to more accurately represent the
dynamic effects of flow induced vibration (FIV). The results of the Dynamic Response
Spectrum analysis do not show any additional modifications are required in order for the
VYNPS steam dryer to operate at EPU conditions.

Dynamic Response Spectrum Method

A dynamic response spectrum method was performed for the steam dryer FIV-induced
fatigue susceptibility evaluation. This method consists of the following major steps:

(a) Start with pressure loads specified as a function of frequency based on the
measured data from plants (reference plant pressure spectrum as shown in Figure 2
of Reference 1). The magnitudes of the reference plant pressure spectrum are I
adjusted based on the ratio of the VYNPS steam line velocity to the reference plant
streamline velocity for the CLTP and CPPU conditions, respectively. This adjusting
process is the same as described in Section 4.1.1 of Reference 1, with the pressure
spectrum for each reference plant measured data adjusted separately to the VYNPS
conditions. The scaling results using the Reference load amplitudes to derive the
VYNPS load amplitudes for both CLTP and CPPU conditions are shown in Figures
EMEB-B-1-3 and 4.•

(b) Generate a synthetic pressure time history based on the adjusted VYNPS pressure
spectrum using the [[ 1]. Next, perform a
[[ ]] of the newly generated discrete pressure time
history, which transforms the pressure from the time domain back to frequency
domain. This pressure spectrum is compared with the input adjusted pressure
spectrum as defined in Step (a) to ensure the accurate representation in either time I
or frequency domain of the given pressure loading.

(c) Calculate a response spectrum based on the synthetic pressure time history using
computer program SPECA05V. Broadening of the response spectrum was made to I
account for the uncertainty in frequency. A broadening of [[ ]] is selected in the
present application. Also a damping ratio of [[ ]J is used for the steam dryer
evaluation. 3

(d) Repeat Step (a) through Step (c) for the measured pressure load of a different plant
and/or a different pressure gage.

(e) Enveloping and further broadening all the response spectra as generated from the I
previous steps is then performed. This final response spectrum is the input to the'
ANSYS computer program to perform the steam dryer structural evaluation.

Shown in Figures EMEB-B-1-5 through 7 are pressure spectra, synthetic pressure time i
histories, and response spectra from the peak pressure measurements of three plants
(one domestic plant and two foreign plants) scaled to the VYNPS CLTP condition.
Figure EMEB-B-1-8 presents the enveloping and further broadened response spectrum.

I
I
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Similarly, shown in Figures EMEB-B-1-9 through 12 are three response spectra,
synthetic pressure time histories, response spectra and the enveloping response
spectrum for the VYNPS CPPU condition. Note that, in the figures, the input pressure
spectra are given in rms amplitude. The corresponding synthetic pressure time
histories, response spectra and enveloping response spectrum are expressed in Peak
amplitude, where a peak factor of [[ ]] to convert rms amplitude to Peak amplitude has
been incorporated.

Based on the response spectrum, method, ANSYS calculated component stress
distributions for the VYNPS unmodified and modified steam dryer at CLTP and CPPU
conditions are calculated. The SRSS (square root of the sum of the squares) method of
the ANSYS modal combination is used to obtain these stress results.

Next, the peak stresses calculated by ANSYS for each steam dryer component are
multiplied by the appropriate stress concentration factors to account for undersized
welds and. weld quality factor ([[

f]) to arrive at the peak dynamic stress at the corresponding locations. The
calculation of the stress concentration factor to account for undersized welds is the
[[ , ]]. For example, in the modified
dryer stress analysis, a 1/2-inch fillet weld is used for the 5/8- inch thick lower cover
plate; the stress factor' to convert the plate stress to the fillet weld stress is
[[ ]]. The other components with undersized welds in the modified
steam dryer are the outer hood top plate [[ ]], outer hood vertical plate bottom and
top welds [[ ]], and gusset extension weld to lower cover plate [[ ]]. Full
penetration welds are used in the VYNPS steam dryer only for the inner hood top plate,
inner hood vertical plates and the inner hood brackets. All other welds are either fillet or
butt welds.

Under CLTP condition, of all the outer bank components, the highest stress is at the
outer cover plate weld. By scaling this outer cover plate weld stress to the fatigue failure
criterion of 27,200 psi, a scaling factor of 0.03446 (1+29) is calculated. This 0.03446
scaling factor is then applied to calculate the dynamic stresses of all other components,
and also to calculate the dynamic stresses under CPPU condition. The use of the
scaling factor is considered appropriate since inspections of the VYNPS steam dryer in
April 2004 did not indicate any cracking of the outer cover plate. The uncorrected stress
levels calculated for the unmodified VYNPS steam dryer at CLTP operating conditions
would have resulted in extensive degradation of the steam dryer after a very short time
period following the original licensing of the plant. In actuality, the steam dryer has been
operating for greater than thirty years without any cracking of the outer cover plate.
Table EMEB-B-1-3 lists the peak dynamic stresses of the VYNPS stream dryer under
CLTP and CPPU conditions. The results of the dynamic response spectrum analysis
confirm that the modifications to the VYNPS steam dryer are adequate for CPPU steam
conditions and that there are no additional steam dryer component vulnerabilities from
those determined from the equivalent static analysis method presented in Reference 1
for component vulnerability screening.
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Table EMEB-B-1-3
VYNPS Steam Dryer Response Spectrum Analysis-

Response Spectrum Analysis

Component Unmodified Dryer CLTP Dynamic Modified Dryer CLTP Dynamic Modified Dryer EPU Dynamic
Loading (psi) Loading (psi Loading (psi)

Ilorizontal plates:
Base plate [

Outer cover plate

Outer Hood top plates
Vertical plates:
Outer Hood vertical plates
Inner Hood end plates

Outer Hood end plates

Outer Hood Brackets (gussets) Removed by
Modification
Hood below cover plate

Steam 'dam'
Steam 'dam'gussets
Other Plates
Hood partition plates
Baffle plates

Outlet plenum ends
Ring, Beams & Gussets

Dryer support ring
Bottom cross beams
Cross beam gussets

Gussets Modification

Gusset to Cover plate and Front Hood

Gusset Extension Weld to lower cover plate _ _]]

Note 1: For the modified steam dryer, the outer cover plate is installed perpendicular to the replaced outer hood vertical plate. Therefore there is
no hood below cover plate component in the modified steam dryer.

m m m - -- - - m - m m m - m m
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Equivalent Static Method Evaluation of Modified VYNPS Steam Dryer

The steam dryer load definition process and derivation, as well as the VYNPS steam
dryer fluctuating load input calculation was previously supplied to the NRC in Sections 4
and Sections 6 of Reference 1. Table EMEB-B-1-4 provides the VYNPS fluctuating load
input.

Table EMEB-B-1-4
VYNPS Drver FIV Load Input

Frequency VYNPS VYNPS
Range CLTP FIV Load CPPU FIV Load
(Hz) Amplitude Amplitude

rms psi rms psi
o to 55

55 to 120
120 to 205
205 to 320
320 to_525
525 to 800 ]

In order to provide a comparison of the analysis presented in Reference 1 for the
VYNPS unmodified steam dryer to the .modified steam dryer, GENE applied the same
process used in Reference 1, Section 1 to evaluate the steam dryer dynamic vibration
response to assess the vulnerability to FIV-induced fatigue. This process is based on
the VYNPS specific scaled load definition shown above, the natural frequency
assessment based on the ANSYS dryer model of the modified WNPS steam dryer and
the resultant stresses based on the application of a normalized pressure load to all
pressure bearing surfaces. The method is termed "Equivalent Static Analysis Method."
The Equivalent Static Analysis Method for the VYNPS modified dryer evaluation consists
of the following process steps:

1. A Finite Element Analysis (FEA) model of the modified VYNPS steam dryer was
developed. This model was constructed using VYNPS specific dryer dimensions
and material properties.

2. The FEA computes steam dryer component natural frequencies and mode shapes.

3. A unit static pressure load is applied in the FEA model. Steam Dryer component
Membrane (Pm) and Surface (Pm + Pb) stresses are computed from the applied
unit load.

4. Dynamic Loading (DL) on the steam dryer components is computed via the
following equation:

DL = (Pm+Pb) x (FIV Load rms) x (P) x (AF) x (C) x (WUF) x (DPR)

Where:

DL = Dynamic Stress (psi)

Pm+Pb = Surface stress computed from [f ]] static load in the FEA model
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FIV Load rms = Fluctuating load (Root-mean-squared (rms) load amplitude)

obtained from plant measured data and scaled to VYNPS steam velocity for
CLTP and CPPU conditions.

P = Peak factor for load to convert rms amplitude to Peak amplitude. For a
pure single frequency sinusoidal time function, the peak is equal to 4(2) times
the rms amplitude. For the flow induced vibration time function of reactor I
internal components, a factor of [[ ]] is used to account for the summation
of many frequencies.

AF = Amplification Factor or Dynamic Load factor. Factor can vary from [[
]] depending on the degree of matching between a natural frequency

and a spectral peak. For the evaluation of the modified steam dryer a factor
of [[ ]] is used to conservatively assume a high degree of matching. I

C = Stress Concentration Factor including the weld quality factor. The FEM
calculated peak stress has picked up some of the stress concentration factor.
A C value of [1 ]] is used for butt and fillet welds based on good shop I
quality welds and the inspection techniques typically used in dryer fabrication.
A C value of [[ ]] is used for full penetration welds. This is based on
Table NG-3352-1 of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III,
Subsection NG, 1989 Edition with no Addenda, where the fatigue factor for a
penetration weld is 1/2 of fillet weld factor using visual inspection.

WUF = Weld Undersize Factor. This is defined as the square of the plate
thickness to the weld size ratio. [[ ]

DPR = Dynamic Pressure Ratio. Based on Computation Fluid Dynamic (CFD)
modeling of the VYNPS steam dryer, the static pressure loading on the steam
dryer inner banks is significantly lower (approximately t[ ' ]) than the
static pressure loading on the steam dryer inner hood components. A
minimum conservative DPR, minimum of [[ ]] is applied to the inner bank
components

Table EMEB-B-1-5 shows the modified and unmodified VYNPS steam dryer alternating
stresses calculated by the equivalent static method. Large reductions in the alternating
stresses (greater than factor of 10) are seen for the modified steam dryer front hood and
cover plate. This is due to a combination of reduced maximum surface fiber stress
because of the thicker plate material and removal of the high stress concentration from
the hood brackets as well as a shift of the component natural frequency.

nI

I
I
I
I
I
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Table EMEB-B-1-5
Comparison of Modified and Unmodified VYNPS Steam Dryer Alternating Stresses - Equivalent Static Method

Component Unmodified Modified dryer Unmodified Modified Unmodified Modified dryer Unmodified Modified dryer Dynamic
dryer Maximum dryer dryer dryer CLTP dryer CPPU Maximum Pressure Ratio

Maximum Surface Fiber Associated Associated CLTP Maximum CPPU Maximum Stress (psi) for Modified
Surface Fiber Stress (psi) Frequency Frequency Maximum Stress (psi Stress (psi) Dryer Evaluation
Stress (psi) (Hz) (Hz) Stress (psi)

Horizontal plates:

Base plate

Outer cover plate

Outer cover plate

Outer Hood top plates

Vertical plates:

Outer Hood vertical plates

Inner Hood end plates

Outer Hood end plates

Outer Hood Brackets
(gussets) Removed by
Modification
Hood below cover plate

Steam 'damr

Steam 'dam' gussets

Other Plates

Hood partition plates

Baffle plates

Outlet plenum ends
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Table EMEB-B-1-5 (cont)
Comparison of Modified and Unmodified VYNPS Steam Dryer Alternating Stresses - Equivalent Static Method

Component Unmodified Modified dryer Unmodified Modified Unmodified Modified dryerl Unmodified Modified dryer Dynamic
dryer Maximum dryer dryer dryer CLTP dryer CPPU Maximum Pressure Ratio

Maximum Surface Fiber Associated Associated CLTP Maximum CPPU Maximum Stress (psi) for Modified
Surface Fiber Stress (psi) Frequency Frequency Maximum Stress (psi Stress (psi) Dryer Evaluation
Stress (psi) (Hz) (Hz) Stress (psi)

Ring, Beams & Gussets

Dryer support ring

Bottom cross beams

Cross beam gussets

Gussets Modification

Gusset to Cover plate and
Front Hood
Gusset Extension Weld to
lower cover plate ]]

Note 1: For the modified steam dryer, the outer cover plate is installed perpendicular to the replaced outer hood vertical plate. Therefore there is L)

no hood below cover plate component in the modified steam dryer.

Note 2: During the analysis for the modified steam dryer, it was noted that maximum surface fiber stress [f ]] reported in Reference 1
for the unmodified steam dryer was in error. The actual maximum surface fiber stress for this component is [[ ]], both for the
unmodified and modified steam dryer. With this corrected surface fiber stress, the partition plates are not a critical dryer component. The
unmodified dryer maximum stress at CPPU conditions is [[ I.

= = M = M = = M M m M -= M M = M M
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3.0 Structural Integrity Evaluations Against Primary Stress Levels for Service
Level A, B, And D Conditions.

The VYNPS steam dryer modification design was evaluated using the ASME Code,
Reference 2, as a design guide although the dryer is not an ASME Code component.
Specifically, structural adequacy for Service Level A and B loads was investigated using
the corresponding stress limits of Reference 2 with the exception of application of the
weld quality factors. Weld quality factors are described in the ASME code Table NG-
3352-1 for safety components, such as the reactor pressure vessel, that contain
radioactive fluid. Because the steam dryer is not a safety-related pressure-retaining
component [[ I
The requirement of 'no loose parts' during Service Level D events was investigated
using stress limits of Subsection NG and Appendix F of the ASME Code, Reference 3.
(Note that for completeness, application of the seismic loading in the [[

]] was considered).

Load Combinations for Stress Evaluation

The VYNPS steam dryer was originally procured and supplied as a non-safety related,
non-seismic category I, non-ASME component. For the original design of the VYNPS
Steam Dryer, the following service condition and acceptance criterion were stated:

* The principal design loads considered in the analysis of the steam dryer assembly
are the weight loads and the pressure loads, which are present during accident
conditions.

• In the event of a guillotine steam line break outside the drywell, dryer design must
preclude the possibility of dryer debris entering the steam line and interfering with
isolation valve closure.

" The structural elements, which hold the dryer in place, are designed to
accommodate the pressure loading due to a break outside the isolation valves within
the ASME Code, Section III stress criteria. The flat panels, which form partitions in
the dryer, are designed so that the elastic collapse loading on these panels is not
exceeded under these same pressure loadings.

The above criteria continue as the design basis for the VYNPS steam dryer, both at
CLTP and CPPU conditions. The VYNPS steam dryer design basis continues to be
maintaining structural integrity after a steam line break outside of containment.

However, it was considered prudent to perform additional structural evaluations on the
modified steam dryer in order to confirm the robustness of the modification. This is due
to the increased scrutiny on steam dryer structural integrity in light of recent dryer
experience at CPPU conditions. The major consideration is the inclusion of Upset case
loading combinations for the modified steam dryer. The steam dryer evaluation process
has indicated that the structural loading on the dryer during normal and upset conditions,
either at CLTP or CPPU, is more complex than had previously been considered. The
concern is that Upset events are moderate frequency events from which a given plant
should be able to recover, e.g. expeditiously restart the unit after the event has occurred.
From a review of past evaluations on steam dryers, GE has realized that there are
different loading combinations on the steam dryer that are both realistic and that could
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question the validity of the assumption that the plant can restart following an Upset event
without performing inspection of the steam dryer. Table EMEB-B-1-6 provides the load
combinations and load cases used in the VYNPS dryer analysis.

Table EMEB-B-1-6
ASME Code Section III Load Combinations 3

Case Service Level Load Combination

[[ I

I

OBE: Operational Basis Earthquake

TSV: Turbine Stop Valve Fast Closure Loading

SSE: Safe Shutdown Earthquake

Dryer Loads for Steam Dryer Structural Evaluations I
Seismic Loads
The following seismic loads were used in the structural evaluation. These seismic
loads are unchanged with CPPU and were used in the structural evaluation of RPV
internals for CPPU. The accelerations are listed below.

OBEX=0.4g OBEY=0.4g OBE vertical=0.22g I
SSEX=0.63g SSEY=0.63g SSE vertical=0.31g

Because the modified dryer first mode frequency is In the ZPA (Zero Period
Acceleration) range of the seismic load (higher than 60 Hz), the time history
maximum acceleration (g) load is the dryer acceleration (g) load for equivalent static
analysis. (Note that for completeness, application of the seismic loading in the [[ i

]] was considered).

Pressure Loads
The pressure differentials across the steam dryer are calculated for three categories
of events; normal, upset, and faulted conditions. Normal conditions are the steady-
state operating conditions. Upset conditions are the anticipated transient events.
The upset category is further divided into two sub-categories: forward flow (e.g. one
stuck open relief valve) and backward flow (e.g. turbine stop valve closure). Faulted
conditions are the design basis accident events (e.g. main steam line break). Upon
occurrence of Turbine Stop Valve (TSV) closure transient, a pressure wave is

I
I
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created that travels at sonic velocity through each Main Steam (MS) line to the
Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) and the steam dryer. Repeated reflection of the
pressure wave at the RPV and TSV produces pressure time varying function on the
steam dryer front hoods. Typical pressure distribution and time histories on the front
hoods due to TSV closure are shown in Figure EMEB-B-1-13. Because the wave
load due to TSV closure is an impulse load, a dynamic load factor of 1.51 is applied
based on the impulse shape and the natural frequency of the front hood.

The pressure differentials across the steam dryer for the normal conditions at CPPU
power level are summarized in Table EMEB-B-1-7.

Table EMEB-B-1-7
Steam Dryer Pressure Differentials for Normal Conditions at CPPU

ValuelNote 1)
Description (psid)

Vertical Cover Plate 2.45
Horizontal Cover Plate 1.91

Horizontal Section of Outer Hood 0.57

Horizontal Section of Inner Hood 0.43

Vertical Section of Inner Hood 0.11
Note: 1) The results are from Computation Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modeling of the

VYNPS Dryer operating at CPPU conditions.

The pressure differentials across the steam dryer due to forward flow for upset
conditions at CPPU power level are summarized in Table EMEB-B-1-8.

1 Figure 2.8 of Biggs, John M., Introduction to Structural Dynamics, New York: McGraw Hill, 1964
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Table EMEB-B-1-8
Steam Dryer Pressure Differential for Forward Flow Upset Conditions at

CPPU

DValue
Description (psid)

Vertical Cover Plate 5.07

Horizontal Cover Plate 3.95

Horizontal Section of Outer Hood 1.18

Horizontal Section of Inner Hood 0.89

Vertical Section of Inner Hood 0.23

The maximum acoustic loads, e.g. backward flow, on the dryer face at CPPU power
level are summarized in Table EMEB-B-1-9. Typical pressure time history is shown in
Figure EMEB-B-1-11.

Table EMEB-B-1-9
Maximum Acoustic Load on the Dryer Face at CPPU

I
I
I
I
I
I
U
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

y, Dryer
Vertical

Centerline

Pressure Differential
(psid)

5.16 ft 1.20 0.66 0.70 0.70 0.66

4.128 ft 2.47 2.45 2.41 2.29 1.75

3.096 ft 4.95 4.54 4.47 4.61 3.84

2.064 ft 6.36 6.45 6.29 5.97 4.86

1.032 ft 7.60 7.79 7.81 7.70 6.58

0.0 ft 8.33 8.24 8.60 8.19 7.11

Coordinate
(x,y)

0.0 ft 1.075 ft 2.15 ft 3.225 ft 4.3 ft x, Lower
Horizontal

Cover
Plate

The upset flow-induced load on the dryer face at CPPU is 15.7 psid. This is the
maximum load on the dryer face that is directly opposite from the steam line nozzle (the
projected area of the steam line nozzle on to the dryer face).

In addition, the pressure differential across the steam dryer vanes due to forward flow for
faulted conditions at CPPU for a steam line break outside containment is 6.9 psi.

I
I
I
I
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Evaluation of Primary Stresses under ASME Code Section III Loads

Each load combination tabulated in Table EMEB-B-1-6 was analyzed for the modified
dryer as well as the unmodified dryer. In the ASME Code Section III load analysis, the
dynamic loads, such OBE, SSE and TSV loads should be combined by square root of
the sum of the square (SRSS). This analysis combined the dynamic loads by algebraic
sum. Because the OBE and SSE have been input in both the positive and negative
directions and both results are compared with the allowable limits, the results are
equivalent to absolute sum results. Therefore, the load combinations are conservative.
The TSV pressure impulse load has been multiplied by a dynamic load factor of 1.5 in
the input for ANSYS analyses.

Table EMEB-B-1-10 summarizes the stresses for the unmodified dryer. All the stresses
meet the allowable limits.

The main focus of this analysis is the modified dryer. Because there are undersized
welds in higher stress locations, Tables EMEB-B-1-11 through 17 tabulate the stresses
for each weld with the undersize weld factor included. The maximum stress ratio is
0.676, at the gusset, due to Service Level B-3 load combination. There is more than
30% of margin for ASME load combination.

The results of the evaluation show that each weld for the modified dryer meets the
ASME primary stress allowable limit. Since the TSV loading has about 400 cycles, a
check of the fatigue usage was performed and found the cumulative usage factors are
less than 0.05 for all the welds.
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Table EMEB-B-1-10

Maximum Primary Stresses for Unmodified Dryer

Unmodified Dryer Stress Intensity, psi (Note 2)

Hood Vertical Plate Lower Cover Plate weld
Operating Condition (Note 3) '(Note 1)

Local Local surface Local. Local surface
membrane maximum membrane maximum

Finite element stress type stress stress stress stress
Pm+Pb + Pm+Pb +

ASME classification (Note 2) Pm+Pb Secondary, Q Pm+Pb Secondary Q

]] Pressure case 1044 11059 3040 20974

Service level A .2209 25793 7595 51239

Service level B (note 4) 3617 52270 20174 126,565

Service level D 4260 71386 21038 146,775

Notes

1. The maximum stress occurs at the cover plate weld to the front hood. The under
size factor equals [[ ]]. For bending stress the stress times
the factor of [C

2. The maximum stress occurs at the weld between the internal braces to the
front hood. This is a localized bending stress, which Is classified as a
secondary stress in accordance with ASME Code Table NB-3217-1 item
for nozzle wall bending.

3. The stresses are selected from outer hood stresses, including 1-psi case.
4. Dynamic load factor of 1.5 is applied for turbine stop valve closure pressure loads.

1) P..: membrane stress; Pb: bending stress
2) Stress Limits

Service Levels A/B Sm = 13995 1.5Sm = 20992
Service Level D 2.4m = 33588 3.6S. = 50381

3) Listed stresses are the maximum stresses anywhere in the components rather than
section-averaged stresses. All stresses listed arc plate stresses. The membrane stress,
Pm, listed in this table is the maximum membrane stress and not the general membrane
stress. Pm + Pb stresses shown are also maximum. The above limits apply to general
membrane stress and general membrane plus bending stress. These maximum stresses
are generally considered in fatigue evaluations.

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
U
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
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Table EMEB-B-1-11
Modified Dryer Outer Cover Plate ASME Primary and Secondary Stresses

(B) p.+pb Local
(A) Local Surface Fillet (C) membrane (D) Pm+ Pb + Q

membrane maximum Plate weld Undersized (A) x (C) Allowable Primary stress, Alternating
Service Load stress stress thickness size Weld stress at weld stress stress (B)x(C) stress, Salt

Item Level Case (psi) (psi) (inch) (inch) factor Jps!L (psi) ratio (psi) (psi)
1 1 1] psi 366 2294 0.625 0.500 1.56 572 20588 NIA 2294 N(A
2 Level A 1 818 5660 0.625 0.500 1.56 1278 20588 0.062 5660 10188
3 Level B 1 1721 11414 0.625 0.500 1.56 2689 20588 0.131 11414 20545
4 Level B 2 1842 12114 0.625 0.500 1.56 2878 20588 0.140 12114 21805
5 Level B 3 3072 14609 0.625 0.500 1.56 4800 20588 0.233 14609 26296
6 Level B 4 2988 14089 0.625 0.500 1.56 4669 20588 0.227 14089 25360
7 Level B 5 1216 6059 0.625 0.500 1.56 1900 20588 0.092 6059 10906
8 Level B 6 878 6010 0.625 0.500 1.56 1372 20588 0.067 6010 10818
9 Level D 1 2841 15176 0.625 0.500 1.56 4439 49410 0.090 15176 27317
10 Level D 2 3036 15544 0.625 0.500 1.56 4744 49410 0.096 15544 27979
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Table EMEB-B-1-12
Original Front Hood Strip ASME Primary and Secondary Stresses

(B) Pm+Pb Local
(A) Local Surface Fillet (C) membrane (D) Pm+ Pb + Q

membrane maximum Plate weld Undersized (A) x (C) Allowable Primary stress, Alternating
Service Load stress stress thickness size Weld stress at weld stress stress (B)x(C) stress, Salt

Item Level Case (psi) (psi). (inch) (inch) factor (psi) (psi) ratio (psi) (psi)
1 [[ 11 psi 820 1296 0.500 0.500 1.00 820 20588 NIA 1296 NIA
2 Level A 1 1831 3075 0.500 0.500 1.00 1831 20588 0.089 3075 5535
3 Level B 1 3776 6372 0.500 0.500 1.00 3776 20588 0.183 6372 11470
4 Level B 2 4069 6705 0.500 0.500 1.00 4069 20588 0.198 6705 12069
5 Level B 3 4847 5067 0.500 0.500 1.00 4847 20588 0.235 5067 9121
6 Level B 4 4544 4780 0.500 0.500 1.00 4544 20588 0.221 4780 8604
7 Level B 5 1700 2345 0,500 0.500 1.00 1700 20588 0.083 2345 4221
8 Level B 6 1973 3243 0.500 0.500 1.00 1973 20588 0.096 3243 5837
9 Level D 1 5111 6948 0.500 0.500 1.00 5111 49410 0.103 6948 12506
10 Level D 2 5588 7219 0.500 0.500 1.00 5588 49410 0.113 7219 12994

-l - - - -l - -l -I -e -H - -i -l -i e
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Table EMEB-B-1-13
Modified Front Hood ASME Primary and Secondary Stresses

(B) p,+pb Local
(A) Local Surface Fillet (C) mnembrane (D) Pm + Pb + Q

membrane maximum Plate weld Undersized (A) x (C) Allowable Primary stress, Alternating
Service Load stress stress thickness size Weld stress at weld stress stress (B)x(C) stress, Salt

Item Level Case (psi) (psi) (inch) (inch) factor (psi) (psi) ratio (psi) (psi)
1 1[j] psi 365 988 1.000 0.500 4.00 1460 20588 NIA 3952 N/A
2 Level A 1 903 2473 1.000 0.500 4.00 3612 20588 0.175 9892 17806
3 Level B 1 1082 4966 1.000 0.500 4.00 4328 20588 0.210 19864 35755
4 Level B 2 1925 5262 1.000 0.500 4.00 7700 20588 0.374 21048 37886
5 Level B 3 2787 5243 1.000 0.500 4.00 11148 20588 0.541 20972 37750
6 Level B 4 2686 5048 1.000 0.500 4.00 10744 20588 0.522 20192 36346
7 Level B 5 1213 2935 1.000 0.500 4.00 4852 20588 0.236 11740 21132
8 Level B 6 964 2621 1.000 0.500 4.00 3856 20588 0.187 10484 18871
9 Level D 1 2586 6341 1.000 0.500 4.00 10344 49410 0.209 25364 45655
10 Level D 2 2783 6660 1.000 0.500 4.00 11132 49410 0.225 26640 47952
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Table EMEB-B-1-14
Unmodified Outer Top Hood ASME Primary and Secondary Stresses

(B) p.+pb Local
(A) Local Surface Fillet (C) membrane (D) Pm + Pb + Q

membrane maximum Plate weld Undersized (A) x (C) Allowable Primary stress, Alternating
Service Load stress stress thickness size Weld stress at weld stress stress (B)x(C) stress, Salt

Item Level Case (psi) (psi) (inch) (inch) factor (psi) (psi) ratio (psi) (psi)

1 [[J]] psi 239 671 0.500 0.500 1.00 239 20588 NIA 671 NIA
2 Level A 1 463 1515 0.500 0.500 1.00 463 20588 0.022 1515 2727
3 Level B 1 1041 2873 0.500 0.500 1.00 1041 20588 0.051 2873 5171
4 Level B 2 1060 2981 0.500 0.500 1.00 1060 20588 0.051 2981 5366
5 Level B 3 1006 5051 0.500 0.500 1.00 1006 20588 0.049 5051 9092
6 Level B 4 1013 4943 0.500 0.500 1.00 1013 20588 0.049 4943 8897
7 Level B 5 640 1512 0.500 0.500 1.00 1013 20588 0.049 1512 2722
8 Level B 6 495 1569 0.500 0.500 1.00. 640 20588 0.031 1569 2824
9 Level D 1 1591 4517 0.500 0.500 1.00 495 49410 0.010 4517 8131
10 Level D 2 1624 4603 0.500 0.500 1.00 1591 49410 0.032 4603 8285
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Table EMEB-B-1-15
Modified Top Hood ASME Primary and Secondary Stresses

(B) P,+Pb
(A) Local Surface Fillet (C) Local (D) Pm + Pb + Q

membrane maximum Plate weld Undersized (A) x (C) membrane Primary stress, Alternating
Service Load stress stress thickness size Weld stress at weld Allowable stress (B)x(C) stress, Salt

Item Level Case (psi) (psi) (inch) (inch) factor (psi) stress (psi) ratio (psi) (psi)
1 [[ si 122 876 1.000 0.500 4.00 488 20588 N/A 3504 N/A
2 Level A 1 270 1809 1.000 0.500 4.00 1080 20588- 0.052 -7236 13025
3 Level B 1 584 3673 1.000 0.500 4.00 2336 20588 0.113 14692 26446
4 Level B 2 600 3873 1.000 0.500 4.00 2400 20588 0.117 15492 27886
5 Level B 3 504 4947 1.000 0.500 4.00 2016 20588 0.098 19788 35618
6 Level B 4 506 4746 1.000 0.500 4.00 2024 20588 0.098 18984 34171
7 Level B 5 307 1105 1.000 0.500 4.00 2024 20588 0.098 4420 7956
8 Level B 6 282 1909 1.000 0.500 4.00 1228 20588 0.060 7636 13745
9 Level D 1 800 5843 1.000 0.500ý 4.00 1128 49410 0.023 23372 42070
10 Level D 2 833 6165 1.000 0.500 4.00 3200 49410 0.065 24660 44388
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Table EMEB-B-1-16
Long Gussets Welds ASME Primary and Secondary Stresses

(B) Pm+Pb Local
(A) Local Surface (C) membrane (D) Pm + Pb + Q

membrane maximum Plate Fillet Undersized (A) x (C) Allowable Primary stress, Alternating
Service Load stress stress thickness weld size Weld stress at weld stress stress (B)x(C) stress, Salt

Item Level Case (psi) (psi) (inch) (inch) factor (psiL (psi) ratio (psi) (psi)
1 It J1[ psi 1738 1740 0.500 2x0.375 1.00 1738 20588 N/A 1740 N/A
2 Level A 1 4509 4519 0.500 2x0.375 1.00 4509 20588 0.219 4519 8134
3 Level B 1 9040 9050 0.500 2x0.375 1.00 9040 20588 0.439 9050 16290
4 Level B 2 9505 9515 0.500 2x0.375 1.00 9505 20588 0.462 9515 17127
5 1 Level B 3 13921 13931 0.500 2x0.375 1.00 13921 20588 0.676 13931 25076
6 Level B 4 13455 13465 0.500 2x0.375 1.00 13455 20588 0.654 13465 24237
7 Level B 5 5146 5156 0.500 2x0.375 1.00 5146 20588 0.250 5156 9281

.8 Level B 6 4711 4721 0.500 2x0.375 1.00 4711 20588 0.229 4721 8498
9 Level D 1 11598 11608 0.500 2x0.375 1.00 11598 49410 0.235 11608 20894
10 Level D 2 12336 12346 0.500 2x0.375 1.00 12336 49410 0.250 12346 22223
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Table EMEB-B-1-17
Original Outer Side Hood ASME Primary and Secondary Stresses

(B) pm+ph Local
(A) Local Surface Fillet (C) membrane (D) Pm+ Pb + Q

membrane maximum Plate weld Undersized (A) x (C) Allowable Primary stress, Alternating
Service Load stress stress thickness size Weld stress at weld stress stress (B)x(C) stress, Salt

Item Level Case (psi) (psi) (inch) (inch) factor (psi) (psi) ratio (psi) (psi)
1 1[ ]1 psi 691 1080 0.500 0.500 1.00 691 20588 N/A 1080 NIA
2 Level A 1 1796 2542 0.500 0.500 1.00 1796 20588 0.087 2542 4576
3 Level B 1 3577 5433 0.500 0.500 1.00 3577 20588 0.174 5433 9779
4 Level B 2 3746 5693 0.500 0.500 1.00 3746 20588 0.182 5693 10247
5 Level B 3 3499 5936 0.500 0.500 1.00 3499 20588 0.170 5936 10685
6 Level B 4 3307 5851 0.500 0.500 1.00 3307 20588 0.161 5851 10532
7 Level B 5 1497 3574 0.500 0.500 1.00 1497 20588 0.073 3574 6433
8 Level B 6 1890 2773 0.500 0.500 1.00 1890 20588 0.092 2773 4991
9 Level D 1 4247 5812 0.500 0.500 1.00 4247 49410 0.086 5812 10462
10 Level D 2 4488 6022 0.500 0.500 1.00 4488 49410 0.091 6022 10840
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2. American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,
Section III, Subsection NG, 1989 Edition with no Addenda.

3. American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,
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Figure EMEB-B-1-1
VYNPS Originally Proposed Steam Dryer Modification
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Figure EMEB-B1--1 (continued)
VYNPS Originally Proposed Steam Dryer Modification
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Figure EMEB-B-1-1 (continued)
VYNPS Originally Proposed Steam Dryer Modification
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Figure EMEB-B-1-2

VYNPS Installed Steam Dryer Modification
[[I
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Figure EMEB-B-1-2 (continued)
VYNPS Installed Steam Dryer Modification
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Figure EMEB-B-.1-2 (continued)
VYNPS Installed Steam Dryer Modification
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Figure EMEB-B-1-2a
VYNPS Steam Dryer Installation Photographs

.a-

View of Modified VYNPS Steam Dryer 270 degree side
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Detail of Gusset Extension attached to Lower Cover Plate and Hood Gusset
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Figure EMEB-B-1-3
Steam Dryer Fluctuating Loads - Reference Load Scaling to VYNPS CLTP
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Figure EMEB-B-1-4
Steam Dryer Fluctuating Loads - Reference Load Scaling to VYNPS EPU
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Figure EMEB-B-1-5

VYNPS CLTP Response Spectrum
Based on Domestic Plant "A" Startup Test Data
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Figure EMEB-B-1-6
VYNPS CLTP Response Spectrum Based on Foreign Plant A Startup Test Data
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Figure EMEB-B-1-7
VYNPS CLTP Response Spectrum Based on Foreign Plant B Startup Test Data
[[
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Figure EMEB-B-1-8
VYNPS CLTP Enveloping Response Spectrum
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Figure EMEB-B-1-9
VYNPS CPPU Response Spectrum Based on Domestic Plant "A" Startup

Test Data
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Figure EMEB-B-1-10
VYNPS CPPU Response Spectrum Based on Foreign Plant "A" Startup Test

Data
[['
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Figure EMEB-B-1411
VYNPS CPPU Response Spectrum Based on Foreign Plant "B" Startup

Test Data
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Figure EMEB-B-1-12
VYNPS CPPU Enveloping Response Spectrum
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Figure EMEB-B-1-13
Typical TSV Load Time Histories
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Figure EMEB-B-1-14
VYNPS Unmodified Dryer[[
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Figure EMEB-B-1-15
VYNPS Modified Steam Dryer
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Figure EMEB-B-1-16
VYNPS Modified Steam Dryer - Details
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RAI EMEB-B-2

On April 21, 2004, Entergy briefed the NRC in a conference call with regard to the 3
results of the steam dryer inspection performed during the Spring 2004 outage. Since
the steam dryer inspection provides extensive baseline information, the licensee should
discuss in detail the cause of each identified crack indication and docket the results of
the inspection, including justification of why the results are acceptable with respect to the
proposed EPU. It is noted that Quad Cities (QC) did not have a notable dryer failure
until after operating at the EPU.power level. QC2 has the square type of steam dryer
with the internal brace at the outer hood which has failed three times since operating at
the EPU power level. The steam dryer at VYNPS is the same design as those at QC.
Describe the validation of the steam dryer analysis at VYNPS in successfully predicting
steam dryer cracking identified during the Spring 2004 outage. I
Response to RAI EMEB.B-2

During the Spring 2004 outage inspection of the VYNPS steam dryer, four inspection I
notification reports were generated. None of these reported indications at VYNPS were
found in the equivalent locations that generated steam dryer failures at other plants with
BWR-3 style steam dryers with internal bracing.

Inspection Report VYR24-04-01

Indications were found at diametrically opposed locations on the exterior steam dam.
Figure EMEB-B-2-1 is a schematic of the locations with respect to the overall dryer.

The first indication was found in welds OP-V19-180 and V02-270. These welds are
located at the 215-degree azimuth of the dryer, behind lifting lug "C". Figure EMEB-B-2-2
shows the indication along the top region of the fillet welds joining plate HDE-PL3 and
dryer Bank "D". The indication started near the top of V02-270, continued over the topI
and around the end of the HDE-PL3 plate and proceeded into weld OP-V19-180. The
total length of the indication was approximately 3-inches long.

The second indication was found in welds OP-V19-0 and V02-90. These welds are
located at the 35-degree azimuth of the dryer, behind lifting lug "A" (diametrically
opposite the first indication described above). Figure EMEB-B-2-3 shows the indication
along the top region of the fillet welds joining plate HBE-PL2 and dryer Bank "B". The I
indication started near the top of V02-90, continued over the top and around the end of
the HBE-PL2 plate and proceeded into weld OP-V19-0. The total length of the indication
was approximately 3-inches long. i

U
I
I
I
I
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It is believed that the crack initiation was due to high residual stresses generated during
the dryer fabrication process. The analysis of the VYNPS steam dryer did not predict
these locations as highly susceptible to fatigue cracking. The two crack locations are
diametrically opposite each other and very similar in configuration and length. Two other
locations in the steam dryer (144 degrees and 324 degrees) are structurally identical and
see the same loading conditions; these locations have no observed evidence of
cracking. This points to the likelihood of the presence of an additional contributing factor
aside from the pressure loads during normal operation. The VYNPS steam dryer was
made in halves and the two cracks are in identical locations in each half. This evidence
indicates that a high residual stress condition was probably developed by the original
dryer fabrication welding sequence; as the fabrication sequence progressed from one
side of the dryer half to the other, there would be an asymmetrical distribution of the
residual stresses within the dryer half. Other "cold spring" type loading could also have
been generated during the fabrication process. A high mean stress (from weld residual
stress) would have significantly reduced the vibration load required to initiate the crack.
After the crack developed, the residual stress would have been relieved and the crack
growth subsided. This is consistent with the cracks being very similar in length.

The repair of the cracked locations consisted of grinding out the locations to one inch
beyond the crack tip and reapplying a !/2 - weld. The grind out of the crack and weld
repair at the V02-90 location is shown in Figure EMEB-B-2-4. In addition, a repair fixture
was installed at both the observed crack locations (35-degree and 215-degree azimuths)
and the structurally identical locations (144 degrees and 324 degrees) to provide
additional confidence that no additional cracking will occur at these locations during
operation at CPPU conditions. Each repair fixture was welded between dryer band top
hood and the steam dam plate where the cracks were observed..
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Figure EMEB-B-2-1
VYR24-04-01 Indication Locations
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Figure EMEB-B-2-2
Inspection Photographs of 215-degree Azimuth Indication
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Figure EMEB-B-2-3
Inspection Photographs of 35-degree Azimuth Indication
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Figure EMEB-B-2-4
VYR24-04-01 Crack Grind Out and Weld Repair

Weld Grind Out

Weld Repair
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Figure EMEB-B-2-4 (cont)
Steam Dam Repair Fixture 3
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Inspection Report VYR24-04-02

During the inspection of the VYNPS steam dryer interior surfaces using a remote
operated vehicle, indications were observed at various dryer bank end plates.

Figure EMEB-B-2-5 is a schematic of the end plate locations with respect to the overall
dryer and shows a representative photograph of the indications. Table EMEB-B-2-1
summarizes the location and number of indications found on each interior end plate:

Table EMEB-B-2-1
VYNPS Dryer Inspection End Plate Indications Summary

IBankiiaii ~inl.~ of

I"•.t. i d oil'lV1;ll ;t.1l1jince'l: ho I ]ori/otdllt il l. asc iull sirll. ril _,_llli _ "I
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.I4 i'.':l it, '116i ,.elld 1skti. I t,

11-'11ltl,]l %.t.ld
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_______\\_ c~: \ t€-X. !•} .I:d I'l~tL" I,::~.,, ii:dtcrtial ___________

Each VYNPS steam dryer vane module assembly (dryer unit) includes two end plates.
There are 16 total dryer units in the VYNPS dryer assembly. Unit end plates have a
channel cross-section 8.75 inch wide with 1.25-inch high flanges and are formed from
3/16-inch thick Type 304 stainless steel. The bottom end of each unit end plate has two
notches 3 inches high by 1/2 or 1/4-inch deep (removing most of the flanges). The upper
end of each end plate has similar notches except the inlet side notch is 1-inch high and
the outlet side notch is 1.5-inches high. Figure EMEB-B-2-6, taken from the vendor's
dryer unit fabrication drawing shows these details. After notching, the width of the lower
3 inches of the dryer unit end plate is 8 inches. The notched lower end of the dryer unit
end plate is fit between the vertical sides of the lower trough of the dryer bank (an 8-inch
wide space). Similarly, the notched upper end of the dryer unit end plate fits between %-

inch thick vertical rail pieces as shown in Figure EMEB-B-2-7.

Each dryer bank includes three or four dryer units that are installed into the bank trough.
3/16-inch vertical fillet welds are used to join the end plates of adjacent dryer units. Bank
C is split into two halves with opposite steam flow directions. At both ends of the bank,
the last dryer unit end plate is welded to the ½2-inch thick cylindrical shell plate with a
3116-inch fillet weld. On the outlet side, a ¼-inch thick closing piece is used between the
unit end plate and the 1A-inch vertical shell plate (see Figure EMEB-B-2-8 for typical
details).

After installation, the weight of the dryer units, about 20 lbs per inch of bank length, is
transferred to 1/2-inch by 1-inch bars that are welded 3 inches below the top edge of the
trough along the full length of the bank as shown in Figure EMEB-B-2-7. Lateral support
for the lower end of the dryer units is provided by the vertical 1/2-inch thick trough
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members and plates at the end of each trough. The upper rail pieces, as shown In
Figure EMEB-B-2-7, capture the upper end of the dryer units. Tie rods, nuts and spacers
control spacing of the dryer vanes themselves as shown in Figure EMEB-B-2-6. I
The VYR24-04-02 inspection report documents a. total of 16 indications located on the
1.25-inch wide flange of four end plates (Refer to Table 1 for indication locations). The
indications are at random locations on the end plates and exhibit different
characteristics. Some indications appear jagged and others straight. The indications are
not in close proximity to each other, but are scattered randomly. Some indications are
across the full 1.25-inch flange width and others are not. One indication is located in the I
heat affected zone (HAZ) of the fillet weld joining the flange to the bottom trough, and is

clearly IGSCC. The indications are very tight suggesting they are shallow. Two of the
indications may be surface discontinuities and not actual cracks. The indications are only
on inlet side flanges (the outlet sides were also examined). The indications do not go U
into the vertical welds. It is not possible to determine if any of the indications are thru-
wall.

IGSCC appears to be the cause for some of the indications based on jagged
appearance and location in weld HAZ material. The dryer unit end plates are located in
the dryer interior and are not subjected to any main steam line acoustic loading. IGSCC
in steam dryers has been typically limited in depth and length since in many cases it is I
caused by cold work or weld induced residual stress. In many cases, flaws in steam
dryers have appeared but eventually slow down/arrest because the flaws grow through
or away from the localized areas of residual stress.

The dryer unit end plates, with indications, are securely attached and captured within the
structure of the steam dryer bank assembly. The vertical edges of these end plates are
attached to the dryer assembly with 3/16-inch fillet welds (each weld approximately 48- I
inches long). There were no relevant indications reported in these vertical welds. The

geometric configuration of unit end plates is such that the upper and lower edges are
mechanically captured by the steam dryer assembly as shown in Figure EMEB-B-2-9.
The reported horizontal indications were seen in the 1.25-inch inlet side end plate flange.
The vanes prevent inspection of the central end plate surface, but inspection of the
outlet side end plate flanges found no indications.

A worst-case scenario would postulate that the indications could propagate from the inlet I
side flange across entire end plate including the outlet side flange. This is very unlikely,
but it would not result in any significant structural or performance impact to the steam
dryer. For the purpose of this discussion it is postulated that the end plate horizontal
indications propagate across the entire 8.75-inch unit end plate width including both the
inlet and outlet side flange, as shown in Figure EMEB-B-2-9. Such full width through
thickness cracks would have no structural impact nor is there any concern for loose
parts. The separated end plate sections, as shown in Figure EMEB-B-2-9, are still
attached and will continue to function.

The steam dryer analysis for VYNPS did not predict steam dryer cracking due to fatigue
in the dryer bank end plates. I

l
I
I
I
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Figure EMEB-B-2-5
VYR24-04-02 Indication Locations
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Figure EMEB-B-2-6
Typical VYNPS Steam Dryer Unit
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Figure EMEB-B-2-7
Cross-Section Through Banks Showing Vane Capturing Features
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Figure EMEB-B-2-8
Connection of Unit End Plate with Dryer Assembly 3
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Figure EMEB-B-2-9
Cut-away of Bank Showing Unit End Plate
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Inspection Report VYR24-04-03

Inspection of the VYNPS steam dryer interior surfaces using a remote operated vehicle 3
indicated regions of the dryer internal plates with crud buildup. Upon detailed review of
the inspection tapes, these observations were dispositioned by GE engineering as
having no effect on the structural integrity of the dryer or any other RPV internals. ,
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Inspection Report VYR24-04-04

During the internal inspection in the Drain Channel DC-V04C weld, an indication was
noted starting near the top of the weld and continuing down approximately 12.0 inches.
Additionally, an indication in the drain channel adjacent to the drain pipe at 185 degree
azimuth was noted. Figure EMEB-B-2-10 is a schematic of the indication locations with
respect to the overall dryer. Figures EMEB-B-2-11 and 12 are photographs of the
indications from the inspections.

Both of these indications are located in the dryer skirt region. The lower skirt region has
a history of minor indications in several plants at both original and uprate power levels.
Cracks have occurred in the drain channel attachment welds and in the skirt near the
drain channels and guide channels. Both IGSCC and high cycle fatigue have been
identified as failure mechanisms for these cracks; the cause depends on the
circumstances for the individual failure. Fatigue cracking in BWR 41516 drain channel
welds have been discussed in GE Service Information Letter SIL 474.. Because the
lower skirt is partially submerged in the water, the skirt is subject to both the FIV
fluctuating pressure loads that act on the upper components of the dryer and
hydrodynamic loads from the liquid flow spillover from the steam separators. The
fluctuating pressure loads on the skirt will be somewhat attenuated at both CLTP and
CPPU conditions by the narrow annular gap between the skirt and the vessel wall and
are lower than the pressure loads on the upper components of the steam dryer. The
fluctuating pressure loads on the skirt will increase at CPPU conditions. There is no
increase in core flow rate with CPPU. At the higher CPPU power levels, the liquid
spillover flow will be less. In addition, the water level inside the skirt will be lower at
CPPU power levels. It.is expected that both of these effects will result in a reduction in
the hydrodynamic loads on the skirt. The overall effect of these changes is that the
loading on the lower skirt region will not be significantly affected by CPPU.

Drainpipe Indication

The VYNPS steam dryer is constructed from Type 304 stainless steel with no special
chemistry controls. BWR experience has shown this material to be susceptible to
IGSCC in the BWR steam and water environment. The indication is located in the
weld heat affected zone 14-inch thick drain channel material adjacent to a 3-UPS Sch
40 drainpipe-to-drain channel weld at approximately 1850. This indication is
estimated as 3 inches in length.

Based on the appearance and location of the 3-inch long drainpipe indication this is
most likely IGSCC. IGSCC in steam dryers has been typically limited in length since
in many cases it is caused by cold work or weld induced residual stress. In many
cases, flaws in steam dryers have appeared but eventually slow down/arrest
because the flaws grow through or away from the localized areas of residual stress.
The indication does not appear to be open sufficiently to allow any steam bypass and
there is no apparent staining to indicate that liquid is leaking through the crack. The
current 3 inch long indication is not expected to increase to more than 4.2 inches in
length during the next 18-month cycle based on BWRVIP growth rate of 5x10-5 in/hr
that is considered conservative for this case. A 4.2-inch long indication in this
location, even if assumed through wall, would not have a significant impact on the
function or structural integrity of the drainpipe or drain channel. Further discussion is
contained in the response to NRC RAI EMCB-AI.
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Drain Channel (DC-4VC) Weld

The second indication discussed in inspection report VYR24-04-04 is located to the
left side of the 91.5-inch long vertical drain channel (DC-4VC) weld as shown in
Figure EMEB-B-2-13. A cross section through this drain channel with a detail for
weld DC-4VC is shown as Figure EMEB-B-2-14. Because weld DC-4VC is one of
several final field assembly welds, it is possible that this was an area of less than
optimum fit up. The length of this indication is estimated at approximately 12 inches
or 13% of the weld length. Careful examination with the Remotely Operated Vehicle
was able to show that the indication is located in weld HAZ base material and not the
weld itself. There is visual evidence of heavy grinding in the area of the indication.
Based on the HAZ location and the somewhat jagged appearance this indication is
most likely IGSCC. 3
Because this indication is most likely IGSCC it is expected that the crack is likely to
continue to propagate slowly (less than 0.6 inch extension at each end per 18-month
cycle based on a reasonable growth rate of 5x10-5 in/hr) and it may become stable.
At its current size and location it has no functional impact. The 3-inch and 6-Inch
drain pipes that are welded to the drain channel section near the crack provide some
added structural redundancy to the upper portion of the drain channel sections on
either side of the cracked weld (see Figure EMEB-B-2-13). Further discussion is
contained in the response to NRC RAI EMCB-AI. I

I
I
U
I
I
I
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Figure EMEB-B-2-10
VYNPS Dryer Indications Schematic
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Figure EMEB-B-2-11

Inspection Indications - Drain Channel
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Figure EMEB-B-2-12
Inspection Indications - Drain Channel
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Figure EMEB-B-2-13
VYNPS Drain Channel Indications Schematic
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Figure EMEB-B-2-14
VYNPS Drain Channel Cross Section
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RAI EMEB-B-3

Supplement 4 (Reference 5), Attachment 8, page 6, states that VYNPS plant-specific
data for the steam dryer pressure loading is not available. Section 4.1 on this page
discusses the overall process developed by General Electric (GE) whereby available
steam dryer pressure loading data from other plants has been converted into a reference
load distribution versus frequency plot that can be further scaled for plant-specific
evaluation use. The reference load definition used detailed pressure versus frequency
spectrums taken from in-plant measurements recorded for one domestic and two foreign
GE boiling water reactor (BWR) plants. As discussed on page 41 of GE report GENE- I
0000-0018-3359-NP, "Technical Assessment, Quad Cites Unit 2, Steam Dryer Failure -
Determination of Root Cause and Extent of Condition," dated August 2003 (ADAMS
Accession No. ML032340379), at the domestic plant, the pressure was measured in the I
middle of the cover plates of the outer bank hood in the 90 degree and 270 degree
azimuth. In the two foreign reactors, the pressure sensors were located below the dryer
ring, on the skirt and drain channels. For the QC2 event, it was considered more
appropriate to use the pressure measurements from the domestic plant since the
pressure measurement location was in the region of interest. Based on the lessons-
learned from QC2, provide justification for the applicability of the pressure data used for
the VYiJPS plant-specific application.

Response to RAI EMEB-B-3

The August 2003 Quad Cities 2 evaluation used only the cover plate sensor pressure
data from the domestic plant because the methodology for correlating the pressure
measurements at various locations of the dryer had not been developed at the time the
QC2 evaluation was performed. The pressure measurements taken at the lower cover
plate location were the only measurements that could be applied directly to the hood
location that failed at QC2. In order to develop a fluctuating pressure load that modeled
all the observed characteristics, the in-plant measurements from all three plant tests =
were used in developing the load definition used in the VYNPS dryer analysis. As
described in the response to EMEB-B RAI 5, the scale model test results for model
sensor locations on the outer hood, skirt, and inner banks were used to adjust the in-
plant pressure measurements taken at the various locations (e.g., dryer skirt,
instrumentation mast) to determine an equivalent pressure at the outer hood. Since the
resulting generic load definition modeled all the characteristics observed in the in-plant
measurements and includes the measurements from the testing at the domestic plant,
this load definition is acceptable for use in the VYNPS dryer analysis.

RAI EMEB-B-4

Describe the manner in which the steam dryer analyses at VYNPS avoids the
weaknesses in the steam dryer analyses applied at QC that lead to the catastrophic
failures of the steam dryers at the QC units. Describe the validation of the WNPS
steam dryer analyses to accurately predict. the hydrodynamic loading at specific
locations of the steam dryer. Describe the structural evaluation of the steam dryer at
VYNPS to successfully withstand the hydrodynamic loading under EPU conditions.

I
l
I
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Response to RAI EMEB-B-4

The hydrodynamic loading, structural evaluation, and dryer modifications for the VYNPS
steam dryer at EPU conditions are described in Supplement 4 Attachment 7 and in the
response to EMEB-B RAI 1. The steam dryer analyses for VYNPS are based on the
experience gained from the 2002 and 2003 dryer failures at QC2. The modifications
performed on the VYNPS dryer during the Spring 2004 address the structural
vulnerabilities identified by the 2002 and 2003 QC2 dryer failures and incorporate the
design features for reducing local stress concentrations learned from the 2004 QC2
repairs. Therefore, the modified dryer at VYNPS is designed to successfully withstand
the hydrodynamic loading under EPU conditions.

The structural vulnerability that led to the 2002 QC2 lower cover plate failure was the 1/4
inch thick lower horizontal cover plate. It is believed that an acoustic pressure load was
acting on the lower cover plate with a frequency that was near the natural frequency of
the plate. The thin cover plate also limited the size of the attachment welds, which
limited the stresses that could be withstood by the plate. The stresses from the outer
vertical hood plate may also have contributed to the failure of the small welds on the
lower cover plate. The structural vulnerability that led to the 2003 hood failures in the
Quad Cities dryers are the 5" x 7" internal gussets (brackets) that serve as attachment
points for the internal diagonal braces. These internal gussets (brackets) cause a very
high local stress concentration in the outer hood plates. Fatigue cracks initiated in the
outer hood plates at these gusset (bracket) corners during EPU operation in all four
dryers at the Dresden and Quad Cities units, with the cracks at Quad Cities 1 and 2
growing to the point of failure. The cracking found during the Spring 2004 outage in the
2003 QC2 dryer repairs resulted from local stress concentrations introduced by the as-
installed repair configurations. Minor field modifications were made to the repair
configuration during installation. These modifications were judged to be acceptable at
the time of installation; however, detailed structural analyses performed after the Spring
2004 cracking showed that the changes introduced a high enough local stress
concentration to initiate cracking.

The modifications made to the VYNPS dryer during the Spring 2004 outage eliminated
the structural vulnerabilities identified by the Quad Cities failure experience. The lower
cover plate was replaced with a thicker plate that raised the natural frequency of the
plate above the range of acoustic pressure loads. The thicker cover plate allowed for
larger welds to be used, thereby reducing the stresses in these welds. The internal
gussets (brackets) in the outer hoods were eliminated with the replacement of the outer
vertical hood plates and upper horizontal cover plate. The full height replacement
vertical plates (with an increased thickness of one inch) included shop-welded full-length
gussets that incorporate the design features for reducing local stress concentrations
learned from the 2004 QC2 repairs. These modifications resulted in a significant
reduction in the stresses in the VYNPS dryer, making it suitable for EPU operation.

As evidenced by the successful operating histories of the BWR plants with square hood
dryers at both .original licensed thermal power and EPU conditions, the structural
vulnerabilities of the square hood dryer design do not mean that all square hood dryers
with internal braces will fail like those at Quad Cities. The fluctuating pressure loads
acting on the dryer are believed to be proportional to the steamline flow velocity. The
Dresden and Quad Cities steamline flow velocities at both original licensed power and
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EPU are the highest in the BWR fleet. It is likely that the loads were high enough to
induce the hood failures at Quad Cities only under EPU conditions. The steamline flow
velocity for VYNPS at EPU is equal to the steamline flow velocity at Dresden and, Quad I
Cities at original licensed thermal power. These plants operated at these steamline
velocities for over 25 years without evidence of outer bank cracking. Therefore, the
fluctuating pressure loads acting on the VYNPS dryer at EPU are expected to be
substantially lower than the loads that caused the dryer failures at Quad Cities under
EPU conditions. Additionally, the dryer at VYNPS was preemptively modified using the
same modification design and fabrication methods as employed in the Spring 2004
modifications at Quad Cities to further reduce the fluctuating stresses in the outer cover I
plate and the outer banks. Based on the conservative structural modifications made to
the dryer and using the relatively lower loads acting on the dryer, there is confidence that
the modified dryer at VYNPS will successfully withstand the hydrodynamic loading under I
EPU conditions.

RAI EMEB-B-5

Supplement 4 (Reference 5), Attachment 8, page 6, states that laboratory scale model
test measurements were used to develop multipliers to adjust the plant signal readings
from the plant measurement location to arrive at an effective pressure at the dryer
vertical face. Provide a detailed description of the scale model testing, including how the
dryer loading was simulated and the results that justify the correlation of pressure values
for different parts of the dryer. Confirm whether the test report has been submitted to I
the NRC and reviewed by the staff. If not, provide the scale model test report as part ofthe VYNPS EPU submittal.

Response to RAI EMEB-B-5 I
The scale model test and results were briefly described in GE report GENE-0000-0018-
3359-NP, "Technical Assessment, Quad Cities Unit 2, Steam Dryer Failure - I
Determination of Root Cause and Extent of Condition," dated August 2003 (ADAMS
Accession No. ML032340379) which has been submitted to the NRC. A stand-alone
report was not prepared for the scale model testing.

Following the lower cover plate failure at Quad Cities Unit 2 in 2002, a scale model test
was developed in order to investigate the acoustic pressure loads acting on the outer
surface of the steam dryer. Several phenomena have been suggested which could I
impose oscillating pressure loadings on the cover plate that failed. These include flow
oscillations caused by turbulence, acoustic pressure oscillations, and disturbances
caused by vortex shedding from various parts of the structure. Preliminary analyses I
showed that the vortex shedding frequency from typical structural members
corresponded with low order acoustic frequencies. This observation suggested that the
pressure oscillations associated with vortex shedding might excite a natural acoustic
mode, creating large amplitude pressure oscillations on the dryer plate. Another i
suggestion involved periodic acoustic disturbances in the steam lines, which might
cause an acoustic resonance in the dryer region. It is also possible that the frequency
spectrum associated with turbulence (resembling white noise) also might have excited a I
natural acoustic vibration. The scale model test apparatus was designed to determine if
vortex excited acoustic resonance is the likely root cause of pressure force oscillations
that may have caused the plate failure. i

U
I
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The test apparatus models the steam dome region of the vessel and uses ambient air as
the test medium. The scaled geometry consists of the outer surface of the dryer above
the water level, the vessel head, the vessel wall, and the steam lines to the turbine inlet.
Air is blown through the dryer up into the steam dome, where it then flows down the face
of the outer hoods and out through the steam lines, mimicking the steam flow path in the
plant. Pressure sensors (microphones) are mounted on the outer surface of the dryer at
the cover plate and hood locations of interest. For the purposes of benchmarking the
scale model results, additional pressure sensors are mounted at the locations where the
in-plant sensors were located. The vessel diameter of the test apparatus is 14.5 inches,
which translates to 1:13 to 1:17 scale, depending on the diameter of the plant being
modeled. The test apparatus does not model the reactor internals or the dryer internals.
A schematic of the test apparatus is shown in Figure EMEB-B-5-1. Typical sensor
locations are shown in Figures EMEB-B-5-2 and 3.

Test Apparatus

The scale test apparatus can be separated into two primary components:

1. Test fixture
2. BWR mockup

The test fixture contains the components necessary to generate the required airflow
and route the air to the BWR mockup. The mockup consists of the scaled steam
dryer, RPV, and steam lines. The test fixture and mockup are described in more
detail in the following sections.

Test Fixture: Figure EMEB-B-5-1 shows a schematic of the test fixture. The
following components are identified on the drawing:

1. Blowers
2. Inlet Piping
3. Flow Meter
4. Muffler
5. BWR Mockup

The blower provides the system airflow. The air is routed through the inlet piping into
the mockup. A venturi flow meter, and muffler have been mounted between the two
skids. The venturi flow meter is used to measure the system airflow. The muffler is
used to remove the noise introduced into the system by the test fixture components
upstream of the mockup.

The second skid houses the BWR mockup components. Each of the BWR mockup
components is scaled to represent the specific geometry of the plant being modeled.

BWR Mockup: The BWR mockup consists of three components:

1. RPV
2. Steam Dryer
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3. Main Steam Lines

11

The steam dryer mockup was fabricated using a fused deposition modeling rapid
prototyping process. It was then nickel plated to prevent air from flowing through the
mockup steam dryer surfaces.

The steam lines are fabricated from steel pipe. Each line contains an adjustable pipe
section so that the effect of uncertainty in the plant line lengths may be investigated.
The safety relief valve inlets will be fit with a length adjuster so that the effect of I
variations of the SRV inlet length can be evaluated. These components will be
located in the correct scaled location along the pipe length.

Scaling Methodoloqy I
The scaling relationships used for the scale model are based on assuming a
constant Strouhal number, preserving the Mach number between the small scale
model and the full size system, and maintaining a consistent geometric scaling. With
this approach, both the vortex shedding and acoustic frequencies are related by the
length and velocity ratios. Frequency measurements in the scale model can be used
to predict frequencies in the full size system. The frequency scaling used for this
program is based .on the relationship among frequency, wavelength and sound
speed, as:

fX=C

where: 3
f = frequency

= wavelength
C= speed of sound

When the Mach number in the scale model matches the Mach number in the actual
plant, the frequency scaling is

- (s DTCS01 Crestg
( ID I

I

where:
D = characteristic length

The magnitude of.the pressure oscillation is related to the magnitude of the velocity
by:

P = pCU I
I
I
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where:
P = pressure
p = density
C = speed of sound
U = velocity

When the Mach number is preserved between the scale model and the actual plant,
the pressure amplitude scaling is

=pan [P2j 'J 1ý 1pTest NestCX CTest)

The scale model testing is performed using airflow in a room temperature
environment. As the air temperature changes, the speed of sound changes. Taking
the basic equation:

C= V.gTRT

where:
k = ratio of specific heats
g,= gravitational constant
R = gas constant
T = temperature

Using this to find the change in speed of sound with temperature, relative to a
reference speed of sound,

dC I
CdT 2T

For a temperature of about 530°R (70 0F), this means the speed of sound changes by
about 0.1% per degree Fahrenheit.

Methods & Assumptions

The test apparatus was designed using the following basic assumptions:

1. It is recognized that acoustic waves reflect from a water surface, just as from a
solid wall. It is also recognized that the steam water interface in the vessel will
not act as a completely reflective surface. It is expected that the bubbly interface
will act as a partially absorptive surface; [[

11
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The water level between the dryer skirt and vessel wall forms the bottom of the
cavity considered in the mockup. [

2. Acoustic waves originating in the steam/gas phase propagate into the water.
However, if sound waves originate in water, they do not propagate into
steam/gas. [

3. The model is only intended to be applicable for acoustic/flow phenomena. The
model does not attempt to replicate any fluid structural interaction. It is assumed
that the system acoustics and structural response are not coupled; in other
words, the structural response does not significantly affect the fluid dynamics or
dcoustic properties of the system. Using this assumption, the scaled steam dryer
and reactor assembly accurately replicates the dimensions of the acoustic cavity
'between the outer surface of the steam dryer and inside surface of the RPV;
however, the wall thickness and materials are different.

4. It is assumed that the acoustic and the flow-instability phenomena (such as
vortex shedding) are both well determined by scaling geometrically with the Mach
number of the flow; therefore, the test apparatus was designed such that theI
Mach number in the test apparatus and the plant are equivalent. The scaling
relationships discussed above assume a constant Strouhal number between the
full scale plant and the scale mockup. Considering the scale used for the testI
apparatus, the Reynolds number in the scale model is not equivalent to that in
the plant.

5. The Reynolds number (e.g. turbulence) may have some role in determining theI
flow rate at which acoustic standing waves are driven. The Reynolds number in
the test apparatus is not equivalent to the Reynolds number in the plant; the
scale model Reynolds number is approximately a factor of 500 less than that in
the reactor. The scaling relationships derived for this program considered the
effect of turbulence to be secondary.

6. The acoustic frequencies are determined by the overall dimensions such as theI
distance between the MSIL nozzle and the top of the dryer hood. The overall
geometry needs to be modeled because the shape of the open space in the
steam plenum and main steam lines determines the overall acoustic modeI
shapes and hence acoustic frequencies. [

7. [
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]]

8. Steam with a moisture content of 0.1% by mass will have a density ratio of steam
to water of about 4x10"5 . This causes a very sparse distribution of very small
water droplets in the steam. Considering the low moisture content, the speed of
sound will be virtually unaffected by the moisture; therefore, it is acceptable to
use air as the test fluid. There will be some slight attenuation of the amplitude
over a long distance because of the droplets being oscillated by the acoustic
waves.

9. [

1]

10. [[

1]

11. The muffler in the scale model is located at a region that is not consistent with
the steam water interface inside the stream dryer. Location of the instrumentation
port prevents the muffler from being moved forward to a location consistent with
the full scale plant. This difference between the scale model and the full scale
plant can introduce a scale model specific acoustic mode that must be
considered when reviewing the scale model data.

12. [[
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]] The steam exiting the
dryer banks flows upward into the steam dome and then is redirected to thei
outside of the vessel towards the main steam nozzles. The steam velocity
increases significantly here as it passes over the edge of the dryer and enters the
main steam lines.

Comparison Between In-Plant and Scale Model Test Results

A comparison was made between the in-plant and scale model test measured i
pressures between pairs of locations in order to justify the adequacy of the location
multipliers based on the scale model test measurements. This comparison used the
sensors located at the same elevation on the dryer skirt. A direct comparison of the U
location multipliers used in the generic load definition could not be made with the in-
plant test measurements because the in-plant test had no pressure sensors on the
vertical hood.

The location multipliers are ratios of the average pressure at one sensor location with
the average pressure at another location. Sensor P1 was chosen as the reference
location. P1 is located at an azimuth of 900 on the vessel skirt, which places it along I
the centerline of the outer vertical hood. Sensors P3 (azimuth 510), P6 (azimuth
350), and P7 (azimuth 10.50) were each compared to P1 for each of the frequency

ranges. Like the location multipliers, the comparisons were made in the form of a
ratio PI/Px. n

The pressure ratio comparisons are shown in Figures EMEB-B-5-4 through 6. As
can be seen from the figures, the pressure ratios from the scale model test compare
favorably with the pressure ratios from the in-plant test. The comparisons are quite
good in the 0-55 Hz and 55-120 Hz frequency ranges, which is important because
the fundamental structural frequency of the outer hood plates is in this range. These I
comparisons confirm the validity of the location multipliers developed based on the

scale model test measurements.

The scale model test results are considered to be applicable to all dryer types and I
steamline configurations. Supplement 4. Attachment 7 page 10 Figure 2 shows the
similarities in the measured in-plant test data for each of the three plants. The
similarity in the in-plant test data suggests that the exact dryer type and steamline I
geometry are not significant factors in determining the fluctuating pressure loads on
the dryer. It is expected that the scale model test would also show these similarities.

]J Therefore, the scale model test results are applicable to the i
VYNPS dryer analysis. I

I
I
I
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RAI EMEB-B-6

Supplement 4 (Reference 5), Attachment 8, page 18, Items 1 through 3 provide key
assumptions used in developing the steam dryer fluctuating loads based on qualitative
observation of measured plant data for several GE BWRs. The acoustic peak maximum
amplitudes and frequencies of the acoustic peaks were assumed to be representative of
all BWRs. It was also assumed that the maximum pressure amplitudes are related to
the steam line flow velocity. Item 4 on this page states that the plant-specific scaling of
the fluctuating loads is derived from the assumptions in Items 1, 2, and 3. Attachment 7,
page 7, provides equations for determining the plant-specific load amplitude for each
frequency zone. Provide information to benchmark the validity of these equations using
the existing measured data.

ResDonse to RAI EMEB-B-6

The scaling exponents shown in the table in Attachment 7 page 18 will not predict the
detailed response for each individual sensor used in developing the load definition. The
acoustics that govern the measured response for each individual plant sensor are too
complek to model in a practical generic load definition methodology. [[

]J The scaling exponents are reasonable for this purpose, as evidenced by
benchmarking the load definition against the 2003 Quad Cities 2 experience. When the
load definition is applied to Quad Cities at EPU conditions, the pressure loads are high
enough to initiate fatigue cracking (Attachment 7 page 8). At the Quad Cities original
licensed power conditions, the pressure loads are below the reverse-engineered
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pressures required to initiate fatigue cracking. This comparison substantiates the validity
of the scaling exponents in the generic load definition.

RAI EMEB-B-7

Supplement 4 (Reference 5), Attachment 8, page 7, states that the common BWR plant
steam piping layout and the resulting similarities in the measured in-plant test data justify
the application of the generic load definition to VYNPS. This appears to be in
contradiction to the statement on page 148 of GE report GENE-0000-0018-3359-NP 3
(see question 3) which states that the main steam lines, and equalizing headers for
different plants may have different as-built dimensions which could result in differences
in pressure loading on the dryer. Please explain the apparent contradiction.

Response to RAI EMEB.B-7

The two statements are not contradictory. Attachment 7 page 10 Figure 2 shows the
similarities in the measured in-plant test data for each of the three plants. It is believed
that the main steamline geometry plays an important part in determining the fluctuating
pressure loads on the dryer. The similarities in the test data shown in Figure 2 are
consistent with the common BWR steam piping layout. The as-built piping dimensions
may play a role in determining the frequencies of. the specific peaks shown. For
example, in the high frequency range (125-200 Hz), it is believed that the peaks are due
to the acoustic excitation of branch lines on the main steamline (e.g., relief valve inlets). I
The length of the branch line determines the frequency of the peak; the sharpness of the
inlet corners between the main line and the branch line determines how readily the
resonance is excited and the resulting amplitude. Furthermore, the broad frequency
zones used in the generic load definition are intended to bound the variations introduced I

.by the individual plant as-built dimensions, thus making the generic load definition
applicable to VYNPS. 3
RAI EMEB-B-8

Supplement 4 (Reference 5), Attachment 7, page 7 states that scaling factors were
determined for each frequency zone based on plant steam line velocity compared to the
reference plant steam velocity. Provide an example to show how the scaling factors
were calculated. It appears that the methodology does not address the type of steam
dryers used and potential occurrence of the vortex shedding in the region between the
dryer and the outlet nozzles. Past operational experience suggests steam dryer with
square hoods have a higher frequency of failure than other types of dryers. Provide
information to address the dryer geometry effects that cause the failure of the square I
type of dryers in the BWR plants. The QC2 dryer failures were, in part, due to the vortex
shedding between the outlet nozzle and the outer hood. Address why the current
evaluation at VYNPS does not include the performance of a computational fluid dynamic(CFD) analysis, which was previously used by GE to demonstrate the spacial pressure I
distribution and the reduction of pressure differential.

Response to RAI EMEB-B-8 i
A sample calculation for the scaling factors is provided at the end of this response.

I
I
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The range of steam dryer types is bounded by the in-plant test data used in developing
the generic load definition. One foreign plant has a square hood dryer. The domestic
plant and the other foreign plant have curved hood dryers. The slant hood dryer has
characteristics in common with both of the other dryer types in that outer hood edge is
square like the square hood dryer and the flow area between the outer hood and vessel
wall is similar to that of a curved hood dryer. Attachment 7 Page 10 Figure 2 shows the
similarities in the measured in-plant test data for each of the three plants. The similarity
in the in-plant test data suggests that the dryer geometry is not a significant factor in
determining the fluctuating pressure loads on the dryer.

The load due to vortex shedding from the top edge of the outer hood was postulated as
a potential cause of the lower cover plate failure after three months of operation at EPU
at Quad Cities Unit 2 in 2002. However, Dresden Unit 2 operated without failure for a
full two year cycle. The pressure pulsations on the lower cover plate caused by the
vortices will be about the same for the two plants because the dryer and vessel
geometry in the outer hood region are virtually identical and the steam flow across the
hood is about the same.' The Dresden experience indicates that a load source or load
combination other than vortex shedding alone may have been the cause of the 2002
lower cover plate failure at QC2. Based on the similarities in the measured data
between the square hood and curved hood dryers shown in Attachment 7 Page 10
Figure 2,,vortex shedding from the top edge of the outer hood does not appear to be a
significant source of pressure loading on the dryer. If vortex shedding were a dominant
mechanism, it is expected that there would be a significant difference between the in-
plant test data for the square hood dryer and the curved hood dryers because of the
difference in the geometry of the edge creating the vortices.

Even though the generic load definition methodology does not explicitly model potential
vortex shedding from the top edge of the dryer, this effect is implicitly included in the
load definition methodology. The in-plant sensors used in developing the load definition
were located either on the dryer skirt or on the instrumentation mast above the dryer.
Both of these regions are removed from the region between the outer hood face and the
outlet nozzle; sensors in these regions would not pick up the pressures caused by
potential vortex shedding in the outer hood region. As described in the response to
EMEB-B RAI 5, the location multipliers used to adjust the plant signal readings to arrive
at an effective pressure at the outer hood face were based on the scale model test
measurements. The scale model measurements were taken at the in-plant sensor
locations and on the vertical face of the outer hood. The sensors on the vertical face
measure the pressures from all the load sources acting on the face, including acoustic,
vortex shedding, and turbulence. Since the location multipliers are based on the ratio of
the model pressures between the two locations, the effects of all the load sources are
included in the multipliers. When the multipliers are applied to the in-plant
measurements, the resulting effective pressure load on the outer hood face will include
these load sources. Therefore, the effect of vortex shedding in the region between the
outer hood and outlet nozzles is included in the generic load definition.

The key geometry feature in the square hood dryer type that led to the failures in the
Quad Cities dryers are the 5" x 7" internal gussets that serve as attachment points for
the internal diagonal braces. These internal gussets cause a very high local stress
concentration in the outer hood plates. For the same pressure loading, the local
stresses in the hood plates at the corners of these gussets are at least twice as high as
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the stresses in a square hood dryer without the gussets. Fatigue cracks initiated in the
outer hood plates at these gusset corners in all four dryers at the Dresden and Quad
Cities units during EPU operation. However, as evidenced by the successful operating I
histories of other BWR plants with square hood dryers at both original licensed thermal
powers and EPU conditions, the presence of these internal gussets alone does not
mean that all square hood dryers with internal braces will fail like those at Quad Cities.
The pressure loads acting on the hood must also be high enough to initiate the cracks.
The fluctuating pressure loads on the dryer are believed to be a strong function of the
steamline flow velocity. The Dresden and Quad Cities steamline flow velocities at both
original licensed power and EPU are the highest in the BWR fleet. The local stress =
concentration at the internal gussets combined with the high pressure loading at EPU
led to the hood failures at Quad Cities. Therefore, it is likely that only the square hood
dryers at Dresden and Quad Cities were susceptible to failure at EPU conditions. The
steamline flow velocity at VYNPS at EPU conditions is about the same as the flow
velocity at Quad Cities at original licensed thermal power. Therefore, the fluctuating
pressure loads acting on the VYNPS dryer at EPU are expected to be considerably
lower than the loads acting on the Dresden and Quad Cities dryers at EPU. However, in i
order to preclude the possibility a dryer hood failure under EPU conditions at VYNPS,
Entergy has implemented the dryer modifications described in EMEB-B RAI 1 in which
the internal gussets in the outer hoods were removed.

As documented in the response to EMEB-B RAI 1, a CFD analysis was performed as
part of the VYNPS dryer evaluation using the CFD code described in the response to
EMEB-B RAI 11. The primary concern in the dryer structural evaluations is determining
the susceptibility to high cycle fatigue failure during normal operation. The CFD
evaluations provide static loads that do not contribute to fatigue; rather, these loads are
equivalent to the mean stress used in fatigue evaluations. The fluctuating pressure=
loads provide the alternating stresses that lead to fatigue. The fatigue stress acceptance
criterion used'in the VYNPS dryer fatigue evaluation was based on the fatigue limit curve
that assumes the maximum allowable mean stress. Since the effect of the static loading
was accounted for in the fatigue acceptance criterion, the static loads from the CFD
evaluations did not need to be included in loads used in fatigue evaluation of the dryer.

Sample Scaling Factor Calculation i

I
1] I

i
I
I
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Table EMEB-B-8-1
Average Pressures, 0-55 Hz[[
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RAI EMEB-B-9

Supplement 4 (Reference 5), Attachment 7, page 8, indicates that the generic load
definition and scaling process used for the VYNPS plant-specific application compared
well with the loading determined in the QC2 dryer failure root cause evaluation in 2003.
In light of the subsequent failure at QC2 in March 2004, your argument does not provide
reasonable assurance that the methodology is acceptable. In addition to the assumed
acoustic loading, describe the potential flow induced vibration that may occur due to fluid
elastic instability, vortex shedding, turbulence,. two-phase flow impact, acoustic
resonance and the possible fluid-structure interaction.

Response to RAI EMEB-B-9

The cracking in the QC2 dryer repairs found during the March 2004 outage does not
invalidate the generic load definition applied to the VYNPS dryer analysis. The cracking
found in the 2003 QC2 dryer repairs resulted from local stress concentrations introduced
by the as-installed repair configurations. Detailed evaluations of the as-installed repairs
showed that when using the loading determined as part of the 2003 root cause analysis,
the local stress concentrations were high enough to initiate the observed cracking and
that the observed cracking was following the predicted stress fields. These observations
serve to substantiate the load definitions used in the dryer analyses.

The pressure loads on the dryer are primarily acoustic in nature as evidenced by the
sharp, well-defined peaks shown in Figure 2 of Attachment 7. At this time, the sources
of the acoustic pressure loads are not well understood. In the low frequency range
(below 100 Hz), vortex shedding from the top edge of the outer hood may provide the
forcing function for the resonance peaks shown in Figure 2; interaction of the pressure
pulses generated by the vortex shedding with the steamlines may affect the amplitude of
the acoustic pressure loading on the steam dryer. In the high frequency range, the
sharp acoustic resonances are believed to be caused by branch lines in the main
steamlines. Vortex shedding caused by flow across the opening of the branch line
excites a standing wave in the branch line cavity.

Pressure loading resulting from the turbulent flow across the dryer face is also acting on
the dryer. The pressure loads due to turbulence are characterized by a broadband
frequency spectrum with the amplitude decreasing as the frequency increases. The
turbulence load amplitudes are small in comparison with the acoustic resonance loads.
The minimum values of the pressure loads shown in Figure 7 show the turbulent
pressure loading.

The generic load definition used in the VYNPS dryer analysis accounts for the loads due
to vortex shedding, acoustic resonance, and turbulence. These loads are present in the
in-plant test data used to develop the load definition. As described in the responses to
EMEB-B RAI 5 and RAI 8, it is the intent of the scale model test to model these loads.
The scale model test results for model sensor locations on the outer hood, skirt, and
inner banks were used to develop location multipliers that adjust the in-plant pressure
measurements taken at the dryer skirt and instrumentation mast to determine an
equivalent pressure at the outer hood. The scale model measurements were taken at
the in-plant sensor locations and on the vertical face of the outer hood. The sensors on
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the vertical face measure the pressures from all the load sources acting on the face,
including acoustic, vortex shedding, and turbulence. Therefore, the location multipliers
adjust the in-plant measurements to reflect the vortex shedding and turbulence pressure I
loads acting directly on the outer hood. Therefore, the generic load definition used forthe VYNPS dryer analysis adequately accounts for these loads.

Fluid elastic instability and flutter can occur for strongly coupled fluid-structure systems I
when the feedback between the structural displacement and the resulting fluid flow field
distortion are strongly correlated and grow without bound. Fluid elastic instability is
usually associated with flow through heat exchanger tube bundles. Flutter is usually I
associated with airfoil structures. In both of these cases, a large structural displacement
is required to interact with and distort the fluid flow field. Because the displacements in
the dryer structure are small (on the order of tens of mils) when compared to the steam I
flow area between the dryer and the vessel, the dryer displacement will have a negligible
effect on the flow field. Therefore, the dryer is not expected to be affected by
phenomena such as fluid elastic instability or flutter1. 3
Two-phase flow impact is only a concern for the main steamline break accident. During
this event, the rapid vessel depressurization causes flashing of the Water in the reactor
vessel, resulting in a rapid level swell, which then impacts the dryer. As described in the
response to EMEB-B RAI 11, the LAMB code is used to determine the pressure loading
due to the'two-phase flow impact on the dryer during the accident. The dryer is
designed to maintain structural integrity for the two-phase level swell impact caused by a
break of a main steamline outside containment.

The scale model test, generic load definition, and the finite element structural analysis
assume that there is no fluid-structure interaction. Due to the small structural U
displacements, the structural motion of the steam dryer is not expected to be generating
or contributing to the pressure load measurements shown in Figure 2. In general, the
motion of the fluid and structure tend not to be in phase. The motion of the fluid would N
tend to inhibit the motion of the structure, thus dampening the structural response and
reducing the overall stresses in the structure. Therefore, it is conservative to neglect the
effects of fluid-structure interaction in the dryer analyses. 3
RAI EMEB-B-10

The application dated.September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 4, Page 3-11,
provides information regarding the structural evaluation for the steam dryer. The
maximum estimated stresses for the normal operating condition due to flow induced
vibration (FIV) are provided in Supplement 4 (Reference 5), Attachment 7, Section 8.3,
at the critical dryer locations for the outer cover plates, hood vertical and top plates,
hood end and partition plates, and hood bracing gussets. Provide the calculated
stresses and cumulative usage factors (CUFs) at the dryer critical locations discussed
above and also at the support brackets for the design basis loads such as dead weight,
seismic safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) event and the main steam line pipe break at
the EPU conditions. 3

References: Au-Yang, M.K., 2001, Flow-Induced Vibration qf Power and Process Plant Components,

ASME Press, New York, NY; Blevins, R.D.. 2001. Flow-lnduced Vibration. Second Edition, Krieger
Publishing Company, Malabar, FL.

I
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Response to RAI EMEB-B-10

The calculated stresses for ASME load combinations of the following components are
contained in the response to EMEB-B RAI number 1.

Component Response to EMEB-B RAI I

Outer Cover Plate Table 8

Hood Vertical Plates Tables 9, 10

Hood Top Plates Tables 11, 12

Hood End Plates Table 14

As stated in Section 1.0 to the response to EMEB-B RAI 1, the outer hood bracing
brackets are removed in the steam dryer modification at VYNPS. Therefore, stresses for
ASME load combinations are not calculated for these components. In addition, as
stated in Note 2 below Table 2 in the response to EMEB-B RAI 1, the dryer partition
plates are not a critical dryer location. Therefore the stresses for ASME load
combinations are not explicitly calculated for these components. However the stress
levels for the partition plates would be significantly less than that of the hood vertical
plates since the inner dryer components, such as the partition plates experience much
lower loading than the steam dryer outer components.

The maximum alternating stress due to the combination of upset pressure, OBE and
turbine stop valve pressure is less than 38,000 psi, which occurs at the repaired front
hood (See Tables 9 and 10 to the response to EMEB-B RAI 1). From Figure 1-9.2.1 of
the ASME Code, the allowable cycle is 120,000 cycles. The design OBE stress cycle is
50 and 360 cycles for turbine stop valve closures. Therefore, the CUF due to operating
transient is less than 0.05. Other dryer components will have a CUF less than 0.05.

There are four support brackets to support the steam dryer. The dryer brackets are 304
stainless steel with a Sm of 16,675 psi at 5750 F. The dryer brackets are full penetration
welded to the reactor pressure vessel wall. From the load combinations equations for
the stress analysis as previously stated in the response to EMEB-B RAI 1, the maximum
calculated stresses on each support bracket at CPPU conditions is as follows:

Bearing stress = 5,555 psi < Sy Acceptable
Shear stress = 2777 psi < 0.6 Sm Acceptable
Bending stress = 14,583 psi < 1.5Sm Acceptable
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RAI EMEB-B-11,

The application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 6, Table 1-1,
"Computer Code used for CPPU [Constant Pressure Power Uprate]," lists ISCOR,
LAMB, and TRACG computer codes for computing the reactor internal pressure
differences (RIPD) which were used for evaluation of reactor internal comp6nents.
Specify which of these computer codes were used to calculate RIPD for VYNPS CPPU
conditions. Discuss how these computer codes account for the effects of velocities,
turbulence and vortex shedding in the regions between the steam dryer and the outlet I
nozzles while calculating the pressure differential across the dryer. Identify other
computer codes that were used in the VYNPS plant-specific evaluation for calculating
pressure variations on the reactor internals for CPPU conditions. Confirm whether these I
computer codes, methodology and models were reviewed and approved by the NRC
staff especially for calculating the reactor internal pressure differences. If not, provide
technical justification for applicability and acceptance of these computer codes.

Response to RAI EMEB-B-11

The ISCOR, LAMB, and TRACG codes were used to calculate the RIPDs across the
reactor internal components for VYNPS at CPPU conditions. The ISCOR code was
used to calculate the normal and upset condition RIPDs for all the components shown in
Table 3-4 of Attachment 6, with the exception of the steam dryer. With respect to the 1
steam dryer, the ISCOR code was used to calculate the reactor heat balance conditions
for normal operating conditions; the resulting steam flow rate from the core was then
used to calculate the pressure drop through the dryer vane banks using an empirical
correlation. The resulting dryer vane bank pressure drop is shown in Table 3-4. The I
normal condition RIPD results in Table 3-4 are used as the basis for the upset condition
RIPDs shown in Table 3-5 of Attachment 6. The LAMB code was used to calculate the
faulted condition RIPDs for the components shown in Table 3-6 of Reference 1, I
Attachment 6. The TRACG code was used to calculate the flow-induced loads on the
core shroud and jet pumps during a recirculation suction line break Loss-of-Coolant
Accident. NRC approval for the use of these codes for calculating RIPDs is documented
in Attachment 6, Table 1-1. In addition, the VYNPS dryer analysis documented in
Supplement 4, Attachment 7 also uses the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code
CFX-5.6 to calculate the steady-state pressure distribution across the steam dryer
hoods. CFX is a commercial CFD software program; the application of CFX is based on I
standard industry practices.

The ISCOR code does not model the steam dryer. The ISCOR code is used to calculate I
the reactor heat balance conditions for normal operating conditions. The steam flow
calculated by ISCOR is then used in the dryer vane bank pressure drop calculation,
whether the calculation is performed using an empirical correlation methodology, as was
done for the EPU submittal, or as input to the dryer CFD model used in the Attachment 7 I
dryer evaluation. Both the empirical correlation method and the CFD model calculate
approximately the same pressure drop for the flow through the dryer vane banks. The
CFD model also calculates the additional pressure drop across the outer hood panels I
caused by the fluid velocity and acceleration from the dome region to the vessel steam
nozzle. As applied in the VYNPS dryer analysis, the CFD model does not account for
the effects of turbulence and vortex shedding in the regions between the dryer and the 3

I
I
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outlet nozzles. The CFD model was used to determine the static pressure differentials
and spatial pressure distribution on the dryer'. Turbulence and vortex shedding are
addressed in the response to EMEB-B RAI 9.

The LAMB code is used to calculate the pressure difference across the dryer for the
main steam line break faulted condition for EPU dryer structural evaluations. The LAMB
code modeling includes the velocity pressure drop associated with the flow across the
outer hood. The LAMB code does not model vortex shedding or turbulence in the region
between the steam dryer and the outlet nozzles. These loads are small compared to the
RIPD loads induced by the two-phase level swell impacting the underside of the dryer.
Also, the two-phase level swell in the annular gap between the dryer skirt and vessel
wall will quickly reach the steamlines and disrupt the flow pattern in the region between
the dryer and the outlet nozzles, which will disrupt the loads resulting from any vortex
shedding or turbulence. The two-phase mixture entering the steamline will also disrupt
any acoustic pressure loading that may be coming from the steamlines. Therefore, the
LAMB model is adequate for calculating the RIPDs on the steam dryer for the main
steam line break faulted condition.

RAI EMEB-B-12

The application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 6, Section 3.4.1,
states that the main steam (MS) and feedwater (FW) piping would have increased flow
rates and flow velocities in order to accommodate the CPPU. As a result, the MS and
FW piping would experience increased vibration levels approximately proportional to the
square of the flow velocities. The ASME Code (NB-3622.3) requires that piping be
designed and tested under startup or initial service conditions, for ensuring that vibration
of piping systems is within acceptable levels. Based on the data provided in
Attachment 6, Table 1-2,'the vibration may increase as much as 60% of the vibration at
the current rated power condition. In light of recent experience with regard to the failures
of an electromatic relief valve, small piping failures in MS and FW lines, and FW probe
failure during EPU operation in BWR plants, provide evaluations of piping vibration due
to increased flow rates at the EPU conditions. In addition to reactor pressure vessel
internals, the piping systems of interest include the MS and FW piping and their attached
piping systems (e.g., MS drain lines, electro-hydraulic control lines, relief valve vent
lines, thermowells, sample probes). Discuss your evaluations of potential adverse flow
effects on reactor pressure vessel internals, and MS and FW systems and components,
from EPU operation; the results of your evaluations; and modifications planned or
completed to avoid adverse flow effects from EPU operation. Describe your plan and
schedule of the vibration monitoring program with regard to the power ascension,
monitoring methods (installing accelerometers, using hand-held devices), strategic
locations of monitoring, and acceptance criteria. Confirm whether the vibration
monitoring will be performed for both MS and FW lines and branch lines piping and
components in accordance with the ASME OM Code.

Response to RAI EMEB-B-12

The piping and piping component steady state vibration monitoring programs for the
planned EPU operation have not been finalized. The piping vibration monitoring
program addresses flow-induced vibration of selected piping systems that will
experience increased flow during EPU operating conditions. The piping components
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program addresses flow-induced vibration for selected in-line components and
components mounted to these piping systems. Plans for each program are described
below along with a description of work accomplished to date. I
The evaluation and results of the reactor vessel internals for the effects of flow induced
vibration at EPU operation is contained in Attachment 6, Section 3.4.2 of the September
10, 2003 application. Other than the modifications implemented to the steam dryer (see
response to RAI EMEB-B-1), no other VYNPS reactor vessel internals components
require modification to mitigate adverse flow effects from EPU operation.

Piping Vibration Monitoring Program

The piping steady state vibration program for EPU operation follows the guidelines of 3
ASME OM -S/G-2000 Code, Part 3. The program will assess the flow-induced steady
state vibration levels of selected piping systems that will experience increased flow
during EPU operating conditions. The program will include branch lines and
cantilevered small bore lines which industry experience has shown are vulnerable to I
high-cycle fatigue failures. The affected piping systems are classified into one of the
following three vibration monitoring groups and evaluated accordingly:

Vibration Monitoring Group No. 1:

This includes the main steam (MS) and feedwater (FW) piping located in the drywell
which is inaccessible during plant operation. These pipes will be monitored for I
vibration levels utilizing remote accelerometers. The accelerometers are temporarily
mounted to the piping and are hardwired to a remote, stand-alone digital acquisition
system (DAS) that is located just outside the drywell. A total of 31 accelerometers
were installed during the Spring 2004 refueling outage on the MS and FW piping in
the drywell. The accelerometer locations incorporate GE recommendations. The
locations correspond to the predicted high vibration response locations based on free
vibration analyses of the MS and FW piping.

In addition, a total of seven accelerometers were mounted to two MS lines and one
FW line in the heater bay. The accelerometers are temporarily mounted to the piping I
and are hardwired to a remote, stand-alone DAS that is located just outside the
Heater Bay. Two MS accelerometers are mounted on the MS B and D line loops
downstream of the turbine control valves. These accelerometers also measure the
MS vibration response that is applied to the nearby low point MS line drain lines. MS I
line drain lines at another BWR experienced flow induced vibration failure at the
socket-weld connection to the MS line. The MS line drain lines are being evaluated
for the applied MS line vibration levels. Three FW accelerometers are mounted on I
one FW line located downstream of a flow element that could produce flow induced
vibration.

The piping vibration stress acceptance criteria are based on the ASME OM Part 3 I
guidance. The design basis for the MS and FW piping is the ANSI B31.1 Power
Piping Code. The stress criteria in ASME OM Part 3 is based on the ASME Code
Section II1. Thus, the acceptance criteria for the vibration monitoring of the MS and
FW piping have been modified, such that the stress indices have been replaced with
stress intensification factors, consistent with ANSI B31.1. Meeting the acceptance
criteria demonstrates that the steady state flow-induced vibration stress levels of the I

I
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MS and FW piping remain below the appropriate endurance limit of the piping
material as defined in ASME OM Part 3. GE recommended that branch lines be
excluded from further evaluation if the measured main piping vibration levels at the
branch locations are found to be small. If any levels are found to be significant, the
measured main piping response and/or the measured response from accelerometers
mounted on the branch line will be used to evaluate the affected branch line(s).

Piping vibration monitoring was part of the power ascension test program for the
Spring 2004 refueling outage. Vibration data was taken at the 50%, 75%, 90%, 92%,
95%, 97% and 100% of original licensed thermal power (OLTP) levels. Frequency
spectra were generated for each power level. All spectra showed low acceleration
levels. The maximum root mean squared (RMS) acceleration recorded was 0.083
grms at the 100% power level. The maximum displacement recorded was less than
0.0025" at the 100% power level. The projected MS and FW piping accelerations at
the 120% EPU power level are estimated to be less than 0.13 grms.

During the Spring 2004 outage, non-destructive examination (NDE) of the MS drain
line socket weld connections to the MS lines found no evidence of fatigue related
indications.

During EPU power ascension testing, vibration data will be taken at 105%, 110%,
115% and 120% OLTP levels. The measured vibration levels will be compared to
the acceptance criteria.

Vibration Monitoring Group No. 2:

The FW regulator valves and attached FW piping located downstream of the reactor
feed pumps experienced significant vibrations early in the plant's life. The vibrations
were eliminated by modifications made to the valves. These components are
located in the accessible feed pump room and therefore will be monitored with a
hand-held vibration meter. These components will be monitored during EPU power
ascension testing at the 105%, 110%, 115% and 120% OLTP levels. Baseline
readings will be taken at 100% OLTP. If the measured EPU data indicates that
vibration levels are increasing significantly, the affected components will be further
evaluated. The acceptance criteria will also be based on the ASME OM Part 3
guidance and as with the acceptance criteria for Group No. 1, the stress indices will
be consistent with ANSI B31.1.

Vibration Monitoring Group No. 3:

Visual monitoring will be employed during EPU power ascension testing to determine
if significant vibration is occurring at the MS, FW and condensate piping located in
the heater bay. Visual monitoring will be accomplished by walk downs and/or
cameras. The monitoring will be performed and recorded at the 105%, 110%, 115%
and 120% OLTP levels. Baseline monitoring will be performed prior to EPU power
ascension at 100% OLTP. If visual observations indicate significant vibration, the
piping will be monitored with an appropriate monitor and Vibration Monitoring Group
No. 2 acceptance criteria will be used. Walkdowns performed during the Spring
2004 refueling outage revealed no indications of damaged piping (including attached
small bore lines), pipe supports and attached components. No loose nuts or bolts on
the pipe supports were observed.
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Two cantilevered small bore FW piping lines containing large valves were modified to
weld design with increased fatigue resistance during the Spring 2004 refueling a

outage. These lines are located close to the high pressure FW heaters, which were
replaced. In conjunction with the heater replacement, the lines were removed and
re-attached with a 2-to-1 weld leg configuration socket welds per the guidelines of
EPRI Report TR-1 13890, "Vibration Fatigue Tests of Socket Welds", dated I
December 1999.

As-built data and photos were taken during the outage to support evaluation of
cantilevered small bore lines (2" diameter & less) with socket-welded connections.
This information will be used to identify any configuration that should be visually
monitored. ,Cantilevered lines that contain large valve(s) are candidates for
monitoring. If significant vibration is observed, the appropriate monitoring and
evaluation will be performed in accordance with the ASME OM guidance.

Piping Components Vibration Process I
This program will identify and evaluate plant components and subcomponents (internal
mechanisms) susceptible to flow induced vibration at power uprate operating conditions. I
The component types are: in-line (e.g., thermowells, etc.) components, directly mounted
to piping that experience higher flow rates at EPU operating conditions (e.g., valves,
pumps, instruments, etc.) and any instrument lines attached to the mounted component.
These evaluations may require modifications to the component(s) and/or ongoing
monitoring to minimize the potential for flow induced vibration failures.

The process steps to identify and evaluate susceptible components include: i
" Reviewing EPU evaluation results for components identified as susceptible to

vibration loading.

* Reviewing INPO and BWROG industry database of EPU-related vibration
failures and issues.

* Developing a VYNPS specific database of vibration failures and issues. Review
maintenance records and the condition reports that document equipment
performance history. Interview VYNPS system engineers, operators and
maintenance personnel to identify past or current vibration concerns.

* Categorizing the components identified above by failure mode (e.g. flow induced,
high cycle fatigue, improper installation, instrument calibration, operational
cause, aging, wear, material condition, etc.). Screen out component failures that
are not flow induced vibration related.

* Screening out components not located on a piping system that will experience
increased flow at EPU rated operating conditions. 3

" Evaluating identified susceptible components and subcomponents by analysis,
testing, experience, or a combination of the three. Components such as
thermowells will be analyzed for vortex shedding. Historical performance U
information and/or any available seismic testing of similar components provides
evidence that the component will not experience vibration concerns during EPU
operations. Any component located on vibration monitored piping can be

I
I
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evaluated for the measured vibration levels at the selected CLTP levels. If the
component is accessible, hand-held vibration levels may be taken at 100% CLTP
power level. Readings will be used to project vibration levels at EPU and
determine whether a component needs to be monitored during EPU power
ascension testing. If the evaluation concludes that projected component
vibration could result in an adverse impact, the preventative maintenance of the
component will be evaluated for potential increase in frequency and/or
enhancement. The component may also be identified as a candidate for periodic
inspection.

Selecting components for EPU power ascension testing. These components will
be monitored for vibration levels at the 105%, 110%, 115% and 120% OLTP
power levels. Baseline data will be taken at 100% OLTP power level.
Corresponding system flow rates will be recorded simultaneously. Vibration
monitoring equipment will be installed prior to EPU power ascension testing.
Cameras may be utilized to observe and monitor vibration levels. As discussed
above, hand-held readings may be employed. If required, remote
accelerometers could be utilized and connected to the piping vibration data
collection system. Measured data or observations would be compared to
available baseline vibration data.

Performing modifications if monitoring of the component is impractical and/or the
evaluation demonstrates that the component will experience vibration concerns
at EPU conditions. Modification may be required for the component itself and/or
its associated system. Examples of potential modifications are the addition of
pipe supports and the change-out of the component or subcomponent with a
more suitable design.

During the Spring 2004 'refueling outage, Entergy performed baseline walkdowns of
selected plant areas to identify any pipe vibration issues resulting from operation at the
100% OLTP power level. As stated previously, no signs of damaged, distorted or loose
connections for attached components. and pipe supports were observed. Entergy
engineers also looked for apparent configurations that may be vulnerable to flow induced
piping vibration. In the drywell, valves located on the MS, FW, HPCI and RCIC piping
were examined and no apparent vulnerabilities were identified. The actuators and
solenoids for the MS safety relief valves are remotely mounted from the valve, thereby
removing any flow induced vibration concerns. In the MS tunnel area, the MS and FW
lines are heavily supported and no significant vibration of these lines can occur or be
transmitted to attached components or the HPCI and RCIC branch lines. The free
vibration analysis of the MS and FW piping substantiate this conclusion. In the heater
bay, supply tubing to FW system air-operated valves (AOV's) was examined. Failure of
this tubing occurred at another BWR during power uprate conditions when pipe vibration
produced excessive relative movements between an AOV and the tubing anchor point.
Similar configurations at VYNPS were found and the affected tubing was replaced with
flexible tubing to ensure no flow induced vibration concerns will be present at EPU
operating conditions.
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RAI EMEB-B-13

The application dated September10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 6, page 3-9, 3
states that in Table 3-6, the allowable loads are compared to the applied loads for the
CLTP and CPPU conditions for limiting shroud repair components. However, Table 3-6
(page 3-38) shows "VYNPS RIPDs for Faulted Conditions (psid)." Confirm that the
correct reference should be Table 3-7 (page 3-39), "VYNPS Reactor Internal
Components - Summary of Stresses."

Response to RAI EMEB-B-13 Ii

The correct reference is Table 3-7 (page 3-39), "VYNPS Reactor Internal Components -
Summary of Stresses." I
RAI EMEB-B-14

The application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 6, Section 3.5,
states that the MS and FW piping were evaluated for the EPU conditions. Provide a
summary of results of analysis for both the current rated and the EPU conditions in
comparison to the code allowable limits. On page 3-17 of Appendix 6, you indicated that =
some MS piping supports will be modified due to the increase in MS flow rate for the
EPU. Provide the schedule for implementing the modifications of these supports.
Confirm whether the EPU analysis for the MS piping reflect the modified piping =
configuration.

Response to RAI EMEB-B-14 3
A summary of results for the main steam piping that was affected by the CPPU is
provided in Table EMEB-B-14-1 (for inside containment piping) and Table EMEB-B-14-2
(for outside containment piping). The data provided include stress levels for both the =
current and the CPPU conditions along with the allowable stress limits. It should be
noted that since the main steam piping temperature did not change as a result of CPPU,
no additional thermal expansion pipe stress evaluations were required. I

Table EMEB-B-14-1

Main Steam Piping - Inside Containment

Line Loading Condition Current CPPU Stress Allowable
Number Stress (psi) (psi) Stress (psi)

Line A DW + P + TSV + E 13,883 14,154 18,000

DW + P + TSV + E' 20,354 20,494 27,000

DW + P' + TSV + E' 21,439 21,579 30,000

Line B DW + P + TSV/+ E 12,917 13,191 18,000

DW + P + TSV + E' 19,627 19,662 27,000

DW + P' + TSV + E' 20,712 20,747 30,000

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
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Line C DW + P + TSV + E 13,091 13,254 18,000

DW + P + TSV + E' 19,719 19,805 27,000

DW + P' + TSV + E' 20,804 20,890 30,000

Line D DW + P + TSV + E 13,911 14,197 18,000

DW + P + TSV + E' 20,369 20,518 27,000

DW + P' + TSV + E' 21,454 21,603 30,000

Notes:
DW = deadweight stress
P = longitudinal pressure stress considering design pressure
P'= longitudinal pressure stress considering maximum pressure

TSV = turbine stop valve closure stress
E = design basis earthquake stress
E'= maximum hypothetical earthquake stress

Table EMEB-B-14-2

Main Steam Piping - Outside Containment

Line Loading Condition Current CPPU Stress Allowable
Number Stress (psi) (psi) Stress (psi)

Lines A, B, DW + P' + TSV + E 15,548 16,432 18,000
C & D DW + P' + TSV + E' 17,413 18,042 30,000

Notes:

DW = deadweight stress
P'= longitudinal pressure stress considering maximum pressure
TSV = turbine stop valve closure stress
E = design basis earthquake stress
E'= maximum hypothetical earthquake stress

A summary of results for the feedwater piping that was affected by the CPPU is provided
in Table EMEB-B-14-3. The data provided include stress levels for both the current and
the CPPU conditions along with the allowable stress limits.

Table EMEB-B-14-3

Feedwater Piping

System Boundary Loading Current CPPU Stress Allowable
Condition Stress (psi) (psi) Stress (psi)

Feedwater Pump Thermal 19,653 20,243 22,500
Discharge to Heaters
E-2-1A&B
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The feedwater piping downstream of heaters E-2-1A&B was analyzed using a
conservative temperature of 400°F in the current design basis pipe stress calculations,
which bounds the CPPU temperature of 393.5°F. Hence, no additional evaluations of
this piping were required to reconcile the CPPU temperature of 393.50 F.

The results of the EPU MS piping analysis required modification to two pipe supports.
Both modifications consisted of replacing the existing pipe clamp with a new pipe clamp.
Both of these modifications were implemented during the April 2004 refueling outage
(RFO 24). These pipe support modifications do not effect the piping configuration;
therefore, there are no piping configuration changes to reflect in the EPU analysis.

RAI EMEB-B-15 I
Regarding the application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 6,
Section 3.5, provide a summary of the evaluation for the reactor recirculation piping and I
components for which the flow may Increase to accommodate the increase in thermal
power. Include recirculation pumps and valves and their supports, which may require a
modification to support the EPU at VYNPS.

Response to RAI EMEB-B-15

At rated core flow, the required recirculation pump flow will increase by 553 GPM (1.7 % I
of rated pump flow) for. EPU conditions. The current design of the recirculation system
will accommodate the slight increase in flow and continue to operate within its design
capability. Consequently, the EPU conditions are within the original design capabilityof I
the system equipment including the pump, valves, piping and supports. Therefore, no
modifications are required for the recirculation piping and components.

RAI EMEB-B-16 I
The application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 6, Table 3-7 and
Section 3.3.2, qualitatively evaluates the reactor internal components such as top guide, I
fuel channel, steam dryer, feedwater sparger, jet pump, core spray line and sparger, and
incore housing and guide tube, for the EPU conditions. Provide a quantitative evaluation
by comparing the key parameters and design transients, loads and load combinations
that are used in the design basis analysis report for stresses and CUFs in each
component, against the EPU conditions. Confirm whether and how the design basis
parameters envelop those of the CPPU condition.

Response to RAI EMEB-B-16

In general, the qualitative evaluation was performed due to one or more of the following 3
reasons: (1) the load due to EPU is bounded by the existing design basis; (2) the
change in load due to EPU is deemed insignificant; (3) the existing stress margin is
substantially larger than the load increase; or (4) a comparison can be made to a similar 3
plant /component. A specific assessment for the RPV internals is as follows:

I
I
I
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Table EMEB-B-16-1
EPU RIPDs (psid) CLTP RIPDs (psid) EPU CLTP

Component Normal Upset Faulted Normal Upset Faulted Pm + Pb Pm + Pb Remarks
(psi) (psi)

* Dead Weight, Seismic and
fuel lift loads were

.... Longest- considered in the stress
calculations. These loads

Beam remain unchanged for EPU.

Stresses:

12,173 <
EPU stresses 24,000
remain the (N & U
same or condition)Top Guide 0.62 0.71 1.0 0.53 1.14 1.4 bounded by

the CLTP 17,287 <
stresses. 36,000

(Emergency
condition)

40,307 <
48,000 ]
(Faulted High stress margin exists for
condition) the Normal, Upset,

Emergency, and Faulted
conditions.
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Table EMEB-B-16-1

EPU RIPDs (psid) CLTP RlPDs (psid) EPU CLTP
Component Normal Upset Faulted Normal Upset I Faulted P. + Pb Pm + Pb Remarks

I (psi) (psi)
14,990 < * The design pressure, seismic

N/A. Oual. 15,800 (Sm) and fuel lift loads remain the
Assessment (Upset cond.) same as those for CLTP.
performed [

CRD Housing N/A NIA based on 22,030 <
CLTP stress 23, 700

(1.5Sm)margin. (Faulted
cond.)

N/A. Qual. * The design pressure and
Assessment seismic loads remain

Control Rod performed 20,790 < unaffected for EPU.

Drive (CRD) N/A NIA based on 26,060
CLTP stress
margin.

15,349< <
23,370
(Faulted ]]
condition o The seismic and fuel lift loads

Orificed Fuel 24.4 26.8 33.0 23.43 25.8 33.0 stress remain unaffected for EPU.
Support - conservatively

compared
with
Emergency
allowable)

M = m = m - -M M m -= m M m
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Table EMEB-B-16-1

EPU RIPDs (psid) CLTP RIPDs (psid) EPU CLTP
Component Normal Upset Faulted Normal Upset Faulted Pm + Pb Pm + Pb Remarks

(psi) (psi)
* [[

Fuel Channel 13.32 16.22 17.0 12.24 15.14 16.8 See Remark
* Seismic loads remain

.. unaffected.

e Seismic loads remain
unaffected for EPU.

48,450 <
Steam Dryer 0.45 0.59 8.6 0.35 0.53 6.8 See Remark 60,840

(Hood) (Faulted
cond.)

N/A. Qual. * Recirc. Pump drive flow and
Assessment 14,600 < seismic loads remain

Jet Pump N/A N/A N/A NA NA N/A performed 22,800 lbs. unaffected for EPU.
(Beam Bolt) based on (Bolt Preload) *

CLTP stress ]
margin.
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Table EMEB-B-16-1

EPU RIPDs (psid) CLTIP RIPDs (psid) EPU CLTP
Component Normal Upset Faulted Normal Upset Faulted Pm + Pb Pm + Pb Remarks

(psi) (p I)
9420 <
25,350
(N & U
cond.)

N/A. * Pump drive flow,
Jet Pump Qualitative. 9800 <
(Riser pipe Assessment 38025 remain unaffected for

elbow to N/A N/A. NIA N/A N/A N/A performed (Emergency EPU.

thermal based on condition) *

sleeve) CLTP stress
margin. 31,000 <

60,400
(faulted
condition)

M-mn M M M M M M M m M m m m M mm
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Table EMEB-B-16-1
EPU RIPDs sid) CLTP RIPDs (psid) EPU CLTP

Component Normal Upset Faulted Normal Upset Faulted Pm + Pb Pm1 + Pb Remarks
(psi) (psi)

The specified EPU
stresses are based on
the seismic, acoustic,

1297 < and flow induced loads,
24,000 - as applicable.
(Upset and [[

Jet Pump Emergency
Diffuser N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A conditions) N/A
(N&U,
Emergency) 40649 <

48,000
(Faulted
condition)

* The system flow and
N/A. Qual. seismic loads remain

N/A. ual.unaffected for EPU.
Core Spray Assessment 14,476 < 0 [[

Line & N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A performed 24,000Sparger based onCLTP stress (Upset limit)

margin.

__________________1]
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Table EMEB-B-16-1

EPU RIPDs (psid) CLTP RIPDs (psid) EPU CLTP
Component Normal Upset Faulted Normal Upset Faulted Pm + Pb Pm + Pb Remarks(psi) (psi)

Feedwater NIA N/A N/A N/A N/A NIA See Remark
Sparger

All other loads such as
seismic and feedwater

/ flow either remain
unchanged or the effect
is insignificant.

N/A. * Seismic loads and core
Qualitative flow in the lower plenum

In-core Assessment remain unaffected for
Housing and performed 15,290 < EPU.
Guide Tube based on 23,700

CLTP stress ]
I_ _ _margin. A

1=1- - - -M - - -=1 M m - -M = M
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RAI EMEB-B-17

The application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 6, Section 4.1.2.3, states
that under CPPU conditions, the blowdown flow rate would increase slightly due to the increase
in subcooling in the water initially in the circulation loops. This section does not address the
change of annulus pressurization due to the increase in steam and feedwater flow for the EPU
conditions. Discuss the change of the annulus pressurization due to MS and FW line breaks
while the steam and feedwater flow rate will increase about 20% for the EPU operation.
Confirm whether you considered the changes in annulus pressurization, jet impingement, pipe
restraint loads or fuel lift loads in the analysis of the reactor vessel and internal components that
are affected for normal, upset, emergency and faulted conditions as discussed on page 3-5.

Response to RAI EMEB-B-17

The design basis event for the sacrificial shield wall annulus pressurization is the single-ended
rupture of the 28-inch recirculation suction line. This rupture results in the maximum amount of
flow into the annulus between the reactor vessel and the sacrificial shield wall. All other lines
passing through the annulus are smaller diameter pipes (e.g. 18-inch main steam and 10-inch
feedwater), thus the amount of flow from a single-ended rupture in any other pipe would be less
than that from the single-ended rupture of the 28-inch recirculation suction line. The original
design basis calculations only determined the annulus pressure for a single-ended break in the
28-inch recirculation suction line.

The 20% increase in feedwater and steam flow rates during normal operation at EPU conditions
has no effect on annulus pressure. Break flow rate is principally determined by reactor pressure
(which is unchanged by EPU), the size of the pipe (which is unchanged by EPU), and reactor
fluid conditions (which is only slightly different for feedwater). Therefore, the increase in
feedwater flow and steam flow during normal operation at EPU conditions has no effect on
break flow rate assuming a break in those lines.

As stated in Section 3.3.2 of Attachment 6 to the September 10, 2003 power uprate application,
the loads included in the reactor internals structural evaluation include Reactor Internals
Pressure Differences (RIPDs), seismic loads, flow induced and acoustic loads due to
Recirculation Line Break -" Loss-of-Coolant Accident (RLB-LOCA), fuel lift loads, flow related,
and thermal toads. The use of these loads for evaluation of the VYNPS reactor vessel internals
for CPPU is consistent with the current design and licensing basis of the VYNPS reactor vessel
internals.
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Plant Support Branch (IPSB)

RAI IPSB-A-1

The application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 7, provides the
justification for exception to large transient testing (LTT). Discuss why LTT is not considered
necessary in light of recent industry experience relative to steam dryer failures. Include in your
response: (a) how operation at EPU conditions may be likely to cause high-cycle fatigue in
safety-related plant components (e.g., due to high steam line flow rates); (b) how lessons-
learned from the April 16, 2003, inadvertent opening of a power operated relief valve at QC2,
and its role in the second steam dryer failure, may be affected by plant operation at EPU
conditions; (c) the possibility that performing LTT may identify undetected latent flaws in plant
components and equipment normally subjected to pre-EPU conditions; and (d) how information
contained in GE Service Information Letter (SIL) No. 644 and NRC Information Notice 2002-26,
were considered in the licensee's decision not to perform LTT.

Response to RAI IPSB-A-1

Entergy has reviewed NRC Information Notice 2002-26 and maintains ongoing involvement with
industry issues described therein. Since the steam dryer failures and crack indications that
occurred at Quad Cities and Dresden due to high cycle fatigue were identified, extensive
methods and analyses have been developed by GE and others to further understand the impact
of increased main steam line vibrations on, not only the dryer, but also other components that
are impacted by main steam line vibrations. This information has been shared with the BWROwner's Group as well as VY.

The primary lesson-learned from these investigations has been the impact of acoustic
resonance and vortex shedding vibrations at high steam velocities. 'The loads imposed by these
vibrations can, if present with sufficient amplitude, result in the high cycle fatigue failures that
were experienced at Quad Cities. Entergy has analyzed the impact of flow induced vibration on
the VYNPS steam dryer at CPPU conditions and installed a pre-emptive strengthening
modification for predicted high stress components.

The VNPS dryer design uses the same basic configuration as the Quad Cities dryers (square
hoods with diagonal internal braces). Therefore, an extensive structural analysis of the dryer
was conducted to identify potential vulnerabilities and make a pre-emptive strengthening
modification for operation at EPU conditions. The analyses considered not only the type of
normal operating loads related to the Quad Cities failures, but also loads from anticipated
transients (e.g., turbine stop valve closure and stuck open relief valve) and accidents (e.g., main
steam line break outside containment). The modifications resulting from these analyses are
described in detail in the response to EMEB-B RAI 1.

Large Transient Testing (LTT) places transients on plant equipment based on events such as
turbine trips, which do not occur frequently. The purpose of LTT is to confirm the integrated
plant response assumed in the associated safety analysis. Since the steam dryer is not
credited in any safety analysis, LTT would not confirm response of this component. The testing

I
I
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also causes an undesirable impact on power generation and may not reveal any "latent flaws" in
components. The dryer failures observed at Quad Cities were caused by high cycle fatigue due
to the fluctuating loads experienced during normal operation. A significant amount of time was
required to accumulate the fatigue damage that resulted in the failures: two to three months in
the case of the lower cover plate failure at Quad Cities Unit 2 in 2002, and approximately one
year for the hood failures at Quad Cities Units 1 and 2 in 2003. LTT would not impose the type
of fluctuating loads on the dryer, and the duration, that lead to the observed fatigue failures.
The April 2003 inadvertent opening of the power operated relief valve was only a secondary
contributor to the hood failure at Quad Cities Unit 2. The pressure transient caused by the valve
opening is believed to have provided the small additional load needed to rupture the remaining
30 mil ligament in the already degraded dryer. The outer hood at Quad Cities Unit 1 failed in
November 2003 during normal operation with no significant transient loading. The Quad Cities
Unit 1 hood failure demonstrates that, given sufficient time, the hood at Unit 2 would have also
failed during normal operation without the additional loading from the valve .opening. Similarly,
the flow-induced vibration failures of components in the main steam and feedwater systems
(relief valves, small piping, probes) were caused by high cycle fatigue during normal operation.
The short transient loads associated with LTT would not identify undetected latent flaws in
components subject to fatigue unless the component was already on the verge of failure.
Therefore, LTT is not believed to provide any additional significant information with respect to
long-term flow induced vibration and fatigue issues. The response to EMEB-B RAI 12 describes
the evaluations, modifications, and vibration monitoring program that will be implemented to
address the adverse flow effects resulting from EPU operation.

GE SIL 644 Supplement 1 recommends inspections and pre-emptive modifications to cover
plates in BWR/3 type dryers prior to operating at power uprate conditions. The responses to
EMCB-A RAl 2 and EMEB-B RAI 2 discuss results of the Spring 2004 VYNPS outage dryer
inspection. SIL 644 Supplement 1 recommends monitoring certain plant parameters (steam
moisture content, steamline flows, RPV level and pressure) that may indicate significant
cracking in the dryer structure. The VYNPS dryer has incorporated the recommendations of the
SIL in its evaluations as discussed above and, because of the improvements to the structure of
the dryer assembly, LlT would not be expected to reveal any additional vulnerabilities beyond
those identified by the dryer structural analysis and pre-EPU inspection.
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License Renewal and Environmental'Impacts Branch (RLEP)

RAI RLEP-C-1

Does Entergy have any protective measures to prevent aquatic species from entering the intake,
area on Vernon Pond?

Response to RAI RLEP-C-1

As a result of more than a decade of prior studies that support current practices, Entergy does
not have specific, protective measures to prevent aquatic species from entering the VYNPS' u
intake area on Vernon Pond.

VYNPS can and does entrain and impinge aquatic species. Entrainment of fish eggs and larvae U
was monitored for over a decade beginning in 1972. Entrainment was determined to be
insignificant by VY's Environmental Advisory Committee (EAC) and was removed from the.
required National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit monitoring program. I
The EAC is comprised of representatives from the Vermont Department of EnvironmentalConservation, Vermont Department of Fish and Wildlife, New Hampshire Fish and Game

Department, New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services, Massachusetts Office of
Watershed Management, Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Wildlife, and the Coordinator I
of the Connecticut River Anadromous Fish restoration program of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service.

Fish impingement has been monitored annually since 1972, and is considered low. There is a
spring and fall period of monitoring. In both seasons, weekly and 24 hour samples are
collected. All fish are identified, weighed, measured, and enumerated. These data are
summarized and reported in VY's annual report entitled "Ecological Studies of the Connecticut
River, Vernon, Vermont." The EAC has established impingement limits for both American shad
and Atlantic salmon. VYNPS has never approached the impingement limits for these species..

There are no state or federally listed (endangered or threatened) species in the Connecticut
River available to be entrained or impinged at the VYNPS site.

RAI RLEP-C-2

What affect will the EPU have on the local tax base? Will the EPU result in increased tax
revenues for Windham county, due to an increase in VYNPS value? Will the EPU lower the
probability of early plant retirement? Please provide a short description of the benefits and
disadvantages to the local community if the EPU was implemented.

Response to RAI RLEP-C-2

VYNPS' public school taxes are assessed and collected by the State of Vermont under special
statute. VYNPS is assessed at the state level and is exempted from the traditional, local
property tax levy. The State Education Tax is based on a tax rate schedule applied to levels of I

I
I
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generation over a three-year average. Additional generation of electricity from EPU will result in
proportional tax increases.

Entergy's contribution to the remaining local tax base is governed through the year 2010 by a
Tax Stabilization Contract that was entered into by the Town of Vernon, Vermont and the
owners of VYNPS on June 7, 2000. The contract was properly assigned to Entergy as the new
owner. The contract sets forth the Total Listed Value to be utilized for each year through 2010
for purposes of assessment of Municipal Services property tax. The contract specifies in
Sections 1.01 - 1.03 that this Total Listed Value applies to all real and personal property owned
on April 1, 2000, and all real and personal property thereafter acquired, which is used in
connection with the generation of electrical power through the nuclear fission process.

Entergy does not remit tax revenues directly to Windham County, Vermont. There are indirect
tax revenues as a result of state income taxes, sales taxes, hotel and meals taxes and property
taxes paid by Entergy's employees and contractors who reside in the area while working at
VYNPS. In addition, an EPU-related revenue sharing agreement between Entergy and the
State of Vermont may, depending on the discretion of the State legislature, result in additional
improvements to the local area.

The EPU will increase the economic viability of VYNPS and thus increase the likelihood of
remaining operational at least through the end of its current license term, thus providing
economic benefits to the southern Vermont area in the form of high-paying jobs, as well as the
continued availability of reasonably-priced power under the existing Power Purchase Agreement
between Entergy and the Vermont utilities.

The tax and other benefits to the local community are described above. In the past year, the
Vermont Public Service Board concluded that the EPU will not unduly interfere with the orderly
development of the'region, will have minimal impact outside the immediate area of VYNPS, and
is consistent with the relevant town and regional plans. No disadvantages to the local
community have been identified as a result of the EPU.

RAI RLEP-C-3

What is the estimated dose to members of the public located offsite due to the projected 1.2%
increase in the volume of liquid radioactive effluents following the EPU?

Response to RAI RLEP-C-3

As noted in Section 8.1 of the Power Uprate Safety Analysis Report (PUSAR) supporting the
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station (VYNPS) Extended Power Uprate (EPU), EPU is
projected to increase the processed volume of liquid radwaste by 1.2% of the current total.
However, this is an increased volume of liquid radwaste generated that requires processing,
and not an increase in liquid radioactive effluents.

In addition, as noted in Section 8.6 of the PUSAR, there were no liquid effluents in the
referenced five-year time period. The zero discharge operating philosophy currently in place at
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the VYNPS site will not be impacted by EPU, since the small percentage increase in liquid
radwaste due to EPU conditions was evaluated and determined to be within the designed
system total volume capacity. In the event that a liquid discharge may be necessary in the
future, the prevailing operating philosophy will encourage operators to minimize any release and I
its consequences.

Because no liquid radwaste discharges are expected, and EPU results in a very small increase
in liquid radwaste generated, it is unlikely that there will be any dose to members of the public
from liquid radwaste generated as a result of EPU.

RAI RLEP-C-4 I
Describe any known or observed threatened or endangered species on the VYNPS site.
Specifically address the following species known to occur in Windham County: Bald Eagle,
Indiana Bat, and Northeastern Bulrush. Have any surveys or studies been conducted on these
species? I
Response to RAI RLEP-C-4

There are no known or observed threatened or endangered species on the VYNPS site.

Specifically, the Northeastern Bulrush was placed on the federal endangered species list
throughout its entire range in 1991, and the Indiana Bat was placed on the federal endangered
species list throughout its entire range in 1967. While both species may occur in Windham
County, Vermont, no formal surveys have been conducted by Vermont Yankee or by the State
of Vermont on the VYNPS site.

A pair of nesting bald eagles has built a nest on a Connecticut River island in New Hampshire, •
less than 0.5 miles downstream of the VYNPS site. This pair has nested in the vicinity for the
past five years, and always on an island in the River, resulting in the nest residing in New
Hampshire. There are no known nesting Bald Eagles in the state of Vermont. While the eagles
are routinely observed flying over VYNPS, they feed largely on fish, and spend most of their
time on the Connecticut River. This pair of eagles is closely monitored by the New Hampshire
Audubon Society on behalf of the New Hampshire Fish and Game Department.

The Vermont Agency of Natural Resources continues to monitor a few specimens of the Giant
Solomon's Seal, a rare plant, located on the VYNPS site.

I
I
I
I
I
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Plant Systems Branch (SPLB)

RAI SPLB-A-1

General:

Implementation of the proposed VYNPS EPU requires increased volumetric flow rates,
which result in higher flow velocities in the existing piping systems for the CPPU
conditions. Please provide the calculated flow velocities that will result due to the
proposed EPU conditions, and compare them to the design criteria and industry
guidelines for systems such as main steam and associated systems, condensate and
feedwater system, and other balance-of-plant (BOP) systems that are affected. Also,
discuss in detail any dynamic loading and water hammer affects that the EPU will have
on system functional and design capabilities.

Response to RAI SPLB-A-1

The CPPU evaluation of velocities in BOP Systems determined that the existing design
was acceptable. Flow velocities also affect pipe wall thinning due to flow accelerated
corrosion (FAC). Other factors including piping material, flow conditions, and water
chemistry can affect FAC wear rates. These factors are considered and will continue to
be considered as part of the FAC program. FAC is discussed in PUSAR section 10.7:

"VYNPS has evaluated CPPU system operating conditions for changes in FAC
effects on plant piping and components. Implementation of CPPU primarily affects
moisture content, temperature, oxygen, and flow velocity. The magnitude of
predicted wear rates increase and vary throughout the BOP piping due to increased
flows, temperatures, and the moisture removal capabilities of plant equipment ...
Based on experience at pre CPPU operating conditions and previous FAC modeling
results, CPPU operalting conditions will result in the need for additional FAC
inspections.

The increase in MS, (Main Steam) and FW (Feedwater) flow rates at CPPU
conditions do not significantly affect the potential for FAC in these systems.
Increases in the low measured wear rates are expected to increase proportionately
with flow. Operation under CPPU conditions will require additional focus for the FAC
inspection program for the Main Steam Drains, Moisture Separator Drains, and the
Turbine Cross Around System piping. The Extraction Steam System piping at
VYNPS is constructed of FAC resistant material."

Note: No new systems are required to be added to FAC program, rather the "need for
additional FAC inspections" (stated above) refers to potential changes in monitoring
frequency/number of data points evaluated as part of the current FAC inspections,
based on any changes in predicated wear rates or component life.

The following discussions summarize the calculated flow velocities and acceptance
criteria for CPPU conditions. Note that in many cases velocities were calculated using a
122% power PEPSE heat balance model, which bounds the 120% CPPU condition.
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Main Steam Velocity

Main Steam flow velocity values for original design, current, and expected uprate
conditions are contained in Table SPLB-A-1-1. The steam velocity will increase
approximately 29% from current. The uprate flow velocity remains within Stone &
Webster / industry guidance for steam velocities.

The predicted uprate pressure, temperature, and velocity operating conditions in the
Main Steam piping are acceptable and considered to be within the current design for
proposed CPPU (including 122% analyzed conditions). Incorporation of uprate
parameters and continued monitoring in accordance with the VYNPS FAC program will
continue for the CPPU conditions.

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
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Table SPLB-A-1-1
RPV Steam Outlet/Main Steam Parameters

S&W Current, GE S&W
Parameter Design, Current UFSAR CPPU, 122% Is uprate condition

PEPSE Fig. 1.6-2 120% PEPSE

Reactor Core Power 1593 1593 1593 1912 1951 Info only
Level, MWt

Power Increase from
Original, MWt N/A 0 319 358 Info only

From Reactor

Velocity, Ft./s. 174 173 173 213 218 Yes - Note 1

Turbine Stop Valve Inlet Piping (18") Conditions

Parameter Design, S&W Current, GE S&W GE CPPU Is uprate
Rated Current UFSAR CPPU, 122% 125% condition

PEPSE Fig. 1.6-2 120% PEPSE bounded?

Steam Flow 6,423,000 6,430,654 6,431,532 7,900,000 8,068,494 8,295,000 YesRate, Ibm/hr

Velocity,
Ft./s. 185 181 185 228 233.6 239.4 Yes - Note I

Notes: 1. Stone & Webster / accepted industry recommended velocity is -250 ft/sec. maximum.
Uprate velocity is bounded by this recommendation.
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Extraction Steam Velocity

Table SPLB-A-1-2 summarizes extraction steam velocities. The extraction steam piping at VYNPS is constructed of FAC resistant
material. The extraction steam flow velocities listed below are based on the analyzed 122% heat balance conditions (1950.9 MWt)
assuming a condenser pressure of 2.25 in Hg. The accepted I recommended maximum velocities for saturated steam in this
pressure range are 1,000 feet per minute per inch diameter, with a maximum velocity of 15,000 fpm and a minimum velocity of 4,000
fpm. For low pressure extraction (below 15 psig) a velocity range of 12,000 to 18,000 fpm is recommended.

Table SPLB-A-1-2
Summary of Extraction Line Velocities

Extraction Line to Extraction Line to Extraction Line to Extraction Line to Extraction Line to
Heater I Heater 2 Heater 3 Heater 4 Heater 5

Current PEPSE Current PEPSE Current PEPSE Current PEPSE Current PEPSE
PEPSE 122% PEPSE 122% PEPSE 122% PEPSE 122% PEPSE 122%

Velocity, fpm /ft 8,326 /1391 9,061 10 ,22 6 /17 0 11,033. 9,823/164 10,685 10,613/177 10,695 14,551/243 19,152
per sec /151 /184 /178 /178. /319

Max. 12,000 / 200 10,000 /167 15,0001250 18,000/ 300 18,000/ 300
Recommended Note I Note 1
Velocity (fpm I ft
per sec)

Note 1. The 122% velocities in extraction lines to FW heaters 2 and 5, exceed the recommended maximum by approximately 10%
and 6% respectively. Note that the extraction line to FW heater 5 velocity at 120% power is 17,760 ft/min (296 fUsec) and is less than
maximum recommended velocity. Considering that all the extraction lines are low-alloy steel, and therefore, more corrosion resistant
than carbon steel piping, this uprate velocity is considered acceptable, with appropriate FAC monitoring. Currently, all extraction lines
are monitored by the FAC program. This piping has not experienced excessive corrosion/erosion rates and no significant changes are
expected due to CPPU.

I
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Condensate and Feedwater Velocity

Table SPLB-A-1-3 provides the calculated piping velocities in the Condensate and
Feedwater system based on flows at the analyzed 122% power level and with
Condenser pressure at 5" Hg. These conditions were used as the bounding parameter
to determine the CFW system velocities because the CFW mass flows (and hence,
piping velocities) are greater in this CPPU case when the flows are compared to the
other CPPU cases.

Each segment from the Condenser Hotwell to the Reactor Vessel supply line was
evaluated at CPPU conditions and compared to pre-CPPU operating conditions. The
resulting CPPU piping velocities are presented below and compared to acceptable
industry standards including S&W standards.

Typical acceptable velocities based on industry experience -
" Feedwater Pump Suction - 600 feet I minute = 10 ft I sec
* Feedwater discharge - 1,200 to 1,500 feet / minute = 20 to 25 ft/sec
* Condensate Pump Suction - 3 feet per second at pump runout
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Table SPLB-A-1-3
CondensatelFW Branch Line Velocity Evaluation Results

Line Branch Description Velocity at Velocity at Velocity
100% 122% Criteria
Power Power ft/sec
ft/sec ft/sec

(current) (Note 1)
Hotwell to Condensate Pump Suction Header 4 4.5 5
Condensate Pump Suction Header 6 7.8 5
Condensate Suction Header to Cond Pumps 3 4.1 3
Condensate Pumps to Discharge Header 6 7.8 10
Condensate Pump Discharge Header 10 13.0 10
Cond Pump Discharge Header to SJAE 12 15.5 10
SJAE to Steam Seal Exhauster 10 13.1 10
Steam Seal Exhauster to Cond Demins 10 13.1 10
Cond Demins to LP Heaters 5A and 5B Header 10 13.1 10
LP Heater Header to Individual LP Heaters 7 9.4 10
FW Heater #5 to FWH #4 8 9.6 12
FW Heater #4 to FWH #3 8 9.8 12
LP Heaters to RFP Suction Header 8 10.2 10
Reactor Feedpump Discharge to Common Discharge 15 13.0 25
Header (Note 2)
Reactor Feedpump Common Discharge Header 7 8.5 25
RFP Common Discharge Header to Individual HP FWH 12 15.2 25
(Note 3)
FW Heater #2 to FWH #1 13 15.7 25
Individual HP Heaters to FW 16x18 Reducer 13 16.2 25
From 16x18 Reducer to Reactor Vessel Supply Lines 16 20.5 25
Reactor Vessel Supply 18 22.9 25

I
!
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
U
I
I
I
I
I
I

Note 1: As stated in Section 10.7 of PUSAR, feedwater flow rates at CPPU conditions do not
significantly affect the potential for FAC In these systems. Increases in the low measured
wear rates are expected to increase proportionately with flow. FAC wear rates are managed
under the FAC Program.

Note 2: Based upon 2 pump operation at CLP and 3 pump operation at CPPU

Note 3: The maximum velocity in the FW system occurs at 18"x10" eccentric reducer at inlet
and outlet of FWRVs. The velocity in these fittings is 34 ft/sec currently and increases to 43
ft/sec at CPPU. The fittings are currently monitored in the FAC program.
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Feedwater Heater Drains Velocity

Table SPBL-A-1-4 provides the calculated piping velocities in the Feedwater Heater
Drains System based on flows at the analyzed 122% power level and with Condenser
pressure at 2.25" Hg and 1" Hg.

Table SPLB-A-1-4
FW Heater Drain System Evaluation Results

Drain Flow Velocity from FW Heaters

E q u ip m e n t S c . I F lo wV o . F w V e ci y
Conditions Size Note Area, No. of Drain Flow, Spec vol., Vol. Flow Velocity,Not 1 sq.ft,1 Note lines Ibm/hr, total cu. ft/ibm Rateft/sr(oec1

Note___________ 1 li___ 1 cu___ft/hr__ (Note____1)

FW Heaters 1A&B, HD-1A/B & HD-2A/B, Nor and Alt, Htr I to
LCV ._

100%, Current 374.388 0.0179 6,702 4.64
122%, 2.25" Std 0.2006 2 501,134 0.0181 9,071 6.28CPPU

122%, 1" CPPU _ 501,756 0.0181 9,082 6.29
FW Heaters 2A&B, HD-3A/B & HD-4AIB, Nor and Alt, Htr 2 to LCV

100%, Current 1,237,922 0.0179 22,159 5.62
122%, 2.25" std 0.5475 2 1,539,413 0.0181 27,863 7.07

cPPU

122%, 1" CPPU 1,541,888 0.0181 27,908 7.08
FW Heaters 3A&B, HD.5AIB & HD-6OAB, Nor and Alt, Htr 3 to LCV

100%, Current f 1,630,730 0.0179 29,190 4.23
122%, 2.25" 14 Std 0.9575 2 2,064,066 0.0181 37,360 5.42

CIPPUI

122%, 1" CPPU 2,074,241 0.0181 37,544 5.45
FW Heaters 4A&B, HD-7A/B & HD-8A/B, Nor and Alt, Htr 4 to LCV

100%, Current 1,980,787 0.0179 35,456 3.88
122%, 2.25" 16 Std 1.2684 2 2,491,524 0.0181 45,097 4.94CPPU I .________

122%, 1" CPPU 1 2,527,482 0.0181 45,747 5.01
FW Heaters 5A&B, HD-14 A&B, Nor and Alt, Htr 5 to LCV

100%, Current 2,421,084 0.0179 43.337 4.75
122%, 2.25" 16"CPP Std 1.2684 2 3,088,475 0.0181 55,901 6.12CPPU Branch

122%, 1" CPPU __ 3,239P069. 0.0181 58,627 6.42
100%, Current 20" Std 2.0142 2 2,421,084 0.0179 43,337 2.99
122%, 2.25" 3,088.475 0.0181 55,901 3.85

CPPU Header
122%, 1" CPPU 1 1 3,239,069 0.0181 58,627 4.04

Notes:
1. Stone & Webster/Industry Heater Drain Line Design Criteria state that the maximum velocity

for subcooled heater drain flow is 8 feet per second. All heater drain lines meet this criterion.
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Moisture Separator Drain Velocity

Table SPLB-A-1-5 lists all the normal and emergency drain path flow velocities for
current and uprate conditions. The velocity in these drain lines is evaluated based onI
flow of saturated water. The flow rates and specific volumes used to determine the
velocities are from the current and 122% PEPSE heat balances. Pipe Section HD-13A-D
exceeds this recommendation for current and CPPU conditions. This piping is inlet to I
the alternate drain path level control valve. The velocity is acceptable for this short
piping section at the inlet to the control valve,(LCV-1 03-23A-D).

Table SPLB-A-1-5 ,1

Moisture Separator Drain Line Velocity Evaluation Results

Drain Flow Velocity from Moisture Separators 3
iz Flow Drain Flow, Vol. Flow Velocity,

Conditions Area, sh .f lineso Ibm/hr, cu.Wft/Ibm ct Rate, ft/sec
I___ _ __I_ _ sq.ft, total j cu.ftlhr (Note 1)

Moisture Separators, HD-11A-D, 24" section, Capacitance adding pipe section
100%, Current 24. Std 2.9483 4 701,532 0.0184 12,908 0.30
122%, 2.25" CPPU 809,548 0.0184 14,896 0.35
Moisture Separators, HD-1 1A-D, 6" section
100%, Current (6 St 02 0 0 6  4 701,532 0.0184 12.908 4.47
122%, 2.25" CPPU I I I 1 809,548 0.0184 14,896 5.16
Moisture Separators, HD-12A-D, 6" section
100%, Current 6" Std 0.206 4 801,532 0.0184 114,9089 .47
122%, 2.25" CPPU 809,548 0.0184 14,96 L.16
Moisture Separators, HD-12A-D, 8" section, Drain Tank Outlet
100%, Current 8  I Std 0.3474 1 4i 701,532 0.0184 12,908 2.58
122%, 2.25" CPPU 809,548 0.0184 14,896 2.98
Moisture Separators, HD-13A.D, 4" section, LCV-23 Inlet Emergency Drain
100%, Current 4, Std 0.0884 4 701,532 0 0.0184 12,908. 10.14
122%, 2.25" CPPU I I - T I 809,548 .0.0184 14,896 11.70
Moisture Separators, HD-13A-D, 6" section, Emergency Drain
100%, Current 6 6" 0 4 701,532 0.0184 49 447
122%, 2.25".CPPU J- 809,548 0.0184 14,896 5.16

Note 1: Stone & Webster/Industry Heater Drain Line Design Criteria state that the maximum
velocity for saturated drain flow is 4 feet per second. This velocity is exceeded for the 4" and 6"
pipe sections for current and uprate conditions. Significant increases in the low measured wear I
rates are not expected. However, FAC monitoring will note any changes and the wear rates will
continue to be managed under the FAC Program.

"~I'

I

I
I
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Cross-Around Piping Velocity

As shown in Table SPLB-A-1-6, the expected flow velocity is expected to have minimal, if anyI] change. The mass flow rate increases by as much as 26% above the current flow, however, the
increase in pressure will cause a decrease in the specific volume, which reduces the volumetric
flow rate. The net affect of the increase in mass flow rate and decrease in specific volume is a
minimal change in flow velocity. The Cross-Around flow velocities are approximately 7,500 fpm
for the 36 inch pipe sections and 11,800 fpm for the 30 inch sections; all within the Stone &
Webster guidance (15,000 fpm for saturated steam in this size piping and pressure range).
Therefore, the uprate flow velocities are considered acceptable. Continued Flow Accelerated
Corrosion (FAC) program monitoring will ensure that any changes to the erosion/corrosion ratesare captured and managed.

Table SPLB-A-1-6
Cross-Around Piping Velocity Evaluation Results

Cross-Around Piping (HP Turbine Exhaust)

Design, "Tuned" UFSAR 120%, 122%

Parameter Ratede - PEPSE- Fig. 1.6- Rated, PEPSE- Is uprate condition

1593 MWte1593 ME t 2- 1593 1912 1950 bounded?
MWt MWt MWt

36- inch Section From HP Turbine to Moisture Separator
Velocity, ft/min 7,597 7,098 7,526 7,554 1 7,573 [Yes - Note 1
Velocity, ft/sec. 126.6 118.3 125.4 125.9 126.2 ISee ft/min.
Note: 1. The Stone & Webster/Industry criteria is 15,000 fpm for saturated steam in this size piping
and pressure range

Cross-Around Piping (Moisture Separator Outlet)

0 UFSAR 120%, 122%
Design, "Tuned' Fig. 1.6- Rated, PEPSE- Is uprate condition

Parameter Rated- PEPSE - 2-1593 1912 1950 bounded?
1593 MWt 1593 MWt MW-t MW1t MWt bounded _

30-inch Section From MS to LP Turbine
Velocity _ _ __I _

Velocity, ft/min Note 2 11,494 11,546 11,590 11,564 Yes - Note 1
Velocity, ft/sec Note 2 192 192 193 193 See ft/min.
Note: 1. The Stone & Webster/Industry criteria is 15,000 fpm for saturated steam in this size piping
and pressure range
Note: 2. Conditions not shown on design heat balance

Cross-Around Piping (LP Turbine Inlet)

Design, "Tuned" UFSAR 120%, 122%
Paraetaed - ned -Fig. 1.6- Rated, PEPSE - Is uprate conditionParameter Rated- PEPSE M 2- 1593 1912 1950 bounded?

MWt MWt MWt

LP Turbine Inlet
Velocity, ft/min 11,689 11,583 11,576 11,624 11,610 Yes-Note 1
Velocity, ft/sec 195 193 193 194 193 See ft/min.

Note: 1. The Stone & Webster/Industry criteria is 15,000 fpm for saturated steam in this size
piping and pressure range
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An assessment of all affected piping was performed in order to reconcile changes in operating
data resulting from the implementation of the CPPU. These evaluations included an assessment
for the potential impact to flow induced fluid transient loading events (e.g., water hammer and/or 3
steam hammer events). The flow induced fluid transient assessments performed considered
specific piping system design inputs/attributes such as the magnitude of system flow rate
increases resulting from CPPU, piping and pipe support configurations, presence of fast closing
valves, etc. "

The initial assessment performed on the main steam piping system determined that a more
detailed evaluation was required to reconcile the higher system flow rate, and its impact on pipe I
stress levels and pipe support loads resulting from a turbine stop valve closure event. Therefore,
detailed computer analyses were performed on both the inside and outside containment main
steam piping system, to document the pipe stress and support acceptability of this system for the
steam hammer loads associated with a turbine stop valve closure transient event. The results of
these analyses determined that the main steam piping remains within acceptable allowable stress
limits. Two main steam pipe clamps were replaced as described in RAI EMEB-B 14. The main
steam piping and supports will continue to meet its design requirements under CPPU conditions.

The assessments performed on the balance of affected piping systems determined that these
systems also remain acceptable, with respect to potential water hammer and/or steam hammerI
flow induced transient issues.

RAI SPLB-A-2 I
Flood Protection:

The application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 6, Section10.1.2, states:

"The flooding is dependent upon the maximum water levels in the hotwells ..... FW system
changes have been evaluated and the flooding rate from a FW line break is acceptable." I

Supplement 4 (Reference 5), Attachment 6, MATRIX 5, Page 6, SE 2.5.1.1.1
VY NOTE, Flood Protection, states: I

"The limiting flooding events at VYNPS, however, are not controlled by fluid volumes in tanks
and vessels, but results from open cycle systems such as Service Water, Fire Water, and
Circulating Water System."

Please address the following: 3
a) Explain the difference between the above two statements. What are the limiting flooding

events at VYNPS that could affect the performance of structures, systems, and
components (SSCs) at the CPPU conditions? Please provide justification and/or details of U
the VYNPS evaluation that concludes that the SSCs important to safety will continue to be
protected from flooding and will continue to meet the requirements of draft General Design
Criteria (GDC) 2 following implementation of the proposed EPU.

b) Explain whether VYNPS performed calculations and/or analyses to evaluate the affects of
fluid volumes in tanks and vessels on flooding. If so, are they based on the total volumes
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of the tanks and vessels or some lesser amount? If such analyses were not considered to
be necessary, explain the basis for this conclusion.

Response to RAI SPLB-A-2

From an internal flooding perspective, implementation of. EPU has no adverse effect on the
current licensing basis requirement of the plant to safely shutdown following a pipe break that
results in internal flooding. The requirements of draft GDC-2 continue to be met.

a) PUSAR Section 10.1.2 deals with flooding from a high energy, closed cycle feedwater line
break that is dependent' on hotwell level, but which as discussed above is not the limiting
flooding scenario. Review Standard RS-001 safety evaluation template section 2.5.1.1.1
deals with flooding from open cycle systems. In the case of VYNPS these open system
flooding events involve the Connecticut River as the water source and are the limiting
flooding scenarios.

EPU does not require an increase in flow from the open cycle water systems such as
service water, circulating water and fire water which have the Connecticut River as a
supply source, As in the current licensing basis, open cycle system line breaks continue
to be the limiting flooding events at VYNPS that could affect the performance of SSCs.
EPU implementation has no effect on open cycle system break flow rate or total flow from
these breaks. The amount of water in the river easily envelopes the amount of water in a
full condensate storage tank or in the condenser hotwell.

b) VY's evaluations show that EPU also does not change the amount of water in any closed
system. The levels in the condenser hotwell and condensate storage tank remain the
same. Breaks in lines fed from these sources do not increase the total amount of flood
water.following EPU implementation. A line break that completely drains a full condensate
storage tank continues to be bounded by an open cycle service water line break, as does
a feedwater line break.

RAI SPLB-A-3

Turbine-Generator and Internally Generated Missiles:

The application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 6, Section 7.1, states that
the high-pressure turbine has' been redesigned with new rotor, diaphragms, and buckets to
increase its flow passing capability. Please address the following:

a) Explain the impact that these modifications will have on the existing turbine overspeed
protection features and requirements, and how protection from turbine overspeed
protection will continue to be assured.

b) Explain why no changes are required for the turbine overspeed trip set-point.

c) Explain why/how equipment important to safety will continue to be protected from the
effects of turbine missiles
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Response to RAI SPLB-A-3

a) Prior to installing the high-pressure turbine conversion (during the April 2004 refueling
outage) to support EPU, the low pressure (LP) turbine rotors at VYNPS had previously
been converted to the monoblock design from the original built-up design that was
installed with the original construction of the plant. This LP rotor conversion from built-up I
to the monoblock design effectively increased total rotor inertia values by almost 20% over
the original rotors. This large increase in inertia slows the acceleration rate of the machine
should a load rejection event occur. Consequently, the estimated peak speed following a
full load rejection was reduced almost 1.2% from the original estimated peak speed
(109.95% versus 108.77% with LP monoblock rotors). GE refers to this estimated peak
speed as "normal overspeed" or NOS. For NOS it is assumed that all protective steam
valves and control systems have responded as intended to minimize the resulting peak I
speed.

As stated in the VYNPS EPU license amendment request, only the high pressure (HP) a
turbine steam path is replaced. With the replacement of the HP turbine, the maximum

power rating is now - 20% higher than before, with only a small increase in rotor inertia
since the LP monoblock rotors were installed. The new NOS value at EPU conditions is,
109.60%, which is less than the original NOS when the unit was first installed.
Consequently, there is no need to adjust the design setting of the mechanical trip, which
remains at 110.5 - 111.5% of rated speed, as there is still sufficient margin between the
NOS value and the minimum mechanical trip setting. This margin should normally be at I
least 0.5%, and presently it is 0.9%.

GE also calculates a second overspeed value, referred to as, "emergency overspeed", or
EOS. This is the estimated peak speed following a full load rejection event when it is
assumed that the first line-of-defense valves and speed control systems completely fail.
The unit would rapidly accelerate to the mechanical trip speed range, which would activate
the trip function and close the main and intermediate stop valves. The resulting peak I
speed is called the emergency overspeed value. The limit for EOS is 120% of rated.
Considering the LP monoblock and HP steam path conversions, the present EOS value is
119.2% of rated speed, which is very close the original value and is also fully acceptable.

Consequently, the uprated overspeed characteristics are all within GE's experience and
within all operating limits. All protective systems will function as before with no loss of
overspeed protection.

b) No changes are required for the mechanical trip setting range as there is still sufficient
margin between the uprated NOS value and the minimum mechanical trip setting, and the
EOS value is still below the limit of 120% speed with the maximum trip setting assumed.

c) As stated previously in this RAI response and in Section 7.1 of Attachment 6 to the
VYNPS EPU application dated September 10, 2003, the HP and LP turbine rotors at
VYNPS are of the GE monoblock design (i.e., integral, non-shrunk-on wheels). This is the
confirmation of the Constant Pressure Power Uprate Licensing Topical Report (NEDC
33004P-A, Revision 4) disposition that a separate turbine missile analysis is not required
for CPPU if the turbine rotors are of the integral, non-shrunk on wheel type. Since the
turbine peak overspeed at EPU conditions is less than that of the original construction

I
I
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VYNPS units, and because of the use of monoblock rotors, equipment important to safety
will continue to be protected from the effects of turbine missiles.

RAI SPLB-A-4

Turbine Gland Sealing System:

With respect to Supplement 4 (Reference 5), Attachment 6, MATRIX 5, Page 8, SE 2.5.2.3 VY
NOTE, Turbine Gland Sealing System, please provide the basis, with respect to safety
considerations, for the VYNPS CPPU determination that the system is capable of performing its
intended function without'modification.

Response to RAI SPLB-A-4

As stated in the VYNPS UFSAR Section 1.6.1.4.4 and Section 11.4, the turbine shaft gland seal
system includes steam seal regulators, exhaust blowers, and a condenser for control of shaft
leakage. This system discharges noncondensible gases from the gland seal system to the station
main stack through an advanced off-gas system which provides holdup time for decay of
radioactive gases. Radiation levels in the advanced off-gas system and the station main stack
are monitored and appropriate operator actions are taken upon receipt of abnormal radiation
levels. These actions or response times are not changed with CPPU. As stated in Section 11.4
of the VYNPS UFSAR, the steam seal system is a power generation support system and has no
safety design basis. The turbine sealing system is designed to Class II seismic design
requirements. CPPU does not affect the seismic loading of any plant equipment.

The acceptability of the VYNPS gland seal system for operation at CPPU conditions was
determined by comparing the CPPU system parameters with the CLTP system parameters. The
steam seal system regulator setting for both CLTP and CPPU conditions is 4 psi. This unchanged
setting leads to unchanged pressures in the steam seal system supply header for CPPU
conditions. Based on discussions with NRC staff it was understood that safety considerations do
not apply to this evaluation.
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Tables SPLB-A-4-1 through 3 contain results of the comparison that was performed during the
CPPU evaluation.

Table SPLB-A-4-1
Steam Seal Header Parameter Comparison

CLTP Parameters CPPU Parameters
FLOW TEMP (F) FLOW TEMP (F)

(lbm/hr) (Ibm/hr)
HP Turbine N1 13,300 225 7,267 (1) 227
gland

HP Turbine N2 7,800 375 6,192 406
gland leakoff
to Moisture
Separator
HP Turbine N2 7,830 260 9,421 (2) 268
gland

LP Turbine "A" 2,560 225 2,261 (3) 227
N3 gland
LP Turbine "A" 2,560 225 2,261 227
N4 gland
LP Turbine "B" 2,560 225 2,261 227
N5 gland
LP Turbine "B" 2,560 225 2,261 227
N6 gland

Note (1) The N1 steam seal header flow is lower for CPPU because the packing land
area on the original HP rotor did not utilize the high/low tooth design. The HP
rotor installed for CPPU conditions was designed with high/low tooth packing in
the N1 packing area resulting in better sealing capabilities.

Note (2) Due to a higher 1' stage pressure as a result of CPPU, there was an increase
in the steam flow from the N2 packing area. Calculations were performed for
EPU on the steam seal header line to Packing #2 and it was confirmed by GE
engineering that the 6-inch diameter pipe can accommodate the higher flow.

Note (3) The steam seal header flows In the LP sections are approximately the same as
originally designed due to the fact the LP turbine backpressure does not
change as a result of CPPU.

I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
!
I
I
I
I
U
,I

I
I
i
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Table SPLB-A-4-2
Steam Seal Exhaust Parameter Comparison

CLTP Parameters CPPU Parameters
STEAM AIR FLOW TEMP STEAM AIR FLOW TEMP
FLOW (Ibm/hr) (F) FLOW (Ibm/hr) (F)

(Ibm/hr) (Ibm/hr)
HP Turbine 610 110 170 334 120 201
NI gland
HP Turbine 450 100 240 446 112 204
N2 gland
LP Turbine 900 360 190 774 203 199
"A" N3 gland
LP Turbine 900 360 190 774 203 199
"A" N4 gland
LP Turbine 900 360 190 774 203 199
"B" N5 gland
LP Turbine 900 360 190 774 203 199
"B" N6 gland
Steam 4,660 1,650 195 3,875 1,442 199
Packing
Exhauster
(condenser
inlet)

I Table SPLB-A-4-3
Steam Seal System Parameter Comparison

3 Parameter CLTP CPPU
(Ibm/hr) (Ibmlhr)

Startup Flow 14,000 10,565
(normal clearance) 14,000 10,565
Startup Flow 28,000 25,306
(double clearance) 28,000 25,306

The total steam seal header flow for CPPU conditions decreases slightly from CLTP conditions;
therefore, the steam seal regulator is adequate for CPPU conditions. The steam seal supply
header pressures are unchanged for CPPU; therefore the steam seal header relief valves are
adequate for CPPU conditions. The steam packing exhauster flow at CPPU conditions is within
the capacity of the steam packing exhausters. The CPPU temperatures in the seal steam3 headers and seal steam exhaust lines is within the 750 °F temperature rating of schedule 40
carbon steel; therefore, the system piping is adequate. The small increase in temperature of the
inlet flow to the steam packing exhauster condenser is within the capacity of the steam packing

U exhauster condenser.
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RAI SPLB-A-5

Main Steam Supply System (MSSS):

With respect to Supplement 4 (Reference 5), Attachment 6, MATRIX 5, Page 9, SE 2.5.4.1 VY
NOTE, Main Steam Supply System, please explain how the MSSS will continue to meet draft
GDC-40 and draft GDC-42 following EPU implementation.

Response to RAI SPLB-A-5 I
Draft GDC 40 and 42 require the safety features of the Main Steam System to be protected
against the environmental and dynamic effects and missiles that might result from- plant
equipment failures or a loss of coolant accident (LOCA).

The environmental qualification of safety-related components is addressed in Section 10.3 of the
PUSAR.

As discussed in response to RAI SPLB-A-1, the main steam piping is adequately supported for !
the dynamic effects of potential fluid transient events, including LOCA. Steam hammer events
such as turbine stop valve closure and relief valve discharge events were considered.

As stated in PUSAR Section 3.5, piping systems potentially impacted by CPPU were evaluated
and no new postulated break locations were identified. In addition, since CPPU conditions do not
result in an increase in pressure considered in high energy piping evaluations, there is no
increased pipe whip or jet impingement loads on related HELB targets or pipe whip restraints. I
As stated in PUSAR Section 3.5, the pipe stresses and pipe support loads of the main steam
piping system due to CPPU were evaluated and were documented to be within design limits.

Piping systems impacted by CPPU were evaluated and no new postulated break locations were U
identified. Hence, there are no new missile concerns originating from piping that will result due to
CPPU. An additional discussion of internally generated missiles is provided in the January 31,
2004 submittal, Attachment 6 of Supplement 4 to Proposed Technical Specification Change No. 1
263.

Therefore, the Main Steam System will continue to meet draft GDC-40 and draft GDC-42
following CPPU implementation. I
RAI SPLB-A-6 3
Turbine Bypass System:

According to the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR), Section 11.5.2, "Power
Generation Design Bases," the main turbine bypass system shall have a capacity of 105% of the
maximum expected turbine design flow. The application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference
1), Attachment 6, Section 7.3, states that the turbine bypass valves were initially rated for a total
steam flow capacity of not less that than 105% of the original rated reactor steam flow (i.e., 7.06
Mlb/hr). Whereas, at CPPU conditions, rated reactor steam flow is 7.906 Mlb/hr, resulting in a
bypass capacity that is only 89% of the CPPU rated steam flow. Although the licensee concludes
that the bypass capacity at VYNPS remains adequate for normal operational flexibility at CPPU!
conditions, this appears to be a change in the plant design and licensing basis which has not
been specifically recognized and addressed in the submittal. Please explain this apparent
discrepancy.U

I
I
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Response to RAI SPLB-A-6

The original license power design capacity, 105% original turbine design steam flow, of the main
turbine bypass system at the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station (VYNPS), is exceptionally
large for a GE BWR. Most GE designed BWRs have a main turbine bypass capacity of between
25% and 40% of original turbine design steam flow. The reason for the large original turbine
steam bypass capacity at VYNPS is that the plant was originally designed to withstand a turbine
trip at rated main turbine steam flow without causing an automatic reactor scram. In order to meet
this original design, the main turbine bypass capacity was designed for 105% original turbine
design steam flow. Also the main turbine bypass piping and the main condenser were designed
for this capacity. The ability of VYNPS to withstand a turbine trip without automatic plant
shutdown was abandoned early after the original plant licensing and is not the current licensing
basis of VYNPS. This can be seen by observation of Section 11.5.4.2 of the VYNPS UFSAR that
states:

Upon loss of unit load, the main turbine speed and acceleration protection systems initiate
fast control and intercept-stop valve closure. The difference between the valve position
demand from the controlling pressure regulator (EPR or MPR) and the actual valve
position creates an "error" signal which acts to open the bypass system to the main
condenser. With reactor rated thermal power above 30%. an automatic reactor scram will
occur which prevents violation of the Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) limit.I(emphasis added)

The CLTP design of VYNPS is such that an automatic reactor scram signal is generated upon
loss of unit load, main turbine trip or main generator load rejection, above 30% of rated thermal
power (RTP). Note that as stated in Attachment 6, Section 5.3.2 of the VYNPS EPU application
dated September 10, 2003, the CPPU power level above which an automatic reactor scram
occurs upon main turbine trip or generator load rejection is 25% CPPU RTP. In addition,
operation of the main turbine bypass valves is conservatively not credited in the reactor transient
analyses for main turbine trip and generator load rejection either at current rated thermal power
(CRTP) or at CPPU RTP. Therefore, it is concluded that CPPU does not change the VYNPS
current licensing basis with respect to the main turbine bypass capacity.

As stated in Section 7'.11.3.4 of the VYNPS UFSAR:

I The Turbine Bypass System is designed to control pressure (a) during reactor vessel
heatup to rated pressure, (b) while the turbine is brought up to speed and synchronized,
(c) during power operation when the reactor steam generation exceeds transient turbine
steam requirements, and (d) when cooling down the reactor.

The evaluation of the VYNPS turbine bypass system for CPPU concluded that the CPPU turbine
bypass capacity of 89% CPPU rated steam flow was adequate to address all four of the criteria
stated in Section 7.11.3.4 of the VYNPS UFSAR. Therefore, it is concluded that VYNPS EPU

i submittal did address the change in relative design capacity of the turbine bypass capacity (105%3 for CLTP and 89% for CPPU RTP). The VYNPS design process for implementation of CPPU
adequately addresses the required documentation changes, UFSAR update, drawing updates,

Ni procedure changes, etc.
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Probabilistic Safety Assessment Branch (SPSB)

RAI SPSB-C-1 3
With respect to the application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 6, Section
4.2.6, discuss the risk implications of relying on containment accident pressure for emergency
core cooling system (ECCS) pump net positive suction head (NPSH) by addressing the following:

a) Describe how the containment accident pressure credit impacts the probabilistic risk
assessment (PRA) success criteria and accident sequence modeling. Identify which PRA
accident sequences lead to core damage as a result of inadequate containment accident
pressure.

b) How is inadequate containment accident pressure modeled in the PRA? What failure
mechanisms (e.g., equipment failures, operator errors, etc.) have been included? How
have their probabilities been estimated? 3

c) How much does inadequate containment accident pressure contribute to the overall core-
damage frequency? Provide numerical results, including the Fussell-Vesely importance
measures and the risk achievement worths (RAWs) for each basic event whose =
occurrence results in inadequate containment accident pressure.

d) What core-damage frequency would result if the PRA took no credit for containment
accident pressure? I

Response to RAI SPSB-C-1

a) The more conservative initial conditions assumed in the design bases calculations are
responsible for identification of the need to rely on containment accident pressure for
emergency core cooling system (ECCS) pump net positive suction head (NPSH) as
necessary for successful mitigation of design-bases accident sequences, in comparison
with the best-estimate thermal-hydraulic calculations performed in support of the VYNPS
Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA) model. The major differences in the containment
model used in the MAAP thermal-hydraulic analysis performed to support PSA success
criteria versus the design basis analysis were:

1. use of best-estimate values of heat transfer coefficient for the RHR heat exchangers, 3
2. crediting internal passive heat sinks within the containment, and use of nominal vs.

minimum suppression pool water volume,

3. use of nominal decay heat rate from ANSI standard 5.1-1979 (i.e., 2-sigma
uncertainty was not applied),

4. use of nominal 100% initial reactor power rather than the 102% calorimetric
uncertainty value, and I

5. use of a more conservative feedwater pump post-event runout model.

It was concluded -that pumps taking suction from the suppression pool had adequate
NPSH without requiring suppression pool overpressure. No changes were necessary tog
credit operator action for closure of the torus vent valve to ensure adequate NPSH for the
ECCS pumps taking suction from the suppression pool. i

I
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b) The following is a discussion of the PRA accident sequences which lead to core damage
as a result of inadequate containment accident pressure. The VYNPS PSA model does
consider the impact of rapid containment pressure reduction on ECCS NPSH following
emergency containment venting. In the case of large and medium LOCA event
sequences, if suppression pool cooling (top event TC) fails and the main condenser is not
recovered (top event RM), top event VT is used to evaluate use of the hard-piped torus
vent to accomplish containment heat removal. A hardened vent path is provided for
certain beyond DBA sequences involving loss of containment heat removal. Loss of
containment heat removal can be postulated to result in pressurization of primary
containment beyond the design pressure and can eventually lead to containment failure.
The hard piped vent is used to vent containment before containment failure to ensure the
availability of ECCS equipment which relies on the suppression pool inventory for suction.
The vent path is directly from the torus air space to the plant stack. The vent consists of
8" pipe which is connected to one of the torus/drywell vacuum breaker lines and
discharges into the 12" standby gas treatment system exhaust line which, in turn,
discharges to the plant stack. The hard piped vent is initiated via rupture disk. A normallyclosed motor operated valve (MOV) is installed in the vent line and is used to control or

terminate venting. Top event VT considers only the pressure relief function of the vent.
Reclosure of the vent to control containment pressure in order to preserve low pressure
coolant injection (LPCI) and core spray pump NPSH is evaluated under Top event Al. Top
event Al is used to evaluate the success of long-term injection after containment heat
removal challenges are assessed. Operator action AINPSH, "Operator fails to control ventIand LP fails due to loss of NPSH," is included to model the inability to maintain adequate
containment accident pressure for LPCI/CS ECCS pumps taking suction from the
suppression pool. The Human Error Probability (HEP) for this action was estimated to be
1.1 E-03. The EPRI method was used to estimate this probability, based on three separate
contributors: (1) non-recoverable mistakes associated with misdiagnosis, wrong detection,
procedures, etc.; (2) non-response errors; and (3) manipulative errors.

I c) The Fussell-Vesely importance measure and the risk achievement worth (RAW) for
operator action AINPSH are 7.841 E-6 and 1.007, respectively.

d) The incremental core-damage frequency resulting if the PRA took no credit for
containment accident pressure control (i.e., AINPSH guaranteed failure) is estimated to be
< 1 E-1 0/reactor-year.

E RAI SPSB-C-2

With respect to the application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 6, Section
4.2.6, what indications would be available to the operator during a loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA) which could indicate abnormal ECCS pump performance, especially cavitation due to
inadequate NPSH? What actions would the operator take in response to indications of3 inadequate ECCS pump NPSH?

Response to RAI SPSB-C-2

3 Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station (VYNPS) procedure ON 3164, "ECCS Suction Strainer
Plugging" provides guidance to the plant operators. Per this procedure, indications available to
the operator during a loss of coolant accident which could indicate abnormal ECCS pump3 performance, especially cavitation due to inadequate NPSH include:
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1. Pump motor current indication erratic or decreasing;

2. Decreasing pump suction pressure (read locally) with steady state torus I
pressure/temperature/level conditions;

3. System flow rate erratic or less than expected for the backpressure to which the system is i
discharging;

4. Frequent adjustments of ECCS system discharge valve to maintain a constant flow rate at i
steady state backpressure/level conditions;

5. Audible indications of pump cavitation, such as increasing vibration/rough operation; and

6. Possible opening or cycling of minimum flow valves In response to flow decrease caused
by suction strainer plugging. 3

In response to indications of inadequate ECCS pump NPSH, operators would consider taking the
following actions as necessary:

1. Remove from service or throttle flow from those ECCS systems not needed to restore and I
maintain EOP parameters. Consider securing one of two running RHR pumps within a
single loop; 3

2. If possible, re-align the suction of the core spray pump(s) to the CST. Limit total core
spray pump flow from the CST to 8,000 gpm to maintain adequate NPSH;

3. If an ECCS pump is aligned to the CST, initiate replenishment of the CST; and/or I
4. Consider aligning the service water system or fire protection system to the 'A' RHR loop

per the appropriate appendix of VYNPS Operational Emergency Procedure OE 3107, I
"EOP/SAG Appendices."

RAI SPSB-C-3 3
With respect to the application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 6, Section
4.2.6, have reactor vessel isolation events been considered as possibly more limiting than long-
term suppression pool heat up following a LOCA for ECCS pump available NPSH (i.e., reactorI
vessel isolation with high pressure coolant injection (HPCI) unavailable and automatic
depressurization system (ADS) activated to proceed to safe shutdown)? When is suppression
pool cooling initiated with respect to ADS actuation? I
Response to RAI SPSB-C-3

In addition to LOCA and ATWS, the application dated September 10, 2003, Attachment 6, Section I
4.2.6 discussed SBO and Appendix R fire events. These isolation events have been considered
and the assumptions related to suppression pool cooling and reactor depressurization via the
safety/relief valves are discussed below. In each case, the peak suppression pool temperature I
was less than the LOCA peak temperature of 194.7 OF. At pool temperatures less than the LOCA
peak, ECCS pumps will have more available NPSH, all other things being equal.

U
I
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Appendix R

One RHR train (i.e., one RHR pump, one RHR heat exchanger, one RHR service water pump) is
placed in suppression pool cooling mode at 10 minutes after event initiation. Reactor
depressurization is initiated in one (1) hour. Peak suppression pool temperature was calculated
to be 189.5 OF.

* Station Blackout

One RHR train (i.e., one RHR pump, one RHR heat exchanger, one RHR service water pump) is
placed in suppression pool cooling mode at 60 minutes after event initiation. Reactor
depressurization is also assumed to be initiated at 60 minutes after event initiation. Peak
suppression pool temperature was calculated to be 187.9 OF.

Based on the above results, the large break LOCA presented in the application dated September
10, 2003, Attachment 6, Section 4.2.6, represents the most limiting case for ECCS pump
available NPSH.

I RAI SPSB-C-4

Licensee letter BVY 99-45 to the NRC dated March 31, 1999, discussed issues related to the
suppression pool water temperature analysis for VYNPS. The letter states that the decay heat
model has been found to be acceptably conservative when a 2-sigma uncertainty is applied.
Provide clarification of how the 2-sigma uncertainty was applied with respect to the 2% thermal
power uncertainty.,

Response to RAI SPSB-C-4

3 The shutdown core power used in the EPU long-term containment analyses includes fission
energy following scram, fuel relaxation energy (corresponding to the sensible energy in fuel due to
its elevated temperature) and decay heat based on the ANSI/ANS 5.1 - 1979 decay heat model
with additional actinides and activation products per GE SIL 636, Revision 1. The: 2-sigma
uncertainty adder is applied to the decay heat component (i.e., the ANSI/ANS 5.1 decay heat
model with additional actinides and activation products per SIL 636, Revision 1).

I The shutdown power is input to the analysis as a normalized value against the analysis initial core
thermal power. The initial analysis core thermal power is assumed to be 2% higher than the rated
core thermal power, per Reg. Guide 1.49. The code calculates the core thermal power at a
specific time by multiplying the normalized shutdown power by the initial core thermal power.
Therefore, the 2% rated thermal power uncertainty is added to the rated core thermal power, and.the 2-sigma uncertainty is an adder to the decay heat.

I RAI SPSB-C-5

With respect to the application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 6, Section
4.2.6, were the recommendations of SIL 636 Revision 1 (related to the determination of decay
heat) used for the containment calculations and the ECCS pump NPSH calculations?
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Response to RAI SPSB-C-5

Yes. The recommendations of SIL 636 Revision 1, allowances for miscellaneous actinides and 3
activation products, were incorporated in the determination of decay heat for the VYNPS EPU
conditions. Decay heat was calculated based on the ANSI/ANS-5.1-1979 standard with SIL 636
Revision 1 additional actinides and activation products and the additional conservatism of 2-sigma
uncertainty. This conservative decay heat was then used in the VYNPS EPU containment I
calculations. The results of the containment calculations were used in the VYNPS EPU ECCS
pump NPSH calculations. I
RAI SPSB-C-6

With respect to the application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 6, Section
4.2.6, this section states that the debris loading on the suction strainers and the methodology I
used to calculate available ECCS NPSH for CPPU are the same as the pre-CPPU conditions.
Please verify that there have been no changes since your December 29, 1999 letter to the NRC
documenting your completion of the actions requested by NRC Bulletin 96-03. If changes have I
been made to the debris loading calculations, please describe these changes.

Response to RAI SPSB-C-6 I
There have been no changes affecting the December 29, 1999 letter to the NRC documenting the
actions taken in response to NRC Bulletin 96-03. I
No insulation has been added or removed from the drywell that would adversely affect the results
of the debris loading calculations. Permanent lead blanket shielding has been added, but the
shielding has been shown to be not susceptible to material failure following a LOCA; therefore,
the additional shielding will not increase debris loading on the ECCS strainers.

No additional paint has been added to the suppression pool chamber or drywell that would 3
adversely affect the design inputs used in the debris loading calculations. The methodology to
calculate the debris loading and strainer pressure loss for ECCS NPSH for CPPU is the same as
the pre-CPPU methodology. 3
The VYNPS specific sludge generation values have changed. The sludge generation rate was
increased from 53 lbs/yr to 88 lbs/yr for a one-time extension of suppression pool cleaning. The
actual sludge generation results are based on the torus cleaning that occurred during the April
2004 refueling outage (RFO-24) that indicated that 75 lbs of sludge had been generated in the six
years since the torus was last cleaned and painted in RFO-20. The new sludge generation rate is
approximately 12.5 lbs/yr and is less that the sludge generation rate used in debris loading
calculations. The ECCS pump NPSH margin calculation has conservatively not been revised to
reflect the reduced sludge generation rate of 12.5 lbs/yr.

RAI SPSB-C-7 U
With respect to the application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 6, Section
4.2.6, provide the value used for the residual heat removal (RHR) heat exchanger K value. Verify I
that no change was made In this value from that used in the current licensed thermal power
(CLTP) licensing basis analysis. Please identify this CLTP analysis. Describe the testing done
(type of test and frequency) to assure that this value remains bounding. 3

I
I
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U Response to RAI SPSB-C-7

The CLTP analysis is incorporated in VYNPS UFSAR Section 14.6.3.3.2, "Torus Temperature
Response." The RHR heat exchanger K value used for EPU torus temperature analysis is
179.375 BTUlsec-°F. This value is an approximately 1.9% increase from the previous CLTP value
of 176 BTU/sec-°F and is based on the higher RHR HX heat transfer resulting from increased
torus water temperature.

=I The RHR HXs were previously tested and the test results analyzed per the guidance of NRC
Generic Letter 89-13. This testing showed that the heat exchangers' performance easily met their
design heat removal requirements (much more than 1.9%) based on once per operating cycle
cleaning. In accordance with the provisions of Generic Letter 89-13 the heat exchangers are
cleaned once per operating cycle to maintain this level of performance and additional
performance testing is not required.

RAI SPSB-C-8

With respect to the application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 6, Section
4.2.6, please supply figures of the pressure available and pressure required as a function of time
for NPSH for anticipated transients without scram (ATWS), station blackout and Appendix R
similar to Figure 4-6.

Response to RAI SPSB-C-8

The figures requested are located in the calculations submitted in response to RAI SPSB-C-26
and are listed below.

3 SBO: see Figure 2, VYC-2314, Rev. 0

Appendix R: see Figure 4, VYC-2314, Rev. 0

3 ATWS: see Figure 4.3, VYC-0808, Rev. 6, CCN 04

RAI SPSB-C-9

With respect to the applicati6n dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 6, Section
4.2.6, what flow rates are assumed for the ECCS pumps for the short-term and the long-term
NPSH analyses? Page 4-10 discusses "expected" flow rates. How is it assured that the flow rate
won't be less than the assumed values?

Response to RAI SPSB-C-9

For conservatism, the values used in the NPSH analysis for LOCA are upper-bound values. The
upper-bound values are based on the statistical uncertainty associated with the flow
measurements performed during periodic surveillances. These values are provided in Table
SPSB-C-9-1.
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Table SPSB-C-9-1
LOCA Single Failure Sensitivity Case

One RHR pump per loop 7,400 gpm short term and long term
Two RHR pumps per loop 14,200 Qpm short term
One core spray pump 4,600 gpm short term
One core spray pump 3,500 gpm long term

The upper-bound values are conservative for NPSH since they maximize the head loss in the
piping from the torus to the pump inlet and the required NPSH is higher at higher flow rates.

To provide conservatism in LOCA calculations (e.g., core heatup), lower-bound flow-rate values
are used.

Expected values would be between the upper- and lower-bound values. In that sense, the use of
the term "expected flow rates" on page 4-10 of the application dated September 10, 2003,
Attachment 6, Section 4.2.6, was inappropriate.

RAI SPSB-C-10

With respect to the application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 6, Section
4.2.6, what, if any, containment accident pressure would be required if a more realistic calculation
of drywell and wetwell response to a LOCA was performed rather than the design basis analysis?
For example, nominal reactor power, decay heat without the 2-sigma, realistic pump flows, credit
for the effect of suppression pool temperature on required NPSH, best estimate RHR heat
exchanger performance, no single failures, normal suppression pool water level, etc. The
response to this question may be based on existing sensitivity studies or engineering judgment.
The staff is not requesting a calculation.

Response to RAI SPSB-C-10

The response to RAI SPSB-C-1 included a discussion of best estimate suppression pool
temperature calculations using the MAAP code. An additional sensitivity case has been
performed with the GOTHIC code and a modified DBA LOCA model, assuming no single failure of
an RHRHX.

Table SPSB-C-10-1
LOCA Single Failure Sensitivity Case

With RHRHX Single Failure Without RHRHX Single Failure

Peak Wetwell Temp Time (sec) Peak Wetwell Temp Time (sec)(OF) Tie(e)(OF) Tm sc

195 25,890 169 4,000

Crediting the additional RHRHX enhances suppression pool cooling, and containment
overpressure credit is not necessary for the DBA LOCA.

I
'I
I
U
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
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VY has also performed sensitivity studies with GOTHIC on the CLB analysis key input
* parameters.
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Table'SPSB-C-10-2
LOCA Single Failure Sensitivity Case

Suppression
Pool

Input Parameter Change Estimated

?T(OF)
Decay Heat Cycle- Cycle-
De___ay __Heat__ Independent Dependent -2.0
Long Term Vessel
Recovery with 2 LPCI and 2 CS 1 CS
Minimum -8.0
Suppression Pool
Cooling
RHR Flow (as it affects 6,400 gpm 7,000 gpm -0.6
RHRHX Performance) 6,00___,00 _p -0.6
RHRSW Flow (as it
affects RHRHX 2,700 gm 4,000 gpm -4.8
Performance)

The combined effect of each incremental change would b6 less than the arithmetic sum of each
individual change. For example, the combined effect of using a cycle-dependent decay heat plus
4,000 gpm RHRSW flow would less than -6.8 OF, but greater than -4.8 OF (i.e., between -6.8 OF
and -4.8 OF). The combined effect of all of the above, which would be representative of expected
performance with only one of two RHR heat exchanges available, and assuming the design basis
service water temperature of 85 OF and initial pool temperature of 90 OF, would be greater than -
8.0 OF and less than -15.4 OF (i.e., between -8.0 OF and -15.4 OF). Therefore, the peak
suppression pool temperature would be between 187 OF and 180 OF.

At the upper end of the range (i.e., 187 OF), some small amount of credit for containment
overpressure would still be required. At the lower end of the range (i.e., 180 OF), credit for
containment overpressure would not be required.

While VY expects these results to be accurate, the sensitivity calculations were not performed to
QA program requirements. The results demonstrate some of the large conservatisms in the
accident analyses for EPU.

RAI SPSB-C-11

With respect to the application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 6, Section
4.2.6, list the conservatisms included in the calculation of available NPSH and containment
accident pressure and the value of each conservatism in terms of suppression pool temperature
or containment pressure.

Response to RAI SPSB-C-11

I
1
I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I
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Available NPSH (NPSHA) is determined by the following equation.
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NPSHA = (PTorus - Pv) (144) V + Z - Hr - Hd - H,

where PTOr = torus pressure, psia
pv = vapor pressure of the pumped fluid, psia
v = specific volume of the pumped fluid, cu ft / lb
Z = elevation head, torus to pump suction, ft
Hs, = suction strainer loss, ft
Hd = strainer debris loss, ft
Hf = friction loss in suction piping, ft

The principal parameters in the calculation of available NPSH for ECCS pumps are torus
pressure, suppression pool water level, vapor pressure (directly related to suppression pool
temperature), and head loss due to flow through the debris bed, the strainer, and the piping
between the torus and the pump inlet.

Conservatism in the Torus Pressure Calculation for NPSH Evaluations

Torus pressure is calculated in a manner to produce the minimum value consistent with the
maximum value for suppression pool temperature.

Conservative inputs are used in the SHEX analyses, which minimize the torus pressure to be
used in NPSH evaluations. This includes the use of inputs used to specify the initial conditions
and the inputs used to describe the modeling assumptions.

Initial Conditions

The initial conditions are specified to minimize the amount of non-condensible gas initially
in the drywell and torus and therefore reduce the torus pressure response. These initial
conditions are as follows:

1. Initial drywell temperature is at the maximum value (170 OF).

2. Initial torus airspace temperature is at the maximum suppression pool operating
temperature (90 OF).

3. The initial drywell and torus relative humidity is at 100%.

4. The initial drywell and torus pressures are at the minimum values (1.7 psig and
0.0 psig, respectively).

Modeling Assumptions

The modeling assumptions are used to minimize the torus pressure during the event
calculation. These include assumptions related to mixing of break flow and containment
spray flow with the containment atmosphere, which is discussed below.

For the short-term analysis case (time < 600 seconds) it is assumed that LPCI flow going
to the broken recirculation loop is injected directly into the drywell. It is further assumed
that the LPCI flow rate into the broken recirculation loop is at the runout flow rates with all
LPC1 pumps available. [[
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This assumption minimizes the drywell pressure response, which in turn reduces the torus
pressure.

For the long-term analysis (time > 600 seconds) it is assumed that only one RHR system
(one RHR pump, one heat exchanger, one RHR service water pump) is available in the
drywell and torus spray mode. [[

11

Conservatism in the Suppression Pool Water Level Calculation for NPSH Evaluations n

Suppression pool water level (Z) varies during a LOCA. The initial level is based on the Technical
Specification minimum volume of 68,000 cu ft. Level initially increases due to the addition of
reactor water and feedwater. The temperature increases, then decreases slightly as water is.
pumped back to the reactor by the ECCS pumps and as the pool cools. The NPSH calculation is
based on a conservative single value of water level corresponding to a pool volume of 77,640 cu I
ft.- At the time of peak torus temperature, the calculated pool volume is 79,470 cu ft. The
difference in water level corresponding to this difference in elevation is approximately 0.25 ft.

Conservatism in the Vapor Pressure Calculation for NPSH Evaluations I
The vapor pressure (Pv) is based on the calculated suppression pool temperature. Therefore, all
of the conservatism in its value is due to the conservatism in the calculation of the temperature.
Using ASME Steam Tables, it can be shown that a 1 OF reduction in suppression pool
temperature in the region of interest corresponds to approximately a 0.5 ft increase in available
NPSH due to the corresponding drop in vapor pressure.

The response to RAI SPSB-C-10 addresses the question of the degree of conservatism in the
calculation of the pool temperature. Removal of individual conservatisms in the analysis inputswas estimated to decrease the calculated peak suppression pool temperature by 0.6 OF to 8.0 OF.Therefore, the corresponding effect on available NPSH would be to increase it by 0.3 ft to 4.0 ft.

Conservatism in the Head Loss Calculation for NPSH Evaluations

The head loss due to flow is based on the maximum flow rates shown in the response to RAI
SPSB-C-9. The total loss is based on the head drop across the debris bed on the ECCS suction
strainer, the strainer itself, and in the piping from the strainer to the pump inlet. Each of the terms
for the RHR and Core Spray pumps at the time of peak torus temperature is listed in Table SPSB-
C-11-1. I

Table SPSB-C-11-1

Pump Flow Rate Head Loss Due to Flow (ft), Current Design Basis
(gpm) Piping Strainer Debris Total

Core Spray 3,500 3.06 0.29 0.21 3.56
RHR 7,400 2.61 0.33 0.33 3.27

Nominal values for core spray and RHR pumps are approximately 3,000 gpm and 7,000 gpm,
respectively. Since the head loss in the piping and the clean strainer is proportional to velocity

I
I
I
I
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squared, the use of the nominal values for flow instead of the maximums would reduce the losses
by approximately 0.9 ft for core spray and 0.3 ft for RHR.

The specified values for the head loss due to debris are based on the original design basis
calculations for the ECCS suction strainers. The calculation was revised to evaluate the effects of
an increase in peak suppression pool temperature, an increase in the sludge accumulation
assumption, and the sensitivity of the head loss to changes in fiber loading. The revised
calculation showed that the maximum head loss occurred at a reduced fiber volume, but the total
head loss was still within the current design basis values shown in Table SPSB-C-11-1. The
revised calculations gave a value for core spray that was 0.02 ft lower than the design basis, and
a value for RHR that was 0.09 ft lower than the design basis.

Summary

The highest value of the above parameters in terms of impact on available NPSH is suppression
pool temperature. The cumulative effects of each of the terms affecting suppression pool
temperature cannot be determined by adding each of the individual terms. However, it can be
said that the cumulative effect of all the terms would reduce the peak temperature by more than 8
'F and thus increase the available NPSH by more than 4 ft because of the corresponding
decrease in vapor pressure.

Other terms can be added, thus the cumulative effect of level (0.25 ft), nominal flow rate (0.9 ft for
RHR and 0.3 ft for core spray), and debris loading (0.09 ft for RHR and 0.02 for core spray) would
result in an increase in available NPSH of approximately 1.2 ft for RHR and 0.6 ft for core spray.

The overall effect of all the terms is thus on the order of 5 ft in available NPSH, or 2.1 psia in
terms of absolute pressure, not including the effect of the conservatisms in the calculation of torus
pressure, which were not quantified.

RAI SPSB-C-12

With respect to the application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 6, Section
4.2.6, what values of required NPSH are assumed for the ECCS pump for which containmentaccident pressure is required? Is one value used for each pump or is there a range of values for
each pump? Verify that no temperature corrections are made to the required NPSH values.

Response to RAI SPSB-C-12

The required containment overpressure shown on Figure 4-6 of the application dated September
10, 2003, Attachment 6, is based on the required long-term NPSH applied from 600 seconds after
the beginning of the event. One value was used for each pump for long-term operation. There
are no temperature corrections applied to the required NPSH values.

I Table SPSB-C-12-1

Pumps Flow Rate Required NPSH
(gpm) (long-term)_________________________ J______________________(ft)

One RHR pump per loop 7,400 31.7
One core spray pump 3,500 29.6
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RAI SPSB-C-13

The following questions pertain to the application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1),
Attachment 6, Sections 10.5.3, 10.6, and 10.9. A normally open torus vent Ine must be closed to
retain containment accident pressure for adequate available NPSH. The staff is not aware of this I
being necessary for other licensees with Mark I containments that have to rely on containment
accident pressure for adequate available NPSH.

a) Describe the configuration of the line the valve is in. Provide a drawing or sketch. i

b) Where does this line vent to? 3
c) What is the normal function of this line?

d) Is this valve a containment isolation valve? 3
e) What automatic closure/open signals does the valve receive?

f) What actions would the operator take if this valve does not close? i
g) What is the motive power for this valve? Verify that this motive power will be available for

the LOCA, Appendix R fire, ATWS, and Station Blackout scenarios. I
h) What is the surveillance frequency for testing this valve, and what testing (stroke

testing/leak testing) is required?

i) Is there another (redundant) valve in the line which can be closed if this valve does not
close when required? I

j) At what point in the accident sequence will the operator close this valve? Why is this time
acceptable? What is the stroke time of this valve, and is this time accounted for in the
determination of adequate available NPSH? I

k) What indications will the control room operator rely on to verify that the valve is closed?
Will this indication be available during a LOCA, Appendix R fire, ATWS, or Station
Blackout event?

Response to RAI SPSB-C-13

a) The torus 3-inch vent valve SB-16-19-6B, is an air-to-open, spring-to-close, fail-closed-on-
loss-of-power valve that is located in the line that vents the torus to the standby gas
treatment system (SGTS) to the plant stack. The flow path consists of the 3-inch torus
vent SB-16-19-6B to SB-16-19-6 through the SGTS system (note: the SGTS fan is not
normally running), and out to the plant stack. See attached sketch Figure SPSB-C-1 3-1.

b) The line vents the torus to the standby gas treatment system to the stack. I
I
I
i
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c) The normal function of this line is to maintain the torus at atmospheric pressure. The vent
path ensures the drywell to torus differential pressure of 1.7 psid can be maintained
without approaching the high drywell pressure scram and ECCS initiation setpoint of 2.5
psig.

Torus pressure of 0 psi is the input parameter to the Mark I containment analysis. The
torus normal operating pressure of 0 psi permits operation with minimum drywell normal
operating pressure of 1.7 psig greater than torus pressure, but less than the maximum
normal drywell operating pressure of 2 psig.

d) The valve is a containment isolation valve and closes on a PCIS Group III isolation signal.

e) The valve will automatically close on a high drywell (2.5 psi) signal, low reactor water level
(127 in.) signal, high reactor building ventilation radiation (14 mr/hr), or high refueling floor
radiation (100 mr/hr).

f) The operator would re-position the control switch for SB-16-19-6B to the AUTO/CLOSE
position to close the valve. If the valve remains open, the operator would close or verify
closed SB-16-19-6 (normally open) and SB-16-19-7 (normally closed) to isolate this vent
path. Note: Both of these valves also isolate on a PCIS Group III isolation signal.

g) Since the valve fails closed by spring pressure on a loss of air or power, the motive force
is available for the LOCA, Appendix R fire, ATWS and station blackout scenarios.

h) SB-16-19-6B is stroke time (closed) tested quarterly and is Type C leak rate tested during
each refueling outage.

i) If SB-16-19-6B fails to close, SB-16-19-6 (normally open) and SB-16-19-7 (normally
closed) would isolate this vent path. Both these valves also isolate on a PCIS Group III
isolation signal.

j) The valve will automatically close when a PCIS Group Ill isolation signal is received during
a LOCA or ATWS. It will also close on loss of power during a station blackout event.

The event of concern is an Appendix R fire event with no isolation signal present. (NOTE:
See also RAl response to RAI IROB-B 1 on page 66 of 120 of the VYNPS Submittal dated
Jan. 31, 2004.) In this event, the operators will enter VYNPS procedure OP 3020, "Fire
Emergency Response Procedure," and the appropriate Emergency Operating Procedures
(EOPs).

The appropriate sections of OP 3020 will be revised to state that, if a scram has been
initiated, the operator is to manually initiate PCIS Group II and Group III isolations. This
task is accomplished by positioning the control switches for the respective PCIS Group
valves to the closed position and verifying closed indication. (The valves may already be
closed if an automatic isolation was received coincident with the scram due to reactor
vessel low water level). The torus vent valve is a PCIS Group III Isolation valve and its
control switch will be taken to the closed position (even if the valve is already closed due
to an automatic isolation) and will be verified closed via position light indication. All of the
PCIS Group II and Group III valves' control switches and position indications are located in
the control room. VYNPS procedures (EOPs) currently direct the operator to verify
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isolations following a reactor scram, if a required isolation does not occur, the operator is
directed to initiate the isolation.

The above operator actions are straightforward and there is ample time for successful I
completion. The time available to take this action is - 40 minutes from the time of the
reactor scram. Following the control room initial response to a reactor scram, there should
be no competing functions that would distract the operator from taking these actions. I
Operators are trained in these actions (initiating and verifying PC0S containment Group
isolations following a reactor scram) on the plant simulator.

Indication of successful completion will be the closed position indication for the valve on I
the main control room front panel.

The inservice testing (IST) reference value for stroke time closed is 0.98 seconds. The 3
IST acceptable range for this valve is 0.01 to 2.00 seconds. Since there are - 40 minutes
available to take this action, the stroke time is acceptable. Closure of the valve within - 40
minutes will assure adequate containment overpressure due to subsequent torus heatup,
if required, to assure adequate ECCS pump NPSH.

k) The position indication specifically for SB-16-19-6B is located on Control Room panel 9-4.
Valve position indication is powered from instrument AC. This indication will be available
during a LOCA, Appendix R fire, or ATWS event. For a station blackout event power is
lost to instrument AC, causing SB-1 6-19-6B to close. 3

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Figure SPSB-C-13-1
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RAI SPSB-C-14

The application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 6, Table 1-1, lists the I
computer codes used for CPPU. The NRC approved GOTHIC 5.Oe for analyses performed for
VYNPS Amendment 163. Table 1-1 states that GOTHIC 7.0 is being used for Appendix R fire
protection analyses.

a) Please describe or provide a reference for the analyses and the assumptions used for
these analyses.

b) The NRC issued a safety evaluation dated September 29, 2003 on the use of GOTHIC 7.0
for containment analyses for the Kewaunee Nuclear Power Plant, a Westinghouse-
designed pressurized water reactor. Please verify that your use of GOTHIC 7.0 is
consistent with the conditions specified in this safety evaluation.

c) Describe any other uses of GOTHIC 7.0 to support this power uprate. 3
d) Has an evaluation; in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59, been performed to evaluate whether

NRC prior review and approval of the change from GOTHIC 5.e to GOTHIC 7.0 is
necessary?

e) Has the guidance of Generic Letter (GL) 83-11 and GL 83-11 Supplement 1 been followed
for the use of GOTHIC 7.0? I

f) Describe any benchmarking done to support the use of GOTHIC 7.0.

Response to RAI SPSB-C-14

Part (a):

Appendix R Suppression Pool Temperature Analysis Summary

For the current licensing basis (CLB) the GOTHIC code was used for calculating the I
transient suppression pool temperature for the limiting Appendix R scenarios. The
GOTHIC model cases were updated with new decay heat and feedwater integrated mass
versus feedwater enthalpy functions to reflect the EPU conditions. The peak suppression I
pool temperature for the EPU Appendix R limiting case is 189.50F at 20,190 seconds
versus 180.9°F at 20,400 seconds for the CLB.

Methods of Solution I
Version 5.Oe of the GOTHIC code was used in previous Appendix R analyses for VYNPS
in support of license amendment 163. The latest version of GOTHIC is 7.0p2 and was I
selected for use in the EPU analysis. This specific version of the code has been installed
and complies with the Entergy software QA procedure and the benchmark is documented
in a safety related calculation.

i
I
i
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Scenario Description, Assumptions, Inputs and Initial Conditions for Limiting Case

The limiting case Appendix R fire protection scenario for suppression pool temperature is
a reactor building fire where normal shutdown cooling is unavailable. Alternate shutdown
cooling is initiated from the main control room for cooldown. The scenario is modeled as
follows:

1. Scram occurs at time zero.

2. The MSIVs are isolated at time zero (this is a conservative assumption for the
suppression pool temperature calculation since the energy transferred to the
condenser while the MSIVs are open will instead be transferred to the suppression
pool when the MSIVs close).

3. Reactor vessel level is maintained by RCIC, HPCI or feedwater. For this analysis,
because it results in the highest suppression pool temperature, the assumption is
made that reactor vessel level is controlled by feedwater injection.

4. Suppression pool cooling is manually initiated 10 minutes after the scram occurs.

5. The feedwater system is aligned to bypass the feedwater heaters at 30 minutes into
the transient in accordance with plant operating procedures. With the feedwater
heaters bypassed, the temperature of the injected water will conservatively be 1400F.

6. At one-hour, an orderly reactor cooldown occurs at a rate of 100 0F per hour using the
SRVs. The higher cooldown rate is conservative because it maximizes suppression
pool temperature.

7. Reactor water level is controlled with feedwater until all the feedwater is injected.
When the pressure permissive is reached, core spray starts to inject into the vessel.
After level is recovered to within the normal range, the core spray system is used to
maintain RPV level, with vessel pressure being controlled by SRV cycling between 50
and 100 psig. The suppression pool is cooled continuously by the RHR system. The
reactor vessel is maintained in this configuration for one hour. At this point the control
room operators proceed with alternate shutdown cooling.

8. During alternate shutdown, cooling, the operators increase the flow from the core spray
pump to flood the vessel and the steam lines. The pressure in the vessel is
maintained between 100 - 230 psig by plant operating procedures. The vessel is
flooded with water spilling through an open SRV. The transient is run until the
temperature in the suppression pool shows a turnaround (suppression pool
temperature trends downward).

The key parameters and input assumptions are presented below:

1. Thie plant is assumed to operate at CPPU rated power, and an additional 2%
calorimetric uncertainty is used in the analysis. This results in an assumed power level
of 1950 MWt.
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2. The CLB GOTHIC reactor vessel model assumes a full core of GE-9 fuel bundles. It

was demonstrated that the stored energy in the reactor vessel for a full core of GE-9
fuel bundles bounds a full core of GE-14 fuel bundles at EPU conditions.

3. The ANSI/ANS 5.1-1979 decay heat with a 2-sigma uncertainty is used in the analysis.

4. A maximum allowed RHR service water (RHRSW) temperature of 85 + 0.10 F was
used. The additional 0.1°F provides margin for RHRSW pump heat addition.

5. The RHR heat exchanger (RHRHX) performance was modeled conservatively (5%0/
plugging).

6. The following tables provide the initial conditions used in the calculation. Table SPSB-
C-14-1 presents the reactor vessel and core initial conditions; Table SPSB-C-14-2
presents the ECCS initial conditions and parameters; Table SPSB-C-14-3 presents the
primary containment initial conditions; and Table SPSB-C-14-4 summarizes the timing

of the limiting events.I

I
• ' I

I
I
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Table SPSB-C-14-1
Vessel and Core Initial Conditions

CPPU Nominal CPPU
Parameter Value Analysis CommentsValue

Power 1912 MWt 1950 MWt EPU plus 2% uncertainty
ANS 5.1 +2-

Decay Heat ANS 5.1 s _ _ ___ _ _ _

sigma

Vessel The use of 1045 psia for the vessel pressure for

Pressure 1020 psia 1045 psia the suppression pool temperature Appendix R
Pressure __analysis is conservative.

Analysis value conservatively accounts for 3
VesselLevel 162 inches 172 inches inches above normal water level (uncertainty ard

operational fluctuations) and 7 inches for
dimensional uncertainties.

MSIV closure 35 seconds 3 seconds The Technical Specification minimum value
time - closure retains more energy in the vessel

Core Flow Rate 48.0E6 lb/hr 51.36E6 lb/hr Increased core flow (ICF) conditions lead to higher
vessel stored energy.

Initial
Feedwater 7.88E6 lb/hr 8.076E6 lb/hr Feedwater flow consistent with power le•tel (EPU)
Flowrate
Initial feedwater 393.5-393.6 OF 393.9OF Consistent with 20% power uprate +2%
temperature calorimetric uncertainty.

CLB nominal condensate temperature is 107.1°F
at the outlet of the steam packing exhauster. This
can be higher during summer months or lower

Hotwell during winter months corresponding to hotter or

temperature colder water in the circulating water system. The

before heater 110OF 131°F CLB summer hotwell peak temperature is 131°F;
bypass. however, all these data are at the present power.

The condenser temperature at EPU is about
1050F. Hence summer conditions at EPU will be
similar to the conditions for the CLB at nominal
power.

Hotwell
temperature N/A -140*F Conservative assumption
after heater
bypass

1080 psid to 1080 psid to

SRV Cycling 1047.6 psid 1047.6 psid

(upper) setpoint (between RPV (between Nominal setpoints
aen d (tween R RPV andand Drywell) Drywell)
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Table SPSB-C-14-2
ECCS Initial Conditions and Parameters

CPPU

Parameter CPPU Analysis Comments
Nominal Value

Curve of The core spray system will be used for level
flow vs. control only after the feedwater is depleted.Core Spray vessel-. Same as

Flow session nominal.suppression During alternate shutdown cooling a flow of 3,500
pool AP gpm at 100 psid was used.

The Appendix R analysis is performed assuming
nominal conditions.

RHR Flow
(t > 600 7,000 gpm 7,000 gpm Based on the results of the analysis, the available
seconds) RHR pump can be split between vessel and

suppression pool cooling.

RHR Hx Tube N/A 5%
Plugging N/A 5%

RHRSW Flow 2,950-3,140 2,950 gpm The Appendix R analysis is performed assuming
RHRSW__Flow 2,5-,4_,5 _p nominal conditions.
RHRSW Inlet 32-85"F 85.1 OF Maximum allowable service water temperature
Temperature

I
U
I
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Table SPSB-C-14-3
Primary Containment Initial Conditions and Parameters

CPPUCPPU Nominal CP
Parameter Value Analysis CommentsValue

Drywell The highest drywell temperature is used. (Not a

Temperature 110-170°F 170°F major impact on suppression pool temperatutre
Temperature__due to the low heat capacity of nitrogen)

Drywell . Minimal to no impact on the Appendix R
Pressure 16.4 psia 16.4 psia suppression pool temperature
Suppression A 2"F uncertainty is applied to account for
Pool 880 F 90°F instrument uncertainty
Temperature
Suppression
pool Pressure 14.7 psia 14.7 psia
Drywell 20 -106 % 100% Maximum drywell humidity consistent with CLB
Humidity analysis
Suppression 100% 100% Minimal to no impact on the Appendix R
Pool Humidity suppression pool temperature
Suppression
Pool Water 68,000- 70,000 ft3  68,000 ft3  Technical Specification minimum
Volume

131,470 ft3  The maximum value in OPL-4A is used for
small and intermediate break LOCAs and smallDrywellFree 18,370 -31,470 (includes sembekVolume ft3  vents) steam breaks

For the minimum
water volume of
68,000 ft3, the
suppression pool
free volume is

Suppression 107,104.8 ft3 for The value at delta P > 0 of 105,932.0 ft3 is used
Pool Total 105,932.0 ft d 173,932 ft3  for a total volume of 105,932 + 68,000 =Volume 105,932.0 f for17,3 tdelta P > 0.0 where 173,932 ft3

delta P is the
pressure difference
between drywell
and suppression
pool.
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Table SPSB-C-14-4
CPPU Limiting Case Timeline

Time (sec) EVENT

0 Reactor scram, MSIVs start to close
> 0 Reactor vessel water level maintained with feedwater
600 Suppression pool cooling initiated

1,800 Feedwater heaters bypassed
3,600 Controlled cooldown initiated at 100°F/hr

Cooldown complete, reactor pressure stabilized at -100 psig, level
-10,800 maintained by core spray when feedwater depleted
-14,400 Initiate alternate shutdown cooling with one core spray pump

Part (b):

Review of the GOTHIC 7.0 SE for the Kewaunee Nuclear Power Plant

The NRC safety evaluation (SE), dated September 29, 2003, for the application of
GOTHIC 7.0 at the Kewaunee Nuclear Power Plant has been reviewed. It appears from
the SE that Kewaunee was proposing to use some specific features of GOTHIC 7.0 that
were not included in previous versions of GOTHIC. Accordingly, the NRC acceptance was
predicated on the following conditions, which are stated in the SE:

1. The height effect scaling factor Xh applied to the heat and mass transfer analogy, shall
not be used for the Kewaunee licensing calculations.

2. The Gido-Koestel (G-K) correlation shall not be used for Kewaunee licensing
calculations.

3. The inclusion of mist in the mist diffusion layer model (MDLM) shall not be used for
Kewaunee licensing calculations.

In addition, for the Kewaunee application, the SE stated:

1. It is not necessary to apply the proposed bias term to the mist diffusion layer model
for Kewaunee licensing calculations.

2. It is not necessary to use a combination of Uchida and MDLM for the containment
heat structures. MDLM may be used for heat transfer to all structures for Kewaunee
licensing calculations.

The VYNPS application of GOTHIC 7.0 for the Appendix R and station blackout (SBO)
suppression pool temperature analyses are consistent with the above conditions and
limitations specified in the Kewaunee SE. The VYNPS application of GOTHIC 7.0 was
based on maintaining the latest version of the software and did not invoke new code
options or enhancements. The current licensing basis Appendix R and SBO
suppression pool analyses were updated with GOTHIC 7.0 models for the suppression
pool temperature evaluations under EPU conditions.

I
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The GOTHIC model of the VYNPS containment for EPU conditions does not model heat
losses to the reactor building from primary containment (i.e., either the drywell or
suppression pool chamber). The primary containment passive structures, such as the
biological shield, drywell shell steel, structural components and the base concrete pad,
are not modeled as heat transfer structures. This is a conservative representation of the
primary containment and leads to higher suppression pool temperatures.

Two passive heat slabs model the suppression pool chamber wall, one in the liquid
space and the other in the vapor space. The heat transfer area for each heat slab is
based on approximately one half of the total interior surface area of the suppression pool
chamber. The heat transfer coefficient for the heat slab exposed to steam uses a
GOTHIC correlation set for turbulent natural convection for face-down geometry. This is
an adequate approximation for the top half of the toroidal shape of the suppression pool
chamber. The heat transfer from the liquid in the suppression pool to or from the
suppression pool wall structure uses a GOTHIC correlation set based on turbulent
natural convection for face-up geometry.

The heat transfer on the reactor building side of the suppression pool chamber wall uses
a fixed heat transfer coefficient of 0.5 Btu/hr-ft2°F with reactor building temperature of
1350F. The Uchida correlation is not used for VYNPS suppression pool temperature
analyses.

Part (c):

Other Uses of GOTHIC 7.0 Supportinq EPU

The GOTHIC 7.0 code was also applied in the SBO suppression pool temperature
calculation, the post-loss of coolant accident (LOCA) reactor building heat-up calculation
and the ECCS comer room heat-up calculation. The SBO GOTHIC model is similar to the
Appendix R model with differences limited to the scenarios. The post-LOCA reactor
building heat-up model is a compartmental model. A summary of these calculations are
provided in this response.

SBO Suppression Pool Temperature Analysis Summary

For the CLB, the GOTHIC code was used for calculating the transient suppression pool
temperature for the limiting SBO scenarios. The GOTHIC model cases were updated with
new decay heat functions to reflect the EPU conditions. In addition, the model was
updated slightly to incorporate as-built values. The peak suppression pool temperature for
the EPU SBO limiting case is 187.90F at 23,880 seconds.

SBO Scenario Description, Assumptions, Inputs and Initial Conditions for Limiting Case

The limiting case SBO scenario for suppression pool temperature was analyzed for EPU
conditions. The SBO scenario postulates a complete loss of onsite and offsite AC power.
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The vessel is assumed to be isolated at the start of the event. The scenario is modeled as
follows:

1. Scram occurs at time zero.

2. High pressure makeup is assumed to be available from HPCI and/or RCIC.

3. Vessel pressure is maintained by SRV cycling. I

4. At one hour, sufficient AC power is assumed to be restored such that
suppression pool cooling is initiated.

5. A vessel cooldown at 45°F/hr is initiated at one hour. The cooldown proceeds I
until the SRV low mechanical setpoint is reached.

6. The transient continues with the vessel pressure maintained on the SRV
mechanical setpoints until the torus peak temperature is reached.

The key parameters and input assumptions are presented below:

1. The plant is assumed to operate at 20% over CLB power, and an additional 2% I
calorimetric uncertainty is used in the analysis. This results in an assumed
power of 1950 MWt.

2. The current licensing basis GOTHIC reactor vessel model assumes a full core of
GE-9 fuel bundles. It was demonstrated that the stored energy in the reactor
vessel for a full core of GE-9 fuel bundles bounds a full core of GE-14 fuel
bundles at EPU conditions. I

3. The ANSIIANS 5.1-1979 decay heat with a 2-sigma uncertainty is used in the
analysis.

4. The following tables provide the initial conditions used in the calculation. Table
SPSB-C-14-5 presents the reactor vessel and core initial conditions; Table
SPSB-C-1 4-6 presents the ECCS initial conditions and parameters; Table SPSB-
C-14-7 presents the primary containment initial conditions; and Table SPSB-C- I
14-8 summarizes the timing of the limiting case. I

I
I
I
I

I
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Table SPSB-C-14-5
CPPU SBO Vessel and Core Initial Conditions

CPPU Nominal CPPU
Parameter Value Analysis Comments

Value
Power 1912 MWt 1950 MWt EPU plus 2% uncertainty

ANS 5.1 +2-
Decay Heat ANS 5.1 sigmasigma

Vessel The use of 1045 psia for the vessel pressure for

Pressure 1020 psia 1045 psia the suppression pool temperature Appendix R
Pressure__analysis is conservative.

Analysis value conservatively accounts for 3
VesselLevel 162 inches 172 inches inches above normal water level (uncertainty and

operational fluctuations) and 7 inches for
dimensional uncertainties.

MSIV closure 3-5 seconds 3 seconds The Technical Specification minimum value
time closure retains more energy in the vessel

Core Flow Rate 48.0E6 lb/hr 51.36E6 lb/hr Increased core flow (ICF) conditions lead to higher
vessel stored energy.

Initial
Feedwater 7.88E6 lb/hr 0 lb/hr The feedwater is lost due to SBO.
Flowrate

1080 psid to 1080 psid to Nominal setpoints
SRV Cycling 1047.6 psid 1047.6 psid

(upper) setpoint (between RPV (between
and drywell) RPV anda drywell)
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Table SPSB-C-14-6
CPPU SBO ECCS Initial Conditions and Parameters

CPPU

Parameter CPPU Analysis CommentsNominal Value

Curve of
flow vs.Core Spray vessel- N/A Inventory is maintained with HPCI or/and RCIC.

Flow suppression
pool AP.

The SBO analysis is performed assuming
conservative LOCA DBA conditions.

RHR Flow 7,000
(t > 3600 sec.) 7 gpm 6,400 gpm The RHR pump is used for suppression pool

cooling.

RHR Hx Tube NIA 5%
Plugging

The SBO analysis is performed assuming
RHRSW Flow 2,950-3,140 2,700 gpm conservative LOCA DBA conditions.gpm

RHRSW Inlet 32-85-F 85.0-F Maximum allowable service water temperature
Temperature 32"85°F 85"0°F

I
I
I
I
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Table SPSB-C-14-7
CPPU SBO Primary Containment Initial Conditions and Parameters

CPPU
Parameter CPPU Nominal Value Analysis Comments

Value
The highest drywell temperature is

Drywell used. (Not a major impact on
Temperature 110-170OF 170OF suppression pool temperature due to

__ the low heat capacity of nitrogen.)
Drywell 16.4 psia 16.4 psia Minimal to no impact on the SBO
Pressure suppression pool temperature.
Suppression A 2°F uncertainty is applied to account
Pool 88°F 90°F for instrument uncertainty.
Temperature
Suppression
pool Pressure 14.7 psia 14.7 psia

Drywell 20-100% 100% Maximum drywell humidity consistent
Humidity with CLB analysis.
Suppressiondt 100% 100% Minimal to no impact on the SBO
Pool Humidity suppression pool temperature.
Suppression
Pool Water 68,000- 70,000ft3  68,000 ft3  Technical Specification minimum
Volume

The maximum value in OPL-4A is used
for small and intermediate break LOCAs

131,470 ft3  and small steam breaks.
Drywall Free 128,370 -131,470 ft3  (includes vent (115139.3 + 16703.0 - 372.3 (part of

air volume) vacuum breaker line)) = 131,470 ft3
GOTHIC input adds part of the vacuum
breaker piping to the drywell

For the minimum water
volume of 68,000 ft3, the
suppression pool free
volume is 107,104.8 ft3 for The value at delta P > 0 of 105,932.0 ft3

Pool Toa 1 3.0 frde ft3 is used for a total volume of 105,932 +
Voolumel 1593. t ordlaP> 7,3. 68,000 + 99.4 (vacuum breaker piping)Volume 0.0 where delta, P is the = 174,031.4 ft3

pressure difference
between drywell and
suppression pool.
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Table SPSB-C-14-8
CPPU SBO Limiting Case Timeline

Time (sec) EVENT

0 Reactor scram, MSIVs start to close
> 0 Reactor vessel water level maintained with HPCI and/or RCIC
> 0 Vessel pressure is maintained by SRV cycling

3,600 Vessel cooldown at 45°F/hr is initiated
3,600 RHR suppression pool cooling initiated

Cooldown complete, reactor pressure stabilized at -100 psig and
-21,600 maintained on the SRV mechanical setpoints (until the torus peak

temperature is reached). Level maintained with HPCl and/or RCIC.
-23,900 Peak suppression pool temperature reached

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
i.
i
i
i

Post LOCA Reactor Building TemperatureAnalysis Summary

The VYNPS reactor building GOTHIC model for the post-LOCA heat-up analysis consists
of 19 volumes, 438 flow paths, 2 heater components, 6 volumetric fan components, 59
thermal conductors, 15 thermal conductor heat transfer coefficient (HTC) types. Heat
loads in the reactor building consist of the drywell, suppression pool, spent fuel pool,
emergency core cooling system and solar loads. The post LOCA reactor building heat-up
is affected by EPU through the increase in suppression pool temperature. The drywell
temperature profile used in the CLB analysis did not have to be changed since it bounded
the EPU drywell temperature profile. Other heat-load assumptions in the CLB analysis
were not affected or bounded EPU conditions. As a result, the only change to the CLB
GOTHIC model was to update the suppression pool temperature.

Table SPSB-C-14-9
CPPU Post-LOCA Reactor Building Heat-up Analysis Inputs

Reactor Building Parameter Initial Condition Comment
Initial Temperature 1000 F CLB assumption
Relative Humidity 60% CLB
Peak Spent Fuel Pool 150OF CLB
Peak Suppression Pool 1950F Updated for EPU
Temperature
Peak Drywell Temperature 3450 F CLB and bounds EPU

The GOTHIC reactor building model was reviewed considering the NRC safety evaluation
(SE), dated September 29, 2003, for the application of GOTHIC 7.0 at the Kewaunee
Nuclear Power Plant. Some heat conductor heat transfer coefficients used in the analysis
have the "condensation option" for vertical and horizontal surfaces set to "MAX". This
condensation option will use the maximum value obtained from the Uchida or Gido-

I
I
I
I
I
I
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Koestel correlations. The NRC SE on GOTHIC 7.0 for Kewaunee stated that Gido-Koestel
shall not be used for DBA analyses.

The reactor building post-LOCA calculation was re-run with the HTC condensation option
set to "UCHIDA" for all heat conductors which use the "MAX"" condensation option. The
post-LOCA reactor building results did not change when these options were changed.
This is expected because the post-LOCA reactor building heat-up calculation does not
involve a two-phase mixture from a high energy line break. Therefore, condensation has a
negligible effect on the heat transfer calculations.

ECCS Comer Rooms Evaluation

There are four corner rooms in the Mark-I secondary containment structure. Two of these
rooms at VYNPS, northeast and southeast, contain safety related ECCS equipment that is
currently cooled using air coolers with cooling water supplied by the service water system.
Each corner room is divided into two levels, an upper corner room (232' elevation) and a
lower corner room (213' elevation). The GOTHIC code is used to calculate the corner
room temperatures (upper and lower room) for one year, post LOCA. These results are
used for equipment qualification. All the heat slabs in the corner rooms are modeled.
Neither Uchida nor Gido-Koestel correlations are used. Table SPSB-C-14-10 summarizes
the results.

Table SPSB-C-14-10
ECCS Corner Room Temperatures (post-DBA LOCA)

Duration at this Temperature at Temperature at Change from Current
Case No. temperature Elevation 213 Elevation 232 Licensed Power

(month) (OF) (OF) (CLTP)

Max Max Elevation 213

1 1 Temperature Temperature +4.voF
159.0159.8 Elevation 232159.0 159.8 +6.4 0F

2 1 148.8 147.7 None
3 1 142.2 146.1 None
4 1 128.6 120.4 None
5 1 115.0 109.5 None
6 2 107.3 107.4 None
7 1 115.0 109.5 None
8 1 124.2 111.8 None
9 2 142.1 124.3 None

10 1 143.6 125.0 None
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Part (d):

i0CFR50.59 Evaluation

The VYNPS application for a license amendment for EPU includes the use of GOTHIC
7.0. Since this is a request for a change to the licensing basis pursuant to 10CFR50.90,
NRC regulation 10CFR50.59 is not applicable.

Part (e):

Generic letter (GL) 83-11 and GL 83-11 Supplement 1

VY has followed the guidance in GL 83-11 and GL 83-11 Supplement 1. The GOTHIC
code was developed by Numerical Applications, Incorporated (NAI) and is distributed by
the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). Entergy is a member organization in the
EPRI GOTHIC user group and VY obtained GOTHIC 7.0 from EPRI as a safety related
code. Safety-related application of the GOTHIC 7.0 code is controlled by Entergy and VY I
software quality assurance (SQA) procedures. The GOTHIC code has been benchmarked
as discussed in the response to RAI No. 14(f) below. As a member of the EPRI GOTHIC
user group, Entergy and VY receive code updates and applicable condition reports. I
GOTHIC condition reports are entered into the VYNPS corrective actions program.
GOTHIC problem summaries in these reports are evaluated and the dispositions are
documented in a safety related evaluation. The evaluation may include discussions with
other Entergy GOTHIC users. VY personnel who use the GOTHIC code are limited to
those individuals trained by the code developer or were trained by someone that was
trained by the code developer, and have considerable experience in the application of
GOTHIC for containment response calculations and high energy line break (HELB) I
evaluations. Other Entergy GOTHIC users are available as a resource to VY. At least
one qualified Entergy GOTHIC user normally attends the user group meetings.
Proceedings and materials from user group meetings are shared among all the Entergy
qualified GOTHIC users.

Part (f):

GOTHIC 7.0 Benchrn'arkinq

Acceptance testing (validation and verification) of the installation of the GOTHIC 7.0 code
was performed in accordance with Entergy andAVY SQA requirementsand is documented
in a safety related calculation. The acceptance testing process followed the steps outlined
in the GOTHIC code "Installation and Operations Manual," Version 7.0. Various sample
problems (test problem models) are provided by the code developer to test and verify the
user installation. In addition to the code developer recommended sample problems, a
VYNPS specific GOTHIC model was also run with GOTHIC 7.0. The model selected was
the VYNPS limiting LOCA suppression pool temperature case for analyses performed for I
VYNPS license amendment 163. This case was originally run using GOTHIC 5.0e. The
benchmarking results of GOTHIC 7.0 reproduced the results of GOTHIC 5.0e.

I
I
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RAI SPSB-C-15

The application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 6, Section 4.1.1.1(b),
discusses an evaluation that was performed regarding the possibility of steam injestion into the
ECCS suction strainers. Please provide this evaluation (Reference 26) for NRC review.

Response to RAI SPSB-C-15

Based on discussions with the NRC staff, it is understood that making a copy of Reference 26
available for inspection at VYNPS is sufficient to satisfy this request.

The referenced evaluation was done as part of the design change that installed larger capacity
ECCS suction strainers in response to NRC Bulletin 96-03. The evaluation was not done
specifically in support of the power uprate submittal.

The evaluation considers the location and dimensions of the ECCS suction strainers in the torus
in relation to the downcomers and the safety/relief valve (SRV) discharge devices (i.e., tee-
quenchers). The evaluation also considers both air and steam bubbles from the downcomers
and SRVs with the inputs defined by the Mark I containment program load definition report.
Power uprate does not affect any of the above physical parameters, and the Mark I containment
program load definition report remains applicable. Therefore, the conclusions of the evaluation
remain applicable for power uprate.

RAI SPSB-C-16

The application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 6, Section 4.1.2.1,
discusses LOCA loads. Explain why vent thrust loads are less than those calculated during the
Mark I Containment Long Term Program.

Response to RAI SPSB-C-16

The vent thrust loads for the Mark I Long-Term Containment Program (LTP) and for the EPU
were both calculated using the vent thrust load methodology described in NEDO-21888 using
the containment response calculated with M3CPT. The difference in methods between the
Mark I LTP and the CPPU analysis is in the calculation of the vessel blowdown break flow rate
and enthalpy used in the M3CPT calculation.

For the Mark I LTP analyses, the break flow rates were calculated internally by M3CPT using
the vessel blowdown model built into the code. [[
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including the time period when the pressure differential between the DW and WW peaks. In
general, the maximum vent thrust occurs during this time period.

For the CPPU analyses, the break flow rate and enthalpy are calculated, external to M3CPT,
using the LAMB computer code. The LAMB-generated break flow rate and enthalpy histories
are input to the M3CPT computer code. [[ 3

]] The resulting lower
drywell-to-wetwell pressure differences and vent flow rates produce the lower vent thrust loads
obtained in the EPU analysis.

The use of the LAMB code for calculating blowdown flows and enthalpies for use in the M3CPT
analyses was identified in ELTRI (NEDC-32424P) which is referenced in the CPPU LTR
(NEDC-33004P) as the basis for the containment evaluations. The M3CPT code itself is still
used to calculate the drywell and wetwell pressure and temperature response and vent flow
.rates.

RAI SPSB-C-17

The application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 6, Section 4.1.2.3,
discusses subcompartment pressurization. How was the estimate obtained that the effect of the
increase in subcooling would be less than 3 psid on the resulting annulus pressure?

Response to RAI SPSB-C-17

The increase in subcooling results in a slightly higher break flow rate into the annulus region.
The estimates are based on a constant enthalpy process with critical flow at both the break
location and the exit of the annulus flow path to the drywell. The increased pressure. is based

on the pressure that results from the increased flow rate into the annulus region, assuming a
quasi-steady state where the flow rate into the annulus equals the flow rate out. This is
consistent with the method used in the CLTP calculation.

RAI SPSB-C-18

The application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 6, Section 4.1.5,
discusses a hardened wetwell vent system installed at VYNPS in response to GL 89-16. Is the
hardened vent capability maintained without any changes in acceptance criteria or analytical
methods?n

Response to RAI SPSB-C-18

The vent design criterion was to maintain containment design pressure assuming a steaming I
rate associated with 1% of full reactor power. The actual capability of the VYNPS design was
determined to be equivalent to 1.3% of the current licensed thermal power of 1593 MWt.

!1
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Therefore, there is sufficient capacity to accommodate a 20% power increase and still meet the
design criterion of 1% of full reactor power.

RAI SPSB-C-19

The application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 6, Table 4-1, provides
VYNPS containment performance results. Explain why the use of the CPPU method for the
CLTP increases the peak drywell pressure by 3.4 psi and the peak drywell air space
temperature by 3.7 OF. Page 4-4 says the Moody slip critical flow model was responsible for
most of this increase. What critical flow model was used for the Mark I Long Term Program?

Response to RAI SPSB-C-19

For the current licensing basis, the peak drywell pressure of 38.2 psig reported in the FSAR was
calculated using the M3CPT computer program. The break flows and enthalpies used in
M3CPT were calculated by the LAMB code using the Homogeneous Equilibrium Critical Flow
Model (HEM). The HEM critical flow model was also used for the Mark I Long Term Program
(LTP) M3CPT containment analyses. It is noted that for the Mark I LTP analyses, the HEM
model was applied with the M3CPT internal vessel blowdown model (see response to RAI
SPSB-C-16).

With the CPPU methodology, the LAMB break flow rates used in M3CPT were based on the
Moody Slip Flow critical flow model (SLIP).

The SLIP critical flow model calculates higher break flow rates compared to the HEM model.
Therefore, use of the higher LAMB break flow rates in the M3CPT calculation with the CPPU
methodology produced a higher peak drywell pressure (41.6 psig) relative to the FSAR value
(38.2 psig).

RAI SPSB-C-20

Verify that the primary containment long-term pressure and temperature responses have been
determined using the five cooling conditions listed in Section 5.2.4.3 of the UFSAR.

Response to RAI SPSB-C-20

Only the most limiting cases were evaluated. Specifically, cases 4 and 5 listed in Section
5.2.4.3 of the UFSAR. The analytical results for these cases for the current licensed power
level are shown in UFSAR Section 14.6.3.2.2, where cases 4 and 5 are identified as D and E,
respectively.. These cases provide the maximum suppression pool temperatures, and for ECCS
NPSH evaluations, the minimum containment overpressure available.
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RAI SPSB-C-21

Verify that the proposed EPU amendment is consistent with the guidance of Regulatory Guide 3
(RG) 1.82 Revision 3. In addition, confirm that RG 1.82 Revision 3, or at least Section 2.1, will
become part of the VYNPS licensing basis if the proposed amendment is approved.

Response to RAI SPSB-C-21 •

Regulatory Guide 1.82 Revision 3, 'Water Sources for Long-Term Recirculation Cooling
Following a Loss-of-Coolant-Accident" was issued in November 2003, after the EPU license
amendment application was made. As discussed during a telecon with the NRC staff on June
7, 2004, VY agreed to address the aspects of RG 1.82 that are pertinent to crediting
containment overpressure. The response addresses the regulatory positions in Section 2.1.1,
"Net Positive Suction head' of ECCS and Containment Heat Removal Pumps." It is not
Entergy's intention that RG 1.82 Revision 3, Section 2.1 will become part of the VYNPS
licensing basis. However, as discussed below, VYNPS meets the intent of RG 1.82 Revision 3,
Section 2.1.

Regulatory Guide 1.82, Revision 3, Position 2.1.1.1 addresses the current licensing basis
condition where no increases in containment pressure from that present prior to the postulated
LOCA is assumed. Section 2.1 of the guide addresses the features needed to minimize the
potential for loss of net positive suction head (NPSH). Regulatory Guide Position 2.1.1.2
addresses containment overpressure. Specifically, Regulatory Position 2.1.1.2 states the
following:

"For certain operating BWRs for which the design cannot be practicably altered,
conformance with Regulatory Position 2.1.1.1 may not be possible. In these cases, no
additional containment pressure should be included in the determination of available
NPSH than is necessary to preclude pump cavitation. Calculation of available
containment pressure should underestimate the expected containment pressure when I
determining available NPSH for this situation. Calculation of suppression pool water
temperature should overestimate the expected temperature when determining available
NPSH."

The VYNPS NPSH calculations for EPU conditions meet the intent of Regulatory Position
2.1.1.2. The containment pressure required for NPSH is less than the calculated available post-
accident containment overpressure. This is demonstrated in Figure 4-6 of Attachment 6 to the
application dated September 10, 2003. Figure 4-6 shows approximately 1.5 psi margin between
the stepped overpressure credit and the overpressure available. The calculation of available
overpressure underestimates the expected overpressure, and suppression pool temperature I
calculations are performed with conservative assumptions to overestimate the expected

temperature. The response to RAI SPSB-C-1 1 discusses the conservatisms applied to the
calculations.

Regulatory Position 2.1.1.3 addresses crediting pump operation in the cavitation mode. The
containment overpressure credit is based on meeting the pump manufacturer's recommended 3

I
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minimum available NPSH requirements. The pump manufacturer's recommended minimum
available NPSH is based on assuring acceptable pump performance and reliability. See the
response to RAI SPSB-C-25 for additional information on pump performance and cavitation.
The intent of Regulatory Position 2.1.1.3 is met by meeting the minimum NPSH requirement.

The treatment of decay and residual heat meets the intent of Regulatory Position 2.1.1.4. The
calculations assume a 2% calorimetric uncertainty and the decay heat calculation also applies
the ANSI/ANS 5.1-1979 2-sigma uncertainty. The decay heat assumptions are also discussed
in the responses to RAls SPSB-C-4 and SPSB-C-5.

Regulatory Position 2.1.1.5 states that the hot channel correlation factor specified in ANSI/HI
1.1-1.5-1994 should not be used. VYNPS has not applied this correlation in determining the
margin between the available and required NPSH.

The initial suppression pool volume assumed in the suppression pool temperature and NPSH
calculations is the Technical Specification minimum value. This assumption meets the intent of
Regulatory Position 2.1.1.6.

Piping losses in the pump suction that affect the NPSH have been included in the calculation.
This meets the intent of Regulatory Position 2.1.1.7. The response to RAI SPSB-C-26 includes
the NPSH calculation.

The NPSH treatment of suction strainer screen debris loading meets the intent of Regulatory
Position 2.1.1.8. The response to RAI SPSB-C-6 notes that there have been no changes
adversely affecting debris loading since the completion of actions requested by NRC Bulletin
96-03.

Regulatory Position 2.1.1.9 states that NPSH calculations should be performed as a function of
time until it is clear that the available NPSH will not decrease further. The NPSH calculation
meets the intent of this regulatory position. Revised Figure 4-6, provided with the response to
RAI SPSB-C-23, shows the time dependent NPSH requirements. The figure shows that NPSH
will not decrease further as demonstrated by the decreasing amount of overpressure credit
required after approximately eight hours.

RAI SPSB-C-22

Describe how the VYNPS emergency operating procedures will be revised to ensure that the
containment accident pressure will be prevented from falling below the pressure required for
adequate available NPSH.

Response to RAI SPSB-C-22

The VYNPS emergency operating procedures (EOPs) do not require revision to ensure that the
containment accident pressure will be prevented from falling below the pressure required for
adequate available NPSH. Current EOPs incorporate guidance to ensure that containment
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accident pressure will be prevented from falling below the pressure required for adequate
available NPSH.

Per VYNPS emergency operating procedure (EOP) EOP-1, "RPV Control," after an automatic I
action level has been reached, operators are directed to verify applicable automatic actions
have occurred. Verifying automatic actions provides backup confirmation that all isolation
valves have closed on a primary containment isolation signal.

VYNPS EOPs establish NPSH limits for residual heat removal (RHR) and core spray (CS)
pumps. (Separate limits are provided for RHR and CS). The NPSH limit is a function of pump
flow, torus water temperature, and suppression chamber pressure. It is used to preclude ECCS
pump damage due to cavitation and to ensure adequate coolant flow. As overpressure
increases, the static pressure and margin to saturation at the pump inlet also increase. The
available NPSH therefore increases with overpressure.

In accordance with EOIP-1, when using RHR for an injection system, operators are directed to
inject through the heat exchanger as soon as possible and to control and maintain pump flow I
below the RHR NPSH Limit. For the core spray system, operators are directed to control and

maintain pump flow below the CS NPSH Limit.

EOP-3, 'Primary Containment Control," Note 5 states: "Reducing primary containment pressure m
will reduce the available NPSH for pumps taking suction from the torus." Per the EOP Study
Guide, if there is no future need for sprays and containment overpressure is desired to provide
adequate NPSH for pumps drawing suction from the suppression pool, sprays may be I
terminated at a higher pressure.

In accordance with EOP-3, drywell sprays are initiated before containment temperature reaches
280 OF or when torus pressure exceeds 10 psi. Containment sprays should isolate I
automatically when drywell pressure decreases to 2.5 psig. Both of these steps in EOP-3
provide reference to Caution #5 emphasizing the relationship between primary containment
pressure and available NPSH.

Also, per EOP.3, once the high drywell pressure isolation occurs, containment venting is
directed only after a reactor pressure vessel emergency depressurization (RPV-ED) is required
and prior to exceeding the primary containment pressure limit (PCPL-A curve in EOP-3). In the
event that containment venting is required, operators will vent the containment to control
pressure below the PCPL-A curve. The pressure at which containment is maintained during
venting is based on considerations of NPSH for the RHR and core spray pumps, expected
release rates, and total releases. Therefore, sufficient containment overpressure is preserved.

RAI SPSB-C-23

The application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 6, Table 4-2 and Figure
4-6, show that the containment accident pressure requested for adequate available NPSH is 1.3 I
psig at 50 hours. When is containment accident pressure no longer required?

I

I
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Response to RAI SPSB-C-23

The analysis run time was extended and the results show that the time when containment
accident pressure is no longer required is 200,000 seconds, or 55.6 hours. The analysis was
also revised to account for an increase in the assumed containment leakage rate from 0.8 % per
day to 1.5 % per day.. This is a conservative adjustment that slightly reduces the available
containment overpressure. The adjustment was made in order to be consistent with the
assumptions in VY's July 31, 2003, license amendment request for alternative source term.

Revised Table 4-2 and Figure 4-6 are enclosed. The overpressure credit requested has not
changed. The time after LOCA has been extended from 180,000 seconds to 200,000 seconds.
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Table 4-2 (Revised)

VYNPS Overpressure Credit for NPSH DBA LOCA-Long Term

Time After LOCA (sec) Overpressure Credit (psig)
600 2.4

2,000 2.4
2,001 3.4
4,000 3.4
4,001 4.4
6,000 4.4
6,001 5.1
9,000 5.1
9,001 6.1
40,000 6.1
40,001 5.6
50,000 5.6
50,001 5.1
60,000 5.1
60,001 4.6
70,000 4.6
70,001 4.1
80,000 4.1
80,001 3.6
90,000 3.6
90,001 3.1
110,000 3.1
110,001 2.6
130,000 2.6
130,001 2.1
150,000 2.1
150,001 1.7
170,000 1.7
170,001 1.3
180,000 1.3
200,000 1.3
200,001 0

I
I
U
I
I
I
U
U
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
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Figure 4-6 (Revised)
Oivrpressure Required for NPSII DBA LOCA-Long Term

9.00

1L- - Overpressure available (psig)
8.00 - - -.- RHR Overpressure Req'd (psig)
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RAI SPSB-C-24

Does the higher temperature of the drywell air following a LOCA for the CPPU, compared to the
calculated drywell air temperature of the CLTP, affect drywell bypass considerations in any
way? Please explain.

Response to RAI SPSB-C-24

According to the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station (VYNPS) Technical Specifications
(TS), VYNPS has a surveillance requirement to demonstrate that the drywell-to-wetwell leakage
shall not exceed the equivalent of the leakage rate through a 1-inch orifice. This is consistent
with the generic acceptance criterion for Mark I plants specified in Section 6.2.1 of the Standard
Review Plan (SRP, NUREG-0800).
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The limiting postulated event for drywell-to-wetwell bypass leakage is not the DBA-LOCA.
Therefore changes in the DBA-LOCA pressure or temperature response do not impact bypass
leakage requirements. The maximum bypass leakage will occur for a break size that maintains
a drywell-to-suppression chamber pressure difference that is just less than that required to clear.
the drywell vents and for the longest credible duration. For this limiting break size, i.e., the
break size with the minimum associated allowable leakage area, sufficient break flow is injected
into the drywell to maintain a steady pressure difference between the drywell and suppression I
chamber while not clearing the drywell vent. [[ U

I
i

Since the primary factors ([[ ]]) affecting the peak
containment pressure during steam bypass events are not adversely impacted by power uprate, i
the existing criteria for drywell bypass leakage for VYNPS remain applicable at the uprated
power conditions.

Therefore, since steam bypass for the limiting condition is independent of reactor power level, it
is not adversely impacted by power uprate and the existing criteria for drywell bypass leakage
for VYNPS remain applicable at uprated power conditions. I
RAI SPSB-C-25

With respect to the application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 6, Section 1
4.2.6, the Hydraulic Institute recommends margin above the required NPSH to suppress
cavitation. What margin is needed for the VYNPS pumps crediting containment accident
pressure and how is this margin accounted for in the VYNPS NPSH calculations? Provide I
quantitative information.

Response to RAI SPSB-C-25 i

The required NPSH (NPSHR) information provided for the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power
Station (VYNPS) core spray (CS) and residual heat removal (RHR) pumps by the manufacturer
specifically address time-phased operational requirements with low available NPSH (NPSHA).
No specific margin is included or required in the NPSHA calculation. However, there is some
margin between the overpressure required and the credited overpressure requested and more
margin to the overpressure available. =

I
I
I
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The following general discussion provides additional background information regarding the topic
of NPSH margin for pumps:

The two primary bases for requiring levels of NPSHA above NPSHR are hydraulic
performance and mechanical reliability. By meeting or exceeding the NPSHR for a particular
flow or range of flows, hydraulic performance is maintained and mechanical reliability is
assured for extended operation.

Hydraulic performance can be reduced below the non-cavitating performance curve with
reduced margins of NPSH. This degradation is typically less than margins provided for in
the sizing of a pump to deliver its design performance.

For a given pump design; the mechanical impact to impeller surfaces and other parts of the
pump due to cavitation is determined by the frequency of such operation, the duration and
the severity of the event(s), as well as material durability. Typically, all pumps are exposed
to brief periods of cavitation during startup or other major system upsets with little, if any,
measurable impact.

Pumps installed in safety systems are fitted with materials of construction and mechanical
parts that are qualified for extensive operating periods and frequent cyclic operation well
beyond their expected service life.

Although certain safety-related pumps can be described as having moderate suction energy
levels, the frequency and duration of the events when NPSHA levels are at or near defined
NPSHR levels, are minor when compared to the long-term design qualification of the pump.

RAI SPSB-C-26

With respect to the application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1). Attachment 6, Section
4.2.6, please provide for NRC review the VYNPS calculations of NPSH and containment
accident pressure associated with the EPU amendment request.

Response to RAI SPSB-C-26

The NPSH calculations are documented in VYNPS calculations VYC-0808, Rev. 6, CCN05 and
VYC-2314, Rev. 0 and are included in Attachment 4 of this submittal as Exhibits 1 and 2,
respectively. Based on discussions with NRC staff, it is understood that providing these
calculations should be sufficient for NRC staff review needs.

The calculation of containment accident pressure, used as input to the LOCA NPSH calculation,
was performed by GE.
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RAI SPSB-C-27

With respect to the application dated September 10, 2003 (Reference 1), Attachment 6, Section I
4.2.6, provide the results of an analysis of the stuck open reactor vessel relief valve which
demonstrates that adequate NPSH is available for successful operation of the ECCS pumps. I
Response to RAI SPSB-C-27

This event assumes only one of two RHR heat exchangers is available for suppression pool 3
cooling. Operators control reactor inventory with feedwater, and -control the cooldown to 80
*Flhr, using turbine bypass valves to direct steam to the main condenser as required. When the
reactor pressure permissive allows it, the RHR system is realigned from the suppression pool
.cooling mode and placed in the shutdown cooling mode. It is conservatively assumed to take
76 minutes to make this transition, during which time the suppression pool is not cooled by the
RHR system. The peak suppression pool temperature for this scenario is 182.1 'OF.

An alternative scenario was also evaluated, where the RHR system would be allowed to
continuously operate in the suppression pool 'cooling mode instead of transitioning to the
shutdown cooling mode, resulted in a peak suppression pool temperature of 177.1 OF.

An NPSH calculation was not performed for the SORV event. However, because the peak
suppression pool temperatures shown above are less than 182.6 OF, which is the peak
suppression pool temperature for the current design basis LOCA, available NPSH is estimated
to be adequate for successful operation of the ECCS pumps. I

U
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
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Reactor Systems Branch (SRXB)

RAI SRXB-A-1

Supplement 4 (Reference 5) provides information as to the method used by the licensee to
provide oversight of engineering products of GE Nuclear Engineering (GENE) and the licensee's
confirmation process related to the GENE analyses. Attachment 1 cites two assessments
performed by the licensee at GENE offices during May and October of 2003.

a) Please describe the power uprate confirmation process used by VYNPS, citing
documentation and references as appropriate.

b) Please cite the reference for the GENE Quality Assurance Program (QAP) that was
used for the VYNPS EPU safety analyses discussed in the power uprate safety analysis
report (PUSAR).. Is this QAP also applicable to work performed by Global Nuclear Fuel
(GNF) and GE Energy Services (GEES)?

c) Please cite the reference for the VYNPS QAP that was used for the EPU safety
analyses oversight. Is this QAP also applicable to the VYNPS *control of off-site
services process" that is cited.

d) How are the assessments for the May and October 2003 trips documented, and where is
this documentation available? Was there an audit plan, and how was the success of the
assessment judged?

e) The summary of the VYNPS confirmation mentions feedback to the GENE performers of
comments and resolution. How is this documented? Will the final Design Record Files
show the results of the resolution?

f) Please provide further description of any additional assessments planned and the
schedule for accomplishing them.

Response to RAI SRXB-A-1

a) In addition to VYNPS and Entergy procedures (e.g., QA record retention, control of
contracted services), the power uprate project utilizes project specific Project
Instructions (PI) to direct the complete process including confirmation. The PIs specific
to the confirmation process are: EPU-PI-01, "GE Document Reviews, Impact
Identification and Documentation"; EPU-PI-12, "Stone and Webster Document Reviews,
Impact Identification and Documentation"; and EPU-PI-13, "Vermont Yankee Task
Scoping Document Development, Impact Identification and Documentation." These PIs
are available at VYNPS, within the project electronic files, and are available for audit.

b) The reference for the GENE Quality Assurance Program (QAP) that was used in the
VYNPS EPU safety analyses discussed in the PUSAR is NEDO-11209-04A, Revision 8,
dated March 31, 1989, "GE Nuclear Energy Quality Assurance Program Description."
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The QAP described in NEDO-1 1209-04A, Revision 8 is applicable to the work performed
by Global Nuclear Fuel (GNF) and GE Energy Services (GEES) for safety analyses
performed by these organizations in support of the VYNPS PUSAR.

c) The QA program used for the EPU safety analysis oversight was originally the Vermont
Yankee Operational Quality Assurance Manual (VOQAM). As part of an Entergy fleet
wide transition, the governing QA program is now the Entergy Quality Assurance
Program Manual (QAPM). For VYNPS, this transition occurred in June 2003, and the
VOQAM was revised to reference the comparable Entergy QAPM sections that establish
the equivalent level of control. The Operational Quality Assurance Program described in i
the Entergy QAPM is now in effect at VYNPS, and is applicable to all work performed onsafety-related structures, systems and components.

The EPU project has also utilized VYNPS implementing procedures, including AP 0847, 1
"Control of Off-Site Contracted Services," which is a .quality-related procedure within the
QA program.

d) The May and October assessments are documented in VY Self Assessment Reports
and/or Vermont Yankee Quality Assurance Activity-Based Surveillance Reports. Self
assessments and QA surveillance reports are available for inspection at VYNPS. The
audit plan, and evaluation of the success of the assessment are documented in these
reports. Prior to conducting assessments objectives were established, including criteria,
to measure the quality of various tasks and activities. Following the conduct of the
assessments, the results and demonstration of objectives were documented. This was
followed by corrective actions, as necessary.

e) The resolution of all comments made by Entergy concerning GE workscope deliverables
in support of the safety analyses discussed in the PUSAR were transmitted back to the
WNPS EPU Project Manager by the GE Nuclear Project Manager as part of the
workscope final deliverable for each GE task. These comment resolutions are also
contained in the GE design record files for the project.

f) There will be a QA vendor surveillance, as well as another technical assessment,
performed this summer (2004) at GE.

RAI SRXB-A-2

Supplement 4 (reference 5), Attachment 1, Item 1.c discusses dispositions of certain items that I
have not yet been confirmed since they will be evaluated for the uprated core prior to CPPU
implementation. The VYNPS response to this issue, whichwas raised in the NRC's letter dated
December 15, 2003, cites Section 1.1.1 of the GENE CPPU Licensing Topical Report (CLTR), I
the GENE PUSAR, and Section 1.5 of the NRC's Safety Evaluation for the CLTR, as justifying
the assertion that no further analysis is required to be performed for the GENE PUSAR
submittal, and that further review of the GNF standard reload analysis methods (GESTAR-II) or
the analysis results is not necessary. However, the VYNPS response also notes that the reload
licensing analysis (RLA) process is being treated as a design change, requiring formal review
and approval of key inputs and output. 3

U
I
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a) Please describe the reload design change process being used, citing documentation and
references as appropriate.

b) Please describe the VYNPS participation in the GNF reload design meetings that are
cited. What were the dates and how and where are these meetings documented? I

c) Please provide the current schedule for the Supplemental Reload Licensing Report and
the Core Operating Limits Report.

Response to RAI SRXB-A-2

a) The current operating cycle (i.e., Cycle 24) reload followed the VYNPS design change
process in accordance with plant procedure AP6008. In addition, procedures AP6011
through AP6014. and AP6016 were used in the development, review and approval of
reload related design documents. The Cycle 24 core reload design change is
documented as VYDC 2003-009.

b) VYNPS personnel participated in several critical design meetings with GNF. These
included, but were not limited to, licensing kickoff meeting, fuel bundle design,
eigenvalue selection review, transient selection review, and reload license quality review
(mini-review). In addition to these reviews, a weekly telephone call was held between
the GNF and Entergy personnel to discuss reload related issues.

The dates for some of the following key reviews are:

General overview meeting - January 20, 2003 - VY and GNF personnel met in I
Wilmington, NC to discuss VYNPS Cycle 24 reload. The agenda and results of the
meeting are available at the VYNPS site in the VYNPS core design folder.

Licensing kickoff meeting - September 26, 2003 - VY personnel participated in this U
meeting via phone conference with GNF. The licensing kickoff meeting discusses
reload design changes from previous cycle, reload schedule and critical activities.
The results of the licensing kickoff meeting are documented in the VYNPS Reload 23 I
/ Cycle 24 design record files 0000-0012-4824 (VYNPS C24 Reload Engineering),
0000-0016-6408 (VYNPS C24 Reload Licensing) and 0000-0016-6409 (VYNPS C24
Reviews).

Fuel cycle and bundle design - Weekly phone calls between the fuel vendor and VY
personnel between March 2003 and July 2003. VY personnel participated in this
meeting via phone conference with GNF. The results of these phone calls are I
summarized in emails located In the VYNPS core design folder.

Eigenvalue selection review meeting - September 10, 2003 - VY personnel
participated in this meeting via phone conference with GNF. The selection meeting
discussed hot and cold eigenvalues to be used in the reload design based on

I

I
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previous cycle results and potential core design changes. The results of the meeting
are documented in the VYNPS Reload 23 / Cycle 24 design record files 0000-0012-
4824 (VYNPS C24 Reload Engineering), 0000-0016-6408 (VYNPS C24 Reload
Licensing) and 0000-0016-6409 (VYNPS C24 Reviews).

* Transient selection review meeting - November 6, 2003 - VY and other Entergy
personnel participated in this meeting via phone conference with GNF. The transient
selection meeting reviews operating plant list (OPL)-3 inputs, equipment out-of-
service (OOS) to be analyzed and exposure points to perform the analysis at. The
results of the meeting are documented in the VYNPS Reload 23 1 Cycle 24 design
record files 0000-0012-4824 (VYNPS C24 Reload Engineering), 0000-0016-6408
(VYNPS C24 Reload Licensing) and 0000-0016-6409 (VYNPS C24 Reviews).

" Reload license quality review meeting (mini-review) - January 21, 2004 - VY
personnel participated in this meeting at GNF offices and via phone conference call.
The reload license quality review meeting reviews the reload analysis and discusses
the results with each group who performed the analysis. The results of the meeting
are documented in the VYNPS Reload 23 / Cycle 24 design record files 0000-0012-
4824 (VYNPS C24 Reload Engineering), 0000-0016-6408 (VYNPS C24 Reload
Licensing) and 0000-0016-6409 (VYNPS C24 Reviews).

c) The Supplemental Reload Licensing Report (SRLR) and the Core Operating Limits
Report (COLR) are scheduled for completion by November 1, 2004, and December 15,
2004, respectively.

RAI SRXB-A-3

The disposition of the draft GDC versus final GDC.concern was addressed in Supplement 4
(Reference 5), Attachment 4, by providing a revised template SE based on the VYNPS current
licensing basis. The revisions correctly note the differences in the draft GDC wording, including
the draft use of "acceptable fuel damage limits" versus the final wording of "specified fuel design
limits." However, the acronym SAFDLs (specified acceptable fuel design limit(s)) still appears
(Sections 2.8.5.3, 2.8.5.4 and 2.8.5.5 for example). Provide a revised template SE that is
consistent with the draft GDC wording.

Response to RAI SRXB-A-3

Exhibit 3 in Attachment 4 to this submittal is a pen-and-ink markup of the Safety Evaluation (SE)
template that substitutes the term "acceptable fuel damage limits" (AFDLs) for "specified
acceptable fuel design limits" (SAFDLs) to be consistent with the terminology used in the draft
General Design Criteria. Based on discussions with the NRC staff, it is understood that
providing a markup of the template SE is acceptable to support the NRC staff in making the final
changes to the template,
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General Electric Company I

AFFIDAVIT

I, George B. Stramback, state as follows:

(1) I am Manager, Regulatory Services, General Electric Company ("GE") and have been I
delegated the function of reviewing the information described in paragraph (2) which is
sought to be withheld, and have been authorized to apply for its withholding.

(2) The information sought to be withheld is contained in Attachment 2 to GE letter GE-
VYNPS-AEP-350, Michael Dick (GE) to Craig Nichols (ENOI), VYNPS Atwended Poiwer
Uprate - Response to NRC Request for Additional inforntation, Proprietary, anld Non-
Pirplrieary Versions, dated July 1, 2004. The Attachment 2 proprietary information, GE
Responses lo NRC RA4s, is delineated by a double underline inside double square brackets.
In each case, the superscript notation( refers to Paragraph (3) of this affidavit, which I
provides the basis for the proprietary determination.

(3) In making this application for withholding of proprietary information of which it is the
owner, GE relies upon the exemption from disclosure set forth in the Freedom of
Information Act ("FOIA"), 5 USC Sec. 552(b)(4), and the Trade Secrets Act, 18 USC Sec.
1905, and NRC regulations 10 CFR 9.17(a)(4), and 2.790(a)(4) for "trade secrets"
(Exemption 4). The material for which exemption from disclosure is here sought also
qualify under the narrower definition of "trade secret", within the meanings assigned to
those terms for purposes of FOIA Exemption 4 in, respectively, Critical Mass EneriI
Proiect v. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 975F2d871 (DC Cir. 1992), and Public Citizen
Health Research Group v. FDA, 704F2d1280 (DC Cir. 1983).

(4) Some examples of categories of information which fit into the definition of proprietary I
information are:

a. Information that discloses a process, method, or apparatus, including supporting data
and analyses,, where prevention of its use by General Electric's competitors without
license from General Electric constitutes a competitive economic advantage over other
companies; I

b. Information which, if used by a competitor, would reduce his expenditure of resources
or improve his competitive position in the design, manufacture, shipment, installation,
assurance of quality, or licensing of a similar product;

c. Information which reveals aspects of past, present, or future General Electric
customer-funded development plans and programs, resulting in potential products to
General Electric;,

d. Information which discloses patentable subject matter for which it may be I
desirable to obtain patent protection.

I
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U The information sought to be withheld is considered to be proprietary for the reasons set
forth in paragraphs (4)a., and (4)b, above.

(5) To address 10 CFR 2.790 (b) (4), the information sought to be withheld is being submitted
to NRC in confidence. The information is of a sort customarily held in confidence by GE,
and is in fact so held. The information sought to be withheld has, to the best of my
knowledge and belief, consistently been held in confidence by GE, no public disclosure has
been made, and it is not available in public sources. All disclosures to third parties
including any required transmittals to NRC, have been made, or must be made, pursuant to
regulatory provisions or proprietary agreements which provide for maintenance of the
information in confidence. Its initial designation as proprietary information, and the
subsequent steps taken to prevent its unauthorized disclosure, are as set forth in paragraphs
(6) and (7) following.

(6) Initial approval of proprietary treatment of a document is made by the manager of the
originating component, the person most likely to be acquainted with the value and
sensitivity of the information in relation to industry knowledge. Access to such documents

within GE is limited on a "need to know" basis.

(7) The procedure for approval of external release of such a document typically requires review
by the staff manager, project manager, principal scientist or other equivalent authority, by
the manager of the cognizant marketing function (or his delegate), and by the Legal
Operation, for technical content, competitive effect, and determination of the accuracy of
the proprietary designation. Disclosures outside GE are limited to regulatory bodies,
customers, and potential customers, and their agents, suppliers, and licensees, and otherswith a legitimate need for the information, and then only in accordance with appropriate
regulatory provisions or proprietary agreements.

(8) The information identified in paragraph (2), above, is classified as proprietary because it
contains detailed information in support of NEDC-33090P, Safety Analysis Report for
Vertnont Yankee Nuclear lPower Station Constant Pressure Power Uprale, Class III (GE
Proprietary Information), Revision 0, dated September 2003, which was submitted to the
NRC. This power uprate report contains detailed results and conclusions from evaluations
of the safety-significant changes necessary to demonstrate the regulatory acceptability for
the power uprate of a GE BWR, utilizing analytical models, methods and processes,
including computer codes, which GE has developed, obtained NRC approval of and applied
to perform evaluations of the transient and accident events in the GE Boiling Water Reactor
("BWR"). The development and approval of these system, component, and thermal
hydraulic models and computer codes was achieved at a significant cost to GE, on the order
of several million dollars.

IThe development of the evaluation process along with the interpretation and application of
the analytical results is derived from the extensive experience database that constitutes a

* major GE asset.

(9) Public disclosure of the information sought to be withheld is likely to cause substantial
harm to GE's competitive position and foreclose or reduce the availability of profit-making
opportunities. The information is part of GE's comprehensive BWR safety and technology
base, and its commercial value extends beyond the original development cost. The value of

GBS-04-1 0-GE-VYNPS-AEP-350.doc Affidavit Page 2
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the technology base goes beyond the exfehsive physical database and analytical
methodology and includes development of the expertise to determine and apply the
appropriate evaluation process. In addition, the technology base includes the value derived
from providing analyses done with NRGC-approved methods.

The research, development, engineering, analytical and NRC review costs comprise a
substantial investment of'time and money by GE.

The precise value of the expertise to devise an evaluation process and apply the correct
analytical methodology is difficult to quantify, but it clearly is substantial.

GE's competitive advantage will be lost if its competitors are able to use the results of the
GE experience to normalize or verify their own process or if they are able to claim an
equivalent understanding by demonstrating that they can arrive at the same or similar
conclusions.

The value of this information to GE would be lost if the information were disclosed to. the
public. Making such information available to competitors without their having been
required to undertake a similar expenditure of resources would unfairly provide competitors
with a windfall, and deprive GE of the opportunity to exercise its competitive advantage to
seek an adequate return on its large investment in developing these very valuable analytical
tools.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing affidavit and the matters stated therein are
true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief.

E xccuted on this . day of ._OLI4 ' 2004,

"SB.'Stramback
Gencral Electric Company

N
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
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MSIVLCS main steam isolation valve leakage control system

MSLB main steamline break

MSSS main steam supply system

MWt megawatts thermal

NEI Nuclear Energy Institute

NPSH net positive suction head

NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission

NRR Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

NSSS nuclear steam supply system

O&M operations and maintenance

P-T pressure-temperature

PWSCC primary water stress-corrosion cracking

RCIC reactor core isolation cooling

RCPB reactor coolant pressure boundary

RCS reactor coolant system

RG regulatory guide
RHR residual heat a

RS revie andard
RW S I reactor water cleanup system

0.1 (EERR cceptable fuecd "• it

SAG severe accident guideline

SAR Safety Analysis Report

SBO station blackout

SFP spent fuel pool

SFPAVS spent fuel pool area ventilation system

SGTS standby gas treatment system

SLCS standby liquid control system

SRP Standard Review Plan

t"7
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2.2.3 Reactor Pressure Vessel Internals and Core Supports

Regulatory Evaluation

Reactor pressure vessel internals consist of all the structural and mechanical elements inside
the reactor vessel, including core support structures. The NRC staff reviewed the effects of the
proposed EPU on the design input parameters and the design-basis loads and load
combinations for the reactor internals for normal operation, upset, emergency, and faulted
conditions. These include pressure differences and thermal effects for normal operation,
transient pressure loads associated with loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs), and the
identification of design transient occurrences. The NRC staffs review covered (1) the analyses
of flow-induced vibration for safety-related and non-safety-related reactor internal components
and (2) the analytical methodologies, assumptions, ASME Code editions, and computer
programs used for these analyses. The NRC staffs review also included a comparison of the
resulting stresses and CUFs against the corresponding Code-allowable limits. The NRC's
acceptance criteria are based on (1) 10 CFR 50.55a and draft GDC-1, insofar as they require
that those systems and components which are essential to the prevention of accidents which
could affect the public health and safety or to mitigation of their consequences be designed,
fabricated, erected, constructed, tested, and inspected to quality standards commensurate with
the importance of the safety functions to be performed; (2) draft GDC-2, insofar as it requires
that those systems and components which are essential to the prevention of accidents which
could affect the public health and safety or to mitigation of their consequences be designed to
withstand the effects of earthquakes combined with the effects of normal or accident conditions;
(3) draft GDC-40 and 42, insofar as they require that protection be provided for ESFs against the
dynamic effects and missiles that might result from plant equipment failures, as well as the
effects of a loss of coolant accident; and (4) draft GDC-6, insofar as it requires that the reactor
core be designed with appropriate margin to assure that acceptable fuel damage limits re not
exceeded during any condition of normal operation, including the effects of anticipated
operational occurrences. Specific review criteria are contained in SRP Sections 3.9.1, 3.
3.9.3, and 3.9.5; and other guidance provided in Matrix 2 of RS-001. (
Technical Evaluation

[Insert technical evaluation. The technical evaluation should (1) clearly explain why the
proposed changes satisfy each of the requirements in the regulatory evaluation and
(2) provide a clear link to the'conclusions reached by the NRC staff, as documented in the
conclusion section.]

Conclusion

The NRC staff has reviewed the licensee's evaluations related to the structural integrity of
reactor internals and core supports and concludes that the licensee has adequately addressed
the effects of the proposed EPU on the reactor internals and core supports. The NRC staff
further concludes that the licensee has demonstrated that the reactor internals and core
supports will continue to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a, draft GDC-1, 2, 6, 40, and 42
following implementation of the proposed EPU. Therefore, the NRC staff finds the proposed
EPU acceptable with respect to the design of the reactor internal and core supports.
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2.8.5 Accident and Transient Analyses

2.8.5.1 Decrease in Feedwater Temperature, Increase in Feedwater Flow, Increase In I
Steam Flow, and Inadvertent Opening of a Main Steam Relief or Safety'Valve

Regulatory Evaluation I
Excessive heat removal causes a decrease in moderator temperature which increases core
reactivity and can lead to a power level increase and a decrease in shutdown margin. Any
unplanned power level increase may result in fuel damage or excessive reactor system
pressure. Reactor protection and safety systems are actuated to mitigate the transient. The
NRC staffs review covered (1) postulated initial core and reactor conditions, (2) methods of
thermal and hydraulic analyses, (3) the sequence of events, (4) assumed reactions of reactor i
system components, (5) functional and operational characteristics of the reactor protection
system, (6) operator actions, and (7) the results of the transient analyses. The NRC's
acceptance criteria are based on (1) draft GDC-6, insofar as it requires that the reactor core be
designed to function throughout its design lifetime without exceeding acceptable fuel damage
limits; (2) draft GDC-14 and 15, insofar as they require that the core protection system be
designed to act automatically to prevent or suppress conditions that could result in exceeding
acceptable fuel damage limits and that protection systems be provided for sensing accident U
situations and initiating the operation of necessary ESFs; and (3) draft GDC-27 and 28, insofar
as they require that at least two reactivity control systems be provided and be capable of making
and holding the core subcritical from any hot standby or hot operating condition sufficiently fast
to prevent exceeding acceptable fuel damage limits. Specific review criteria are contained in
SRP Section 15.1.1-4 and other guidance provided in Matrix 8 of RS-001.

Technical Evaluation i
[Insert technical evaluation. The technical evaluation should (1) clearly explain why the
proposed changes satisfy each of the requirements in the regulatory evaluation and I
(2) provide a clear link to the conclusions reached by the NRC staff, as documented in the
conclusion section.]

Conclusion i
The NRC staff has reviewed the licensee's analyses of the excess heat removal events
described above and concludes that the licensee's analyses have adequately accounted for I
operation of the plant at the proposed power level and were performed using acceptable
analytical models. The NRC staff further concludes that the licensee has demonstrated that the
reactor protection and safety systems will continue to ensure that the sa nd the RCPB
pressure limits will not be exceeded as a result of these events. Based on this, the NRC staff
concludes that the plant will continue to meet the requirements of draft GDC-6, 14, 15, 27, and
28 following implementation of the proposed EPU. Therefore, the NRC staff finds the proposed
EPU acceptable with respect to the events stated. I

I
I
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2.8.5.2 Decrease in Heat Removal by the Secondary System

2.8.5.2.1 Loss of External Load; Turbine Trip; Loss of Condenser Vacuum; Closure of
Main Steam Isolation Valve; and Steam Pressure Regulator Failure (Closed)

Regulatory Evaluation

A number of initiating events may result in unplanned decreases in heat removal by the
secondary system. These events result in a sudden reduction in steam flow and, consequently,
result in pressurization events. Reactor protection and safety systems are actuated to mitigate
the transient. The NRC staffs review covered the sequence of events, the analytical models
used for analyses, the values of parameters used in the analytical models, and the results of the
transient analyses. The NRC's acceptance criteria are based on (1) draft GDC-6, insofar as it
requires that the reactor core be designed to function throughout its design lifetime without
exceeding acceptable fuel damage limits; and (2) draft GDC-27 and 28, insofar as they require
that at least two reactivity control systems be provided and be capable of making and holding the
core subcritical from any hot standby or hot operating condition sufficiently fast to prevent
exceeding acceptable fuel damage limits. Specific review criteria are contained in SRP
Section 15.2.1-5 and other guidance provided in Matrix 8 of RS-001.

Technical Evaluation

[Insert technical evaluation. The technical evaluation should (1) clearly explain why the
proposed changes satisfy each of the requirements in the regulatory evaluation and
(2) provide a clear link to the conclusions reached by the NRC staff, as documented in the
conclusion section.]

Conclusion

The NRC staff has reviewed the licensee's analyses of the decrease in heat removal events
described above and concludes that the licensee's analyses have adequately accounted for
operation of the plant at the proposed power level and were performed using acceptable
analytical models. The NRC staff further concludes that the licensee has demonstrated that the
reactor protection and safety systems will continue to ensure that th ebA5 nd the RCPB
pressure limits will not be exceeded as a result of these events. Based on ffis, the NRC staff
concludes that the plant will continue to meet the requirements of draft GDC-6, 27, and 28
following implementation of the proposed EPU. Therefore, the NRC staff finds the proposed
EPU acceptable with respect to the events stated.
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2.8.5.2.2 Loss of Nonemergency AC Power to the Station Auxiliaries

Regulatory Evaluation I
The loss of nonemergency ac power is assumed to result in the loss of all power to the station
auxiliaries and the'simultaneous tripping of all reactor coolant circulation pumps. This causes a I
flow coastdown as well as a decrease in heat removal by the secondary system, a turbine trip,
an increase in pressure and temperature of the coolant, and a reactor trip. Reactor protection
and safety systems are actuated to mitigate the transient. The NRC staff s review covered
(1) the sequence of events, (2) the analytical model used for analyses, (3) the values of
parameters used in the analytical model, and (4) the results of the transient analyses. The
NRC's acceptance criteria are based on (1) draft GDC-6, insofar as it requires that the reactor
core be designed to function throughout its design lifetime without exceeding acceptable fuel I
damage limits; and (2) draft GDC-27 and 28, insofar as they require that at least two reactivity
control systems be provided and be capable of making and holding the core subcritical from any
hot standby or hot operating condition sufficiently fast to prevent exceeding acceptable fuel
damage limits. Specific review criteria are contained in SRP Section 15.2.6 and other guidance
provided in Matrix 8 of RS-001.

Technical Evaluation

[insert technical evaluation. The technical evaluation should (1) clearly explain why the
proposed changes satisfy each of the requirements in the regulatory evaluation and
(2) provide a clear link to the conclusions reached by the NRC staff, as documented In the
conclusion section.]

Conclusion

The NRC staff has reviewed the licensee's analyses of the loss of nonemergency ac power to
station auxiliaries event and concludes that the licensee's analyses have adequately accounted
for operation of the plant at the proposed power level and were performed using acceptable
analytical models. The NRC staff further concludes that the licensee seonstrated that the
reactor protection and safety systems will continue to ensure that the.s.and the RCPB
pressure limits will not be exceeded as a result of this event. Based on this, the NRC staff
concludes that the plant will continue to meet the requirements of draft GDC-6, 27, and 28
following implementation of the proposed EPU. Therefore, the NRC staff finds the proposed
EPU acceptable with respect to the loss of nonemergency ac power to station auxiliaries event.

I
I
I
I
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2.8.5.2.3 Loss of Normal Feedwater Flow

Regulatory Evaluation

A loss of normal feedwater flow could occur from pump failures, valve malfunctions, or a LOOP.
Loss of feedwater flow results in an increase in reactor coolant temperature and pressure which
eventually requires a reactor trip to prevent fuel damage. Decay heat must be transferred from
fuel following a loss of normal feedwater flow. Reactor protection and safety systems are
actuated to provide this function and mitigate other aspects of the transient. The NRC staffs
review covered (1) the sequence of events, (2) the analytical model used for analyses, (3) the
values of parameters used in the analytical model, and (4) the results of the transient analyses.
The NRC's acceptance criteria are based on (1) draft GDC-6, insofar as it requires that the
reactor core be designed to function throughout its design lifetime without exceeding acceptable
fuel damage limits; and (2) draft GDC-27 and 28, insofar as they require that at least two
reactivity control systems be provided and be capable of making and holding the core subcritical
from any hot standby or hot operating condition sufficiently fast to prevent exceeding acceptable
fuel damage limits. Specific review criteria are contained in SRP Section 15.2.7 and other
guidance provided in Matrix 8 of RS-001.

Technical Evaluation

[Insert technical evaluation. The technical evaluation should (1) clearly explain why the
proposed changes satisfy each of the requirements in the regulatory evaluation and
(2) provide a clear link to the conclusions reached by the NRC staff, as documented in the
conclusion section.]

Conclusion

The NRC staff has reviewed the licensee's analyses of the loss of normal feedwater flow event
and concludes that the licensee's analyses have adequately accounted for operation of the plant
at the proposed power level and were performed using acceptable analytical models. The NRC
staff further concludes that the licensee has demonstrated that the reactor protection and safety
systems will continue to ensure that th U3-Ej~ and the RCPB pressure limits will not be
exceeded as a result of the loss of normal-f'--water flow. Based on this, the NRC staff
concludes that the plant will continue to meet the requirements of draft GDC-6, 27, and 28
following implementation of the proposed EPU. Therefore, the NRC staff finds the proposed
EPU acceptable with respect to the loss of normal feedwater flow event.
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2.8.5.3 Decrease in Reactor Coolant System Flow

2.8.5.3.1 Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow I
Regulatory Evaluation

A decrease in reactor coolant flow occurring while the plant is at power could result in a
degradation of core heat transfer. An increase in fuel temperature and accompanying fuel
damage could then result ifj AL are exceeded during the transient. Reactor protection and
safety systems are actuated to mitigate the transient. The NRC staffs review covered (1) the I
postulated initial core and reactor conditions, (2) the methods of thermal and hydraulic analyses,
(3) the sequence of events, (4) assumed reactions of reactor systems components, (5) the
functional and operational characteristics of the reactor protection system, (6) operator actions, I
and (7) the results of the transient analyses. The NRC's acceptance criteria are based on (1)
draft GDC-6, insofar as it requires that the reactor core be designed to function throughout its
design lifetime without exceeding acceptable fuel damage limits; and (2) draft GDC-27 and 28,
insofar as they require that at least two reactivity control systems be provided and be capable of
making and holding the core subcritical from any hot standby or hot operating condition
sufficiently fast to prevent exceeding acceptable fuel damage limits. Specific review criteria are
contained in SRP Section 15.3.1-2 and other guidance provided in Matrix 8 of RS-001.

Technical Evaluation

lInsert technical evaluation. The technical evaluation should (1) clearly explain why the i
proposed changes satisfy each of the requirements In the regulatory evaluation and
(2) provide a clear link to the conclusions reached by the NRC staff, as documented in the
conclusion section.]

Conclusion

The NRC staff has reviewed the licensee's analyses of the decrease in reactor coolant flow
event and concludes that the licensee's analyses have adequately accounted for operation of
the plant at the proposed power level and were performed using acceptable analytical models.
The NRC staff further concludes that the licensee has demonstrated that the reactor protection
and safety systems will continue to ensure that th~eQ Land the RCPB pressure limits will
not be exceeded as a result of this event. Based on this, the NRC staff concludes that the plant
will continue to meet the requirements of draft GDC-6, 27, and 28 following implementation of I
the proposed EPU. Therefore, the NRC staff finds the proposed EPU acceptable with respect to
the decrease in reactor coolant flow event. I

I
I
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2.8.5.4 Reactivity and Power Distribution Anomalies

2.8.5.4.1 Uncontrolled Control Rod Assembly Withdrawal from a Subcritical or Low Power
Startup Condition

Regulatory Evaluation

An uncontrolled control rod assembly withdrawal from subcritical or low power startup conditions
may be caused by a malfunction of the reactor control or rod control systems. This withdrawal
will uncontrollably add positive reactivity to the reactor core, resulting in a power excursion. The
NRC staffs review covered (1) the description of the causes of the transient and the transient
itself, (2) the initial conditions, (3) the values of reactor parameters used in the analysis, (4) the
analytical methods and computer codes used, and (5) the results of the transient analyses. The
NRC's acceptance criteria are based on (1) draft GDC-6, insofar as it requires that the reactor
core be designed to function throughout its design lifetime without exceeding acceptable fuel
damage limits; (2) draft GDC-14 and 15, insofar as they require that the core protection systems
be designed to act automatically to prevent or suppress conditions that could result in exceeding
acceptable fuel damage limits and that protection systems be provided for sensing accident
situations and initiating the operation of necessary ESFs; and (3) draft GDC-31, insofar as it
requires that the reactivity control systems be capable of sustaining any single malfunction
without causing a reactivity transient which could result in exceeding acceptable fuel damage
limits. Specific review criteria are contained in SRP Section 15.4.1 and other guidance provided
in Matrix 8 of RS-001.

Technical Evaluation

[Insert technical evaluation. The technical evaluation should (1) clearly explain why the
proposed changes satisfy each of the requirements In the regulatory evaluation and
(2) provide a clear link to the conclusions reached by the NRC staff, as documented in the
conclusion section.]

Conclusion

The NRC staff has reviewed the licensee's analyses of the uncontrolled control rod assembly
withdrawal from a subcritical or low power startup condition and concludes that the licensee's
analyses have adequately accounted for the changes in core design necessary for operation of
the plant at the proposed power level. The NRC staff also concludes that the licensee's
analyses were performed using acceptable analytical models. The NRC staff further concludes
that the license.. demonstrated that the reactor protection and safety systems will continue
to ensure th QAFDsare not exceeded. Based on this, the NRC staff concludes that the plant
will continue toim-e~e-the requirements of draft GDC-6, 14, 15, and 31 following implementation
of the proposed EPU. Therefore, the NRC staff finds the proposed EPU acceptable with respect
to the uncontrolled control rod assembly withdrawal from a subcritical or low power startup
condition.
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2.8.5.4.2 Uncontrolled Control Rod Assembly Withdrawal at Power

Regulatory Evaluation

An uncontrolled control rod assembly withdrawal at power may be caused by a malfunction of
the reactor control or rod control systems. This withdrawal will uncontrollably add positive
reactivity to the reactor core, resulting in a power excursion. The NRC staff's review covered
(1) the description of the causes of the AOO and the description of the event itself, (2) the initial
conditions, (3) the values of reactor parameters used in the analysis, (4) the analytical methods
and computer codes used, and (5) the results of the associated analyses. The NRC's I
acceptance criteria are based on (1) draft GDC-6, insofar as it requires that the reactor core be
designed to function throughout its design lifetime without exceeding acceptable fuel damage
limits; (2) draft GDC-14 and 15, Insofar as they require that the core protection systems be
designed to act automatically to prevent or suppress conditions that could result in exceeding
acceptable fuel damage limits and that protection systems be provided for sensing accident
situations and initiating the operation of necessary ESFs; and (3) draft GDC-31, insofar as it
requires that the reactivity control systems be capable of sustaining any single malfunction
without causing a reactivity transient which could result in exceeding acceptable fuel damage
limits. Specific review criteria are contained in SRP Section 15.4.2 and other guidance provided
in Matrix 8 of RS-001.

Technical Evaluation

[Insert technical evaluation. The technical evaluation should (1) clearly explain why the i
proposed changes satisfy each of the requirements in the regulatory evaluation and
(2) provide a clear link to the conclusions reached by the NRC staff, as documented in the
conclusion section.] I
Conclusion

The NRC staff has reviewed the licensee's analyses of the uncontrolled control rod assembly I
withdrawal at power event and concludes that the licensee's analyses have adequately
accounted for the changes In core design required for operation of the plant at the proposed
power level. The NRC staff also concludes that the licensee's analyses were performed using
acceptable analytical models. The NRC staff further concludes that the licensee has
demonstrated that the reactor protection and safety systems will continue to ensure thei
are not exceeded. Based on this, the NRC staff concludes that the plant will continue to meet-
the requirements of draft GDC-6, 14, 15, and 31 following implementation of the proposed EPU.
Therefore, the NRC staff finds the proposed EPU acceptable with respect to the uncontrolled

control rod assembly withdrawal at power.

I
I
lI
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2.8.5.4.3 Startup of a Recirculation Loop at an Incorrect Temperature and Flow Controller
Malfunction Causirng an Increase in Core Flow Rate

Regulatory Evaluation

A startup of an inaciive loop transient may result in either an increased core flow or the
introduction of cooler water into the core. This event causes an increase in core reactivity due to
decreased moderator temperature and core void fraction. The NRC staff's review covered
(1) the sequence of events, (2) the analytical model, (3) the values of parameters used in the
analytical model, and (4).the results of the transient analyses. The NRC's acceptance criteria
are based on (1) draft GDC-6, insofar as it requires that the reactor core be designed to function
throughout its design lifetime without exceeding acceptable fuel damage limits; (2) draft GDC-14
and 15, insofar as they require that the core protection systems be designed to act automatically
to prevent or suppress conditions that could result in exceeding acceptable fuel damage limits
and that protection systems be provided for sensing accident situations and initiating the
operation of necessary ESFs;ý (3) draft GDC-32, insofar as it requires that limits, which include
considerable margin, be placed on the maximum reactivity worth of control rods or elements and
on rates at which reactivity can be increased to ensure that the potential effects of a sudden or
large change of reactivity cannot (a) rupture the reactor coolant pressure boundary or (b) disrupt
the core, its support structures, or other vessel internals sufficiently to impair the effectiveness of
emergency core cooling; and (4) draft GDC-27 and 28, insofar as they require that at least two
reactivity control systems be provided and be capable of making and holding the core subcritical
from any hot standby or hot operating condition sufficiently fast to prevent exceeding acceptable
fuel damage limits. Specific review criteria are contained in SRP Section 15.4.4-5 and other
guidance provided in Matrix 8 of RS-001.

Technical Evaluation

[Insert technical evaluation. The technical evaluation should (1) clearly explain why the
proposed changes satisfy each of the requirements in the regulatory evaluation and
(2) provide a clear link to the conclusions reached by the NRC staff, as documented in the
conclusion section.]

Conclusion

The NRC staff has reviewed the licensee's analyses of the increase in core flow event and
concludes that the licensee's analyses have adequately accounted for operation of the plant at
the proposed power level and were performed using acceptable analytical models. The
NRC staff further concludes that the licensee has demonstrated that the reactor protection and
safety systems will continue to ensure that theýsnd the RCPB pressure limits will not be
exceeded as a result of this event. Based on thi-sTle NRC staff concludes that the plant will
continue to meet the requirements of draft GDC-6, 14, 15, 27, 28, and 32 following
implementation of the proposed EPU. Therefore, the NRC staff finds the proposed EPU
acceptable with respect to the increase in core flow event.
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2.8.5.5 Inadvertent Operation of ECCS or Malfunction that Increases Reactor Coolant
Inventory I

Regulatorv Evaluation*

Equipment malfunctions, operator errors, and abnormal occurrences could cause unplanned
increases in reactor coolant inventory. Depending on the temperature of the injected Water and
the response of the automatic control systems, a power level increase may result and, without
adequate controls, could lead to fuel damage or overpressurization of the RCS. Alternatively, a
power level decrease and depressurization may result. Reactor protection and safety systems U
are actuated to mitigate these events. The NRC staffs review covered (1) the sequence of
events, (2) the analytical model used for analyses, (3) the values of parameters used in the
analytical model, and (4) the results of the transient analyses. -The NRC's acceptance criteria.
are based on (1) draft GDC-6, insofar as it requires that the reactor core be designed to function
throughout its design lifetime without exceeding acceptable fuel damage limits; and (2) draft
GDC-27 and 28, insofar as they require that at least two reactivity control systems be provided
and be capable of making and holding the core subcritical from any hot standby or hot operating I
condition sufficiently fast to prevent exceeding acceptable fuel damage limits. Specific review
criteria are contained in SRP Section 15.5.1-2 and other guidance provided in Matrix 8 of
RS-001. I
Technical Evaluation

[Insert technical evaluation. The technical evaluation should (1) clearly explain why the
proposed changes satisfy each of the requirements in the regulatory evaluation and
(2) provide a clear link to the conclusions reached by the NRC staff, as documented In the
conclusion section.] U
Conclusion

The NRC staff has reviewed the licensee's analyses of the inadvertent operation of ECCS or I
malfunction that increases reactor coolant inventory and concludes that the licensee's analyses
have adequately accounted for operation of the plant at the proposed power level and were
performed using acceptable analytical models. The NRC staff further concludes that the
licensee has demonstrated that the reactor protection and safety systems will continue to ensure
that theFVA snd the RCPB pressure limits will not be exceeded as a result of this event.
Based on t is, the NRC staff concludes that the plant will continue to meet the requirements of
draft GDC-6, 27, and 28 following implementation of the proposed EPU. Therefore, the NRC
staff finds the proposed EPU acceptable with respect to the inadvertent operation of ECCS or
malfunction that increases reactor coolant inventory.

I
I
I
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2.8.5.6 Decrease in Reactor Coolant Inventory

2.8.5.6.1 Inadvertent Opening of a Pressure Relief Valve

Regulatory Evaluation

The inadvertent opening of a pressure relief valve results in a reactor coolant inventory decrease
and a decrease in RCS pressure. The pressure relief valve discharges into the suppression
pool. Normally there is no reactor trip. The pressure regulator senses the RCS pressure
decrease and partially closes the turbine control valves (TCVs) to stabilize the reactor at a lower
pressure. The reactor power settles out at nearly the initial power level. The coolant inventory is
maintained by the feedwater control system using water from the condensate storage tank via
the condenser hotwell. The NRC staffs review covered (1) the sequence of events, (2) the
analytical model used for analyses, (3) the values of parameters used in the analytical model,
and (4) the results of the transient analyses. The NRC's acceptance criteria are based on (1)
draft GDC-6, insofar as it requires that the reactor core be designed to function throughout its
design lifetime without exceeding acceptable fuel damage limits; and (2) draft GDC-27 and 28,
insofar as they require that at least two reactivity control systems be provided and be capable of
making and holding the core subcritical from any hot standby or hot operating condition
sufficiently fast to prevent exceeding acceptable fuel damage limits. Specific review criteria are
contained in SRP Section 15.6.1 and other guidance provided in Matrix 8 of RS-001.

Technical Evaluation

[Insert technical evaluation. The technical evaluation should (1) clearly explain why the
proposed changes satisfy each of the requirements In the regulatory evaluation and
(2) provide a clear link to the conclusions reached by the NRC staff, as documented In the
conclusion section.]

Conclusion

The NRC staff has reviewed the licensee's analyses of the inadvertent opening of a pressure
relief valve event and concludes that the licensee's analyses have adequately accounted for
operation of the plant at the proposed power level and were performed using acceptable
analytical models. The NRC staff further concludes that the licensee has demonstrated that the
reactor protection and safety systems will continue to ensure that th DLs and the RCPB
pressure limits will not be exceeded as a result of this event. Based on th-is-t, he NRC staff
concludes that the plant will continue to meet the requirements of draft GDC-6, 27, and 28
following implementation of the proposed EPU. Therefore, the NRC staff finds the proposed
EPU acceptable with respect to the inadvertent opening of a pressure relief valve event.
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VERMONT YANKEE NUCLEAR POWER STATION

REVISED STEAM DRYER MONITORING PLAN 3
Introduction and Purpose

This plan describes the course of action for monitoring and evaluating the performance of the I
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station (VYNPS) steam dryer during power ascension testing and
operation above 100% of the original licensed thermal power (OLTP), i.e., 1593 MWt, to the full
120% extended power uprate (EPU) condition of 1912 MWt to verify acceptable performance. I
Unacceptable dryer performance is a condition that could challenge steam dryer structural Integrity
and result in the generation of loose parts or cracks. or tears in the dryer that result in excessive
moisture carryover. During reactor power operation, performance is demonstrated through the
measurement of a combination of plant parameters. The comparison of measured plant data
against defined criteria, based on the steam dryer structural analysis of record,' will provide
predictive capabilities toward determining steam dryer structural integrity under EPU conditions. 'U'
The Steam Dryer Monitoring Plan (SDMP) is applicable during initial power ascension to 1912 MWt
and continues after full EPU conditions, as specified below. A license condition for steam dryer
monitoring is proposed to require operational surveillances as well as visual inspections of the I
steam dryer, which will be conducted during specific scheduled' refueling outages followingachievement of full uprate conditions.

Entergy will accept a license condition for VYNPS that is based on the SDMP. '*!I

scope I
The SDMP is primarily an initial power ascension test plan designed to assess steam dryer,
performance from 100% OLTP to 120% OLTP (i.e., 1912 MWt). Assuming that a license
amendment authorizing EPU is granted during the next operating cycle, power ascension will be
achieved in one step: Elements of this plan will be implemented before EPU power ascension
testing, and others may continue after power ascension testing.

Operating Specifications 1

When initially operating at a power level above 1593 MWt, the parameters identified in Table 1-
which are indicative of steam dryer integrity - shall be monitored at the frequencies specified and I
shall meet applicable performance criteria specified in Table 2. The surveillance requirements of
Table 1 will be effective during power ascension to any power level that was not previously
attained. Any change to the performance criteria, required actions, or surveillance requirements in
Tables 1 or 2 can only be made in accordance with the proposed steam dryer license condition I
(see Table 3).

Initial EPU power ascension testing above 100% OLTP will be conducted in 2.5% of OLTP steps 3
and 5% of OLTP plateaus. The initial power ascension will include hold points at each 2.5% step
and at each 5% plateau. The maximum power increase will not exceed a nominal 5% of OLTP in a
24-hour period.

Table 2 establishes the criteria for verifying acceptable steam dryer performance based on
moisture carryover and main steam line pressure data. If the Level 1 or Level 2 performance

i
I
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criteria are exceeded, the actions and completion times specified shall be met for the given
condition. Reactor power operation that results in moisture carryover and steam pressures that are
less than the Level 2 performance criteria in Table 2 is representative of fully acceptable steam
dryer performance.

Additionally, if the performance criteria in Table 2 are exceeded, the following actions will be taken
depending upon the criteria exceeded:

1 . Either suspend reactor power ascension (Level 2 Acceptance Criteria) or reduce reactor
power (Level 1 Acceptance Criteria), initiate a Condition Report, and evaluate the cause of
any exceedance of the performance criteria.

2. Prior to increasing reactor thermal power to a level higher than any previously attained, the
plant conditions relevant to steam dryer integrity and associated evaluation results shall be
reviewed by the on-site safety review committee, and a recommendation shall be made to
the General Manager, Plant Operations prior to increasing power for each 5% power
plateau.

3. Strain gage pressure and moisture carryover data collected at each 5% power plateau will
be made available to the NRC through its resident inspector.

4. Each initial increase in reactor thermal power to the next higher 5% power plateau above
100% OLTP must be authorized by the General Manager, Plant Operations.
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Table 1
Steam Dryer Surveillance Requirements During Reactor Power

Operation Above a Previously Attained Power Level

Parameter Surveillance Frequency
1. Moisture Carryover Every 24 hours (Notes 1 and 2)

2. Main steam line pressure data Hourly when initially increasing
from strain gages power above a previously attained

power level.

AND

At least once at every 2.5%
(nominal) power step above 100%
OLTP.
(Note 3)

3. Main steam line pressure data At least once at every 2.5%
from pressure transducers (nominal) power step above 100%

OLTP.
(Note 3)

AND

Within one hour after achieving
every 2.5% (nominal) power step
above 100% OLTP.
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Notes to Table 1:

1. If a determination of moisture carryover cannot be made within 24 hours of achieving a 5%
power plateau, an orderly power reduction shall made within the subsequent 12 hours to a
power level at which moisture carryover was previously determined to be acceptable. For
testing purposes, a power ascension step is defined as each power increment of 2.5%
(nominal) over OLTP, i.e., at thermal power levels of approximately 102.5%, 105%,
107.5%, 110%, 112.5%, 115%, 117.5%, and 120% OLTP. Power level plateaus are
nominally every 5% of OLTP greater than 100% (i.e., approximately 80 MWt).

2. Provided that the Level 2 performance criteria in Table 2 are not exceeded, when steady
state operation at a given power exceeds 168 consecutive hours, moisture carryover
monitoring frequency may be reduced to once per week.

3. The strain gage surveillance shall be performed hourly when increasing power above a
level at which data was previously obtained. The surveillance of both the strain gage data
and main steam line pressure data is also required to be performed once at each 2.5%
power step above 100% OLTP and within one hour of achieving each 2.5% step in power,
i.e., at thermal power levels of approximately 102.5%, 105%, 107.5%, 110%, 112.5%,
115%, 117.5%, and 120% OLTP. If the surveillance is met at a given power level,
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additional surveillances do not need to be performed at that power level where data had
previously been obtained.

If valid strain gage data cannot be recorded hourly or within one hour of initially reaching a
2.5% power step from at least three of the four main steam lines, an orderly power
reduction shall be made to a lower power level at which data had previously been obtained.
Any such power level reduction shall be completed within two hours of determining that
valid data was not recorded.
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Table 2
Steam Dryer Performance Criteria and Required Actions

Performance Criteria Not to be Exceeded Required Actions if Performance Criteria Exceeded and Required Completion Times
Performance Criteria Not to be Exceeded Required Actions if Performance Criteria Exceeded and Required Completion Times

Level 2: 1. Promptly suspend reactor power ascension until an engineering evaluation concludes that
further power ascension is justified.

SMoisture carryover exceeds 0.1% 2. Before resuming reactor power ascension, the steam dryer performance data shall be
OR reviewed as part of an engineering evaluation to assess whether further power ascension

can be made without exceeding the Level 1 criteria.* Moisture carryover exceeds 0.1% and
increases by > 50% over the average of
the three previous measurements taken at
> 1593 MWt

OR

* Pressure data exceed Level 2 Spectral

Level 1: 1. Promptly initiate a reactor power reduction and achieve a previously acceptable power level

SMoisture carryover exceeds 0.35%/6 (i.e., reduce power to a previous step level) within two hours, unless an engineering
evaluation concludes that continued power operation or power ascension is acceptable.

OR
2. Within 24 hours, re-measure moisture carryover and perform an engineering evaluation of

SPressure data exceed Level I Spectra1 steam dryer structural integrity. If the results of the evaluation of dryer structural integrity do
not support continued plant operation, the reactor shall be placed in a hot shutdown
condition within the following 24 hours. If the results of the engineering evaluation support
continued power operation, implement steps 3 and 4 below.

3. If the results of the engineering evaluation support continued power operation, reduce
further power ascension step and plateau levels to nominal increases of 1.25% and 2.5% of
OLTP, respectively, for any additional power ascension.

4. Within 30 days, the transient pressure data shall be used to calculate the steam dryer
fatigue usage to demonstrate that continued power operation is acceptable.

'The EPU spectra shall be determined and documented in an engineering calculation or report. Acceptable Level 2 spectra shall be based on maintaining < 80%
of the ASME allowable alternating stress (S.) value at 10" cycles (i.e., 10.88 ksi). Acceptable Level I Spectra shall be based on maintaining the ASME S, at
10" cycles (i.e., 13.6 ksi).
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Data Collection

During initial EPU power ascension, plant data will be measured and recorded, as a
minimum, at power steps corresponding to approximately 102.5%, 105%, 107.5%,
110%, 112.5%, 115%, 117.5%, and 120% OLTP. In addition, Entergy will monitor
pressure data from the main steam strain gages hourly during initial power ascension.
The plant will be held at each 5% power plateau to allow sufficient time to evaluate data
measurements relative to performance criteria. Depending upon actual performance,
smaller power increase increments may be used. Data collected will consist of:

= Dynamic pressure measurements taken from four pressure transducers installed
on transmitters associated with each main steam line venturi.

* Measurements taken from strain gages located on each of the four main steam
lines between the reactor pressure vessel nozzles and the closest inboard
safety/safety relief valve.

* Moisture carryover measurements will be made during power ascension testing
above 100% OLTP in accordance with SIL 6441.

° Plant data that may be indicative of off-normal dryer performance will be
monitored during power ascension (e.g., level, steam flow, feed flow, etc.). Plant
data can provide an early indication of unacceptable dryer p6rformance.

Evaluations

Data collected at each power ascension step will be evaluated relative to the
performance criteria.

In addition, other reactor operational parameters that may be influenced by steam dryer
integrity (e.g., steam flow distribution between the individual steam lines) will be
monitored with the intent of detecting structural degradation of the steam dryer during
plant operation (e.g., flow distribution between individual main steam lines). The
enhanced monitoring of selected plant parameters will be controlled by plant procedures.

If any of the performance criteria in Table 2 are exceeded, the plant conditions relevant
to steam dryer integrity and the associated evaluation results shall be reviewed by the
on-site review committee at every 5% power plateau and prior to increasing power.
Permission to ascend in power will be granted by the General Manager, Plant
Operations.

Reporting to NRC

1. Steam Dryer Visual Inspections: The results of the visual inspections of the
steam dryer conducted during the next three refueling outages shall be reported

'GE Nuclear Energy, Services Information Letter, SIL No. 644, Revision I, "BWVR Steam Dryer
Integrity," Novembcr 9, 2004
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to the NRC staff within 60 days following startup from the respective refueling
outage.

2. SDMP: The results of the SDMP shall be submitted to the NRC staff in a report
within 60 days following the completion of all EPU power ascension testing. In
addition the final full EPU power performance criteria spectra (limit curve) will be
submitted to the NRC staff within 120 days. Contemporary data and results fromI
dryer monitoring will be available on-site for review by NRC inspectors as it
becomes available. The written report on steam dryer performance during EPU
power ascension testing will include evaluations or corrective actions that were
required to obtain satisfactory dryer performance. The report will include relevant
data collected at each power step, comparisons to performance criteria (design
predictions), and evaluations performed in conjunction with dryer integrity
monitoring.

Lonq Term Actions

The VYNPS steam dryer will be inspected during the refueling outages scheduled for the
Fall 2005, Spring 2007 Fall 2008 and Spring 2010. The inspections conducted after
power uprate implementation will be comparable to the inspection conducted during the
Spring 2004 refueling outage and will meet the recommendations of SIL 644, Rev. 1.

Following completion of power ascension testing, moisture carryover measurements will
continue to be made periodically, and other plant operational parameters that may be I
affected by steam dryer structural integrity will continue to be monitored, in accordance
with GE SIL 644 and plant procedures.

Equipment associated with temporarily installed pressure monitoring sensors and strain
gages may be removed from service following the achievement of one operating cycle
after Issuance of the EPU license amendment and satisfaction of the license condition
requiring steam dryer inspection.

I
U

i
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Table 3
PROPOSED STEAM DRYER LICENSE CONDITION

1. When operating above 1593 MWt (i.e., at extended power uprate conditions), the
operating limits, required actions, and surveillances specified in the Steam Dryer
Monitoring Plan (SDMP) shall be met. The following key attributes of the SDMP
shall not be made less restrictive without prior NRC approval:

a. During initial power ascension testing above 1593 MWt, each test
plateau increment shall be approximately 80 MWt;

b. Level 1 performance criteria; and
c. The methodology for establishing the stress spectra used for the

Level 1 and Level 2 performance criteria.

Changes to other aspects of the SDMP may be made In accordance with the
guidance of NEI 99-042.

2. During each of the three scheduled refueling outages (beginning with the Spring
2007 refueling outage), a visual inspection shall be conducted of all accessible,
susceptible locations of the steam dryer, including flaws left "as-ies and
modifications.

3. The results of the visual inspections of the steam dryer conducted during the
three scheduled refueling outages (beginning with the Spring 2007 refueling
outage) shall be reported to the NRC staff within 60 days following startup from
the respective refueling outage. The results of the SDMP shall be submitted to
the NRC staff in a report within 60 days following the completion of all EPU
power ascension testing.

4. The requirements of Item 1 above shall be implemented upon issuance of the
EPU license amendment and shall continue until the completion of one full
operating cycle at EPU. If an unacceptable structural flaw (due to fatigue) is
detected during the subsequent visual inspection of the steam dryer, the
requirements of Item 1 above shall extend another full operating cycle until the
visual inspection standard of no new flaws/flaw growth based on visual
inspection is satisfied.

5. This license condition shall expire upon satisfaction of Items 2, 3 and 4 above,
provided that a visual inspection of the steam dryer does not reveal any new
unacceptable flaw or unacceptable flaw growth that is due to fatigue.

2 Nuclear Energy Institute, "Guidelines for Managing NRC Commilment Changes," NEI 99.04, Revision 0,

July 1999
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BWR steam dryer integrity

SIL No. 644 ("BWR/3 steam dryer failure"),
issued August 21, 2002, described an event at a
BWR/3 that involved the failure of a steam dryer
cover plate resulting in the generation of loose
parts, which were ingested into a main steam
line (MSL). The most likely cause of this event
was identified as high cycle fatigue caused by a
flow regime instability that resulted in localized
high frequency pressure loadings near the MSL
nozzles. SIL No. 644 Supplement 1, issued
September 5, 2003, described a second steam
dryer failure that occurred at the same BWR/3
approximately one year following the initial
steam dryer failure. This second failure!
occurred at a different location with the root
cause identified as high cycle fatigue resulting
from low frequency pressure loading. SIL No.
644 included focused recommendations. For
BWR/3-style steam dryers, it recommended
monitoring steam moisture content (MC) and
other reactor parameters, and for those plants
operating at greater than the original licensed
thermal power (OLTP), it recommended
inspection of the cover plates at the next
refueling outage. SIL No. 644 Supplement I
broadened the earlier recommendations for
BWR/3-style steam dryer plants and provided
additional recommendations for BWR/4 and
later steam dryer design plants planning to or
already operating at greater than OLTP.

Following this revised guidance, inspections
were performed on plants operating at OLTP,
stretch uprate (5%), and extended power uprate
conditions.. These inspections indicate that
steam dryer fatigue cracking can also occur in
plants operating at OLTP.

The purpose of this Revision I to SIL No. 644 is
to describe additional significant fatigue
cracking that has been observed in steam dryer
hoods subsequent to the issuance of SIL No. 644
Supplement I and to provide inspection and

monitoring recommendations for all BWR plants
based on these observations. In that the
occurrence of fatigue cracking. has been
observed in several BWRs, this revision contains
inspection and monitoring recommendations that
apply to all plants. SIL No. 644 Revision I
voids and supercedes SIL No. 644 and SIL No.
644 Supplement 1.

Discussion

Instances of fatigue cracking in the steam dryer
hood region have been observed recently in
several BWR plants. The cracking has led to
failure of the hood and the generation of loose
parts in two BWR/3 plants. Details of the
cracking in these plants are described below.
These observations have potential generic
significance for all BWR steam dryers that will
be discussed in the generic implications section
below.

BWR/3-Style Dryer Observations

Lower horizontal cover plate failure occurred in
a BWR/3 in 2002. In this failure, almost the
entire lower horizontal cover plate came
completely loose, with some large pieces falling
down onto the steam separators and one piece
being ingested into the main steamline and
lodging in the flow restrictor. This failure was
accompanied by a significant increase in
moisture content, along with changes in other
monitored reactor parameters. The cause of this
failure was attributed to the higher fluctuating
pressure loads at extended power uprate (EPU)
operation. In particular, there may have been a
potential resonance condition between a high
frequency fluctuating pressure loading (in the
120-230 Hz range) and the natural frequency of
the cover plate. Appendix A provides a more
detailed description of this event.

The same BWR/3 experienced extensive
through-wall cracking in the outer bank hood on
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the 900 side in May 2003. On the opposite side
of the steam dryer (270' side), incipient cracking
was observed on the inside of the outer hood
cover plate. Several internal braces were
detached and found on top of the steam
separators. No damage was found on the inner
banks of the dryer. Again, the failure was
accompanied by a significant increase in
moisture content. Of the other monitored
reactor parameters, only the flow distribution
between the individual steamlines was affected.
The cause of this failure was attributed to high
cycle fatigue resulting from low frequency
oscillating pressure loads (<50 Hz) of higher
amplitude at EPU operation and the local stress
concentration introduced by the internal brackets
that anchor the diagonal internal braces to the
dryer hoods. Appendix B provides a more
detailed description of this event.

In November 2003, a hood failure occurred in
the sister unit to theBWR/3 that had
experienced the previously noted failures. This
unit was also operating at EPU conditions. The
observed hood damage and associated root cause
determination were virtually the same as the
May 2003 failure described above. During the
event, the moisture content exceeded the
previously defined action level. However, the
monitored plant parameters (primarily individual
steamline flow rates) showed only subtle
changes and were well within the previously
defined action levels for the plant. This failure
resulted in the generation of loose parts from the
outer vertical hood plate. In addition,
inspections during the repair outage showed
fatigue cracking in the inner hood vertical braces
below where the lower ends of the diagonal
braces were attached. The cracking of these
braces was attributed to poor fit-up of the parts
during the dryer fabrication. The diagonal
braces should have terminated on the vertical
braces where they were butted up against the
drain trough, which would have transferred the
diagonal brace loads directly to the drain trough.
Instead, the diagonal braces terminated on the
vertical braces above the top of the drain trough
and the diagonal brace loads were transmitted

through the unsupported section of the vertical
braces, thus overstressing the vertical braces.

In October 2003 and December 2003,
inspections were made of the steam dryers of the
sister units to the BWR/3s described above at
another site. These units had also been
operating at EPU conditions. Incipient cracking
was observed on the inside of the outer hood
vertical plates on each of the outer dryer banks.
At one location, the cracking had grown
through-wall. The cracking was also attributed
to high cycle fatigue resulting from low
frequency pressure loading.

In March 2004, inspections were performed of
the repairs made to the BWR/3 dryer in 2003.
Incipient fatigue cracks were found at the tips of
the external reinforcing gussets that were added
as part of the 2003 repairs. Fatigue cracks were
also found in tie bars that were reinforced during
the 2003 repairs. The cracking in these repairs
was attributed to local stress concentration
introduced by the as-installed repairs. In both
cases, the local stress concentrations had not
been modeled in sufficient detail in the analyses
that supported the repair design.. Fatigue cracks
were also found in perforated plate insert
modifications that were made in 2002 as part of
the extended power uprate implementation.
These cracks were also attributed to the
displacements and stresses imposed by the dryer
banks that caused the tie bar cracking.

In April 2004, inspections were made of a
BWR/3-style dryer (square hood) in a BWR/4
plant in preparation for 'implementing an
extended power uprate during the upcoming
cycle. This inspection found cracking at two
diametrically opposed locations on the exterior
steam dam near the lifting lug. Both cracks
were similar in length. The cause of the
cracking was not identified. It has been
postulated that the crack initiation was due to
high residual stresses generated during the dryer
fabrication process. The structural analysis of
the steam dryer for EPU conditions did not
predict these locations as highly susceptible to
fatigue cracking. Two other symmetrical
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locations in the steam dryer that experienced the
same loading conditions did not exhibit any
evidence of cracking. These observations point
to the likelihood of the presence of an additional
contributing factor aside from the pressure loads
during normal operation. Specifically, the
evidence indicates that a high residual stress
condition was probably developed by the
original dryer fabrication welding sequence.
Other "cold spring" type loading could also have
been generated during the fabrication process.
After the cracking developed, the residual
stresses would have been relieved and the crack
growth would have subsided.

B WR/5-Style Dryer Observation

In March 2004, inspection of the steam dryer at
a BWR/5 revealed a fatigue crack in the hood
panel to end plate weld. The hood crack
occurred in the weld joint between the 1/8"
curved hood and the 1/4" end plate on the
second dryer bank. This particular weld location
is vulnerable to fatigue cracking because of the
small weld size associated with the thin 1/8"
hood material. Fabrication techniques (e.g.,
feathering the 1/8" plate during fit-up) may
further reduce the weld size. Fatigue cracking
has been observed in the second bank hood-end
plate weld at several other plants with the curved
BWR/4-5 hood design at OLTP power levels.
An undersized weld was determined to be the
root cause of the cracking observed in at least
two of the plants. Incorporating lessons learned
from the weld cracks at the other plants, the
dryer for this BWRW5 was built with an
additional 1/4" fillet weld on the inside of the
hood-end plate joint. This weld extended as
high up in the hood as was practical for the
welder to make (approximately 50") and
spanned the probable initiation location for the
earlier cracks. The weld crack at the subject
BWR/5 occurred in the upper part of the 1/8"
weld, above this reinforced section.

The Weld joint between the 1/8" curved hood
and the 1/4" end plate on the second dryer bank
is a known high stress location for the BWR/4-5
curved hood dryer design; therefore, periodic

inspection of this location was recommended by
SIL No. 644 Supplement 1. The hood cracks at
the other four plants occurred early in plant life,
within the first three or four cycles of operation.
In-plant vibration testing of one of the cracked
dryers showed that the dynamic pressure
oscillations were high enough that the 1/8" hood
to end plate weld was vulnerable to fatigue
cracking at pre-uprate power levels. The hood
crack at the subject BWR/5 occurred after
approximately 16 years of operation, the last
nine of which were at a 5% stretch uprate power
level. While power uprate operation does
increase the loading on the dryer, the length of
operating time at uprated power levels before the
cracking was observed indicates that the weld
was not grossly overstressed and that power
uprate was only a secondary factor in the
cracking observed at the subject BWR/5.

B WR Fleet Operating History

Steam dryer cracking has been observed
throughout the BWR fleet operating history.
The operating environment has a significant
influence on the susceptibility of the dryer to
cracking. Most of the steam dryer is located in
the steam space with the lower half of the skirt
immersed in reactor water at saturation
temperature. These environments are highly
oxidizing and increase the susceptibility to
IGSCC cracking. Average steam flow velocities
through the dryer vanes at rated conditions are.
relatively modest (2 to 4 feet per second).
However, local regions near the steam outlet
nozzles may be continuously exposed to steam
flows in excess of 100 feet per second. Thus,;
there is concern for fatigue cracking resulting
from flow-induced vibration and fluctuating
pressure loads acting on the dryer.

In addition to the recent instances described
above, steam dryer cracking has been observed
in the following components at several BWRs:
dryer hoods, dryer hood end plates, drain
channels, support rings, skirts, tie bars, and
lifting rods. These crack experiences have
predominately occurred during OLTP
conditions, and are briefly described below.
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Dryer Hood Cracking

As discussed above, outer hood cracking has
occurred recently in square hood design dryers.
Additionally, other hood cracking has occurred
in the BWR operating fleet. Cracking of this
type was first found in BWR/2s in the inner
banks. These hood cracks were attributed to
high cycle fatigue. Other cracking has since
been observed in other types of dryers including
BWR/4s and attributed to high cycle fatigue as
well. Susceptible plants were typically
reinforced with weld material or plates.

Dryer End Plate Cracking

Cracking has been detected in end plates of the
dryer banks at several BWRs. These cracks
have been attributed to IGSCC based on the
location and morphology of the cracks. These
cracks have been followed over several cycles
and shown to be stable when operating
conditions (power levels) are not changed.
Typically no repairs have been necessary.

Drain Channel Cracking

Drain channel cracking has been found in all
types of BWRs. This cracking has been
primarily categorized as being attributable to
fatigue, although many cracks have been
attributed to IGSCC. The steam dryers were
originally fabricated using Type 304 stainless
steel, a material susceptible to sensitization by
welding processes and prone to crack initiation
in the presence of cold work. Drain channel
cracking has been associated with at least 17
plants. The occurrence of the cracking
prompted GE to issue SIL No. 474 ("Steam
Dryer Drain Channel Cracking" issued October
26, 1988) after cracks were discovered in the
drain channel attachment welds during routine
visual examination of dryers at several BWR/4,
5 and 6 plants. The cracks generally were
through the throat of vertical welds that attach
the side of the drain channel to the exterior of
the 0.25-inch thick dryer skirt. The cracks were
as long as 21 inches. The cracks are thought to
have originated at the bottom of the drain
channel where there is maximum stress in the
welds. The appearance of the cracking and

analysis of potential sources of stress on the
welds indicate that high cycle fatigue initiated
the cracks in drain channel welds. With the
internal dryer inspections performed following
the issuance of SIL No. 644, similar cracking
has been observed in the internal drain channels
of BWR/3-type steam dryers. Typically, drain
channel cracks have been repaired by replacing
and adding reinforcement weld material, stop-
drilling the crack tip, or by replacing the drain
channels.

Support Ring Cracking

Support ring cracking has been found in'many
BWRs. Cracking has been found in at least 19
plants, ranging from BWR/4s to BWR/6s. The
cause of cracking has been IGSCC with a
potential contributor being the cold working of
the support ring during the fabrication process.
These cracks are typically monitored for growth.
To date, no repairs have been necessary since
cracks have reached an arrested state.

Skirt

Skirt cracking has been found along with drain
channel cracking. These cracks are either due to
IGSCC or could be related to fatigue due to
imposed local loads on the dryer. The cracking
has also been found in the formed channel
section of the dryer. The complex structural
dynamic mode shapes of the dryer skirt, the
.stiffness added by the drain and guide channels,
and residual weld stresses all'contribute to the
cracking observed in these components.
Cracking in the dryer skirt region has been
observed in plants operating at both OLTP and
uprated power levels. Typically, repairs have
been implemented at the time that cracking was
found.

Tie Bar Cracking

Fatigue cracking has been observed in tie bars of
plants operating at both OLTP and uprated
power levels. In most cases, the potential for
cracking is related to the cross section ofthe tie
bar itself because the tie bar must withstand the
displacements and stresses imposed by the dryer
banks. Typically, repairs have been
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implemented at the time that cracking was
found.

Lifting Rod

Several plants have exhibited damage in the
lifting rods. This cracking, has often been in tack
welds or in lateral brackets and has been
attributed to fatigue,

Other Crack Locations

Other locations have also exhibited cracking.
These locations include the level screws or
leveling screw welds, seismic blocks, dryer bank
end plates and internal attachment welds,
vertical internal hood angle brackets and bottom
plates.

Generic Implications

The steam dryer is a non-safety component.
However, the structural integrity of the dryer
must be maintained such that the generation of
loose parts is prevented during normal operation,
transients, and accident events. With the
exception of the significant outer hood cracking
at the two BWR/3 plants, the dryer cracking
observed in the BWR fleet to date is unlikely to
result in the generation of loose parts provided
that a periodic inspection program is in place.
However, given that the steam dryers operate in
an environment that is conducive to crack
initiation and that many plants are pursuing
power uprates and operating license extensions,
further cracking in steam dryers should be
anticipated. Therefore, the material condition of
the dryer should be actively managed to ensure
that structural integrity is maintained throughout
the life of the dryer.

The experience described above has several
generic implications with respect to the
susceptibility of steam dryers to fatigue or
IGSCC cracking.

o Fatigue cracking may result from stress
concentrations inherent in the design of the
dryer. The design of-the BWR/3-style steam
dryers with a square hood and internal
braces results in maximum stresses where
the internal braces attach to the outer hood.

The hood crack initiation at the BWR/3s
described above occurred at these high stress
locations. Also, the undersized hood-to-end
plate welds on the BWR/5 curved hood
dryers have cracked in several plants.

o The actual dryer fabrication may have
introduced stress concentrations that may.
lead to fatigue cracking. The poor fit-up of
the diagonal and vertical braces in the
BWR/3 dryer led to the cracking of the
vertical braces. Feathering of the 1/8" plate
during fit-up, and the corresponding
reduction in weld area, was considered a
contributing factor in the through-wall
cracking of the hood-end plate weld in one
of the BWR/5-style dryers. Residual
stresses or "cold spring" introduced during
the fabrication sequence may also lead to
crack initiation.

o The fabrication quality for each dryer may
vary from one unit to the next, even if the
dryers were built by the same fabricator-to
the same specifications.

o The design of dryer repairs and
modifications should consider the local
stress concentrations that may be introduced
by the modification design or installation.
Repairs and modifications to the dryer
should be inspected at each outage following
the installation until structural integrity of
the repairs and modifications can be
confirmed.

o Steam dryers are susceptible to IGSCC due.
to the material and fabrication techniques
used in the dryer construction. Weld heat
affected zone material is likely to be
sensitized. Many dryer assembly welds
have crevice areas at the weld root, which
were notsealed from the reactor
environment. Cold formed 304 stainless
steel dryer parts were generally not solution
annealed after forming and welding.
Therefore, steam dryers are susceptible to
IGSCC.
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Parameter monitoring programs had been
previously recommended with the intent of
detecting structural degradation of the steam
dryer during plant operation. The experience
described above also has generic implications
with respect to monitoring reactor system
parameters during operation for the purposes of
detecting steam dryer degradation.

o The November 2003 BWR/3 hood failure
demonstrated that monitoring steam
moisture content and other reactor
parameters does not consistently predict
imminent dryer failure nor will it preclude
the generation of loose parts. Monitoring is
still useful in that it does allow identification
of a degraded dryer allowing appropriate
action to be taken to minimize the damage to
the dryer and the potential for loose parts
generation.

o Monitoring the trends in parameter values
may be more important than monitoring the
parameter values against absolute action
thresholds. An unexplained change in the
trend or value of a parameter, particularly
steam moisture content or the flow
distribution between individual steamlines
may be an indication of a breach in the dryer
hood, even though the absolute value of the
parameter is still within the normal
experience range.

o Statistical smoothing techniques such as
calculating running averages using a large
quantity of samples may be necessary to
eliminate the process noise and allow the
changes in the trend to be identified.

o An experience base should be developed for:.
each plant that correlates the changes in
monitored parameters to changes in plant
operation (rod patterns, core flow, etc.) in
order to be able to distinguish the
indications of a degraded dryer from normal
variations that occur during the operating
cycle.

Recommended Actions:

GE Nuclear Energy recommends that owners of.
GE BWRs consider the following:

A. For all plants:

Al. Perform a baseline visual inspection of all
susceptible locations of the steam dryer
within the next two scheduled refueling
outages. Inspection guidelines showing the
susceptible locations for each dryer type are
provided in Appendix C.

a. Repeat the visual inspection of all
susceptible locations of the steam dryer
at least once every two refueling
outages.

b. For BWR/3-style steam dryers with
• internal braces in the outer hood that are
operating above OLTP, repeat the visual
inspection of all susceptible locations of
the steam dryer during every refueling
outage.

,c. Flaws left "as-is" should be inspected
during each scheduled refueling outage
until it has been demonstrated that there
is no further crack growth and the flaws
have stabilized.

Note: This recommendation does not
supercede the inspection schedules for
existing flaws for which plant-specific
evaluations already exist.

d. Modifications and repairs to cracked
components should be inspected during
each scheduled refueling outage until
the structural integrity of the
modifications and repairs hasbeen
demonstrated. Once structural integrity
of any modifications and repairs has
been demonstrated, longer inspection
intervals for these locations may be
justified.

Note: This recommendation does not
supercede the inspection schedules for
existing modifications or repairs for
which plant-specific evaluations already
exist.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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A2. Implement a plant parameter monitoring
program that measures moisture content and
other plant parameters that may be
influenced by steam dryer integrity. Initial
monitoring should be performed at least
weekly. Monitoring guidelines are provided
in Appendix D..

A3. Review drawings of the steam dryer to
determine if the lower cover plates are less
than 3/8 inch thick or if the attachment
welds are undersized (less than the lower
cover plate thickness). If this is the case,
and the plant has operated above OLTP,
review available visual inspection records to
determine if there are any pre-existing flaws
in the cover plate and/or the attachment
welds.

B. In addition, for plants planning on
increasing the operating power level above
the OLTP or above the current established
uprated power level (i.e., the plant has
operated at the current power level for
several cycles with no indication of steam
dryer integrity issues), the recommendations
presented in A (above) should be modified
.as follows:

B 1. Perform a baseline visual inspection of the
steam dryer at the outage prior to initial
operation above the OLTP or current power
level. Inspection guidelines for each dryer
type are provided in Appendix C.

B2. Repeat the visual inspection of all
susceptible locations of the steam.dryer
during each subsequent refueling outage.
Continue the inspections at each refueling
outage until at least two full operating cycles
at the final uprated power level have been
achieved. After two full operating cycles at
the final uprated power level, repeat the
visual inspection of all susceptible locations
of the steam dryer at least once every two
refueling outages. For BWR/3-style steam
dryers with internal braces in the outer hood,
repeat the visual inspection of all susceptible
locations of the steam -dryer during every
refueling outage..

B3. Once structural integrity of any repairs and
modifications has been demonstrated and
any flaws left "as-is" have been shown to
have stabilized at the final uprated power
level, longer inspection intervals for these
locations may be justified.

To receive additional information on this subject
or for assistance in implementing a
recommendation, please contact your local GE
Nuclear Energy Representative.

This SIL pertains only to GE BWRs. The
conditions under which GE Nuclear Energy
issues SILs are stated in SIL No. 001
Revision 6, the provisions of which are
incorporated into this SIL by reference.

Product reference

B II - Reactor Assembly
B 13 - Reactor System

Issued by

Bernadette Onda Bohn, Program Manager
Service Information Communications
GE Nuclear Energy
3901 Castle Hayne Road
M/C L1O
Wilmington, NC 28401
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Appendix A

2002 BWR/3 Event

On June 7, 2002, while operating at approximately 113% of OLTP, the BWR/3 experienced a
mismatch between the "A" and "B" reactor vessel level indication channels, a loss of approximately
12 MWt, and a reactor pressure decrease. Following the event, measurement indicated that the
moisture content had increased by a factor of 10 (to a value of 0.27%). The reactor pressure decrease,
reactor vessel level indication mismatch, and increase in moisture content comprised a set of
concurrent indications suggesting a possible failure of the steam dryer. It was evaluated that there I
were no safety concerns associated with the observed conditions, and the plant continued to operate

after implementing several compensatory measures (e.g.,reactor water level setpoint adjustments,
increased frequency of moisture content measurements). 3
Following the initial event, additional short duration (several minutes to /2 hour) perturbations
occurred and the moisture content continued to increase. When the moisture content increased to
approximately 0.7%, the power level was reduced to approximately 97% of OLTP. At this reduced
power, the frequency of the plant perturbations decreased, along with the moisture content. Given the
stable plant response at this lower power, the power was increased to 100% OLTP approximately one,.
week later.

On June 30, subsequent to the power reduction to the OLTP level, a step change increase in the 3
reactor steam dome pressure was noted. No changes in turbine control valve positions or pressure in
the turbine steam chest were observed. Several additional perturbations occurred over the following
week with the reactor steam dome pressure continuing to increase (to a total of 15 to 20 psi above
normal conditions) along with a divergence of the measured total main steam line (MSL) flows
compared to the total feedwater flow. The plant was shut down on July 12 to inspect the steam dryer.

Inspection Results: 3
Inspection of the steam dryer revealed that a ¼4-inch stainless steel cover plate measuring
approximately 120" x 15" had failed near the MSL "A" and "B" nozzles (Figure A-I). The failure of
this cover plate allowed steam to bypass the dryer banks and exit through the reactor MSL nozzles, 3
causing the observed increase in moisture content. The majority of the cover plate was found as a
.single piece on top of steam separators. However, a piece of the cover plate (approximately 16"x 6")
had failed and was found lodged in and partially blocking the MSL "A" flow venturi contributing to
the MSL flow imbalance and water level perturbations. Several smaller loose pieces (believed to 1
have come from a startup pressure sensor bracket which may have been knocked off by the cover

plate) were located at the turbine. stop valve strainer basket. Minor gouges and scratches from the
transport of foreign material were noted in the "A" steam nozzle cladding, the main steam piping and
the MSL "A" flow venturi. All loose pieces were recovered. No collateral damage to other reactor
vessel components was observed.

The cover plate was welded in place as part of the original equipment dryer assembly. No known
prior repairs had been made to the cover plate. The cover plate is not connected or adjacent to the I
dryer modification performed at the previous outage; all flow distribution plates installed as part of

the dryer modification were intact in the as-installed condition.

I
I
I
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Metallurgical Evaluation:

Preliminary laboratory analysis has been completed. The main crack originated from the bottom side
of the cover plate and propagated upward through both the plate base metal and weld metal. The
transgranular, as opposed to intergranular, nature of the fracture surface and the relative lack of crack
branching indicated that the failure was not caused by stress-corrosion cracking. The lack of macro
and micro ductility features in and near the fracture indicated the cracking occurred over a period of
time and not due to a mechanical overload. Additionally, there was no evidence that the failure was a
result of an original manufacturing defect. Based on the available evidence, the most probable cause
of the cover plate cracking was mechanical, high cycle fatigue.

Root Causes:

The results of the metallurgical analysis confirmed that the failure mechanism is-high cycle fatigue. The
cause of this high cycle fatigue is believed to be flow induced vibration. At this time there are two
probable root causes of the cover plate failure:

1. Increased pressure oscillations on the steam dryer due to the increased steam flows at extended
power uprate conditions, aggravated by the potential presence of a pre-existing crack in the cover
plate.

2. A flow regime instability that results in localized, high cycle pressure loadings near the MSL
nozzles. When the natural frequency of the installed cover plate coincides or nearly coincides
with the frequency of the cyclic pressure forcing function, and the acoustic natural frequency of
the steam zone, the resulting resonance or resonances can lead to high vibratory stresses and
eventual high cycle fatigue failure of the cover plate.

Corrective Actions:

The cover plates on both sides of the dryer have been replaced with. 1½-inch continuous plates (this
eliminates two intermediate welds on the original plates). The fillet weld connecting the plate to the
support ring was increased to ¾-inch and the weld to the vertical face of the dryer hood was increased
to ¼-inch. The plant has been returned to service with interim, enhanced monitoring of moisture
content, reactor steam dome pressure, MSL flow rates and reactor water level. As an additional.
measure, the plant has implemented dynamic response monitoring of the MSLs to determine if higher
flow induced vibration occurs as the steam flow is increased.
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Figure A-1: Location of the 2002 Lower Cover Plate Failure
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Appendix B

2003 BWR/3 Event

On April 16, 2003, with the plant operating at extended power uprate (EPU) conditions, an
inadvertent opening of a pilot operated relief valve (PORV) occurred. The unit was shut down and
the PORV replaced. On May 2, 2003, following return to EPU conditions, a greater than four-fold
increase in the moisture content was measured. The moisture content continued to gradually increase
until it exceeded a pre-determined threshold of 0.35% on May 28, 2003. Thepower level was
reduced to pre-EPU conditions that resulted in a moisture content reduction to 0.2%. The moisture
content remained steady at this value following the power reduction with no significant changes in
other reactor operating parameters observed by the operators.

A detailed statistical evaluation of key plant parametersconcluded that a subtle change in the MSL
flows had occurred following the April 16, 2003 PORV event. Based on this information, concurrent
with the moisture content increase, the utility elected to shut down the unit on June 10, 2003 and
perform a steam dryer inspection.

Inspection results

A detailed visual inspection of the accessible external and internal areas of the steam dryer revealed
significant steam dryer damage. The damage was most severe on the 90-degree side of the steam
dryer, the side that was closest to the PORV that had opened. On the 90-degree side, a through-wall
crack approximately 90 inches long and up to three inches wide was observed in the top of the outer
hood cover plate and the top of the vertical hood plate (refer to Figures B-I and B-2). Three internal
braces in the outer hood were detached and one internal brace in the outer hood was severed. The
detached braces were found on top of the steam separator. All detached parts were accounted for and
retrieved. On the opposite side of the steam dryer (270-degree side), incipient cracking was observed
on the inside of the outer hood cover plate and one vertical brace in the outer hood was cracked. No
damage was found in the cover plates that had been replaced following the first steam dryer failure in
2002.

Three tie bars on top of the steam dryer connecting the steam dryer banks were also cracked. Tie bar
cracking has been observed onseveral other steam dryers (including plants that have not implemented
EPU); therefore, tie bar cracking is believed to be unrelated to the other damage noted above.

Root cause of steam dryer failure

Extensive metallurgical and analytical evaluations (e.g., detailed finite element analyses, flow
induced vibration analyses, computational fluids dynamics analyses, 1/16te scale model testing and
acoustic circuit analyses) concluded that the root cause of the steam dryer failure was high cycle
fatigue resulting from low frequency pressure loading. There are two potential contributing factors to
the failure:

I. Continued operation for approximately I month following the failed cover plate in 2002 which
resulted in additional stress loading on the vertical hood plate, and

2. Inadvertent opening of the PORV resulting in a decompression wave, which subjected the steam
dryer to two to three times the normal pressure loading. (It is believed that there was incipient
cracking in the steam dryer and the PORV event caused the cracks to open up).

The root cause identified in the first steam dryer failure was high cycle fatigue cause by high
frequency pressure loading. The low frequency pressure loading was identified as the dominant cause
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in this failure. The low frequency pressure loading may have also been a significant contributing

factor in the first failure.

Corrective Actions: 3
The following repairs and pre-emptive modifications were made to both the 90 and 270-degree sides
of the steam dryer:

1. replaced damaged 1/2 inch outer hood plates with 1 inch plates

2. removed the internal brackets that attached the internal braces to the outer hood

3. added gussets at the outer vertical hood plate and cover plate junction 3
4. added stiffeners to the vertical welds and horizontal welds on the outer hood

The combined effect of these modifications was to increase the natural frequency of the outer hood,
reduce the maximum stress by at least a factor of two, and reduce the pressure loading by reducing
the magnitude of vortices in the steam flow near the MSLs.

Following the steam dryer modifications, the unit was returned to service on June 29, 2003. 3
U
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
3
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Figure B-I: Location of the 2003 Outer Hood Failure
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Figure B-2: Steam Dryer Damage 90 Degree Side
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Appendix C

Inspection Guidelines

Overview
The steam dryers have been divided into four broad types with fourteen sub-groups: BWR/2 design,
square hood design, slanted hood design and the curved hood design. The focus of the inspections for
each dryer type is divided into two categories. The first category is directed at the outer surfaces of
the dryer that are subject to fluctuating pressure loads during normal operation and are potentially
susceptible to fatigue cracking. The second category is directed at the cracking that has been found in
the drain channels and in inner bank end plates. These latter locations are not associated with any
near term risk of loose part generation. They have often been associated with IGSCC cracking in the
heat-affected-zones of stainless steel welds.

Inspection Techniques
Based on the current experience in inspecting the dryer components, VT-I is the recommended
technique to be employed for the inspections. VT-I resolution, distance, and angle of view
requirements should be maintained to the extent practical. In instances where component geometry or
remote visual examination equipment limitations preclude the ability to maintain the VT-I
requirements over the entire length of the different weld seams, "best effort" examinations should be
performed. In that cracking will be expected to have measurable length (several inches), field
experience has confirmed that "best effort" approaches are sufficient to find the cracking that is
present.

Steam Dryer Integrity Inspection Recommendations
The recommendations are divided into three categories: BWR/2 and square hood taken together,
slanted hood and curved hood steam dryers. The inspection recommendations for each type of dryer'
will be detailed using schematics of the outer dryer structure. The key weld seams that must be
inspected are outlined in red or green. High, stress locations associated with structural integrity are
outlined inred. Locations associated with field dryer cracking experience are outlined in green.
Typical horizontal and vertical welds are shown thereby providing guidance for establishing a plant
specific inspection plan. The weld numbering approach shown in the figures is on0ly given as an
example. Due to the many welds and size differences, each plant should employ their own weld
numbering system. If an indication is detected, care should be exercised when inspecting the
symmetrical locations on the dryer. Ifan indication is detected on the external surface of a plate or
weld, consideration should be given to inspecting the location from the inside of the dryer in order to
determine if the indication is through-wall.

Square Hood Design: applicable to B WR/2 plants and BWR/3 plants

Several square hood dryers 'Were built with interior brackets and diagonal braces. These structures
produce stress concentration locations: which have been found to aid in the initiation of fatigue
cracking. These brackets exist in both the outer and the inner dryer banks. The recommended
inspections follow.

Steam Dryer Bank Inspections

Figure C-I provides the overview of the square dryer design. These dryers will require both an
external and internal inspection. All dryers are symmetrical from this perspective. Outlined in red
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are the key weld seams that must be inspected. These welds, both horizontal and vertical outline the
outer dryer bank. These locations considered as high stress locations. Figure C-2 displays a cross-
section of the BWR/2 steam dryer with the outer bank peripheral welds highlighted. This
configuration has no lower cover plate. However, the external locations that match those shown in
Figure C-I need to be inspected in a similar fashion to the other square hood dryers. Figures C-3 and.,
C-4 provide the details of the weld seams as viewed from the dryer bank interior. As shown in Figure
C-3, the outer bank welds need to be inspected from both the dryer exterior and the dryer interior. In I
addition, for the dryers where there are interior brackets that were present in the original design and

are still present, the interior inspection must be conducted of the weld region where the bracket is
joined to the hood vertical and top plates. Figure C-3 shows these locations for the outer banks
hoods. Figure C-4 shows the brackets for the inner hood. In addition, Figure C-5 provides a cross
section of the bracket-diagonal brace substructure. The intersection locations between the bracket
and the top and outer hood are also outlined in red in these figures. In that the concern is primarily
fatigue cracking, several inches of base material adjacent to welds should be examined as well as any I
obvious discontinuity, e.g., the exterior base material should be examined in the general area where

there is an internal weld. This inspection examination region includes the heat-affected-zone and will
therefore detect any IGSCC cracking. This figure also shows locations in green that exhibited
cracking in the field. The region of inspection should be the same.

Tie Bar Inspections

In addition to the outer bank and interior bracket locations, tie bars also require inspection. Figure C-
6 provides a schematic of the tie bars. These are located between each set of dryer banks.

Inspections Based on Field Experience

The other locations of interest are primarily associated with IGSCC in drain channels (shown for
information in Figures C-7 and C-8). These components will be part of the internal examination.
While these indications have been historically associated with BWRI4 through BWR/6 plants (SIL
No. 474 "Steam Dryer Drain Channel Cracking" issued October 26, 1988), recent findings indicate
that cracking can occur in these locations in square hood dryers. The additional weld seams
associated with the outer side of the next set of inner banks shouldalso be inspected in that this
represents a steam path through the dryer. These areas are shown in green in Figure C-1.. Cracking
has been detected in these end panels in later design dryers., Finally, cracking at the steam dams as
indicated in green in Figure C-6 has occurred in one BWR/4. 'These locations need to be included in
the inspection plan for all of these plants. Finally, bank inner surface welds havecracked in the
BWR/2. These locations, shown in Figure C-2 in green, also need to be inspected.

Slanted Hood Design: applicable to B WR/4 plants.
The slanted hood steam dryers fall into three categories for which the primarydifference is diameter
and the number of banks. These dryers use 2 or 3 stiffener plates to strengthen, each dryer bank. All I
inspections are on the external surface of the dryer. However, if an indication is detected on' the
external surface of a plate or weld, consideration should be given to inspecting the location from the
inside of the dryer in order to determine if the indication is through-wall. The recommended
inspections follow.

Steam Dryer Bank Inspections

Figure C-9 provides the overview of the slanted dryer design. All dryers are symmetrical from this
perspective. Outlined in red are the key weld seams that must be inspected from the external surface.

These welds, both horizontal and vertical outline the outer dryer bank as well as the cover plate I
I
I
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between the outer hood vertical plate and the support ring. Additional red lines represent the outside
projected location where the stiffener plates are.welded'to the outer hood vertical plate. These
locations are considered as high stress locations. The man-way welds (on one side) are also shown as
locations requiring inspection.

Tie Bar Inspections

In addition to the outer bank and interior bracket locations, tie bars also require inspection. Figure C-
10 provides a schematic of the tie bar locations joining the tops of each set of banks. The primary
concern is the presence of fatigue cracking through the bar base material cross-section at axial
location where the tie bar is attached to the bank.

Inspections Based on Field Experience

Cracking has been detected in these end panels in later design dryers. Therefore, these additional
weld seams associated with the outer side of the inner banks should also be inspected in that this
represents a steam, path through the dryer. These areas are shown in green in Figure Cm9. Cracking
has been observed in these locations in dryers of this design. The other locations of interest are,
primarily associated with IGSCC in drain channels (refer to SIL No. 474 "Steam Dryer Drain
Channel Cracking" issued October 26, 1988), support ring, and lifting rod attachments.

Curved Hood Design: applicable to B WR/4-B WR/6 andAB WR plants

The curved hood steam dryers fall into five categories for which the primary differences are diameter
and inner bank hood thickness. Similar to the slanted hood dryers, these dryers also have 2 or 3
interior stiffener plates to strengthen each dryer bank. All inspections are on the external surface of
the dryer. However, if an indication is detected on the external surface of a plate or weld,
consideration should be given to inspecting the location from the inside of the dryer in order to
determine if the indication is through-wall. The recommended inspections follow.

Steam Dryer Bank Inspections

Figure C- II provides the overview of the curved hood dryer design. All dryers are symmetrical from
this perspective. Outlined in red are the key weld seams that must be inspected from the external
surface. These welds, both horizontal and vertical outline the outer dryer bank as well as the cover
plate between the outer hood vertical plate and the support ring. Additional red lines represent the
outside projected location where the stiffener plates are welded to the outer hood vertical plate.
Inspection locations also include outer plenum end plates and inner hood vertical Weld seams for
BWR/4 and BWR/5 plants with 1/8 inch thick hood plates on the inner banks. The location shown is
the region where these thinner hood plates are attached to the stiffeners. All of these locations are
considered as relative high stress locations. The man-way welds (on one side) are also shown as
locations requiring inspection.

Tie Bar Inspections

In addition to the outer bank and interior bracket locations, tie bars also require inspection. Figure C-
11 provides a schematic of the tie bar locations joining the tops of each set of banks. In that the
attachment of the tie bars may have employed high heat input welds, the inspection should also
include the entire welded region to assess .the presence of IGSCC on the bank top plate. This region
is adjacent to the region shown in red around the end of the inner bank tie bars.
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Inspections Based on Field Experience

Cracking has been detected in the end panels in later design dryers. Therefore, these additional weld
seams associated with the outer side of the inner banks should also be inspected in that this represents
a steam path through the dryer. These areas are shown in green in Figure C-11. Cracking has been

observed in these locations in dryers of this design. The other locations of interest are primarily
associated with IGSCC in drain channels (refer to SIL No. 474 "Steam Dryer Drain Channel
Cracking" issued October 26,,1988) and lifting rod attachments.
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Figure C-i: Inspections: Outer Dryer Hood and Cover Plate (Square Hood Dryer)
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Figure C-2: Cross-Section of BWR/2 Steam Dryer
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Figure C-3: Weld layout for interior of outer banks (Square Hood Dryer)

The brackets shown only exist in those plants where they were part of the
original design and were not removed as part of dryer modifications.
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Figure C-4: Weld Rollout - Inner banks with internal brackets (Square Hood Dryer)

The brackets shown only exist in those plants where they were part of the
original design and were not removed as part of dryer modifications.
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Figure C-5: Dryer Brace Detail (Square Hood Dryer)
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Figure C-7: Drain Channel Locations (Square Hood Dryer)
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Figure C-8: Dryer Drain Channel, Guide channels and Guide Rod - Bottom View (Square

Hood Dryer)
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Figure C-9: Inspection Locations (Slanted Hood Dryer)
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Inner Hood Weld Inspection

Applicable to BWR 415 Only
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Figure C-I 1: Inspection Locations (Curved Hood Dryer)
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Appendix D

Monitoring Guidelines

Applicability

In general, it is good practice to have access to as much performance data as practicable in order to
make informed operational decisions. Therefore, GE recommends that all BWRs implement the I
moisture carryover and operational response guidance described here. However, plants that have
sufficient baseline data and operating experience may elect to consider a less stringent monitoring
program. i

Background
A moisture carryover greater than 0.1% at the licensed power level is an indication of potential steam
dryer damage, unless a higher threshold is established. A higher threshold may be warranted for a U
BWR with an unmodified square dryer hood (i.e., no addition of perforated plates) and/or operating
with MELLLA+ at off-rated core flow.

If plants are reporting measured moisture carryover values of "less than" a value because of inability
to measure Na-24 in the condensed steam sample and the "less than" value is greater than 0.025%,
then the moisture carryover measurement process should be modified to reduce the minimum
detectable threshold (preferably such that "less than" values are never reported). Without quantitative
data, the plant staff will be unable to develop operational recommendations based on statistically
valid moisture carryover and other plant data.

BWR moisture carryover may be impacted by: (1) reactor power level, (2) core flow and power
distributions, (3) core inlet subcooling (which is related to final Feedwater temperature), and (4) i
reactor Water level.

Moisture carryover is very sensitive to power level. Therefore, data should be collected during
steady state operations at the highest possible power levels.

Moisture carryover has increased in cases where steam flow is increased towards the center of the
core.

Moisture carryover has increased in cases where core inlet sub-cooling is decreased (i.e., final
Feedwater temperature is increased).

Moisture carryover has increased in cases where reactor water level is. increased (due to degraded
separator performance).

Note that the standard deviation of moisture carryover measurements is not expected to change
significantly following power distribution changes. However, if a significant condenser tube leak
occurs, then the standard deviation of moisture carryover measurements may change significantly due
to the resulting increased Na-24 concentrations.

Plants are recommended to accurately determine the flow distribution between individual steam lines.
If significant steam dryer damage occurs, steam line flow distribution changes may result.

It may be helpful to have pressure data at each main steam flow element (venturi) to better understand
the pressure drops and possible pressure changes due to moisture content changes in the steam line
flow. This pressure data would have been beneficial at Quad Cities to help identify the flow blockage

I

I
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upstream of the flow element following significant steam dryer damage. Note that flow element
performance calculations are based on the RPV steam dome pressure.

An increased feed-to-steam mismatch (i.e., total Feedwater flow plus CRD flow minus total steam
flow, with reactor water level constant) may validate an increase in moisture carryover. Plant
application has confirmed this correlation exists when the initial moisture carryover value is low
(--0.0 1%), however the correlation showed significant scatter at higher initial moisture carryover
values (0.04% to 0.10%).

Baseline Data
NOTE

Data should be collected during steady state operations at the highest possible power levels.

Moisture Carryover

Measure moisture carryover daily to obtain at least five (5) measurements.

Statistically evaluate the moisture carryover data (e.g., determine the mean and standard deviation for
the data) to determine if there is a significant increasing trend. Qualitatively review the data to
ascertain if there is a significant increasing trend. If there is an increasing trend in moisture
carryover, review the changes in plant operational parameters to determine if there is an operational
basis for the trend.

If an unexplained increasing trend is evident, then collect additional moisture carryover data with
consideration for increasing the measurement frequency (e.g., from "once per day" to "once per
12 hours").

If an unexplained increasing trend is not evident, then begin collecting periodic data for moisture
carryover.

Plant Operational Parameters

NOTE

Most plant operational data is available from the process computer, which can normally be input
into an Excel spread sheet for evaluation and storage.

The following parameters should be measured under the same (or similar) plant conditions that

existed during collection of moisture carryover baseline data:

Reactor power (MWt)

Core flow (Mlb/hr)

Core inlet sub-cooling (deg F)

Reactor water level, average of at least 1000 data points over a one to three hour time period.

Individual main steam line flows (Mlb/hr), average of at least 1000 data points over a one to three
hour time period. Include pressure data at each MSL flow element (venturi), if available.
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Total Feedwater flow (Mlb/hr), average of at least 1000 data points over a one to three hour time
period.

CRD flow (Mlb/hr)

Periodic Data and Operational Response

NOTE 3
Data should be collected during steady state operations at the highest possible power levels.

If a moisture carryover measurement is suspect (e.g., less than "mean minus 2-sigma"), then repeat
the moisture carryover measurement to verify sampling and analysis were performed correctly. U
Consider eliminating data shown to be incorrect/invalid.

Moisture carryover should be monitored weekly. I
Statistically evaluate the moisture, carryover data and qualitatively determine if there is a significant
increasing trend that cannot be explained by changes in plant operational parameters.

If an unexplained increasing trend is evident, then collect additional moisture carryover data with
consideration for increasing the measurement frequency (e.g., from "once per week" to "once per
day")."3

If the latest moisture carryover measurement is greater than "mean plus 2-sigma" and this
increase cannot be explained by changes in plant operational parameters, then obtain a complete
set of data for the plant operational parameters (identified above). Compare the current plant
operational data with the baseline data to explain the increased moisture carryover (i.e., is there
steam dryer damage or not).

If an increase in moisture canyover occurs immediately following a rod swap, additional
moisture carryover data should be obtained to assure that an increasing trend does not exist. Note I
that occurrence of steam dryer damage immediately following a rod swap would be highly

unlikely.

If the increasing trend of moisture carryover cannot be explained by evaluation of the plant
operational data, then initiate plant-specific contingency plans for potential steam dryer damage.

If the evaluation of plant data confirms that significant steam dryer damage has most likely
occurred, then initiate a plant shutdown. I

If there are no statistically significant changes in moisture carryover for an operating cycle, then
decreasing the moisture carryover measurement frequency (e.g., from "once per week" to "once per
month") may be considered, provided the highest operating power level is not significantly increased. I

I
I
I
I
I
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SYMPTOMS

1. Any of the following may be indications of vessel internals damage and potential debris
generation (loose parts). (SIL 644 Revision 1)

"-0 • Sudden drop (•1 minute) in Main Steam Line steam flow of>5%. (B064, B065,
B066, B067)

* RPV water level difference >3 inches step change between level instruments from

different reference legs. (B040, B041, B047 versus B021, B042, B043)

Sudden drop (•1 minute) in steam dome pressure of>2 psig. (3048, B049)

* Unexpected trends in parameters (listed in Appendix A) that may be indicative of
loss of steam dryer integrity, particularly unexplained changes in trends.

I-÷ • 2. Moisture carryover >0.16%.

AUTOMATIC ACTIONS

1. None

OPERATOR ACTIONS

1. Request Chemistry to perform moisture carryover sampling and analysis per OP 0631,
Radiochemistry, Appendix F.

a. For moisture carryover values <0.16%, no action is required, exit this procedure.

b. For moisture carryover values >0.16% and <0.35%, GOTO Step 2.

c. For moisture carryover values >0.35%, GOTO Step 3.

2. IF moisture carryover is >0.16% and <0.35%, THEN perform the following:

a. Submit a Condition Report.

b. Notify:

* General Manager
* Operations Management
* System Engineering
* Reactor Engineering
* lesio, Enoineerina Mechanical

ON 3178 Original
Page 2 of 6
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NOTE

The occurrence of steam dryer damage due to a rod adjustment would be
highly unlikely. However, moisture carryover is sensitive to rod
patterns and power levels.

*C. IF >25% increase in moisture carryover value occurs following a rod adjustment,)THEN request Chemistry to perform another moisture carryover sample after 4
hours and within 12 hours of completion of the rod adjustment.

d. IF the moisture carryover increase can not be attributed to a rod adjustment,
THEN promptly suspend any power increases until an evaluation concludes that

IN further power ascension is permitted. The steam dryer performance data shall be
-) reviewed as part of an engineering evaluation to assess whether fur-ther power

L• ascension can be made without exceeding 0.35% moisture carryover.

e. Review Tech. Spec. license conditions for the steam dryer.

f. If not attributed to rod adjustment, suspend any power increases until an
.jj-evaluation concludes that further power ascension is permitted.

g. Request Engineering to perform an Operability Evaluation per EN-OP- 104,
Operability Determinations.

h. Evaluate the moisture carryover data and pressure data (Appendix A) to determine
if there is a significant increasing trend or step change that cannot be explained byI L changes in plant operational parameters.

i. Request Chemistry to perform moisture carryover sample analysis per OP 063 1,
I Appendix F, and continue sampling every 12 hours nominal until otherwise

directed by plant management.

j j. IF the engineering evaluation of plant data confirms that steam dryer damage may
I. have occurred, THEN:

*Initiate a plant shutdown per OP 0 105.
Place the plant in a cold shutdown condition within 24 hours.

*Evaluate Reportability per AP 0 156.

k. IF the results of the evaluation does not support continued plant operation, THENI commence a power reduction and achieve hot shutdown condition within the
following 24 hours.

1. IF the results of the engineering evaluation cannot conclude the current power
level is justified, THEN reduce power in accordance with OP 0 105 as required by

the engineering evaluation.
ON 3178 Original
Page 3 of 6I LPCJ#3



]L 3. IF moisture carryover i0.35% THEN:

a. Submit a Condition Report

b. Notify:

.- General Manager
* Operations Management
• System Engineering I
* Reactor Engineering
* Design Engineering Mechanical

C. Promptly initiate a reactor power reduction of 10% within 2 hours lAW OP 0105,
and have Chemistry resample. If greater than 0.35%, repeat until moisture

LC carryover <0.16%, unless an engineering evaluation concludes that continued
power operation or power ascension is acceptable.

C.A d. Review Tech. Spec. license conditions for the steam dryer.

e. Suspend any power increases until the engineering evaluation concludes that
further power ascension is justified. The steam dryer performance shall be I
reviewed as part of an engineering evaluation to assess steam dryer integrity.

f. Request Engineering to perform an Operability Evaluation per EN-OP-104,
Operability Determinations.

g. Within 24 hours, re-measure moisture carryover and perform an engineering
evaluation of the steam dryer integrity.

1) IF the engineering evaluation of plant data confirms that steam dryer
damage may have occurred, THEN:

* Initiate a plant shutdown per OP 0105.
* Place the plant in a cold shutdown condition within 24 hours.
• Evaluate Reportability per AP 0156.

2) IF the results of the evaluation does not support continued plant operation,
THEN the reactor shall be placed in a hot shutdown condition within the
following 24 hours. 3

3) IF the results of the engineering evaluation cannot conclude the current
power level is justified, THEN reduce power in accordance with OP 0105 3
to a previously acceptable power level as determined by Engineering and
Operations management

ON 3178 Original I
Page 4 of 6
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ATTACHMENTS

1. Appendix A, GE SIL 644 Rev 1 Moisture Carryover Parameter Monitoring and Affects

REFERENCES

1. Technical Specifications and Site Documents

a. Proposed Tech. Spec. Change 263, Supplement 33, Revised Steam Dryer
Monitoring Plan, Attachment 6 to BVY 05-084

b. Proposed Tech. Spec. Change 263, Supplement 21
c. Proposed Tech. Spec. Change 263, Supplement 36

2. Codes, Standards, and Regulations

a. None

3. Commitments

a. CR-VTY-2005-00778 CA-00002, Issue Off-Normal Procedure for Increased
Moisture Carryover

4. Supplemental References

a.
b.
C.
d.
e.

GE SIL 0639 Steam Moisture Content
GE SIL 0644 Rev. 1, BWR Steam Dryer Integrity
EN-OP- 104, Operability Determinations
OP 0631, Radiochemistry (Appendix F)
CR-VTY-2006-1260 CA-1, Operability Evaluation
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DISCUSSION

Steam dryer cracking has been observed throughout the BWR fleet operating history. The
operating environment has a significant influence on the susceptibility of the dryer to cracking.
Most of the steam dryer is located in the steam space with the lower half of the skirt immersed in
reactor water at saturation temperature. These environments are highly oxidizing and increase U
the susceptibility to IGSCC cracking. Thus, there is concern for fatigue cracking resulting from
flow-induced vibration and fluctuating pressure loads acting on the dryer.

Per GE SIL 644 Revision 1, parameter monitoring programs had been recommended with the
intent of detecting structural degradation of the steam dryer during plant operation.

The November, 2003 BWR/3 hood failure demonstrated that monitoring steam moisture content
and other reactor parameters does not consistently predict imminent dryer failure nor will it
preclude the generation of loose parts. Monitoring is still useful in that it does allow
identification of a degraded dryer allowing appropriate action to be taken to minimize the
damage to the dryer and the potential for loose parts generation.

1 _..C. A moisture carryover greater than 0.16% at the licensed power level is an indication of potential
steam dryer damage, unless a higher threshold is established.

Moisture carryover is very sensitive to power level. Moisture carryover has increased in cases
when steam flow is increased towards the center of the core, when inlet sub-cooling is decreased
(i.e., final Feedwater temperature is increased) and when reactor water level is increased (due to
degraded separator performance). If significant steam dryer damage occurs, steam line flow
distribution changes may result.

Note that the standard deviation of moisture carryover measurements is not expected to change I
significantly following power distribution changes. However, if a significant condenser tube leak
occurs, then the standard deviation of moisture carryover measurements may change significantly 3
due to the resulting increased Na-24 concentrations.

An increased feed-to-steam mismatch (i.e., total Feedwater flow plus CRD flow minus total
steam flow, with reactor water level constant) may validate an increase in moisture carryover.
Plant application has confirmed this correlation exists when the initial moisture carryover value
is low (-0.01%); however the correlation showed significant scatter at higher initial moisture
carryover values (0.04% to 0.10%).

If significant steam dryer damage occurs, steam line flow distribution changes may or may not
result.

I
I
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APPENDIX A

GE SIL 644 REV 1 MOISTURE CARRYOVER PARAMETER MONITORING
AND AFFECTS

A Look for an explanation of the increased moisture carryover and confirmation of dryer failure by

evaluating:

1. Differences (5% or more) in the steam flow distribution between the steam lines

0 B064 Main Steam Line Flow A
0 B065 Main Steam Line Flow B
* B066 Main Steam Line Flow C
* B067 Main Steam Line Flow D

2. Changes in or differences among MSL venturi pressures

0 DPT 2-116A/B/C/D Master (M) Units (MSL "A"),
* DPT 2-117A/B/C/D Master (M) Units (MSL "B"),
0 DPT 2-118A/B/C/D Master (M) Units (MSL "C"),
0 DPT 2-119A/B/C/D Master (M) Units (MSL "D")

3. Differences in feedwater flow versus total steam flow

0 B015 Feedwater Inlet Flow A
• B016 Feedwater Inlet Flow B
* Cool Total Feedwater Flow
0 B022 Total steam flow

4. Changes in reactor water level (3 inches) at each reference leg

* B040 Reactor water level 72B
* B041 Reactor water level 57A
* B047 Reactor water level 68B

* B021 Reactor water level 72A
* B042 Reactor water level 58B
0 B043 Reactor water level 68A

5. Changes in feedwater temperature and subcooling

* B030 Reactor feedwater inlet temp Al
* B032 Reactor feedwater inlet temp B 1
• C110 Core inlet subcooling

6. Changes in rod patterns

Appendix A
ON 3178 Original
Page 1 of 1
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IV REACTOR VESSEL, INTERNALS, AND REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM
B1 Reactor Vessel Internals (BWR)

StutueAging Effect/ Agn aaeetPorm(M)FurtherStructure

Item Link and/or Material Environment Mechanism Aging Management Program (AMP) Evaluation
Component

IV.B1-13 IV.B1 .4-a Jet pump Nickel alloy; Reactor coolant Cracking/ stress Chapter XI.M9, "BWR Vessel Internals," No
assemblies stainless corrosion cracking, for jet pump assembly and

(R-100) steel intergranular
Thermal sleeve stress corrosion Chapter XI.M2, "Water Chemistry," for
Inlet header cracking, BWR water
Riser brace irradiation-assisted
arm stress corrosion
Holddown cracking
beams
Inlet elbow
Mixing
assembly
Diffuser
Castings

IV.B1-14 IV.B1 .6-b Reactor vessel Stainless Reactor coolant Cumulative fatigue Fatigue is a time-limited aging analysis Yes,
IV.B1I.3-b internals steel; nickel damage/ fatigue (TLAA) to be evaluated for the period of TLAA

(R-53) IV.B1l.4-b components alloy extended operation. See the Standard
IV.B1I.2-b Review Plan, Section 4.3 "Metal
IV.B1 .5-b Fatigue," for acceptable methods for
IV.B1I.1-c meeting the requirements of 10 CFR

54.21 (c)(1).

IV.B1-15 IV.B1. Reactor vessel Stainless Reactor coolant Loss of material/ Chapter XI.M1, "ASME Section XI No
internals steel; nickel pitting and crevice Inservice Inspection, Subsections IWB,

(RP-26) components alloy corrosion IWC, and IWD," for Class 1
components and Chapter XI.M2, "Water
Chemistry" for BWR water

IV.B1-16 IV.B1. Steam Dryers Stainless Reactor coolant Cracking/ flow- A plant-specific aging management Yes, plant-
steel induced vibration program is to be evaluated, specific

(RP-1 8)
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BWR steam dryer integrity

SIL No. 644 ("BWR/3 steam dryer failure"),
issued August 21, 2002, described an event at a
BWR/3 that involved the failure of a steam dryer
cover plate resulting in the generation of loose
parts, which were ingested into a main steam
line (MSL). The most likely cause of this event
was identified as high cycle fatigue caused by a
flow regime instability that resulted in localized
high frequency pressure loadings near the MSL
nozzles. SIL No. 644 Supplement 1, issued
September 5, 2003, described a second steam
dryer failure that occurred at the same BWR/3
approximately one year following the initial
steam dryer failure. This second failure
occurred at a different location with the root
cause identified as high cycle fatigue resulting
from low frequency pressure loading. SIL No.
644 included focused recommendations. For
BWR/3-style steam dryers, it recommended
monitoring steam moisture content (MC) and
other reactor parameters, and for those plants
operating at greater than the original licensed
thermal power (OLTP), it recommended
inspection of the cover plates at the next
refueling outage. SIL No. 644 Supplement 1
broadened the earlier recommendations for
BWR/3-style steam dryer plants and provided
additional recommendations for BWR/4 and
later steam dryer design plants planning to or
already operating at greater than OLTP.

Following this revised guidance, inspections
were performed on plants operating at OLTP,
stretch uprate (5%), and extended power uprate
conditions. These inspections indicate that
steam dryer fatigue cracking can also occur in
plants operating at OLTP. Revision 1 to SIL
No. 644, issued November 9, 2004 incorporated
SIL No. 644 Supplement 1 and described
additional significant fatigue cracking that had
been observed in steam dryer hoods and
provided inspection and monitoring

recommendations for all BWR plants based on
these observations.

The purpose of this Revision 2 to SIL 644 is to
update the monitoring guidance in Appendix D.
These updates reinforce the need for continuous
"real time" monitoring of plant parameters.

The SIL material is presented in its entirety with
the updates to Appendix D being the only
change to the previously issued Revision 1.

SIL No. 644 Revision 2 voids and supercedes
SIL No. 644 Revision 1.

Discussion

Instances of fatigue cracking in the steam dryer
hood region have been observed recently in
several BWR plants. The cracking has led to
failure of the hood and the generation of loose
parts in two BWR/3 plants. Details of the
cracking in these plants are described below.
These observations have potential generic
significance for all BWR steam dryers that will
be discussed in the generic implications section
below.

B WR/3-Style Dryer Observations

Lower horizontal cover plate failure occurred in
a BWRJ3 in 2002. In this failure, almost the
entire lower horizontal cover plate came
completely loose, with some large pieces falling
down onto the steam separators and one piece
being ingested into the main steamline and
lodging in the flow restrictor. This failure was
accompanied by a significant increase in
moisture content, along with changes in other
monitored reactor parameters. The cause of this
failure was attributed to the higher fluctuating
pressure loads at extended power uprate (EPU)
operation. In particular, there may have been a
potential resonance condition between a high
frequency fluctuating pressure loading (in the
120-230 Hz range) and the natural frequency of
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the cover plate. Appendix A provides a more
detailed description of this event.

The same BWR/3 experienced extensive
through-wall cracking in the outer bank hood on
the 900 side in May 2003. On the opposite side
of the steam dryer (2700 side), incipient cracking
was observed on the inside of the outer hood
cover plate. Several internal braces were
detached and found on top of the steam
separators. No damage was found on the inner
banks of the dryer. Again, the failure was
accompanied by a significant increase in
moisture content. Of the other monitored
reactor parameters, only the flow distribution
between the individual steamlines was affected.
The cause of this failure was attributed to high
cycle fatigue resulting from low frequency
oscillating pressure loads (<50 Hz) of higher
amplitude at EPU operation and the local stress
concentration introduced by the internal brackets
that anchor the diagonal internal braces to the
dryer hoods. Appendix B provides a more
detailed description of this event.

In November 2003, a hood failure occurred in
the sister unit to the BWR/3 that had
experienced the previously noted failures. This
unit was also operating at EPU conditions. The
observed hood damage and associated root cause
determination were virtually the same as the
May 2003 failure described above. During the
event, the moisture content exceeded the
previously defined action level. However, the
monitored plant parameters (primarily individual
steamline flow rates) showed only subtle
changes and were well within the previously
defined action levels for the plant. This failure
resulted in the generation of loose parts from the
outer vertical hood plate. In addition,
inspections during the repair outage showed
fatigue cracking in the inner hood vertical braces
below where the lower ends of the diagonal
braces were attached. The cracking of these
braces was attributed to poor fit-up of the parts
during the dryer fabrication. The diagonal
braces should have terminated on the vertical
braces where they were butted up against the
drain trough, which would have transferred the

diagonal brace loads directly to the drain trough.
Instead, the diagonal braces terminated on the
vertical braces above the top of the drain trough
and the diagonal brace loads were transmitted
through the unsupported section of the vertical
braces, thus overstressing the vertical braces.

'In October 2003 and December 2003,
inspections were made of the steam dryers of the
sister units to the BWR/3s described above at
another site. These units had also been
operating at EPU conditions. Incipient cracking
was observed on the inside of the outer hood
vertical plates on each of the outer dryer banks.
At one location, the cracking had grown
through-wall. The cracking was also attributed
to high cycle fatigue resulting from low
frequency pressure loading.

In March 2004, inspections were performed of
the repairs made to the BWR/3 dryer in 2003.
Incipient fatigue cracks were found at the tips of
the external reinforcing gussets that were added
as part of the 2003 repairs. Fatigue cracks were
also found in tie bars that were reinforced during
the 2003 repairs. The cracking in these repairs
was attributed to local stress concentration
introduced by the as-installed repairs. In both
cases, the local stress concentrations had not
been modeled in sufficient detail in the analyses
that supported the repair design. Fatigue cracks
were also found in perforated plate insert
modifications that were made in 2002 as part of
the extended power uprate implementation.
These cracks were also attributed to the
displacements and stresses imposed by the dryer
banks that caused the tie bar cracking.

In April 2004, inspections were made of a
BWR/3-style dryer (square hood) in a BWR/4
plant in preparation for implementing an
extended power uprate during the upcoming
cycle. This inspection found cracking at two
diametrically opposed locations on the exterior
steam dam near the lifting lug. Both cracks
were similar in length. The cause of the
cracking was not identified. It has been
postulated that the crack initiation was due to
high residual stresses generated during the dryer
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fabrication process. The structural analysis of
the steam dryer for EPU conditions did not
predict these locations as highly susceptible to
fatigue cracking. Two other symmetrical
locations in the steam dryer that experienced the
same loading conditions did not exhibit any
evidence of cracking. These observations point
to the likelihood of the presence of an additional
contributing factor aside from the pressure loads
during normal operation. Specifically, the
evidence indicates that a high residual stress
condition was probably developed by the
original dryer fabrication welding sequence.
Other "cold spring" type loading could also have
been generated during the fabrication process.
After the cracking developed, the residual
stresses would have been relieved and the crack
growth would have subsided.

B WR/5-Style Dryer Observation

In March 2004, inspection of the steam dryer at
a BWR/5 revealed a fatigue crack in the hood
panel to end plate weld. The hood crack
occurred in the weld joint between the 1/8"
curved hood and the 1/4" end plate on the
second dryer bank. This particular weld location
is vulnerable to fatigue cracking because of the
small weld size associated with the thin 1/8"
hood material. Fabrication techniques (e.g.,
feathering the 1/8" plate during fit-up) may
further reduce the weld size. Fatigue cracking
has been observed in the second bank hood-end
plate weld at several other plants with the curved
BWR/4-5 hood design at OLTP power levels.
An undersized weld was determined to be the
root cause of the cracking observed in at least
two of the plants. Incorporating lessons learned
from the weld cracks at the other plants, the
dryer for this BWR/5 was built with an
additional 1/4" fillet weld on the inside of the
hood-end plate joint. This weld extended as
high up in the hood as was practical for the
welder to make (approximately 50") and
spanned the probable initiation location for the
earlier cracks. The weld crack at the subject
BWR/5 occurred in the upper part of the 1/8"
weld, above this reinforced section.

The weld joint between the 1/8" curved hood
and the 1/4" end plate on the second dryer bank
is a known high stress location for the BWR/4-5
curved hood dryer design; therefore, periodic
inspection of this location was recommended by
SIL No. 644 Supplement 1. The hood cracks at
the other four plants occurred early in plant life,
within the first three or four cycles of operation.
In-plant vibration testing of one of the cracked
dryers showed that the dynamic pressure
oscillations were high enough that the 1/8" hood
to end plate weld was vulnerable to fatigue
cracking at pre-uprate power levels. The hood
crack at the subject BWR/5 occurred after
approximately 16 years of operation, the last
nine of which were at a 5% stretch uprate power
level. While power uprate operation does
increase the loading on the dryer, the length of
operating time at uprated power levels before the
cracking was observed indicates that the weld
was not grossly overstressed and that power
uprate was only a secondary factor in the
cracking observed at the subject BWR/5.

B WR Fleet Operating History

Steam dryer cracking has been observed
throughout the BWR fleet operating history.
The operating environment has a significant
influence on the susceptibility of the dryer to
cracking. Most of the steam dryer is located in
the steam space with the lower half of the skirt
immersed in reactor water at saturation
temperature. These environments are highly
oxidizing and increase the susceptibility to
IGSCC cracking. Average steam flow velocities
through the dryer vanes at rated conditions are
relatively modest (2 to 4 feet per second).
However, local regions near the steam outlet
nozzles may be continuously exposed to steam
flows in excess of 100 feet per second. Thus,
there is concern for fatigue cracking resulting
from flow-induced vibration and fluctuating
pressure loads acting on the dryer.

In addition to the recent instances described
above, steam dryer cracking has been observed
in the following components at several BWRs:
dryer hoods, dryer hood end plates, drain
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channels, support rings, skirts, tie bars, and
lifting rods. These crack experiences have
predominately occurred during OLTP
conditions, and are briefly described below.

Dryer Hood Cracking

As discussed above, outer hood cracking has
occurred recently in square hood design dryers.
Additionally, other hood cracking has occurred
in the BWR operating fleet. Cracking of this
type was first found in BWR/2s in the inner
banks. These hood cracks were attributed to
high cycle fatigue. Other cracking has since
been observed in other types of dryers including
BWR/4s and attributed to high cycle fatigue as
well. Susceptible plants were typically
reinforced with weld material or plates.

Dryer End Plate Cracking

Cracking has been detected in end plates of the
dryer banks at several BWRs. These cracks
have been attributed to IGSCC based on the
location and morphology of the cracks. These
cracks have been followed over several cycles
and shown to be stable when operating
conditions (power levels) are not changed.
Typically no repairs have been necessary.

Drain Channel Cracking

Drain channel cracking has been found in all
types of BWRs. This cracking has been
primarily categorized as being attributable to
fatigue, although many cracks have been
attributed to IGSCC. The steam dryers were
originally fabricated using Type 304 stainless
steel, a material susceptible to sensitization by
welding processes and prone to crack initiation
in the presence of cold work. Drain channel
cracking has been associated with at least 17
plants. The occurrence of the cracking
prompted GE to issue SIL No. 474 ("Steam
Dryer Drain Channel Cracking" issued October
26, 1988) after cracks were discovered in the
drain channel attachment welds during routine
visual examination of dryers at several BWR/4,
5 and 6 plants. The cracks generally were
through the throat of vertical welds that attach
the side of the drain channel to the exterior of

the 0.25-inch thick dryer skirt. The cracks were
as long as 21 inches. The cracks are thought to
have originated at the bottom of the drain
channel where there is maximum stress in the
welds. The appearance of the cracking and
analysis of potential sources of stress on the
welds indicate that high cycle fatigue initiated
the cracks in drain channel welds. With the
internal dryer inspections performed following
the issuance of SIL No. 644, similar cracking
has been observed in the internal drain channels
of BWR/3-type steam dryers. Typically, drain
channel cracks have been repaired by replacing
and adding reinforcement weld material, stop-
drilling the crack tip, or by replacing the drain
channels.

Support Ring Cracking

Support ring cracking has been found in many
BWRs. Cracking has been found in at least 19
plants, ranging from BWRI4s to BWR/6s. The
cause of cracking has been IGSCC with a
potential contributor being the cold working of
the support ring during the fabrication process.
These cracks are typically monitored for growth.
To date, no repairs have been necessary since
cracks have reached an arrested state.

Skirt

Skirt cracking has been found along with drain
channel cracking. These cracks are either due to
IGSCC or could be related to fatigue due to
imposed local loads on the dryer. The cracking
has also been found in the formed channel
section of the dryer. The complex structural
dynamic mode shapes of the dryer skirt, the
stiffness added by the drain and guide channels,
and residual weld stresses all contribute to the
cracking observed in these components.
Cracking in the dryer skirt region has been
observed in plants operating at both OLTP and
uprated power levels. Typically, repairs have
been implemented at the time that cracking was
found.

Tie Bar Cracking

Fatigue cracking has been observed in tie bars of
plants operating at both OLTP and uprated
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power levels. In most cases, the potential for
cracking is related to the cross section of the tie
bar itself because the tie barmust withstand the
displacements and stresses imposed by the dryer
banks. Typically, repairs have been
implemented at the time that cracking was
found.

Lifting Rod

Several plants have exhibited damage in the
lifting rods. This cracking has often been in tack
welds or in lateral brackets and has been
attributed to fatigue.

Other Crack Locations

Other locations have also exhibited cracking.
These locations include the level screws or
leveling screw welds, seismic blocks, dryer bank
end plates and internal attachment welds,
vertical internal hood angle brackets and bottom
plates.

Generic Implications

The steam dryer is a non-safety component.
However, the structural integrity of the dryer
must be maintained such that the generation of
loose parts is prevented during normal operation,
transients, and accident events. With the
exception of the significant outer hood cracking
at the two BWR/3 plants, the dryer cracking
observed in the BWR fleet to date is unlikely to
result in the generation of loose parts provided
that a periodic inspection program is in place.
However, given that the steam dryers operate in
an environment that is conducive to crack
initiation and that many plants are pursuing
power uprates and operating license extensions,
further cracking in steam dryers should be
anticipated. Therefore, .the material condition of
the dryer should be actively managed to ensure
that structural integrity is maintained throughout
the life of the dryer.

The experience described above has several
generic implications with respect to the
susceptibility of steam dryers to fatigue or
IGSCC cracking.

o Fatigue cracking may result from stress
concentrations inherent in the design of the
dryer. The design of the BWR/3-style steam
dryers with a square hood and internal
braces results in maximum stresses where
the internal braces attach to the outer hood.
The hood crack initiation at the BWR/3s
described above occurred at these high stress
locations. Also, the undersized hood-to-end
plate welds on the BWR/5 curved hood
dryers have cracked in several plants.

o The actual dryer fabrication may have
introduced stress concentrations that may
lead to fatigue cracking. The poor fit-up of
the diagonal and vertical braces in the
BWRt3 dryer led to the cracking of the
vertical braces. Feathering of the 1/8" plate
during fit-up, and the corresponding
reduction in weld area, was considered a
contributing factor in the through-wall
cracking of the hood-end plate weld in one
of the BWR/5-style dryers. Residual
stresses or "cold spring" introduced during
the fabrication sequence may also lead to
crack initiation.,

o The fabrication quality for each dryer may
vary from one unit to the next, even if the
dryers were built by the same fabricator to
the same specifications.

o The design of dryer repairs and
modifications should consider the local
stress concentrations that may be introduced
by the modification design or installation.
Repairs and modifications to the dryer
should be inspected at each outage following
the installation until structural integrity of
the repairs and modifications can be
confirmed.

o Steam dryers are susceptible to IGSCC due
to the material and fabrication techniques
used in the dryer construction. Weld heat
affected zone material is likely to be
sensitized. Many dryer assembly welds
have crevice areas at the weld root, which
were not sealed from the reactor
environment. Cold formed 304 stainless
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steel dryer parts were generally not solution
annealed after forming and welding.
Therefore, steam dryers are susceptible to
IGSCC.

Parameter monitoring programs had been
previously recommended with the intent of
detecting structural degradation of the steam
dryer during plant operation. The experience
described above also has generic implications
with respect to monitoring reactor system
parameters during operation for the purposes of
detecting steam dryer degradation.

o The November 2003 BWRI3 hood failure
demonstrated that monitoring steam
moisture content and other reactor
parameters does not consistently predict
imminent dryer failure nor will it preclude
the generation of loose parts. Monitoring is
still useful in that it does allow identification
of a degraded dryer allowing appropriate
action to be taken to minimize the damage to
the dryer and the potential for loose parts
generation.

o Monitoring the trends in parameter values
may be more important than monitoring the
parameter values against absolute action
thresholds. An unexplained change in the
trend or value of a parameter, particularly
steam moisture content or the flow
distribution between individual steamlines
may be an indication of a breach in the dryer
hood, even though the absolute value of the
parameter is still within the normal
experience range.

o Statistical smoothing techniques such as
calculating running averages using a large
quantity of samples may be necessary to
eliminate the process noise and allow the
changes in the trend to be identified.

o An experience base should be developed for
each plant that correlates the changes in
monitored parameters to changes in plant
operation (rod patterns, core flow, etc.) in
order to be able to distinguish the
indications of a degraded dryer from normal

variations that occur during the operating
cycle.

Recommended Actions:
GE Nuclear Energy recommends that owners of
GE BWRs consider the following:

A. For all plants:

AL. Perform a baseline visual inspection of all
susceptible locations of the steam dryer
within the next two scheduled refueling
outages. Inspection guidelines showing the
susceptible locations for each dryer type are
provided in Appendix C.

a. Repeat the visual inspection of all
susceptible locations of the steam dryer
at least once every two refueling
outages.

b. For BWRI3-style steam dryers with
internal braces in the outer hood that are
operating above OLTP, repeat the visual
inspection of all susceptible locations of
the steam dryer during every refueling
outage.

c. Flaws left "as-is" should be inspected
during each scheduled refueling outage
until it has been demonstrated that there
is no further crack growth and the flaws
have stabilized.

Note: This recommendation does not
superce de the inspection schedules for
existing flaws for which plant-specific
evaluations already exist.

d. Modifications and repairs to cracked
components should be inspected during
each scheduled refueling outage until
the structural integrity of the
modifications and repairs has been
demonstrated. Once structural integrity
of any modifications and repairs has
been demonstrated, longer inspection
intervals for these locations may be
justified.

Note: This recommendation does not
supercede the inspection schedules for
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existing modifications or repairs for
which plant-specific evaluations already
exist.

A2. Implement a plant parameter monitoring
program that measures moisture content and
other plant parameters that may be
influenced by steam dryer integrity. Initial
monitoring should be performed at least
weekly. Monitoring guidelines are provided
in Appendix D.

A3. Review drawings of the steam dryer to
determine if the lower cover plates are less
than 3/8 inch thick or if the attachment
welds are undersized (less than the lower
cover plate thickness). If this is the case,
and the plant has operated above OLTP,
review available visual inspection records to
determine if there are any pre-existing flaws
in the cover plate and/or the attachment
welds.

B. In addition, for plants planning on
increasing the operating power level above
the OLTP or above the current established
uprated power level (i.e., the plant has
operated at the current power level for
several cycles with no indication of steam
dryer integrity issues), the recommendations

presented in A (above) should be modified
as follows:

B 1. Perform a baseline visual inspection of the
steam dryer at the outage prior to initial
operation above the OLTP or current power
level. Inspection guidelines for each dryer
type are provided in Appendix C.

B2. Repeat the visual inspection of all
susceptible locations of the steam dryer
during each subsequent refueling outage.
Continue the inspections at each refueling
outage until at least two full operating cycles
at the final uprated power level have been
achieved. After two full operating cycles at
the final uprated power level, repeat the
visual inspection of all susceptible locations
of the steam dryer at least once every two
refueling outages. For BWR/3-style steam
dryers with internal braces in the outer hood,
repeat the visual inspection of all susceptible
locations of the steam dryer during every
refueling outage.

B3. Once structural integrity of any repairs and
modifications has been demonstrated and
any flaws left "as-is" have been shown to
have stabilized at the final uprated power
level, longer inspection intervals for these
locations may be justified.

To receive additional information on this subject
or for assistance in implementing a
recommendation, please contact your local GE
Energy Nuclear Representative.

This SIL pertains only to GE BWRs. The
conditions under which GE Energy Nuclear
issues SILs are stated in SIL No. 001
Revision 6, the provisions of which are
incorporated into this SIL by reference.

Product reference

B 11 - Reactor Assembly
B 13 - Reactor System

Issued by

Bernadette Onda Bohn, Program Manager
Service Information Communications
GE Energy Nuclear
3901 Castle Hayne Road
M/C LIO
Wilmington, NC 28401
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Appendix A I
2002 BWR/3 Event

On June 7, 2002, while operating at approximately 113% of OLTP, the BWR/3 experienced a
mismatch between the "A" and "B" reactor vessel level indication channels, a loss of approximately
12 MWt, and a reactor pressure decrease. Following the event, measurement indicated that the -
moisture content had increased by a factor of 10 (to a value of 0.27%). The reactor pressure decrease,
reactor vessel level indication mismatch, and increase in moisture content comprised a set of
concurrent indications suggesting a possible failure of the steam dryer. It was evaluated that there
were no safety concerns associated with the observed conditions, and the plant continued to operate I
after implementing several compensatory measures (e.g., reactor water level setpoint adjustments,
increased frequency of moisture content measurements).

Following the initial event, additional short duration (several minutes to /2hour) perturbations
occurred and the moisture content continued to increase. When the moisture content increased to
approximately 0.7%, the power level was reduced to approximately 97% of OLTP. At this reduced
power, the frequency of the plant perturbations decreased, along with the moisture content. Given the
stable plant response at this lower power, the power was increased to 100% OLTP approximately one
week later.

On June 30, subsequent to the power reduction to the OLTP level, a step change increase in the
reactor steam dome pressure was noted. No changes in turbine control valve positions or pressure in
the turbine steam chest were observed. Several additional perturbations occurred over the following
week with the reactor steam dome pressure continuing to increase (to a total of 15 to 20 psi above
normal conditions) along with a divergence of the measured total main steam line (MSL) flows I
compared to the total feedwater flow. The plant was shut down on July 12 to inspect the steam dryer.

Inspection Results: 3
Inspection of the steam dryer revealed that a 1¼-inch stainless steel cover plate measuring
approximately 120" x 15" had failed near the MSL "A" and "B" nozzles (Figure A-I). The failure of
this cover plate allowed steam to bypass the dryer banks and exit through the reactor MSL nozzles,
causing the observed increase in moisture content. The majority of the cover plate was found as a
single piece on top of steam separators. However, a piece of the cover plate (approximately 16"x 6")
had failed and was found lodged in and partially blocking the MSL "A" flow venturi contributing to
the MSL flow imbalance and water level perturbations. Several smaller loose pieces (believed to I
have come from a startup pressure sensor bracket which may have been knocked off by the cover
plate) were located at the turbine stop valve strainer basket. Minor gouges and scratches from the
transport of foreign material were noted in the "A" steam nozzle cladding, the main' steam piping and I
the MSL "A" flow venturi. All loose pieces were recovered. No collateral damage to other reactorvessel components was observed.

The cover plate was welded in place as part of the original equipment dryer assembly. No known
prior repairs had been made to the cover plate. The cover plate is not connected or adjacent to the
dryer modification performed at the previous outage; all flow distribution plates installed as part of
the dryer modification were intact in the as-installed condition. 3

I
I
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Metallurgical Evaluation:

Preliminary laboratory analysis has been completed. The main crack originated from the bottom side
of the cover plate and propagated upward through both the plate base metal and weld metal. The
transgranular, as opposed to intergranular, nature of the fracture surface and the relative lack of crack
branching indicated that the failure was not caused by stress-corrosion cracking. The lack of macro
and micro ductility features in and near the fracture indicated the cracking occurred over a period of
time and not due to a mechanical overload. Additionally, there was no evidence that the failure was a
result of an original manufacturing defect. Based on the available evidence, the most probable cause
of the cover plate cracking was mechanical, high cycle fatigue.

Root Causes:

The results of the metallurgical analysis confirmed that the failure mechanism is high cycle fatigue. The
cause of this high cycle fatigue is believed to be flow induced vibration. At this time there are two
probable root causes of the cover plate failure:

1. Increased pressure oscillations on the steam dryer due to the increased steam flows at extended
power uprate conditions, aggravated by the potential presence of a pre-existing crack in the cover
plate.

2. A flow regime instability that results in localized, high cycle pressure loadings near the MSL
nozzles. When the natural frequency of the installed cover plate coincides or nearly coincides
with the frequency of the cyclic pressure forcing function, and the acoustic natural frequency of
the steam zone, the resulting resonance or resonances can lead to high vibratory stresses and
eventual high cycle fatigue failure of the cover plate.

Corrective Actions:

The cover plates on both sides of the dryer have been replaced with '2-inch continuous plates (this
eliminates two intermediate welds on the original plates). The fillet weld connecting the plate to the
support ring was increased to %-inch and the weld to the vertical face of the dryer hood was increased
to '/2-inch. The plant has been returned to service with interim, enhanced monitoring of moisture
content, reactor steam dome pressure, MSL flow rates and reactor water level. As an additional
measure, the plant has implemented dynamic response monitoring of the MSLs to determine if higher
flow induced vibration occurs as the steam flow is increased.
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Figure A-I: Location of the 2002 Lower Cover Plate Failure
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Appendix B

2003 BWR/3 Event
On April 16, 2003, with the plant operating at extended power uprate (EPU) conditions, an
inadvertent opening of a pilot operated relief valve (PORV) occurred. The unit was shut down and
the PORV replaced. On May 2, 2003, following return to EPU conditions, a greater than four-fold
increase in the moisture content was measured. The moisture content continued to gradually increase
until it exceeded a pre-determined threshold of 0.35% on May 28, 2003. The power level was
reduced to pre-EPU conditions that resulted in a moisture content reduction to 0.2%. The moisture
content remained steady at this value following the power reduction with no significant changes in
other reactor operating parameters observed by the operators.

A detailed statistical evaluation of key plant parameters concluded that a subtle change in the MSL
flows had occurred following the April 16, 2003 PORV event. Based on this information, concurrent
with the moisture content increase, the utility elected to shut down the unit on June 10, 2003 and
perform a steam dryer inspection.

Inspection results

A detailed visual inspection of the accessible external and internal areas of the steam dryer revealed
significant steam dryer damage. The damage was most severe on the 90-degree side of the steam
dryer, the side that was closest to the PORV that had opened. On the 90-degree side, a through-wall
crack approximately 90 inches long and up to three inches wide was observed in the top of the outer
hood cover plate and the top of the vertical hood plate (refer to Figures B- I and B-2). Three internal
braces in the outer hood were detached and one internal brace in the outer hood was severed. The
detached braces were found on top of the steam separator. All detached parts were accounted for and
retrieved. On the opposite side of the steam dryer (270-degree side), incipient cracking was observed
on the inside of the outer hood cover plate and one vertical brace in the outer hood was cracked. No
damage was found in the cover plates that had been replaced following the first steam dryer failure in
2002.

Three tie bars on top of the steam dryer connecting the steam dryer banks were also cracked. Tie bar
cracking has been observed on several other steam dryers (including plants that have not implemented
EPU); therefore, tie bar cracking is believed to be unrelated to the other damage noted above.

Root cause of steam dryer failure

Extensive metallurgical and analytical evaluations (e.g., detailed finite element analyses, flow
induced vibration analyses, computational fluids dynamics analyses, 1/16tb scale model testing and
acoustic circuit analyses) concluded that the root cause of the steam dryer failure was high cycle
fatigue resulting from low frequency pressure loading. There are two potential contributing factors to
the failure:

1. Continued operation for approximately 1 month following the failed cover plate in 2002 which
resulted in additional stress loading on the vertical hood plate, and

2. Inadvertent opening of the PORV resulting in a decompression wave, which subjected the steam
dryer to two to three times the normal pressure loading. (It is believed that there was incipient
cracking in the steam dryer and the PORV event caused the cracks to open up).

The root cause identified in the first steam dryer failure was high cycle fatigue cause by high
frequency pressure loading. The low frequency pressure loading was identified as the dominant cause
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in this failure. The low frequency pressure loading may have also been a significant contributing
factor in the first failure.I

Corrective Actions:

The following repairs and pre-emptive modifications were made to both the 90 and 270-degree sides
of the steam dryer:

1. replaced damaged 112, inch outer hood plates with 1 inch plates

2. removed the internal brackets that attached the internal braces to the outer hood

3. added gussets at the outer vertical hood plate and cover plate junction

4. added stiffeners to the vertical welds and horizontal welds on the outer hoodI

The combined effect of these modifications was to increase the natural frequency of the outer hood,
reduce the maximum stress by at least a factor of two, and reduce the pressure loading by reducing

the magnitude of vortices in the steam flow near the MSLs.
Following the steam dryer modifications, the unit was returned to service on June 29, 2003.
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Figure B-I: Location of the 2003 Outer Hood Failure
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Figure B-2: Steam Dryer Damage 90 Degree Side
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Appendix C

Inspection Guidelines

Overview
The steam dryers have been divided into four broad types with fourteen sub-groups: BWRI2 design,
square hood design, slanted hood design and the curved hood design. The focus of the inspections for
each dryer type is divided into two categories. The first category is directed at the outer surfaces of
the dryer that are subject to fluctuating pressure loads during normal operation and are potentially
susceptible to fatigue cracking. The second category is directed at the cracking that has been found in
the drain channels and in inner bank end plates. These latter locations are not associated with any
near term risk of loose part generation. They have often been associated with IGSCC cracking in the
heat-affected-zones of stainless steel welds.

Inspection Techniques
Based on the current experience in inspecting the dryer components, VT- I is the recommended
technique to be employed for the inspections. VT- I resolution, distance, and angle of view
requirements should be maintained to the extent practical. In instances where component geometry or
remote visual examination equipment limitations preclude the ability to maintain the VT- I
requirements over the entire length of the different weld seams, "best effort" examinations should be
performed. In that cracking will be expected to have measurable length (several inches), field
experience has confirmed that "best effort" approaches are sufficient to find the cracking that is
present.

Steam Dryer Integrity Inspection Recommendations
The recommendations are divided into three categories: BWR/2 and square hood taken together,
slanted hood and curved hood steam dryers. The inspection recommendations for each type of dryer
will be detailed using schematics of the outer dryer structure. The key weld seams that must be
inspected are outlined in red or green. High stress locations associated with structural integrity are
outlined in red. Locations associated with field dryer cracking experience are outlined in green.
Typical horizontal and vertical welds are shown thereby providing guidance for establishing a plant
specific inspection plan. The weld numbering approach shown in the figures is only given as an
example. Due to the many welds and size differences, each plant should employ their own weld
numbering system. If an indication is detected, care should be exercised when inspecting the
symmetrical locations on the dryer. If an indication is detected on the external surface of a plate or
weld, consideration should be given to inspecting the location from the inside of the dryer in order to
determine if the indication is through-wall.

Square Hood Design: applicable to B WR/2 plants and B W7R/3 plants
Several square. hood dryers were built with interior brackets and diagonal braces. These structures
produce stress concentration locations, which have been found to aid in the initiation of fatigue
cracking. These brackets exist in both the outer and the inner dryer banks. The recommended
inspections follow.

Steam Dryer Bank Inspections

Figure C- I provides the overview of the square dryer design. These dryers will require both an
external and internal inspection. All dryers are symmetrical from this perspective. Outlined in red
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are the key weld seams that must be inspected. These welds, both horizontal and vertical outline the
outer dryer bank. These locations considered as high stress locations. Figure C-2 displays a cross-
section of the BWR/2 steam dryer with the outer bank peripheral welds highlighted. This
configuration has no lower cover plate. However, the external locations that match those shown in
Figure C-I need to be inspected in a similar fashion to the other square hood dryers. Figures C-3 and B
C-4 provide the details of the weld seams as viewed from the dryer bank interior. As shown in Figure
C-3, the outer bank welds need to be inspected from both the dryer exterior and the dryer interior. In
addition, for the dryers where there are interior brackets that were present in the original design and I
are still present, the interior inspection must be conducted of the weld region where the bracket is
joined to the hood vertical and too plates. Figure C-3 shows these locations for the outer banks
hoods. Figure C-4 shows the brackets for the inner hood. In addition, Figure C-5 provides a cross
section of the bracket-diagonal brace substructure. The intersection locations between the bracket
and the top and outer hood are also outlined in red in these figures. In that the concern is primarily
fatigue cracking, several inches of base material adjacent to welds should be examined as well as any
obvious discontinuity, e.g., the exterior base material should be examined in the general area where n
there is an internal weld. This inspection examination region includes the heat-affected-zone and will
therefore detect any IGSCC cracking. This figure also shows locations in green that exhibited
cracking in the field. The region of inspection should be the same.

Tie Bar Inspections

In addition to the outer bank and interior bracket locations, tie bars also require inspection. Figure C-
6 provides a schematic of the tie bars. These are located between each set of dryer banks.

Inspections Based on Field Experience

The other locations of interest are primarily associated with IGSCC in drain channels (shown for
information in Figures C-7 and C-8). These components will be part of the internal examination.
While these indications have been historically associated with BWR/4 through BWR/6 plants (SIL
No. 474 "Steam Dryer Drain Channel Cracking" issued October 26, 1988), recent findings indicate
that cracking can occur in these locations in square hood dryers. The additional weld seams
associated with the outer side of the next set of inner banks should also be inspected in that this
represents a steam path through the dryer. These areas are shown in green in Figure C-1. Cracking
has been detected in these end panels in later design dryers. Finally, cracking at the steam dams as
indicated in green in Figure C-6 has occurred in one BWR/4. These locations need to be included in
the inspection plan for all of these plants. Finally, bank inner surface welds have cracked in the
BWR/2. These locations, shown in Figure C-2 in green, also need to be inspected.

Slanted Hood Design: applicable to B WR/4 plants

The slanted hood steam dryers fall into three categories for which the primary difference is diameter
and the number of banks. These dryers use 2 or 3 stiffener plates to strengthen each dryer bank. All
inspections are on the external surface of the dryer. However, if an indication is detected on the
external surface of a plate or weld, consideration should be given to inspecting the location from the
inside of the dryer in order to determine if the indication is through-wall. The recommended I
inspections follow.

Steam Dryer Bank Inspections

Figure C-9 provides the overview of the slanted dryer design. All dryers are symmetrical from this
perspective. Outlined in red are the key weld seams that must be inspected from the external surface.
These welds, both horizontal and vertical outline the outer dryer bank as well as the 'cover plate

I
I
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between the outer hood vertical plate and the support ring. Additional red lines represent the outside
projected location where the stiffener plates are welded to the outer hood vertical plate. These
locations are considered as high stress locations. The man-way welds (on one side) are also shown as
locations requiring inspection.

Tie Bar Inspections

In addition to the outer bank and interior bracket locations, tie bars also require inspection. Figure C-
10 provides a schematic of the tie bar locations joining the tops of each set of banks. The primary
concern is the presence of fatigue cracking through the bar base material cross-section at axial
location where the tie bar is attached to the bank.

Inspections Based on Field Experience

Cracking has been detected in these end panels in later design dryers. Therefore, these additional
weld seams associated with the outer side of the inner banks should also be inspected in that this
represents a steam path through the dryer. These areas are shown in green in Figure C-9. Cracking
has been observed in these locations in dryers of this design. The other locations of interest are
primarily associated with IGSCC in drain channels (refer to SIL No. 474 "Steam Dryer Drain
Channel Cracking" issued October 26, 1988), support ring, and lifting rod attachments.

Curved Hood Design: applicable to B WR/4-B WR/6 and AR WR plants
The curved hood steam dryers fall into five categories for which the primary differences are diameter
and inner bank hood thickness. Similar to the slanted hood dryers, these dryers also have 2 or 3
interior stiffener plates to strengthen each dryer bank. All inspections are on the external surface of
the dryer. However, if an indication is detected on the external surface of a plate or weld,
consideration should,' be given to inspecting the location from the inside of the dryer in order to
determine if the indication is through-wall. The recommended inspections follow.

Steam Dryer Bank Inspections

Figure C-IlI provides the overview of the curved hood dryer design. All dryers are symmetrical from
this perspective. Outlined in red are the key weld seams that must be inspected from the external
surface. These welds, both horizontal and vertical outline the outer dryer bank as well as the cover
plate between the outer hood vertical plate and the support ring. Additional red lines represent the
outside projected location where the stiffener plates are welded to the outer hood vertical plate.
Inspection locations also include outer plenum end plates and inner hood vertical weld seams for
BWR/4 and BWRI5 plants with 1/8 inch thick hood plates on the inner banks. The location shown is
the region where these thinner h 'ood. plates are attached to the stiffeners. All of these locations are
considered as relative high stress locations. The man-way welds (on one side) are also shown as
locations requiring inspection.

Tie Bar Inspections

In addition to the outer bank and interior bracket locations, tie bars also require inspection. Figure C-
I1I provides a schematic of the tie bar locations joining the tops of each set of banks. In that the
attachment of the tie bars may have employed high heat input welds, the inspection should also
include the entire welded region to assess the presence of IGSCC on the bank top plate. This region
is adjacent to the region shown in red around the end of the inner bank tie bars.
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Inspections Based on Field Experience

Cracking has been detected in the end panels in later design dryers. Therefore, these additional weld
seams associated with the outer side of the inner banks should also be inspected in that this represents
a steam path through the dryer. These areas are shown in green in Figure C-11. Cracking has been
observed in these locations in dryers of this design. The other locations of interest are primarily
associated with IGSCC in drain channels (refer to SIL No. 474 "Steam Dryer Drain Channel
Cracking" issued October 26, 1988) and lifting rod attachments. U
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Figure C-I: Inspections: Outer Dryer Hood and Cover Plate (Square Hood Dryer)
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Figure C-3: Weld layout for interior of outer banks (Square Hood Dryer)

The brackets shown only exist in those plants where they were part of the
original design and were not removed as part of dryer modifications.
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Figure C-4: Weld Rollout - Inner banks with internal brackets (Square Hood Dryer)

The brackets shown only exist in those plants where they were part of the
original design and were not removed as part of dryer modifications.
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Figure C-5: Dryer Brace Detail (Square Hood Dryer)
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AppendixD D

Monitoring Guidelines U
Applicability

In general, it is good practice to have access to as much performance data as practicable in order to
make informed operational decisions. Therefore, GE recommends that all BWRs determine moisture i
carryover (MCO) baseline data and implement the moisture carryover and operational response
guidance described here. Plants that have sufficient MCO baseline-data and operating experience
may elect to consider a less stringent monitoring program.

Background
A moisture carryover greater than 0.1 weight% (wt.%) at the licensed power level is an indication of
potential steam dryer damage, unless a higher threshold has been established based on dryer/separator
design and normal operating experience for the plant. A higher threshold may be warranted for a
BWR with an unmodified square dryer hood (i.e., no addition of perforated plates) and/or operating l
with MELLLA+ at off-rated core flow.

Reliance on only the threshold value of 0.1 wt.% to assess the condition of the steam dryer is not
recommended. Monitoring the trends in reactor parameter values (e.g., reactor water level, individual i
steamline flow rates) may be more important than monitoring the parameter values against absolute
action thresholds. An unexplained change in the trend or value of a parameter, particularly steam
moisture content or the flow distribution between individual steamlines, may be an indication of a
breach in the dryer hood even though the absolute value of the parameter is still within the normal
experience range. To be effective parameter trend monitoring must be done continuously, rather than
retroactively evaluating the trends once a threshold has been reached. Trending provides a significant
advantage over use of a threshold value in that it allows time for a cross-functional team (operations, I
engineering, fuels, chemistry, and other experts such as the original equipment manufacturer) to
evaluate the data prior to reaching a threshold that would prompt a plant shutdown decision. i
If plants are reporting measured moisture carryover values of "less than" a value because of inability
to measure Na-24 in the condensed steam sample and the "less than" value is greater than 0.025
wt.%, then the moisture carryover measurement process should be modified to reduce the minimum
detectable threshold (preferably such that "less than" values are never reported). Without quantitative l
data, the plant staff will be unable to develop operational recommendations based on statistically

valid moisture carryover and other plant data.

While monitoring for indications of steam dryer cracking is important, it is equally important to be
aware that individual apparent indications of steam dryer cracking may be due to other factors. BWR
moisture carryover may be impacted by: (1) reactor power level, (2) core flow and power
distributions, (3) localized "hot spots", (4) core inlet sub-cooling (which is related to final Feedwater
temperature), and (5) reactor water level.

Moisture carryover is very sensitive to power level. Therefore, data should be collected during
steady state operations at the highest possible power levels. i
Moisture carryover has increased in cases where steam flow is increased towards the center of the
core.

I
I
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Moisture carryover has increased in cases where core inlet sub-cooling is decreased (i.e., final
Feedwater temperature is increased).

Moisture carryover has increased in cases where reactor water level is increased (due to degraded
separator performance).

Moisture carryover has increased due to changes in the core power distribution associated with an
increased radial peaking factor.

Note that the standard deviation of moisture carryover measurements is not expected to change
significantly following power distribution changes. However, if a significant condenser tube leak
occurs, then the standard deviation of moisture carryover measurements may change significantly due to
the resulting increased Na-24 concentrations.

If abnormal indications appear in the parameters being trended for dryer integrity, confirm that the
instrumentation is in calibration and is operating properly. Ensure that there are no unusual
environmental or equipment operating conditions present that may affect the instrument response and
indications.

If fuel leakage is known to be present or is suspected, or if high fission background is present, then site
chemistry should be made aware of the need to differentiate the Na-24 measurement (for the
determination of moisture carryover) from the secondary 1-135 peak. The secondary gamma peak for I-
135 (associated with a fuel leak) is very close to the gamma peak for Na-24 (used to measure MCO).
Therefore, if caution is not exercised in interpreting the sample, a fuel leak can be misinterpreted as high
MCO.

For trending purposes sampling Na-24 from the feedwater heater drains rather than the hotwell will
provide more effective data. MCO is determined by measuring the amount of Na-24 in the reactor steam
condensate and comparing it to the Na-24 in the reactor water. The only way that Na-24 can be present
in the reactor steam is if it is carried over as droplets of reactor water (which is the moisture carryover).
The water in the hotwell is primarily condensed reactor steam. However, the hotwell can receive reactor
water (and Na-24) through a number of other pathways (Reactor Water Clean Up, sample lines, etc.).
These paths must be isolated and sufficient time allowed for the hotwell Na-24 concentration to reach
equilibrium based on the steam alone (typically several hours). The feedwater heaters usually receive
only reactor steam (either directly or as extraction steam from the turbine) and are usually not
susceptible to being "contaminated" by reactor water. However, the heater drains may be relatively
inaccessible, which may make taking samples at the drains difficult.

Plants are recommended to accurately determine the flow distribution between individual steam lines.
If significant steam dryer damage occurs, steam line flow distribution changes may result.

It may be helpful to measure the pressure at each main steam flow element (venturi) to better
understand the pressure drops and possible pressure changes due to moisture content changes in the
steam line flow. This pressure data would have been beneficial previously at a BWR/3 plant to help
identify the flow blockage upstream of the flow element following significant steam dryer damage.
Note that flow element performance calculations are based on the RPV steam dome pressure.

An increased feed-to-steam mismatch (i.e., total Feedwater flow plus CRD flow minus total steam
flow, with reactor water level constant) may validate an increase in moisture carryover. Plant
application has confirmed this correlation exists when the initial moisture carryover value is low
(-0.01 wt.%), however the correlation showed significant scatter at higher initial moisture carryover
values (0.04 wt.% to 0.10 wt.%).
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Baseline Data 3
Collect baseline data for MCO and pertinent plant operating parameters daily for at least five (5) days
to establish the MCO baseline data. m

NOTE

Data should be collected during steady state operations at the highest possible power levels.

Moisture Carryover

Statistically evaluate the moisture carryover data (e.g., determine the mean and standard deviation for
the data) to determine if there is a significant increasing trend. Qualitatively review the data to
ascertain if there is a significant increasing trend. If there is an increasing trend in moisture carryover,
review the changes in plant operational parameters to determine if there is an operational basis for the
trend.

If an unexplained increasing trend is evident, then collect additional moisture carryover data with
consideration for increasing the measurement frequency (e.g., from "once per day" to "once per
12 hours").

If an unexplained increasing trend is not evident, then this is considered to be acceptable baseline
data to support the collecting and evaluation of periodic data for moisture carryover.

Plant Operational Parameters

NOTE

Most pertinent plant operational data is available from the process computer. This process
computer data can normally be exported for analysis and storage using plotting and graphing tools
such as EXCEL.

The following parameters should be measured during collection of moisture carryover data:

Reactor power (MWt)

Core flow (Mlbihr)

Core power distribution (radial peaking factor, core map of relative bundle power peaking)

Core inlet sub-cooling (deg F)

Reactor water level, average of at least 1000 data points over a one to three hour time period.

Individual main steam line flows (Mlb/hr), average of at least 1000 data points over a one to three
hour time period. Include pressure data at each MSL flow element (venturi), if available.

Total Feedwater flow (Mlb/hr), average of at least 1000 data points over a one to three hour time
period.

CRD flow (Mlb/hr), average of at least 1000 data points over a one to three hour time period.

3
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Periodic Data and Operational Response

NOTE

Data should be collected during steady state operations at the highest possible power levels.

If a moisture carryover measurement is suspect (e.g., less than "mean minus 2-sigma"), then repeat
the moisture carryover measurement to verify sampling and analysis were performed correctly.
Consider eliminating data shown to be incorrect/invalid.

Measure moisture carryover and pertinent plant operational parameters weekly. The reactor
parameter trends for the entire week should be evaluated, particularly if operating conditions changed
during the week. The changes in reactor parameter trends should be consistent with the change in
operating conditions. Following are recommendations for evaluating the data and determining if an
operational response is appropriate.

Data Evaluation

The following specific applications of the general trending recommendations within INPO 97-011
should be incorporated into the plant's trending program;

Determine normal values for each trended parameter from past station experience of desired
performance.

Past experience has shown Na-24 MCO indications to vary without an associated cause. To
provide for useful trending the data can be assumed to be normally distributed, allowing a
station to examine the standard deviation of the readings to determine if the trend is not
random.

Use rolling averages to smooth out data that is subject to a large variation over a short time
and to help recognize a possible trend. If plant operation has been constant, linearly
interpolating between points of "good data" may be used to bridge short computer outage
periods. This will allow a continuous rolling average to be used without having to reestablish
the average.

Statistical smoothing techniques such as calculating running averages using a large quantity of
samples may be necessary to eliminate the process noise and allow the changes in the trend to be
identified. Additionally, an experience base should be developed for each plant that correlates the
changes in monitored parameters to changes in plant operation (rod patterns, core flow, etc.) in order
to be able to distinguish the indications of a degraded dryer from normal variations that occur during
the operating cycle.

Use data that has been recorded periodically (e.g., once every 5 seconds, once a minute) on the plant
process computer. Avoid using data that has been recorded "by exception" (e.g., when the parameter
value changes by more than a threshold value). Reconstruction of the parameter trends from data
recorded using these techniques does not have the resolution necessary to identify changes that may
indicate potential dryer integrity issues.

Statistically evaluate the moisture carryover data and qualitatively determine if there is a significant
increasing trend that cannot be explained by changes in plant operational parameters.
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Operational Response 3
If there are no statistically significant changes in moisture carryover for an operating cycle, then
decreasing the moisture carryover measurement frequency (e.g., from "once per week" to "once per
month") may be considered, provided the highest operating power level is not significantly increased.

An unexplained change in the trend or value of a parameter, particularly steam moisture content or
the flow distribution between individual steamlines may be an indication of a breach in the dryer
hood, even though the absolute value of the parameter is still within the normal experience range. i
If an unexplained increasing trend is evident, then collect additional moisture carryover data with
consideration for increasing the measurement frequency (e.g., from "once per week" to "once per
day").

If the latest moisture carryover measurement is greater than "mean plus 2-sigma" and this
increase cannot be explained by changes in plant operational parameters, then obtain a complete
set of data for the plant operational parameters (identified above). Convene a multi functional l
team, which includes operations, engineering, plant chemistry, reactor engineering, and other

experts such as the original equipment manufacturer. Compare the current plant operational data
with the baseline data to explain the increased moisture carryover (i.e., is there significant
evidence of potential steam dryer damage).

It is strongly suggested that the original equipment manufacturer be contacted as early as possible
if an adverse MCO trend is suspected so that industry wide experience and detailed design
information can be assessed.

If an increase in moisture carryover occurs immediately following a rod swap, additional
moisture carryover data should be obtained to assure that an increasing trend does not exist. Note I
that occurrence of steam dryer damage immediately following a rod swap would be highly

unlikely as opposed to a new fuel leak.

If the increasing trend of moisture carryover cannot be explained by evaluation of the plant 3
operational data, then initiate plant-specific contingency plans for potential steam dryer damage.
These contingency plans may include increased frequency of MCO monitoring, reducing core
thermal power, or establishment of limitations on core power distribution (i.e. reduce core radial
power peaking). If the evaluation of plant data confirms that significant steam dryer damage has
most likely occurred, then initiate a plant shutdown.

As part of the evaluation of adverse trends, consideration must be given to non-dryer related causes
for increased MCO or anomalous parameter indication. 1

The observed trends should be evaluated against plant activities on a timeline. As with any
apparent adverse plant condition the indication should be validated. During one recent event, a n
leak in stem packing for a valve in the region of the water level variable leg piping heated the
water in the piping. The change in water density drove the instrument out of calibration, resulting
in a water level indication that was similar to the water level indications observed during one of
the dryer failure events.

If fuel leakage is known to be present or is suspected, or if high fission product background activity
is present due to previous fuel failures, then site chemistry should be made aware of the need to
differentiate the Na-24 measurement (for the determination of moisture carryover) from a secondary
1-135 peak. One of the many smaller secondary gamma peaks for 1-135 (associated with fuel
leakage) is very close in energy to the sole gamma peak for Na-24 (used to measure MCO).

I
I
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Therefore, if caution is not exercised in interpreting the sample, a fuel leak can be misinterpreted as
high MCO.

INPO OE22177 addresses this particular interference and provides direction to remove the
interference from the Na-24 gamma analysis by selectively concentrating the cation species in the
samples and to change the gamma isotopic library to include this energy of 1-135 as interference for
Na-24 and to evaluate all single energy isotopes for similar situations.

Certain combination of symptoms could typically be interpreted as potential steam dryer structural
integrity concerns

High MCO that is not otherwise explainable

Steam flow mismatch. This is based on the reduction of steam flow in one line that could
indicate a flow blockage due to a dislodged piece of a damaged steam dryer.

Damage to the dryer skirt or hood in the region of the reference leg vessel tap could permit flow
through the annular area around the skirt. In the presence of the vessel level instrumentation this
flow has the potential to induce a Bernoulli effect indication error that may affect both the water
level and reactor pressure indications. This phenomenon was observed during the BWR/3 lower
horizontal cover plate failure in 2002.
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PURPOSE

To enable Chemistry personnel to properly perform necessary Radiochemical Analyses.

The following sections include methodologies used to perform Technical Specification
(TS) or Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) required surveillances:

1. Fission Product Analysis for Noble Gases and Iodines

SURVEILLANCE

Reactor Coolant
Noble Gases (SJAE):

Iodine:TS 3.6.B.1, 4.6.B.1
TS 3.8.K.1 to 3, 4.8.K.1 to 2 and
ODCM Table 4.3.1

2. Alpha and Gamma Determinations

SURVEILLANCE

Reactor Coolant Isotopic TS 4.6.B. L.b

3. Tritium Measurement

SURVEILLANCE

Stack Tritium ODCM Table 4.3.1

4. Calculation of Sample Activity and MDA

SURVEILLANCE

Waste Samples As Needed ODCM Table 4.2.1

DISCUSSION

For additional Discussion, see the individual appendices.

ATTACHMENTS

1. Appendix A
2. Appendix B
3. Appendix C
4. Appendix D
5. Appendix E
6. Appendix F
7. VYOPF 0631.01
8. VYOPF 0631.02

Fission Product Analysis for Noble Gases and lodines
Alpha and Gamma Determinations
Tritium Measurement
Preparation and Accountability of Radioactive Standards
Calculation of Sample Activity and MDA
Moisture Carryover/Iodine Transport Determinations
Radioactive Standard Accountability
Moisture Carryover/lodine Transport Calculations

OP 0631 Rev. 19
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QA REQUIREMENTS CROSS REFERENCE

1. None

REFERENCES AND COMMITMENTS

1. See individual appendices.

PRECAUTIONS/LIMITATIONS

. 1. See individual appendices.

PREREQUISITES

1. See individual appendices.

PROCEDURE

1. See individual appendices.

FINAL CONDITIONS

1. See individual appendices.

OP 0631 Rev. 19
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APPENDIX A

FISSION PRODUCT ANALYSIS FOR NOBLE GASES AND IODINES

DISCUSSION

Fission product analysis will be done to detect the effect of tramp U235 and U238 in the
reactor or any defects that may occur in the fuel thereby releasing fission products into the reactor
coolant.

REFERENCES AND COMMITMENTS

1. Technical Specifications and Site Documents

a. TS Sections 3.6.B.1, 4.6.B.l.a,c,d and e
b. TS Sections 3.8.K.I to 3 and 4.8.K.1 to 2
c. ODCM Section 3/4

2. Codes, Standards, and Regulations

a. None

3. Commitments

a. None

4. Supplemental References

a. "Radiolytic Gases" by General Electric
b. General Electric SIL No. 524, "Analysis for Radioisotopes in GE BWR Reactor

Water"
C. OP 0630, Water Chemistry
d. OP 2611, Stack Effluent Sampling and Analysis
e. OP 2613, Sampling and Analysis of the Off Gas System
f. RP 2614, Sampling and Analysis of the AOG System
g. OP 2615, Sampling and Analysis of the CST for Iodine
h. DP 2631, Radiochemical Instrumentation
i. OP 4612, Sampling and Treatment of the Reactor Water System

Appendix A
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

PRECAUTIONS/LIMITATIONS

1. Do not exceed 10% dead time when using the MCA.

2. Wear lab coat, protective glasses, and proper gloves when handling hazardous material.

3. Do not put hot (thermal) samples on germanium or sodium iodide detectors.

4. Notify Chemistry supervision when:

a. Reactor coolant reaches 0.011 microcuries of 1- 131 dose equivalent per gram of
water

b. There is a 25% increase or 5,000 gCi/sec in SJAE activity during steady state
operation

PREREQUISITES

1. Apparatus as required:

a. Noble Gases

* 14 ml sample vials
* Multi-channel analyzer with a Germanium crystal

b. Iodines

* 23 ml scintillation vial
* Graduated cylinder or pipette
* Vacuum flask and filter apparatus
* Multi-channel analyzer with Germanium crystal
* Millipore and cation filter papers
* Other approved geometry containers as needed

PROCEDURE

A. Noble Gases

1. Collect an appropriate volume of sample for analysis.

2. Count the sample as soon as possible on the multi-channel analyzer.

3. Calculate the activity of each noble gas isotope manually or using the computer
program.

I
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

B. Iodines

NOTE

The method outlined below is to be used when counting liquid samples
that contain high levels of corrosion and activation products; i.e., reactor'
coolant. All other samples should be counted without filtering (straight
sample). However, DEAD TIME on the MCA should not exceed 10%.

I

I1. Collect an appropriate volume of sample for analysis.

2. Filter a portion of the sample through a 0.45 micron filter and one Toray cation
filter paper unless otherwise directed by Super-vision.

3. Decant the filtrate into a 23 ml vial or other approved geometry container and
dilute as necessary to achieve a MCA dead time of :l 0%.

4. Using the MCA analyzer, count the sample for a minimum of 1000 seconds
approximately two (2) hours after collection.

5. If the 2-hour decay count fails to yield 1-13 1, the sample may be saved as directed
by supervision and counted approximately 24 hours later. The total Iodine activity
and 11I Dose Equivalent may then be calculated by adding the 1313 to the iodine
isotopes from the previous analysis.

FINAL CONDITIONS

I. Results recorded and forms completed per AP 0658, OP 2611, OP 2613, RP 2614,
OP 2615 and OP 4612 as applicable.
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APPENDIX B

ALPHA AND GAMMA DETERMINATIONSU

DISCUSSION3

An alpha activity measurement is used to indicate the presence of uranium or other alpha
emitters. Since the presence of alpha activity may indicate a fuel element defect, contaminated
core, or a ruptured source, knowledge of such activity is essential to early implementation of
corrective action.

The purpose of monitoring the gamma emitting nuclides is to determine if a trend exists1
in the build-up of radioactive materials in the water being surveyed.

The reactor coolant samples during power operation will be counted for isotopic analysisI
two hours after they are taken. This is a standard time that will allow for the decay of very
short-lived isotopes and allows comparison between BWRs. They will then be stored for eight

days and counted again to aid in the determination of long-lived isotopes.

REFERENCES AND COMMITMENTS3

1 . Technical Specifications and Site Documents

a. TS 4.6.B.1.b3

2. Codes, Standards, and Regulations

a. None

3. Commitments5

a. None

4. Supplemental References

a. ASTM Standards, Water, Atmospheric Analysis, Part 23, Nov., 19693
b. "Radionuclide Analysis by Gamma Spectroscopy", published by Training Branch

Division of Radiological Health, H.E.W.
C. OP 0630, Water Chemistry3
d. AP 0658, Chemistry Department Practices
C. DP 2631, Radiochemical Instrumentation
f. OP 4612, Sampling and Treatment of the Reactor Water System3

Appendix~ B
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APPENDIX B (Continued)

PRECAUTIONS/LIMITATIONS

1. Notify Chemistry supervision when alpha activity in the vessel reaches
3 x 10- ýLci/ml.

2. Be sure the bias setting on the well counter is correct as listed on the detector, the daily
calibration check and background have been performed, and the appropriate Control
Chart indicates the instrument is functioning properly.

3. When approaching the well counter detector with high activity samples, have the counter
counting so that you can tell if the counter is going to saturate. This is noticeable if
counter exceeds 5x 105 cpm.

4. Do not exceed 10% dead time when using the MCA.

5. Do not keep excess sources in the Counting Area.

6. Always make sure you record the required data on the count record log sheet.

7. Be sure to label all samples and dispose of them properly after the analysis is completed.

8. Wear lab coat, protective glasses and proper gloves when handling hazardous material.

9. Do not put hot (thermal) samples on germanium or sodium iodide detectors.

PREREQUISITES

1. Apparatus as required:

a. Alpha

0

0

0

b. Gamrn~

0

0

0

0

S

6

2" plan
Alpha c
Hot pla
Silicon

a

chets
ounting instrument
te
-grease

Sodium iodide scintillation detector (NaI(Tl)) and associated electronics
Multi-channel analyzer system (MCA)
High purity Germanium detector(s) and associated electronics
Tape, plastic wrap or parafilm
2-dram vials
1-liter or 0.5 liter Marinelli beakers
23 ml scintillation vial
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APPENDIX B (Continued) I

PROCEDURE

A. Alpha

1. Sample preparation for samples with high solids:

a. Filter the sample using a 0.45 micron filter.

b. If sample is still not clear, notify supervision.

2. Prepare planchets for counting in the following manner:

a. Wash planchet with acetone, then

b. Grease inside vertical edges of planchet with silicon grease.

c. Reduce sample volume as needed by boiling, then

d. Pipet approximately 2 ml of sample into the planchet.

3. Slowly dry the 2" planchet using the hot plate in the lab hood. Avoid rapid
boiling. Excessive heat will cause the sample to bubble and affect recovery of
radionuclides.

4. If sample is highly radioactive, as in Reactor Coolant, put the sample into a petri
dish, label and store in a desiccator for approximately 30 days prior to counting.

5. After the sample has cooled, count for approximately 30 minutes or 1000 gross
counts using the Ludlum 2600 alpha counter.

6. Calculate alpha activity (jiCi/ml) according to "Calculation of Sample Activity
and MDA" section of this procedure.

B. Gamma

1. Specific Activity (gtCi/ml).

a. Obtain sample.

b. Measure an appropriate volume into container.

1) Dilute or filter as required.

c. Wrap the container in parafilm (not for beakers).

d. Count the sample in the Nal(T1) well counter.

Appendix B
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APPENDIX B (Continued)

e. Calculate the specific activity (gCi/ml) according to "Calculation of
Sample Activity and MDA" section of this procedure.

f. Save labeled samples as needed for additional analysis (future counts).

C. Isotopic

I1. General Isotopic Analysis

NOTE

Marinelli beakers are usually used to count samples with very low
activity (i.e., environmental releases).

a. Obtain a sample to be analyzed and place it in an appropriate sample
container.

b. Seal the sample and cover the detector with parafilm or plastic wrap to
avoid contaminating the detector.

c. Place the sample on the detector using the appropriate geometry and
spacer.

d. Start the MCA analysis utilizing the method specified in DP 2631,
"Multichannel Analyzer" Section.

1)' If the "1-Sigma % Error" percentage error for a nuclide is greater
than 50%, do not log that isotope as being present. (A longer count
time may be necessary for better counting statistics.)

2) When performing analysis of liquids for release from the RCA, do
not log the isotope as being present if the 1-Sigma % Error in
C.l.d.1) is greater than 33%.

Appendix B
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APPENDIX B (Continued)

2. Reactor Coolant Isotopic

a. Obtain the following 47mm filters:

* One 0.45 micron Millipore filter

* One Toray cation filter

* One Toray anion filter

b. Rinse the filter assembly with demineralized water.

c. Arrange filters in the filter assembly such that the 0.45 micron filter is on
top and the anion filter is on the bottom.

d. Obtain a Reactor Coolant sample. (Step may be done previously.)

e. Shake the sample bottle vigorously just prior to decanting.

f. Filter 100 ml or other suitable volume through the filters. Adjust volume
as needed to achieve a MCA dead time of <10%.

g. Rinse filtration funnel.

h. Separate the anion and cation filters into individual labeled petri dishes.

i. Return the 0.45 micron filter to the filtration funnel.

j. Shake the sample bottle vigorously just prior to decanting.

k. Filter up to an additional 900 ml depending on coolant activity and
resultant detector dead time through the 0.45 micron filter.

1. Rinse the sample bottle and filtration funnel with approximately 200 ml of
deionized water.

m. Remove the 0.45 micron filter and place it in a labeled petri dish.

n. Allow samples to decay 2 hours before counting (if sampled during power
operations).

o. Analyze on the MCA using the appropriate computer program.

1) Log sample data on VYOPF 4612.02.
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APPENDIX B (Continued)

p. Store the labeled samples and VYOPF 4612.02 for eight days and then
recount.

q. Log 8-day sample data on VYOPF 4612.02 started for the 2-hour count.

r. The following guide should be used when logging results:

* Do not log an isotope as being present if the "1-Sigma % Error"
percentage error for that nuclide is greater than 50%. A longer
count time may be necessary for better counting statistics.

* Log nuclides with half-lifes •24 hours from the two hour count.

* Log nuclides with half-lives >24 hours from the eight day count
that are not otherwise routinely identified (i.e., 13 1).

* Log only those nuclides which are not otherwise accounted for
(i.e., iodines and gases).

3. Screening of Environmental Sediment Samples in 1 Quart Metal Cans

NOTE

This procedure provides an approximation of the source activity of
sediment or other non-homogenous samples in 1 quart metal cans only.
These corrected results should be used under the direction of Chemistry
supervision to report sample activity to the Radwaste Coordinator for
use in preparing shipping documentation.

a. Obtain a sample to be counted and place it in a 1 quart metal can.

b. Analyze sample on the MCA using:

NOTE

Using a sample volume of 0.25 forces the analysis results to be
multiplied by a factor of 4, thus ensuring a close approximation of
sample activity for this type of sample.

* 2" filter geometry with spacer
* sample volume of 0.25
• "source" as units
* minimum 1000 second count time
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C.

d.

APPENDIX B (Continued)

Label the sample as "radioactive material" if appropriate.

Give corrected sample analysis print-out to the Chemistry Environmental
Program Lead - Radiological for processing.

FINAL CONDITIONS

1 . Results recorded and forms completed per DP 0641 and OP 4612 as appropriate.
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APPENDIX C

TRITIUM MEASUREMENT

DISCUSSION

Tritium is produced in the reactor by fission in small but significant quantities, and by the

absorption of a neutron by deuterium.

,H 2 + Oni' H

The beta radiation from H 3is so low in energy that it will not penetrate any window on a
standard detector and windowless detectors are contaminated easily with H 3 samples. Also, if
the sample were dried the H 3 would go off with H20 vapor. The challenge is to get the H {3 as
close to the detecting medium as possible, and still retain a reasonable efficiency. Liquid
scintillation does this very well since the sample and scintillation fluid are mixed together in a
homogeneous solution.

Several scintillation fluids or "cocktails" are available both commercially and through
on-site laboratory production. The Chemistry Superintendent will select and approve the
scintillation cocktails that satisfy the criteria for scintillation counting and will assess the value
and efficiency of the various available mixtures.

REFERENCES AND COMMITMENTS

I . Technical Specifications and Site Documents

a. ODCM Tables 4.2.1 and 4.3.1

2. Codes, Standards, and Regulations

a. None

3. Commitments

a. None

4. Supplemental References

a. Beckman LS-6500 TA Manual
b. OP 0630, Water Chemistry
C. DP 0641, Logging Results of Chemical Analysis
d. DP 2631, Radiochemical Instrumentation
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APPENDIX C (Continued)

PRECAUTIONS/LIMITATIONS

I. Standard laboratory safety procedures should be used for chemicals specified in this
procedure.

2. Wear lab coat, protective glasses, and proper gloves when handling hazardous material.

PREREQUISITES

1. Apparatus required:

a. Liquid Scintillation Counter LS-6500TA

b. Distillation apparatus

c. Low background counting vials

2. Reagents

a. Prepared counting solutions approved by the Chemistry Superintendent.

PROCEDURE

NOTE

If the sample is high purity water with no color or other organic
interferences or phosphors, step 1 may be eliminated.

1. Distill the sample(s) to be analyzed.

NOTE

The actual volumes of sample(s) and cocktail vary with the geometry for
the minimum detectable activity level required.

2. Pipet an appropriate aliquot of the cooled distillate (sample) to be counted into the
counting vial(s).

Label vial covers appropriately.
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APPENDIX C (Continued)

NOTE

Background not required if performed previously (as routine).

3. Pipet an equal amount of demineralized water into another counting vial to be used as
background.

4. Add scintillation cocktail solution to each vial.

5. Mix the vial contents completely by shaking.

6. Count background (as needed) and sample(s) as follows:

a. Open LID and place sample in sample tray. BE SURE ALL SAMPLES ARE
WIPED CLEAN.

b. Close lid.

c. Operate the LS-6500TA to count samples according to DP 2631.

7. Calculate tritium concentration (iCi/ml) according to "Calculation of Sample Activity
and MDA" section of this procedure.

FINAL CONDITIONS

1. Results recorded per DP 0641.
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APPENDIX D

PREPARATION AND ACCOUNTABILITY OF RADIOACTIVE STANDARDS

DISCUSSION

To properly calibrate the counting instrumentation, it is necessary to make standards of
various disintegration rates (activity). Primary standards are usually nuclides which have a
relatively long half-life, an uncomplicated decay spectrum, and are traceable to the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).

Secondary radioactive standards are made up from primary standards of known
disintegration rates. The secondary standards are made up so they don't exceed the, limitations of
the counter and are of a geometry similar to the unknown container.

At times there is a need for standards that are lower in activity than secondary standards.
Due to the small amount of primary standard needed, it is more accurate to make a secondary
standard and then use this standard to make a tertiary standard.

It may be necessary to order radionuclides which do not have long half-lives; therefore, it
is important to order the nuclide in sufficient quantity to be used for instrument calibrations.

Chemistry sources utilized per this procedure section will be inventoried annually. Such

sources are not considered Tech Spec licensed "sealed sources."

REFERENCES AN]) COMMITMENTS

1. Technical Specifications and Site Documents

a. None

2. Codes, Standards, and Regulations

a. None

3. Commitments

a. None

4. Supplemental References

I
I
U
I
U
I
U
I
I
I
I
U
I
U
I
I
I

I
a.
b.

DP 2630, Analytical Instrumentation
EN-AD- 103, Document Control and Records Management Activities
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APPENDIX D (Continued)

PRECAUTIONS/LIMITATIONS

1. Wear lab coat, protective glasses, and proper gloves when handling hazardous material.

2. Make sure the glassware is disposed of properly after use.

3. Use only certified standards traceable to NIST for primary standards.

4. Standards should be corrected for radioactive decay.

PREREQUISITES

1. Apparatus required:

a. Radionuclide standard

b. Analytical balance

c. Heat Lamp or hot plate

d. Hypodermic syringes

e. Planchets, vials, Marinelli beakers with covers

f. Parafilm and plastic wrap

g. Epoxy adhesive and plastic tape

h. Charcoal cartridges

i. Gloves

j. Silicone grease

k. Glass filter papers

1. Petri dishes

2. Reagents

a. The solutions used in preparing the secondary standards should be the same
chemical strength and composition as the primary standard, e.g., 10% nitric acid.
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APPENDIX D (Continued) U
PROCEDURE

A.

I

Preparation of Liquid Radioactive Standards

1. Planchets

a. Grease the vertical inside edge of the planchet with silicone grease.

b. Don gloves.

c. Wash and dry gloved hands to remove any powder.

d. Fill a syringe with standard.

e. Weigh the filled syringe on the analytical balance.

f. Dispense the desired amount of standard into the planchet.

g. Re-weigh the syringe.

h. Calculate the weight of standard by subtracting the weight determined in
Step g. from that measured in Step e.

i. Add water or solution similar to that in which the standard was shipped to

cover bottom of the planchet and evenly disperse standard.

j. Place planchet under heat lamp or on a hot plate and evaporate to dryness.

k. Wrap planchet with parafilm after it has cooled (unless planchet is an
alpha standard).

1. Label planchet with preparation date and Control Number. (See Section
B. - Recording Procedures)

Vials and Marinelli Beakers

a. Don gloves.

b. Wash and dry gloved hands to remove any powder.

c. Fill a syringe with standard.

d. Weigh the filled syringe on the analytical balance.

e. Dispense the desired amount of standard into the vial or beaker.

2.
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APPENDIX D (Continued)

f, Re-weigh the syringe.

g. Calculate the weight of standard by subtracting the weight detenmined in
Step F. from that measured in Step d.

h. Add water or solution similar to that in which the standard was shipped to
fill the vial or beaker to the normal volume for that container, i.e. 8 ml in a
2 dram vial or 1000 ml in a 1 liter Marinelli.

i. Secure cover or stopper on container using epoxy or similar adhesive and
tape to seal against leaks.

j. Label container with preparation date and Control Number. (See Section
B. - Recording Procedures)

3. Charcoal Cartridges (Face Loaded)

a. Remove screening from one end of the charcoal cartridge.

b. Remove approximately V4 inch of charcoal.

C. Install a glass fiber filter in the cartridge to cover remaining charcoal.

d. Deposit a thin layer of charcoal in the cartridge.

e. Don rubber gloves.

f. Wash and dry gloved hands to remove any power.

g. Fill a syringe with standard.

h. Weigh the filled syringe on the analytical balance.

1. Proportionally dispense the standard onto the charcoal in layers until the
cartridge is filled to its normal level.

j. Re-weigh the syringe.

k. Calculate the weight of standard by subtracting the weight determined in

Step j. from that measured in Step h.

1. Install the screening removed in Step a.

In. Wrap the cartridge with parafilm.

n. Label cartridge with preparation date and Control Number. (See Section
B. - Recording Procedures)
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APPENDIX D (Continued) i

4. Filter Papers i
a. Place filter paper(s) in a plastic petri dish.

b. Don rubber gloves.

c. Wash and dry gloved hands to remove any powder. :-
d. Fill a syringe with standard.

e. Weigh the filled syringe on the analytical balance.

f, Dispense the desired amount of standard onto the filter paper. 3
g. Re-weigh the syringe. I
h. Calculate the weight of standard by subtracting the weight determined in

Step g. from that measured in Step e.

i. If standard does not saturate filter paper, add water or solution similar to
that in which the standard was shipped to cover the bottom of the petri
dish and evenly disperse standard.

j. Allow petri dish to evaporate to near dryness.

k. Cover petri dish and wrap with parafilm after it has cooled.

1. Label petri dish with preparation date and Control Number. (See Section
B. - Recording Procedures) i

B. Recording Procedures (perform steps as needed) i

I1. Complete VYOPF 0631.01 of this procedure with the information requested.

Where: Primary standard bottle number = Isotope/Year i
produced/Month/Day

Example: A mixed radionuclide standard was produced by Amersham on
March 15, 1999. The primary standard number will be MR
99/3/15. 3

2. Secondary standards will be recorded as follows: Primary standard bottle
number/number of the first standard produced from the primary standard. 3
Example: MR 99/3/15/1
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APPENDIX D (Continued)

3. Tertiary'stAndards will be recorded as follows: secondary standard bottle
number/number of standards produced from the secondary standard.

Example: MR 99/3/15/1/1. Where a MR 99/3/15/1 tertiary standard was
made from the secondary standard. This standard in turn was
prepared from the primary (NIST traceable)'standard MR 99/3/15.

4. File all current source accountability forms (VYOPF 0631.01) and standard
certificates in the Chemistry Lab file drawer. When the standards are discarded,
the completed forms and attached certificates will be sent to the Chemistry
supervision for review and filing.

5. Annually, or as otherwise directed by Chemistry supervision, physically locate all

primary, secondary and tertiary standards listed on current VYOPF 0631.01.

FINAL CONDITIONS

ýý k 1 . Information recorded on VYOPF 0631.01 and records retained per EN-AD-103.
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APPENDIX E

CALCULATION OF SAMPLE ACTIVITY AND MDA

DISCUSSION

This procedure details the methods for Chemistry Department personnel to calculate
sample activities as microcuries per milliliter (4Ci/ml) from tritium, alpha and gross gamma
(well counter) instrumentation data. Instructions are included to calculate minimum detectable
(MDA) activity from minimum detectable counts at the 95% confidence level.

REFERENCES AND COMMITMENTS

1. Technical Specifications and Site Documents

U
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

a. ODCM Table 4.2.1 as "LLD"

2. Codes, Standards, and Regulations

a. None

3. Commitments

a. None

4. Supplemental References

a.
b.

NCRP Report No. 58
EN-AD-103, Document Control and Records Management Activities

I
I
I
U
I
I
I
I
1
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APPENDIX E (Continued)

PROCEDURE

1. Obtain analysis data:

* Sample gross counts per minute (Rg)

0 Background cpm (Rb)

* Counting efficiency (E) of the sample

* Sample volume in ml or cc (V)

* Sample count time in minutes (tQ)

* Background count time in minutes (tb)

* Conversion factor dpm/nCi (K) = 2.22 e6

2. Calculate sample specific activity and 1 sigma standard deviation as needed as follows:

(Rg) + (Rb)

(Rg) - (Rb) (td) (tb)
Specific Activity (,uCi/ml) = - +

(E)([)(K) - (E)(M)(K)

3. For those samples with gross cpm approximately equal to background cpm, report sample
activity as less than the minimum detectable activity (MDA) from the minimum
detectable count rate (MDCR) as follows:

NOTE

Background and sample count times must be equal to apply the
following MDCR formula.

a. For background count rates of less than 10 cpm:

MDCR = 2.71+ 4.66 R-

tb Ftb

b. For background count rates of greater than or equal to 10 cpm.

MDCR = 4. 66 Rb

FtbA
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APPENDIX E (Continued)

These equations yield values for lower levels of detectability with a 95% level of
confidence for false detection and false rejection.

c. Use the MDCR from 3.a or b. above to calculate MDA according to Step 2 by
substituting MDCR for [(Rg - (Rb)]. It is not necessary to calculate the standard
deviation of MDA values.

FINAL CONDITIONS

1. None.

I
I
U
I
I
I
U
I
I
I
U
I
I
I
I
I
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APPENDIX F

MOISTURE CARRYOVER/IODINE TRANSPORT DETERMINATIONS

DISCUSSION

This Appendix provides directions on how to determine steam moisture carryover and
iodine transport from the reactor to the turbine.

Steam moisture content is defined as the portion of liquid phase water in the steam-water
mixture leaving the BWR pressure vessel. The BWR steam separators and steam dryers,
positioned in series, are designed to remove a significant amount of liquid from the steam-water
mixture exiting the reactor core. Moisture carryover can be measured to verify performance
characteristics of the steam dryer under a variety of operating conditions. Steam Quality is
measured by simultaneously monitoring Sodium-24 in the reactor coolant and in the main
condenser hotwell, following a period of equilibrium. Steam moisture measurements from
BWR/4 and later design plants indicate that moisture content is almost an order of magnitude
below the dryer design specification of 0.1% based on Original Licensed Power (OLP).

The normal concentration of Na-24 in the reactor coolant is near the mid 1OE-4 range
while the concentration in the hotwell (CPD) is in the upper 1OE-8 range. For this reason it is
imperative that good counting statistics are used When measuring the CPD Na-24 concentration
as well as ensuring that this sample is not contaminated with any reactor coolant. The 1 sigma
error for the CPD cation measurement can be reduced to approximately 15% and an overall
counting error of 22% by filtering a 2 liter volume through a cation paper and counting the cation
paper on the MCA for a minimum of 3,000 seconds after approximately a 2 hour decay time. A
1 sigma error of >33% for the CPD Na-24 activity voids the analysis. Decay time for the CPD

%_c. sample should be <4 hours due to the short half-life of this nuclide. Refer to procedure section
for specific analysis recommendations.

Moisture carryover measurements are typically performed twice per week but may need
to be performed more often under power uprate conditions. Elevated moisture carryover values

S" of >0.16% to 0.3% maybe indicative of a problem with the steam dryer and require a CR to be
written.

Iodine transport calculations will be performed as requested by supervision. It is
normally about 2-3% in a BWR and is measured by comparing one or more of the common
iodine radionuclides (1-131 - 1-135) in the reactor coolant to those found in the CPD. The data is
useful in analyzing fuel failure data to determine the size of the leaks.
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APPENDIX F (Continued)

I

REFERENCES AND COMMITMENTS

1. Technical Specifications and Site Documents

a. None

2. Codes, Standards, and Regulations

a. None

3. Commitments

a. CR-VTY-2006-00201 CA-0001, Contaminated sample resulted in a high moisture
carryover calculation.

e.. b. CR-VTY-2006-1260 CA-i, Operability Evaluation

4. Supplemental References

a. GE Nuclear Energy, SIL No. 639, Steam Moisture Content
b. GE Nuclear Energy, SIL No. 644 RI BWR, Steam Dryer Integrity, 11/09/2004
c. Strategic Plan for Mitigation Chemistry, 11/29/2004
d. DP 0641, Logging Results of Chemical Analysis
e. ON 3178, Increased Moisture Carryover

PRECAUTIONS/LIMITATIONS

1. Label samples and dispose of them properly after analysis is completed.

2. Do not use a CPD Na-24 value where the "1 sigma % error" is >33%.

3. Ensure that dedicated equipment is used to filter the CPD sample to prevent
cross-contamination. (CR-VTY-2006-00201)

PREREQUISITES

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1.

2.

3.

4.

Vacuum flask and filter apparatus

Millipore and cation filter papers

Graduated cylinder

500 ml Marinelli

I
I

I
I
I
I

FI
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APPENDIX F (Continued)

PROCEDURE

A. Moisture Carryover

1. Obtain a Reactor Coolant sample (250ml minimum for this analysis or as required
by MCA % dead time).

2. Obtain a CPD Sample (2 liters minimum) within one hour of collecting the reactor
coolant sample.

NOTES

" Steps 3 through 9 are performed for both RV and CPD samples.

" When processing CPD samples, use dedicated lab equipment to
prevent contamination of the sample. (CR-VTY-2006-0201)

3. Rinse dedicated filter assembly with demineralized water.

4. Arrange filters in dedicated filter assembly with the 0.45 micron filter on top and
the cation filter on bottom.

5. Shake sample bottle vigorously just prior to decanting.

6. Filter required volume of sample through dedicated filter funnel.

7. Rinse filtration funnel.

8. Place cation filter into a labeled petri dish.

9. Discard 0.45 micron filter, unless otherwise needed (i.e., metals, isotopic).

10. Allow sample to decay for approximately 2 hours.

11. Analyze on MCA using the appropriate computer program:

\l * CPD for 3,000 seconds or less to achieve 1 sigma error <33% for Na-24
* RV for a minimum of 1,000 seconds

12. Verify 1 sigma error for the CPD Na-24 analysis is •33%.

13. Complete VYOPF 0631.02.
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APPENDIX F (Continued)

B. Iodine Transport

1. Obtain a Reactor Coolant sample.

2. Obtain a Condensate Pump Discharge sample.

I 3. Filter a portion of each sample through a 0.45 micron filter and one Toray cation
filter paper.

NOTE

It may be necessary to dilute the filtrate with demineralized water to
ensure dead time does not exceed 10%.

4. Decant the filtrate into a 500 ml Marinelli beaker or other approved geometry
container and dilute as necessary.

I
I
U
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
U
I
I
I
I

I

5. Using the MCA analyzer, count the samples for a minimum of 1000 seconds
approximately two (2) hours after collection.

6. Calculate Iodine Transport % =

I -131 CPD
x 1001 -131 RV

7. Complete VYOPF 0631.02.
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APPENDIX F (Continued)

FINAL CONDITIONS

.Lz\ 1. Information recorded on VYOPF 0631.02 and records retained per EN-AD-i103.
L-PC- I

-- 2. Issue a CR and notify the Shift Manager if the moisture carryover is determined to be
_>0.16%. (Control Room actions are in ON 3178)

3. Notify a Chemistry Supervisor if the 1 sigma error for the CPD Na-24 measurement is
>33%.
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RADIOACTIVE STANDARD ACCOUNTABILITY

PRIMARY/SECONDARY STANDARD (Circle One)

1. Isotope_

2. Date Prepared Vendor Name

3. Primary/Secondary Standard Control No.

4. Total Grams

5. Total Activity

6. Activity/gram

7. Date Discarded To (location)_

8. Inventory of Primary Amount
Date/Init

SECONDARY/TERTIARY STANDARDS (Circle One)

Grams of Grams of Date Date
Control Standard Standard Prepared/ Inventory Discarded/ Location
Number Used Geometry Remaining Initials Date/Init Initials Discarded

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Reviewed By:. /
Chemistry Supervision (Print/Sign) Date

VYOPF 0631.01
OP 0631 Rev. 19
Page 1 of 1



MOISTURE CARRYOVER/IODINE TRANSPORT CALCULATIONS

Sample Date: Time:

Sample Spectrum Numbers:

1 -Sigma Error of CPD Na-24 measurement =

MOISTURE CARRYOVER

Moisture Carryover % =

Moisture Carryover % =

Na24 CPD CATION 100

Na24 RV CATION

x 100=

IODINE TRANSPORT

Iodine Transport % =

Iodine Transport%

1-131 CPD x 100
1-131 RV

x 100=

.- Acceptance Criteria = moisture canyover <0.16%CCI-21e

Performed By:

Reviewed By:

Date:
(Print/Sign)

Date:
Chemistry Supervision (Print/Sign)

VYOPF 0631.02
OP 0631 Rev. 19
Page .1 of 1
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1.0 PURPOSE

[1] This Procedure provides a means to document Operability Assessments for Condition
Reports (CR) in accordance with NRC Regulatory Issue Summary (RIS) 2005-20
except for the guidance pertaining to operational leakage provided in Appendix C,
Sections C.11, Flaw Evaluation, and C.12, Operational Leakage from Code Class 1, 2,
and 3 Components.

[2] This Procedure provides guidance for identifying potential operability or functionality
issues.

2.0 REFERENCES

[3] 10CFR50.2, Definitions

[4] 1OCFR50.12, Specific exemptions

[5] 1 OCFR50.40, Common standards

[6] 10CFR50.48, Fire protection

[7] 1 OCFR50.49, Environmental qualification of electric equipment important to safety for
nuclear power plants

[8] 1 OCFR50.55a, Codes and standards

[9] -1 OCFR50.59, Changes, tests or experiments

[10] 1 OCFR50.61. Fracture toughness requirements for protection against pressurized
thermal shock events

1111 10OCFR5O.62,. Requirements for reduction of risk from anticipated transients without
scram (ATWS) events for light water cooled nuclear power plants

[12] 1QCFR50.63, Loss of all alternating current power.

[13] 1 OCFR50.72, Immediate notification requirements for operating nuclear power
reactors

[14] 1OCFR50.73, License event report system.

[15] 10CFR50.90, Applicatidn'for amendment of license or construction permit

[16] 1 OCFR50.92, Issuance of amendment'

[17] 1 OCFR Part 50 Appendix B, Quality Assurance Requirements
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[18] NRC IN 97-78, Crediting Of Operator Actions In Place Of Automatic Actions And

Modifications Of Operator Actions, Including Response Times

[19] NUREG 0737, Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements

[20] NUREG 1022, Revision 2, Event Reporting Guidelines, 10 CFR 50.72 and 50.73 1
[21] NRC RIS 2005-20, Revision to Guidance formally contained in NRC Generic Letter 91-

18, Information to Licensees Regarding NRC Inspection Manual Section On
Resolution Of Degraded And Nonconforming Conditions and on Operability

[22] NEI 96-07, Revision 1, November 2000, Guidelines for 1 0CFR50.59 Implementation

[23] Site Specific Technical Specifications

[24] Entergy Quality Assurance Program Manual (QAPM) 3
[25] Site Specific Final Safety Analysis Report as Updated

[26] PCRS (Paperless Condition Reporting System) Users Guide

3.0 DEFINITIONS I
[1] A Combensatory Measure is an interim measure taken to maintain or restore

operability or to otherwise enhance the functionality of the structure, system or
component (SSC) until the final corrective action is complete. Compensatory
measures that are a temporary alteration or procedure change require 1OCFR50.59
review to determine if the actions In themselves have have an adverse effect on other I
aspects of the facility described in the SAR.

One additional type of Compensatory Action is the use of manual actions in the place 3
of automatic actions to maintain an SSC operable. These manual actions are not
used for protection of a safety limit. These manual actions are also evaluated
following the guidance of NRC information Notice 97-78 and RIS 2005-20. WrittenI
procedures must be in place and training accomplished on those procedures before
substitution of any manual action for the loss of an automatic action. See Attachment
9.7 Checklist for Crediting of Operator Manual Action.

[2] The Current Licensing Basis (CLB) is the set of NRC requirements applicable to a
specific plant plus a plant's docketed and currently effective written commitments I
(made in docketed licensing correspondence such as plant responses to NRC
Bulletins, Licensee Event Reports, generic letters, commitments documented in NRC
safety evaluations, 'and enforcement actions) for ensuring compliance with and 3
operation within applicable NRC requirements and the plant-specific design basis,
including all modifications and additions to such commitments over the life of the
operating license. The set of NRC requirements applicable to a specific plant CLB 3

I



include: NRC regulations contained in 10 CFR Parts 2, 19, 20, 21, 26, 30, 40, 50, 51,
54, 55, 70, 72, 73, 100 and appendices thereto; Commission orders; license
conditions; exemptions, technical specifications (TS), plant-specific design basis
information defined in 10 CFR 50.2 and documented in the most recent UFSAR (as
required by 10 CFR 50.71). (RIS 2005-20)

[3] A Degraded Condition is one in which the qualification of an SSC or its functional
capability is reduced. Examples of degraded conditions are failures, malfunctions,
deficiencies, deviations, and defective material and equipment. Examples of
conditions that can reduce the capability of a system are aging, erosion, corrosion,
improper operation, and maintenance. (RIS 2005-20)

[4] Design Bases information, defined by 10CFR50.2 is documented in the UFSAR as
required by 1 OCFR50.71. The design basis of safety-related SSCs is established
initially during plant licensing and relates primarily to the accident prevention or
mitigation functions of safety-related SSCs. The design basis of a safety-related SSC
is a subset of the Current Licensing Basis. (RIS 2005-20)

[5] Engineering Judament is a determination based on engineering principles, objective
evidence or available data that provide reasonable assurance the SSC will perform its
normal and design function until detailed analysis, testing and monitoring can be
performed while considering the risk of being wrong. This may include either a
documented engineering analysis or a judgment by a technically qualified individual,
depending on the complexity, seriousness, and nature of the event or condition
(NUREG 1022, revision 1). This can include a review of past maintenance history,
previous surveillance results, calculations, and a review of similar conditions, etc.
Note, when an Engineering Judgment is more qualitative or margins are relatively
small, the need for a confirmatory test to support the Engineering Judgment, including
the basis for the judgment and facts in test cases that support the Engineering
Judgment, must be documented.

[6] Fully Qualified - An SSC is fully qualified when it conforms to allaspects of the CLB,
including all applicable codes and standards, design criteria, safety analyses
assumptions and specifications,, and licensing commitments. An SSC is considered
"not fully qualified," i.e., degraded or nonconforming, when it does.not conform to all
aspects of its CLB, including all applicable codes and standards, design criteria, safety
analyses assumptions and specifications, and licensing commitments.

The SSCs that TS require to be operable are designed and operated, as described in
the CLB, with design margins and engineering margins of safety to ensure, among
other things, that some loss of quality does not result in immediate failure'to meet a
specific function. The CLB includes commitments to specific codes andstandards,
design criteria, and some regulations that also dictate margins. Many licensees add
conservatism so that a partial loss of quality does not affect their commitments for
design and operational margin. Loss of conservatism that is not credited in the CLB
does not affect operability or functionality. (RIS 2005-20)
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[7] Functional/Functionality is an attribute of SSCs that is not controlled by TSs. An SSC
is functional or has functionality when it is capable of performing its specified function, 3
as set forth in the CLB. Functionality does not apply to specified safety functions, but
does apply to the ability of non-TS SSCs to perform other specified functions that have
necessary support function. (RIS 2005-20)

A non-TS SSC with a necessary support function is a SSC whose failure could prevent
satisfactory accomplishment of the following: 3

(a) ensure the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary, (e.g., whip
restraints, hangers, etc.) 3

(b) ensure the capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe
shutdown condition, (Auxiliary Decay Heat Removal System ...... ,etc.)or 3

(c) ensure the capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents
that could result in potential offsite consequences comparable to the 10 CFR
Part 100 guidelines. Design basis events are defined the same as in 10 CFR I
50.49(b)(1).

These non-TS SSCs may be required per any licensing basis document or to satisfy a 3
regulatory commitment such as the current UFSAR, Technical Requirements Manual
(TRM), 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Emergency Plan, 10 CFR 50 Appendix R, Dry Fuel
Cask FSAR and Certificate of Compliance, Security Plan, etc. U
A non-TS SSC with a necessary support function is one that has been determined by
the plant to be a Maintenance Rule-High Risk Significant SSC per 10 CFR 50.65 1
(a)(4).

Failure of one of these non-TS SSCs may be a condition reportable to the NRC. 3
[8] A Nonconforming Condition is a condition of a SSC that involves a failure to meet the

CLB or a situation in which quality has been reduced because of factors such asimproper design, testing, construction, or modification. The following are examples of
nonconforming conditions:

0 An SSC fails to conform to one or more applicable codes or standards (e.g., the I
CFR, operating license, TSs, UFSAR, and/or licensee commitments).

* An as-built or as-modified SSC does not meet the CLB. I
* Operating experience or engineering reviews identify a design inadequacy. 3
* Documentation required by NRC requirements such as 1OCFR50.49 is not

available or deficient. (RIS 2005-20)

I



[9] OPERABLE-COMP MEASURES is a PCRS Flag for Continued
Operability/Functionality based on an Evaluation following an initial screening of
Operable/Functional-Judgment or Inoperable. It is a category of identifying and
tracking degraded or nonconforming conditions that represent a challenge to the
Operability/Functionality of an SSC such'that additional measures have to be taken to
maintain or assure Operability/Functionality. Additional measures may involve
compensatory measures, operational restraints (i.e., startup restraints, time limits,
MODE change restrictions, and weather changes), further analysis, or a change to the
licensing bases (i.e., CLB change).

[10] Operable/Operability [GGN TS1.1] The licensee's plant-specific TS definition of
Operable/Operability governs.

In order to be considered operable, an SSC must be capable of performing the safety
functions specified by its design, within the required range of design physical
conditions, initiation times, and mission times. In addition, TS operability
considerations require that an SSC meet all surveillance requirements (as specified
Surveillance requirement (SR) Applicability SR 3.0.1 for Standard TS plants). An SSC
that does not meet an SR must be declared inoperable. For operability determination
purposes, the mission time is the duration of SSC operation that is credited in the
design basis for the SSC to perform its specified safety function. (RIS 2005-20)

[11] Operability Codes are the classification of operability in PCRS (EN-LI-102). These
codes include

0 ADMIN-NA are conditions that are an administrative documentation/procedure
violation that is not equipment related.

* EQUIPMENT INOPERABLE are conditions where an SSC described in TS or
supporting a TS function is not operable based on the definitions in Section
3.010].

* EQUIPMENT OPERABLE are conditions where an SSC described in TS or
supporting aTS function is operable based on the definitions in Section 3.0[10].

0 NOT REQUIRED are Conditions that involve SSCs not otherwise covered by
Operability Determinations or Functionality Assessments.

* OPERABLE-JUDGMENT is a PCRS Code for Continued Operability based on a
Reasonable Expectation of Operability. This is the state of the Operability
Determination following determination by the SRO that the SSC is operable but
an Operabilty Evaluation is required to confirm the immediate determination.

* OPERABLE-COMP MEASURES. Is a PCRS Code for the state of the
Operability Determination following "OPERABLE-JUDGMENT" when the OE
confirms operability but'requires compensatory measures
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" It is a category of identifying and tracking degraded or nonconforming conditions
that represent a challenge to the operability of an SSC such that additional
measures have to be taken to maintain or assure operability. Additional 3
measures may involve compensatory measures, operational restraints (i.e.,
startup restraints, time limits, MODE change restrictions), further analysis, or a
change to the licensing bases (i.e., Technical Specifications or UFSAR m
change). Tracking is no longer required when the challenge to operability has
been eliminated (i.e., additional measures are no longer required.)

* EQUIPMENT FUNCTIONAL are conditions where the SSC not described in TS is I
functional based on the definitions in Section 3.0[7].

" EQUIPMENT NON-FUNCTIONAL are conditions where the SSC is not functional 3
based on the definitions in Section 3.0[8].

[12] An Operability Declaration is a decision by a senior licensed operator on the operating
shift crew that there is a reasonable expectation that a SSC can perform its specified
safety function. (RIS 2005-20)

[13] An Operability Evaluation ,is the technical analyses and associated conclusions,
including a prescriptive description of any required compensatory measures, regarding
operability of an SSC.

[14] An Operability Evaluation Log (OEL) is a compilation of identified open Operability
Evaluations and compensatory measures required for operability that provides
background information, corrective measure(s), and closure information as applicable.
The official copy of the OEL should be maintained in the Control Room/Shift
Manager's Office file location or reports associated with PCRS. 1

[15] Reasonable Expectation (of Operability) (REO) The discovery of a degraded or
nonconforming condition may call the operability of one or more SSCs into question.
A subsequent determination of operability should be based on the licensee's U
"reasonable expectation," from the evidence collected, that the SSCs are operable and
that the operability determination will support the expectation. Reasonable
expectation does not mean absolute assurance that the SSCs are operable. The I
SSCs may be considered operable when there is evidence that the possibility of failure
of an SSC has increased, but not to the point of eroding confidence in the reasonable
expectation that the SSC remains operable. The supporting basis for the reasonable I
expectation of SSC operability should provide a high degree of confidence that the
SSC remains operable. It should be noted that the standard of "reasonable
expectation" is a high standard, and there is no such thing as an indeterminate state of I
operability; an SSC is either operable or inoperable. (RIS 2005-20)

[16] Specified Safety Function(s) and Specified Functions - the specified function(s) of the I
system, subsystem, train component or device (hereafter referred to as system) is that
specified safety function(s) discussed in the Current Licensing Basis (CLB) for the
facility. In addition to providing the specified safety function, a system is expected to

I



perform as designed, tested and maintained. When system capability is degraded to a
point where it cannot perform with reasonable expectation or reliability, the system
should be judged inoperable, even if at this instantaneous point in time the system
could provide the specified safety function. (RIS 2005-20)

[17] The following Times apply when dealing with Reportability or Operability concerns:

(a) Time of Discovery is the moment a condition is identified by anyone working
at or for the facility.

(b) Period of Discovery is the period of time starting from the time of discovery
until the "time of determination".

(c) Time of Determination is the moment the Shift Manager (SM) decides on the
status of the condition. The time clock for a Limiting Condition of Operation,
Action Statement or reportable condition starts at the time of determination.

4.0 RESPONSIBILITIES

4.1 COGNIZANT ENGINEER:

[1] When requested, assists the SM in preparing a Reasonable Expectation of Operability.

[2] Preparing an Operability Evaluation when assigned by their Manager.

4.2 ENGINEERING DIRECTOR (ED):

[1] Provide assistance to responsible Shift Manager assigned to prepare Reasonable
Expectation of Operability or Engineering Manager to prepare Operability Evaluation.

[2] Concur with all Reasonable Expectation of Operability's (concurrence will be
documented on the REO or in the "Operability Desc" field in PCRS) for conditions that
are classified by the SM as "OPERABLE-JUDGMENT"

4.3 OPERATIONS MANAGER (OM):

[1] Provide and direct the resources to implement this Procedure.

[2] Provide guidance to the SM on operability determinations, if required.

[3] Concur with all Reasonable Expectation of Operability's (concurrence will be
documented on the REO or in the "Operability Desc" field in PCRS) for conditions that
are classified by the SM as "OPERABLE-JUDGEMENT".

4.4 RESPONSIBLE ENGINEERING MANAGER (EM):



[1] Upon request from the Shift Manager (SM), assign a Cognizant Engineer, assists in
the Reasonable Expectation of Operability.

[2] When necessary, ensures that an Operability Evaluation is completed in accordance
with this procedure and submitted to the SM within the time specified by the SM.

[3] Determines additional reviews that are required for Operability Evaluations.

4.5 SHIFT MANAGER (SM):

[1] Determines SSC operability/functionality status, within the appropriate. time frame, and
document the basis for operability when a degraded or nonconformingcondition exists
which may include Attachment 9.2, Reasonable Expectation of Operability Form.

[2] Requests Engineering assistance with operability determinations as required.

[3] Ensures ongoing work does not invalidate any compensatory actions or other
assumptions in an Operability Evaluation.

[4] Periodically monitors PCRS in accordance with EN-LI-1 02 for all Condition Reports
that require Operability Determinations and updates the "Operability" tab of Condition
Reports in PCRS as appropriate.

[5] Maintains the Operability Evaluation Log (OEL) current.

5.0 DETAILS

5.1 PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS

[1] For the purposes of Operability Determination:

(a) Operability deals with SSCs in TS and the functions in TS. Operability only
relates to SSCs that have an LCO related to it.

or

Non TS SSCs need to be evaluated for impact on TS SSCs. If the function is
outside of TS and it supports or impacts the ability of the TS function, it falls
under the Operability Determination Process.

(b) Functionality deals with SSCs and functions that are in the Current Licensing
basis and are not in TS and do not support or impact a TS function.

[2] The SHIFT MANAGER/ON-SHIFT SRO, assisted by the plant staff, makes the
declaration of Operability.



[3] Operability should be determined immediately upon discovery (i.e., Immediate,
Determination) without delay and in a controlled manner using the best information
available.

[4] Prompt Determination is a. follow up and is warranted when additional information is
needed to confirm the immediate determination (i.e., Operable - Judgment). The
additional time is mainly to confirm operability when there is reasonable expectation
that the SSC is operable. The determination should make continuous progress and
should not delay just because the LCO Action Completion Time is'longer.

5.2 DISCUSSION [ANO 0CAN079008]

[1] Determining Operability and Plant Safety is a Continuous Decision-Making Process.

Operability is verified by day-to-day operation, plant tours, and observations from the
Control Room, surveillances, test programs, and other similar activities. Identified
deficiencies in the design basis or safety analysis or operational problems identified
trigger the operability determination process by which the specific deficiency and
overall capability of the component or system are examined. The process, in one form
or another, is ongoing and continuous. As a practical matter, making operability
determinations requires good information and takes time. However, the-operability
process calls for prompt and continuous attention to degraded and nonconforming
conditions and potential system inoperability. In addition, the process calls for
declaring equipment inoperable when reasonable expectation of. operability does not
exist or mounting evidence suggests the final analysis will conclude the equipment
cannot perform its specified safety function(s).

[2] Timeliness of Operability Determinations

Action is required any time an SSC that is required by Technical. Specifications to be
operable is found to be inoperable. If an immediate threatto public health and safety
is identified, action to place the plant in a safe condition should begin as soon as this
circumstance is known and should be completed expeditiously.

Oncea degraded or nonconforming condition affecting SSCs described in TS is
identified, an operability determination should be made as soon as possible consistent
with the safety importance of the SSC affected. In most cases it is expected the
operability determination can be made almost immediately (e.g., loss of motive power,
etc.). In other cases the decision can be made within approximately 24 hours of
discovery even though complete information may not be available. Some few
exceptional cases may take longer. A determination that the SSC is operable should
be based on the best information available and must be predicated on a reasonable
expectation that the SSC is operable. When reasonable expectation does not exist,
the SSC should be declared inoperable and the safe course of action should be taken.

Timeliness ofoperability determinations should be commensurate with the safety
significance of the issue. Once the degraded or nonconforming condition has been
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identified and the specific component or system has been identified, the determination
can be made regarding the capability to perform the specified safety function(s).
There is not an explicit requirement in the regulations for the timing of the 3
determination. Timeliness is important and is determined by the safety significance of
the issue. The Limiting Condition of Operation (LCO) contained in Technical
Specifications and in the Probabilistic Risk Assessment generally provides reasonable
guidelines for safety significance. The decision should be based on the best
information available and must be predicated on the Senior Reactor Operator (SROs)
reasonable expectation that the SSC is operable and that prompt determination i
process will support that expectation. When reasonable expectation does not exist,
the SSC should be declared inoperable and the safe course of action taken.

[3] Timeliness Of Corrective Action

Timeliness of corrective action should be commensurate with the safety significance of
the issue. The determination of operability establishes a basis for plant operation I
while the corrective action establishes or re-establishes the design basis/qualification
of the safety or safety support system. There is no explicit requirement in the i
regulations for timeliness of these corrective actions except that 1 OCFR Part 50
Appendix B Criterion XVI requires it to be "prompt". Again, timeliness is determined by
the safety significance of the issue. 3
If the plant does not resolve the degraded or nonconforming condition at the first
available opportunity or does not appropriately justify a longer completion schedule,
the regulator would conclude that corrective action has not been timely and would
consider taking enforcement action.

[4] Evaluation Of Compensatory Measures I

(a) During evaluation of the impact of a degraded or nonconforming condition on
plant operation and on operability of systems, structures, and components
(SSCs), it may be decided to implement a compensatory measure as an
interim step to restore operability or to otherwise enhance the capability of
SSCs until the final corrective action is complete. Reliance on a I
compensatory measure for operability should be an important consideration in
establishing the "reasonable time frame" to complete the corrective action
process. Entergy would normally expect that conditions that require interim I
compensatory measures to demonstrate operability would be resolved more
promptly than conditions that are not dependent on compensatory measures
to show operability, because sUch reliance suggests a greater degree of I
degradation. Similarly, if an operability determination is based upon Operator
action, Entergy expects the degraded/nonconforming condition to be resolved
expeditiously.

(b) During the evaluation process, consider whether a compensatory measure
may affect other aspects of the plant and pay particular attention to ancillary 3

I



aspects of the compensatory measure that may result from actions taken to
directly compensate for the degraded condition.

As an example, suppose a valve is being closed to isolate a leak. Although
that action would temporarily resolve the leak, it has the potential to affect flow
distribution to other components or systems, which may complicate required
Operator responses or could have other effects that should be evaluated
before the compensatory measures are implemented.

If an interim compensatory action is taken to address the condition and
involves a temporary procedure or facility change, a Process Applicability
Determination per EN-LI-1 00, and a 1 OCFR50.59 review in accordance with
EN-LI-1 01, should be applied to the temporary change prior to the
implementation of a compensatory measure.

In'accordance with the Process Applicability Determination per EN-LI-100, if
the evaluation determines that implementation of the compensatory action
itself would involve a Technical Specifications change or NRC approval, then
approval should be received in accordance with 1 0CFR50.90 and 50.92 prior
to implementation of the compensatory measure.

(c) If compensatory actions are required involving operator action, consider the
guidance provided in NRC information Notice 97-78, ANS 58.8 and RIS 2005-
20. If additional manual action is provided to support post accident mitigation
from outside the main Control Room, include a dose assessment consistent
with NUREG 0737.

[5] Final Corrective Action

(a) Entergy is responsible for corrective action. The range of corrective actions
could include:

* Full restoration to the CLB described condition.

* NRC approval for a change to the licensing basis to accept the as-found
condition as is.

Modification of the facility other than restoration to the original FSAR
condition.

If corrective action is taken so that the degraded or nonconforming condition is
restored to its original configuration, no 1 OCFR50.59 evaluation is required.

The Process Applicability Determination per EN-LI-1 00, and a 1OCFR50.59
review per EN-LI-101 is entered when the final resolution to the degraded or
nonconforming condition is to be different from the established FSAR
requirement. This would constitute a change to the facility or Procedures as
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described in the FSAR. The proposed change is subject to the evaluation
process established by 1 OCFR50.59.

(b) The proposed final resolution can be under NRC review and not affect the
continued operation of the plant; The need to obtain NRC approval for a
change does not affect the authority to operate the plant. Entergy may make
mode changes, restart from outages, etc., provided that necessary equipment
is operable and the degraded condition is not in conflict with the Technical
Specifications or the license.

[6] Conclusion

Regardless of the input the SM receives from engineering personnel, the SM is I
responsible for the determination of operability. Input can and should be obtained
from other sources within the nuclear organization including other experienced SROs
(i.e., Operations Manager) and Engineering personnel. Acceptance of an operability
recommendation establishes operability provided the SM concurs with the
recommendation. When a degraded or nonconforming condition exists on a system,
structure, or component (SSC), a timely operability determination is essential.

5.3 OPERABILITY ASSESSMENT [QAPM A.6.d, B.10.a] 3
[1] The closure criteria for Operable-Judgment/Operable-Comp Measures Determinations

is:

(a) The degraded or non-conforming condition has been fully restored.

(b) The unanalyzed condition has been formally analyzed and determined that it
does not constitute a degraded or non-conforming condition and appropriate
corrective actions have been closed.

(c) The design basis has been changed to accept the condition (50.59 or 50.90
as appropriate) and appropriate corrective actions have been closed.

(d) The SSC/function is OPERABLE with NO compensatory measures required,
but Corrective Actions are still open to fully resolve the condition.

[2] A Condition Report identified as requiring an Operability Assessment should be I
classified within PCRS as one of the following types:

" ADMIN-NA I
* NOT REQUIRED "

" EQUIPMENT OPERABLE

" OPERABLE-JUDGMENT 3
I



" OPERABLE-COMP MEASURES

" EQUIPMENT INOPERABLE

" EQUIPMENT FUNCTIONAL

" EQUIPMENT NON-FUNCTIONAL

If PCRS is not available, then complete applicable sections on a hard copy. Attach
this copy to a hard copy of the Condition Report and forward to the Corrective Actions
and Assessment organization for PCRS data entry.

[3] For conditions that are classified by the SM as "ADMIN - NA", as defined in 3.0[11],
the SM:

(a) Select ADMIN-NA from the drop-down box in PCRS

(b) Provides a basis in the description box in PCRS.

(c) Exits this procedure.,

[4] For conditions that are classified by the SM as "NOT REQUIRED", as defined in
3.0[1 1], the SM:

(a) Select NOT REQUIRED from the drop down box in PCRS

(b) Provides a basis in the description box in PCRS.

(c) Exit this procedure.

[5] For conditions that are classified by the SM as "INOPERABLE", the SM should:

(a) Review the condition for immediate threat to public health and safety and
should place the plant in a safe condition as required.

(b) Select INOPERABLE from the drop down box in PCRS.

(c) Refer to and follow action statements in plant Technical Specifications.

(d) Initiate appropriate corrective action(s) including possible compensatory
measures and limitations. Initiate PCRS Corrective Actions for any follow -up
action(s).

(e) Implement immediate reportability determination in accordance with plant
specific procedures.

g) Exit this procedure.
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[6] Determine if the SSC is specified in TS.

If the SSC is specified in TS then perform an Operability Review per Attachment 9.1A.

If the SSC is specified in not TS then perform a Functionality review lAW Attachment 9.1 B.

[7] For conditions that are classified by the SM as "EQUIPMENT OPERABLE" as defined I
in 3.0[11], the SM:

NOTE.

Utilize Attachment 9.1A as a guide to determine Operability.

(a) Select EQUIPMENT OPERABLE from the drop down box in PCRS

(b) Provide a basis for operability in the description box in PCRS as follows or
attach a completed Attachment 9.1A to this "Operability Desc":

(1) Provide SSC that is being evaluated for Operability.

(2) Reference the TS(s) that define the Specified Safety Function(s) of the
SSC.

(3) Provide a basis for Operability.

(4) If Engineering technical input is required by the SM to support the
operability determination, the technical input should be in the form of
documentation that has been developed and/or approved through an
Engineering process (i.e., calculation per ENN/ENS-DC-126, EC
Response per EN-DC-1 15, Engineering accepted vendor information
ENN-DC-149, Attachment 9.4 to this procedure, etc.) An e-mail can
only be used to provide technical input when the input is from another
approved document. All technical input shall have a peer check. If it
is complex or multi-discipline, in addition to a peer check it shall have a
supervisor approval.

(c) If the Operability Evaluation concludes the condition is operable but
substantially degraded or non-conforming (as described in EN-LI-102), a
corrective action (CA) should be created in PCRS to track restoration of the
SSC and the Substantially Degraded flag set.

(d) Disposition condition in accordance with EN-LI-1 02.

(e) Exit this procedure.

[8] For conditions that are classified by the SM as "OPERABLE-JUDGEMENT" as defined
in 3.0[11], the SM should:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I



(a) Select OPERABLE - JUDGMENT from the drop down box in PCRS.

(b) Perform a Reasonable Expectation of Operability by completing Attachment
9.2. Use Attachment 9.3, Reasonable Expectation of Operability Instructions
when performing the Reasonable Expectation of Operability.

(c) Obtain concurrence from the Engineering Director or Designee. Document
this concurrence in the "Operability Desc" field or on the REO.

(d) Obtain concurrence from the Operations Manager or Designee. Document
this concurrence in the "Operability Desc" field or on the REO.

(e) Summarize the basis of "Operability" and attach it to the "Operability Desc"
field PCRS, attach the completed Attachment 9.2, Reasonable Expectation of
Operability form and indicate approval in PCRS

(f) Assign a CA in PCRS to the appropriate Engineering Manager to perform an
Operability Evaluation in accordance with Section 5.4. The CA Type should
be "OPERABILITY INPUT". The "Concurrence Required for Closure" box
should be checked.

(g) Initiate the Operability Evaluation Log (OEL).

(h) If the Operability Evaluation concludes that the condition is OPERABLE (or
INOPERABLE), a new operability determination is performed to support the
change to the PCRS code to OPERABLE (or INOPERABLE).

(i) If the Operability Evaluation concludes that compensatory measures or
limitations are required for continued operation:

(1) Perform Process Applicability Determination per EN-LI-100 on the
effects of the compensatory measure on other aspects of the facility.

(2) Implement procedures or other processes as needed to implement the
compensatory measure.

(3) Open a new Operability page in PCRS and code OPERABLE-COMP
MEASURE

(4) Ensure any additional measures involving compensatory measures, or
further evaluation, are appropriately tracked and documented in PCRS.

(5) If the operability/functionality evaluation includes operational restraints
(i.e., time limits) a corrective action will be issued (with SRO
concurrence required to for closure or extension) to verify the degraded
condition has been corrected prior to exceeding the time limitation.
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This CA Type should be "SDNC" Substantially Degraded or Non-
Conforming.

(6) When compensatory actions are no longer needed or requirements I
have been incorporated into plant processes, then the condition should
be re-coded in PCRS as OPERABLE 3

[9] For conditions that are classified by the SM as "EQUIPMENT FUNCTIONAU' as

defined in 3.0[1 1], the SM:

(a) Select EQUIPMENT FUNCTIONAL from the drop down box in PCRS

(b) Provide a basis for Functionality in the description box in PCRS as follows or I
attach a completed Attachment 9.1B to this "Operability Desc":

(1) Provide SSC that is being evaluated for Functionality. 3
(2) Provide the Specified Function(s) of the SSC.

(3) Provide a basis for Functionality.

(c) If Engineering technical input is required by the SM to support the functionality
assessment, the technical input should be in the form of documentation that
has been developed and/or approved through an Engineering process (i.e.,
calculation per ENN/ENS-DC-1 26, EC Response per EN-DC-1 15,
Engineering accepted vendor information ENN-DC-1 49, Attachment 9.4 to this
procedure, etc.) An e-mail can only be used to provide technical input when
the input is from another approved document. All technical input shall have a
peer check. If it is complex or multi-discipline, in addition to a peer check it
shall have a supervisor approval.

(d) If the Operability Evaluation concludes the condition is operable but I
substantially degraded or non-conforming (as described in EN-LI-1 02), a
corrective action (CA) should be created in PCRS to track restoration of the
SSC. The CA Action Type should be "SDNC" Substantially Degraded or Non- U
Conforming.

(e) Disposition the condition in accordance with EN-LI-1 02. I
[10] For conditions that are classified by the SM as "NON-FUNCTIONAL", the SM should:

(a) Review the condition for immediate threat to public health and safety and
should place the plant in a safe condition as required.

(b) Select NON-FUNCTIONAL from the drop down box in PCRS. •

(c) Refer to and follow instructions as applicable in CLB documents such as:

I



Technical Requirements Manual (TRM),

* Emergency Plan

* Dry Fuel Cask FSAR and Certificate of Compliance

Security Plan

Off Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM)

* Core Operating Limits Report (COLR)

(d) Initiate appropriate corrective action(s) including possible compensatory
measures and limitations. Initiate PCRS Corrective Actions for any follow -up
action(s).

(e) Implement immediate reportability determination in accordance with plant
specific procedures.

(f) If the SSC supports a TS specified safety function, and the specified function
for the system is not met, then perform an Operability Determination on the
supported TS SSC, lAW step 5.3[6]

(g) If the SSC supports a TS specified safety function, and the specified function
for the system is met, then:

(1) A corrective action (CA) may be created in PCRS to track restoration of
the SSC. Consider classification as Substantially Degraded or Non-
conforming and use of the CA Action Type "SDNC."

(2) Disposition the condition in accordance with EN-LI-1 02.

[11] For TS SSCs or SSCs that affect TS SSCs, if additional information becomes available
after a condition is classified by the SM as "INOPERABLE", AND the Condition Report
has not been closed, the SM may open a new version of the Operability Tab in PCRS
and restart the operability assessment process. An Operability Evaluation should be
performed to justify a change from "INOPERABLE."

For non TS SSCs or SSCs that do not affect TS SSCs, if additional information
becomes available after a condition is classified by the SM as "NON FUNCTIONAL",
AND the Condition Report has not been closed, the SM may open a new version of
the Operability Tab in PCRS and restart the functionality assessment process. An
Functionality Evaluation should be performed to justify a change from "NON
FUNCTIONAL."
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5.4 OPERABILITY EVALUATION.

[1] The Engineering Manager assigns a cognizant engineer to perform the Operability
Evaluation.

(2] The cognizant engineer is responsible to ensure that an Operability Evaluation is
completed in accordance with Attachment 9.4, Operability Evaluation/Functionality I
Form, Attachment 9.5, Operability Evaluation Basis Format and Attachment 9.6A,
Guidelines for Developing Basis for Operability Evaluation and attach the Operability
Evaluation to the Corrective Action in PCRS.

[3] The cognizant engineer is responsible to ensure an independent review of the
Operability Evaluation is performed.

[4] Additional reviews should be tracked by issuing a Corrective Action in PCRS.

[5] The Engineering Manager or designee concurs with the Operability Evaluation by
approving the Corrective Action in PCRS.

[6] Upon concurrence of the Operability Evaluation by the EM or designee, the SM will
approve the Corrective Action in PCRS with the attached Operability Evaluation.

[7] Additional corrective action(s) for Operability evaluation and compensatory measures
or other limitations (including time limitations on the current operability) should be
logged in the OEL and a Corrective Action issued to track the Operability Evaluation to
closure using PCRS. This information should also be entered into the Control Room
Log.

[8] The Operability Evaluation and supporting documentation should be attached in PCRS I
for records retention.

[9] Upon completion of Operability Evaluation corrective measure(s), the SM closes the n

Corrective Action in PCRS.

5.5 OPERABILITY EVALUATION LOG (OEL) 3
[1] The Operability Evaluation Log, Attachment 9.8 should be maintained in the

Operations file location.

[2] Once an Operable-Judgment condition is determined to exist, the SM should perform
the following: n

NOTE:
The SM should ensure that a Corrective Action is issued to have SM complete OEL for that
Condition Report as final closure of Condition Report.

• Enter the Condition Report number into the first block. I

I



* Enter the Work Order number, if applicable, into the second block.

" Enter a brief description of the equipment and basis for Operable Judgment in the
Description block.

* Sign and Date Active block in the OE Status Active/Complete Block

[3] As each corrective action for the Condition Report is issued, a new line is started.

NOTE:

This only applies to actions assigned for the Operability Evaluation

* Enter Condition Report and Operability Evaluation number in the first block.

* Enter the corrective action number in the second block.

* Enter brief description of the corrective action in the description block.

* Enter the assigned engineer in the cognizant engineer block.

* Sign and Date Active Block for the corrective action.

[4] Once each action is completed, Sign and Date the Complete block in the OE Status
Active/Complete Block for that specific action.

NOTE:
Signature of this block implies agreement with the closure of the action.

[5] Once the Condition Report is complete, Sign and Date the Final Closure Block for all

actions related to that Condition Report/Operability Evaluation.

5.6 TEMPORARY ALTERATIONS

Temporary Alterations installed, as compensatory measures for degraded conditions must be
processed via EN-DC-136.

5.7 Monitoring of degraded and non conforming conditions.

[1] For conditions tracked in the OEL frequent and periodic monitoring will be established
commensurate with the condition

[2] For items the have been identified and tracked as "significantly degraded" lAW EN-LI-
102 the Shift Manager will establish monitoring of the items with a potential to further
degrade and could require an operability determination (IE a small packing leak on a
CAT 1 valve should be periodically monitored for degradation).



6.0 INTERFACES

[1] EN-PL-180, Operational Decision Making Policy

[2] EN-AD-1 03, Document Control and Records Management Activities

[3] EN-DC-1 15, EC Development

[4] ENN/ENS-DC-126, Calculations

[5] EN-DC-1 36, Temporary Alterations

[6] ENN-DC-167, Classification of Systems Structures andComponents

[7] ENN-DC-1 85, Through-Wall Leaks in ASME Section Xl Class 3 Systems

[8] EN-LI-1 00, Process Applicability Determination I
[9] EN-LI-101, 10CFR50.59 Review Process 3
[10] EN-LI-102, Corrective Action Process

[11] ENN-CS-S-008, Pipe Wall Thinning Structural Evaluation I
(12] EN-WM-100, Work Request (WR) Generation, Screening, and Classification

7.0 RECORDS

(QAPM B.15] I
[1] Use of this procedure generates quality record(s) indicated below. The preparer

should attach in PCRS for retention:
(a) Attachment 9.2, Reasonable Expectation of Operability Form

(b) Attachment 9.4, Operability Evaluation/Functionality Form

[2] Records are kept in accordance with EN-AD-1 03. 3
8.0 OBLIGATIONS AND COMMITMENTS IMPLEMENTED BY THE PROCEDURE

8.1 OBLIGATIONS AND COMMITMENTS IMPLEMENTED OVERALL

Step Document Commitment Number I
[3] MAEC88/0076 Modified Enforcement Policy relating to None

1 OCFR50.49 (GL88-07) m



8.2 SECTION SPECIFIC OBLIGATIONS AND COMMITMENTS

Step Document Document Section Commitment Number
[4] ANSI N 18.7 5.2.6.S20 None

[5] QAPM B.15 None

[6] QAPM A.6.d, B.10.a None

8.3 SITE SPECIFIC COMMITMENTS

Step Site Document Commitment Number or Reference
[1] ANO 2CAN079006 P-95 (Att. 9.6 Step 1.14r)
[21 ANO 2CAN119004 P-603 (At. 9.6 Step 1.14s)
[3] ANO 0CAN079008 P-5433 (Step 5.2 [2])
[4] ANO OCNA1 19404 P-1 4090 (Aft 9.6 Section 3.0)
[5] GGN TS1.1 P-31063 (Step 3.0[10]

9.0 ATTACHMENTS

9.1A CONSIDERATIONS FOR INITIAL OPERABILITY REVIEW

9.1B CONSIDERATIONS FOR INITIAL FUNCTIONALITY REVIEW

9.2 REASONABLE EXPECTATION OF OPERABILITY FORM

9.3 REASONABLE EXPECTATION OF OPERABILITY INSTRUCTIONS.

9.4 OPERABILITY EVALUATION/FUNCTIONALITY FORM

9.5 OPERABILITY EVALUATION BASIS FORMAT

9.6A GUIDELINES FOR DEVELOPING BASIS FOR OPERABILITY EVALUATION

9.6B GUIDELINES FOR DEVELOPING BASIS FOR FUNCTIONALITY EVALUATION

9.7 CHECKLIST FOR CREDITING OPERATOR MANUAL ACTION

9.8 OPERABILITY EVALUATION LOG

9.9 OPERABILITY/FUNCTIONALITY DETERMINATION FLOW CHART



I
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ATTACHMENT 9.1 A CONSIDERATIONS FOR INITIAL OPERABILITY REVIEW

Sheet 1 of 7

CR No.
System or Equipment: Yes No N/A
1A. Is the System, Structure or Component (SSC) a TS required SSC or a support
system to a TS SSC? El El El
lB. Could a TS required SSC needed to mitigate the consequences of a failure be
impacted by the failed SSC (I.e., consequential failure)?
List the documents reviewed:

If Yes, document the SSC Technical Specification specifiedfunction(s) or support
function(s):

IF YES, THEN ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.
IF NO, THEN PERFORM A FUNCTIONALITY ASSESSMENT USING ATTACHMENT 9.1 B.
2. Could the identified condition prevent the SSC from performing its specified safety
function or support function? El El 0
If no, provide basis for operability:

3. Could the problem have adverse safety significance requiring prompt review or
correction? El 11 0

4. Is the SSC or support system functional mission degraded or non-conforming to a r] El El
point where design assumptions may not be met?

5. Could the capability of the SSC to prevent or mitigate consequences of an accident
as postulated or described in the UFSAR be reduced? 11 El

6. Could single failure design criteria have been defeated? El El El

If any questions 2 through 6 are answered YES then the SSC is either inoperable or a REO and Operability
Evaluation is required to determine operability.,

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I



ATTACHMENT 9.1 A
Sheet 2 of 7

CONSIDERATIONS FOR INITIAL OPERABILITY REVIEW

The Operability Determination is an evaluation performed by Operations' SROs to determine if the SSC in
question is capable of performing its specified functions. This Attachment provides guidance for Operations
when preparing an Operability Determination.
The following documents may be reviewed to help determine Operability of the Specified Safety Functions

performed by TS SSCs identified as potentially degraded or non-conforming:

* Technical Specifications

" Technical Specifications Bases

Consider the following questions:

* Will the SSC(s) be prevented from performing the Specified Safety Function(s)?

* Could the problem affect the operability of a Technical Specification required SSC?

" Could the condition result in an SSC not meeting known Specified Safety Function contained in design
documents?

• Does the problem involve an non-Technical Specification SSC that could functionally affect a Technical
Specification SSC's ability to perform its Specified Safety Function?

* Could single failure design criteria have been defeated?

The following documents may be reviewed to help determine Functionality of the Specified Functions

performed by non-TS SSCs identified as potentially degraded or non-conforming:

" Technical Requirements Manual

" Site Specific Documents

• Maintenance Rule Classification of SSCs

* Updated Final Safety Analysis Report

" Design Basis Documents

Consider the following questions:

* Could the capability of an SSC to prevent or mitigate consequences of an accident as postulated or
described in the UFSAR be reduced?

" Could the condition result in an SSC not meeting known Specified Safety Function contained in design
documents?

" Does the problem involve an non-Technical Specification SSC that could functionally affect a Technical
Specification SSC's ability to perform its Specified Safety Function?

* Could the problem have adverse safety significance requiring prompt review or correction?
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ATTACHMENT 9.1 A CONSIDERATIONS FOR INITIAL OPERABILITY REVIEW

Sheet 3 of 7

1.0 General Guidelines

1.1 The magnitude of nonconforming/degraded condition should be noted for consideration. If
technical judgment determines that the nonconforming/degraded condition in question has no i
impact on the design function, the SSC should remain operable.

1.2 A visual examination of the nonconforming/degraded SSC may be needed. Any notable
comparisons with similar conforming/qualified SSCs should be made. I

1.3 If a clearly physical problem is the basis for the nonconforming/ degraded condition, it should be so
indicated. Any immediate compensatory measures, such as temporary braces and/or other
alternatives or "fixes" that can be quickly used to provide reasonable assurance that the SSC will i
function until corrective action can be completed should be indicated. The SSC operability/
functionality status should be based on preliminary discussions with Engineering.

1.4 If the operability/functionality status is based on the use or availability of other SSCs, it must be
verified that the SSC is capable of performing the function utilized in the evaluation (i.e., functional
testing completed, visual inspection, etc.), if plant conditions allow. This would include any SSC
used for contingency and/or having administrative controls placed on them. I

1.5 If there is reliance on another component to establish operability, evaluate the operability/
functionality status of that relied upon component. With respect to the relied upon component:

A) Are there Work Requests outstanding?

B) Are periodic tests performed are in frequency and without anomalies?

C) Are support components operable?

D) Are operator actions outside the control room required? If so, a dose assessment per
NUREG 0737 should be performed to support possible post accident mitigation.

1.6 Consider the following:

A) Review outstanding OEL list to ensure their bases are not compromised.

B) If a previous Operability/Functionality Determination is being used to develop the current
Operability/Functionality Determination, carefully consider if the SSC is further degrading, or
the possibility that there is a common mode failure occurring.

C) Ensure that the Operability/Functionality Determination is allowed to be developed, i.e.
specified functions must be able to be met and an Operability/Functionality Determination
cannot be used to justify non-compliance.

D) Ensure that the environment has not changed. As an example, if there is a concern with
respect to freeze protection of a pipe and the ambient condition is above the freezing point,
the Operability/Functionality Determination needs to include a limitation. This is to ensure
Operability/Functionality is re-evaluated, or the condition resolved prior to ambient'
temperature decreasing below freezing.

E) Evaluate plant trend data, i.e. if evidence exists to indicate a deteriorating condition and the
SSC is not currently inoperable/non-functional, declare the SSC Operable-Judgment/
Functional-Judgment and have an evaluation performed predicting the point when the SSC
may become inoperable. A limitation should be established to address the future prediction
of operability/functionality status.

i



ATTACHMENT 9.1A CONSIDERATiONS FOR INITIAL OPERABILITY REVIEW

Sheet 4 of 7

F) Although various NRC regulations require evaluations, they do not remove the requirement
to perform an Operability Determination. As an example, Fire Protection regulations may
require performing a Generic Letter 86-10 evaluation. Although this evaluation may form the
basis of an Operability Determination, it is not a substitute for an Operability Determination.
Other examples are the requirement to generate relief requests in accordance with
10CFR50.55, or exemption requests in accordance with 1OCRF50.12

G) Do not rely on the PRA Analysis to confirm operability.

H) Review tests to assure IST requirements are met.

I) Verify redundant components are not also exhibiting the degraded or non conforming
condition.

J) In determining the operability/ functionality status, consider and address the extent of
condition.

K) If as found field testing is planned, declare the SSC Operable-Judgment/Functional-
Judgment. Ensure a CA is added to the CR to review the results versus the assumptions in
the Operable-Judgment/Functional-Judgment Determination to determine if there is any
impact and if it should be updated.

L) When evaluating Engineering Input to determine Operability/Functionality, if margins are
used to support Operability/Functionality, ensure that the source of the margin is clearly
described in the Operability Determination and that no additional actions (e.g. NRC
approval) are required.

2.0 Items Clearly Inoperable/Non-Functional

2.1 Certain conditions clearly render a TS SSC inoperable. In these instances, the time of declaring a
TS SSC inoperable is the 'Time of Discovery".

2.2 If a SSC is unable to perform its function due to obvious failure, damage, or malfunction or due to
being removed from service (tagged out); then it is inoperable/non-functional.

2.3 If a TS SSC fails to actuate upon receipt of a valid safety signal, then it is inoperable.

2.4 If a non-TS SSC fails to actuate Upon receipt of a valid signal, then it is non-functional.

2.5 If a SSC fails to meet the quantitative requirements of Technical Specifications, Technical
Requirements Manual or of surveillances demonstrating compliance with Technical Specifications,
then it is inoperable.

A) Examples of this are Technical Specification, or surveillance required tank levels, system
pressures, valve stroke times, system flow rates, etc.

2.6 If a non-TS SSC fails to meet the quantitative requirements of Technical Requirements Manual,
ODCM, etc., or of surveillances demonstrating compliance with those requirements, then it is non-
functional.
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ATTACHMENT 9.1 A CONSIDERATIONS FOR INITIAL OPERABILITY REVIEW

Sheet 5 of 7

2.7 A SSC exposed to operating conditions in excess of its design rating.

A) If a SSC is exposed to operating conditions in excess of its design rating, then it is
inoperable/non-functional until engineering evaluation determines it to be
operable/functional.

3.0 Incorrect Inputs Used in a Calculation

If incorrect inputs (e.g. use of the wrong response spectrum, improper cable resistance, incorrect material
properties, etc.) were used in a calculation and they are determined to be non-conservative in nature, then
an engineering evaluation is required to assess operability/functionality status.

4.0 Documentation Only Deficiencies

If document deviations are identified that do not constitute a non-conforming condition as described in
definition 3[10], then the related SSCs are operable/functional.

For example, if an EQ file is identified with an incorrect radiation margin, but justification is available that 3
envelops the plant design requirements, there is no non-conforming condition since design and licensing
requirements are met.

5.0 Mechanical Operability Issues I
5.1 Minor process fluid leakage (packing glands, gaskets, and non-welded connections)

A) If the leakage clearly has no adverse impact on any SSC function, then theSSC is I
operable/functional unless the leakage constitutes reactor coolant system or Containment
boundary leakage in which case an engineering evaluation is required.

5.2 ASME Section XI qualification

A) If ASME Section XI equipment does not meet the overall requirements of the applicable
ASME Section XI specifications, then the equipment is to be evaluated to determine if it can
perform its intended function. If the equipment is governed by TS and cannot perform its
intended safety function, it must be declared inoperable. If the equipment is not governed by
TS and cannot perform its intended function, it must be declared non-functional. I

B) If a valve exceeds the IST stroke time limit, then the valve is to be evaluated to determine if it
can perform its intended function. If the valve is governed by TS and cannot perform its
intended safety function, it must be declared inoperable. If the valve is not governed by TS
and cannot perform its intended function, it must be declared non-functional.

C) If a pump does not meet the IST criteria, then the pump is to be evaluated to determine if it
can perform its intended function. If the pump is governed by TS and cannot perform its
intended safety function, it must be declared inoperable. If the pump is not governed by TS I
and cannot perform its intended function, it must be declared non-functional.

I
I
I



ATnACHMENT 9.1 A CONSIDERATIONS FOR INITIAL OPERABILITY REVIEW

Sheet 6 of 7

6.0 Electrical/l&C Operability Issues

6.1 Setpoint and calibration tolerance

A) If an equipment setpointor calibration is determined to exceed that required by Technical
Specifications, then the equipment is inoperable.

B) If an equipment loop is determined (by test and/or calculation) to be unable to perform its
intended function within its required Technical Specification limits, then the loop is
inoperable.

C) If an equipment setpoint or calibration is determined to exceed that required by Technical
Requirements Manual or ODCM, etc., then the equipment is non-functional.

6.2 Equipment with automatic and manual start/stop capability

A) If, for such equipment, the manual start/stop capability is required (by Technical
Specifications, Technical Requirements Manual, UFSAR, EOPs, etc.) to fulfill a specified
function and it is lost, then the equipment is inoperable/non-functional.

B) If, for such equipment, the automatic start/stop capability is required (by Technical
Specifications, Technical Requirements Manual, UFSAR, EOPs, etc.) to fulfill a specified
function and it is lost, then the equipment is inoperable/non-functionalz

6.3 Environmental Qualification (EQ)

A) If equipment is installed and maintained in accordance with the Environmental Qualification
Program, then, from an EQ standpoint, the equipment is operable (i.e., it is environmentally
qualified or has "environmental qualification").

B) If, on equipment that is required to be environmentally qualified, a condition exists that
obviously would not allow performance of a specified function under all postulated service
conditions, then the equipment is inoperable/non-functional.

(1) For example, the EQ Maintenance & Installation Requirement for an instrument
transmitter may require it to be sealed against moisture/steam intrusion. If the
transmitter does not have a seal installed, it is inoperable/non-functional because it is
obvious that it would not meet the EQ Maintenance & Installation Requirement.

C) If, on equipment that is required to be environmentally qualified, a condition exists that may
compromise its environmental qualification, but it is not obvious whether its specified
function would be performed under all postulated service conditions, then the condition may
require Operability/Functionality Evaluation by Engineering.

(1) For example, the EQ Maintenance & Installation Requirement for an instrument
transmitter may require it to be sealed against moisture/steam intrusion. If the
transmitter has an unused conduit connection sealed only with a plastic shipping plug,
then the transmitter may be operable. This may be either because other testing has
been performed for this configuration or the EQ documentation may not have
differentiated between LOCA and HELB mitigation, which have different qualification
requirements.
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ATrACHMENT 9.1 A CONSIDERATIONS FOR INITIAL OPERABILITY REVIEW

Sheet 7 of 7 1
(2) For another example, a procedural EQ Maintenance & Installation Requirement may

require replacement of an instrument transmitter's 0-rings at five-year intervals. If it is
determined that a transmitter has exceeded this five year 0-ring replacement interval,
it is not obvious that performance of its specified function is prevented. An evaluation
using transmitter/O-ring test data, engineering analysis, etc., is required to confirm its
operability.

6.4 Emergency Diesel Generators

A) If an Emergency Diesel Generator fails to start or load, then it is inoperable.

B) If an EDG trips on a non-safety trip signal that would be bypassed on receipt of an automatic
start signal, then the cause of the trip requires an Engineering Evaluation to determine
whether the EDG would be capable of sustaining its function after an automatic start.

7.0 Structural/Civil Operability Issues 3
7.1 Barriers

A) If an inadequate fire barrier exists;,then it is non-functional.

B) If a Condition exists affecting the structural integrity of a room, building, foundation, or other
structural component, then an evaluation may need to be performed to determine its
operability/functionality status.

C) If a HELB barrier is breached, then an engineering evaluation is required to confirm
operability/functionality status of affected SSCs.

7.2 Pipe & Tubing Supports

A) If the component is obviously damaged but there is reasonable assurance it will continue to
perform its specified function, then declare the SSC Operable-Judgment/Functional-
Judgment and ensure a CA is issued for an engineering evaluation to confirm i
support/system operability/functionality status.

B) If the component is incapable of performing its function, then the component is
inoperable/non-functional. An engineering evaluation may be required to determine system
operability/functionality since such a condition may or may not render the system

inoperable/non-functional. |I
C) If the component is performing a function it is not designed for (e.g. pipe is binding due to

inadequate gaps or supporting unauthorized/unanalyzed equipment), then an engineering
evaluation is required to confirm operability/functionality status.

I
I



ATTACHMENT 9.1 B CONSIDERATIONS FOR INMAL FUNCTIONALITY REVIEW

Sheet 1 of 1

CR No.
System or Equipment: Yes No N/A
1. Does the System, Component or Structure (SSC) perform a specified function or
support a specified function described in the Current Licensing Basis, (e.g., Updated El El
Final Safety Analysis Report, Technical Requirements Manual, Site Specific
Documents, Classification of Structures, Systems and Sub-systems, Design Basis
Documents, etc.)
List the documents reviewed:

If Yes, document the SSC specified function(s) or support function(s):

IF YES, THEN ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.
2. Could the identified condition prevent the SSC from performing its specified function
as described in the CLB? El El El
If no, provide basis for Functionality:

3. Could the condition result in an SSC not meeting a known Specified Function El El El
contained in the Current Licensing Basis?

4. Could the problem have adverse safety consequences requiring prompt review or El El El
correction?

5. Is the SSC or support system SSC functional mission degraded or non-conforming
to a point where design assumptions may not be met? El El El
6. Could the condition result in the sostem not being capable of meeting its 100%
capacity rating? 0 El 0
If the answer is NO then document the capability of the system to meet it's support

function.

If any questions 2 through 6 are answered YES, then the SSC is Non-Functional and assess the effect on any
TS SSC supported by the Non-Functional SSC lAW with step 5.3.10, otherwise return to step 5.3.9
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Reasonable Expectation of Operability Page 1 of_
1. Initiation and Description: Condition Report No,/Operability Evaluation No.
LCO/AOT No. Entered Work Request No.

Department(s) contacted:__ Individual(s) Initially Contacted:

Component/System Date: Time:

Problem Description:

Plant Status: Reactor Mode: Reactor Power:

Other Pertinent Information:

2. Degraded or Non-Conforming Condition (DNC) of SSC:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
U
I
I
I

3. rime to Complete for Reasonable Expectation of Operability (REO) (Include basis for completion if time Is other than
immediate):

4. Provide the Basis for Reasonable Expectation of Operability-

5. Identify any Immediate Limitations and/or Actions:

Prepared By (Name/Date):

6. Time to Complete for Operability Evaluation (Include basis for time constraint):_______________

rLEngineering Director Concurrence (print/sign/date):.

]-Operations Manager Concurrence (print/sign/date):

I
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Section 1: Initiation and Description
Obtain the plant condition and problem description from the Condition Report. Identify the Department(s) and
individual(s) initially contacted, if applicable.

Section 2: Degraded or Non-Conforming Condition (DNC) of SSC
State specifically the degraded condition, and/or the non-conforming SSC. In this section, do not evaluate the
consequence of the DNC, which will be performed later.

Section 3: Time to Complete for Reasonable Expectation of Operability
The SM will determine the time required to perform the REO. The basis for the time constraint should also be
included in this section if unable to perform the REO immediately. Although there is no specific time required in
RIS 2005-20, operability should be determined immediately upon discovery. Where follow up is warranted and
additional information is needed to confirm the immediate determination this additional time is mainly to confirm
operability and there should be some reasonable expectation that the SSC is operable.

Section 4: Provide the Basis for Reasonable Expectation of Operability

Perform the Reasonable Expectation of Operability considering the SSCs specified safety function and the
effect of the DNC on those functions.

It is recognized that the REO is to be performed in a short time frame and, therefore, will have less detail than
the Operability Evaluation. Later, the Operability Evaluation should build on the REO, resolving all concerns
such that confidence is established in the ability of the SSC to perform all its intended functions.

Section 5: Identify the Immediate Limitations and/or Actions
Discuss any immediate limitations or actions taken as a result of the degraded or non-conforming condition.

Section 6: Time to Complete for Operability Evaluation
The SM will determine the time required to perform the Operability Evaluation. The basis for the time constraint
should also be included in this section. Although there is no specific time required in RIS 2005-20, operability
should be determined immediately upon discovery. Where follow up is warranted and additional information is
needed to confirm the immediate determination'this additional time is mainly to confirm operability and there
should be some reasonable expectation that the SSC is operable.
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Operability/Functionality Evaluation
1. Condition Report NoJOperabillty Evaluation No.
2. Summary of Operability Evaluation:

Page I of

3. Basis for Operability Evaluation attached. I]
4. Are there any other affectedSSCs? El No E] Yes

5. Recommendation: El Operable; [I Operable - COMP; E] Inoperable
0l Functional; El Non-Functional

6. Identify any Limitations, Long Term Actions and/or Compensatory Measures to maintain
Operability:
El N/A El Yes (List WO, CA, tracking no., etc.)

50.59 Process Completed for Compensatory Actions Required to Maintain Operability 0[ Yes 0 No 0 wA

U
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Approvals:
Prepared By (Name/Date):
Additional Reviews (Assign thru CA Process) By (Name/Date): CA No.
Additional Reviews (Assign thru CA Process) By (Name/Date) CA No.
Engineering Manager Approval By (Complete only if not entered in PCRS) (Print/Sign/Date)_
Shift Manager (Complete only if not entered in PCRS) (Print/Sign/Date)__
OE Closed: Date: Shift Manaaer:
Send a copy of the Operability Evaluation to the System Engineer for use In the System Health Report.

(Attach additional pages as necessary) I
I
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Use the following format for documenting the basis of the Operability Evaluation.

1. Summary Statements

Succinctly state the nonconforming/degraded condition in clear, concise terminology. Summarize the results of
the evaluation, succinctly stating the operability recommendation. The Evaluation should clearly:

* Identify the safety function of the system being reviewed

* The basis for determination of operability

* If so, a definitive statement that the system is capable of performing its specified safety function

2. References

List all procedures, specifications, standards, codes, calculations, drawings, regulatory documents, etc.,
including revision numbers that were used in the evaluation.

3. Detailed Problem Statements

Clearly identify and discuss each item of nonconforming/degraded condition.

* Describe the specified safety function performed by the equipment.

* Describe any background of events leading to the nonconforming/degraded condition, include times,
dates, documents, personnel, etc. involved with related circumstances.

* Describe by what means and when the potential nonconforming/degraded condition was discovered.

* Describe the failure mechanism.

* If appropriate, provide a subject background summary of why the equipment/component was designed
for the original application/function, i.e., summary of pertinent design basis, including any
abnormality/deviation allowances of which the evaluator may be aware.

4. Assumptions

Specifically state all assumptions made in the engineering evaluation.

Note:
The term engineering evaluation as used in this procedure does not refer to the EC Response identified in
ENN/ENS-DC-1 15, but refers to an evaluation performed in accordance with Attachment 9.5.
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5. Engineering Evaluation

Provide an evaluation for each item in the detailed problem statements.

The evaluation summary should clearly indicate if the component can perform its specified TS function and the
basis thereof.

If walkdowns or inspections were conducted, details should be provided here or referenced in the attachment
section, including names, dates, criteria and specific results.

Describe the basis for recommending the systems operable (i.e., analysis, test or partial test, operator I
experience or technical judgment).

If it is determined that the nonconforming/degraded condition is OPERABLE, corrective action must either
restore the nonconforming/degraded condition to the existing licensing basis, or the licensing basis must be
revised to envelope the evaluated condition.

6. Immediate Actions 3
Describe/recommend any immediate actions or alternatives, which can be taken or are needed to quickly
provide reasonable assurance that the equipment in question will function until long-term corrective action can
be completed (e.g., a temporary seismic support, temporary use of an installed spare, etc.).

If any restrictions or limitations (such as temperature, pressure, etc.) are placed on the OPERABILITY
verification, these must be clearly stated and identified for operating the plant. Provide an estimated completion
date for these actions if possible. These shall be identified in Attachment 9.4, Section 6.0.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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OPERABILITY EVALUATION BASIS FORMAT

7. Long Term Actions

In some cases it may be possible to identify the appropriate long-term corrective action. If so, describe this and
provide the status or schedule if available. As with all 10CFR50 Appendix B conditions adverse to quality, the
schedule for corrective actions should be commensurate with importance to safety of the
nonconforming/degraded condition. Also, identify if any further detailed engineering evaluation is required.
Describe the aspects that need further investigation. If possible, provide an estimated completion date.

Note: Long-Term Corrective Actions should be identified but per RIS 2005-20 restoration of qualification of
SSCs and must be addressed separately from operability issues.
If Long Term Corrective Action was previously planned for other reason(s), then revise the action (WR, CA, etc.)
to reference this CR. Such revision provides linkage to prevent cancellation or deferral without proper review.

If a new Long Term Corrective Action Item is created record the work order, work request or other plant specific
tracking number(s) on Attachment 9.4, Section 6. In addition, record the CR Number (and due date as
applicable) in the work order, work request or other plant specific tracking system "Description Field" to provide
a link in order to prevent cancellation or deferral without proper review and revision (if necessary) of the actions
from this Operability Evaluation.

8. Attachments

Provide any attachments necessary to substantiate the evaluation.

9. Review/Approval

Review and approval should be in accordance with EN.-OP-1 04, Section 5.3.
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The Operability Evaluation is an evaluation to determine if the equipment in question is capable of performing its
specified safety function. This Attachment provides guidance for Engineering when preparing a Basis for
Operability Evaluation.

1.0 General Guidelines

1.1 The evaluation is directed towardgathering information to confirm the operability of the equipment
based on analysis, test or partial test, operating experience and technical judgment. The evaluation I
should conclude that reasonable expectation does or does not exist that the equipment will perform
its design function until corrective action and/or further investigation can be completed.

1.2 The magnitude of nonconforming/degraded condition should be noted for consideration. If technical
judgment determines that the nonconforming/degraded condition in question has no impact on the
design function, the equipment should remain operable.

1.3 A visual examination of the nonconforming/degraded equipment should be made. Any notable
comparisons with similar conforming/qualified equipment should be made.

1.4 If a clearly physical problem is the basis for the nonconforming/degraded condition, it should be so
indicated. Any immediate corrective actions, such as temporary supports and/or other alternatives
or "fixes" that can be quickly used to provide reasonable expectation that the equipment will function
until corrective action can be completed should be indicated. Physical compensatory actions shall I
be evaluated as a Temporary Alteration in accordance with EN-DC-136.

1.5 The evaluation should give some indication of the safety significance of the
nonconforming/degraded equipment. The evaluation should conclude if the equipment is or is not
required to perform the specified safety function for a particular mode or plant condition. This
includes any required support function for any equipment required by Technical Specifications.

1.6 The evaluation should be independently reviewed. The independent reviewer should have had I
minimal involvement in the evaluation preparation. The independent reviewer's signature signifies
concurrence with the evaluation and that the scope, logic, and supporting technical analysis are
adequate. Obtain and incorporate the Shift Manager's input prior to completing the independent I
review.

1.7 If the Operability is based on the use or availability of other equipment, it must be verified that the
equipment is capable of performing the function utilized in the evaluation (i.e., functional testing
completed, visual inspection, etc.), if plant conditions allow. This would include any equipment used
for contingency and/or having administrative controls placed on them.

1.8 The evaluation may consider available test data to determine whether the test conditions envelope I
equipment design conditions. The design conditions should ensure that the equipment will perform
its specified safety function when called upon to mitigate the accidents for which it is needed. 3

I
I
I
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1.9 The evaluation may consider similarity with other SSCs to determine that the differences between
the nonconforming/degraded equipment and a conforming/qualified one would not impair the
equipment design function performance.

1.10 The evaluation may consider extrapolation of available analyses to assess if the design condition
would be met for the nonconforming equipment.

1.11 If there is reliance on another component to establish operability, evaluate the operability of that

relied upon component. With respect to the relied upon component:

a) Are there Work Requests outstanding?

b) Are periodic tests performed in frequency and without anomalies?

c) Are support components operable?

1.12 Consider the following: [ANO 2CAN079006 and ANO 2CAN1 19004]

a) Review outstanding Operability Evaluations, to ensure the new Evaluation does not
compromise existing Evaluations.

b) If a previous Operability Evaluation is being used to develop the current Operability
Evaluation, carefully consider if the SSC is further degrading, or the possibility that there is
a common mode failure occurring.

c) Ensure that the REO/ Operability Evaluation is allowed to be developed, i.e. Technical
Specification must be met and an Operability Evaluation cannot be used to justify non-
compliance.

d) Ensure that the environment has not changed. As an example, if there is a concern with
respect to freeze protection of a pipe and the ambient condition is above the freezing point,
the Operability Evaluation needs to include a limitation. This is to ensure Operability is re-
evaluated, or the DNC resolved prior to ambient temperature decreasing below freezing.

e) Evaluate plant trend data, i.e. if evidence exists to make a deteriorating condition, although
not currently inoperable, an REO/ Operability Evaluation should be performed predicting the
point when the SSC may become inoperable. A limitation shall be established to address
the future prediction of inoperability. This should be done in accordance with PL-1 80.

f) Consideration should be made regarding the potential that the conditions assessed in the
Operability Evaluation could degrade. If the possibility of degradation exists, monitoring
parameters and trigger points should be developed and actions issued to trend potentially
degrading conditions. This should be done in the operability evaluation or as an ODMI in
accordance with EN-OP-i 11..

g) Do not rely on the PRA to confirm operability

h) Review previous surveillance tests on the SSC to determine if anomalies are present.

i) Review tests to assure IST requirements are met.

j) Verify redundant components are not also exhibiting the degraded or non conforming
condition.

k) For leaks at ISI boundaries review NRC Generic Letter 90-05 and RIS 2005-20.
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1) For piping or pipe supports consider, as applicable:

o Use of the criteria of ASME Code Section III, Section F per Attachment 9.6

o Information Notice 95-009 to ensure that appropriate methodologies are applied.

m) If margins are used to support operability ensure that the source of the margin is clearly
described in the Operability Evaluation and that no additional actions (e.g. NRC approval)
are required,

n) If as found field testing is planned, ensure a corrective action is issued to review the results
verses the assumptions in the Operability Evaluation to determine if there is any impact on U
the Operability Determination or to determine if the Operability Evaluation should be
updated.

o) If equipment is exposed to operating conditions in excess of its design rating, then it
is inoperable until engineering evaluation determines it to be operable.

p) The operability determination should address not only the condition's impact on the
operability of an individual component, but it should also address the impact on the
operability of the system in which the component is located.

q) The operability determination should address the conditions impact on equipment/system
operability under other plant conditions. (i.e., consider responses for different operating
conditions (modes) than at the time of identification).

2.0 Items Clearly Inoperable

2.1 Certain conditions clearly render equipment inoperable. In these instances, the time of declaring
equipment inoperable is the time of discovery.

2.1.1 If equipment is unable to perform its function due to obvious failure, damage, or malfunction or
due to being removed from service (tagged out), then it is inoperable.

2.1.2 If equipment fails to start upon receipt of a valid safety signal, then it is inoperable.

2.1.3 If equipment fails to meet the quantitative requirements of Technical Specifications or of
surveillances demonstrating compliance with Technical Specifications, then it is inoperable.

Examples of this are Technical Specification or surveillance required tank levels, system
pressures, valve stroke times, system flow rates, etc.

I
I
I
I
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3.0 Missed or Deficient Surveillances [ANO OCNA1 19404]

3.1 Technical Specification related equipment or systems are declared inoperable upon discovery of a
missed or deficient surveillance test, unless the TS states otherwise. At the time of discovery of the
missed or deficient test, the action statement of the appropriate LCO/AOT is applicable; however, if
actions are required to be performed within 24 hours or less, the 24-hour allowance provided by
Technical Specification may be entered. If reasonable expectation of operability does not exist,
immediately declare the equipment or system inoperable. If, during the testing, the surveillance
results in inoperability, then the appropriate LCO/AOT action statement requirements must be
applied.

3.2 If it is discovered that a Surveillance was not performed within its specified Frequency, then
compliance with the requirement.to declare the LCO/AOT not met may be delayed from the time of
discovery up to 24 hours, or up to the limit of the specified Frequency, whichever is greater. This
delay period is permitted to allow performance of the Surveillance. A PRA evaluation shall be
performed per site-specific procedures for any surveillance delayed greater than 24 hours and the
risk impact shall be managed.

If the Surveillance is not performed within the delay period, the LCO!AOT must immediately be
declared not met, and the applicable LCO Condition(s),must be entered.

When the Surveillance is performed within the delay period and the Surveillance is not met, the
LCO/AOT must immediately be declared not met, and the applicable Condition(s) must be entered.

3.3 If the missed or deficient surveillance is not required by Technical Specifications or ASME Section
XI, then operability is unaffected.

3.4 If this is a failure to retest or perform functional verification of equipment prior to restart or return to
service, then the equipment is inoperable.

3.5 If the retest or functional Verification is required by Technical Specifications or ASME Section XI,
then the equipment is inoperable.

4.0 Incorrect Inputs Used in a Calculation

If incorrect inputs (e.g. use of the wrong response spectrum, improper cable resistance, incorrect
material properties, etc.) were used in a calculation and they are determined to be non-conservative in
nature, then an engineering evaluation is required to assess operability.
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5.0 Documentation Only Deficiencies

If document deviations are identified that do not constitute a non-conforming condition as described in
definition 3[8], then the related SSCs are operable.

For example, if an EQ file is identified with an incorrect radiation margin, but justification is available that
envelops the plant design requirements, there is no non-conforming condition since design and
licensing requirements are met.

6.0 Mechanlcal/Civil/Structural Operability Issues I
6.1 Minor process fluid leakage (packing glands, gaskets, and non-welded connections)

If the leakage clearly has no adverse impact on any SSC function, then the 'equipment is operable.
If the leakage constitutes reactor coolant system or Containment boundary leakage, then
engineering evaluation is required.

6.2 Oil leaks

6.2.1 If the leakage is from non safety-related pumps or motors (i.e. equipment without an assumed
long-term operating requirement in the UFSAR) and doesnot require reservoir replacement
more than once per shift, then the equipment is operable.

6.2.2 If the leakage is from safety-related or augmented quality pumps (i.e. equipment assumed to
require extended operation per the UFSAR) or requires reservoir replacement more than once
per shift, then an Engineering Evaluation is required unless the leak clearly has no adverse
impact on the equipment.

6.3 Materials (piping, fittings, bolts, nuts, etc.)

6.3.1 If the material for piping, fittings, bolts and other components is discovered to be different than
the design documents specify, then the equipment is operable pending Engineering Evaluation
of chemical compatibility and structural strength requirements.

6.3.2 If painting deficiencies (missing, bubbled or chipped) are found on external surfaces outside of I
Primary Containment that do not pose a Foreign Material Exclusion (FME) concern, then the
equipment is operable.

6.4 Manual valve position I
6.4.1 If a manual valve that is required by Technical Specifications to be locked in a particular position

is found in the correct position, but not locked, then the valve is inoperable until locked or until I
equivalent compensatory measures are taken.

6.4.2 If a manual valve that is required by a document other than Technical Specifications, TRM,
UFSAR, etc.) to be locked in a particular position is found in the correct position, but not locked, I
then the valve is operable.

I
I
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6.4.3 If a manual valve that is required to be in a particular position to fulfill a safety function is found
in an incorrect position, then the valve and its associated system are inoperable until restored to
its required position.

6.5 Power operated valves

6.5.1 If a motor operated valve is required by Technical Specifications to be in a specific position with
its associated supply breaker open, and the breaker is not open, then the valve and its
associated system are inoperable until the breaker is opened.

6.5.2 If a Technical Specification required "actuated-closed" power operated valve is backseated,
then the valve is inoperable until either:

6.5.2.1 ' An engineering evaluation has been performed to demonstrate that the backseating is
acceptable, or

6.5.2.2 The valve has been demonstrated to be capable of closing from its backseated position.

6.5.3 If a Technical Specification required "actuated-open" power operated valve is torque seated,
then the valve is inoperable until either:

6.5.3.1 An engineering evaluation has been performed to demonstrate that the torque seating is
acceptable, or

6.5.3.2 The valve has been-demonstrated to be capable of Opening from its torque seated
position.

6.6 ASME Section Xl Qualification (only for plants where this is a TS requirement)

6.6.1 If ASME B&PV Section Xl equipment (Pumps,'piping or valves) does not meet the overall
requirements of the applicable ASME Section Xl specifications, then the equipment is
inoperable until:
o It is repaired, replaced or modified and tested to meet the specification, or
o Until NRC approval of Section Xl relief is obtained, or
o An existing NRC approved Code case is identified, or
o It can be evaluated using ASME Xl alternate methods of evaluation.
Qualification of the equipment should be addressed separately from operability.

6.6.2 For through-wall leaks in Class 1, 2 or 3 high-energy piping or in Class 1 or 2 moderate-energy
piping, the affected piping is inoperable. Refer to ENN-DC-185 for guidance on through-wall
leaks in Class 3 moderate-energy piping.

6.6.3 If a valve's Section Xl IST Program test results (full-stroke exercising, stroke time testing, fail-
safe testing, seat leakage testing, etc.) indicate that a valve has degraded to an unacceptable
condition, it must be immediately declared inoperable until the cause of the condition is
determined and corrected.
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6.6.4 If a pump's Section XI IST Program test results (hydraulic performance and/or mechanical
condition) indicate that a pump has degraded to an unacceptable condition, (i.e., measured
parameters are in the "required action range"), the pump must be immediately declared
inoperable until the cause of the condition is determined and corrected.

6.7 Barriers 3
6.7.1 IF Fire Protection is in the plant's Tech Specs and an inadequate fire barrier exists, then it is

inoperable. 3
6.7.2 If a Condition exists affecting the structural integrity of a room, building, foundation, or other

structural component, then an evaluation may need to be performed to determine its operability.

6.7.3 IF HELB is in the plant's Tech Specs a HELB barrier is breached, then an engineering
evaluation is required to confirm operability of affected SSCs.

6.8 Missing or loose nuts/fasteners

If the fastener is part of one of the following joints, then the SSC is operable (provided an FME
concern is not created): 3

6.8.1 A joint supporting a non-EQ cover plate for an instrument, switch, cable tray cover or other
similar application, provided there are no more than two missing or loose fasteners.

6.8.2 A nut/bolt holding a valve handwheel, provided the stem is directed vertically upwards.

6.8.3 Cabinet door hinges or latches, provided the door can be opened, closed and latched.

6.8.4 Valve packing gland assembly, provided there is no leak at the valve stem with the system
pressurized, IST stroke times are within limits and the valve is not a Containment Isolation
Valve.

6.8.5 A nut/bolt holding a screen on air cooling ports of equipment, provided there are sufficient bolts
in place to prevent movement of the screen.

6.9 Pipe & Tubing Supports I
6.9.1 If the component is obviously damaged, then an engineering evaluation is required to confirm

support/system operability.

6.9.2 If the component is incapable of performing its function, then the component is inoperable. An
engineering evaluation is required to determine system operability since such a condition may
or may not render the system inoperable.

6.9.4 If the component is performing a function it is not designed for (e.g. pipe is binding due to
inadequate gaps or supporting unauthorized/unanalyzed equipment), then an engineering
evaluation is required to confirm operability.

I
I
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6.10 Hydraulic and mechanical snubbers

6.10.1 If a hydraulic or mechanical snubber is found to be outside the range specified on the drawing
or beyond the snubbers setting, including tolerances, then an engineering evaluation is
required.

6.10.2 If a hydraulic snubber has "the remotest amount of fluid available in the reserve reservoir", there
is enough fluid to accommodate full hydraulic response for any stroke position and if is
operable.

6.11 Erosion/Corrosion

If pipe wall thickness is measured to be <87.5% of the nominal wall thickness, then an engineering
evaluation is required to determine if the pipe is operable. ENN-CS-S-008 provides guidance for
this evaluation for ENN sites.

6.12 Piping
6.12.1 The bases for piping and pipe support operability acceptance criteria is Paragraph C.10 of

Appendix C of the Inspection Manual, part 9900: Technical Guidance, contained in the
attachment to RIS 2005-20. If a piping support is determined to be inoperable, the operability of
the associated piping system should be determined.

6.12.1.1 For the general case when a degradation or nonconformance associated with piping or
piping supports is discovered, the criteria in Appendix F of Section III of the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code should be used for operability evaluations.

6.12.1 ..2 For particular case of a degraded or non conforming pipe support secured with concrete
expansion anchors, as an alternate to ASME Appendix F criteria, the support as a unit
may be considered operable if the factor of safety to ultimate strength is greater than or
equal to two.

6.12.2 SSCs that do not meet the above criteria should be considered inoperable. Exception: If SSCs
are otherwise determined to be operable based on additional criteria, the SSCs shall be
considered inoperable unless NRC approval is obtained to use the additional criteria.

7.0 Electrical/I&C Operability Issues

7.1 Setpoint and calibration tolerance

7.1.1 If an equipment setpoint or calibration is determined to exceed that required by Technical
Specifications, then the equipment is inoperable.

7.1.2 If an equipment loop is determined (by test and/or calculation) to be unable to perform its
intended function within its required Technical Specification limits, then the loop is inoperable.
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7.2 Equipment with-automatic and manual start/stop capability

7.2.1 If, for such equipment, the manual start/stop capability is required (by Technical Specifications,
to fulfill a specified function and it is lost, then the equipment is inoperable.

7.2.2 If, for such equipment, the automatic start/stop capability is required by Technical Specifications
to fulfill a specified function and it is lost, then the equipment is inoperable. I

7.3 Environmental Qualification (EQ) (for equipment in TS/affecting TS SSCs)

7.3.1 If equipment is installed and maintained in accordance with the Environmental Qualification I
Program, then, from an EQ standpoint, the equipment is operable (i.e., it is environmentally
qualified or has "environmental qualification").

7.3.2 If, for equipment that is required to be environmentally qualified, a condition exists that
obviously would not allow performance of a specified safety function under all postulated
service conditions, then the equipment is inoperable. n

For example, the EQ Maintenance & Installation Requirement for an instrument transmitter may
require it to be sealed against moisture/steam intrusion. If the transmitter does not have a seal
installed, it is inoperable because it is obvious that it would not meet the EQ Maintenance &
Installation Requirement.

7.3.3 If, for equipment that is required to be environmentally qualified, a condition exists that may
compromise its environmental qualification, but it is not obvious whether its specified safety
function would be performed under all postulated service conditions, then the condition may
require confirmation of Operability.

For example, the EQ Maintenance & Installation Requirement for an instrument transmitter may 3
require it to be sealed against moisture/steam intrusion. If the transmitter has an unused
conduit connection sealed only with a plastic shipping plug, then the transmitter may be
operable. This may be either because other testing has been performed for this configuration orthe EQ documentation may not have differentiated between LOCA and HELB mitigation, which
have different qualification requirements.

For another example, a procedural EQ Maintenance & Installation Requirement may require
replacement of an instrument transmitter's 0-rings at five-year intervals. If it is determined that
a transmitter has exceeded this five year 0-ring replacement interval, it is not obvious that
performance of its specified function is prevented. An evaluation using transmitter/0-ring test
data, engineering analysis, etc., is required to confirm its operability.

7.4 Electrical Breakers or fuses

7.4.1 If an electrical breaker trips or fuse blows after having been reset from an earlier fault tripped I
condition, then it is inoperable.

7.4.2 Operability may be re-established once the cause of the breaker trip or blown fuse is corrected n

and component operation is retested.

U
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7.5 Emergency Diesel Generators

7.5.1 If an Emergency Diesel Generator fails to start or load, then it is inoperable.

7.5.2 If an EDG trips on a non-safety trip signal that would be bypassed on receipt of an automatic
start signal, then the cause of the trip requires an Engineering Evaluation to determine whether
the EDG would be capable of sustaining its function after an automatic start.

8.0 Use of Reasonable Assurance

"Reasonable assurance" is a level of confidence that a particular situation or condition exists or does 'not
exist. In making a finding of reasonable assurance, the existing facts are first gathered. Judgment is
then applied to those facts resulting in a "weight of evidence" supporting a finding of reasonable
assurance. Management involvement is an essential element in the process particularly when
uncertainty exists or delays in the process are excessive or unacceptable.

The concept of reasonable assurance can be applied at several stages of the deficiency evaluation
process, namely in:

a) The initial categorization of a deficiency
b) The Operability Determination for safety related equipment
c) The development of a Reasonable Expectation of Operability if the affected equipment is

determined to be inoperable.

Engineering judgment should be applied when it is technically appropriate and defendable to reach
conclusions by this method instead of performing more rigorous analyses. The reluctance to use
engineering judgment when assigning a level of confidence can contribute to delays in the deficiency
evaluation process. Management attention should be applied to expedite the process and focus
resources.

Since evidence may change as more information is obtained, the weight of evidence is dynamic. As the
weight of evidence changes, the overall conclusion may require update. 'For this reason, the use of
engineering judgment may require follow-up analyses, tests or inspections to confirm the validity of the
conclusions reached.

Three different conclusions can be reached when making a finding of reasonable assurance:

* a) reasonable assurance that a condition exists,
b) reasonable assurance that a condition does not exist, or
c) uncertainty as to whether a condition does or does not exist.

If uncertainty exists, management involvement is necessary. Management may decide to add to the
existing facts (by directing that additional tests or analyses be conducted) or reevaluate the facts using
engineering judgment in order to change the weight of evidence. The weight of evidence should be
changed enough to reach a finding of reasonable assurance (either positive or negative).
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9.0 Use of Engineering Judgment for Operability Determinations

According to the definition of operability, an SSC must be capable of performing its specified safety
function(s), as described in the Technical Specification Bases. i
If a system, structure, or component is covered by the Technical Specifications, then the Technical
Specifications must be followed. If an SSC is not covered by, Technical Specifications, then the I
additional guidance of functionality of RIS 2005-20 can be applied.

RIS 2005-20, and other NRC guidance acknowledge the acceptability of using engineering judgment to
justify component or system operability. The two major points that most of the guidance stresses are:

" Engineering judgment should only be used to justify component or system operability when
there is reasonable expectation that a detailed analysis or evaluation will prove operability of the =
component or system.

" A sound basis for the engineering judgment conclusion must be documented.

The scope of the engineering judgment Operability Determination must be sufficient to address the
capability of the equipment to perform its specified safety functions. The determination should consider
the following:

* Determine what equipment is degraded.

. Determine the specified safety functions of the affected equipment.

* Determine the extent of the degradation, including the possible failure mechanism.

* Determine if the equipment is capable of performing its specified safety function. i
* Determine the basis for declaring the system operable. 1

NOTE: If the component or system can not perform at the level credited in the accident analysis, then it
should be considered inoperable unless supported by additional analysis. If the component or system
can not perform at the level required by Technical Specifications, then it should be considered
inoperable.

The Operability Determination should discuss the considerations listed above and must document the
basis for declaring the system operable. 3
To continue operation while an Operability Evaluation is being made, there must be a reasonable
expectation that the affected safety system is operable and that the confirmation process will support
that expectation. If that expectation does not exist or mounting evidence suggests that the final analysis I
will conclude that the equipment can not perform its specified safety functions, then.the SSC should be
considered inoperable and appropriate actions must be taken. I

I
I
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10.0 Contingent Operator Action(s) Guidance

The following criteria should be considered when operator action(s) are credited in the Operability
Evaluation:

10.1 Sufficient number of shift operators is available to perform the required actions.

10.2 Written procedures, which outline the required actions are clear, complete, unambiguous, available
and used.

10.3 Operators performing the required action are properly trained.

10.4 Sufficient time is available for the operator to perform the required actions.

10.5 Locations outside of the control room at which operator actions must be performed shall be qualified
to adequately protect the operator from the environmental conditions caused by the design basis
event.

10.6 The dose to an individual operator who is required to take actions shall not exceed 5 Rem TEDE -
Limit (Internal Dose & External Dose) whole body, for the duration of the event.

10.7 Equipment required to perform the action is identified, labeled and periodically inventoried
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The Functionality Assessment is a process to determine if systems requiring Functionality Reviews satisfy I
functionality requirements of the CLB. This Attachment provides guidance for Engineering when preparing a
Basis for Functionality.

1.0 General Guidelines

1.1 The basis in determining functionality should be considered from a system performance perspective
vice at a component level. For example, an individual component may fail to operate but the
system may have redundancy such that the system can still be fully capable in meeting its support
function.

1.2 Functionality of systems included in the TRM (this includes ODCM, etc.) are as specified in the I
definition of Operability in the TRM.

1.3 Single failure criteria is not required to be met when considering functionality.

1.4 The format, content, etc. of Functional Failure Reviews performed in the Maintenance Rule program
can be used to meet the requirements of this Functionality Evaluation. Timeliness of this
evaluation will be determined by the Shift Manager

U
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Automatic action is frequently provided as a design feature specific to each safety system to ensure that the
specified functions of the system will be accomplished. Where a limiting safety system setting is specified for a
variable on which a safety limit has been placed, the setting must be so chosen that automatic protective action
will correct the abnormal situation before a safety limit is exceeded. Accordingly, it is not appropriate to take
credit for manual action in place of automatic action for protection of safety limits to consider equipment
operable. This does not preclude operator action to put the plant in a safe condition, but operator action cannot
be a substitute for automatic safety limit protection.

This checklist may be applied to compensatory measures and planned applications for crediting operator
manual action. For some situations, the substitution of manual action for non-automatic and automatic action
may be acceptable, the determination of operability with regard to the use of manual action must focus on the
physical differences between normal specified function and the proposed manual action and the ability of the
manual action to accomplish the specified function.

REFERENCES
* NRC RIS 2005-20, Revision to Guidance formerly contained in NRC Generic Letter 91-18, Information

to Licensees Regarding NRC Inspection Manual Section On Resolution Of Degraded And
Nonconforming Conditions and on Operability

* NEI 96-07, Guidelines for 10 CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluations.
* NRC Inspection Manual 9900, STS1 0 OP.STS, Technical Guidance for Operable/Operability for

Ensuring the Functional Capability of a System or Component.
* NRC Information Notice 97-78, Crediting of Operator Actions in place of Automatic Actions and

Modifications of Operator Actions, Including Response Times.
* ANSI 58.8, Time Response Design Criteria for Safety Related Operator Action.

Consider the following:

" The ability to recognize input signals for action.
" Ready access to or recognition of setpoints.
" Design nuances that may complicate subsequent manual operation such as auto-reset.
* Repositioning on temperature or pressure.
" Timing required for automatic action, etc.
* Minimum manning requirements.
* Emergency operation procedures written for the automatic mode of operation.
" Written procedures in place.

Note: The assignment of a dedicated operator for manual action is not acceptable without written procedures
and a full consideration of all pertinent differences.

0 Training accomplished on those procedures before substitution of any manual action for the loss of an
automatic action.

* The ability and timing in getting to the area.
* Training of personnel to accomplish the task.
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CR Number CA Number/ Description Cognizant Final
(Operability Work Order # Engineer Operability Evaluation Status Closure

Evaluation #) Active/Complete Initial/Date
(SM)

Active(Date/SM)

Complete (Date/SM)

Active(Date/SM)

Complete (Date/SM)

Active(Date/SM)

Complete (Date/SM)

Active(Date/SM)

Complete (Date/SM)

Active(Date/SM)

Complete (Date/SM)
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VY Reactor Vessel Internals Inspection Program U
I

1.0 REVISION SUMMARY

[1.11 This is the initial issue of Report No. VY-RPT-06-00006. However, this report supersedes i
procedure PP-7027 revision 4 and procedure NE-8067 revision 3.

2.0 SCOPE AND OBJECTIVE i
[2.1] This Report documents the Reactor Vessel (RV) internals inspection program for the

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Plant (VYNPP). It identifies all RV internals required to i
be inspected and outlines their inspection requirements. It also provides inspection

details for RV internals, inspection history and technical deviations.

This report includes the following: U

Identification of the RV internals components to be inspected
Methods acceptable for inspection I
Required frequency of inspection
Planned schedule for inspection
Basis for inspection
Details of Reactor Vessel internals useful for inspection
Program Deviations

[2.21 Attachment 11.1 lists for each of the Reactor Vessel internals components: method of U
examination, frequency of examination, and the planned schedule for examination.

[2.3] The examination frequencies in Attachments 11.1 and 11.3 are based on an 18-month I
cycle. If cycle length is changed, Attachments 11.1 and 11.3 must be revised
accordingly. In addition, if the NRC accepts BWRVIP-62, 'Technical Basis for Inspection
Relief for BWR Internal Components with Hydrogen Injection", examination frequencies
for various internals components may be extended.

[2.4] This Report addresses the requirements of the BWRVIP I&E Guidelines; applicable
sections of ASME Section XI Category B-N-1 and B-N-2; VYNPP commitments to the
NRC; VYNPP internal commitments; and other reactor vessel internals inspections
recommended for risk-to-generation purposes. The inspection requirements derived from
VY-RPT-06-00007 are summarized in Attachment 11.3 of this report. ASME Section XI
requirements are also addressed in ENN-DC-120. Responsibilities are defined by ENN-
DC-135. I

3.0 DEFINITIONS 3
[3.1] ANII - Authorized Nuclear In-service Inspector

[3.2] BWRVIP - Boiling Water Reactor Vessel and Internals Project 3
I
I
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[3.3] BWRVIP Inspection and Evaluations (I&E) Guidelines - Guidelines prepared by the
BWRVIP for each safety-related Reactor Vessel internals component to specify how to
perform inspection and evaluation of flaws. These are: BWRVIP-1 8-A for the core spray
piping and spargers, BWRVIP-25 for the core plate, BWRVIP-26-A for the top guide,
BWRVIP-27-A for the standby liquid control system, BWRVIP-38 for the core shroud
support, BWRVIP-41, Rev. 1 for the jet pumps, BWRVIP-47-A for the lower plenum
components, BWRVIP-48-A for the vessel inside surface attachment welds,
BWRVIP-49-A for the instrument penetrations, and BWRVIP 76 for the core shroud.

[3.41 ET - Eddy Current Testing
[3.5] EVT-1 - Enhanced VT-1; a visual examination capable of achieving a 1/2 mil resolution

with minimum requirements for surface condition.
[3.6] EXAMINATIONS - The performance of nondestructive testing such as visual, ultrasonic,

and eddy current methods.
[3.7] FLAW - An imperfection or unintentional discontinuity that is detected by nondestructive

examination.
[3.8] INSPECTION - Verification of the performance of examinations and tests by an Inspector.
[3.9] IVVI - In-Vessel Visual Inspection; examination of Reactor Vessel (RV) internals.
[3.10] RELIEF REQUEST - Where an examination or test is determined to be impractical or

where only a partial examination can be performed, relief from ASME Section Xl
requirements may be requested from the NRC as allowed by 10CFR50.55a(f) and
1 OCFR50.55a(g).

[3.11] UT - Ultrasonic Testing
[3.12] VT-1 - A visual examination capable of achieving a resolution to discern a 1/32 inch black

line on a gray card resolution (1 mil resolution may be substituted). It determines the
condition of a part, component, or surface including such conditions as cracks, wear,
corrosion, erosion, or physical damage on the surfaces of the part or component.

[313] VT-3 -A visual examination to determine the general mechanical and structural condition
of components, such as the verification of clearances, settings, physical displacements,
loose or missing parts, debris, corrosion, wear, erosion, or the loss of integrity at bolted or
welded connections. A resolution demonstration is not required for a VT-3.

4.0 INPUT DOCUMENTS

Input documents are listed in Section 10.0 References.

5.0 ASSUMPTIONS

For the purpose of flaw evaluation, no adjustment to the measured flaw size is required if the
following criteria are met

1. For UT depth sizing, the RMS value of the flaw depth measurement errors
experienced during performance demonstration is less than 0.125 in.

2. For UT length sizing, the RMS value of the flaw length errors experienced during
performance demonstration is less than 0.75 in.

3. For VT or ET length sizing, the RMS value of the flaw length measurement errors
experienced during performance demonstration is less than 0.75 in.

4. For UT or VT/ET length sizing of cylindrical piping components, the RMS value of
the flaw length errors experienced during performance demonstration is less than
2% of the circumference (1% at each crack tip) or 0.75 in, whichever is smaller. I

IF the inspection techniques do not meet the above criteria, the Evaluation Factors
identified in the current edition of BWRVIP-03 must be added to each flaw.

Report No. VY-RPT-06-00006
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VY Reactor Vessel Internals Inspection Program I
6.0 DETAILED DISCUSSION N

[6.1] This report provides the required examinations of Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV).i
internals at the VYNPP. BWRVIP requirements, applicable regulatory, licensing
commitments, and risk to generation inspections that provide the technical bases of the
Reactor Vessel Internals Inspection Program are identified and discussed in VY-RPT-06-
00007, the IVVI program basis document.

[6.2] This report focuses on RPV internal components that perform a safety function. It
addresses the requirements of various BWRVIP I&E Guidelines and ASME Code Section
XI, Table IWB 2500-1, Categories B-N-1 and B-N-2 that were not exempted from Relief i
Request RI-01. It also addresses additional NRC commitments, like the steam dryer
inspection for extended power up-rate (EPU), and internal commitments, such as
responses to specific GE service information letters (SIL)and RICSILs. Finally, certain
internals components and subcomponents that may not perform a safety function but I
were determined to be a risk-to-generation had examination recommendations assigned
to them.

[6.3] This report includes all of the RPV internals with the exception of components that are
considered consumable, such as the fuel bundles, control rods, and in core instruments.
This report does not include the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary. Inspection of the
RPV shell, heads, nozzles, flange, and RPV flange bolting are included in the In-service
Inspection (ISI) Program with one exception The Standby Liquid Control vessel
penetration housing-to-safe-end connection weld (N10-SE) is a pressure boundary weld
included in this report.

[6.4] Attachment 11.1 provides the Vermont Yankee reactor vessel internals inspection history,
a three cycle inspection schedule, and ,the inspection method for each component.

[6.5] Attachment 11.2 contains the Vermont Yankee reactor vessel internals inspection history
that was submitted to the BWRVIP committee.

[6.6] Attachment 11.3 contains the component inspection requirements from the applicable i
BWRVIP documents.

[6.7] Attachment 11.4 contains the reactor internals component inspection details developed
from plant design drawings.

[6.8] Attachment 11.5 contains the main steam dryer interior and exterior weld and plate
designations.

[6.9] Attachment 11.6 contains the program deviations. The deviations are reviewed
periodically to ensure validity and reasonable assurance of safety. The title, manner, and
reporting of program deviations has been changed in BWRVIP-94, Revision 1, dated
December 2005. This change takes affect 08/01/06, per ENN-DC-1 35.

[6.10] Attachment 11.7 contains the drawing list for reactor vessel internal components.

[6.11] At the start of each outage a detailed pre-job brief is provided to the entire inspection and
data analysis crew based on BWRVIP-03 requirements. Examination guidelines are also
per BWRVIP-03. I

[6.12] The applicable inspection is in accordance with an approved vendor prepared procedure.
Vendor procedures require approval by Vermont Yankee staff.

Report No. VY-RPT-06-00006
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[6.13] Changes to the IWI inspection plan, other than contingency examination, shall be
authorized by the VY Director of Engineering, with concurrence from the BWRVlP IWI
Program Owner.

[6.14] Flaws are entered into the corrective action program EN-LI-102 for disposition.

7.0 OPERATING EXPERIENCE

[7.1] The VY program owner assesses and dispositions all relevant OE's. OE's are entered into
the corrective action program and answered appropriately.

8.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

[8.1] The summary of inspections results are provided in Attachment 2, "Reactor Internals
Inspection History". This summary is transmitted to the NRC through the BWRVIP.

9.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

(9.1] The VY IWI program performed planned inspections in Fall 2005 as well as expanded
inspections on the main steam dryer vane end unit plate welds.

[9.2] The RF026 inspection plan for the reactor vessel internals is completed based on the IVVI
program requirements. Periodic updates may be required due to new operating
experiences.

[9.31 Major Program issues going forward are:

0 The UT inspection of the core spray collar connection welds. Little margin exist
before a repair must be installed. P9 weld can not be inspected and is credited with
structural integrity based on a qualitative assessment of similar creviced welds
condition.

" The UT inspection of jet pump riser and diffuser welds. Flaws exist on several risers
and diffuser welds which must be monitored for continued operation.

" The.VT-1 of the main steam dryer interior and exterior weld inspections. Several
indications identified during RF024 must re-inspected for continued operation.
Extended power up-rate operating conditions resulted in increased feed and steam
flow which may result in flow induced vibration at the steam dryer.

* Volumetric examination to include both weld heat affected zones of the core shroud
horizontal (HI1, H2, and H3) and vertical welds is required.

* The inspection of the core shroud tie rod upper support bracket due to OE at Plant
Hatch. Each of the four (4) tie rods will be inspected in RFO 26.
The one time inspection of vessel internal components susceptible to flow induced
vibration due to the higher feed-water and steam flows that resulted from (EPU)
operating conditions. Contingency replacement material for jet pump wedges should
be available.

• The inspection of the jet pump beams and the proper interpretation of UT results.
" There are a total of four (4) program deviations. The industry expectation is to reduce

the number of program deviations to as few as possible. This is an ongoing effort.

Report No. VY-RPT-06-00006
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10.0 REFERENCES 3
[10.1] Technical Specifications and Site Documents

10.1.1 T.S. Section 3.6E
10.1.2 T.S. Section 4.6.E.1
10.1.3 T.S. Section 6.6
10.1.4 VOQAM, Vermont Yankee Operational Quality Assurance Manual
10.1.5 UFSAR Section 4.2 and Appendix K

[10.2] Administrative Limits

None

[10.3] Codes, Standards, and Regulations

10.3.1 Code of Federal Regulations, 10CFR50.55.a
10.3.2 ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI, 1998 Edition through 2000

Addenda
10.3.3 NUREG 1544, Status Report: Inter-granular Stress Corrosion Cracking of BWR Core

Shrouds and Other Internal Components
10.3.4 CP 189 1995, ASNT Standard for Qualification and Certification of Nondestructive

Testing Personnel

[10.4] Commitments

10.4.1 Letter Vermont Yankee to USNRC, dated October 6, 1993, Reactor Vessel Clad i
Inspection during the 1993 Refueling Outage

10.4.2 Letter Vermont Yankee to USNRC, BVY 94 07, dated February 11, 1994, Request for
Relief from NUREG 0619 Inspection Requirements

10.4.3 Memorandum T. G. Stetson to R. E. McCullough, dated October 25, 1996, Response
to Commitment SIL0465S1RE2

10.4.4 Letter Carl Terry (BWRVIP Executive.Chairman) to Brian Sheron (USNRC), dated May
30,1997, BWR Utility Commitments to-the BWRVIP U10.4.5 Letter Brian Sheron (USNRC) to Carl Terry (BWRVIP Executive Chairman),dated
July 29, 1997, BWR Utility Commitments to the BWRVIP

10.4.6 Letter Vermont Yankee to USNRC, dated September 30,1997, Vermont Yankee's
Plans for the 1998 and 1999 Refueling Outages Regarding Reactor Vessel Internals

10.4.7 Letter Carl Terry to Brian Sheron, dated October 30, 1997, BWR Utility Commitments
to the BWRVIP

10.4.8 Letter USNAC to VYNPC, dated April 29, 1999, NVY 99 46, Jet Pump Riser
Circumferential Weld Inspections at Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station (TAC
No. MA5109) (includes two cycle SER)

10.4.9 Letter Vermont Yankee to USNRC, dated May 27,1999, BVY 99 73, Reactor VesselInternal Plans for the 1999 and 2001 Refueling Outages . I
10.4.10 Action Item SIL 0462R1-01, dated March 27, 2001, Evaluate SIL No. 462 Rev. 2

!Access Hole Cover Cracking' OE
10.4.11 Letter Carl Terry (BWRVIP Executive Chairman) to Brian Sheron (USNRC), dated

April 16, 2002, Utility Implementation of BWRVIP Products I
10.4.12 Memorandum C.B. Larsen to D.C. Girroir, dated October 21, 2002, Evaluation of Clad

Crack Indications Under the Reactor Head and in the Vessel
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10.4.13 Letter Darrell Roberts (USNRC) to Mike Kansler (ENNE President), dated Sept. 19,
2005, Safety Evaluation of Relief Request RI-01 Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power
Station (TAC No. MC0960)

[10.5] Supplemental References

10.5.1 BWRVIP 03, dated December 2005, BWR Vessel and Internals Project Reactor
Pressure Vessel and Internals Examination Guidelines, Revision 8, EPRI
TR 105696

10.5.2 Letter NRC to BWRVIP, dated July 15, 1999, Final Safety Evaluation of BWRVIP
Reactor Pressure Vessel and Internals Examination Guidelines (BWRVIP 03)
Revisioni

10.5.3 BWRVIP 04-A, dated April 2002, Guide for Format and Content of Core Shroud
Repair Design Submittals, EPRI TR 1006600

10.5.4 BWRVIP 06-A, dated March 2002, Safety Assessment of BWR Reactor Internals,
EPRI TR 1006598

10.5.5 BWRVIP 16, dated March 1997, BWRVIP, Internal Core Spray Piping and Sparger
Replacement Design Criteria, EPRI TR 106708

10.5.6 BWRVIP 18-A, dated February 2005, BWR Core Spray Internals Inspection and Flaw
Evaluation Guidelines, EPRI TR 1011469

10.5.7 BWRVIP 19-A, dated September 2005, Internal Core Spray Piping and Sparer Repair
Design Criteria, EPRI TR 1012114

10.5.8 BWRVIP 25, dated December 1996, BWR Core Plate Inspection and Flaw Evaluation
Guidelines, EPRI TR 107284

10.5.9 BWRVIP 26-A, dated November 2004, BWR Top Guide Inspection and Flaw Evaluation
Guidelines, EPRI TR 1009946

10.5.10 BWRVIP 27-A, dated July 2003, BWR Standby Liquid Control System/Core Plate
0 P Inspection and Flaw Evaluation Guidelines, EPRI TR 1007279

10.5.11 BWRVIP 28-A, dated April 2002, Assessment of BWR Jet Pump Riser Elbow to
Thermal Sleeve Weld Cracking EPRI TR 1006601

10.5.12 BWR VIP 38, dated September 1997, BWR Shroud Support Inspection and Flaw
Evaluation Guidelines, EPRI TR 108823

10.5.13 BWRVIP 41-Revision 1, dated September 2005, BWR Jet Pump Assembly
Inspection and Flaw Evaluation Guidelines, EPRI TR 10121378.

10.5.14 BWRVIP 42, dated December 1997, LPCI Coupling Inspection and Flaw Evaluation
Guidelines, EPRI TR 108726

10.5.15 BWRVIP 47-A, dated November 2004, BWR Lower Plenum Inspection and Flaw
Evaluation Guidelines, EPRI TR 1009947

10.5.16 BWRVIP 48-A, dated November 2004, Vessel ID Attachment Weld Inspection and Flaw
Evaluation Guidelines, EPRI TR 1009948

10.5.17 BWRVIP 49-A, dated March 2002, Instrument Penetration Inspection and Flaw
Evaluation Guidelines, EPRI TR 1006602

10.5.18 BWRVIP 50-A, dated September 2005, BWRVIP, Top Guide/Core Plate Repair Design
Criteria, EPRI TR 1012115

10.5.19 BWRVIP 51-A, dated September 2005, BWRVIP, Jet Pump Repair Design Criteria,
EPRI TR 1012116

10.5.20 BWRVIP 52-A, dated September 2005, BWRVIP, Shroud Support and Vessel Bracket
Repair Design Criteria, EPRI TR 1012119

10.5.21 BWRVIP 53-A, dated September 2005, BWRVIP, Standby Liquid Control Line Repair
Design Criteria, EPRI TR 1012120

10.5.22 BWRVIP 55-A, dated September 2005, BWRVIP, Lower Plenum Repair Design
Criteria, EPRI TR 1012117

10.5.23 BWRVIP 57-A, dated December 1998, BWRVIP, Instrument Penetrations Repair
Design Criteria, EPRI TR 1012111

Report No. VY-RPT-06-00006
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VY Reactor Vessel Internals Inspection Program

10.5.24 BWRVIP 58-A, dated October 2005, CRD Internal Access Weld Repair, EPRI
TR 1012618

10.5.25 BWRVIP 62, dated December 1998, Technical Basis for Inspection Relief for BWR
Internal Components with Hydrogen Injection, EPRI TR 108705

10.5.26 BWRVlP 76, dated November 1999, BWRVIP Core Shroud Inspection and Flaw
Evaluation Guidelines, EPRI TR 114232

10.5.27 BWRVIP 130, dated October 2004, EPRI BWR Water Chemistry Guidelines - 2004
EPRI TR 1008192

10.5.28 BWRVIP 94 Revision 1, dated December 2005, BWRVIP Program Implementation
Guide, TR 1011702

10.5.29 BWRVIP 95, dated October 2001, BWRVIP Guide for Format and Content of I
BWRVIP Repair Design Submittals TR 1003021

10.5.30 BWRVIP 104, dated September 2002, BWRVIP Evaluation and Recommendations to
Address Shroud Support Cracking in BWRs, EPRI TR 1003555

10.5.31 EDCR 75 30, Revision 2, dated September 15, 1976, Feedwater Sparer Replacement
10.5.32 EDCR 80 52, dated October 30, 1980 with Change No. 1 dated November 11, 1980,

Change No. 2 dated December 12, 1980, and Change No. 3 dated March 4, 1982,
Design and Installation of Clamping Device for Core Spray Sparer Junction Box C I

10.5.33 EDCR 95 406, Revision 2, dated July 30,1996, Specification for Design, Fabrication,

and Installation Services for Reactor Pressure Vessel Core Shroud Repair at Vermont
Yankee Nuclear Power Station, VYS 046, Revision 2

10.5.34 ENN NDE 2.10, Certification of NDE Personnel I
10.5.35 ENN NDE 2.11, Certification of Ultrasonic Examination Personnel
10.5.36 ENN NDE 2.12, Certification of Visual Testing (VT) Personnel
10.5.37 GE NE 523 Bi3 01805 66, Revision 0, dated September 1996, Core Spray Flaw

Evaluation for Vermont Yankee
10.5.38 GE NE B13 01935 02, Revision 1, dated July 1998, Jet Pump Assembly Welds Flaw

Evaluation Handbook for Vermont Yankee
10.5.39 Letter BWRVIP to USNRC, dated January 11, 1999, BWRVIP Response to NRC I

Safety Evaluation of BWRVIP 18

10.5.40 Letter USNRC to BWRVIP, dated December 2, 1999, Final Safety Evaluation of Core
Spray Internals Inspection and Flaw Evaluation Guidelines (BWRVIP 18)

10.5.41 Memorandum C. B. Larsen to D. C. Girroir, dated May 13, 1999, Definition of Core
Support Structures (ASME Section Xl, Category B N 2)

10.5.42 Memorandum Carl Larsen to Dennis Girroir, dated September 26, 2002, Bases for
PP 7027 Requirements and Recommendations

10.5.43 Memorandum John Hoffman to D. C. Girroir, dated November 26, 1999, Jet Pump
Assembly Inspection Discrepancy Report Evaluation

10.5.44 MPR 1730, Revision 0, dated April 1996, Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station
Core Shroud Repair Design Report I

10.5.45 Technical Justification 2003-04, Title "Continued Operation of Entergy Northeast
Vermont Yankee (ENVY) with a Reactor Coolant Soluble Cobalt-60 to Soluble Zinc
Ratio of >2.OE-05", Revision 1, dated 2/14/05

10.5.46 Technical Justification 2003-05, Title "Continued Operation of Entergy I
Northeast Vermont Yankee (ENVY) With Feedwater Copper > 0.2 ppb", Revision 1,

dated 3/31/05
10.5.47 Technical Justification 2005-01, dated September 9, 2005, Jet Pump

Beam Inspection Deferral
10.5.48 Technical Justification 2005-02, dated October 13, 2005, Use of an Alternate

Circumferential Crack growth Rate for Core Spray and Jet Pump Riser Welds
10.5.49 VY Calculation, VYC 2218, dated November 25, 2002, Structural Evaluation of RPV I

Top Guide Aligner
10.5.50 VY Snapshot Self Assessment Report BWRVIP Program, dated July 21, 2004
10.5.51 VYDC 2003 12, dated April 2004, Steam Dryer Strengthening
10.5.52 ENN DC 135, BWRVIP Inspection Program I

Report No. VY-RPT-06-00006
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VY Reactor Vessel Internals Inspection Program

10.5.53 EN-LI-102 Corrective Action Process
10.5.54 PP 7015, Vermont Yankee Inservice Inspection Program
10.5.55 NE 8048, In Vessel Visual Inspection
10.5.56 BWR Owners Group NEDO-33159 "Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Lessons Learned

and Recommendations" dated 12/14/2004.
10.5.57 Vermont Yankee Engineering Evaluation ER-05-0621, dated July 2005
10.5.58 Letter USNRC to BWRVIP "Final Safety Evaluation of the BWRVIP Shroud Support

Inspection and Flaw Evaluation Guidelines" (BWRVIP-38) dated July 2004
10.5.59 Entergy Report VY-RPT-06-000007 "VY RV Internals Technical Basis Document" Draft
10.5.60 EPRI 2006-334 BWRVIP Dated July 12, 2006 Subject "BWRVIP Response to NRC

Request for Additional Information on BWRVIP-104"
10.5.61 Vermont Yankee Procedure OP-1 111, "Control Rod Removal and Installation"
10.5.62 GE Letter Brian Frew to Randy Stark, Subject "Relaxation of Core Plate Rim Hold-down

Bolts", dated June 29,2006
10.5.63 MPR Letter W, McCurdy to S. Goodwin, DRN-0069-HMW-06-01, Rev 0, Subject,

"Required in tact length for Shroud Horizontal welds H1, H2, and H3",
dated August 2, 2006

10.5.65 EPRI Letter, 2006-383, R. Dyle and R. Stark to BWRVIP Assessment and Integration
Committee, Subject, subject "Request for Approval of Revised Clarification Regarding
Deviation Dispositions", dated August 14, 2006

[10.6] IVVI Program Outage Inspection Reports

10.6.1 GE Report of Invessel Examinations Performed for Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power
Plant RFO18 March /April 1995 Rev 0

10.6.2 GE Report of Invessel Examinations Performed for Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power
Plant RFO1 9 September/October 1996 Rev 0

10.6.3 AREVA RFO20 Outage, Reactor Invessel Services Report for the VYNPP, Rev 0, May
1998

10.6.4 AREVA RFO21, Reactor Invessel Services Final Report for the VYNPP Rev 0, October
1999

10.6.5 AREVA RF022, Reactor Invessel Services Final Report for the VYNPP Rev 0, May
2001

10.6.6 AREVA RF023, Reactor Invessel Services Final Report for the VYNPP Rev 0,
October 2002

10.6.7 AREVA RF024, Reactor Invessel Services Final Report for the VYNPP Rev 0, April
2004

10.6.8 AREVA RF025, Reactor Invessel Services Final Report for the VYNPP Rev 0,
October 2002

10.6.9 AREVA 2001, Core Spray Piping P8/P9 UT Weld Examination Final Report
10.6.10 AREVA 2002, Tie Rod Re-Tensioning and Jet Pump Beam UT Examination Final

Report for the VYNPP, June 1998
10.6.11 AREVA 2002, BWR Reactor Vessel Internals Inspection Ultrasonic Examination Report

for Entergy Nuclear Northeast Vermont Yankee, December 2002.
10.6.12 AREVA 1999, BWR Reactor Vessel Internals Inspection Ultrasonic Examination Report

for Entergy Nuclear Northeast Vermont Yankee, December 1999.
10.6.13 GE Report, VYNPP Recirculation Inlet Riser UT Examination Final Report April 1998

Rev 0
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VY Reactor Vessel Internals Inspection Program

[11.0] Attachments

Attachment 11.1 -Table 1- Reactor Vessel Internals Inspection Schedule
Attachment 11.2 - Outage Inspection History
Attachment 11.3 - Component Inspection Requirements
Attachment 11.4 - Reactor Vessel internals components inspection details
Attachment 11.5 - Main Steam Dryer plate and weld designations
Attachment 11.6 - Technical Justifications
Attachment 11.7 - Drawing List

I
I
I
I
I
I
U
U
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I
I
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VY Reactor Vessel Internals Inspection Program

Attachment 11.1-Table I Reactor Vessel Internals Inspection Schedule
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VY Reactor Vessel Internals Inspection Program

Tabl

Standarc

UT (aut or

le Key

J Print = Inspections mandated by ASME, BWRVIP, or NRC commitments

Italics = Inspections recommended for Risk-to-Generation purposes

UT = Ultrasonic Testing performed or planned

r man) = Either automated or manual Ultrasonic Testing

ET = Eddy Current Testing performed or planned

PT = Penetrant Testing performed or planned

VT = Visual Testing performed or planned

EVT1 = EVT-1; Enhanced Visual Test to look for cracking; 1/2 mil wire resolution with
cleaning assessment

EVT2* = Enhanced Leakage Inspection (direct view of component during pressure test)

VT1 = VT-1; Visual Test to look for cracks, wear, corrosion, etc.; resolution required:
1/32 black line

VT3 = VT-3; Visual Test to determine general mechanical/structural condition; no
resolution requirements

MVT1 = CSVT-1 or MVT-1; Core Spray Visual Test or Modified VT-1, no longer a defined
test method; 1 mil wire resolution

? = Inspections not yet determined

(IN) = If necessary (to complete minimum number of inspections not performed in
previous outage)

per, %, = Perform inspection on all components, limited number (or percentage) of
r flaw) components, or just flawed components

EPU Perform exams after EPU conditions have been achieved for at least 3 months.

CSVT1 or

(all, numb
0
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RVY Reactor Vessel Internals Inspection Program

I
Attachment-11. 2 Reactor Internals Inspection History through February 2005

(RF025) -I
Components in Date or Inspection Summarize the Following
BWRVIP Scope Frequency of Method, Information: Inspection Results,

Inspection Used Repairs, Replacements, Re-
.... _ inspections

CRD Guide Tube '95 N/A None.

'96 N/A None.

'98 N/A None.

'99 N/A None.

'01 EVT-1 Circumferential welds (CRGT-2 and
CRGT-3) on four, of 89 guide tubes.
No indications.

VT-3 Lugs and pin assemblies on four
guide tubes. No indications.

'02 N/A None.

'04 EVT-1 Circumferential welds (CRGT-2 and
CRGT-3) on one of 89 guide tubes.
No indications.

VT-3 Lugs and pin assemblies on one
guide tube. No indications.

CRD Stub Tube '83 VT-3 2 of 89. No indications.

Core Plate '95 VT-3 10 fuel support castings. No
indications.

'96 VT-3 Seven fuel support castings. No
indications.

VT-3 All 30 rim hold-down bolts from
above. No indications.

'98 VT-3 Four fuel support castings. No
indications.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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VY Reactor Vessel Internals Inspection Program

I.-

'99 VT-3 .16 rim hold-down bolts from above.
No indications.

'01 VT-3 15 rim hold-down bolts from above.
No indications.

'02 VT-3 15 rim hold-down bolts from above.
No indications.

'04 VT-3 15 rim hold-down bolts from above.
No indications.

Core Shroud '95 UT Seven circumferential welds.
Significant indications found in H5
and H6, less extensive in H4. Very
minor indications in H1, H2, and H3.

'96 UT, ET Six vertical welds (all welds between
H3 and H7). No indications.

EVT-1 Two vertical welds (both welds
between H1 and H2) - OD only. No
indications.

UT, ET Six ring-segment welds (all three at
top guide and all three at core plate).
No indications.

VT-3 Four tie-rods (repair) installed.
Baseline inspection performed.

'98 VT-3 Retorqued, reinspected all four tie-

rods.

'99 VT-3 Reinspected all four tie-rods.

'01 N/A None.

'02 VT-3 Ten-year (3 rd Interval) Category B-N-
2 core support structure inspection.
No indications.

'04 EVT-1 2' sections in four quadrants of H1,
H2, and H3. All six vertical welds
between H3 and H7. All three ring-

Report No. VY-RPT-06-00006
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segment welds at core plate. No
indications. EVT-1 exams were from
the shroud OD.

VT-3 Two tie-rods. No indications.

'05 EVT-1 Top Guide ring segment welds (3 1
welds) (NRI)

Core Shroud '95 VT-1 Both access hole covers. No
Support indications. I

'96 UT, ET H8 (25%) & H9 (22%). No
indications.

VT-1 Both access hole covers. No
indications.

'98 MVT-1 Both access hole covers. No
indications.

'99 EVT-1 Both access hole covers. No

indications.

'01 N/A None.

'02 EVT-1 Both access hole covers. No I
indications.

VT-3 Ten-year (3rd Interval) Category B-N- I
2 core support structure inspection.
No indications. 3

'04 N/A None.

'05 EVT-1 10 % of H8 & H9 at 0 and 180 I
Degree locations. (NRI)

EVT-1 Access hole Cover at 180 degree I
location (NRI)

EVT-1 Core Shroud vertical welds SC-V1

Report No. VY-RPT-06-00006
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VY Reactor Vessel Internals Inspection Program

and SC-V2 (from outside the shroud)
(NRI)

VT-3 Annulus FOSAR (NRI)

Core Spray Piping '95 CSVT-1 All piping and brackets. No
indications.

'96 UT 39 circumferential welds. Two
collar-to-shroud welds (P8b) with
indications.

EVT-1 Five circumferential welds not
accessible for UT. No indications.

CSVT-1 All brackets. No indications.

'98 EVT-1 Re-inspected eleven circumferential
welds: two with previous indications,
nine that were inaccessible for full
UT in '96. No indications.

'99 EVT-1 Re-inspected 30 circumferential
target welds. No indications.

'01 EVT-1 Re-inspected 32 circumferential
target welds. No indications.

UT Four P9 welds. These UT
inspections were invalidated by
further BWRVIP qualification work
performed May 2002.

'02 EVT-1 Re-inspected 34 circumferential
target welds. No indications.

EVT-1 Inspected all four piping brackets
and attachment welds. No
indications.

'04 EVT-1 Reinspected 34 circumferential
target welds. No indications.

'05 EVT-1 Reinspected 34 circumferential
target welds (NRI)

Report No. VY-RPT-06-00006
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I
______ [ _ I ___ _ _

Core Spray '95 CSVT-1 100% IEB 80-13 inspections
Sparger performed. No indications.

VT-3 Repair clamp over tee-box plug
(cracked weld) installed in 1980. No
indications.

'96 CSVT-1 100% IEB 80-13 inspections
performed. No indications.

VT-3 Sparger tee-box repair. No
indications.

'98 MVT-1 17 of 20 large (tee-box to header, r
tee-box cover plate, and header to
end cap) circumferential welds (3
inaccessible). No indications.

VT-3 Sparger nozzles. No indications. 3
VT-3 All twelve brackets. No indications.

VT-3 Sparger Tee-box repair. No !
indications.

'99 VT-3 Sparger Tee-box repair. No i
indications.

'01 EVT-1 17 of 20 large circumferential welds i
mostly limited exams (3
inaccessible). No indications.

VT-1 50% of nozzles. No indications.

'02 VT-1 Inspected all 12 core spray sparger i
brackets. No indications.

'04 EVT-1 17 of 20 large (tee-box to header, i
tee-box cover plate, and header to
end cap) circumferential welds (3
inaccessible). No indications.

VT-1 Nozzles on two of four spargers.
- _ ___Sparger tee-box repair. No

Report No. VY-RPT-06-00006
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indications.

'05 VT-1 Inspected all 12 Core Spray Sparger
Brackets. (NRI)

Feedwater '95 MVT-1 Tee-box welds and end bracket
Spargers attachment welds. No indications.

'96 N/A No FW sparger inspections
performed.

'98 VT-3 Piping and brackets. No indications.

MVT-1 Tee-box welds and end bracket
attachment welds. No indications.

'99 N/A No FW sparger inspections
performed.

'01 VT-3 Piping and brackets. No indications.

VT-1 Tee-box welds and end bracket
attachment welds. No indications.

'02 EVT-1 End bracket attachment welds. No
indications.

'04 VT-3 Piping and brackets. No indications.

VT-1 Tee-box welds and end bracket
attachment welds. No indications.

In-Core Housing '83 VT-3 2 of 89. No indications.

In-Core Dry Tubes '95 VT-1, -3 Four dry tubes. No indications. (Dry
tubes replaced in 1986 due to
cracking.)

'96 N/A None.

'98 N/A None.

'99 VT-1, -3 Two dry tubes. No indications.

'01 N/A None.
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I
'02 N/A None.

'04 VT-1, -3 Two dry tubes. No indications.

Instrument Every RFO VT-2 Nuclear Boiler system pressure test
Penetrations I _ during startup meets BWRVIP-49-A.

Jet Pump '95 VT-3 Restrainer wedges and set screws,
Assembly inlet bolted connections, sensing

lines on five assemblies (50%). No
indications.

VT-1 Welds on five riser braces (50%).
No indications.

'96 VT-3 Restrainer wedges and set screws,
inlet bolted connections, sensing
lines on five assemblies (50%). No
indications.

VT-1 Welds on five riser braces (50%).
No indications.

'98 UT 26 of 30 Riser RS-1, RS-2, RS-3,
circumferential welds. Four welds
with indications - maximum approx.
31.

EVT-1 Remaining four riser RS-1
circumferential welds. No
indications.

MVT-1 Riser-to-restrainer RS-4, RS-5 welds
on five assemblies (50%). No
indications.

MVT-1 Welds on five riser braces (50%).
No indications.

VT-1 Restrainer wedges on five
assemblies (50%). No indications.

VT-3 Restrainer set screws, inlet bolted
connections, sensing lines on five
assemblies (50%). No indications.

Report No. VY-RPT-06-00006
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VY Reactor Vessel Internals Inspection Program

UT 20 hold-down beams. One beam
with UT indication on bolt hole
replaced.

'99 UT 160 mixer, diffuser, and adapter
circumferential welds. Indications
found on four diffuser welds, all less
than 2".

EVT-1 20 mixer (MX-1) welds. No
indications.

UT Ten hold-down beams. No
indications.

'01 UT Four RS-1 welds with indications
from 1998. Two 1998 indications
determined to be lift-off. No growth
on others.

VT-1 Restrainer wedges on five
assemblies (one loop). No
indications.

VT-3 Restrainer set screws, sensing lines
on five assemblies (50%). No
indications.

'02 UT, VT-1 Beams. No indications.

UT Four diffuser welds with indications.
Indications matched '99 indications
within NDE uncertainty.

'04 EVT-1 Two RS-1 welds with UT indications.
Not seen visually.

EVT-1 50% of RS-4, RS-5, RS-8, and RS-9
welds. 50% of riser brace welds.
No indications.

VT-3 50% of inlet bolted connections. No

indications.

VT-1 50% of restrainer wedges. No
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indications.

VT-3 One loop (50%) of jet pump I
instrumentation lines. No
indications. 3

'05 EVT-1 Two RS-1 welds (H & K jet pumps)
with UT indications. Not seen
visually.

EVT-1 Four diffuser welds with UT
indications. Not seen visually.

LPCI Coupling N/A N/A N/A

Miscellaneous '95 VT-3 Reinspected one dryer support
Vessel ID Brackets bracket with indication from 1992.

No change.

'96 UT Reinspected same dryer support
bracket from vessel OD. No
change.

'98 VT-3 Reinspected same dryer support
bracket. No change.

'99 N/A None.

'01 VT-3, UT Reinspected same dryer support
bracket. No change.

'02 VT-3 Both guide rod bracket attachments.
No indications.

VT-3 All four steam dryer support
brackets. Indication on one bracket
unchanged.

VT-3 All four steam dryer hold-down
brackets. No indications.

VT-1 Six surveillance specimen holder
brackets. No indications.
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'04 VT-1 Upper surface of steam dryer
support brackets. No indications.

SLC '95 N/A No SLC BWRVIP inspections.

'96 N/A No SLC BWRVIP inspections.

'98 EVT-2 Nozzle-to-safe-end weld. No
indications.

'99 EVT-2 Nozzle-to-safe-end weld. No
indications.

'01 EVT-2 Nozzle-to-safe-end weld. No
indications.

'02 PT Nozzle-to-safe-end weld. No
indications.

'04 PT Nozzle-to-safe-end weld and safe-
end. No indications.

Steam Dryer and '95 UT All shroud head hold-down bolts.
Separator Nine bolts with indications.

'96 N/A Replaced all steam separator/
shroud head hold-down bolts.

'98 VT-3 Steam dryer and separator.
Indications on five tack welds on
three jacking bolt (lifting eye)
assemblies on the steam dryer.

'99 VT-3 Reinspected cracked tack welds on
steam dryer. No change.

'01 N/A None.

'02 VT-1/3 Inspected dryer cover plates and
welds and start-up instrumentation
remnant. No indications.

'04 VT-1/3 Baseline inspection of entire steam
dryer, OD and ID (all accessible
welds: VT-1 and plates: VT-3). Two
fatigue cracks in steam dam welds

...._ _ repaired. 16 horizontal cracks in
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interior vertical end plates evaluated
as acceptable for service. Two
IGSCC cracks in interior
vertical weld and drainpipe weld
evaluated as acceptable for service.
Pre-emptive repair (strengthening I
plates and gussets) installed on
cover plates and upper hood.

VT-3 Steam separator - full top and
periphery inspection. No indications. 3

'05 VT-i Re-inspection of two repaired cracks
in the steam dam welds repaired in
04. (NRI)

VT-1 Drain channel weld and drain pipe
weld evaluated acceptable forl
service in '04.(no discernable
changes) !

VT-1 Re-inspection of pre-emptive repair
on the strengthening plates and
gussets. (NRI) I

VT-1 High stressed vertical welds interior
and exterior surfaces per SIL-644
R/1 and BWRVIP-139. (NRI)

VT-1 High stressed horizontal welds
interior and exterior surfaces per
SIL-644 R/1 and BWRVIP-139.
(NRI)|

VT-1 Tie bars, steam dam gussets. (NRI)

VT-1 Lifting Support hardware. (NRI)

VT-1 Dryer leveling screw tack welds. I
(NRI)

VT-1 All internal vertical weld steam dryer i
vane end unit to plate welds. 62
indications total found. 16 indication
in '04 and 44 indications in '05. 5
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Evaluated acceptable for service.

VT-1 6 internal strut welds. (NRI)

Surveillance '02 VT-3 Both remaining surveillance
Specimen Holders specimen holders. No indications.

Top Guide '95 VT-1 Ten locations in top guide grid lAW
SIL-554. No indications.

'96 VT-1 Seven locations in top guide grid
lAW SIL-554. No indications.

'98 MVT-1 Four locations in top guide grid lAW
SIL-554. No indications.

'99 VT-1 Two aligner assemblies. No
indications.

VT-1 Two hold-down assemblies. No
indications.

VT-1 Four locations in top guide grid. No
indications.

'01 VT-3 25% of rim and cover sheet bolts
(NNS). No indications.

'02 VT-I Two hold-down assemblies. No
indications.

'04 N/A None.

'05 VT-1 Two hold-down assemblies at 18
._ and 198 degree locations. (NRI)
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Attachment 11.3- Component Inspection Requirements 3

1.0 Control Rod Drive (Including Guide Tubes and Stub Tubes) I
By RFO 23 (2002), at least five of the 89 CRD guide tube assemblies were
inspected by the EVT-1 and VT-3 methods. One CRD guide tube 10-19 was
inspected in RFO 24 (2004). By RFO 27 (2008), a total of nine CRD guide
tube assemblies shall be inspected (BWRVIP-47-A, Table 3.3). It is
recommended that those inspections be grouped into outages where this I
minimum amount may be performed in conjunction with blade change-outs.
Inspection of the same location during different outages does not count
towards satisfying the minimum sample requirement. ,

On occasion, access may be gained to the lower plenum due to maintenance
activities not part of normal refueling outage activities. In such cases, performI
a visual inspection to the extent practical of the core shroud support legs and
welds. This is a requirement of the NRC safety evaluation "D. Roberts to M.
Kansler, dated September 19, 2005, Attachment 1, footnote 2", of reliefU
request RI-01.

2.0 Core Plate

Core plate rim hold-down bolts shall be inspected by the UT method when
tooling becomes available (BWRVIP-25, Table 3-2). Until that time an I
EVT-1/VT-3 method to the extent practical shall be conducted of the topside
of 25% of the rim hold-down bolts every other refueling outage beginning in
RF026 (2007).

If access is gained to the lower plenum (areas below the core plate) for any
reason, accessible rim hold-down bolts, and alignment hardware should be i
inspected by the EVT-1IVT-3 method to the extent practical. A 25% goal is
recommended. i

Relief request RI-01 allows the use of BWRVIP guidelines as an alternative to
certain requirements of ASME Section Xl for in-service inspection of reactor
internals. Attachment 1 of RI-01 allowed the use of BWRVIP-25 instead ofI
the requirements of Section Xl for the inspection of core plate rim hold down
bolts. Core plate rim hold down bolts are not integrally welded core support
structures and as such were categorized as B-N-1 interior of reactor vessel.
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BWRVIP-25 recommend an EVT-1 from below the core plate or UT
examination of the core plate rim hold down bolts for all plants that do not
have wedges installed. Industry has determined the EVT-1 examination are,
at best, extremely difficult to perform and are of limited value. Access to below
the core plate requires the removal of fuel support casting and guide tube or
removal of a jet pump. The BWRVIP has determined (BWRVIP-47-A Section
3.2.5) that removing or dismantling of internal components for the purpose of
performing inspections is not warranted to assure safe operation and as such
component removal is not required to implement inspection recommendations.
Furthermore, BWRVIP-25, Table 3-2 states that the UT technology for core
plate rim hold down bolts inspection is not yet available. However, the
BWRVIP has performed analysis to determine that loss of core plate bolt pre-
load was predicted to be sufficiently small enough over time to justify no
inspections of the bolts. EPRI letter 2006-318 "Request for Approval of
Clarification Regarding Deviation Dispositions" dated June 29 states, "In cases
where inspection recommendations cannot be implemented and that situation
is stated in the BWRVIP document transmitted to the NRC, a deviation
disposition is not required". Additional clarification regarding deviation
dispositions was issued in a Letter date August 14, 2006 from Dyle to
BWRVIP Assessment/Integration Committee, subject "Request for Approval of
Revised Clarification Regarding Deviation Disposition". This letter states,
".... However the utility should perform and document an evaluation that
confirms the applicability of the BWRVIP position to their plant and will be
tracked and followed as conditions, recommendation, equipment capability etc
change". This section constitutes the evaluation required by this latest
guidance letter and is reviewed periodically with program updates.

Therefore, the inspection of the core plate rim hold down bolts remains an
open issue in BWRVIP-25 and as such does not require a program deviation.
Because UT inspection method is not commercially available yet and EVT-1
below the core plate has accessibility limitations, and analysis shows loss of
bolt preload is small to justify no inspections, performing a 25% bolt sample
inspection by VT1/VT3 to the extent practical every other outage from above
ensures that 100% of the bolts are inspected over a 12 year cycle. 100% of
the bolts have already been inspected from above by VT-3 twice between
1999 and 2004. The baseline inspection and future exams are beyond the
ASME Section Xl, IWB-2500-1, B13.10 requirements of VT-3 of all bolts every
3 years (if accessible during normal refuel activities). This inspection strategy
is judged acceptable because the BWRVIP inspection requirements have
accessibility issues or are not commercially available and ASME Section XI
requirements will be exceeded. Core plate wedge installation or bolt UT
inspection compliant with the BWRVIP is required for license extension.
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3.0 Core Shroud (Including Tie Rod Repair and Spacer Ring)

Welds H1, H2, and H3 were inspected by EVT-1 in RFO 24 (2004) and will be n
re-inspected by UT in RFO 26 (2007). The minimum design reliant weld
length for these welds is documented in ER-05-0621 and is supplemented by
MPR letter DRN-0069-HMW-06-01, Rev 0, Subject, "Required in tact lengthI
for Shroud Horizontal welds H1, H2, and H3", dated August 2, 2006. The
re-inspection interval of the Hi, H2, and H3 welds by UT will be 10 years and
re-inspection will be required by RFO- 32 (2016). The re-inspection of the I
core shroud vertical welds was performed by a single sided EVT-1 during
RFO 24 (2004). The preferred inspection method of UT on the vertical welds
will be performed during RFO 26 (2007) due to a program weakness identified n
by INPO during their 2004 assist visit. Re-inspection of the shroud vertical
welds by UT will be 10 years and is required by RFO-32 (2016). The core
support plate ring segment welds, which are not design reliant as documented U
in ER- 05-0621, are not required to be re-inspected. The top guide support
plate radial ring segment welds are design reliant and were re-inspected by
EVT-1 during RF025. The subsequent re-inspection interval of the top guide
support plate radial ring segment welds by EVT-1 is 6 years and is required by
RFO 29 (2011) (BWRVIP-76, Figure 3-4).

All four of the tie-rods were re-inspected in RFO 21.(1999). Two tie-rods were
re-inspected by the VT-3 method in RFO 24 (2004). Plant Hatch identified
cracking of a tie rod repair upper bracket. This OE requires the inspection all
four tie-rods during RF026 (2007). If no indications are detected then the re-
inspection schedule will revert back to two tie rods every third refuel outage
commencing in RFO-29 (2011). If the tie-rods require re-torque, they shall be
inspected for a baseline inspection following that activity, and then again
following one cycle of operation. (BWRVIP-76, Section 3.5)

4.0 Core Shroud Support (Including Access Hole Cover)

The core shroud support welds HS and H9 were re-inspected by EVT-1 in 3
RFO 25 (2005). A minimum coverage of 10% of weld H8 and 10% of weld H9
was achieved (BWRVIP-38, Figures 3-4 and 3-5). Re-inspection of the H8
and H9 weld is 6 years and is required by RF029 (2011) (BWRVIP-38 Section
3.3.2). The UT method of inspection can inspect the H9 weld from the reactor
vessel outside surface. A feasibility field walk-down was performed during
RFO 25 (2005) and determined dose levels were too high to perform UT
activities. Further investigation on performing UT of the H9 welds is
postponed pending resolution of the BWRVIP response to the NRC's RAI on
BWRVIP-1 04 dated July 12, 2006, that requested BWRVIP-104 be withdrawn
in it's entirety and re-instituted guidance in BWRVIP-38 to require only a top
side EVT-1 examination of weld H9. I
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The two access hole cover welds should be inspected by the EVT-1 method
every other refueling outage until a BWRVIP document is published that
addresses this component or until this internal commitment is changed
(SIL046R11-01). In response to the INPO December 2004 assist visit, VY
attempted to clean the 180 degree access hole cover welds with high pressure
water during RFO 25 (2005) to remove tightly adhering crud and to perform an
EVT-1 inspection. The high pressure water cleaning was not beneficial in
removal of the tightly adhering crud. However, over 95% of the weld
inspection was performed to EVT-1 quality. The 0 degree access hole cover
weld will be inspected by EVT-1 during RFO 26 (2007). Re-inspection by
EVT-1 of both AHC's will be in RF028 (2010).

The radial welds in the shroud support baffle plate are not required to be
inspected.

Because of a risk to generation the two shroud support flange vertical welds
located between H7 and H8 will be visually examined by EVT-1 during
RFO 26 (2007) and re-inspection shall be both welds per every 6 year cycle
thereafter.

If access is gained to the lower plenum (areas below the core plate) for
scheduled maintenance activities, accessible surfaces of the shroud support
legs and their welds, and the underside of the shroud support baffle plate and
its welds shall be inspected by the VT-1 method to the extent practical. This
BWRVIP recommendation is found in the RAI response dated July 12, 2006
Subject "BWRVIP Response to NRC Request for Additional Information on
BWRVIP-104". Although not required by the BWRVIP-38, the NRC in their
final safety evaluation of the BWRVIP-38 requires inspection of the shroud
support leg welds (H 12) when appropriate inspection tooling and
methodologies are developed.

The annulus floor should be inspected by the VT-3 method for debris and
loose parts each refueling outage. This is a risk to generation activity which is
not mandatory.
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5.0 Core Spray Internal Piping and Sparaers

5.1 Thermal Sleeve Welds U
There are three hidden welds inside each of the two core spray nozzles, which
shall be inspected when an ultrasonic technique becomes available
(BWRVIP-18-A, Section 3.2.4). The re-inspection frequency for UT inspection
is every two cycles (BWRVIP-18-A, Section 3.3.3). This is an acceptable
approach because the qualitative assessment required by BWRVlP-18-A,
Section 3.2.4 requires a comparison between hidden core spray thermal
sleeves welds and similar internal pipe welds. The comparison welds listed in
Section 3.2.4 have been routinely inspected at VY and have had no
indications, as such provide a basis for concluding that core spray thermal
sleeve welds have no flaws. Indications on the 3P8b, 1 P8b, and C sparger
junction box welds have different joint design as compared to the butt welded
hidden joints and were excluded from this comparison. Further the RI-ISI
evaluation of core spray hidden thermal sleeve welds concludes that the risk
of core damage is not affected significantly if the inaccessible welds in the
core spray piping are not inspected. Therefore, good inspection results in
similar welds compared to the thermal sleeve welds and results of RI-ISI
evaluation provide the basis for not inspecting these welds until technology
becomes available. This assessment will be reviewed during periodic system
updates and when the necessary inspection technology is developed
consistent with the guidance provided in EPRI Letter, 2006-383 "Request for
Approval of Revised Clarification Regarding Deviation Dispositions", datedAugust 14, 2006.

5.2 Internal Piping

The BWRVIP core spray piping re-inspection frequency for ultrasonic
inspection is two cycles and for EVT-1 it is one cycle. For either inspection
method, all target welds shall be inspected. (BWRVIP-18-A, Table 3-5) The 3
target welds include the 24 creviced welds and the four (4) tee-box-to-piping
(P3) welds, and four of the 16 remaining welds (the elbow welds), for a total of
32 target welds. Four (4) of the 16 elbow welds shall be inspected each
outage on a rotating basis (BWRVIP-18A Table 3-5). The thermal sleeve
welds will be included with the 16 elbow weld population (BWRVIP-1 8-A,
Section 3.3.3) when a UT technique and tooling become available. Welds 1 P9
and 3P9 shall be inspected when a technique becomes available. However, if
the redundant load carrying 1 P8b and 3P8b welds are repaired (clamp) and
1 P8a & 3P8a remain flawless, then the 1 P9 and 3P9 welds do not need to be
inspected because a redundant load path to the P9 weld exist (BWRVIP-18-A,U
Section 3.2.4). I
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In response to the INPO December 2004 assist visit a structural evaluation, in
accordance with BWRVIP 18-A, Section 3.2.4 was performed on the 1 P8b and
3P8b welds. This evaluation was documented in engineering report
VY-RPT-05-00015 and required that a UT examination be performed on the
1P8b and 3P8b welds during RFO 26 (2007). Inspections can be eliminated if
a pre-emptive clamp repair is installed for the P8b welds. Program deviation
TJ 2005-02 was written to support using a crack growth rate of
2.2E-5 inch/hour for core spray weld 3P8b.

5.3 Spargers

The five large circumferential welds identified as S1, S2, and S4 in
BWRVIP-1 8-A, table 3-5 in each sparger (20 welds total) shall be inspected
every other cycle with the EVT-1 method. Fifty percent of the nozzle welds
identified as S3 in BWRVIP-18-A, table 3-5 shall be inspected every other
cycle with the VT-1 method (BWRVIP-18A, Section 3.3.2). The sparger welds
had a baseline inspection performed in RFO 20 (1998), sparger re-inspection
(the 20 large circumferential welds and two of four spargers' worth of nozzle
welds on an alternating basis) was performed in RFO 22 (2001), RFO 24
(2004), and will be performed in RF026 (2007) etc. (BWRVIP-18-A, Table
3-5)

The sparger tee-box repair at 193 degrees shall be re-inspected every other
refueling outage with the VT-1 method. Inspections will be performed in
RF026 (2007) (BWRVIP-18-A, Section 3.3.3).

5.4 Piping and Sparger Brackets

The core spray piping brackets shall be inspected every four cycles with the
EVT-1 method beginning in RFO 23 (2002) (BWRVIP-1 8-A, Section 3.3.3).
The core spray sparger brackets shall be inspected every other cycle with the
VT-1 method beginning in RFO 23 (2002) (BWRVIP-18-A, Section 3.3.3 &
BWRVIP-48-A, Table 3-2).

6.0 Feedwater Spargers

The feedwater sparger tee welds and end bracket-to-vessel attachment welds
shall be inspected by the VT-1 method every other refueling outage, i.e.
RFO 22 (2001), RFO 24 (2004), RFO 26 (2007), etc. The other locations in
the feedwater spargers shall be inspected by the VT-3 method during the
same refueling outages in accordance with the requirements of NUREG 0619,
"BWR Feedwater Nozzle and CRD Return Line Nozzle Cracking".

In addition, inspection by the EVT-1 method of the sparger end
bracket-to-vessel attachment welds shall be performed once per Ten year ISI
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Interval (BWRVIP-48, Table 3-2). The Third Ten-year Interval inspection was
performed in RFO 23 (2002). The EVT-1 inspection of the bracket-to-vessel
attachment weld will satisfy the NUREG-0619 requirement of a VT-1 I
inspection, when performed during RF028 (2010).

7.0 Guide Rods

The entire guide rod assembly should be inspected by the VT-3 method in
conjunction with the guide rod attachment welds (Section 12.0, Miscellaneous
Vessel Internal Attachments) once per Ten-year ISI Interval. This is a non-
mandatory exam. The Third Ten-year Interval inspection was performed in
RFO 23 (2002). The next VT-3 inspection shall be performed in RFO 29I
(2011).

8.0 Incore Flux Monitors (Including Housings, Guide Tubes, Dry Tubes) 3
Two dry tubes out of the ten total number should be inspected by the VT-1 and
VT-3 methods every third refueling outage. Two dry tubes were inspected in
RFO 21 (1999) and two more were inspected in RFO 24 (2004). Starting in
RFO 25 (2005), 50% of the dry tubes that are 20 years old should be
inspected every refueling outage (SIL-409R2-02). The inspection scheduled
was deferred one outage from RF025 (2005). Five (5) dry tubes will be
inspected in RFO 26 (2007), four (4) dry tubes in RFO 27 (2008).

If access is gained to the lower plenum (areas below the core plate) for any
reason, accessible incore housings, incore guide tubes, and incore guide tube
stabilizers should be visually inspected by the VT-3 method. This is a risk to I
generation, non-mandatory examination.

9.0 Instrument Penetrations 3
No inspections of the instrument penetrations are required beyond those
contained in PP 7034 the In-service Inspection Pressure Test Program and I
BWRVIP-49-A for nuclear boiler pressure testing.

10.0 Jet Pumps 3
10.1 Jet Pump Beams i

UT inspection of 100% of the beams was required and performed in RFO 23
(2002). Following that, re-inspection of 100% of the beams using UT is
required every four years for normal water chemistry (NWC) plants and every
6 years for hydrogen water chemistry plants (HWC) (BWRVIP-41 Revision 1,I
Table 3.3-1). The re-inspection was due in RFO 25 (2005). Program
deviation TJ 2005-01 "Jet Pump Beam Inspection Deferral" deferred the UT 1
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inspection until RF026 (2007). The best UT demonstration qualification could
not detect a certain notches located in the mock-up beam corner vertical
surface just before the tapered region (BB-2). EVT-1 shall be performed to
supplement the jet pump beam UT inspection to examine this area of the
beam unless further industry guidance is provided.

10.2 Jet Pump Riser Thermal Sleeve Welds

These welds inside the ten inlet nozzles shall be inspected when an ultrasonic
technique becomes available. Between 50% and 100% of the welds shall be
inspected at that first opportunity. If all of the welds are inspected, they do not
require re-inspection for twelve years after that. If only 50% are inspected, the
other 50% shall be inspected in the next six-year interval. Re-inspection of
25% of the welds would be required in the six-year interval following that.
(BWRVIP-41 Revision 1, Table 3.3-1 and Section 3.2.4)

Until inspection techniques become available guidance provide in EPRI Letter,
2006-383,subject "Request for Approval of Revised Clarification Regarding
Deviation Dispositions", dated August 14, 2006 requires a documented
evaluation that confirms the applicability of the BWRVIP position to Vermont
Yankee's position. It further requires periodic review to track changes to these
positions.

VY thermal sleeve welds are medium priority locations because LPCI injection
flows through the recirculation system. BWRVIP-41 Revision 1 Section
2.3.3.7 states that the BWRVIP is pursuing analyses which may reduce or
eliminate inspection of the TS-1 throughTS-4 welds. In the interim this section
concludes that if a thermal sleeve weld were to crack to the point of
separation, the thermal sleeve and attached riser pipe may experience some
displacement but the displacement would be small as discussed in Section
2.3.3.5 and summarized herein. Failure of TS-1 through TS-4 will not result in
large vertical displacements due to interference between the portion of the
thermal sleeve which remains attached to the riser elbow and the nozzle
interior surface. Horizontal displacement of the riser pipe is limited by
interference with the shroud. In the event of thermal sleeve failure, leakage
into the annulus would be detected though jet pump operability criteria found
in the plant technical specifications 4.6.F and M-ratio monitoring. Probabilistic
evaluations on jet pump riser failure and separation were performed in
BWRVIP -28-A. The probability per year of exceeding fuel cladding oxidation
criteria as a result of jet pump riser cracking was determined to be 4.7E-
9/year. This increase in core damage probability is less than 1 E-7/year and
this event is found to be not risk significant. Further VY has applied noble
metal coating and is on hydrogen water chemistry. For these reasons it is
acceptable not to perform inspections of the jet pump thermal sleeve welds
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until. the industry can develop UT technology. This evaluation will be
reviewed during periodic updates to this engineering report.

10.3 Jet Pump Riser Welds 3
RS-1, RS-2 & RS-3

The two thermal sleeve-to-elbow welds with flaws N2K-RS-1 and N2H-RS-1 I
were re-inspected by the enhanced VT-1 method in RFO 24 (2004) and
RFO 25 (2005). These welds will be UT examined in RF026 (2007). The UT
inspection results will determine the re-inspection schedule. If there is no flaw
growth and no surface cracking detected the inspection frequency could be
extended to 4 cycles per calculation VYC-2400. 3
The INPO December 2004 assist visit questioned the analysis method used to
structurally evaluate multiple flaws on jet pump riser weld N2K-RS-1. This
weld, and a second flawed riser weld N2H-RS-1, were examined by enhancedI
VT-1 during RFO 25 (2005) with no relevant indications detected. The
indications identified by UT have never been detected by enhanced VT-1 on
either riser surface; therefore, the UT data interpretation was considered
potentially inaccurate. Based on an INPO recommendation, UT data was
sent to EPRI for an independent verification and determined to be accurate by
letter from EPRI dated August 8, 2005. Weld N2K-RS-1 was structurally I
analyzed by calculation VYC-2400. These welds were required to be UT
examined no later than RFO 26 (2007). Program deviation TJ 2005-02 was
written to support using a crack growth rate of 2.2E5 inch/hour for jet pumpI
riser weld N2K-RS-1.

The re-inspection of 50% of the non flawed riser welds by EVT-1 or UT is £
required between RF024 (2004) and RF027 (2008) and 50% again in the 6-
year interval following that. (BWRVIP-41 Revision 1, Table 3.3-1).

10.4 Jet Pump Riser-to-Restrainer and Riser-to-Brace Welds

RS-4, RS-5, RS-8, RS-9 3
Inspection by the EVT-1 method of 50% of the riser-to-restrainer and
riser-to-brace welds that were not inspected in RFO 20 (1998) were completed 3
in RFO 24 (2004). Re-inspection of 25% of the welds would be required in the
six-year interval following RFO 27 (2008) (BWRVIP-41 Revision 1, Table
3.3-1). 1

I
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10.5 Jet Pump Riser Braces

Inspection by the EVT-1 method of 50% of the riser brace welds that were not
inspected in RFO 20 (1998) were inspected in RFO 24 (2004). Re-inspection
of 25% of the welds would be required in the six-year interval following
RFO 27 (2008) (BWRVIP-41 Revision 1, Table 3.3-1, BWRVIP-48-A, Table
3-2).

10.6 Jet Pump Inlet Clamp Bolts

Inspection by the VT-3 method of 50% of the inlet clamp bolted connections
that were not inspected in RFO 20 (1998) (LoopB) was performed in RFO 24
(2004). Re-inspection of 25% of the bolted connections would be required in
the six-year interval following RFO 27(2008). (BWRVIP-41 Revision 1, Table
3.3-1)

10.7 Jet Pump Restrainer Assemblies

Since RFO 20 (1998) VY has visually examined 50% of the jet pump wedge
assemblies every other outage. During RFO 22 (2001) and RFO 24 (2004)
100% of the jet pump wedge assemblies were examined by VT-1.

Vermont Yankee achieved full EPU conditions in Spring 2006. A new
baseline inspection of the jet pump wedge assemblies will be performed in
accordance with BWRVIP-41, Revision 1 guidance as recommended by the
BWR Owners Group document NEDO-33159. This is a VT-1 method of
inspection of 100% of wedge bearing surface during the next two refuel
outages RF026 (2007) & RF027 (2008) with 50% to be inspected in the next
outage.

The re-inspection cycle for jet pump wedge assemblies is 25% over each
inspection cycle (6 years). Therefore, during RFO 28 (2010), RFO 29 (2011),
RFO 30 (2013), and RFO 31 (2014) 5 jet pump wedge assemblies will have to
be inspected and then 25% (5) more over the next 6-year interval and so on.

Current BWRVIP41 Revision 1 guidance does not require jet pump set screw
inspections to identify vibration. This is because jet pump wedge assembly
wear would be a tell tale sign that vibration was occurring. If wedge bearing
surface wear is detected, inspection of the adjusting screws, hex nuts, etc. as
applicable shall be examined during the same outage when the wedge wear
was detected to determine the cause of wear.
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1
10.8 Jet Pump Mixer Inlets

No inspections are currently required. See memorandum from T. Stetson to U
R. McCullough, dated October 25, 1996, "Response t o Commitment to
SIL0465S1 RE12".

10.9 Jet Pump Mixer/Diffuser Circumferential Welds above Diffuser Shell

25% of the mixer/diffuser welds above the diffuser shell shall be re-inspected !
by either the UT or EVT-1 methods sometime in the six-year interval following
October 2009. The welds included in this group are MX-1, MX-2, MX-4, and
DF-1. (BWRVIP-41 Revision 1, Table 3.3-1)

10.10 Jet Pump Diffuser/Adapter Circumferential Welds below Diffuser Shell

The four flawed diffuser welds were re-inspected by the enhanced VT-1
method in RFO 25 (2005). These welds had limited exam coverage and will
be re-examined by UT in RF026 (2007). The jet pump flaw evaluation wasI
summarized in a memo from J. Hoffman to 0. Girroir, VYM 99/134, dated
November 26, 1999 "Jet Pump Assembly Inspection Discrepancy Evaluation.
This evaluation provided the justification for the 2 cycle inspection frequency. I
The re-inspection frequency for non-flawed welds is 50% of the welds by
either the UT or EVT-1 inspection method in the six-year interval between and
including RFO 24 (2004) and RFO 27 (2008) and in each subsequent six-year
interval. The welds included in this group are DF-2, DF-3, AD-3b, AD-1, and
AD-2 (BWRVIP-41, Revisioni, Table 3.3-1).

10.11 Jet Pump Sensing Lines

Inspection by the VT-3 method of the sensing lines and their brackets should
be performed in one loop every other outage. Inspection of the sensing lines
in Loop B (jet pumps 1 through 10) was performed during RFO 22 (2001). In I
RFO 24 (2004), the sensing lines in Loop A (jet pumps 11 through 20) were
inspected. This is a non-mandatory exam.

The first refuel outage following EPU operation will reset the inspection
schedule to examine the same sensing lines and support brackets of the jet
pumps selected for restrainer assembly inspection as recommended by
BWROG-NEDO-33159. The sensing line support brackets shall be inspected
by VT-1 after EPU conditions are achieved.
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11.0 Lower Plenum

If access is gained to the lower plenum (areas below the core plate) for any
reason due to maintenance activities not part of normal refueling outage
activities, accessible areas of the following components shall be visually
inspection to the extent practical (BWRVIP-47-A, Section 3.2.5):

* CRD housings
* CRD housing caps
* CRD stub tubes
• Core plate rim hold-down bolts
* Core plate alignment hardware
• Core shroud support legs
* Core shroud support baffle plate underside

If access is gained to the lower plenum (areas below the core plate) for any
reason, accessible areas of the following components should be inspected by
the VT-3 method:

* Core plate beam fillet welds
Incore flux monitor housings

• Incore flux monitor guide tubes
• Incore flux monitor guide tube stabilizers
• SLC and core plate AP lines

In addition, if access is gained to the lower plenum, the vessel bottom head
and the bottom head drain should be inspected by the VT-3 method for debris
or crud buildup. This is a non-mandatory exam.

12.0 Miscellaneous Vessel Internal Attachments (Including Steam Dryer,
Specimen Holder, Guide Rod)

The steam dryer support attachment welds (EVT-1), the surveillance specimen
holder bracket attachment welds (VT-1), the steam dryer hold-down bracket
attachment welds (VT-3), and the guide rod bracket attachment welds (VT-3)
shall be inspected once per Ten-year ISI Interval. The Third Ten-year Interval
inspection was performed in RFO 23 (2002). (BWRVIP-48-A, Table 3-2, and
ASME Section Xl, Table IWB-2500-1, Category B-N-2, Item Nos. B13.20 and
B133.30). The steam dryer support attachment welds will receive a one time
VT-1 inspection in RF026 (2007) due to EPU concern for dryer rocking.

The dryer support bracket at 215 degrees was inspected in the Third Period of
the Third Interval during RFO 22 (2001). This exam was performed in a
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similar fashion to the re-inspections performed in RFO 17 (1993) and RFO 20
(1998). These exams are now complete. 3

13.0 Orificed Fuel Support Castings

No inspection requirements. (BWRVIP-47A Table 3-3) 1
14.0 Specimen Holders

An inspection of the surveillance specimen holders should be performed each
Ten-year ISI Interval (BWRVIP-48-A, Table 3-2 and ASME Section XI, Table
IWB-2500-1, Category B-N-2). These inspections can be performed in i
conjunction with the bracket attachment welds (see Miscellaneous Vessel
Internal Attachments above). g

15.0 Standby Liquid Control/Core Plate Delta Pressure

The nozzle-to safe end weld and the safe-end extension shall be 3
volumetrically inspected once every 10-year ISI Interval in accordance with the
requirements of ASME Section Xl, Appendix VIII, Supplement 10, when UT
detection and sizing techniques are available and the weld surface condition is
determined to be acceptable for U.T. Until such time they shall be examined
by PT every other refueling outage (BWRVIP-27-A, Sections 3.3.1 and 3.4.1)

The SLC and core plate AP lines should be inspected if they are made 1
accessible through other vessel activities. This is a non-mandatory exam. !

16.0 Steam Dryer

Steam dryer modifications performed at VY during RFO 24 (2004) were done
in support of scheduled operation at Extended Power Uprate conditions GE
performed complete In Vessel Visual Inspection (IVVI) on the interior and
exterior of the dryer plus eight (8) types of modifications and repairs.
Attachment 4 of proposed Technical Specification Change No. 263,
Supplement No 13, Extended Power Uprate "Response to Steam Dryer Action
Item Commitments", BVY-04-097, requires a detailed inspection of the steam I
dryer during the next and subsequent two refueling outages following power
uprated operation. Additionally, inspections will be performed in accordance
with the recommendations of SIL 644, Revision 1 and BWRVIP-139.

A VT-3 inspection of the steam dryer lifting lugs and associated hardware
should be performed every fourth refueling outage. This is a non-mandatory I
inspection. This inspection was performed in RFO 24 (2004) and should be
re-inspected in RFO 28 (2010). 1
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17.0 Steam Separator/Shroud Head (Including Hold-down Bolts)

A VT-3 inspection of the steam separator/shroud head lifting lugs and
associated hardware, standpipes, peripheral standpipe attachments,
peripheral standpipe assembly welds, the tie bars, the tie bar attachment
welds, the shroud head flange, and accessible areas of the shroud head
should be performed every fourth refueling outage. This is a non-mandatory
inspection. This inspection was performed in RFO 24 (2004), and should be
re-inspected in RFO 28 (2010), etc.

During RF026 (2007), the refuel outage following the cycle that extended
power up-rate (EPU) condition was achieved, a one time VT-1 of all 36 shroud
head bolt locking pin windows; mid span and top support ring gussets should
be inspected for signs of wear. Additionally, during this one time inspection,
seven (7) standpipe to top of the shroud head connection welds shall be
examined by VT-1. These recommendations were provided by the BWR
Owners Group document NEDO-033159.

18.0 Top Guide

Two top guide hold-down assemblies 180 degrees apart shall be inspected
every other refueling outage. The assemblies at 108 and 288 degrees were
inspected in RFO 23 (2002), the assemblies at 18 and 198 were re-inspected
in RFO 25 (2005) (BWRVIP-26-A, Table 3-2) and so forth.

As part of the power uprate approval process VY committed in BVY-04-008 to
perform inspection of the top guide grid beams in accordance with the
methods of SIL 544. The selection sample and frequency will be the same
sample of cell locations chosen for CRD guide tube examination per
BWRVIP-47-A, except the sample should be biased towards the higher
fluence areas of the top guide. Over a twelve-year period 10% of the top
guide grid beam cells are to be inspected, with 5% being inspected during
RFO 25 (2005), RFO 26 (2007), and RFO 27 (2008). Five (5) of the 89 top
guide grid beam cells are required to be inspected in the first 6-year interval.

An inspection of one quadrant of the top guide rim bolts and the perforated
cover sheet bolts should be performed every fourth refueling outage on a
rotating basis beginning in RFO 22 (2001). This is a non-mandatory exam.

There are no other top guide inspection requirements, pending a decision by
the BWRVIP regarding the analysis of the removed Oyster Creek top guide
grid samples.
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19.0 Vessel Claddina

A sample of Reactor vessel cladding indications was reinspected in RFO 17
(1993), RFO 19 (1996), and RFO 23 (2002). These inspections are now
complete. (Reference 10.3.1)

During refueling outage RFO 24 (2004) crud deposits were identified on the
reactor vessel shell cladding at the elevation of the steam dryer support lugs.
It resembled the "white stucco" that has been noted at other BWRs. The
extent of the crud deposit was not determined, but it did not affect or mask any
of the areas that were examined (e.g. core spray piping under head hold down
brackets). This crud has not been observed prior to RFO 24 (2004). VY
implemented NMCA in Spring 2001, with HWC implemented in November
2003.
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Attachment 11.4 - Reactor Vessel Internals Components Inspection
Details

1.0 CRD Inspection Details

1.1. General Description - The control rod guide tubes (CRGT), control rod drive
(CRD) housings (CRDH), and stub tubes (CRDST) provide an assembly of
components at symmetrical locations below the core, which support the weight
of the fuel (except for some peripheral bundles supported by the core plate)
and allow the movement of control rods into the reactor core to achieve
reactivity control. Control rods provide the primary means of achieving
shutdown conditions.

The CRD housing is welded to a stub tube. The stub tube in turn is welded to
the vessel bottom head at the CRD housing stub tube penetration. The stub
tube transmits the loads caused by vessel internal pressure, the weight of the
fuel, and CRD reaction loads from the CRD housing to the vessel bottom
head. The CRD housings extend about 14 feet outside the vessel bottom
head, becoming part of the primary pressure boundary. The guide tube
houses the control rod when it is withdrawn from the core, and has four holes
just below the core plate to provide a flow path for water in the vessel bottom
head to enter the core. The control rod guide tube extends from the core plate
to the CRD housing. The guide tube is mechanically connected to the housing
by a bayonet mechanism, which engages the thermal sleeve inside the
housing. The guide tube is constrained from axial rotation by an anti-rotation
pin embedded in the core plate. This pin engages a slotted alignment lug
welded to the top of the guide tube.

1.2 Guide Tubes - The following items shall be inspected on each guide tube:

1.2.1. Guide tube sleeve-to-alignment lug weld (CRGT-1) by the VT-3
method

1.2.2. Guide tube and fuel support alignment pin-to-core plate weld and the
pin itself (FS/GT-ARPIN-1) by the VT-3 method

1.2.3. Guide tube body-to-sleeve weld (CRGT-2) by the EVT-1 method

1.2.4. Guide tube base-to-body weld (CRGT-3) by the EVT-1 method

The CRD guide tube components are identified by their core grid location and
BWRVIP weld number (e.g., 06-15-CRGT-1).

Inspections in Paragraphs 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 above are satisfied as part of the
seating verification process done during orificed fuel support casting
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installation procedures (OP 1111 and OP 1417). These inspections shall be
documented in accordance with NE 8048, however. 3
The guide tube body welds in Paragraphs 1.2.3 and 1.2.4 are accessible from
the ID of the guide tube while the orificed fuel support casting is removed. The
ID of the guide tube is approximately 10.25 inches. CRGT-2 is approximately N
9 inches below the top of the guide tube. CRGT-3 is approximately 13 feet
below the top of the guide tube. Neither weld is a full penetration weld. In
fact, neither weld is actually visible from the ID. However, any detrimental
cracking would extend through-wall and would be visible on the ID. The CRD
guide tube base is cast stainless steel, CF3 or CF8. 3

See drawing 5920-5002 and BWRVIP-47-A, Figure 2.8

1.3 Lower Plenum Access - The CRD housings, CRD housing caps, and stub
tubes shall be inspected by the VT-3 method when accessible. On each of the
89 CRDs, there are three welds in this area. CRDH-1 is the CRD cap-to-tube I
weld; CRDH/ST-1 is the CRD housing-to-stub tube weld; and ST/RPV-1 is the
CRD stub tube-to-vessel weld. The stub tubes are NiCrFe Alloy 600 and the
vessel bottom head is low alloy steel.

See drawings 5920-19, 5920-481 and BWRVIP-47-A, Figure 2-5
1.4 Drawings I

5920-19 CRD Penetration
5920-359 Bottom Head Penetration Layout i

5920-481 CRD Penetrations
5920-2409 CRD Housing
5920-3773 Vessel with internals (three sheets) I
5920-3774 Vessel with internals (three sheets)
5920-4873 Bottom Head Penetration As-Built Dimensions
5920-5002 Control Rod Guide Tube 3
5920-6015 CRD Housing
5920-7058 CRD Housing

2.0 Core Plate Inspection Details

2.1 General Description - The core plate assembly provides lateral support for the
fuel bundles, control rod guide tubes, and in-core instrumentation during
seismic events, and provides vertical support for the peripheral fuel
assemblies. The core plate assembly consists of a perforated plate reinforced
by stiffener beams and supported on the perimeter by a circular rim. There
are stabilizer beams (or cross ties) between the stiffener beams, which also
provide support for in-core housing monitors. The core plate rim is bolted to a 1
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ledge on the core shroud with stainless steel rim hold-down bolts, which
prevent vertical movement. The core plate is positioned on the shroud ledge
by four vertical aligner pins. The pin assembly engages sockets, which are
welded to both the core plate and the core shroud.

The core plate inspection locations will need to be inspected with cameras
resistant to the effects of high radiation if fuel is in the core.

2.2 Rim Hold-down Bolts - The rim hold-down bolts shall be inspected by the UT
method when the technology becomes available. The bolt top is accessed
through a hole in the top of the keeper. If VT-1/VT-3 to the extent practical is
required, the tops of the bolted connection shall be viewed from a vacated
peripheral bundle location. Several bolts can be viewed from one vacated
bundle location. The VT-1/VT-3 inspection shall assure that there are no
loose parts and that the connection has not deteriorated. There are 30 of
these bolts, designated as CP-1 through CP-30. If access is gained below the
core plate a VT-1NT-3 to the extent practical shall be performed.

2.3 Lower Plenum Access - If access is gained to the lower plenum the following
locations on the core plate should be visually inspected by the VT-3 method:

2.3.1. The underside of accessible core plate beam fillet welds

2.3.2. The underside of accessible core plate rim hold-down bolts (there are
30 total) by VT-1NT-3 to the extent practical.

2.3.3. Core plate alignment hardware at 5 degrees, 90 degrees, 175
degrees, and 270 degrees, consisting of the guide block welds to the
core plate and the alignment pin

Inspections in Paragraphs2.3.2 and 2.3.3 above are primarily conducted to
allay loose parts issues.

See Drawings 5920-1101, 5920-595, and 5920-1933, and BWRVIP-25, Figure 2-12

2.4 Drawings

5920-530 Core Plate
5920-532 Top Guide and Core Plate Hardware
5920-595 Core Plate Perimeter Hold-down Bolt
5920-1097 Core Plate Details
5920-1098 Core Plate' Details
5920-1099 Core Plate Details
5920-1101 Core Plate Details
5920-1933 Core Plate Perimeter Hold-down Bolt'
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2.4 Drawings (Cont'd)

5920-1938 Top Guide and Core Plate Hardware
5920-3773 Vessel with internals (three sheets)
5920-3774 Vessel with internals (three sheets) I
5920-4877 Top Guide and Core Plate As-Built Dimensions
5920-4880 Core Plate As-Built Dimensions
5920-4884 Top Guide and Core Plate As-Built Dimensions

3.0 Core Shroud Inspection Details

3.1 General Description - The core shroud is a cylinder inside the pressure vessel
and surrounding the reactor core. The primary functions of the shroud are: to
guide the flow of coolant up through the core; to provide support for the core I
plate, top guide, and core spray assembly; and to provide a refloodable
volume in case of emergency core cooling system actuation. 3
The shroud extends from the shroud support cylinder below the core to the
shroud flange above the core. The shroud was built first by constructing
courses with two vertical weld seams and then by assembling the courses with I
horizontal welds. Fabrication used the submerged arc welding (SAW)
process. The shroud was assembled in Rotterdam by Rotterdam Drydock and
then delivered fully assembled to be installed into the vessel at Vermont I
Yankee. The field closure weld was H7, described below.

Four tie rods were installed as a repair to the horizontal welds in RFO 19 3
(1996).

3.2 Horizontal Welds - The horizontal shroud welds shall be examined by either 3
the EVT-1 or UT methods. If performed visually, the horizontal welds shall be
examined to the extent possible on the 00. Although not required, if
inspections are conducted from the shroud ID, they will need to be performed 3
with cameras resistant to the effects of high radiation.

The horizontal welds are 1.8 inches thick, double-Vee welds, with the
exception of the H7 weld, which is single Vee (welded from the inside). The I
horizontal welds are numbered H1 through H7. There are four cylinder
courses in the shroud. The bottom course below the core plate is 160 inches
ID. The middle two courses between the core plate and top guide are 162 1/2

inches ID. The top course above the top guide is 175 1/2 inches ID. Between
the bottom course and the middle two courses is the core plate ring. Between
the middle two courses and the upper course is the top guide ring. H1 is the
shroud flange-to-upper course weld. H2 is the upper course-to-top guide ringweld. H3 is the top guide ring-to-upper middle course weld. H4 is the upper 3
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middle course-to-lower middle course weld. H5 is the lower middle
course-to-core plate ring weld. H6 is the core plate ring-to-bottom course
weld. H7is the bottom course-to-shroud support weld. H7 is a dissimilar metal
weld with Type 304 stainless steel material above the weld and the Alloy 600
shroud support cylinder below the weld. H7 has a backing strap on the OD of
the shroud. See drawing below for the shroud configuration.

3.3 Vertical Welds - The vertical shroud welds shall be examined by either the
EVT-1 or UT methods. When required, coverage of 100% of the vertical welds
shall be attempted. If performed visually, the vertical welds shall be examined
to the extent possible on the OD. Although not required, if inspections are
conducted from the shroud ID, they will need to be performed with cameras
resistant to the effects of high radiation.

The vertical welds are double-Vee welds, 1.8 inches thick. There are two
vertical welds on each of the core shroud courses. The vertical welds
between H1 and H2 are located at approximately 0 and 180 degrees, and are
designated $2V1 and S2V2. The vertical welds between H3 and H4 are
located at 89 and 268 degrees, and are designated $4V1 and S4V2,
respectively. The vertical welds between H4 and H5 are located at 119 and
298 degrees, and are designated S5V1 and S5V2, respectively. The vertical
welds between H6 and H7 are located at 30 and 210 degrees, and are
designated S7V1 and S7V2, respectively.

3.4 Ring Segment Welds - The ring segment welds shall be examined by either
the EVT-1 or UT methods.. When required, coverage of 100% of the ring
segment welds shall be attempted. If performed visually, the ring segment
welds shall be examined to the extent possible from the OD.

The ring segment welds are double-Vee welds situated in the radial direction
with the end of the weld displayed in cross section on the vertical OD face of
the shroud. The ring base material is forged. The shroud flange ring segment
welds are 5 inches thick by 4 inches long. The shroud flange ring segment
welds have not yet been located in the azimuthal direction, but will be
designated S1 R1, S1 R2, and $1 R3. The top guide ring segment welds are
2.0 inches thick by 7.6 inches long. The top guide ring segment welds are
located at 17, 138, and 258 degrees, and are designated S3R1, S3R2, and
S3R3, respectively. The core plate ring segment welds are 3.0 to 3.25 inches
thick by 9.25 inches long. The core plate ring segment welds are located at
14, 134, and 256 degrees, and are designated S6R1, S6R2, and S6R3,
respectively.

See Drawings 5920-1102 and 5920-1105
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3.5 Tie-Rod Repair - There are four vertical tie-rods installed in the annulus
region running from the top of the shroud (at a spacer ring installed on the
shroud flange) down to the shroud support baffle plate. They are installed at
45 degrees, 135 degrees, 225 degrees and 315 degrees. They are
designated as 45-TR, 135-TR, 225-TR, and 315-TR. For inspection of the
tie-rods, RHR shutdown cooling loop operation should be coordinated with the
control room in order to avoid camera disturbance. The following inspection
points are required to be performed:

3.5.1. Perform a VT-3 of the interface of the seal ring to the core shroud
support baffle plate. Note that the seal ring does not contact the jet
pump diffuser plate over its entire surface. Inspection should be
performed on the shroud side of the seal ring. Interface is acceptable
if it appears as in Figure 1 below.

3.5.2. Perform a VT-3 of the Belleville spring loading of the seal ring.
Loading is acceptable if the springs are intact and there is no gross
deflection or change from previous inspections.

3
I
I
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Figure 1 "Seal Ring Assembly'
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3.5.3. Perform a VT-3 of the outer sleeve interface to the tie-rod seal ring.
Inspect engagement of the seal ring pin to the outer sleeve groove.
Interface is acceptable if the pin is engaged in the sleeve groove.

Figure 2 "Outer Sleeve Interface to Seal Ring"

3.5.4. Perform a VT-3 of the lowest outer sleeve assembly tongue and
groove joint. Joint is acceptable if it is structurally intact and
.engaged.

0"gu a" Gx.,e Joint

Figure 3 "Tongue and Groove Joint'
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3.5.5. Perform a VT-3 of the interface between the lower radial restraint
halves. Engagement is acceptable if it is as shown in Figure 4 below.

3.5.6. Perform a VT-3 of the lower radial restraint orientation to the tie rod
outer sleeve. Orientation is acceptable if the lower radial restraint is
oriented radially in the annulus.

I
U
I
I
I
I
a
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Figure 4 "Lower Radial Restraint Assembly"

3.5.7. Perform a VT-3 of the bottom intermediate radial restraint orientation
to the tie rod outer sleeve. Orientation is acceptable if the bottom
intermediate radial restraint is oriented radially in the annulus.

Figure 5 "Bottom Intermediate Radial Restraint Assembly"

3.5.8. Perform a VT-3 of the three outer sleeve assembly tongue and
groove joints between the bottom and top intermediate radial
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restraints. Joints are acceptable if they are structurally intact and
engaged. See Figure 3 above.

3.5.9. Perform a VT-3 of the upper intermediate radial restraint orientation
to the upper outer sleeve segments. Orientation is acceptable if the
upper intermediate radial restraint is oriented radially in the annulus.
See Figure 6 below.

3.5.10. Perform a VT-3 of the upper sleeve restraint pin engagement in the
upper intermediate radial restraint bracket.

Figure 6 "Upper Intermediate Radial Restraint Assembly"

3.5.11. Perform a VT-3 of the seating area between the upper bracket and
the shroud support ring at the top guide elevation. This is best
viewed from underneath the upper bracket looking up. Interface is
acceptable if the bracket is seated against the shroud and no gaps
can be identified. See Figure 7 below.

3.5.12. Perform both an enhanced VT1 and a VT-3 of the upper bracket top
and sides to look for any structural damage. This is in response to
recent OE of cracking of a GE designed tie rod upper support
bracket. See Figure 7 below.
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3.5.13. Perform a VT-3 of the seating area between the upper bracket and
the spacer ring assembly. This is best viewed from both sides and
above. Interface is acceptable if the bracket is seated against the
spacer ring and no gaps can be identified.

I
I
I
I
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Figure 7 "Upper Bracket"
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3.5.14. Inspect the interface between the bracket pin and the spacer ring
assembly notch. Interface is acceptable if the pin is still engaged in
the notch.

lI" view

s$*cet AOMSS y

Figure 8 "Upper Bracket Pin/Spacer Interface"
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3.5.15. Perform a VT-3 of the interface between the tie rod and nut and at
least one of the two nut crimps. Nut crimps are acceptable if they are
still intact with the groove in the tie rod. Because the tie rods have
been retorqued, there will also be vestiges of previous crimps in the
nut, which are not lined up with the groove.

U
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Figure 9 "Nut Assembly"
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3.6 Drawinqs

5920-252
5920-253
5920-528
5920-529
5920-532
5920-1102
5920-1105
5920-1938
5920-3773
5920-3774
5920-4876
5920-4885
5920-6009
5920-11865
5920-11866
5920-11867
5920-11868
5920-11869
5920-11870
5920-11871
5920-11872
5920-11873
5920-11874
5920-11875
5920-11876
5920-11877
5920-11878
5920-11879
5920-11880
5920-11881
5920-11882

Shroud Support Sections
Shroud Support Plan
Shroud
Shroud Sections
Shroud and Core Structure Hardware
Shroud
Shroud Section and Details
Shroud and Core Structure Hardware
Vessel with internals (three sheets)
Vessel with internals (three sheets)
Shroud As-Built Dimensions
Shroud Head and Separator As-Built Dimensions
Shroud Head and Separator
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Restraint Assembly
Tie Rod Shroud Repair RPV Developed View
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Bottom Attachment Area
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Lower Details
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Bracket Assembly
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Tie Rod Assembly
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Shaft Assembly
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Inner Sleeve
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Spring Rod and Adapter (2 sheets)
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Pin
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Pipe Shaft Spacer
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Outer Sleeve Assembly (3 sheets)
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Socket Head Capscrew
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Nut
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Threaded Sleeve
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Spacer Assembly and Details
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Material List
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Upper Radial Seismic Support
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4.0 Core Shroud Support Inspection Details

4.1 General Description - The core shroud support is an Alloy 600 structure that 3
takes the static and operating loads of the shroud assembly and defines the
lower part of the shroud annulus. It consists of a shroud support cylinder
directly below the core shroud, which is supported on 14 legs, and the I
horizontal jet pump baffle plate between the cylinder and the vessel interior
wall.

4.2 Baffle Plate and Cylinder Welds - Reinspection of H8 and H9 shall be by
either the EVT-1 or UT methods.

H8 is the weld between the shroud support baffle plate and the shroud support
cylinder. H9 is the weld between the shroud support baffle plate and the
vessel wall interior. An Alloy 182 weld pad was laid on the vessel wall prior to I
welding H9. The pad is five inches wide by ½/ inch thick. The exterior of the
reactor vessel is not accessible at the elevation of the baffle plate. There are
radial welds in the baffle plate and vertical welds in the shroud support I
cylinder, which do not require inspection. The shroud support cylinder is 160
inches ID. The two vertical seam welds located in the shroud support cylinder
between welds H7 and H8 require inspection. These welds are approximately 3
9" long and are located at 0L (SSC-V1) and 1809 (SSC-V2) and can be viewed
from the shroud annulus. The baffle plate is 2 '/2 inches thick. The shroud
support baffle plate and the shroud support cylinder are Alloy 600. Welds 3
SSC-1V, SSC-2V, H8 and H9 are Inconel Alloy. Note that because these are
nickel-based welds, the required examination coverage includes the entire
weld surface, in addition to the heat-affected zones. 3
See drawings 5920-252 and 5920-253

4.3 Access Hole Cover Welds - The access hole cover welds shall be examined
by the EVT-1 method.

There are two oval access hole cover welds, located at 0 and 180 degrees.
They are designated as 0-AHC and 180-AHC. The GTAW portion is Inconel
Alloy 82 and the SMAW portion is Inconel Alloy 182. Note that because these
are nickel-based welds, the required examination coverage includes the entire I
weld surface, in addition to the heat-affected zones.

See drawing 5920-253 I
4.4 Lower Plenum Access - Accessible surfaces of the shroud support legs and

their welds, and the underside of the shroud support baffle plate and its welds
shall be visually inspected by the VT-3 method when accessible. I
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There are 14 Alloy 600 legs containing three Inconel welds each. The legs are
7 inches wide by 1 34 inches thick by 4 feet tall. The shroud support
cylinder-to-leg weld is designated H10. The leg-to-support foot weld is H1 1,
and the foot support-to-vessel lower head weld is H12.

4.5 Drawings

5920-19 Shroud Support and Access Hole
5920-252 Shroud Support

•5920-253 Shroud Support
5920-3773 Vessel with internals (three sheets)
5920-3774 Vessel with internals (three sheets)

5.0 Core Spray Insoection Details

5.1 General Description - The core spray piping and sparger assembly provides
the flow path for core cooling water from the vessel nozzle, through the shroud
to provide a uniform distribution of spray to assure cooling when the core
cannot be fully reflooded. The assembly consists of the following basic
subcomponents:

Thermal sleeve assemblies inside each of the two core spray nozzles

* Tee-box connections route flow from the two thermal sleeves to a total
of four different piping runs, which penetrate the core shroud

Spargers, located inside the core shroud, with multiple spray nozzles
deliver the core spray water to achieve the required flow rate and
distribution over the core

* Attachment brackets support the assembly and allow for thermal
expansion at different locations along the piping and sparger runs

There' is also a mechanical clamp repair on the 193-degree ("C") sparger tee
box installed in 1981, because of a crack on the cover plate.

5.2 Thermal Sleeve Welds - Inspection shall be by the UT method. A concept for
remote tooling to access these welds is currently being developed. The NDE
technique would use low profile blade-style transducers.

There are three welds on each thermal sleeve. CSTS1 is the safe-end tuning
fork-to-10-inch schedule 40 pup piece. CSTS2 is the pup piece-tol0-inch by
8-inch concentric standard weight reducer. CSTS3 is the reducer-to-8-inch
schedule 40 pipe piece. The thermal sleeve welds are identified by their core
spray loop (A or B) and the above weld numbers (e.g., A-CSTS-1).
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See drawings 5920-624 and 5920-5843 1

5.3 Internal Piping - The core spray piping welds shall be inspected by either the
EVT-1 or UT methods.

The core spray piping assembly consists of the following. Thermal sleeves
are welded inside each of the two core spray nozzles, located at 90 and 270
degrees. These are welded in kind to tee-box connections, which divert the I
flow to a total of four different horizontal piping runs. These piping runs then
elbow downwards to each of four downcomers, located at 13, 166, 193, and
346 degrees. These downcomers then elbow inward,r penetrate the shroud, U
and connect in turn to the sparger tee-boxes. The four piping runs consist of
nominal five inch schedule 40 piping and are designated in order of the
downcomer azimuths - 1, 2, 3, and 4 - which are the prefixes for each of the I
weld designators below. The exceptions are the P1 and P2 welds which have
prefixes corresponding to each of the two core spray loops, A and B. The "A"
loop enters at the 270 degree location (confusingly, the N5B nozzle), and the I
"B" loop enters at the 90 degree location (the N5A nozzle).

P1 is the thermal sleeve-to-tee-box weld (only the tee-box OD is accessible for 3
EVT-1); P2 is the tee-box-to-cover plate weld; P3 is the tee box-to-header
(saddle-type) weld; P4a is the horizontal pipe-to-upper elbow weld; P4b is the
upper elbow-to-downcomer weld; P5 is the upper downcomer-to-slip fitting I
weld; P6 is the middle slip fitting weld; P7 is the slip fitting-to-lower downcomer
weld; P4c is the downcomer-to-lower elbow weld; P4d is the lower
elbow-to-shroud pipe weld; P8a is the shroud pipe-to-collar weld; P8b is the 3
collar-to-shroud weld; and P9 is the shroud pipe-to-sparger tee-box weld
hidden inside the collar. All of these welds are assumed to be creviced,
except for the P3 and P4 welds. Ultrasonic indications were recorded for the 3
1 P8b and 3P8b welds, although these indications have not been seen visually.

BWRVIP-1 8-A states that the P1 welds may not be fully accessible for
inspection. However, the shrinkage of the P1 weld would tend to put the inner
pipe, the thermal sleeve, in compression and the outer pipe, the junction box,
in tension. Thus it is expected that the preferred cracking orientation is
through the junction box. Therefore, to the extent that the junction box outside
of P1 is accessible, an EVT-1 shallbe performed to look for OD cracking.

Access to the P3, P4, P5, P6, and P7 welds may be limited in areas adjacent
to the vessel wall, especially for EVT-1. Access to the P8 welds is
complicated by shroud lugs, downcomers, and guide rod brackets. The collar
is a thin pipe approximately two inch long. The shroud pipe is a short forged
piece between the downcomer elbow and the sparger tee-box. I
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The P5, P6, and P7 welds are the slip fitting welds, which were used to allow
field assembly of the upper and lower downcomer sections. The engagement
distance of the downcomer may be of interest if cracking is found on any of
these welds. Engagement may be determined by UT. The purpose of
determining engagement is to determine if the piping would remain connected
ever if the weld were to fail entirely.

3
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Figure 10 "Core Spray Piping"

See drawing 5920-1806 and BWRVIP-18-A, Figures 2-8, 2-9, 2-10, 2-11, 2-14, 2-17
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5.4 Sparaer - The large circumferential welds shall be inspected by the EVT-1
method. The nozzle welds shall be inspected by the VT-1 method. The "C"
sparger tee-box repair shall be examined by the VT-1 method. Inspections of I
the spargers may need to be performed with cameras resistant to the effects
of high radiation.

The spargers are nominal three-inch diameter. S1 is the sparger
tee-box-to-cover plate weld (there is one on each sparger). S1 is a groove
weld, assumed to be creviced. S2 is the sparger tee-box-to-sparger pipe weld I
(there are two on each sparger). S2 is a full penetration groove weld. S4 is
the sparger pipe-to-end cap weld (there are two on each sparger). S4 is a
groove weld, assumed to be creviced. The large sparger welds are identified I
by their core spray sparger (A, B, C, or D) and the above weld numbers with a
numeral designator when there are two such welds (e.g., A-2S4). The "2" in
the example weld ID refers to the higher azimuth S4 weld in the "A" sparger. I
S3a is the sparger pipe-to-nozzle weld (there is one for each of the 61 nozzles
on each sparger). S3b is any of the welds used to lock the threaded joint to
the nozzle assembly (there are at least two of these welds on each nozzle).I
S3c is the welds on the two lower ("B" and "D") sparger drains (there are two
welds on each of the two drains per sparger). The S3a, S3b, and S3c welds
are shop-made fillet welds, and are assumed to be creviced. No attempt is i
made to individually number the sparger nozzle welds and each group issimply designated by their core spray sparger (e.g., C-S3b).

The sparger "A" tee-box is located at 346 degrees; the sparger "B" tee-box is
located at 13 degrees; the sparger "C" tee-box is located at 193 degrees; and
the sparger "D" tee-box is located at 166 degrees. The sparger "C" tee-box at
193 degrees is covered by a mechanical clamp repair. Sparger A sits above
sparger B, and sparger C sits above sparger D.

The sparger nozzles are numbered from 1 through 61 on each sparger.
Nozzles 1 through 12 are between the first and second bracket (as defined in
the paragraph below under sparger brackets) for each sparger. Nozzles 13
through 26 are between the second bracket and the tee-box (for spargers "A"
and "D") - or between second and third brackets (for spargers "B" and "C") -
as defined in the paragraph below under sparger brackets. Nozzles 27
through 35 are between the tee-box and the third bracket (for spargers "A" and
"D") - or between the third bracket and the tee-box (for spargers "B" and "C") -
as defined in the paragraph below under sparger brackets. Nozzles 36
through 49 are between the third and fourth brackets (for spargers "A" and "D")
- or the tee-box and fourth bracket (for spargers "B" and "C") - as defined in
the paragraph below under sparger brackets. Nozzles 50 through 61 are
between the fourth and fifth bracket (as defined in the paragraph below under I
sparger brackets) for each sparger. I
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Figure 11 "Core Spray Spargers C and D"

See also BWRVIP-18-A, Figure 2-18

3 5.5 Pipina and Sparqer Brackets - The core spray piping brackets shall be
inspected by the EVT-1 method. The core spray sparger brackets shall be
inspected by the VT-1 method. Inspections of the sparger brackets may need
to be performed with cameras resistant to the effects of high radiation.

The piping brackets are welded to the vessel cladding using E308L. They are3 in pairs, above and below the piping, located at 30, 150, 210, and 330
degrees. The piping brackets are identified as 1 -PB, 2-PB, 3-PB, and 4-PB.

The sparger "A" brackets are located at 272 degrees, 310 degrees, 15
degrees, 55 degrees, and 88 degrees. The sparger "B" brackets are located
at 272 degrees, 310 degrees, 345 degrees, 55 degrees, and 88 degrees. The
sparger "C". brackets are located at 93 degrees, 125 degrees, 165 degrees,
235 degrees, and 267 degrees. The sparger "D" brackets are located at 93
degrees, 125 degrees, 195 degrees, 235 degrees, and 267 degrees. The
sparger brackets are identified by the pair of core spray spargers that they
restrain (AB or CD); SB; and a designator starting at the least clockwise
azimuth above as follows: AB-SB1, AB-SB2, AB-SB3, AB-SB4, AB-SB5,
AB-SB6, CD-SB1, CD-SB2, CD-SB3, CD-SB4, CD-SB5, and CD-SB6.
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See drawing 5920-21 and sections B-B, D-D, E-E, and T-T from drawing
5920-528, and BWRVIP-15, Figure 2.13.2.44 I

5.6 Drawings 3
5920-69 N5 nozzle forging (core spray)
5920-528 Core shroud with shop built piping and spargers
5920-624 N5 nozzle thermal sleeve and safe-end I
5920-655 N5 safe-end
5920-843 Core spray pipe clamp support
5920-898 N5 nozzle thermal sleeve I
5920-1102 Core shroud with shop built piping and spargers
5920-1806 Core spray piping
5920-3773 Vessel with internals (three sheets) I
5920-3774 Vessel with internals (three sheets)
5920-3776 Core spray sparger
5920-3777 Core spray sparger nozzle details I
5920-4136 Core spray sparger
5920-4907 Core spray sparger nozzle details
5920-9097 Core spray sparger tee-box clamp I
5920-9098 Core spray sparger tee-box clamp details
5920-9099 Core spray sparger tee-box clamp details

6.0 Feedwater Sparcaer Inspection Details

6.1 General Description -There are four feedwater spargers in the vessel. Each 3
sparger consists of a thermal sleeve and a tee-box, which is welded to two
curved pipes with holes to distribute feedwater. The thermal sleeve separates
the cooler feedwater flow from the nozzle inner surface to minimize thermal
fatigue to the nozzle. Each sparger has a bracket that is welded to the vessel
cladding at each end of the sparger, and that supports the weight of the
sparger and reacts to the loads from the discharge of feedwater into the 3
vessel. There are also spacer brackets on each side of the tee-box.

6.2 Piping, Brackets, and Pins - The feedwatersparger piping, spacer brackets,
end brackets and pins shall be examined by the VT-3 method. The sparger
piping is best inspected in two horizontal passes: once to cover the top half
and once to cover the bottom half. Sparger A goes from 10 degrees to 80 3
degrees. Sparger B goes from 100 degrees to 170 degrees. Sparger C goes
from 190 degrees to 260 degrees. Sparger D goes from 280 degrees to 350
degrees. The spacer brackets are located at 35 degrees, 55 degrees, 125
degrees, 145 degrees, 215 degrees, 235 degrees, 305 degrees, and 325
degrees. The sparger piping is identified as FW-A-SP, FW-B-SP, FW-C-SP,
and FW-D-SP. The sparger brackets on the "A" sparger are identified as 3
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FW-A-EB1, FW-A-SB1, FW-A-SP1, FW-A-SP2, FW-A-SB2, and FW-A-EB2,
and so on for each sparger. "EB" stands for end bracket and "SB" stands for
spacer bracket; "1" is for the lower azimuth bracket on each sparger and "2" is
for the higher azimuth bracket on each sparger.

6.3 Tee and End Bracket Attachment Welds - The feedwater sparger tee welds
shall be examined by the VT-1 method. The feedwater sparger end
bracket-to-vessel attachment welds shall also be examined by the VT-1
method. The sparger tee welds on the "A" sparger are identified as
FW-A-SPT1, FW-A-SPT2, and so on for each sparger. "1" is for the lower
azimuth tee weld on each sparger and "2" is for the higher azimuth tee weld
on each sparger. The sparger end bracket-to-vessel attachment welds on the
"A" sparger are identified as FW-A-ATT1, FW-A-ATT2, and so on for each
sparger. "1" is for the lower azimuth attachment weld on each sparger and "2"
is for the higher attachment weld on each sparger.

6.4 End of Interval Examination - The Ten-year ISI Interval examination of the
feedwater sparger bracket-to-vessel welds shall be by the EVT-1 method.

See drawings 5920-330, 5920-9057 and BWRVIP-15 Figure 2.13.2.43

6.5 Drawincqs

5920-68 Feedwater Nozzle (N4) Forging
5920-234 Feedwater Nozzle Safe-end
5920-241 Feedwater Nozzle (N4) with old thermal sleeve
5920-330 Feedwater Sparger Bracket
5920-629 Feedwater Sparger Bracket
5920-950 Feedwater Sparger Bracket
5920-3773 Vessel with internals (three sheets)
5920-3774 Vessel with internals (three sheets)
5920-9057 New Feedwater Spargers

7.0 Guide Rod Inspection Details

7.1 General Description - Guide rods ensure that during removal or insertion of
the steam dryer and steam separator, that those components are aligned with
the shroud and do not impact other vessel internal components. The guide
rods are held in position at the top end by brackets welded to the vessel
cladding, and at the bottom end by lugs attached to the core shroud flange.

7.2 Guide Rod Assembly - The guide rod assembly should be examined by the
VT-3 method.

The guide rods are located at 175 degrees and 355 degrees and are identified
as GR-175 and GR-355.
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See drawings 5920-328 and 5920-3773, sheet 1, and BWRVIP-15
Figure 2.13.2.41

7.3 Drawings

5920-21
5920-328
5920-3773
5920-3774

Attachment Details
Guide Rod Bracket
Vessel with internals (three sheets)
Vessel with internals (three sheets)

8.0 Incore Flux Monitors Inspection Details

8.1 General Descriotion - The incore flux monitoring system measures neutron
flux, which is used to control operation of the reactor and, in some cases,
induce a scram signal that would terminate reactor operation. The in-core
housings and guide tubes provide a pathway for the detectors to have access
inside the reactor core. The tops of the dry tube assemblies are spring fitted
into the top guide to prevent lateral movement.

The incore housing extends from below the lower reactor vessel head through
the lower head to a point approximately four feet above the low point of the
head. The incore housing is welded at the inside surface of the bottom head
penetration. The upper end of the incore housing has an integral socket; the
incore guide tube inserts into this socket and is attached to the incore housing
with a fillet weld. The top of the incore guide tubes is laterally supported by
mating holes in the core plate (not welded). The incore stabilizer hardware is
a latticework of clamps, tie bars, and spacers, which gives lateral support and
rigidity to the guide tubes.
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Figure 12 "Incore Instrumentation"

8.2 Dry Tubes - The top two feet of the dry tube assembly - from the plunger
assembly to the dry tube transition - should be inspected by the VT-1 method.
To satisfy the VT-1 method, the dry tube shall be inspected from all four
adjacent fuel bundle locations. Included in this inspection are the two seal
welds, the areas around the seal welds, and the areas around the flow holes.
There is a weld about 8" below the top of the dry tube, or about 11/2" below the
guide plug, which does not appear on the drawing. See photo below.

See photo from FTI RFO 21 1999 IWI Report

The remainder of the dry tube assembly - from the dry tube transition down to
the core plate - should be inspected with the VT-3 method. For the VT-3
method, the dry tube need only be inspected from two fuel bundle locations
diagonally opposite from each other.
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Inspections of the dry tubes will need to be performed with cameras resistant
to the effects of high radiation.

There are 10 dry tubes located at grid locations 08-13, 08-29, 08-37, 16-13,
16-21, 24-29, 24-37, 32-13, 32-21, and 32-37. They are identified as
ICDT-08-13, ICDT-08-29, etc.

See drawing 5920-3406 and BWRVIP-47-A, Figure 2-15

8.3 Lower Plenum Access - Lower plenum flux monitor components should be
examined by the VT-3 method when accessible. There are two welds in each
of the lower plenum incore flux monitors. ICH/RPV-1 is the incore
housing-to-vessel weld and ICHGT/ICH-1 is the incore housing-to-guide tube
fillet weld. There are also tack welds in the incore housing support hardware,
designated as ICHS-1, and incore housing support-to-incore guide tube welds
designated as ICHS/ICGT-1.

See drawing 5920-19 and BWRVIP-47-A, Figure 2-10 and Figure 2-14

8.4 Drawinqs
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5920-19
5920-359
5920-482
5920-495
5920-496
5920-2409
5920-2417
5920-3406
5920-3773
5920-3774
5920-4873

Incore Penetration
Bottom Head Penetration Layout
Incore Penetration
Power Range Monitoring Unit
SRM/IRM Unit
Incore Housing
Incore Guide Tube
Dry Tube Assembly
Vessel with internals (three sheets)
Vessel with internals (three sheets)
Bottom Head Penetration As-built Dimensions

9.0 Instrument Penetration Inspection Details

9.1 General Description - The instrument penetration nozzles are the N 11A,
N11B, N12A, and N12B nozzles.

9.2 Instrument Penetration Inspection - The instrument penetrations require a VT-
2 examination. This examination is performed during the system pressure
test. BWRVIOP-49-A.
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10.0 Jet Pump Inspection Details

10.1 General Description - The jet pumps are located in the annulus region
betweenthe core shroud and the vessel wall and provide core flow to control
reactor power. Thereare 20 jet pumps (ten pairs). Jet Pumps 1 through 10
on the south side are Loop B. Jet Pumps 11 through 20 on the north side are
Loop A. Each pair of jet pumps is driven by flow-from a common riser. The
risers are designated in accordance with the recirculation inlet nozzles, N2A
through N2K (there is no N21). A pair of jet pumps and one riser constitute a
jet pump assembly. Each assembly is comprised of a thermal sleeve, riser
elbow and riser pipe; transition piece, rams-head assembly, and two beams;
and two downcomer sections including mixer, diffuser, tailpipe, and adapters.

It is difficult to achieve access for inspection of many of the specified locations.
The annulus is a very crowded environment, requiring much diligence in
performing visual inspections and much mechanical dexterity for performing
ultrasonic or eddy current examinations. It is possible to avoid some of the
obstructions by inspecting the downcomer assemblies from the inside.

For post-accident core reflooding, the jet pump assembly assures reflooding to
no less than two-thirds core height. The jet pumps also provide a flow path for
LPCI into the core.
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Figure 13 "Jet Pump Plan View"

See also drawings 5920-103 and 5920-1127

10.2 Beam-Bolt Assemblies - The jet pump beams shall be inspected by the UT
method. The UT technique is designed to cover the top transition radius on
both ends of the beam, and the bolt hole ligament areas at the top surface.
However, a confirmatory NDE technique should be pursued, because false UT
signals have been noted. An enhanced VT-1 of the beam transition areas
(beam ramps) may also be required to augment UT demonstrations to address
the Quad Cities failure area.

There are a total of 20 jet pump beams. The beam bolt assembly secures the
inlet mixer assembly to the riser transition piece. The beam is locked into
place and torqued to a specified preload value. The beam material is a
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nickel-based Alloy X-750 with improved heat treat. The beams are identified
by the jet pump number and the designator "BB" (e.g., 15-BB).

See drawings 5920-6297, 5920-7182, and 5920-7191

10.3 Thermal Sleeves - The jet pump thermal sleeve welds shall be inspected by
the UT method. A concept for remote tooling to access these welds is
currently being developed. The NDE technique would use low profile
blade-style transducers.

The thermal sleeve attaches the N2 nozzle safe-end to the jet pump riser
elbow. It provides a flow path and reduces temperature variations, and thus
thermal loading, on the N2 nozzle. There are two full penetration
circumferential welds in each of the ten jet pump thermal sleeves. TS-1 is the
safe-end (5920-6624)-to-thermal sleeve concentric reducer (5920-6625).
TS-2 is the reducer-to-1 0-inch special pipe. The welds are identified by the
nozzle designator and the weld designator (e.g., N2K-TS-1 and N2K-TS-2).

See drawings 5920-656, 5920-6624, and 5920-6625

10.4 Riser Welds - Reinspection of the jet pump riser welds shall be by either the
EVT-1 or UT methods.

The riser pipe connects the thermal sleeve to the transition piece. There are
three full penetration circumferential welds on each of ten jet pump risers.
RS-1 is the thermal sleeve-to-elbow weld; RS-2 is the elbow-to-riser pipe weld;
and RS-3 is the riser pipe-to-transition piece weld. The RS-1 welds were field
welds - originally fabricated with an ID backing strap. It is not clear whether
the backing strap was removed prior to service. The welds are identified by
the nozzle designator and the weld designator (e.g., N2G-RS-1, N2G-RS-2,
and N2G-RS-3). There are two flawed riser welds: N2H-RS-1 and N2K-RS-1.
The elbow is a 10-inch schedule 40 fitting and the riser is a 10-inch schedule
40 pipe. The transition piece is cast stainless steel Type 304.
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Figure 14 "Jet Pump Riser"

See also BWRVIP-41 Revision 1, Figure 2.3.4-1 & Figure 2.3.4-3

10.5 Riser-to-Restrainer Welds - Future inspections of the jet pump
riser-to-restrainer welds shall be by the EVT-1 method. The RS-8 welds must
be viewed from the underside of the riser brace.

There are two circumferential fillet welds connecting the restrainer sleeve to
the riser on each of the ten jet pump assemblies. RS-4 is the lower restrainer
sleeve-to-riser pipe weld and RS-5 is the upper restrainer sleeve-to-riser pipe
weld. There are also two partial circumference fillet welds connecting the riser
brace to the riser on each jet pump assembly. RS-8 is the fillet weld below the
riser brace yoke and RS-9 is the fillet weld above the riser brace yoke.
Inspection of RS-4 and RS-8 from underneath the restrainer sleeve and riser
brace, respectively, will be difficult. The camera should be angled upward and
the best coverage shall be attempted. Per NE 8048, limited coverage shall be
documented. The welds are identified by the nozzle designator and the weld
designator (e.g., N2E-RS-4, N2E-RS-5, N2E-RS-8, and N2E-RS-9).

See BWRVIP-41 Revision 1, Figures 2.3.4-1
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10.6 Riser Braces - Future inspections of the jet pump riser brace welds shall be by
the EVT-1 method. Examine the topside and the edges of the welds. In
addition, examine the accessible areas of the underside of the welds.

The riser brace attaches the riser pipe to E308L pads on the vessel cladding
using E308L material. Its main function is to limit the vibration and maintain
the orientation of the jet pump assembly. There are four welds on each of ten
riser braces. RB-la and RB-lb are the two riser brace leaf-to-pad welds.
RB-2a and RB-2b are the two riser brace leaf-to-yoke welds. The welds are
identified by the nozzle designator and the weld designator (e.g., N2C-RB-1 a,
N2C-RB-1 b, N2C-RB-2a, and N2C-RB-2b).

Figure 15 "Jet Pump Riser Brace"

See also drawing 5920-6004, BWRVIP-41 Revision 1, Figure 2.3.1-1, and
BWRVIP-15 Figure 2.13.2.22

10.7 Restrainer Assemblies - The jet pump wedges shall be inspected by the VT-1
method. The wedges are inspected for signs of displacement - both vertically
and horizontally. The inspection should verity that the wedge bearing surface
is in contact with the appropriate surface on the mixer or restrainer bracket,
and check for unusual wear (scrape marks, loss of material, etc.) on the
bearing surfaces of the wedge itself or the restrainer bracket. Wedge wear is
typically best observed by looking down on the wedge from above including
oblique views from the sides to see if the restrainer bracket is wearing into the
wedge. Wedges should be centered on the bracket pad.
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If wedge wear is detected inspection of the other restrainer
components/locations, such as set screw and weld rod/nut welds should be
performed during the same outage when wedge wear was detected. The jet
pump wedge hex nuts should be inspected by the VT-1 method. The hex nutsm
should be inspected to ensure that they have not been displaced.

The jet pump setscrews should be inspected by the VT-i method. The
setscrews should be inspected for damage and to verify that they are in
contact with the jet pump inlet mixer. The setscrew tack welds should be
inspected for cracking.

There are one restrainer wedge and two restrainer setscrews for each of the
20 jet pumps. The restrainer bracket is welded to the riser and provides lateral
support for each mixer section to increase the assembly stiffness and to
reduce the effects of vibration. The restrainer bracket also provides the
support for the wedge and setscrew assemblies. The wedge is one of three
contact points between the restrainer bracket and the inlet-mixer. The other
two contact points are the tips of the adjusting setscrews, which are
tack-welded into place during assembly.

The wedges are identified by the jet pump number and the designator "WD"
(e.g., 18-WD). The setscrews are identified by the jet pump number and the
designator "SS", with a "l" for the shroud side setscrew and a "2" for the
vessel side setscrew (e.g., 18-SS-1 and 18-SS-2).

See BWRVIP-41 Revision 1, Figures 2.3.8-2 and 2.3.8-5 I
10.8 Mixer Inlet Assemblies - Although not required at this time, the jet pump mixer

inlet throat may be inspected for crud buildup.

The inlet mixer assembly consists of a 180-degree elbow, a nozzle section
with suction inlets, and a mixing section. It fits into a slip joint at the top of the
diffuser assembly. The nozzle accelerates the drive flow from the recirculation
system into the mixer section. The nozzle is open to the annulus region so
that the low static pressure created by the accelerated nozzle flow will entrain
fluid from the annulus into the mixer. There are three vanes that hold the
nozzle in the inlet, which give rise to three openings through which a camera
can be inserted into the ID of the jet pump mixer.

See BWRVIP-41 Revision 1, Figure 2.3.6-1 3
I
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10.9 Inlet Clamps - The jet pump inlet clamp bolted connections shall be inspected
by the VT-3 method.

There is one inlet clamp bolted connection on each of the 20 jet pumps. The
connection bolts the inlet piece to the mixer flange, both of which are cast
stainless steel Type 304.

The inlet bolted connections (clamps) are identified by the jet pump number
and the designator "IN-4" (e.g., 9-IN-4).

See BWRVIP-41 Revision 1, Figures 2.3.6-1 and 2.3.6-3

10.10 Mixer/Diffuser Circumferential Welds above the Diffuser Shell - The jet pump
mixer/diffuser circumferential welds above the diffuser shell shall be inspected
by either the EVT-1 or UT methods. EVT-1 may be conducted from either the
ID or OD of the jet pumps.

The mixer is a cylindrical part that fits into a slip joint at the top of the diffuser
assembly. It mixes the drive flow and the suction flow in the jet pump. The
purpose of the slip joint is to allow for differential thermal expansion between
the jet pump assembly and the reactor vessel. The diffuser assembly consists
of a gradual conical section terminating in a straight cylindrical section at the
lower end, which is welded to the shroud support baffle plate at the adapter
(see also next paragraph). MX-1 is the mixer flange-to-mixer barrel weld;
MX-2 is the mixer barrel-to-mixer adapter weld; MX-4 is the mixer
adapter-to-flare weld; and DF-1 is the diffuser collar-to-shell weld. The welds
are identified by the jet pump number and the weld designator (e.g., 8-MX-1,
8-MX-4, and 8-DF-1).

The mixer flange and diffuser collar are cast stainless steel material Type 304.
The mixer adapter may also be cast stainless steel material Type 304.
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. Figure 16 "Jet Pump Side View"

See also BWRVIP-41 Revision 1, Figures 2.3.7-2 and 2.3.9-2
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10.11 Mixer/Diffuser Circumferential Welds below the Diffuser Shell - The jet pump
mixer/diffuser circumferential welds below the diffuser shell shall be inspected
by either the EVT-1 or UT methods. EVT-1 may be conducted from either the
ID or OD of the jet pumps.

DF-2 is the diffuser shell-to-tail pipe weld; DF-3 is the diffuser tail pipe-to-top
adapter; AD-3b is the fillet weld on the underside of the DF-3 backing strap;
AD-1 is the top adapter-to-bottom adapter weld; and AD-2 is the bottom
adapter-to-shroud support baffle plate weld. The welds are identified by the jet
pump number and the weld designator (e.g., 19-DF-2, 19-DF-3, 19-AD-3b,
19-AD-2). There are four flawed diffusers welds: 2-DF-2, 3-DF-3, 9-DF-2, and
10-DF-2. The DF-3 welds were the field closure welds for the jet pump
assemblies. The AD-1 welds are dissimilar metal welds - with stainless steel
base material on the top and Alloy 600 on the bottom. The AD-2 welds are
between Alloy 600 materials. Welds AD-1 and AD-2 are Alloy 182 filler metal.

D"-

AKý AD-I

,e-AD-2
Befti PRat.

Figure 17 "Jet Pump Adapter Welds"

See also drawing 5920-948 and BWRVIP-41 Revision 1, Figures 2.3.9-2 and
2.3.11-1

10.12 Sensing Lines - The jet pump sensing lines and their brackets should be
inspected by the VT-3 method. The following items should be inspected:

* Sensing lines-to-standoff on the diffuser
* Sensing line brackets on the diffusers
* Sensing line-to-diffusers on Jet Pumps 1, 6, 11, and 16
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The sensing lines are used to measure the differential pressure inside the
diffuser to determine the flow rate in the pump. There is one sensing line for
each of the 20 jet pumps. They snake around the core side of the diffusers
and gather at the azimuth of the N8 nozzle to cross the annulus into the
nozzle. The sensing lines are comprised of 1/4-inch NPS schedule 40 piping.

The sensing lines are not identified by each line, but only by the location of the
jet pump number around which the group of lines wrap, along with the
designator "SL" (e.g., 4-SL).

See drawings 5920-3774 Sheet 3 of 3 and 5920-667

10.13 Drawin.gs

U
I
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5920-66
5920-72
5920-245
5920-332
5920-667
5920-778
5920-844
5920-948
5920-1127
5920-1181
5920-3773
5920-3774
5920-4799
5920-6004
5920-6295
5920-6297
5920-6624
5920-6625
5920-7102
5920-7181
5920-7182
5920-7191

Recirc Inlet Nozzle (N2) Forging
Jet Pump Instrumentation Nozzle (N8) Forging
Jet Pump Instrumentation Nozzle (N8)
Jet Pump Riser Support Pads
Jet Pump Sensing Line
Jet Pump Bellows Seal
Jet Pump Sensing Line Support
Jet Pump Adapter
Jet Pump
Jet Pump Riser Brace (Old Design)
Vessel with internals (three sheets)
Vessel with internals (three sheets)
Jet Pump Part Numbers (same as 5920-6295)
Jet Pump Riser Brace
Jet Pump Part Numbers (same as 5920-4799)
Jet Pump Beam
Recirc Inlet Nozzle (N2) New Safe-end
Recirc Inlet Nozzle (N2) New Thermal Sleeve
Jet Pump Line Capping
Jet Pump
Jet Pump Beam
Jet Pump Beam Keeper I

I
I
I
I
I
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11.0 Lower Plenum Inspection Details

11.1 Lower Plenum Access - The following components in the lower plenum (areas
below the core plate) are inspected as access permits, and are discussed in
other Paragraphs of this Appendix, as referenced below:

CRD housings, CRD housing caps, CRD stub tubes - Paragraph 1.0

Core plate beam fillet welds, core plate rim hold-down bolts, core plate
alignment hardware - Paragraph 2.0

Core shroud support legs, core shroud support baffle plate underside -
Paragraph 4.0

Incore flux monitor housings, incore flux monitor guide tubes, incore flux
monitor guide tube stabilizers - Paragraph 8.0

SLC and core plate AP lines - Paragraph 15.0

11.2 Bottom Head and Drain - In addition to the above components, if access is
gained to the lower plenum, the vessel bottom head and the bottom head
drain should be inspected for debris or crud buildup by the VT-3 method.

12.0 Miscellaneous Attachment Weld Inspection Details

12.1 Steam Dryer Suoport Brackets - The steam dryer support attachment welds
shall be inspected by the EVT-1 method for the end-of-interval inspection.

The reinspection of the steam dryer support bracket at 215 degrees in RFO 22
(2001) was performed in a similar fashion to the reinspections performed in
RFO 17 (1993) and RFO 20 (1998). This will be by the VT-3 method on the
interior of the vessel and the UT method from the reactor vessel OD above the
biological shield wall. There is a visual indication of clad cracking running
along the top of the dryer support bracket at 215 degrees. The RFO 22 (2001)
inspection results showed no change from previous exams and are now
complete.

Four brackets are welded to the vessel cladding to support the steam dryer
assembly weight. The brackets are located at 35 1/2 degrees, 144 12degrees,
215 1/2 degrees, and 325 ½ degrees. The steam dryer support bracket
attachment welds are identified as SD-S-ATT-35, SD-S-ATT-145,
SD-S-ATT-215, and SD-S-ATT-325.

See drawings 5920-21 and 5920-329 and BWRVIP-15 Figure 2.13.2.38
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12.2 Surveillance Svecimen Brackets - The surveillance specimen holder bracket
attachment welds shall be inspected by the VT-1 method.

There are three brackets welded to the vessel cladding aligned vertically at
each of three azimuths: 30 degrees, 120 degrees, and 300 degrees. The
upper bracket is at the approximate elevation of the core shroud flange ring. I
The middle bracket is between the elevations of core shroud welds H3 and
H4. The lower bracket is at the approximate elevation of core shroud weld H4.
The surveillance specimen holder at 30 degrees was removed in 1983;
however, the brackets are still in place. The upper surveillance specimen
bracket attachment welds are identified as SP-U-ATT-30, SP-U-ATT-120, and
SP-U-ATT-300 and lower surveillance specimen bracket attachment welds are I
identified as SP-L-ATT-30, SP-L-ATT-120, and SP-L-ATT-300.

See drawings 5920-21 and 5920-3722 and BWRVIP-15, Figure 2.13.2.39 n

12.3 Steam Dryer Hold-Down Brackets - The steam dryer hold-down bracket
attachment welds shall be inspected by the VT-3 method. The examination
will be a direct (rather than remote) visual.

There are four of these brackets welded to the vessel cladding under the top
head to restrain the steam dryer assembly. They prevent lift of the dryer I
caused by transient pressure following a main steamline break. They are
located at 35 1/2 degrees, 144 ½2 degrees, 215 1/2 degrees, and 324 ½ degrees.The steam dryer hold-down bracket attachment welds are identified as ISD-HD-ATT-35, SD-HD-ATT-145, SD-HD-ATT-215, and SD-HD-ATT-325.

See drawings 5920-21 and 5920-331 and BWRVIP-15 Figure 2.13.2.46

12.4 Guide Rod Brackets - The guide rod bracket attachment welds shall be
inspected by the VT-3 method. U
There are two guide rod brackets welded to the vessel cladding. They are
located at 175 degrees and 355 degrees at the elevation of the vessel flange. I
The guide rod bracket attachment welds are identified as GR-ATT-175 and
GR-ATT-355.

See drawings 5920-21 and 5920-328 and BWRVIP-15, Figure 2.13.2.41

12.5 Drawinqgs

5920-21 Attachment Details
5920-328 Guide Rod Bracket
5920-329 Steam Dryer Support Bracket
5920-329 Steam Dryer Hold-Down Bracket
5920-3722 Specimen Holder Bracket
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5920-3773 Vessel with internals (three sheets)
5920-3774 Vessel with internals (three sheets)

13.0 Orificed Fuel Support Casting Inspection Details

13.1 General Description - The orificed fuel' support (OFS) casting supports the
weight of the fuel assemblies and distributes core flow into the fuel bundles.
Each OFS casting supports four fuel bundles above four internal
compartments with a central opening for the positioning of the control rod
blade

13.2 Orificed Fuel Supoort Casting - The orificed fuel support casting-does not
require inspection at this time, except as required by the procedure that
governs control rod blade changeouts, OP 1111 "Control Rod Removal and
Installation".

See BWRVIP-15, Figure 2.8.2.1

13.3 Drawingqs

5920-1805 Orificed Fuel Support
5920-2247 Orificed Fuel Support
5920-2524 Orificed Fuel Support
5920-2525 Orificed Fuel Support
5920-2526 Orificed Fuel Support
5920-3773 Vessel with internals (three sheets)
5920-3774 Vessel with internals (three sheets)

14.0 Specimen Holder Inspection Details

14.1 General Description - The specimen holder contains reactor pressure vessel
material used to monitor the irradiation embrittlement of the vessel. Brackets
hold the specimen holder to the vessel wall. Specimen holders are removed
with the vessel specimens. The surveillance specimen holder at 30 degrees
was removed in 1983; however, the brackets are still in place.

14.2 Specimen Holder -The specimen holder should be inspected by the VT-3
method to assure that there are no loose parts concerns. The two remaining
surveillance specimen holders are located at 120 degrees and 300 degrees.
The specimen holders are identified as SP-120 and SP-300. The inspection
details for the attachment welds are found in the Miscellaneous Attachment
Weld Inspection Details section, Section 12.0.
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14.3 Drawings

5920-2701 Specimen Holder
5920-2705 Specimen Holder
5920-3722 Specimen Holder Support Bracket (Clips)
5920-3773 Vessel with internals (three sheets)
5920-3774 Vessel with internals (three sheets)5920-4413 Specimen Holder Brackets

15.0 SLCICore Plate AP Inspection Details

15.1 General Description - The SLC system enters the reactor vessel as a pipe I
within a pipe of the core plate AP monitoring system. The SLC system injects
sodium pentaborate, referred to as boron, into the bottom head region of the
vessel through a vertical sparger. The AP/SLC hardware inside the vessel :1
also provides part of the operating measurement for the core plate AP, which
is an indirect measurement of core flow. The line is located at approximately
345 degrees and enters the vessel directly under Jet Pump 20.

15.2 Nozzle-to-Safe-end Weld - The nozzle-to-safe-end weld and the safe-end
itself shall be examined by either PT, UT, or EVT-2. 3
If UT is performed, it shall be in accordance with either a Vermont Yankee UT
procedure or a vendor's procedure, which has been approved by Vermont n1
Yankee. Either procedure shall be qualified in accordance with ASME.SectionXI, Appendix VIII, Supplement 10. 1
If EVT-2 is performed, insulation removal is required, and the joint must be
viewed specifically and directly.

The SLC (N1 0) nozzle is outside the vessel skirt just below the bottom
head-to-shell weld at 345 degrees. The nozzle-to-safe-end weld is a full
penetration butt weld. The nozzle was buttered prior to welding. The safe-end I
was replaced shortly before startup and is SA-336, Class F8.

See drawings 5920-358 and 5920-5266

15.3 Lower Plenum Access - The SLC and core plate AP lines below the core plate
should be inspected by the VT-3 method when accessible. The extent of I
inspection will be determined as part of the planning for this activity. The
support brackets and welds that attach the lines to the shroud wall, the pipe
itself, and the pipe coupling where the line penetrates the vessel wall should
be inspected.

I
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15.4 Drawings

5920-74 SLC Nozzle (N10) Nozzle Forging
5920-358 SLC Nozzle (N1 0) Nozzle
5920-3773 General Reactor Vessel with Internals
5920-3774 General Reactor Vessel with Internals
5920-5266 SLC Nozzle (N10) Replacement Safe-end

16.0 Steam Dryer Inspection Details

16.1 General Description - The steam dryer assembly is mounted in the reactor
vessel above the separator assembly and forms the top and sides of the wet
steam plenum. Steam from the separators flows upward and outward through
the dryer's drying vanes. These vanes are attached to a top and bottom
supporting member forming a rigid integral unit. Moisture is removed and
carried by a system of troughs and drains to the pool surrounding the
separators and then into the recirculation downcomer annulus between the
core shroud and reactor vessel wall.

The steam dryer's sole function is to. remove moisture from steam in order to
minimize erosion of piping and the turbine by reducing its moisture content.
During refueling operations, the dryer is removed to allow access to the
reactor core and stored in the equipment pool. This is where inspections
would be made.

16.2 Steam Dryer - The steam dryer subcomponents should be inspected by the
VT1 and VT-3 methods. The inspection should include the four jacking bolts
(for the hold-downs), the tie bars, the manway cover, the four lifting eye
assemblies, and the lifting eye attachment welds. Additional components and
welds were identified for inspection as a result of extended power uprate,
SIL-644 Revision 1, BWRVIP-139, and operating experience. Exterior and
interior steam dryer weld and plate numbers can be found on drawings
contained in Attachment 11.5.
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Figure 18 "Steam Dryer"

16.3 Drawings I
5920-493
5920-494
5920-873
5920-878
5920-879
5920-880
5920-881
5920-882
5920-883
5920-884
5920-3773
5920-3774

Steam Dryer
Steam Dryer
Steam Dryer
Steam Dryer
Steam Dryer
Steam Dryer
Steam Dryer
Steam Dryer
Steam Dryer
Steam Dryer
Vessel with internals (three sheets)
Vessel with internals (three sheets)

I

a
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See Attachment 11.5 Steam Dryer Weld ID drawings
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17.0 Steam Separator/Shroud Head Inspection Details

17.1 General Description - The steam separator assembly consists of a domed
base (the shroud head) on top of which is welded an array of standpipes with
steam separators located at the top of each standpipe. The shroud head
assembly rests on the core shroud repair spacer ring, which in turn sits on of
the top flange of the core shroud. The head assembly forms the' cover of the
core discharge plenum region.

The shroud head is bolted to the core shroud flange by long hold-down bolts,
which, for ease of removal, extend above the separators. There are 36 bolts,
which were all replaced as a result of the core shroud repair spacer ring
installation in 1996 (the spacer ring required longer bolts). The objective of the
long-bolt design is to provide access to the bolts during reactor refueling
operations with minimum underwater tool manipulation during the removal and
installation of the assembly. It is not necessary to engage threads in
connecting the shroud head. A tee-bolt engages in shroud lugs and the nut on
the top of the shroud head bolt is tightened to only nominal torque. Final
loading is established through differential expansion of the bolt and
compression sleeve.

The fixed axial flow type steam separators have no moving parts. In each
separator, the steam-water mixture rising through the standpipe impinges on
vanes, which give the mixture a spin in each of the stages. Steam leaves the
separator at the top and passes into the wet steam plenum below the dryer.
The separated water exits from the lower end of each stage of the separator
through drain tubes and enters the pool that surrounds the standpipes to join
the downcomer annulus flow.

The steam separator's sole function is to remove moisture from steam in order
to minimize erosion of piping and the turbine by reducing its moisture content.
During refueling operations, the steam separator is removed to allow access to
the reactor core and stored in the equipment pool. This is where inspections
would be made.

17.2 Steam Separator - The steam separator/shroud head subcomponents should
be inspected by the VT-3 method. The inspection should include the lifting
eye assemblies, the lifting eye attachment welds, peripheral standpipes,
peripheral standpipe attachments, peripheral standpipe assembly welds, the
tie bars, the tie bar attachment welds, the shroud head flange, and accessible
areas of the shroud head.

See drawings 5920-576, 5920-6009 and 5920-1103
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17.3 Drawings3

5920-576 Shroud Head and Separator
5920-1103 Shroud Head and Separator
5920-1104 Shroud Head and Separator '
5920-3773 Vessel with internals (three sheets)
5920-3774 Vessel with internals (three sheets)
5920-4885 Shroud Head and Separator As-Built DimensionsI
5920-6009 Shroud Head and Separator

18.0 Top Guide Inspection Details1

18.1 General Description - The top guide is designed to provide lateral support for
.the fuel assemblies; thus, it is part of the core support structure. It consists of
a grid of beams forming square holes, which maintains the. alignment of
control rods and fuel bundles during normal operation, pressure transients,
and seismic events. There is a radial gap of four inches between the inside of
the core shroud and the outside of, the top guide rim.

The grid beams attach to a rim on the periphery of the top guide by means of3
reinforcement blocks and pins, which attach to the cover plate and bottom
plate. The cover plate is attached to the rim with numerous bolts. At Vermont
Yankee, the bottom plate and rim are an integral machined piece. The topI
guide assembly is supported on a core shroud ledge on top of twelve spacer
blocks. Four of the spacer blocks also serve as the bottom socket of the top
guide aligner assemblies. Another four of the spacer blocks also serve as the :
bottom latch for the top guide hold-down assemblies.

The top guide inspection locations that are accessed from the core will need to
be inspected with cameras, resistant to the effects of high radiation.

18.2 Alianer Assemblies - The top guide aligner assemblies are inspected by the3
VT-i method, when performed. The aligner assemblies are located at 72,
162, 252, and 342 degrees. The aligner assembly consists of sockets that are
welded to both the top guide rim and to the shroud to engage-an eccentric pin. 3
They will be inspected from two vantage points: 1) from the nearest vacated
cell or peripheral bundle location; and 2), in the four-inch gap between the top -

guide OD and the shroud ID under the core spray sparger. From the firstI
vantage point, the pinned blocks on either side of the top guide support block
on the shroud are to be examined to assure the integrity, of the fillet weld at the
top of each block, and that the block pins and the eccentric aligner pin itself
are still engaged. From the second vantage point,,the fillet welds tying the top
guide support block to the shroud are examined.
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GriGue or Fftfl

T• WT'e rooe ' -- t

Top Guide Aligner Pins

(4 PLuem: W." 1W2, 26? £ 342')

Figure 19 "Top Guide Aligner Assembly"

See also drawings 5920-1100 and 5920-1105, and 1.999 IVVI video

18.3 Hold-Down Assemblies - The hold-down assemblies shall be inspected by the
VT-I method. The hold-down assemblies are located at 18, 108, 198, and
288 degrees. The hold-down assembly design consists of two pairs of bolts
(on the cover plate and bottom rim) and a central, spring-loaded pretensioning
locking bolt, which is fillet welded in the locked position. A rectangular block
on the bottom of the central bolt is latched under two protrusions of the
hold-down spacer block. The hold-down assemblies will be inspected from
three vantage points: 1) )from the nearest vacated cell or peripheral bundle
location; 2) in the four-inch gap between the top guide OD and the shroud ID
under the core spray sparger; and 3), the top of the hold-down assembly.
From the first vantage point, the integrity of the connection between the
rectangular "nut" and the top guide support block protrusions shall be assured.
From the second vantage point, the fillet welds tying the top guide support
block to the shroud shall be examined. From the third vantage point, the tack

welds shall be examined, and the position of the handle shall be assured to be
parallel with a line running from the center of the core to the hold-down
assembly.
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n

Top Guide Hold Down Bolft
(4 PWM.:I' W, 1W a2a)

Figure 20 "Top Guide Hold-Down"

See also drawings 5920-6018 and 5920-1105, and 1999 IVVI video 5
18.4 Grid Beams - If inspected, the top guide grid beams would be inspected by

the EVT-1 method, as recommended by GE SIL No. 554. The camera is
positioned below the top guide and aimed up toward the bottom of the beams
to inspect for cracks propagating across the bottom of the beam and up the
sides. The cell must be vacated for this inspection.

The top guide grid is formed by a series of beams joined at right angles to 1
form square openings. The joint is formed by bottom and top edge slots cut
into the beams. The slots are machined with a close tolerance that ensures a
tight fit at each joint.

See drawing 5920-531

18.5 Rim and Cover Sheet Bolts - The top guide rim bolts and the perforated cover
sheet bolts should be inspected by the VT-3 method. There are 88 rim bolts
with two tack welds apiece. The presence of the bolts and the integrity of the
tack welds should be assured.

See detail from drawing 5920-531 1
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Attachment 11.5

Vermont Yankee Steam Dryer Weld and Plate
Drawings
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Attachment 11.5.1

VY Interior Steam Dryer Weld ID Drawings
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Internal Inspection Drawing
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0 Internal Inspection Drawing
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Attachment 11.5.2

Vermont Yankee Post Modification Steam Dryer
Weld ID Drawings
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Internat Inspection Drawing
0
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Attachment 11.5.3

Vermont Yankee Exterior Steam Dryer Weld ID
Drawings

I

I
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Attachment 11.6

Program Deviations

I
I
I
I

-No. ID Approved Title BWRVIP Reference

1 TJ 2003-04 Revision 1 02/14/05 Continued Operation id Entergy Northeast Vermont Yankee BWRVIP-79, Section
(ENVY) with a Reactor Coolant Soluble Cobalt-60 Zinc 3.2.3.3,
Ratio >2.OE-05 BWRVIP-107, Section 5.1

2 TJ 2003-05 Revision 1 3/31/05 Continued Operation of Entergy Northeast Vermont Yankee BWRVIP-79, Table 4-6,
(ENVY) with Feedwater Copper >0.2 ppb Note c

3 TJ-2005-01 9/1/05 Jet Pump Beam Inspection Deferral BWRVIP-138, Table 6-1

4 TJ-2005-02 10/13/05 Use Of An Alternate Circumferential Crack Growth Rate For BWRVIP-18-A, Section
Core Spray and Jet Pump Riser Welds 5.1.3

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
U
I
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Continued Operation of Eateira Nortbeast Vermont Yankee (MMXy)
With a Reactor Coolant Soluble Cobal-40 to Soleble Zinc Ratio >2.0,-06&

Revision #1

A Technical Justifi• ion J) ais Mqired wh nutlity procedures, npections, t-thodolog,, or Waitines are
incousistent with a I ofte sportig BWRVIP idlineENNDC-125 nd Appmx Arto BWRVEF-
94E"wIM P M IM OMMn G~' m provide guidance on the docuintuxucture for a technical
justication fr deviation. The hs 1T. was kissd en 0gflV2003 as T No. 2003-041•itibeingmvisedto be
cansisteat wih BWRLVIP-94 guidance and plant information since the imnitato of Hydrogen Waow Chemistry
ii November of 2003.

.(GasEPRnPIP dO*SmS.C, ,eaim m • . . .d. . . .wrm c)

MID thne BWRVIP documents discussed below all remnd c•pratigwith a reactor watur soluble Co-" to
Zn ratio of <2E-5.CMmlJppb to minimize out ofce dos rates.

1) BWRVIP-122 (piogrssret) madB-WRVIP-137 (flairdepeot)"ofz
R.ada•ati Control uae D-eoletd Zinc with NMCA", makes the following statement ha Section 6.2:"

SControlling r*eaco wa. Co-6.s/yZnUs) to a Value Of<2xl03 uC*i/dlpb will control post NMCA dose rates.

2) BWRViP-11. -'bMCA o aDt and A l C ea. 2003 Revision, September, 2003.
Section 10.3 provides r mm da for post NUCA Operadn. Re coendation*3 assumes thatthe utility
haa a zinc injection system and 1stat" Iffthe Co-6W (a) rao io *an mactor. wow is > 2.0"05 uCl/mLpb
cond mcing feedwater additi rMs torehts ar .Previouttyn isWRVIP-I07 the
recomnzadadon was to "Adjust feedwater zin jection rat to result in a steady reactor vel of S-10
ppb;-...an&niaintain this level during post NMCA qisutWos"

.3) BWRVlP-130,-W WArh ,2004 Revision, October, 2Q04. Siction 6.3.3 Table.6-5b
-Chemsiry Uui.dell ns- Reacto Water - HWC- NMCA - Pow Operaion (> I0% Power)" Note d for reactor

water zinc stats "A value of Oo-.60(s)YZ (s) <2 x 10 " has beep shown to result in stabe or reduced doso
room" Section 3.4 provides do foilowing eement; "To mitigte the Increased shutdown dose rates due to the
increased uptakeof Co60 into corrosion filum, the reactor wowe ratio, of soluble Co-6 to soluble zinc must be
kept below2O•, -. u- Mmppb. Section 5.14 states:". The correlation crmaio field with the reactorwater-
soluble C•o•, to zion.ralo is strong, with those plants naInaningthi, ratio below 2.OE-05 .Ci/huVpb..
observing dose r miteigaoon ." The benefits of zin inJ on were previously described inBWRVIP-79, the
2000 reision to the DWR Watr Chemistry Ouidelines.

In addition to the three docmnasl described above, GE SI. No. 631 Revision 2 provides additional
inflasnatioobecommedatims an the subject oftion injection This SIL M i ieoction following NobleChm

•mio rwas Ilssed on August 31,2004. Mils revision provides a sratgy for feedwater zine
injection that addresses both dose Me and flperfomance issues focusing more an the ratio ofsoluble Co-
60&aZ in &aereactoar water, sad not merely an the absolute value, of tire reactor water zinc concentration. .
I1* M2 in this SI. ar as follows: "MaitnIn the re•tor wate sohublo Co-60/Zn rtio at a value
of< 2B-5 uCVisV~Pb for No*1eChemn plants Maintain the feedwater Zinc concaitration below 0.4 ppb to reduce
the potental for Wpailing of crud bran fuel rod surfhoes."

The basis for the BWRVP1P documents is that the praes e ofzinc in the reactor will minimize the incorporation
of Co-60 into oxide films on reactor vessel internals and associated plulngZnc also stbilne the existi fuel
deposiks which reduce the relea ramte of ccurosion products such as Co-60 no the reactor coolant.ITis in turn
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I
I

m in s out ofan dsosrates. Iho use ofdeletedAnc I ,NMCA plants-ahs been the subject of a series of
EPIU docom, •, tat concluded, wit the fni report in BWXVIP-137 issued taNo.ember of 2004.

ENVY does not have a zinc injection system and therefore, the facility as designed cannot continuously
maintain a ratio ofsoluble Co.60 to soluble zinc that is *..OE,5 uCi.mVppb.

fFo,• he do&- u, , - t d p- po&- d w m.w obJee and kaw. o. veffcwwum er•o bm drbyh,
BW ?VRI~gikht Mkoaoo45w zlutff&z~aw dbymiiwbmu whA wwwsk Okw&MI~uoz~avuff b 4Wsivwtu tand

8w•ahmu (z)J

ENVY has b•en able to masimalilow dose rat on piping (exhmiple Reactor Rocirculaton System) since the
replacanmtufdd recircladon pipigini 196. Thbe were three main factors that ontibuted to this success.
First wa instlatlltoofstainlesa stedeltyp 316 daecropolished stainless stl recirculation piping. The second
was a re•uhcti incobal surce and th thtid was a function of having an admiralty condenser.

Admiuay condensera have tubes that weapproxbmately21% zinc and 78% copper. Many utilities rep•iaced their
admiralty condensers or installed deew bed mcaincallzers based an copper conceros associated witha Crud-
Induced Localized Caonusimn This BucIor prmqted thean to initit tin e ijion wsing depletedatuc to reduce
dose rates. Initially Wsawas done based on the msbstantial increase in reactor internal dose rates following
initiation ofHydrogwnWater Oneitzy(HWC). Vwm=tYankeestillhasan admiray cmai dmerta
coawitos 2-12 ppb of soluble zinc in the reactordepending on thi time of y, operating conditms and
c€ondensate demmaler removal eficincy. Our eofrtstoredum ftedwater copper concaration have
impacted reactor coolant zinc cocnrtmAs fth table below for Cycle 24 indicates ENVY cannot maintain a
Wighenough soluble zinc lthe reactor to mamtan a soluble C.-.60.inc ratio of <2E.-5 uC/ml/ppb.

Moemai. RVSolbhle Ziac RVSolubleCobalW Ratioof SolubleCo-
pnb u-cv.il %o7Zn .fcvi b

May, 2004 5.9 1.67E-04 2.131105
Ju*e 2004 BA 1.101103 13113-04
July, 2004. 7.6 . 1.89,-4. 2.49E-0

AugsZ 2004 11.9 1.02E-04 8.6013-06
2O{4 4.1 1.1011-04 2.081-05

October. 2004 4.4 1.30134 • 2951-05
November, 2004 3.8 1.5 N- 44 .......... 4.-.1 -05

* *W. 2004 2.2 1.6913-04 8.4415-05
Janury, 2005 3.9 234B--04 6,001-05

BRAC dose rates for the recirculation piping.indicatc a 250% increase since the toble.metala applicatio in 2001
from 80 nik to apperwoxately 200 m.ilb. This inrem only reilects operation under hydrogce injection for a
periodof'7 months. HWCinction woinoitednNovthbe of2003. herbisa potenialforincreaecd
drywell dose ratw during RFO 25 as a result of not being able to inject DZO (Depicted Zinc Oxide). Whan the
initial toclatica justification was prepared the BRAC dose rates indicated a 50% increase during the 2-)w
period that followerd NMCA. As a result of this new data, industry operating experience and an INPO assist visit
recommendation, Engineering Request 04-0642 was issued to perform an evaluation for the instal on ofa zifc
injection systm. Also, as pat of the evahtion of tineering Request 04-0642 corsideration is being given
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for an in•reaseinoutage sope to install zinc Injectin taps in the feedwater system dringRFO-25, October of.
2005.

BWRVIP-118 stats that low feedwater itm <1-.5 ppb could bave a beneficial effect on post NMCA shutdown
dose rates since it can inhibit Intreaed pardtilate Co-60 release to the reactor coolant. Th average fedwvat
iron concentration for 2004 was OA. ppb. Low feedwater iron may help to mitigate the effects ofaving a low
concentration of zinc in the reactot coolant

Though it may be possible to meot te recommended Ca/ia ratio (In•casing the feedwater zn concentration).
by changing the type of ondenste resins it would also increase the feewater copper concentration. Due to the
inceased risk of elevated coppdr. on fue, VY management has elected to keep the copper concentation as low
as possible nd temporarily accepting ths increased dose rates (though not neesasarily incease drywel
exposure) on th*e recircuan pling until such time that a zinc ijection systen can be installed. ENVY will
continu to •onitor BRAC points and dryw*i agosre thtwili be faitoed into the decision for zinc addition.

-uato of Tehla Jus. caio t ..~ he b~ .. ie:b h . " .

This deviation will remain in effectupl03/31/07, the currently scheduled date for RFO-26 or at such.time that a
Zincjeon sNid is installed and ratio of coolant soluble cobalt to soluble zin is < 2.oIE-0 uCmlmVppb.

ad~hedeua~ptW d.e, ,w -

Lowm feawater iron may.have a positive impact •o the intcrease in out of core dose rates. M assumptionwill be
validated at the beginning of •FO 25 in lIte October of 2005. It is also assumed that a zinc injection system will
be •i•.alled during cycle 25.

Continue plant opeations as in the past relying on the natural zinc from the condenser to heclp control out-of-core
dose rates. Revise th technical justificatio for feedwa- copper control (CF-2003-03) to include the impact on
reaccor coolant zinc and the poteat for inree In out-of.-co dose rams. As stated previously an ER has been
submitted to instal adnc injection system. Once the zinc inection system is in service and th CG-6w7j ratio
is routinel <Z0E-05, the 13 can be closed. Ncft that industry guidelines ame fequentl revised, if any offte
rewisions ornewwdocuments effectthis TI, itwil be revised as necessary. T7he Strategic Plan forMitgation
needs to be revised following RPO-25 to rnflect the status ofthis Jssu&.,VYLC-2004-0614 CADI ii in plc
to ensure that this happens. Engunceing is the responsible department for z=n injection. 1UeChemistry
deprm n. ha the responsibility lb the Strategic Plan. It has not been determined who will operate the zinc
inject system when insalled. Revise PP-7027 to include the revised TeclwicaljustIficaflon for zinc uyecuin

APPrOyals (Mat nMnS MndP~ok uign ~atwe/ea A thorush revirew shmal hnclude wd comider hputfrom a
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T ehncajusfatto fO 0o3 c5I
Continued Operaion of Entery Northeast Vermont Y .a*ee (ENVY)

With FoedwtewO Coppem ; 0.2 ppb
Revihlou #1

A Technical Justification (TJ) is required when utility procedures, inspections, methodology, or guidelines are
inconsistent with the tent of the supporting BWRVIP guidelines. ENN-DC-125 and Appendix A to BWRVWP-
94 ."WRVEP ProEram Imlementgain Guide" provide guidance on the document structure for a technical
justification for deviation. The initial TJ was issued on 12117/2003 as TJ No. 2003-05. It is being revised to be..
consistent with BWRVIP-94 guidance and Cycle 24 plant Chemistry data. 3
BWRVIP Requirement (Giv BWRVLPdocumew$andSecron reference w•ih a Feffieoftte rquiVemLt.)

BWRVIP-130, "MWR WaMer hemistr k Guidelins", 2004 Revision, October, 2004. Section 6-14 in Table 6-6
provides the following inform:attow. the Action Level I value for feedwater copper is 0.2 ppb. Table Note (c)

states "A risk assessmewt shoul4 be completed if the feedwater copper values are above 0.1 ppb based on a
quarerly average. The assessment should includo the applicability of recent industry experience." In Section 6-5
the following statement is made concerning an Action Level 1 condition for feedwater copper. "if not restored
within 96 hours, perform a review to assess the impact of long- term system reliability. Identify and evaluate
ConeCdive action. Develop and obtain management approval of a written plan and schedule to implement
appropriat corrective .actions."

The basis for the BWRVIP documents is that the presence of copper in the reactor coolant "'can cause
delamination of nodular oxide on Zircaloy cladding or deposit in 4 tenacious crud, potenially leading to cladding
damage" (Input Reference #1 Section 5.6.1). Crud Induced Localized Corrosion (CILC) typwfailures have ber
associated with elevated levels of copper in BWR feedwater. Plants with copper alloy condensers (such as
ENVY) and with feedwater copper values >0.1 ppb annual average should carefully evaluate fuel concerns and
take preventative measures. which should include the following:

o Use only fuel cladding with high resistance to nodular corrosion
- Consult with the fuel vendor if planning to add zinc in the feedwater
@ Perom an engineering risk assessment including the potential effect on fuel integrity due to
redistribution and deposition on the fuel of Fe, Cu, and Zn prior to making significant chemistry

Changes. (SOER 03-2) I
DTe ifation below Odre temeremom fdations and n'* assessment.

EMCjacord howEN ~v~deiawsordeviatedfromo B*4WVJreeuiemem~s)

Feedwater copper is not controlled to <0.2 ppb under all operating conditions. The Cycle 23 average feedwater
copper Concentration w-s 0,25 ppb.

(Provide the iisufm *knehih ra &W prposvd*vW=im weetr &0e =wm vbjeeh' ad inten* or level fcoemen'ajiion e itwd by the

mmsomea which all-w te divwinion tq 1e =woWetbe Cleriýu 1dn415 te lmpw t* Ae dnawidn warl have on meaeng the uintet ofthe

Bac•kground:

Elevated feedwate copper levels for plants with admiralty condensers and filter deminerali•es have been an I
industry problem for morthan a decade. Most of the BWRs with this problem have either replaced their
condensers or added deep bed demineralizer at a substantial cost to the utility. There are currently only two
BWRs that have not taken the previously stated corrective actions. I
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These are Columbia Station and Vermont Yankee. Filter demineralizs are approximately 90% efficient for
removal of soluble species due to the very short residence time on the thin ion exchange resin layer on the
precoat. When tighter precoats are utilized they take out more of the insoluble species and seem to increase the
ion exchange efficiency. When low-cross-linked resins are used for crud and copper ion control, they may shed
some sulfate into the reactor coolant, therefore limiting their use based on the increase in reactor coolant sulfates.
In the effort to maintain or increase the efficiency of the demineralizers, zinc is being removed. Thus there is a
balance between the desirable feedwater copper concentration and the reactor coolant zinc concentration. The
basis for this deviation is as follows:

1. Envy cannot meet the 0.2 ppb feedwater copper limit under all operating conditions based on
original plant design.

2. There have been no fuel failures at ENVY within the past 15years wher the root cause was copper
when the cycle average copper concentration was - 0-5 ppb or greater. Actual fuel failures were
described asfretting, manufacturing defects, FhM, missile and accelerated corrosion.

3. There were no fuel failures during cycle 23 where the cycle average feedwater copper
concentration was 0.25 ppb. There was increased corrosion noted on recent fuel inspections for 2ýd
burnt fuel that is within the experience data base of NMCA plants. The accelerated corosion seen
in Cycle 22 (May, 2002) was outside the experience base of NMCA plants.

4. Feedwater copper concentrations > 0.2 ppb do not Impact the effectiveness of hydrogen water
chemistry in a plant (ENVY) that has injected noble metals.

5. Feadwater copper control'activities have had a negative impact on reactor coolant soluble zic
concentration resulting in a soluble Cobalt -60 to soluble zinc ratio of > 2.0 -305 uci//i/ppb. This
may result in an'increase in out-of core dose rates. Anyfurther efficiency improvements for the
condensate demineralizers'would also-reduce feedwatr zinc. This could have a significant impact
on out-of-core dose rates. There was a reduction in steady state reactor coolant soluble zinc from
Cycle 22 (6.1 ppb) to Cycle 23 (4.0 ppb). In cycle 24 thene has been a further decrease to 3.4 ppb.

6.' The Fuel Warranty applicable to ENVY has a ContinuousLimit of 0.5 ppb for feedwater copper.
The Fuel, Contract has an exception to the Fuel Warranty value for feedwater copper. The
Continuous limit in the contract is 1.0 ppb. ENVY can maintain feedwater copper below the
existing Fuel Warranty value of O5 ppb.

7. Fuel inspections following the failures in 2001 resulted in no correlation between lift-off
measurements and the copper content Fuel rods with the highest copper content in the scrapings
did not fail. NOTE- Fuel Inspections are scheduled for RFO-25 to further evaluate fuel corrosion
issues (Input Reference #5)

8. Starting with RFO-24 and continuing in RFO-25, third cycle fuel is being replaced with GE-14 fuel
with P-8 cladding that is more corrosion resistant. This will help to mitigate higher heat flux under
EPU conditions.

The Table that follows indicates the monthly average feedwater copper concentration for the past three years.
The significant improvement fromn 2002 to 2003 was a result of the implentation of the copper control action
plan in May of 2003.
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Mont h. 2002 Averae 2003 Average 2004 Avemrag
Feedwater copper in Feedwater Copper in Feedwater Copper in

_ppb ppb ppb
January 0.37 0.19 0.15

Februmar 0.44 0.31 0.17,
March 0.42 0.28 0.17
April 0.44 0.22 PFO-24
May 0.48' 0.18 0.38
June 0.53 0.31 0.33
July 0.50 0.31 M4.

August 0.55 0.24 0.36
,,ptember 0.54 0.34 0.29

October 0.79 0.11 0.28
November 0.32 0.19 0.19
December 0.19 0.19 0.27

Yearly Average 0.46 0.24 0.28

Review of Onerating Ernerience:

The River Bend fuel failure incident of 1999 was thoroughly evaluated and discussed at several EPRI meetings
attended by the VY Plant Chemist. River Bead experienced fael failures in 7 fuel assemblies that appeared to be
related to copper. Although ther was an elevated amount of copper in the fuel crud, the failure mechanism was
more a result of heavy deposition of iron oxide-based tenacious crud. Two conductivity excursions resulting
from a chemical decon of an RER heat exchanger during the October 1997 refueling outage and the subsequent
startup are the suspected causes for a large influx of corrosion products early in the operating cycle. Their
feedwater iron levels were aromnd 3.7 ppb. This did not account for all ron deposits on the fuel inside the core
and it was not clear where this extra iron came from.. At Vermont Yankee, feedwater iron is always maintained
below the EPRI Guideline value of 5.0 ppb and is infrequently above 1.0 ppb. As a result, the type of fade
failures seen at River Bend are not expected here, even with a feedwater copper concentration >0.2 ppb. Based
on a review of the ERI Guidelines (section 3-40), this incident was used as the basis for the guideline value for
feedwater copper being reduced from 0.5ppb to 0.2 ppb. In discussions with GeneralEectric, they have
indicated that the justification fbr this lower limit is not based on the data.

The General Electric BF2/VY Root Cause Investigation Report dated 0,3/17r2003, Input Reference Document
#3, did not determine a root cause for the 5 failures identified during Cycle 22. The report indicated that the
high levels of copper lely contributed to accelerating the corrosion process along with some unknown initiating
event However, high levels of copper crud did not affect the performance 3m cycle fuel that was discharged
during RFO-22. Copper conoentrations were very low on the BF2 failed fuel Fuel examinations indicated
relatively high copper deposits on Cycle 19,20 and 21 fuel The 5 fuel rod failures were from the same tubing
lot and failed in VY reload number 20. The data indicate that othe reloads residing in the core are not
exhibiting the accelerated corrosion. It was noted that VY leads the fleet in feedwater copper but that it does not
represent a change - VYhas always had high feedwater copper and has not had related fuel failure problems
since the late 1970s. The root cause evaluation did not provide any recommendations for copper control or
indications that the current GXE. Fuel Warranty value of 0.5 ppb for feedwater copper would be changed.
Following the VY fuel failures, the Reactor Engineering department contacted Aquarius Services Corp. and
requested an evaluation of the data associated with the fuel failures.' This included GE evaluations and material.
two cycles of Chemistry Data and plant operating history. Fuel manufacturing data was also reviewed. Some
conclusions and notes from his report are as follows:
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* Nodular corrosion should not occur on an in-process heat treated cladding. Of the two causes,
corrosion by high copper chemistry water is unlikely, since M work in the past showed that this
does not occur either in or ex-reactor. High Cu chemistry with NMC might induce nodular
corosion by the change In redox conditions at the cladding surface., The previously proposed poor
in-process heat treating control could be 4 second cause

" The continued evaluation of the fuel examination tapes confirm previous conclusions that there is a
correlation between the level of corrosionobserved, some of the oladding lot numbers and some of
the local peaking factor histories of the rods.

" The author concurs with ONP's conclusion that three cladding lot numbers behaved poorly.
" A cursory comparison of fuel rod local peaking factor historie of rods from the same cladding lot

indicates a reasonable, correlation of power with corrosion control
a Based on OE information, there does not appear to be a correlation between Cu content and liftoff

measurements, and them does not appear to be a correlation between linear power generation and
liftoff either. Ths indicates a lack of correlation between copper content and corrosion.

SThe maximum concentration of copper at a discreet axial location was 1885 ug/cMZ that occurred at
the 31" elevation of Rod D* Bundle YrF493. One should note that this was a rod without a fuel
defect.

Duration of T•echnca hstifion swe how tong &,e • v•on wiu be Ii• d.)

This deviation will remain in effect until such time that the admiralty condenser is replaced with one that does
not contain copper alloys.
A fgeuMblOimes IteMs mo as Woraw used ote &g TZ =dpiride a b&wO.or each, LMst any open fatu req•,irig

dztiwaal~n a dIrnmr qf *e TI.

1. The admiralty condenser, the copper source term, will not be replaced until 2011. Evaluations to date
indicate that it is not feasible to install deep-bed demineralizers. as an altrnative& mitigator...

2. Copper control activities have an impact on reactor coolant zinc. This problem cannot be resolved until
a zine injection is-installed in the fedwater system. Thene are current on-going discussions with the
zinc injection system vendor for the installation of a system at NVY.

3. ENVY is a low feedwater iron and zinc plant. This factor potentially reduces the amount of any.
tenacous crud that might be formed on the fuel. Tewacious crud is believed to have caused the fuel
failures at River Bend Station. "In the absence of heavy nodular conosion or tenacious crud,
accumulation of copper on the fuel surface may be slow, and the fuel rods can tolerate certain levels of
copper from the feedwater". (Input Reference Document #1)

RewSMMedd~ndatn (11,0 detadae recowunedadook as require to resolv due evolaazed cmeaidma Lint all dowew mviuntreqin
chkeandaucarw~dupp•e O y sate C r e-nuwdmfarpkamo4adons or canges to operatin pracdce ncluduig

Based on this review of industry documents, operating experience and the guidance in the GE Fuel Warranty it is
concluded that copper may play a role in the fuel corrosion process but that further evaluations are required
especially as they relate to fuel duty. Feedwater copper levels > 0.2 ppb but <0-5 ppb will not interfere with
NMCA, HWC or our IGSCC mitigation program. Also, based on plant chemistry data and the information
provided in this document. copper accelerated corrosion has a low probability of being a cause of fut1 fMiures.
11owever, it is the plant goal to maintain feedwater copper levels as low as reasonably achievable while
balancing other parametie such as reactor coolant zic and sulfate concentrations and to strive to meet a cycle
average foedwater copper value of 03 ppb or less,

The Strategic Plan for Mfitigation needs to be revised following RFO-25 to reflect the status of this issue.
VTYLO-2004-00614 CA0M is in place to ensure that this happens. Revise PP-7027/ Che mistry Strategic Plan
for Mitigation to include the revised technical justification for feedwater copper. Continue to perform fuel
inspections during refueling outages to monitor the potential impact of copper fuel corrosion.
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Input Documents and other References - Thraowiwg documens pro'de uwnut to th Technical yztcaton

#* .... DocumcntT7•e (b g R on Nkýmbýr and Dt (if Applkable)

I "WWVIP-130, 2004 fizlsacei to ffe EM~ Wate Cheaisity Gwaidefnte ober,2004

2 Br"wo Ferry 21 Vmt Yankee Rooa CWam k- etigo Rep7. W3, march 1720•0j
3 Overview Fie F•ih• c Assesmeat, Vmt Yankee, Cycle 22, March 18, 2002, Prepared by GNF

4 Pceluminary Bvanatlim of Vermawt Yankee Fuel Pedrfrnzrue Aquarius Services, A.A. Strasser, May 24,200
5 Water Cbemistry Induced Fuji Leaks, SEN 204. September•20. 9, (River Bead Pua FaPU Incident)

6 Chez=y Stratec Plan fo Mitigation, QO na November, 2004

Design Output Documents - Thefnowmsg dcwew am bwnp by ge Tedalat f•,Ga#On

I .'I .M it mTi,- .
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:AJ5-31-2005 12647 ENTERGY NUCLEAR NE 914 2?2 3457 P.02

Technical Juutlkatlo .Na. TJ-200lOt

Title: Jet Pump Beam Inspection Deferral

Technical justification is required when utility procedures, inspections, methodology, or guidelines are inconsistent with the

intent of the suppor ting BWRVIP guidelines.I

I(Give B WHAVIP documen and Section reference with a restatement of the requiremem.j

BWRVIP-138 (Reference l) Table 6-1 requires a're-inspection interval of jet pump beams every 4 years.I
This re-inspection interval is based on Vermont Yankee having a Group 2 beam design and operating with
normal water chemistry (NWC) for a part of the time since the baseline UT and VT-I inspections were
performed in 2002 (RF023).

Vermont Yankee Deviation (Record how Vermont Yankee deviates or deviated from the BWRVIP requlremten,.J

Vermont Yankee will deviate from the Reference I re-inspection schedule of 48 months for beam regionsi
BB-1 and BB-2, Vermont Yankee will inspect beam regions BB-i and BB-2 in 55 months instead of 48
months, an extension of 7 months. BeaSm region BB-3 is required to be re-inspected within 72 months.
The beams will be scheduled for inspection in RFO 26 (2007) and region BB-3 will be within the
BWRVIP prescribed 72 month re-inspection schedule and this section of the beam is not included in this
technical justification.

t (Provide. the basis for determining that die proposed deviation meet, the same objective and intenb or level of

c conservatism ethibited by the BWRVIP guidelines. The jwfficolion shall be opported by calculations when warranted.
Clarly identify all availabie ib[ormaion and resources, which allow the deviation to be acceptable. Clearly identify the inpact
that th deviation will hove on meeting the intent of the guideline.)

A&cetance Basis

Background:

BWRVIP-138 designates three inspection regions for a jet pump beam, regions BB-1, BB-2, and BB-3.
VY has a group 2 beam design and all three regions are inspected during the same outage typically using
the industry preferred UT examination method. All twenty beamr were inspected by Frarnatone in
October of 2002 (RFO 23) in accordance with the requirements Of BWRVIP-41 Table 3.3-1. Regions
B1-I and BB-2 were inspected by UT and region BB-3 was examined to the extent practical by VT-I in
rsponse to GE RICSIL 086. In December 2004, BWRVIP-138. Table 6-1 changed the inspection I
intervals listed in BWRVIP-41 for regions BB-i and BB-2 from 6 years to 4 years and introduced the
inspection requirement of BB-3 at a 6 year interval, all for NWC plants.

Vermont Yankee initially scheduled to examine all 20 jet jump beams during RFO 25 using a new
examination technique developed by our contracted -vendor to address new BWRVIP-138 requirements.
During the vendors UT qualification demonstratiomn at EPRI a notch in the comer of the beam designated
20 was not detected. To ensure the 20 area is examined an additional enhanced visual examination
(EVT-1) was recommended. This additional requirement affects outage scope and resources. Deferring I
the beam examination until RFO-26 will allow the BWRVIP Assessment Committee sufficient time to

reconcile this issue.

TJ-2005-OI
Page I of 5

U
' I
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Basis:

There are two bases for deferring inspection of beam section BB-1 and BB-2. The first reason is that
BWRVIP-138 was issued in December 2004. Per BWRVIP-94 (Reference 4) each utility has two cycles
to implement the requirements of newly issued guidance. This criterion allows inspection to be performed
in RFO-26 (2007). The second reason is VY applied a noble metal coating (NMC) to the reactor internals
and has maintained hydrogen water chemistry (HWC) available for 60% of the current inspection interval
(2002-2005). Extending the inspection interval 7 months would provide an equivalent level of beam
integrity when compared to the 6 year inspection interval permitted for a NMCA/HWC plant that operates
with HWC availability at 90% during the inspection interval. After the next beam inspection, VY expects
to maintain > 90% HWC availability which will allow a 6 year inspection interval.

BWRVIP-138 requires re-inspection of jet pump beams in a NWC environment by October 2006 (4 yeý..S'after the baseline ix~t• •-was performed-•-M-bbii2002). BWRV --3-8-llows a 6 year re-

inspection interval for -plants with an effective-NMCA/MWC program, VY refuel outages are scheduled
for October 2005 and May 2007. As such, beam regions BB-I & BB-2 will exceed the required inspection
interval by approximately 7 months, while BB-3 will meet the 6 year inspection interval for a NWC plant.

Re-inspection criteria for the beams are differentiated based on two factors: beam design and water
chemistry. VY hAs,' a group 2 design with improved material and a reduction in applied stress. The
BWRVIP-138 credits improvement in water chemistry through NMCA/HWC with increased re-inspection
intervals. Fracture mechanics evaluations of the BB-2 region have shown that a flaw with an initial depth
of 0.050 inches is acceptable for 4 years for NWC operation and 6 years for effective NMCA/HWC
(Reference 1) operation. Effective NMCA/HWC is defined in BWRVIP-62 (Reference 3) as accepted by
the NRC. The staff has defined in BWRVIP-62 (Relerence 3) an effective NMCA/HWC program as:

"iFor an acceptable NMCA program the hydrogen vs. oxygen molar ratio -should be 4:1 and above; there
should be a monitoring program to determine if the NMCA remains applied and to determine when the
process needs to be re-applled; NMCA is only applicable when HWC is available, and should be available
at greater than 90% of the hot operating time; conductivity transients (>0.3uS/cm) lasting 24 hours or
less, need not be subtractedfrom the acceptable NMCA service time."

VY complies with an effective NMCA/HWC program as defined by the NRC with one exception, HWC is
available less than 90 percent of the time (Reference 8). VY applied NMCA in 2001 and started hydrogen
injection in November 2003. During the current inspection interval from October 2002 through October
2005 HWC availability Is. approximately 60% (20 months * 0.96 HWC Availability/34 months = 60%).
VY has operated from October 2002 through August 2005 with effective NMCA/IWC for 60% of the
time and expects to operate at greater than 96% HWC availability through cycle 26. The current 4 year
re-inspection interval ends in October 2006 and with a May 2007 refuel outage the proposed inspection
interval extension is about 7 months. Per the BWRVIP-138 operation with NMCA and 90% HWC
availability would increase the current 48 month inspection interval by 24 months totaling 72 months.
Table I below shows VY's current (through 2005) and expected (through 2007) HWC availability and the
BWRVIP required inspection intervals. It is judged that the 55 month inspection interval (7 month
extension) with an expected 69% (37 months* 0.96 HWC Availability/51 months=69%) cumulative HWC
availability provides the same assurance of beam integrity as a 72 month inspection interval (24 month

T"-2005-O1
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extension) with 90% HWC availability. Fwuthermore, no domestic group 2 designed jet pump beam has
failed o-date.

In conclusion the administrative guidance in BWRVIP 94 allows up to RFO 26 (2007), two cycles from
the issue date of December 2004 for BWRVIP-138, to complete the required inspections. More
importantly since'the time that the baselines UT/VT-I inspections were performed in 2002 (RFO-23) there
is the same assurance of beam integrity provided by operating with 69% HWC availability on a 55 month
inspection interval as compared to 90% HWC availability on a 72 month inspection interval.

DuramhgK Te nLJtiiatuon (State how lon t&e deviation wi11 be in effct.)

This technical justification shall stay in effect through RF026 (2007). The basis for this duration is that jet
pump beams shall be examined in RFO 26 (2007).

Ass umlnmAen It.m (Lit any assumptions used in the TJ and provide a baris for each. Litt any open items requzing
additional action prior to closure of Me Ti.)

Cycle 26 will operate at 96% HWC availability. This is based on the VY past performance of operating at
>98 % HWC availability. EN-CY-106 has established a goal of ? 98% HWC availability for NMCA
plants.

.REMEMMbim (Lst detailed reconmendations, as require4 to resolve the euluaged condiion. List all docwnens
requiring changes and atach marked up page. Clearly state recommmdatoiufor plant modiffcations or changes to operatins
practices, including recommnmW changes w plant procedures.)

Procedure PP-7027 Appendix "A" Section 10.1, Appendix "A' Table I, and Appendix "B" Section 10.1.1
will be revised to change the UT inspection date from RFO 25 (2005) to RP026 (2007).

TJ-2005-OI
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.nvat Docunmzt and other References - Th1 following docmn.nts provide in•.t to this Technical Justification.
#,.... Document Tide (including Rev. No. and Dabea if applikable)

1 BWRVIP-138 BWRVIP Updated Jet Pump Beam Inspecton Flaw Evaluation Guidelines
2 BWRVIP-41, BWRVIP BWR Jet Pump Assembly Inspection and Flaw Evaluation Guidelines
3 BWRVIP-62, BWRVIP Techmical Basis for Inspection Relief for BWR Internal Components

with Hydrogen Injection.
4 BwRVIP-94, BWRVIP Program Implementation Guide
5 PP 7027, Reactor Vessel Internals Management Program
6 Framatome ANP, "2002 RFO 23 Outage Reactor In Vessel Services Final Report for

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Plant', Dated 10/16102
7 Framatome AN?. "BWR Reactor Vessel Internals inspection Ultrasonic Evaluation

Examination Report for ENNE", dated 12/9/02
8 Cycle 23/24 (>200 degrdes) HWC System Performance

TJ-2005-01
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Teeblcal Jus•ifation No. TJ-2005-ft

Title: Use of an Alternate Circumferential Crack Growth Rate for Core Spray and Jet
Pump Riser Welds

Technical justification is requked when utility procedures. inspectiou, methodotogy, or guidelines am inconsistent with the 3
intent of the supporting BWRVIP guidelines.

_BWRV1P Rtgh'e t (Give SWRVIP document and Section reference wAh a resarmemm of the requirement)

BWRVIP-18-A [I], Section 5.1.3 states for circumferential crack growth rates "If desired, a bounding i
crack growth rar of 5E-5 inch/hour can be used. However, this value may be overly'conservative and a
lower crack growth rate can be used if justified".

•BWRVIP-41[121, Section 5.1.1.2 states "If the indication detected is part through wall, the crack growth
could be in radial and the circumferential/axial directions"..A plant speci£k analysis would use the
appropriate environmental conditions and a theoretical model or an empirical model to predict the IGSCC
crack growth rate. Such an approach would be able to make use of plant specific information in predicting l
the crack growth rame."

YSMM Yanke-e e (Record how Venrmo Yankee deviaes ordeviaoedfrom the B WRVIP requiremen.)

This document provides the technical justification for using a reasonable circumferential crack growth rate
of 2.2B-5 inch/hour for the core spray weld 3P8b, and Jet Pump Riser weld N2K-RS- I.

J -tlia (Prmvide dhe bams for de4ermbu•ig that she proposed devmiaon miets the same objective and irment, or level of 1
corervatum edbited by the BWRVIP guaeinex The jmviafcaton shall be supported by colcolcaion when %WwaseMd

Cleaidy idenfify al aailable infimatidm and resourceA which allow the deation to be accepsble. Clearly identy Ow iupaqt
OW ihe deviation *0 bhaveoa meeting Ohw intwt f the gaeiWe.) 3
Accenam Basis

For-cracks in the through-thickness direction BWRVIP-14 crack growth rates for 304 SS equal to a value
of 2"-05 in/hri (improved water chemistry) and I. IE-O5 in/hr (hydrogen water chemistry) are approved
by the NRC [141 for use. For other directions (longitudinal and circumferential) the defiatlt and most

conservative crack growth rate used in the industry is 5E-05 in/hr. However BWRVIP- 18-A and
BWRVIP-41 allow for plant specific crack growth rate, if justified. The crack growth rate of I
2.2 &-05 in/hr was selected for use because VY currently has hydrogen water chemistry and noble metal

chemical application (NMCA) and selecting a crack growth rate approved for improved water chemistry is
conservative. 3
Inspection data, stress level, water chemistry, and flucnce are factors that affect crack growth rate. The
boiling water reactor vessel internals project (BWRVIP) supports this fact throughout several of their

publications. For example BWRVIP- 138 Jet Pump Beam Inspection and Evaluation guideline 16]
requires beams re-inspection on a 4 year interval in a normal water chemistry environment as compared to1
a 6 year re-inspection interval in a hydrogen water chemistry environment due to reduced crack growth
rate.I

A reliable and technically sound method to determine a crack growth rate is to measure the change in
circumferential crack length over time. UT inspections performed on the Core Spray weld 3PSb in 1996

and 2001 [t1i showed no change in circumferential crack length. Both sets of UT data were 1
Feae I of 5
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independently reviewed by an EPRI UT expert and the zero change in flaws size was confirmed [3].
The measured crack growth rate of zero from these two inspections justifies the conservative use of
2.2 E-5 inch/hour crack growth rate.

UT inspections were performed on Jet Pump riser weld N2K-RS-I and N2H-RS-I in 1998 and 2001.
GE reported [4) that cracks were "showing no significant growth". In 2001 a second indication was
identified on the N2K-RS-I weldihat was not reported during the 1998 inspection. GE reported that
this indication was present in 1998 but was not evaluated as an indication and may have been due to the
presentation abilities in the ultrasonic software. Both sets of UT data were independently reviewed by
an EPRI UT expert [5]. EPRI concurred with the GE crack sizing and identified the presence of the
second flaw on weld N2K-RS-I in the 1998 data that supports GE's conclusions. The conclusion that
indications show "no significant growth" also conservatively justifies using a 2.2 E-05 inch/hour crack
growth rate.

Another approach to calculate the average crack growth rate is to base it on the largest indication length
divided by the operating hours since the assumed crack initiation. This is the same methodology GE
describes in reference 10. page 5. The largest indication length detected in 2001 for Core spray Weld
3PMb is 4.34 inches [I 11. The VY plant has been in onmmercidW operation since 1972. As stated by GE,
the field experience shows that cracking in the come spray piping or spargers has been seen as early as 8
years of cormnevial operation. If it is assumed that the initiation occurred after approximately 12 years
of commercial operation" (in 1984), thenthe crack growth period is approximately t36,000 hours (17
years of operation since crack initiation times 8,000 hours per year). This yields a crack growth rate of
4.34 inch,/ (2x 136,000 hours) or 1.6E-05 inch/hour which supports using the 2.2E-05 inch/hour crack
growth rate.

A similar argument can be made for the Jet Pump Weld N2K-RS- 1. BWRVIP-41 [12 Page 2-261 states
that "a crack was identified at one plant after 12 years of operation". The largest indication detected in
2001 for let Pump Weld N2K-RS- I is 3.38 inches [13. page 8). If it assumed that the N2K-RS-1 crack
at VY also initiated after 12 yeas of operation, then the maxirmm crack growth rate would be 3.38
inch/(2x136,000 hours) or I.3E-05hutdhour which again supports the 2.2E-05 in/hour crack growth
rate.

Since 1998 enhance visual (VT-I) examinations have been performed each outage on the PSa and P8b
welds and in 2004 on the Jet Pump riser welds with no pipe outside surface cracks detected [71. It is
unlikely that cracks would be growing circumnferentially without growing through the pipe wall,
especially since the PSb and N2K-RS-1 are thin pipe welds. This further supports the fact that crack
growth is "zero" or "not significant" and justifies the 2.2E-05 inch/hour crack growth rate.

Operating stresses on the core spray collar-to-shroud connection as stated by GE [101 are low and
include the effects of seismic and core spray injection loads which are not typically present. -The jet
pump riser weld evaluation is based on limiting stress intensity factor of 5.0 ksi 4W 1131. This limit was
imposed to eliminate any crack growth due to high cycle fatigue. These low operating stresses will not
lead to excessive crack growth rates and support using the 2.2E-05 in/hour crack growth rate.

Water chemistry and neutron fluence at Vermont Yankee have been considered and support using a
crack growth rate of 2.2E-05 in/hour. VY has a NMCAIHWC program started in November 2001 with
hydrogen injection in November 2003. HWC availability for the current cycle is above 98% [8) and
should remain at this level during the next cycle. HWC is recognized as a method to mitigate crack
initiation and to reduce crack growth rates. VY has a low fluence core. At 32 EFPY the peak core shroud

TJ-2005-02
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fluence based on EPU conditions is 9.9E19 n/cm2 [2). This value is well below the generally accepted
fluence value of 5E20 n/cmz, the value where crack growth rates on stainless steel material is well
documented [9).

A crack growth rate of 2.2E-5 inch/hour is conservative and justified for use on core spray weld 3P8b, and
jet pump riser weld N2K-RS-1, consistent with the requirements in BWRVIP-18-A and BWRVlP-41.
This is based on inspection data taken between 1996 and 2001 which shows zero or "no significant
growth" on indications. Enhanced visual (VT-i) inspections performed each outage since 1998 on the
core spray welds and in 2004 on the jet pump riser weld have not revealed surface indications. In thin wall
pipe it is unlikely that flaws would grow circumferentially without being detected through wall. Operating
stresses on both the cove spray collar-to-shroud and jet pump riser welds are low which should not lead to
increased crack growth rate. VY water chemistry is good with NMCA applied in 2001 and HWC being in
service since November 2003- Cuume, cycle HWC availability is 98% and is expected to remain at this
level durinf the next fuel cycle. VY has a low flux core with peak shroud fluence remaining well below
5E20 n/cm; through 32 EFPYs at EPU condition.s.

Duratio2 f•Tgchn0k1 Justifiti (State how long the deviation will be in effect.)

This technical justification shall stay in effect through RF026 (2007). The basis for this duration is that
core spray collar-to-shroud and flawed jet pump riser welds will be examined by UT in RF026 (2007).

S #g Items (List any assumptionms sed in the TJ and provide a basis for eac. List any

open items requiring additional action prior to closure of the TJ.)

None

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
U
I
1
I
I
I
I

Recommmenations (List detailed recommendations, as requirezt to resolve the evaluated condition. List
all documents requring changes and attach marked up pages. Clearly state recommendations for plant
modifications or changes to operating practices, including recommended changes to plant procedures.)

Perform enhanced (VT-I) visual inspection of flawed core spray and jet pump riser welds during
RF025 (2005).

TJ-2005-02
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Tim mt~iets mud etber Refirenme - Ile fbilowin documents Mvkl in to dol Technica JusbficathotL
# Docuaent Title (inc"ing Rev. No. and Dabe- if a blice) .
I BWRVIP-IS-A "BWRVIP Core Spray Internals Inspection and Flaw Evaluation Guidelines",

February 2005
2 GE Repo•t GF,-NE-O00-0014-0292-RO " Entergy Nuclear Operations Inc. Vermont Yankee

Nuclear Power Station Extended Power Uprate Task T0313 RPV Flux Evaluation". May 2003
3 EM.R Latter fhom r. Selby (EPRp to D. Girruir (Vermont Yankee), 12/1512003.
4 GE..R..epo ( JXOAL, VY Recirculation Inlet Riser Ultrasonic ExaminatRv 0, May2001
5 EPRI Letter from G. Selby (EPRI) to Joe LaffeM, (Vermont Yankee), 8/8/2005
6 BWRVIP- 138 "Jet Pnump Beam In!,pectio and Flaw Evaluation Guidelines", December 2004
7 PP-7027 Reactor Vessels Internal Management Program, Revision 3
8 Cycle 23124 (>200 degres) HWC System Performance

-9 BWRVIP-99 Crack Growth Rates. in Irraiated Stailess Steel in BWR Intenall Components
10 Vemen Yankee Core Spray Annulus Piping Flaw Evaluation VYC-1536, dated 11/14/96
11 Entergy Report VYRPT-05-00015, "Core Spray Piping Weld PS/P9 Evaluation", Rev 0,

6120/05
12 BWRVIP-41, "BWR Jet Pump Assembly Inspection and Flaw Evaluation Guidelines",

October 1997
13 Entergy Calculation VYC-2400, -Evaluation of Jet Pump Riser Flaws at Weld N2K-RS- I"

Rev 0, 3/9WO5
14 !Letter 99-496, NRC Jack Strosnider to BWRLVIP Chairman Carl Terry, Subject "Final Saftrty

Evaluation of Proprietary Report TR 105873 BWVIP. Evaluation of Crack Growth in BWR
Stainless Steel Internals (BWRVIP- 14)' TAC No M94975 date December 3,1999

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Attachment -11.7 DRAWING List

REACTOR VESSEL AND INTERNALS

Drawings In Order Of Number

Drawing No.

5920-10
5920-11
5920-12
5920-14
5920-16
5920-17
5920-18
5920-19
5920-20
5920-21
5920-22
5920-23
5920-24
5920-65
5920-66
5920-67
5920-68
5920-69
5920-70
5920-71
5920-72
5920-73
5920-74
5920-95
5920-96
5920-97
5920-98
5920-103
5920-104
5920-105
5920-106
5920-107
5920-108
5920-109
5920-110
5920-111

Drawing Subiect

Reactor Cavity Plan
Reactor Cavity Plan
Reactor Cavity Plan
Refuel Floor and Vessel Elevation
Refuel Floor and Vessel Elevation
Flange Refueling Bellows
Nozzle Schedule and Active Fuel Zone
Bottom Head Details w/Nozzles
Nozzle Details
Internal Attachment Details
Thermocouple Pads
Insulation Supports
Design Loads
N1 Nozzle Forging - Recirc Outlet
N2 Nozzle Forging - Recirc Inlet
N3 Nozzle Forging - Main Steam
N4 Nozzle Forging - Feedwater
N5 Nozzle Forging - Core Spray
N6 Nozzle Forging - Instrumentation (Head)
N7 Nozzle Forging - Head Vent
N8 Nozzle Forging - Jet Pump Instrumentation
N9 Nozzle Forging - CRD Return Line (Capped)
N10 Nozzle Forging - SLC
Bottom Head Layout
Vessel Shell Assembly
Weld Joint Details
Jib Crane
General Vessel Shell w/Nozzles
Top Head Layout
General Notes
Vessel Tolerances
Top Head Section
N3 Shell Course
N3 Shell Course
N4 Shell Course
N4 Shell Course
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Drawina No. Drawinq Subiect

5920-112 Jet Pump Riser Shell Course
5920-113 Jet Pump Riser Shell Course
5920-114 N2 Shell Course
5920-115 N2 Shell Course
5920-116 Bottom Head Knuckle Plate Course
5920-117 Bottom Head Dollar
5920-118 Skirt Attachment
5920-119 Skirt Extension
5920-208 Refueling Facilities, Reactor Cavity
5920-234 N4 Safe-End 3
5920-237 N10 Nozzle Safe-End - SLC (Superseded)
5920-238 N1 Nozzle - Recirc Outlet
5920-239 N3 Nozzle - Main Steam
5920-240 N6 and N7 Nozzle Flanges - Top Head
5920-241 N4 Nozzle w/Old Thermal Sleeve (See 5920-9057)
5920-242 N15 Nozzle Forging
5920-243 N6 Nozzle -:TopHead Instrumentation
5920-244 N7 and N15 Nozzles - Top Head Vent, Vessel Drain
5920-245 N8 Nozzle - Jet Pump Instrumentation
5920-246 N9 Nozzle CRD Return Line (Capped See 5920-246

Sheet 2)
5920-247 Nll, N 12 Nozzle and Safe-End (See 5920-6954)
5920-252 Shroud Support
5920-253 Shroud. Support

5920-257 Stabilizer Bracket and Top Head Lifting Lug
5920-258 Bottom Head Weld Buildup at N15
5920-267 Top Guide Aligner
5920-276 Weights, Volumes, Dimensions and General
5920-278 Weights and Volumes and General I
5920-324 Shell Flange N13 and N14 Nozzles
5920-325 Top Head Flange
5920-326 Top Head Flange
5920-327 Shell Flange
5920-328 Guide Rod Bracket
5920-329 Steam Dryer Support Bracket I
5920-330 Feedwater Sparger Bracket
5920-331 Dryer Hold-down Brackets (Top Head)
5920-332 Jet Pump Riser Support Pads I
5920-358 N10 Nozzle - SLC
5920-359 Bottom Head Penetration Layout
5920-481 CRD Penetration I
5910-482 Incore Penetration
5920-484 RPV Flange Stud
5920-485 RPV Flange Bushing and Nut
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Drawing No.

5920-486
5920-491
5920-492
5920-493
5920-494
5920-495
5920-496
5920-528
5920-529
5920-530
5920-531
5920-532
5920-576
5920-595
5920-624
5920-629
5920-655
5920-656
5920-667
5920-778
5920-843
5920-844
5920-873
5920-878
5920-879
5920-880
5920-881
5920-882
5920-883
5920-884
5920-895
5920-898
5920-947
5920-948
5920-950
5920-1096
5920-1097
5920-1098
5920-1099
5920-1100
5920-1101
5920-1102
5920-1103
5920-1104

Drawing Subiect

Stud Guide Caps
Bio-Shield Wall
Bio-Shield Wall Sections
Steam Dryer
Steam Dryer
Power Range Monitoring Unit
SRM/IRM Unit
Shroud
Shroud Sections
Core Plate
Top Guide
Core Structure and Shroud Hardware
Shroud Head/Dryer Separator
Core Plate Perimeter Hold-down Bolt
N5 Nozzle, Thermal Sleeve and Safe-end
Feedwater Sparger Bracket
N2 and N5 Safe-Ends
N2 Nozzle Recirc Inlet
Jet Pump Sensing Line
Jet Pump Bellows Seal
Core Spray Clamp Support
Jet Pump Sensing Line Support
Steam Dryer
Steam Dryer
Steam Dryer
Steam Dryer
Steam Dryer
Steam Dryer
Steam Dryer
Steam Dryer
Refueling Platform
N5 Nozzle Thermal Sleeve
Old Feedwater Sparger
Jet Pump Adapter
Feedwater Sparger Bracket Piece
Top Guide Details
Core Plate Details
Core Plate Details:
Core Plate Details
Top Guide
Core Plate
Shroud Section and Details
Shroud Head/Dryer Separator
Shroud Head/Dryer Separator
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Drawing No.

5920-1105
5920-1106
5920-1127
5920-1181
5920-1182
5920-1183
5920-1805
5920-1806
5920-1933
5920-1934
5920-1935
5920-1936
5920-1937
5920-1938
5920-2050
5920-2076
5920-2247
5920-2409
5920-2410
5920-2417
5920-2524
5920-2525
5920-2526
5920-2701
5920-2705
5920-3406
5920-3722
5920-3773
5920-3774
5920-3776
5920-3777
5920-4136
5920-4413
5920-4799
5920-4873
5920-4874
5920-4876
5920-4877
5920-4880
5920-4882
5920-4884
5920-4885
5920-4907
5920-5002

Drawing Subiect

Shroud Section and Details
Top Guide Details
Jet Pump
Jet Pump Riser Brace (Old Design)
Top Guide Rim
TopGuide Rim
Orificed Fuel Support
Core Spray Piping
Core Plate Perimeter Hold-down Bolt
Top Guide Clamp
Top Guide Aligner Pin
Top GuideHold-down Nut
Top Guide Hold-down
Core Structure and Shroud Hardware
Flange Seal Surface Protector
Refueling Bellows
Orificed Fuel Support
Incore Housing
CRD Housing
Incore Guide Tube
Orificed Fuel Support
Orificed Fuel Support
Orificed Fuel Support
Surveillance Specimen Holder
Surveillance Specimen Holder
Dry Tube Assembly
Specimen Holder Brackets
Vessel w/Internals (3 Sheets)
Vessel w/Intemals (3 Sheets)
Core Spray Sparger
Core Spray Sparger Nozzle Details
Core Spray Sparger Details
Surveillance Specimen Holder
Jet Pump Part Numbers (Same as 5920-6295)
Vessel Bottom Head Penetration As-Built Dimensions
Vessel Shell As-Built Dimensions
Shroud As-Built Dimensions
Shroud As-Built Dimensions
Core Plate As-Built Dimensions
Top Guide As-Built Dimensions
Top Guide and Core Plate As-Built Dimensions.
Shroud Head/Dryer Separator As-Built Dimensions
Core Spray Sparger Nozzle Details
Control Rod Guide Tube
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5920-5263
5920-5264
5920-5265
5920-5266
5920-5330
5920-5331
5920-5422
5920-5531
5920-5532
5920-5533
5920-5540
5920-5751
5920-5843
5920-6004
5920-6009
5920-6015
5920-6018
5920-6295
5920-6297
5920-6622 ShI
5920-6623
5920-6624
5920-6625
5920-6954
5920-6955
5920-7043
5920-7058
5920-7157
5920-7181
5920-7182
5920-7191
5920-9052
5920-9057
5920-9097
5920-9098
5920-9099
5920-11865
5920-11866
5920-11867
5920-11868
5920-11869
5920-11870
5920-11871
5920-11872
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Drawing Subject

N6 and N7 Replacement Safe-end Forging
N8 Replacement Safe-end Forging
N9 Replacement Safe-end Forging
N 10 SLC Replacement Safe-end
N9 Replacement Safe-end Welding
N6 and N7 Replacement Flange Welding
N9 Thermal Sleeve (Old) Reworking
N9 Replacement Safe-end Welding
N9 Thermal Sleeve
N1 Replacement Safe-end Welding
Stabilizer Bracket
Nozzle Material
N5 Nozzle and Thermal Sleeve
Jet Pump Riser Brace
Shroud Head/Dryer Separator
CRD Housing
Top Guide Hold-down
See 5920-4799
Jet Pump Beam
N1, N2 Safe-End Weld Joint Details
N1 New Safe-End Recirc Outlet
N2 New Safe-End Recirc Inlet
N2 New Thermal Sleeve

* N11, N 12 Nozzle Safe-End Modification
N11 through N15 Heats and Materials
Vessel UT Calibration Block, RV-3
CRD Housing
Control Blade
Jet Pump
Jet Pump Beam
Jet Pump Beam Keeper
Feedwater Sparger Modification (Superseded?)
New Feedwater Spargers
Core Spray Sparger Tee-box Clamp
Core Spray Sparger Tee-box Clamp Details
Core Spray Sparger Tee-box Clamp Details
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Restraint Assembly
Tie Rod Shroud Repair RPV Developed View
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Bottom Attachment Area
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Lower Details
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Bracket Assembly
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Tie Rod Assembly
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Shaft Assembly
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Inner Sleeve
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VY Reactor Vessel Internals Inspection Program I

Drawing No.

5920-11873

5920-11874
5920-11875
5920-11876

5920-11877
5920-11878
5920-11879
5920-11880
5920-11881
5920-11882

Drawing Subiect

Tie Rod Shroud Repair Spring Rod and Adapter (2
sheets)
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Pin
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Pipe Shaft Spacer
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Outer Sleeve Assembly (3
sheets)
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Socket Head CapScrew
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Nut
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Threaded Sleeve
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Spacer Assembly and Details
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Material List
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Upper Radial Seismic Support

I
I
U
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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VY Reactor Vessel Internals Inspection Program

REACTOR VESSEL AND INTERNALS

Drawings Grouped By Subject

Drawing No. Drawing Subject

General Reactor Vessel

5920-3773
5920-3774
5920-103
5920-96
5920-4873
5920-4874
5920-18
5920-105
5920-24
5920-278
5920-276
5920-106

Vessel w/Internals (3 Sheets)
Vessel w/Internals (3 Sheets)
General Vessel Shell w/Nozzles
Vessel Shell Assembly
Bottom Head Penetration As-Built Dimensions
Vessel Shell As-Built Dimensions
Active Fuel Zone
General Notes -. NDE, Materials, Tests, Drawing Index
Design Loads
Weights and Volumes and General
Weights, Volumes, Dimensions and General
Vessel Dimensional Tolerances

Pressure Barrier

5920-103
5920-96
5920-107
5920-104
5920-326
5920-325
5920-327
5920-19
5920-324
5920-108
5920-109
5920-110
5920-111
5920-112
5920-113
5920-114
5920-115
5920-116
5920-117
5920-95
5920-97

General Vessel Shell w/Nozzles
Vessel Shell Assembly
Top Head
Top Head Layout
Top Head Flange
Top Head Flange
Shell Flange
Shell Flange
Shell Flange Nozzles
N3 Shell Course
N3 Shell Course
N4 Shell Course
N4 Shell Course
Jet Pump Riser Shell Course
Jet Pump Riser' Shell Course
N2 Shell Course
N2 Shell Course
Bottom Head Knuckle Plate Course
Bottom Head Dollar
Bottom Head Layout
Weld Joint Details
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VY Reactor Vessel Internals Inspection Program .

Drawingq SubjectDrawing No.

Attachments

5920-21
5920-331
5920-328
5920-329
5920-330
5920-3722
5920-332
5920-252
5920-19
5920-5540
5920-257
5920-118
5920-119
5920-17
5920-22
5920-23
5920-258

Internal Attachment Details
Dryer Hold-Down Bracket
Guide Rod Bracket
Steam Dryer Support Bracket
Feedwater Sparger Bracket
Specimen Holder Brackets
Jet Pump Riser Support Pads
Shroud Support
Stabilizer Bracket
Stabilizer Bracket
Stabilizer Bracket and Top Head Lifting Lug
Support Skirt Knuckle
Support Skirt Extension
Flange Refueling Bellows
Thermocouple Pads
Insulation Supports
Bottom Head Weld Buildup at N15

Nozzles and Penetrations

5920-18
5920-105
5920-6955
5920-20
5920-238
5920-65
5920-6623
5920-5533
5920-6622 Shl
5920-656
5920-66
5920-6624
5920-655
5920-6622 Shl
5920-6625
5920-239
5920-67
5920-241
5920-68
5920-234

Nozzle Schedule
Nozzle Schedule
N11 through N15 Heats and Materials
Nozzle Details - N1,,N2, N4, N5, N8, N11, N12
N1 Nozzle - Recirc Outlet
N1 Nozzle Forging
N1 New Safe-End
N1 Replacement Safe-end Welding
N1 Nozzle Safe-End Weld Joint Details
N2 Nozzle w/Old Safe-End - Recirc Inlet
N2 Nozzle Forging
N2 New Safe-End
N2 Old Safe-End
N2 Nozzle Safe-End Weld Joint Details
N2 Nozzle New Thermal Sleeve
N3 Nozzle - Main Steam
N3 Nozzle Forging
N4 Nozzle w/ Old Thermal Sleeve - Feedwater
N4 Nozzle Forging
N4 Safe-End*

U
I
I
3
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Drawinq No.

5920-69
5920-624
5920-898
5920-655
5920-5843
5920-243
5920-70
5920-240
5920-5263
5920-5331
5920-244
5920-71
5920-240
5920-245
5920-72
5920-5264
5920-246

5920-73
5920-5265
5920-5330
5920-5422
5920-5531
5920-5532
5920-358
5920-74
5920-5266
5920-247
6920-6954
5920-324
5920-244
5920-242
5920-19
5920-359
5920-481
5910-482
5920-4873
5920-2410
5920-5751

VY Reactor Vessel Internals Inspection Program

Drawing Subject

N5 Nozzle Forging Core Spray
N5 Nozzle, Thermal Sleeve, and Safe-end
N5 Nozzle Thermal Sleeve
N5 Safe-End
N5 Nozzle and Thermal Sleeve
N6 Nozzle - Instrumentation (Head)
N6 Nozzle Forging
N6 Nozzle Flanges
N6 and N7 Replacement Safe-end Forging
N6 and N7 Replacement Flange Welding
N7 Nozzle - Head Vent
N7 Nozzle Forging
N7 Nozzle Flange
N8 Nozzle - Jet Pump Instrumentation
N8 Nozzle Forging
N8 Replacement Safe-end Forging
N9 Nozzle w/Old Thermal Sleeve - CRD Return
(Capped)
N9 Nozzle Forging
N9 Replacement Safe-end Forging
N9 Replacement Safe-end Welding
N9 Thermal Sleeve (Old) Reworking
N9 Replacement Safe-end Welding
N9 Thermal Sleeve
N10 Nozzle SLC
N1 0 Nozzle Forging
N10 Replacement Safe-end
N1 1, N12 Nozzles - Instrumentation
N11, N12 Nozzle Safe-End Modification
N13, N14 Nozzles - Shell Flange
N15 Nozzle - Vessel Drain
N15 Nozzle Forging
Bottom Head Penetrations
Bottom Head Penetration Layout
Bottom Head CRD Penetration
Bottom Head Incore Penetration
Bottom Head Penetration As-Built Dimensions
CRD Housing
Safe-end Replacement Material
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VY Reactor Vessel Internals Inspection Program I

Drawing No. Drawing Subiect

Spargers

5920-9057
5920-9052
5920-947
5920-330
5920-629
5920-950
5920-1806
5920-843
5920-3776
5920-3777
5920-4136
5920-4907
5920-9097
5920-9098
5920-9099

New Feedwater Spargers
Feedwater Sparger Modification (Superseded?)
Old Feedwater Spargers
Feedwater Sparger Bracket
Feedwater Sparger Bracket
Feedwater Sparger Bracket Piece
Core Spray Piping
Core Spray Pipe Clamp Support
Core Spray Sparger
Core Spray Sparger Nozzle Details
Core Spray Sparger
Core Spray Sparger Nozzle Details
Core Spray Sparger Tee-box Clamp
Core Spray Sparger Tee-box Clamp Details
Core Spray Sparger Tee-box Clamp Details

Shroud and Shroud Support

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I

5920-528
5920-529
5920-1102
5920-1105
5920-4876
5920-532
5920-1938
5920-6009
5920-4885
5920-19
5920-252
5920-253
5920-11865
5920-11866
5920-11867
5920-11868
5920-11869
5920-11870
5920-11871
5920-11872
5920-11873

5920-11874
5920-11875

Shroud
Shroud Sections
Shroud
Shroud Section and Details
Shroud As-Built Dimensions
Shroud and Core Structure Hardware
Shroud and Core Structure Hardware
Shroud Head and Separator
Shroud Head and Separator As-Built Dimensions
Shroud Support, Access Hole
Shroud Support
Shroud Support
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Restraint Assembly
Tie Rod Shroud Repair RPV Developed View
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Bottom Attachment Area
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Lower Details
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Bracket Assembly
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Tie Rod Assembly
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Shaft Assembly
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Inner Sleeve
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Spring Rod and Adapter (2
sheets)
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Pin
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Pipe Shaft Spacer
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VY Reactor Vessel Internals Inspection Program

Drawing No.

5920-11876

5920-11877
5920-11878
5920-11879
5920-11880
5920-11881
5920-11882

5920-6009
5920-576
5920-1103
5920-1104
5920-4885
5920-493
5920-494
5920-873
5920-878
5920-879
5920-880
5920-881
5920-882
5920-883
5920-884

Drawing Subject

Tie Rod Shroud Repair Outer Sleeve Assembly (3
sheets)
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Socket Head Cap Screw
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Nut
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Threaded Sleeve
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Spacer Assembly and Details
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Material. List
Tie Rod Shroud Repair Upper Radial Seismic Support

Shroud Head/Dryer Separator, Steam Dryer

Shroud Head/Dryer Separator
Shroud Head/Dryer Separator
Shroud Head/Dryer Separator
Shroud Head/Dryer Separator
Shroud Head/Dryer Separator As-Built Dimensions
Steam Dryer
Steam Dryer
Steam Dryer
Steam Dryer
Steam Dryer
Steam Dryer
Steam Dryer
Steam Dryer
Steam Dryer
Steam Dryer

Top Guide and Core Plate

5920-531
5920-1100
5920-4882
5920-1096
5920-1106
5920-1182
5920-1183
5920-1934
5920-267
5920-1935
5920-6018
5920-1937
5920-1936
5920-4884
5920-4877

Top Guide
Top Guide
Top Guide As-Built Dimensions
Top Guide Details,
Top Guide Details
Top Guide Rim
Top Guide Rim
Top Guide Clamp
Top Guide Aligner Pin
Top Guide Aligner Pin
Top Guide Hold-down
Top Guide Hold-down
Top Guide Hold-down Nut
Top Guide and Core Plate As-Built Dimensions
Top Guide and Core Plate As-Built Dimensions
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Drawing No.

5920-532,
5920-1938
5920-530
5920-1101
5920-4884
5920-4880
5920-1099
5920-1097.
5920-1098
5920-595
5920-1933

Drawing Subiect

Top Guide and Core Plate Hardware
Top Guide and Core Plate Hardware
Core Plate
Core Plate
Core Plate As-Built Dimensions
Core Plate As-Built Dimensions
Core Plate Details
Core: Plate. Details
Core Plate Details
Core Plate Perimeter Hold-down Bolt
Core Plate Perimeter Hold-down Bolt

I
I
I
I
I
ISurveillance Specimen Holder

5920-2701
5920-2705
5920-4413
5920-3722

Surveillance Specimen Holder
Surveillance Specimen Holder
Surveillance Specimen Holder
Surveillance Specimen Holder Brackets

Jet Pumos

5920-1127
5920-7181
5920-4799
5920-6295
5920-6297
5920-7182
5920-948
5920-778
5920-1181
5920-6004
5920-7191
5920-7102
5920-667
5920-844

Jet Pump
Jet Pump
Jet Pump Part Numbers (Same as 5920-6295)
See 5920-4799
Jet Pump Beam
Jet Pump Beam
Jet Pump Adapter
Jet Pump' Bellows Seal
Jet Pump Riser Brace (Old Design)
Jet Pump Riser Brace
Jet Pump Beam Keeper
Jet Pump Line Capping
Jet Pump Sensing Line
Jet Pump Sensing.Line.Support

I
I
I
I
i
I

I
Core Components

5920-3406
5920-7157
5920-1805
5920-2247
5920-2524
5920-2525

Dry Tube
Control Blade
Orificed Fuel Support
Orificed Fuel Support
Orificed Fuel Support
Orificed Fuel Support
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Drawing No.

5920-2526
5920-495
5920-496
5920-2409
5920-2417
5920-5002
5920-2410
5920-6015
5920-7058

5920-491
5920-492

Drawina Subject

Orificed Fuel Support
Power Range Monitoring Unit
SRM/IRM Unit
Incore Housing
Incore Guide Tube
Control Rod Guide Tube
CRD Housing
CRD Housing
CRD Housing

Biological Shield Wall

Bio-Shield Wall
Bio-Shield Wall Sections

Refuel Floor, Misc.

Refueling Facilities, Reactor Cavity
Reactor Cavity Plan
Reactor Cavity Plan
Reactor Cavity Plan
Refuel Floor and Vessel Elevation
Refuel Floor and Vessel Elevation
Refueling Platform
Jib Crane
Refueling Bellows
RPV Flange Stud
RPV Flange Bushing and Nut
Flange Seal Surface Protector
Stud Guide Caps
Vessel UT Calibration Block, RV-3

5920-208
5920-10
5920-11
5920-12
5920-14
5920-16
5920-895
5920-98
5920-2076
5920-484
5920-485
5920-2050
5920-486
5920-7043
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VERMONT YANKEE 2004
REFUELING OUTAGE RFO-24

DRYER EXAMINATION SUMMARY AND RESULTS

The steam dryer examination scope at Vermont Yankee for the twenty-fourth refueling outage ("RFO-24),

conducted in the Spring of 2004, is summarized as follows:

Location Examination Method Number of Discrete' Exams

Dryer OD Horizontal Welds

Dryer OD Vertical Welds

OD Covers and Penetrations

Lifting Rods
Outer Plenum
Dryer Leveling Screws
Dryer Repair Hardware
Dryer Tie Bars
Steam Dam Gussets

Steam Dryer Hood Cover Plates

Steam Dryer Hood End Plates

Welded Dryer Bank Support Hardware at
Lifting Lugs

Dryer Vane Bank Outlet Fillet Welds

Drain Channel Welds

Dryer ID Vertical Welds

VT-1

VT-1

VT-1

VT-1
VT-1
VT-1
VT-1
VT-1
VT-1
VT-1

VT-1

VT-1

VT-1

VT-1

VT-1

VT-1

VT-1
VT-3
VT-3
VT-3

42

3
4
32

part of 2004 modification
part of 2004 modification
part of 2004 modification

part of 2004 modification

part of 2004 modification

part of 2004 modification

part of 2004 modification

part of 2004 modification
22

24

Dryer ID Horizontal Welds

Dryer ID Struts
Dryer Plate Exams

OD General Condition
ID General Condition

Total Number of Exams

27

55
22
52
2
2

287



This summary scope resulted in approximately 300 individually identified examinations.

Four Indication Notification Reports (INR) were initiated, describing a total of 20 relevant (recordable)
indications. Two of these indications, which were identified on Indication Notification Report INR-VYR24-01,
were weld repaired. The remaining 18 indications was dispositioned "use-as-is," based on evaluation and
recommendation by vendor and Entergy engineering personnel.

In RFO-24, a stiffening modification was made to the dryer, in anticipation of extended power uprate (EPU).
These modifications were examined in RFO-25 and RFO-26, and the results of those examinations are found in
the exhibits related to those outages.

INR Location Comments
04-01 Vertical Weld V02-90 & Outer Plenum Weld 2 Indications, each approx. 3 inches long; both

OP-V9-0; were weld repaired in 2004. Subsequent exams
Vertical Weld V02-270 & Outer Plenum Weld show no new indications.
OP V19-180

04-02 Interior Vertical Welds HB-V04, HC-V06-180, 16 Indications
HC-V06-000, HD-VO1I

04-03 Surface Deposits Originally reported as possible erosion.
Determined to be NRI

04-04 Drain Channel Vertical Weld DC-V04C; Weld 2 Indications
Indication @ 185' Drain Pipe

I
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VERMONT YANKEE 2005
REFUELING OUTAGE RFO-25

DRYER EXAMINATION SUMMARY AND RESULTS

The steam dryer examination scope at Vermont Yankee for the twenty-fifth refueling
outage ("RFO-25"), conducted in the Fall of 2005, is summarized as follows:

Location Examination Number of
Method Discrete Exams

Dryer OD Horizontal Welds VT-1 6
Dryer OD Vertical Welds VT-1 24
Dryer Leveling Screws VT-1 4
Dryer Repair Hardware VT-1 8
Dryer Tie Bars VT-1 8
Steam Dam Gussets VT-1 4
Steam Dryer Hood Cover Plates VT-1 4
Steam Dryer Hood End Plates VT-i 4
Welded Dryer Bank Support VT-1 4
Hardware at Lifting Lugs
Dryer Vane Bank Outlet Fillet VT-1 2
Welds
Dryer ID Vertical Welds VT-1 12
Dryer ID Horizontal Welds VT-1 16
Dryer ID Struts VT-1 10
Dryer ID Previously Identified VT-1 7
Indication Locations
Total Number of Exams 113

Examination Results

The examinations performed revealed the following relevant indications:

HE-VI @ 2700: eight linear indications were observed in the unit end plate base metal
on the left side of the weld and one linear indication was identified in the unit end plate to
drain trough weld at a weld stop. (9 total)

HA-V4 @ 90': six linear indications were observed in the unit end plate base metal on
the left side of the weld. (6 total)

HB-V04: ten linear indications were observed in the unit end plate base metal on the left
side of the weld. Seven of these indications were identified and reported in RFO-24. (10
total; 3 new)



I
HE-V4 @ 2700: one linear indication was observed in the unit end plate base metal on
the right side of the weld. (1 total)

HB-VO 1 @ 90': sixteen linear indications were observed in the unit end plate base metal I
on the right side of the weld and one linear indication was identified in the unit end plate
to drain trough weld at a weld stop. (17 total) 3
HC-V1 @ 270': one linear indication was observed in the unit end plate base metal on
the right side of weld and one linear indication was identified in the unit end plate to
drain trough weld. (2 total)I

HC-Vl 1 @ 900: six linear indications were observed in the unit end plate base metal on
the right side of the weld and one linear indication was identified in the unit end plate to
drain trough weld at a weld stop. (7 total)

HD-V4 @ 2700: one linear indication was identified in the unit end plate to drain trough
weld at a weld stop. (1 total)

Therefore a total of 53 relevant indications were identified, including 7 that were
previously identified in RFO-24.

I
I
I
I
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VERMONT YANKEE 2007
REFUELING OUTAGE RFO-26

DRYER EXAMINATION SUMMARY AND RESULTS

The steam dryer examination scope at Vermont Yankee for the twenty-sixth refueling outage ("RFO-26"),
conducted in the Spring of 2007, is summarized as follows:

Location Examination Method

Leveling Screw
Lifting Eye
Attachment Weld
OD Horiz.
OD Vert.
OD Plate
ID Horiz.

ID Vert.
ID Plate
Gusset
Inst. Pen.
Manways
Gen. Cond.
Outer Plenum Horz.
Outer Plenum Vert.
Support Ring
Tie Bar
Drain Pipe
Drain Channel
Restraints
Seal Ring & Misc.

VT-1
VT-1
VT-1
VT-1
VT-1
VT-1
VT-1
VT-1

VT-1
VT-I
VT-1
VT-1
VT-1
VT-1
VT-1
VT-i
VT-1
VT-1
VT-1
VT-i
VT-I

Number of Discrete
Exams

8
4

33
53
46
29
55

37
33

7
2
5

17
13
21

8
24
21
37

4
6

INRs

01,02

07

08

09, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16,18,19,20

17
05

Total 463

The following Indication Notification Reports (INR) were initiated. An Entergy Condition Report (CR) was
initiated for each of these INRs, and an Engineering evaluation was performed and documented for each INR
and CR.

INR Location Comments
07-01 Lifting Rod @ 1440 & 3240 2 Indications; both new
07-02 Leveling Screw @ 144' & 2150 1 Indication; new; 1 additional indication

subsequently determined to be non-relevant
07-05 Drain Channel Weld DC-V04C 1 Indication; previously identified in 2004; no

change
07-07 Welded Dryer Bank Support @ 035' 3 Indications; new
07-08 Vertical Guides VG 175A, VG 215A 20 Indications; new
07-09 Interior Vertical Weld HA-V05 6 Indications; previously identified in 2005; no

change



INR Location Comments
07-10 Interior Vertical Weld HB-V04 10 Indications; 9 previously identified in 2005;

no change. 1 new indication; 1 previous I
indication now NRI

07-11 Interior Vertical Weld HB-VO1 7 Indications; previously identified in 2005; no
change. In 2005 there were an additional 10
indications which are now NRI

07-12 Interior Vertical Weld HC-VO1 2 Indications; previously identified in 2005; no
change. p

07-13 Interior Vertical Weld HC-V07-180' I Indication; previously identified in 2004; no
change.

07-14 Interior Vertical Weld HD-V04 1 Indication; previously identified in 2005; no
change.I

07-15 Interior Vertical Weld HE-V2 I Indication; previously identified in 2004 &

2005; no change.
07-16 Interior Vertical Weld HE-V5 1 Indication; previously identified in 2005; no

change.
07-17 Drain Pipe to Channel Weld DC-H-30 1 Indication; previously identified in 2004 &

2005; no change.
07-18 Vertical Weld HC-V1 1 5 Indications; previously identified in 2005; no

change. 1 previous indication not identified; 1
previous indication determined to be NRI I

07-19 Vertical Weld HD-VO1 1 Indication; previously identified in 2004; no
change

07-20 Interior Vertical Weld HC V06-000 1 Indication; previously identified in 2004; no
change.

66 Total Indications
47 Previously Identified
19 New

I
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I
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GE Nuclear Energy

General Electric Company
3901 Castle Hayne Road, Wilmington NC 28401

June 4, 2007

GE-HB 1MJZ6A-004

DRF 0000-0068-4783

GE Company Proprietary

Action Requested by:

Response to:

Project Deliverable:

N/A

N/A

Yes

cc: D. Drendel (GE)

Mr. Neil Fales
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station
Governor Hunt Road

Vernon, VT 05354

From: E. G. Thacker, II

1989 Little Orchard Street
San Jose, CA 95125

Subject:

Reference:

VYNPS, Steam Dryer Flaw Set 02 Evaluation Project - Report, R1

1. Entergy Contract Order No. 10153461, March 26, 2007

2. INR-IVVI-VYR26-07-07

3. INR-IVVI-VYR26-07-08

GE has completed the flaw evaluation report revision' authorized by Reference 1. The flaws are

shown in References 2 and 3. The revised flaw evaluation report is attached. The attachment is

design verified and evidence of verification is in DRF 0000-0068-4783.

A signed copy of this letter is included in DRF 0000-0068-4783. If you have any questions

please call me.

E. G. Thacker, II
Project Manager, Technical Projects
408 925-6154

Attachment: GENE-0000-0068-7307 R1

Report revised to incorporate Entergy comments received on the initial issue version, Revision 0.
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Evaluation of Visual Inspection Indications

Steam Dryer Assembly RF026

Vermont Yankee Generating Station
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GENE 0000-0068-7307
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Class III
June 2007

DRF 0000-0068-4783

5. SAFETY FUNCTION

The steam dryer assembly has no safety function. See BWRVTP-06-A for additional
discussion of steam dryer assembly safety. The crack indications reported in References
1 and 2 will not likely result in any lost parts at operating conditions. Based on the
technical evaluation as discussed herein there is not a safety concern, hence this has not
been evaluated under 10CFR21.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that the visual indications reported in References 1 and 2 be accepted
as-is for continued operation for at least one additional operating cycle. Repair is not
recommended at this refueling outage. These indications are most likely IGSCC and
therefore they will propagate very slowly if at all. These indications have little or no
structural impact on the steam dryer assembly and do not pose a risk of creating lost parts
during the next operating cycle. These indications should be visually inspected during
the next refueling outage to conform there has been little or no growth.
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